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The papers in this volume were presented at the 5th International Conference on
Algorithmic Aspects in Information and Management (AAIM 2009), held June
15–17, 2009, in San Francisco, California. The topics cover mostly algorithmic
applications in information management and management science.
A total of 41 papers were submitted to the conference. After an on-line paper
review process, the Program Committee accepted 25 papers to be presented.
The international Program Committee included Tetsuo Asano, Marshall Bern,
Daniel Bienstock, Danny Z. Chen, Camil Demetrescu, Lisa Fleischer, Rudolf
Fleischer, Martin Frer, Andrew Goldberg, Mordecai Golin, Monika Henzinger,
Seok-Hee Hong, Ming-Yang Kao, Xiang-Yang Li, Mohammad Mahdian, Tom
McCormick, Junfeng Pan, Rong Pan, Panos Pardalos, Tomasz Radzik, Rajeev
Raman, Martin Scholz, Robert Schreiber, Dou Shen, Xiaodong Wu, Jinhui Xu,
Qiang Yang, Huaming Zhang, Yunhong Zhou and Binhai Zhu. It is expected that
many of the accepted papers will appear in a more complete form in scientiﬁc
journals.
The submitted papers are from Algeria, Argentina, Australia, Chile, China,
Czech Republic, Denmark, France, Germany, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Israel,
Japan, Taiwan, UK and USA. Each paper was evaluated by at least three Pro-
gram Committee members (four is also common), assisted in some cases by
subreferees (listed in the proceedings). In addition to selected papers, the con-
ference also included two invited presentations by Andrei Broder and Edward
Chang.
We thank all the people who made this meeting possible: the authors for sub-
mitting papers, the Program Committee members for their excellent work, and
the two invited speakers. Finally, we thank the Organizing Committee members
whose hard work make this conference possible.
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Andrei Z.B roder
Yahoo! Research
2821 Mission College Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA
Computational advertising isa n emerging new scientiﬁc sub-discipline, at the
intersection of large scales e a r c ha ndt e xta nalysis,i n formation retrieval, sta-
tistical modeling, machine learning, classiﬁcation, optimization, andm icroeco-
nomics.T he central challenge ofc omputational advertising ist o ﬁndt h e”best
match” between ag iven user in ag iven contexta ndas u itablea d vertisement.
The contextc ouldb eau s e re nteringaq u e r yi nas e a r c he ngine (”sponsored
search”) , au s e rr e a d ingaweb page (”contentm a t c h ” and ”display ads”), a
user watchingam ovie on ap ortabled e vice, ands oo n .T he information about
the user canv ary froms c a r ily detailed to practically nil. The number ofp oten-
tial advertisements might be in the billions.T hus, depending on the deﬁnition
of ”best match” thisc h a llenge leads to a varietyo fm a s s ive optimization and
search problems,w i th complicated constraints.
Thist a lk will givea ni n troduction to thisa r e af ocusingm ostly on the algo-
rithmicc h a llenges encountered in practice.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, p. 1, 2009.
c   Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009Parallel Algorithms for Collaborative Filtering
Edward Y. Chang1,2
1 Google Beijing Research, Beijing 100084, China
2 University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106, USA
edchang@google.com
Collaborativeﬁ lteringh a sb e e nw i dely used to predict the interests ofau s e r .
Given a users past activities, collaborativeﬁ lteringp r e d icts the users future
preferences.T hist a lkp r e s e nts techniques andd iscoveries of our recentp a r a l-
lelization eﬀort on collaborativeﬁ lteringa lgorithms.I nparticular, parallel asso-
ciation mininga ndp a r a llell atent Dirichlet allocation will be presented andt h e ir
prosa ndc onsa nalyzed.S o me counter-intuitiver e s u lts will also be presented to
stimulate future parallelo ptimization research.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, p. 2, 2009.
c   Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009On the Approximability of Some Haplotyping
Problems 
JohnA braham1, ZhixiangC h e n1, Richard Fowler1,B i nF u1, and Binhai Zhu2
1 Department of Computer Science, University of Texas-American, Edinburg, TX
78739-2999, USA
{jabraham,chen,fowler,binfu}@panam.edu
2 Department of Computer Science, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT
59717-3880, USA
bhz@cs.montana.edu
Abstract. In this paper, we study several versions of optimization prob-
lems related to haplotype reconstruction/identiﬁcation. The input to the
ﬁrst problem is a set C1 of haplotypes, a set C2 of haplotypes, and a set
G of genotypes. The objective is to select the minimum number of hap-
lotypes from C2 so that together with haplotypes in C1 they resolve all
(or the maximum number of) genotypes in G. We show that this prob-
lem has a factor-O(log n) polynomial time approximation. We also show
that this problem does not admit any approximation with a factor bet-
ter than O(logn) unless P=NP. For the corresponding reconstruction
problem, i.e., when C2 is not given, the same approximability results
hold.
The other versions of the haplotype identiﬁcation problem are based
on single individual haplotyping, including the well-known Minimum
Fragment Removal (MFR) and Minimum SNP Removal (MSR), which
have both shown to be APX-hard previously. We show in this paper that
MFR has a polynomial time O(log n)-factor approximation. We also con-
sider Maximum Fragment Identiﬁcation (MFI), which is the complemen-
tary version of MFR; and Maximum SNP Identiﬁcation (MSI), which is
the complementary version of MSR. We show that, for any positive con-
stant  <1, neither MFI nor MSI has a factor-n
1−  polynomial time
approximation algorithm unless P=NP.
1 Introduction
Haplotype inference and identiﬁcation isa ni mportantp r oblem in computational
biology. For instance, human haplotype data are cruciali ni dentifying certain
diseases.I ndiploid organisms (such as human) there are two (usually not identi-
cal) copies ofe a c hc h r omosome. Consequently wec a n collect the conﬂated data
fromt wo correspondingr e g ions (genotype), relatively easily. On the other hand,
forc omplex diseases which are aﬀected by more than as ingleg e ne,i t ism ore
informativet o have haplotype data,i . e., those data frome xactly onec opyo fa
  This research is partially supported by NSF Career Award 0845376.
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chromosome.I t isk nown that genotype data are much easier andc h e a p e rt o
collect compared with haplotype data, and nowadays it isp ossiblet oo btain
haplotype data directly frome xperiments [6].
Most part ofg e nomes between two humansa r eidentical. The sites ofg e nomes
that makes the diﬀerence amongh u m a n population are Single Nucleotide Poly-
morphisms (SNPs). The values ofas e tof SNPs on ap a r t icular chromosome copy
deﬁneahaplotype.H aplotypinga ni n dividual consists of determiningap a ir of
haplotypes,o n ef ore a c hc opyo fag iven chromosome.
The problem ofh a p lotypingap opulation has beenw i dely studied with various
objectivef u nctions.T he haplotypingp r oblem seeks to determinet h eoptimal
pair ofh a p lotypes,w hich can be derived fromd a t awhich may have inconsistence.
Many versions oft h isp r oblem haveb e e n proven to be NP-hard.T hisp r oblem
has been studied in as e r ies ofp a p e r s[1,24,25,19,4,16,18,22]i nrecent years.
The problem ofh a p lotypingap opulation has been studies in [5,9,11]. There are
severalv ersions ofh a p lotypingp r oblems,l i ke they havet o ﬁt a perfect phylogeny.
Our ﬁrst set ofp r oblems are mostly following the principle ofh a p lotype inference
with maximum parsimony [10,12,14,16,26]. Whilet h es e c onds e tofp r oblems
focus on single individual haplotypingp r oblems,w hich haveb e e n studied before
in [17,19,1].
In thisp a p e r ,w es t u d y severalv ersions of optimization problems related to
haplotype reconstruction/identiﬁcation. Weﬁ r s ts t u d y the Single-Side Haplo-
type Identiﬁcation problem.T he input to the problem isas e tC1 ofh a p lotypes,
as e tC2 ofh a p lotypes, andas e tG ofg e notypes.T he objective ist o select the
minimum number ofh a p lotypes from C2 so that together with haplotypes in C1
they resolvea ll (ort h em a ximum number of) genotypes in G.T he background
oft h ism odeli st h a twe assume that the haplotypes in C1 isa lready known and
may be from one oft h ea ncestors fort h eg e nomes ofag r oup of descendants.
Wes h ow that thisp r oblem has a factor-O(logn) polynomial time approxima-
tion. Wea lso show that thisp r oblem does nota d m ita ny approximation with a
factor better than O(logn) unless P=NP.
The Single-Side Haplotype Reconstruction problem isa lso studied.I t iss im-
ilar to the Single-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem, but the input does not
contain the candidate set C2.W e obtain af a c t or-O(logn) polynomial time ap-
proximation, anda lso an Ω(logn) approximation lower bounda st h ose fort h e
Single-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem.
Secondly, wes t u d y some other versions oft h es ingle individual haplotyping
problems andd e r ives t r ong inapproximability results.I nthese problems, the hap-
lotype ofa ni n dividuali s determined directly using incomplete and/or imperfect
fragments ofs e q u e ncingd a t a .S othe input for these problems isam a t r ix, each
row representing a fragment.T he known versions oft h isp r oblem include Mini-
mum FragmentR e m oval( M F R), which has a complementaryv ersion Maximum
Fragment Identiﬁcation (MFI); and Minimum SNP Removal( M S R), which has
ac omplementaryv ersion Maximum SNP Identiﬁcation (MSI). MFRa nd MSR
havea lready been shown to be APX-hard [1]. Wes h ow that MFR has a factor-
O(logn) polynomial time approximation. On the other hand, fora ny positiveOn the Approximability of Some Haplotyping Problems 5
constant  <1, neither MFI nor MSI has a factor-n1−  polynomial time approx-
imation unless P=NP.
Thisp a p e ris organized as follows.I nS ection 2,w ep r e s e nts ome necessary
deﬁnitions.I nS ection 3, wep r e s e nt the approximability results fors ingle-side
haplotype reconstruction/identiﬁcation. In Section 4,w ep r e s e nt the approxima-
bility results fors e veralv ersions oft h es ingle individual haplotypingp r oblem.
In Section 5, wec onclude the paper with severalo pen problems.
2 Preliminaries
Wed e ﬁ ne necessary concepts in this section. Throughout thisp a p e rwe assume
that all the haplotypes andg e notypes are within aﬁ xed block.
Suppose that wea r eg iven some local chromosomes each of m linked SNPs.
A genotype isas e q u e nce g = g1g2 ···gm such that gi denotes the genotype
at locus i and gi =0 ,1o r2d e notes that this locus ish omozygous wildt ype,
homozygous mutant or heterozygous, respectively. A (complete) haplotype isa
binary( 0o r 1) sequence of length m.T w ohaplotypes h1 = h11h12 ···h1m and
h2 = h21h22 ···h2m resolve ag e notype g = g1g2 ···gm ifa nd only if gi =2
implies that h1i =0and h2i =1 ,o r h1i =1and h2i =0 ;gi =1i mplies that
h1i = h2i =1 ;and gi =0i mplies that h1i = h2i =0 ,for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Example,
g =0 2120i sr e s olved by h1 = 00110 and h2 = 01100.
Fort wo sets ofh a p lotypes C, C , andas e tofg e notypes G,w es a y C and C 
resolve G iff ore very g ∈ G, there exist c ∈ C and c  ∈ C  such that c and c 
resolve g.
Deﬁnition 1
– The Single-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem can be formally de-
ﬁned as follows:
INPUT: A set C1 of |C1| haplotypes, another set C2 of |C2| haplotypes, a set
G of |G| genotypes, and an integer k.
QUESTION: ﬁnd a least size subset C 
2 ⊆ C2, |C 
2|≤k, such that C1 and
C 
2 resolve all (or the maximum number of) genotypes in G?. We also use
SSHI problem to represent Single-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem.
– For an integer d>1,ad-SSHI problem is a SSHI problem C1,C 2 and G
with each haplotype in C2 resolving at most d genotypes in G.
– The Single-Side Haplotype Reconstruction problem can be formally
deﬁned as follows:
INPUT: A set C1 of |C1| haplotypes, a set G of |G| genotypes, and an integer k.
QUESTION: ﬁnd a least size set C 
2 of haplotypes, |C 
2|≤k, such that C1 and
C 
2 resolve all (or the maximum number of) genotypes in G?. We also use
SSHR problem to represent Single-Side Haplotype Reconstruction problem.
– For an integer d>1,ad-SSHR problem is a SSHR problem C1 and G with
each haplotype in the solution resolving at most d genotypes in G.6 J. Abraham et al.
Foram inimization (maximization) problem Π, an algorithm A provides a per-
formance guarantee α for Π iff ore veryi n stance of Π with optimal solution value
OPT the solution value returned by A isa tm ost α×OPT (at least OPT/α).
Usually wes imply say that A isaf a c t or-α approximation for Π.T hroughout this
paper,w ea r eonly interested in approximation algorithms running in polynomial
time.
We will show in Section 3 that both SSHI and SSHRa r eNP-complete;i n
fact, there are no polynomial time approximation with a factor o(logn), unless
P=NP.
Fors ingle individual haplotyping,o n e needs to determine the haplotype ofa n
individual byw o rkingd irectly on (usually incomplete and/or imperfect) frag-
ments ofs e q u e ncingd a t a .I nthisc a s e , ah a p lotype can be written as a string
over the alphabet {A,B,-} with “-” meaning lack of information oru ncertainty
about the nucleotide at that site.F o rh u m a n, beingadiploid organism, each
has two copies ofe a c hc h r omosome,o n ee a c hf r omt h eindividual’sf a t h e ra nd
mother.S othe problem ise ven more complicated.
Given am a t r ix M ofh a p lotype fragments (rows), each column represents a
SNP site ande a c hc e ll oft h em a t r ix denotes the choice of nucleotide seen at that
SNP site on that fragment.Acell of M can haveavalue A or B when the data is
complete ande r r or-free;o therwise,i tc a n haveahole, denoted by -.T w orows i1
and i2 of M conﬂict ift h e r ee xists a column j such that M[i1,j]  = M[i2,j] and
M[i1,j],M[i2,j] ∈{ A,B}. M is feasible ifa nd only ift h er ows of M can be par-
titioned into two groups such that rows in each group are mutually conﬂict-free.
Amongt h ef ollowingp r oblems,M F Ra nd MSR were ﬁrst studied in [17,19,1].
Readers are referred to[ 4,3] fors ome other problems on single individual
haplotyping.
Deﬁnition 2
– MFR (Minimum Fragment Removal): Given a SNP matrix, remove the min-
imum number of fragments (rows) so that the resulting matrix is feasible.
– MSR (Minimum SNP Removal): Given a SNP matrix, remove the minimum
number of SNPs (columns) so that the resulting matrix is feasible.
– MFI (Maximum Fragment Identiﬁcation): Given a SNP matrix, select the
maximum number of fragments (rows) so that the resulting matrix is feasible.
– MSI (Maximum SNP Identiﬁcation): Given a SNP matrix, select the maxi-
mum number of SNPs (columns) so that the resulting matrix is feasible.
MFRa nd MSR were both shown to be APX-hard,w i th restricted versions (i.e.,
when there is no gap,o rs e q u e nces of “-” betweenn o n - hole values) beingp olyno-
mially solvable [1]. Wes h ow that MFRa d m its a factor-O(logn) approximation.
For MFI and MSI, which can be thought ofa st h ec omplementaryv ersions of
MFRa nd MSR,w es h ow much stronger inapproximability results,i . e., they
cannot be approximated with a factor n  fora ny constant 0 < <1.On the Approximability of Some Haplotyping Problems 7
3 Approximability for Single-Side Haplotype
Identiﬁcation/Reconstruction
In this section, wec over the ﬁrst set ofp r oblems on haplotype identiﬁcation and
reconstruction.
Theorem 1. There exists a factor-O(logn) polynomial time approximation for
the Single-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem.
Proof. Wec onvert thisp r oblem into the set cover problem.T he O(logn)-factor
approximation algorithm fort h es e tc over problem [2,15,20] brings an O(logn)-
factor approximation fort h eSingle-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem.
Assume that C1, C2 and G are the three input sets fort h eSingle-Side Hap-
lotype Identiﬁcation problem (see deﬁnition 1). A set cover problem isd e r ived
as follows.
Let S = G.F o re a c hhi ∈ C2,l et Si be the set ofa ll gj ∈ G such that hi and h 
resolve gj fors ome h  ∈ C1.T he input oft h es e tc over problem is S,S1,···,S m,
where m = |C2|.
It ise a s y to see that ift h eSingle-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem with
input C1,C 2, and G has a solution C 
2 ⊆ C2 with size |C 
2| ifa nd only ift h e
set cover problem with input S,S1,···,S m has a solution of |C 
2| sets from
S1,···,S m.
Since the set cover problem has an O(logn)-factorp olynomial time approx-
imation, weh a vea n O(logn)-factor approximate algorithm fort h eSingle-Side
Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem.    
Theorem 2. There is no factor-o(logn) polynomial time approximation for the
Single-Side Haplotype Identiﬁcation problem unless P=NP.
Proof. Wep r ovet h ist h e orem by showingt h a tSet Cover can be reduced to
SSHI. It isk nown that Set Cover cannot be approximated with a factor-o(logn)
polynomial time approximation [23].
Assume that X, S1,···,S m with (Si ⊆ X for i =1 ,···,m) are the input for
Set Cover,w hich seeks to ﬁndaleast number ofs e t sa m ong S1,···,S m to cover
the elements in the base set X. A SSHI instance can be constructed as follows:
Assume that X contains n elements e1,···,e n. G contains g1,···,g n,w here
gi =( 22)i−100(22)n−i2f or i =1 ,···,n. C2 contains f1,···,f m such that each fi
corresponds to a subset Si, and fi = a1b1 ···anbn0w i th ajbj =0 1for xj  ∈ Si and
ajbj =0 0for xj ∈ Si.F o r C1, each set Si adds |Si| sequences hi,1,···,h i,|Si| to
it.A ssume that Si = {ei1,···,e it}.T hen hi,j = a1b1 ···anbn1, where ajbj =1 0
for ej  ∈ Si, atbt =1 1for et ∈ Si with t  = j, and ajbj =0 0for ej ∈ Si.
Note that each hi,j cano n l ycombine with fi to resolves ome gt.W eh a vet h e
followinge xampleb a s e don the abovec onstruction.
Input for Set Cover:
X = {x1,x 2,x 3,x 4,x 5,x 6}8 J. Abraham et al.
S1 = {x1,x 3}
S2 = {x1,x 2,x 3}
S3 = {x2,x 3}
S4 = {x3,x 5}
S5 = {x4,x 6}
The derived SSHI instance:
g1 =0 022 22 22 22 22 2
g2 = 22 00 22 22 22 22 2
g3 = 22 22 00 22 22 22 2
g4 = 22 22 22 00 22 22 2
g5 = 22 22 22 22 00 22 2
g6 = 22 22 22 22 22 00 2
f1 =0 00 10 00 10 10 10
h11 =0 01 01 11 01 01 01
h12 =1 11 00 01 01 01 01
f2 =0 00 00 10 10 00 10
h21 =0 01 01 01 01 11 01
h22 =1 10 01 01 01 11 01
h23 =1 11 11 01 00 01 01
f3 =0 10 00 00 10 10 10
h31 =1 00 01 11 01 01 01
h32 =1 01 10 01 01 01 01
f4 =0 10 10 00 10 00 10
h41 =1 01 00 01 01 11 01
h42 =1 00 11 11 00 01 01
f5 =0 10 10 10 00 10 00
h51 =1 01 01 00 01 01 11
h52 =1 01 01 01 11 00 01
Assume that Si1,···,S ik be the optimal solution fort h es e tc over problem.
Thenw eh a ve that the subset C 
2 = {fi1,···,f ik} of C2 such that C1 and C 
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resolve G. On the other hand,i f a subset {fj1,···,f ju} of C2 isa no ptimal
solution fort h eSSHI problem, then Sj1,···,S ju can cover the set S.
Therefore, fore veryi n teger k ≥ 1, there exists C 
2 ⊆ C2 with |C 
2| = k such
that C1 and C 
2 resolve G ifa nd only ift h e r ee xists S  ⊆ S,w i th |S | = k,w hich
covers elements in X.
With respect to the abovee xample,w eh a ve
C1 = {h11,h 12,h 21,h 22,h 23,h 31,h 32,h 41,h 42,h 51,h 52}, C2 = {f1,f 2,f 3,f 4,f 5},
and G = {g1,g 2,g 3,g 4,g 5,g 6}.T he optimal solution is {f2,f 4,f 5}.    
Theorem 3. There exists a polynomial time algorithm for the 2-SSHI problem.
Proof. Thisp r oblem can be converted into 2-set cover problem,w hich has a
polynomial time solution viat h ep olynomial time algorithm fort h em a t c h ing
problem.    
Theorem 4. There exists a 4
3-factor polynomial time approximation for the 3-
SSHI problem.
Proof. By Duh and F¨ urer’sa lgorithm [7], weh a vea4
3-factor approximate al-
gorithm fort h e3-set cover problem.T herefore, there isa4
3-factor approximate
algorithm fort h e3-SSHI problem.    
We nexts k e t c hh ow the abover e s u lts for SSHI can holdf or SSHR.
Theorem 5. There exists a factor-O(logn) polynomial time approximation for
the SSHR problem.
Proof. Wec onvert the SSHRp r oblem into ani n stance of SSHI andu s et h e
approximation algorithm for SSHI to solvet h eSSHRp r oblem.A ssume that
the input oft h eSSHRp r oblem isas e tof C1 ofh a p lotypes, andas e tG of
genotypes.W ec onstruct the set C2 to contain all haplotypes h such that there
exists a haplotype h  ∈ C1 andag e notype g ∈ G, andt ogether with h , h resolves
g.I t ise a s y to see that C2 containsa tm ost |C1||G| haplotypes.
The newly constructed SSHI instance has input C1,C 2 and G.I t ise a s y to see
that the optimal solution oft wo problems are the same.B yT heorem 1, weh a ve
af a c t or-O(logn) polynomial time approximation fort h eSSHRp r oblem.    
Theorem 6. There is no o(logn)-factor polynomial time approximation for the
SSHR problem unless P=NP.
Proof. The prooff ollowsf r omt h a tof Theorem 2.A ssume that X, S1,···,S m
with (Si ⊆ X for i =1 ,···,m) are the input ofas e tc over problem P.W e
construct another SSHR instance Q such that P has a solution of k subsets iﬀ
Q has a solution of k haplotypes. Q isc onstructed as that in Theorem 2 with
C1 containing the same set of hi,j and G containing the same set ofg e notypes.
Wed on o tc onstruct those fi (1 ≤ i ≤ m), i.e., C2 = ∅.
Assume that a haplotype f and hi,j resolves some genotype gt.F o r the pair 00
in hi,j, the correspondingp a ir in f has to be 00 since each gt has exactly one 0010 J. Abraham et al.
pair.F o r the pair 11 in hi,j, the correspondingp a ir in f has to be 00 so that they
can handlea2 2p a ir in gt.F o r the pair 10 in hi,j, the correspondingp a ir in f has
to be 01. Therefore, f must correspondt o the fi constructed in Theorem 2 via
set Si.T herefore, any solution shouldb es e lected from {f1,···,f m},o therwise,
it is impossiblet o match those hi,j to resolveg e notypes in G.    
Theorem 7. There exists a polynomial time algorithm for 2-SSHR.
Proof. Thisp r oblem can be converted into 2-set cover problem,w hich has a
polynomial time solution viat h ep olynomial time algorithm fort h em a t c h ing
problem.    
Theorem 8. There exists a 4
3-factor polynomial time approximation for 3-SSHR.
Proof. By Duh and F¨ urer’sa lgorithm [7], weh a vea4
3-factor approximate al-
gorithm fort h e3-set cover problem.T herefore, there isa4
3-factor approximate
algorithm fort h e3-SSHRp r oblem.    
4 Approximability for Some Single Individual
Haplotyping Problems
In this section wes h ow some lower and upper bounds for the approximation of
some single individual haplotypingp r oblems by reducings ome other well known
problems to them.
Deﬁne2 -Disjoint-Clique as the problem ofd e c iding whether an undirected
graph containst wo disjointc liques oft otal size (number of vertices) at least k2,
forag iven k2 > 0. Wes h ow with the following lemma that 2-Disjoint-Clique is
ju s ta sh a r da sC lique, even to approximate.
Lemma 1. 2-Disjoint-Clique is NP-complete; moreover, for any constant  >0,
there is no polynomial time n1− -factor polynomial time approximation for it
unless P=NP.
Proof. We reduce Clique to 2-Disjoint-Clique.I t isk nown that Clique cannot
be approximated with a factor-n1−  polynomial time approximation [13]. Let
G =( V,E) be an undirected graph which ist h einput to Clique.W ec onstruct
G  as two copies of G,w i th vertices ande d g e sr e labelled.I t ise a s y to see that
G has a clique ofs ize k iﬀ G  has two disjointc liques ofs ize 2k.T herefore, the
lemma follows.    
Theorem 9. For any constant  >0, there is no factor-n1−  polynomial time
approximation for the MFI problem unless P=NP.
Proof. We reduce the 2-Disjoint-Clique problem toM F I .A ssume that G =
(V,E)i sa n undirected graph.W ec onstruct a SNP matrix M as follows. Each
fragment (row) corresponds to a vertexo f G. Each column checks whether two
vertices of G don o td e ﬁ nea n edge in E.S o ,each columno f M is indexed byOn the Approximability of Some Haplotyping Problems 11
ap a ir  u,v  of vertices in G ande a c hr ow is indexed by a vertex w of G.F o r
two vertices u and v with u<v , put A at row u and B at row v in the column
 u,v .A l lthe remainingp ositions ofc olumn  u,v  hold the character −.B ythis
construction, ift h e r eis no edge between u and v, the correspondingr ows (i.e.,
row u andr ow v in M) will conﬂict.T heni t ise a s y to see that there are two
disjointc liques ofs ize k in G iﬀ there are k rows of M which deﬁneaf e a s ible
sub-matrix.    
Theorem 10. For any constant  >0, there is no factor-n  polynomial time
approximation for the MSI problem unless P=NP.
Proof. We reduce the Independent Set problem toM S I .N o te that Independent
Set ist h ec omplementaryv ersion ofC lique, so the inapproximability results
fort h et wo problems are similar [13]. The actual reduction iss imilar to that
in [1]. Assume that G =( V,E)i sa n undirected graph.T he matrix M is ofs ize
(2|E|+1)×|V |. Each vertexo f G corresponds to ac olumni nM.F o re a c he d g e
ei =( u,v)i nE, row i andr ow 2i has character A at column u, row i has A at
column v, andr ow 2i has B at column v.T he special row 2|E| +1contains B
at every position. It ise a s y to see that there are k independent vertices in G iﬀ
M has k columns which deﬁneaf e a s iblem a t r ix.
Assume that C isas e tofc olumnss e lected fromt h em a t r ix M such that the
resultingm a t r ix formed by the columns of C isf e a s ible.F o re very edge (u,v)i n
E,i t is impossiblet h a tb oth columns u and v are in C. Otherwise, the matrix
formed by C is notf e a s ible.T hus, C induces a set of independents e tof vertices
in the graph G.
Let I be a set of independent vertices in G.T henw ec laim that the sub-matrix
M  formed by the set ofc olumns with indices from I isf e a s ible.F o rt wo rows
i and2 i,w i th ei =( u,v), as (u,v)i s in E,o n e of u and v will notb ein I.
(Otherwise, due to the B’s in the last row, there is no way to make the resulting
sub-matrix feasible.) Assume that u is in I,w ec a n then put row i and2 i into
diﬀerentg r oups.T hus, the resultingm a t r ix M  isf e a s ible.    
We nexts h ow that MFRa d m its a factor-O(logn) polynomial time approxima-
tion. Thisc a n be donet h r ough the MVDB problem.
Minimum Vertex-Deletion Bipartite Subgraph Problem (MVDB): Given an
undirected graph G =( V,E), ﬁndam inimum size subset V   ⊆ V such that
G − V   isab ipartite graph.
Theorem 11. The two problems MFR and MVDB are equivalent in terms of
polynomial time approximation. In other words, it can be expressed in the fol-
lowing two facts:
(1) if there exists a polynomial time f(n,m)-factor approximation algorithm
for MVDB with an input graph of n vertices and m edges, then there exists
another polynomial time f(n,O(n2))-approximation for MFR with an input ma-
trix of n fragments and m SNPs, where f(n,m) is nondecreasing function from
N × N to N for both variables.
(2) if there exists a polynomial time g(n,m)-factor approximation algorithm
for MFR with an input matrix of n fragments and m SNPs, then there exists12 J. Abraham et al.
another polynomial time g(n,m)-approximation for MVDB with an input graph
of n vertices and m edges, where g(n,m) is nondecreasing function from n × N
to N for both variables.
Proof. Weﬁ r s tp r ovep a r t(1). Assume that A isa n approximation algorithm
for MVDB with approximation ratio f(n,m) for a graph with n vertices and m
edges.W e will convert A into another approximation algorithm for MFR.
Let M be an n × m SNP matrix fort h eMFRp r oblem.Agraph G =( V,E)
isc onstructed as follows. Each row of M has a vertexi nV .F o re very two rows
u and v of M, put an edge (u,v)i nE ift h e r eisac onﬂict between row u and v.
Therefore, the graph G has n vertices anda tm ost O(n2) edges.S i n ce A isa n
approximation algorithm fort h eMVDB problem,w e obtain an polynomial time
approximation algorithm for MFR with an approximation ratio f(n,O(n2)).
Now wes h ow part (2). Let A  be a polynomial time approximation for MFR
with approximation ratio g(n,m) fore veryi n put matrix of n rowsa nd m
columns.W ec onvert A  into an approximation fort h eMVDB problem.L et
G =( V,E) be ani n put fort h eMVDB problem.W ec onstruct ani n stance M for
the MFRp r oblem.T he matrix M has |V | rowsa nd |E| columns. Each column
is indexed by an edge (u,v)i nE ande a c hr ow is indexed by a vertex u in V .
Fore a c he d g e(u,v) ∈ E, the columno f M with index( u,v) has entry A at row
u, entry B at row v andh ole − at all oft h er e m a ininge ntries.
Assume that V   ⊆ V is a subset of vertices in V such that G−V   isab ipartite
graph.W ec a n also removet h ose rows in M with the index from V   andm a k e
the remainingm a t r ix feasible.
On the other hand, assume that R is the subset ofr ows in M such that
removingt h ose rows in R makes the remainingm a t r ix feasible.W ec a n also
remove the subset V   of vertices,w hich correspondt o the indexes ofr ows in R,
andm a k et h er e s u ltingg r a p hG − V   bipartite.T herefore, the approximation
A  for MFR isc onverted into another approximation algorithm for MVDB with
approximation g(n,m).    
Corollary 1. There exists a factor-O(logn) polynomial time approximation for
the MFR problem, where n is the number of rows in the input SNP matrix.
Proof. It isk nown that there exists a polynomial time O(logn)-factor approxi-
mation algorithm fort h eMVDB problem [8]. Itf ollowsf r om Theorem 11 that
there isaf a c t or-O(logn) polynomial time approximation for MFR.    
Since MVDB is APX-hard [21], Theorem 11 alsoi mplies that MFR is APX-hard,
which was shown in [1] usingad iﬀerent reduction.
5C o n c l u s i o n
In thisp a p e rwes t u d y two classes ofp r oblems related to haplotyping.F o rt h e
ﬁrst set ofp r oblems,w e investigate single-side haplotype identiﬁcation andr e -
construction. This isr e lated to haplotype inference with maximum parsimony.On the Approximability of Some Haplotyping Problems 13
Wes h ow tight approximability bounds fort h et wo problems Single-Side Hap-
lotype Inference and Single-Side Haplotype Reconstruction. Another interesting
problem ist o decide whether the 3-SSHRp r oblem is NP-complete.
Fort h es e c onds e tofp r oblems on single individual haplotyping,w e investigate
variants oft h ewell-known APX-hard problems MFRa nd MSR,w es h ow that
there exists a polynomial time O(logn)-factor approximation algorithm fort h e
MFRp r oblem.A n df ort h ec omplementaryv ersions of MFRa nd MSR;n amely,
MFI and MSI, wes h ow much stronger in approximability results (i.e., they
cannot be approximated with a factor-n  polynomial time approximation, unless
P=NP). An interestingp r oblem ist o ﬁnd whether there exists a factor-O(logn)
polynomial time approximation fort h eMSRp r oblems.
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Abstract. We study restricted improvement cycles (ri-cycles) in ﬁnite
positional n-person games with perfect information modeled by directed
graphs (digraphs) that may contain cycles. We obtain criteria of re-
stricted improvement acyclicity (ri-acyclicity) in two cases: for n =2
and for acyclic digraphs. We provide several examples that outline the
limits of these criteria and show that, essentially, there are no other ri-
acyclic cases. We also discuss connections between ri-acyclicity and some
open problems related to Nash-solvability.
Keywords: Positional game, game form, improvement cycle, restric-
ted improvement cycle, restricted acyclicity, Nash equilibrium,
Nash-solvability.
1 Main Concepts and Results
1.1 Games in Normal Form
Game Forms and Utility Functions. Given as e tofp layers I = {1,...,n}
andas e tofs t r a t e g ies Xi fore a c hi ∈ I,l et X =
 
i∈I Xi.
Av ector x =( xi,i∈ I) ∈ X isc a lled a strategy proﬁle or situation.
Furthermore,l et A be a set of outcomes.Amapping g : X → A isc a lled a
game form.I nthisp a p e r ,w er e s t r ict ourselves to ﬁnite game forms, that is,w e
assume that sets I,A and X are ﬁnite.
Then, let u : I ×A → R be a utility function. Standardly, the value u(i,a)( o r
ui(a)) is interpreted as the payoﬀ to player i ∈ I in case oft h eoutcome a ∈ A.
In ﬁgures, the notation a< i b means ui(a) <u i(b).
Sometimes,i t isc onvenientt o exclude ties.A ccordingly, u isc a lled a preference
proﬁle if the mapping ui is injectivef ore a c hi ∈ I;i no ther words, ui deﬁnes a
complete order over A describing the preferences ofp layer i ∈ I.
A pair (g,u)i sc a lled a game in normal form.
  The full version of this paper with complete proofs is available as the research re-
port, [1]. This research was supported by the Center for Algorithmic Game Theory
at Aarhus University, funded by the Carlsberg Foundation. The second author was
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Improvement Cycles and Acyclicity. In a game (g,u), an improvement
cycle (im-cycle) isd e ﬁ ned as a sequence of k strategy proﬁles {x1,...,x k}⊆X
such that xj and xj+1 coincide in all coordinates but one i = i(j) and, moreover,
ui(xj+1) >u i(xj), that is, player i makes proﬁt by substitutings t r a t e g y x
j+1
i
for x
j
i; thish olds fora ll j =1 ,...,kand, standardly, we assume that k +1=1.
A game (g,u)i sc a lled im-acyclic if ith a sno im-cycles.Agame form g is
called im-acyclic iff ore a c hu the corresponding game (g,u)i s im-acyclic.
Wec a ll xj+1 ani mprovement with respect to xj forp layer i = i(j). Wec a ll
itabest reply (BR)i mprovement ifp layer i can get no strictly better result
provided all other players keep theirs t r a t e g ies. Correspondingly, we introduce
the concepts ofaBR im-cyclea nd BR im-acyclicity. Obviously, im-acyclicity
implies BR im-acyclicity but not vice versa.
Nash Equilibria and Acyclicity. Given a game (g,u), as t r a t e g y proﬁle x ∈ X
isc a lled a Nash equilibrium (NE)i f ui(x) ≥ ui(x ) fore a c hi ∈ I,w henever
x 
j = xj fora ll j ∈ I \{ i}.I no ther words, x isaNE if no player can get a
strictly better resultb y substitutinganew strategy( x 
i for xi)w hen all other
players keep their olds t r a t e g ies. Conversely, if x is notaNEt h e n there isa
player who cani mproveh iss t r a t e g y. In particular, he can choose a best reply.
Hence, a NE-free game (g,u) has a BR im-cycle.L et us remark that the last
statementh olds only forﬁ nite games,w hilet h ec onverse statement is nott r u e
at all.
A game (g,u)i sc a lled Nash-solvable if ith a saNE.Agame form g isc a lled
Nash-solvable iff ore a c hu the corresponding game (g,u) has a NE.
The main motivation for the studyo f im-acyclicityi st o provet h ee xistence of
Nash equlibria.I naddition, im-acyclicityl eads to a natural algorithm forc om-
putings u c he q u ilibria:i teratively perform improvements t e p su ntil an equlibrium
is reached.
1.2 Positional Games with Perfect Information
Games in Positional Form. Let G =( V,E) be a ﬁnite directed graph (di-
graph)w hose vertices v ∈ V andd irected edges e ∈ E are called positions and
moves, respectively. The edge e =( v ,v  )i sam ovef r omp osition v  to v  .L et
out(v) and in(v) denote the sets ofm oves froma ndt o v, respectively.
A position v ∈ V isc a lled terminal if out(v)=∅.L et VT denote the set ofa ll
terminals.L et us also ﬁx as t a r t ingp osition v0 ∈ V \ VT.Adirected path from
v0 to at e r m inal position isc a lled a ﬁnite play.
Furthermore,l et D : V \ VT → I be a decision mapping,w i th I beingt h e
set ofp layers.W es a y that the player i = D(v) ∈ I makes a decision (move)i n
ap osition v ∈ D−1(i)=Vi. Equivalently, D isd e ﬁ ned by ap a r t ition D : V =
V1 ∪ ...∪ Vn ∪ VT.
The triplet G =( G,D,v0)i sc a lled a positional game form.
Cycles, Outcomes, and Utility Functions. Let C denote the set ofs imple
(that is,n o ts e lf-intersecting) directed cycles in G.On Acyclicity of Games with Cycles 17
The set of outcomes A can be deﬁned in two ways:
(i) A = VT ∪ C, that is, each terminal ande a c hd irected cycle isas e p a r a t e
outcome.
(ii) A = VT ∪{ C}, that is, each terminali sa no utcome anda ll directed cycles
constitute ones p e c ialo utcome c = {C}; this outcome will also be called
inﬁnite play.
Case (i) was considered in [3] fort wo-person games (n = 2). In thisp a p e r ,w e
analyze case (ii) for n-person games.
Remark 1. Let us mention that as early as in 1912, Zermelo already considered
two-person zero-sum games with repeated positions (directed cycles)i nhisp i-
oneering work [12], where the game ofc h e s swas chosen as a basice xample.I n
this game, repeatingap osition in ap lay results in ad r a w.
Note that players can rank outcome c arbitrarily in their preferences.I ncontrast,
in [2]i t was assumed that inﬁnite play c ∈ A ist h eworst outcome fora ll players.
Positional Games in Normal Form. A triplet G =( G,D,v0) and quadruple
(G,D,v0,u)=( G,u) are called a positional form andapositional game, respec-
tively. Positional games can also be represented in normal form, as described
below. A mapping x : V \VT → E that assignst o everyn o n - terminal position v
am ove e ∈ out(v) fromt h isp osition isc a lled a situation or strategy proﬁle.
A strategy ofp layer i ∈ I ist h er e s t r iction xi : Vi → E of x to Vi = D−1(i).
Remark 2. A strategy xi ofap layer i ∈ I is interpreted as a decision plan for
every position v ∈ Vi.N o te that, by deﬁnition, the decision in v can depend only
on v itself but not on the precedingp ositionsa ndm oves.I no ther words,w e
restrict the players to their pure positional strategies.
Each strategy proﬁle x ∈ X uniquely deﬁnes a play p(x) that starts in v0 and
then followst h em oves prescribed by x.T hisp lay either ends in at e r m inal
of VT orr e s u lts in ac ycle, a(x)=c (inﬁnite play). Thus,w e obtain a game
form g(G):X → A,w hich isc a lled the normal form of G.T his game form is
standardly represented by an n-dimensional table whose entries are outcomes of
A = VT ∪{ c}; see Figure 1.
The pair (g(G),u)i sc a lled the normal form ofap ositional game (G,u).
1.3 On Nash-solvability of Positional Game Forms
In [3], Nash-solvabilityo fp ositional game forms was considered forc a s e(i).
An explicit characterization of Nash-solvabilityw as obtained fort h et wo-person
game forms whose digraphs are bidirected:( v ,v  ) ∈ E ifa nd only if (v  ,v ) ∈ E.
In [2], Nash-solvabilityo fp ositional game forms was studied (foram ore gen-
eral class ofp a yoﬀ functions, so-called additive or integral payoﬀs,y et)w i th the
followinga d d itional restriction:
(ii’) The outcome c,i n ﬁnite play, isr a nked as the worst oneb y all players.18 D. Andersson, V. Gurvich, and T.D. Hansen
Under assumption (ii’), Nash-solvabilityw as proveni nthree cases:
(a)T w o - person games (n = |I| = 2);
(b) Games with at most three outcomes (|A|≤3);
(c)P l ay-once games: each player controls only onep osition (|Vi| =1∀ i ∈ I).
However,i t was also conjectured in [2] that Nash-solvability holds in general.
Conjecture 1. ([2]) A positional game is Nash-solvabile whenever (ii’) holds.
ThisC onjecture wouldb eimplied by the following statement: every im-cycle
X = {x1,...,x k}⊆X contains a strategy proﬁle xj such that the corresponding
play p(xj) is inﬁnite.
Indeed, Conjecture 1w o uldf ollow, since outcome c ∈ A beingt h eworst fora ll
players, belongs ton oi m-cycle.H o w ever, the example of Section 2.2 will show
that such an approach fails.N evertheless, Conjecture 1i s notd isproved.M o re-
over, as t r onger conjecture was recently suggested by Gimbert and Sørensen, [5].
They assumed that,i ncase oft e r m inal payoﬀs, condition (ii’) is not needed.
Conjecture 2. A positional game is Nash-solvable ifa ll cycles are one outcome.
They gaveas implea nde legantp r ooff ort h et wo-person case.W i th theirp e r -
mission, wer e p r oduce it in Section 5.
1.4 Restricted Improvement Cycles and Acyclicity
Improvement Cycles in Trees. Kukushkin [9,10] was the ﬁrst to consider
im-cycles in positional games.H er e s t r icted himselft o trees and observed that
eveni nthisc a s eim-cycles can exist; see example in Figure 1.
However,i t ise a s y to see that unnecessary changes ofs t r a t e g ies take place
in this im-cycle.F o re xample,l et us consider transition from x1 =( x1
1,x 2
2) to
x2 =( x1
1,x 3
2). Player 1 keeps hiss t r a t e g y x1
1,w hile 2 substitutes x3
2 for x2
2 and
gets a proﬁt, since g(x1
1,x 2
2)=a1,g (x1
1,x 3
2)=a2, and u2(a1) <u 2(a2).
Yet, player 2 switches simultaneously from a4 to a3. Obviously, thisc a nnot
servea ny practical purpose, since the strategyi sc h a nged outside the actual play.
In [9], Kukushkin alsoi n troduced the concept of restricted improvements (ri).
In particular, he proved that positional games on trees become ri-acyclic ifp lay-
ers are nota llowed to change theird e c isions outside the actual play.
Since wec onsider arbitrary ﬁnite digraphs (not only trees), let us deﬁnea c -
curately several types ofr e s t r ictionsf ort h ism ore general case.T he restriction
considered byK ukushkin is what wec a ll the inside play restriction.
Inside Play Restriction. Given ap ositional game form G =( G,D,v0) and
strategy proﬁle x0 =( x0
i,i∈ I) ∈ X,l et us consider the correspondingp lay
p0 = p(x0) and outcome a0 = a(x0) ∈ A.T his outcome ise ither a terminal,
a0 ∈ VT,o rac ycle, a0 = c.
Let us consider the strategy x0
i ofap layer i ∈ I.H e isa llowed to change his
decision in any position v1 from p0.T hisc h a nge will result in a new strategy
proﬁle x1, play p1 = p(x1), and outcome a1 = a(x1) ∈ A.On Acyclicity of Games with Cycles 19
1
2 2
a1 a2 a3 a4
a1 <2 a2
1
2 2
a1 a2 a3 a4
a2 <1 a3
1
2 2
a1 a2 a3 a4
a3 <2 a4
1
2 2
a1 a2 a3 a4
a4 <1 a1
2
1
⎡
⎣
a1 a1 → a2 a2
↑↓
a3 a4 ← a3 a4
⎤
⎦
1: a2 <a 3,a 4 <a 1
2 : a1 <a 2,a 3 <a 4
Fig.1. Im-cycle in a tree. Bold arrows indicate chosen moves, and the black ones have
changed from the previous strategy proﬁle. The induced preference relations are shown
on the left. The matrix on the right shows the normal form of the game.
Then, player i may proceed, changingh iss t r a t e g y further.N o w ,he is only
allowed to change the decision in any position v2 that is located after v1 in p1,
etc., until ap osition vm, strategy proﬁle xm, play pm = p(xm), and outcome
am = a(xm) ∈ A appears; see Figure 2,w here m =3 .
Equivalently, wec a n say that all positions v1,...,v m belongt oo n ep lay.
Note that, by construction, obtained plays {p0,p 1,...,p m} are pairwise dis-
tinct.I ncontrast, the corresponding outcomes {a0,a 1,...,a m} can coincide and
some oft h e mm ight be the inﬁnite playo utcome c ∈ A.
Whenever the actingp layer i substitutes the strategy xm
i , deﬁned above, for
the original strategy x0
i,w es a y that this isa n inside play deviation,o r in other
words, that thisc h a nge ofd e c ision in x satisﬁes the inside play restriction.
It ise a s y, but important, ton o tice that thisr e s t r iction, in fact, does not limit
the power ofap layer.M o re precisely, ifap layer i can reach ano utcome am from
x by ad e viation then i can also reach am by ani n side play deviation.
From now on, we will consider only such inside play restricted deviationsa nd,
in particular,o n l yrestricted improvements (ri) andt a lka b out ri-cycles and
ri-acyclicity rather thani m-cycles and im-acyclicity, respectively.
Types of Improvements. Wed e ﬁ net h ef ollowingf our types of improvements:
Standard improvement (or just improvement): ui(am) >u i(a0);
Strong improvement: ui(am) >u i(aj) for j =0 ,1,...,m− 1;
Last step improvement: ui(am) >u i(am−1);20 D. Andersson, V. Gurvich, and T.D. Hansen
i
v1
i
v2
i
v3
a0
a1
a2
a3
Fig.2. Inside play restriction
Best reply (BR) improvement: am ist h eb e s toutcome that player i can
reach from x (as wea lreadyn o ticed above, the inside play restriction does
notr e s t r ict the set ofr e a c h a b le outcomes).
Obviously, each best reply ors t r ong improvement isas t a ndard improvement,
andas t r ong improvement isa lso a last step improvement.F urthermore,i t is
easy tov erify that no other containments holdb e t ween the abovef our classes.
Fore xample, a last step improvementm ight notb ea ni mprovementa nd vice
versa.
We will consider ri-cycles andr i-acyclicity specifying in each case a type of
improvementf r omt h ea b ove list.
Let us note that any type ofr i-acyclicity still implies Nash-solvability.
Indeed,i fap ositional game has no NEt h e n fore very strategy proﬁle x ∈ X
there isap layer i ∈ I who cani mprove x to some other proﬁle x  ∈ X.I n
particular, i can alwaysc h oose a strong BRr e s t r icted improvement.S i n ce we
consider only ﬁnite games, such ani terativep r ocedure will result in as t r ong BR
ri-cycle. Equivalently, if we assume that there is no such cyclet h e n the considered
game is Nash-solvable;i no ther words, already strong BRr i-acyclicityi mplies
Nash-solvability.
1.5 Suﬃcient Conditions for Ri-acyclicity
Wes t a r twith Kukushkin’sr e s u ltf or trees.
Theorem 1. ([9]). Positional games on trees have no restricted standard im-
provement cycles.
Aftertrees,it seemsnaturaltoconsideracyclicdigraphs.W ea s k e dKukushkin[11]
whether he had a generalizationof Theorem 1 fort h isc a s e .H eh a dnotc onsidered
it yet, but shortly thereafter produced a resultt h a tc a n be modiﬁed as follows.
Theorem 2. Positional games on acyclic digraphs have no restricted last step
improvement cycles.
Let us notice that Theorem 1 does notr e s u lt immediately from Theorem 2, since
as t a ndard improvementm ight be notalast step improvement.
Finally, in case oft wo players the following statementh olds.On Acyclicity of Games with Cycles 21
Theorem 3. Two-person positional games have no restricted strong improve-
ment cycles.
Obviously, Theorem 3i mplies Nash-solvabilityo ft wo-person positional games;
see Section 5 fora ni n dependentp r oofb y Gimbert and Sørensen.
Theorems 2 and 3 are proved in Sections 3 and4 , respectively.
2 Examples of Ri-cycles; Limits of Theorems 1, 2, and 3
In thisp a p e r ,w e emphasize negativer e s u lts showingt h a tit isu nlikely to
strengtheno n e oft h ea b ovet h e orems or obtain other criteria ofr i-acyclicity.
2.1 Example Limiting Theorems 2 and 3
Forb oth Theorems 2 and 3, the speciﬁed type of improvement is essential.
Indeed, the example in Figure 3 showst h a tat wo-person game on an acyclic
digraph can havear i-cycle.H o w ever,i t is notd iﬃcultt o see that in thisr i-cycle,
nota ll improvements are stronga nds ome are note venl ast step improvements.
Thus, all conditions of Theorems 2 and 3 are essential.
Furthermore,w e note that if in Theorem 3w e substitute BR improvementf or
strong improvement, the modiﬁed statement will noth old, see Figure 4.
By deﬁnition, every change ofs t r a t e g y must result in ani mprovementf ort h e
correspondingp layer.H ence, each such change implies ano rdering oft h et wo
outcomes;i no ur ﬁgures,i ta p p e a r sa salabelo nthe transition arrow between
situations.A nentire im-cycle implies a set of inequalities,w hich must be satisﬁ-
able in order to allow ac onsistent preference proﬁle.N o te that it isa lso suﬃcient
to allow ties andh a veap a r t ialo rdering oft h eoutcomes.
2.2 On c-free Ri-cycles
In Section 1.3, wed e m onstrated that Conjecture 1o nN ash-solvabilityw o uld
resultf r omt h ef ollowing statement: (i) There are no c-free im-cycles.
Of course,( i )fails.A s wek now, im-cycles exist alreadyi ntrees; see Figure 1.
However,l et us substitute (i) by the similar but much weaker statement:
(ii) Every restricted strong BRr i-cyclec ontainsas t r a t e g y proﬁle whose out-
come is inﬁnite play.
Onec a n deriveC onjecture 1 from (ii), as well as from (i). Yet, (ii) also fails.
Indeed,l et us consider the ri-cycle in Figure 5. This game isp lay-once; each
player controls only onep osition. Moreover, there are only two possiblem oves
in each position. Fort h isr e a s on, every ri-cycle in this game is BRa nds t r ong.
There are seven players (n = 7)i nthise xample,y et, by teamingu pp layers in
coalitions wec a n reduce the number ofp layers to four whilet h eimprovements
remain BRa nds t r ong.I n deed, thisc a n be doneb y formingt h r e ec oalitions
{1,7},{3,5},{4,6} andm e r g ing the preferences oft h ec oalitionists.T he required
extra constraints on the preferences oft h ec oalitionsa r ea lso sho w ni nF i gure 5.22 D. Andersson, V. Gurvich, and T.D. Hansen
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1 a2 a1
a3 a4
a1 a2 a3 a4
a2 <2 a3
1
2 2
1 a2 a1
a3 a4
a1 a2 a3 a4
a3 <1 a4
1
2 2
1 a2 a1
a3 a4
a1 a2 a3 a4
a4 <2 a2
1
2 2
1 a2 a1
a3 a4
a1 a2 a3 a4
a2 <1 a3
1
2 2
1 a2 a1
a3 a4
a1 a2 a3 a4
a3 <2 a1
1
2 2
1 a2 a1
a3 a4
a1 a2 a3 a4
a1 <1 a2
1: a1 <a 2 <a 3 <a 4
2 : a4 <a 2 <a 3 <a 1
Fig.3. 2-person ri-cycle in an acyclic digraph. Beneath each situation is a graph of
outcomes with edges deﬁned by the previous improvement steps; these will be of illus-
trative importance in the proof of Theorem 3.
1
1
2
1
a1
c a1
a1 <2 c
1
1
2
1
a1
c a1
c< 1 a1
1
1
2
1
a1
c a1
a1 <2 c
1
1
2
1
a1
c a1
c< 1 a1
1: c<a 1
2 : a1 <c
Fig.4. 2-person BR ri-cycle in graph with cycles
It ise a s y to see that inconsistent (i.e., cyclic) preferences appear whenever
any three players form a coalition. Hence, the number ofc oalitionsc a nnotb e
reduced below 4, and it is,i nfact,n o tp ossiblet o form 4 coalitions in any other
wayw hile keeping improvements BRa nds t r ong.On Acyclicity of Games with Cycles 23
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1: a3 <a 2 <a 4
2 : a4 <a 3 <a 1
3: a1 <a 4 <a 2
4 : a2 <a 1 <a 3
5: a4 <a 2 <a 3
6: a1 <a 3 <a 4
7 : a3 <a 4 <a 1
{1,7} : a3 <a 2 <a 4 <a 1
{2} : a4 <a 3 <a 1
{3,5} : a1 <a 4 <a 2 <a 3
{4,6} : a2 <a 1 <a 3 <a 4,c ≤ a3
Fig.5. c-free strong BR ri-cycle24 D. Andersson, V. Gurvich, and T.D. Hansen
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Feasiblet otalo rder:
1: a5 <a 2 <a 1 <a 3 <a 4 <c
2 : a4 <a 3 <a 1 <a 2 <a 5 <c
3: c<a 3 <a 2 <a 4 <a 1 <a 5
Fig.6. Strong BR ri-cycle containing c in a 3-person positional gameOn Acyclicity of Games with Cycles 25
Obviously, fort h et wo-person case, (ii) followsf r om Theorem 3.
Remark 3. Wes h ouldc onfess that our original motivation fails.I t ish a r d ly
possiblet o derive new results on Nash-solvability fromr i-acyclicity. Although,
ri-acyclicityi sm u c hweaker thani m-acyclicity, it iss t ill too much stronger than
Nash-solvability. In general, byT heorems 3 and2 , ri-acyclicity holds for n = 2
andf ora c yclicd igraphs.Y et, fort h e s et wo cases Nash-solvabilityi sk nown.
It iss t ill possiblet h a t(ii) (and, hence, Conjecture 1) holds for n =3 ,too.
Strong BRr i-cycles in which the inﬁnite playo utcome c occurs do exist for
n =3 ,however.S uch an example isp r ovided in Figure 6.
However, ri-acyclicityi s of independent (of Nash-solvability) interest.I nthis
paper,w es t u d y ri-acyclicity fort h ec a s ewhen each terminali sas e p a r a t eout-
come,w hilea ll directed cycles form ones p e c ialo utcome.F o rt h ea lternative
case,w hen each terminal ande a c hd irected cycle isas e p a r a t eoutcome,N ash-
solvabilityw as considered in [3], whiler i-acyclicityw as never studied.
3 Proof of Theorem 2
Givenapositionalgame(G,u)=( G,D,v0,u)whosedigraphG =( V,E)isacyclic,
let us order positions of V so that v<v   whenever there isad irected path from
v to v .T odo so, let us assign to each position v ∈ V the length ofalongest path
from v0 to v andt h e no rder arbitrarily positions with equaln umbers.
Given as t r a t e g y proﬁle x,l et us, fore very i ∈ I, assign to each position
v ∈ Vi the outcome a(v,x)w hich x wouldr e s u lt in startingf r om v andt h enum-
ber ui(a(v,x)). These numbers form a |V \ VT|-dimensionalv ector y(x)w hose
coordinates are assigned to positions v ∈ V \ VT.S i n ce these positionsa r eor-
dered,w ec a ni n troduce the inverse lexicographic order over such vectors y.
Let a player i ∈ I choose a last step ri-deviation x 
i from xi.T hen, y(x ) >
y(x), since the last changed coordinate increased: ui(ak) >u i(ak−1). Hence,n o
last step ri-cyclec a n exist.    
4 Proof of Theorem 3
Let us consider a two-person positional game G =( G,D,v0,u) andas t r a t e g y
proﬁle x such that in the resultingp lay p = p(x) the terminal move (v,a) belongs
to ap layer i ∈ I.T hen, as t r ong improvement x 
i results in at e r m inal a  = p(x )
such that ui(a ) >u i(a). (Thish olds for n-person games, as well.)
Given a strong ri-cycle X = {x1,...,x k}∈X,l et us assume,w i thout any loss
ofg e nerality, that the game (G,D,v0,u)i s minimal with respect to X, that is,
the ri-cycle X isb r oken by eliminatinga ny movef r om G.F urthermore,l et A(X)
denote the set oft h ec orresponding outcomes: A(X)={a(xj),j=1 ,...,k}.
Note that severalo ft h eoutcomes oft h es t r a t e g y proﬁles may be the same and
that A(X) may contain c ∈ A (inﬁnite play).
Let us introduce the directed multigraph E = E(X)w hose vertex-set is A(X)
andt h ed irected edges are k pairs (aj,a j+1), where aj = a(xj), j =1 ,...,k,26 D. Andersson, V. Gurvich, and T.D. Hansen
and k +1=1 .I t ise a s y to see that E is Eulerian,i . e., E iss t r ongly connected
andf ore a c hvertexi ts in-degree and out-degree are equal. An example oft h is
construction iss h own in Figure 3.
Let E1 and E2 be the subgraphs of E induced by the edges correspondingt o
deviations ofp layers 1 and2 , respectively. Then, E1 and E2 are acyclic, since a
cycle would imply ani n consistent preference relation. In the example of Figure
3, the edges are partitioned accordingly (abovea ndb e low the vertices), andt h e
subgraphs are indeed acyclic.
Hence, there isavertex a1 whose out-degree in E1 and in-degree in E2 both
equal0 .I nfact, ano utcome a1 ∈ A(X) most preferred by player 1 must have
thisp r operty. (Wed on o te xclude ties in preferences;i ft h e r ea r es e veral best
outcomes ofp layer 1 then a1 can be any oft h e m .) Similarly, wed e ﬁ neavertex
a2 whose in-degree in E1 and out-degree in E2 both equal0 .
Let us remark that either a1 or a2 might be equal to c,y et,n o tb oth.T hus,
without loss ofg e nerality, wec a n assume that a1 isat e r m inalo utcome.
Obviously, ap layer,1o r2 , has a movet o a1.I f 1 has such a movet h e ni t
cannotb eimproved in X, since u1(aj) ≤ u1(a1) fora ll j =1 ,...,k and X isa
strongr i-cycle.L et us also recall that a1 has no incominge d g e sin E2.H ence,i n
X, player 2 never makes ani mprovementt h a tr e s u lts in a1.I no ther words, a
player who has a movet o a1 will make ite ither always, player 1, or never, player
2.I nboth cases we obtain ac ontradiction with the minimalityo fd igraph G.    
5 Nash-Solvability of Two-Person Game Forms
If n = 2a nd c ∈ A ist h eworst outcome forb oth players,N ash-solvabilityw as
proveni n[ 2]. In fact, the last assumption is not necessary: eveni f outcome c is
ranked by two players arbitrarily, Nash-solvability still holds.T his observation
was recently made by Gimbert and Sørensen.
A two-person game form g isc a lled:
Nash-solvable iff ore very utility function u : {1,2}×A → R the obtained
game (g,u) has a Nash equilibrium.
zero-sum-solvable iff or each zero-sum utility function (u1(a)+u2(a)=0for
all a ∈ A) the obtained zero-sum game (g,u) has a Nash equilibrium,w hich is
called a saddlep ointf or zero-sum games.
±-solvable if zero-sum solvability holds fore a c hu that takes only values:+ 1
and −1.
Necessary ands u ﬃ c ientc onditionsf or zero-sum solvabilityw ere obtained
by Edmonds and Fulkerson [4]i n1 9 70; see also[ 6 ] .S o mewhat surprisingly,
these conditionsr e m a in necessary ands u ﬃ c ientf or ±-solvability andf or Nash-
solvability, as well; in other words, all three abovet ypes ofs olvability are equiv-
alent,i ncase oft wo-person game forms [7]; see also[ 8] and Appendix 1 of [3].
Proposition 1. ([5]). Each two-person positional game form in which all cycles
form one outcome is Nash-solvable.
Proof. Let G =( G,D,v0,u) be a two-person zero-sum positional game,w here
u : I × A →{ − 1,+1} is a zero-sum ±1 utility function. Let Ai ⊆ A denoteOn Acyclicity of Games with Cycles 27
the outcomes winningf orp layer i ∈ I = {1,2}.W i thout any loss ofg e nerality
wec a n assume that c ∈ A1, that is, u1(c)=1 ,w hile u2(c)=−1. Let V 2 ⊆ V
denote the set ofp ositions in which player 2 can enforce a terminal from A2.
Then, obviously, player 2 wins whenever v0 ∈ V 2.L et us provet h a tp layer 1
wins otherwise,w hen v0 ∈ V 1 = V \ V 2.
Indeed,i f v ∈ V 1 ∩ V2 then v  ∈ V 1 fore very move (v,v )o fp layer 2;i f
v ∈ V 1 ∩ V1 then player 1 has a move (v,v ) such that v  ∈ V1.L et player 1
choose such a movef ore very position v ∈ V 1∩V1 anda n arbitrary move in each
remainingp osition v ∈ V 2 ∩ V1.T hisr u led e ﬁ nes a strategy x1.L et us ﬁx an
arbitrary strategy x2 ofp layer 2 andc onsider the proﬁle x =( x1,x 2). Obviously,
the play p(x) cannotc ome to V2 if v0 ∈ V1.H ence, fort h eoutcome a = a(x)
weh a ve: either a ∈ V 1 or a = c.I nboth cases player 1w i n s.T hus, the game is
Nash-solvable.    
Let us recall that thisr e s u lta lso follows immediately from Theorem 3.
Finally, let us brieﬂy consider a reﬁnement oft h eNash equilibrium concept,
the so-called subgame perfect equilibrium,w here a strategy proﬁle isa n equilib-
rium regardless oft h ec h oice ofs t a r t ingp osition.
1
2
a1
a2
c< 2 a2
1
2
a1
a2
a2 <1 a1
1
2
a1
a2
a2 <2 a1
1
2
a1
a2
a1 <1 c
1: a2 <a 1 <c
2 : c<a 2 <a 1
Fig.7. Two-person game with no subgame perfect positional strategies. The improve-
ments do not obey any inside play restriction, since there is no ﬁxed starting position.
It is notd iﬃcultt o see that already fort wo-person games a Nash equilibrium
can be unique but not subgame perfect.L et us consider the example in Figure 7.
There are only four diﬀerents t r a t e g y proﬁles andf ora ll of them there isac h oice
ofs t a r t ingp osition for which the proﬁle is nota n equilibrium.
6 Conclusions and Open Problems
Nash-solvabilityo f n-person positional games (in which all directed cycles form
as ingle outcome) holds for n = 2a ndr e m a insa no pen problem for n>2.F o r
n = 2,w ep r oves t r ongr i-acyclicity, which implies Nash-solvability. Computing
Nash equilibriae ﬃ c iently isa nother interesting issue forf u r t h e rinvestigation.28 D. Andersson, V. Gurvich, and T.D. Hansen
For n ≥ 4t h e r ea r ee xamples of best reply strong c-free ri-cycles.Y et,i t
remains openw hether such c-free examples exist for n =3 .
Acknowledgements. Wea r et h a nkful to Gimbert,K ukushkin, and Sørensen
forh e lpful discussions.
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Abstract. In this paper we introduce a discrete version of the online
traveling salesman problem (DOLTSP). We represent the metric space
using a weighted graph, where the server is allowed to modify its route
only at the vertices. This limitation directly aﬀects the capacity of the
server to react and increases the risk related to each decision. We prove
lower bounds on the performance of deterministic online algorithms in
diﬀerent scenarios of DOLTSP, and we present distinct algorithms for
the problem, some of them achieving the best possible performance. We
measure the performance of the algorithms using competitive analysis,
the most widely accepted method for evaluating online algorithms. Be-
sides, we perform an empirical simulation on paths, generating a signif-
icant set of instances and measuring the quality of the solutions given
by each algorithm. Our experiments show that algorithms with the best
competitive ratio do not have the best performance in practice.
Keywords: TSP, discrete metric spaces, online algorithms.
1 Introduction
Numerous variations oft h eVehicleR outing Problem (VRP) haveb e e n de-
ﬁned [1,2,3,4]. Many oft h e s evariations assume that the input isc ompletely
known when the solution isc omputed.H o w ever, there are many situations in
which decisions must be made based on partiali n formation, andt h es olution
must be built ore ven executed before the input isc ompletely known, what
isu s u a lly known as online optimization [5,6]. Thinkf ore xample ofas a lesman
with a cellular phone,o raﬂeet of vehicles equipped with radios that must collect
andd e liver packages at diﬀerent locations, andm a ny other transportation prob-
lems in which the itinerary can be modiﬁed during its execution. In the online
versions of VRPs, as e q u e nce ofr e q u e s t sisp osed to an algorithm that has to de-
cide how to movet h es e r vers to satisfy the requests without knowledge of future
requests.
  Research supported in part by UBACyT projects X143 and X212, and by ANPCyT
project PICT-2006-01600.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 29–42, 2009.
c   Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 200930 M. Aprea et al.
Previous works about online VRPs [7,8,9,10,1,11] havec onsidered that the
servers move in a continuous metrics p a c e .I nthiss c e nario the servers can change
direction at any time whilet h e y are movingf r om onep ointt o another.H o w -
ever,i nsome applicationst h ism a yn o tb et h ec a s e , and it is preferablet o
model the problem usingadiscrete metrics p a c e .F o re xample,i fas e r ver is on
ar oad network off r e e waysa nd a request arrives whilet h es e r ver ism ovingb e -
tween two exits, the server has to proceed to the nexte xitb e f ore beinga b let o
change its plan. Onliner outing on discrete metric spaces appears a priori to be
“harder” than the continuous counterpart, as in the former there are less oppor-
tunities to revise the plan, andt h u st h er isk associated to each decision may be
higher.
In thisp a p e rwec onsider the online version oft h eTraveling SalesmanP roblem
(TSP) on discrete metric spaces.W ec a ll this variant Discrete Online Traveling
Salesman Problem (DOLTSP). In ani n stance of DOLTSP, as e r ver that travels
at unit speed must visitt h evertices of a graph in order to satisfy requests that
are presented alongt ime, ﬁnishingt h es e r vice as early as possible.A s in previous
works about onliner outing,w ec onsider two versions of the problem:o n e Homing
(HDOLTSP), in which the journeyo ft h es e r ver must ﬁnish at the same vertex
where its t a r t s , and one Nomadic (NDOLTSP), in which itc a n ﬁnish anywhere
in the graph.N o te that the associated oﬄinep r oblems are the same as in the
continuous case,n amely the Vehicle Routing Problem with release times [12].
Wep r opose deterministic onlinea lgorithms fort h et wo versions of DOLTSP,
and wem e a s u r et h e irp e r f ormance using competitive analysis [13]. In this widely
used framework the cost ofa n algorithm isc ompared to that ofa n optimal oﬄine
adversary that knowst h ewhole input in advance.W ec onsider two types ofa d -
versaries: a standard adversaryw i th unrestricted power, andafair adversary[ 1 0 ]
that must keep the server inside the region where requests havea lready been
presented.W ea nalyze two classes of onlinea lgorithms: zealous algorithms [10]
that keep working whilet h e r eiss omethingt o do, and cautious algorithms that
may haltt h es e r ver evenw hen there isp e nding work.
Most of our results hold on any (non trivial) graph.H o w ever, sometimes we
focus our attention on paths,i . e. graphs in which the server cano n l ymove in
two opposite directions which we refer as “left”( o r negative) and “right”( o r
positive). Moreover, certain results are only validf or halfpaths, that are paths
where the starting vertexi st h eleftmost one.N o tice that paths andh a lfpaths
are the discrete analogons oft h er e a l linea ndh a lﬂine, respectively. Thisf a m ily
of graphs allowst o capture many interestinga p p lications,l i ke the previously
mentioned ofah ighway, an elevator, as t a c k e r -cranem oving on at r a c k ,o rt h e
radial movement oft h er e a d /write head in ah a r dd isc drive.
A summaryo f our theoretical results isg iveni nT able 1, where lower bounds
that hold on any graph appear in boldface.T he two lower bounds not in bold-
face are valid on halfpaths with a certain distribution of vertices (andt h e n also
on paths and trees). Wef oundt h a t ,i ngeneral, DOLTSP is harder thani ts
continuous counterpart.A se xpected,H D OLTSP ise a s ier thanN D OLTSP, theDiscrete Online TSP 31
Table 1. Summary of theoretical results
zealous cautious
lower upper bound lower upper bound
bound path general bound halfpath general
Homing fair 2 2 3 ≈ 1.618 ≈ 1.618 ≈ 2.618 [8]
standard 2 2 3 ≈ 1.707 ≈ 1.707 ≈ 2.618 [8]
Nomadic fair 3 3 3 ≈ 1.839 2 (unknown)
standard 3 3 3 2 2 (unknown)
faira d versaryis weakerthan the standard one, and zealous algorithms are weaker
than cautious ones.1
Besides,w ep e r f orm empirical simulations on paths.W eﬁ ndt h a tin practice
the zealous strategies wed e vised are better than the cautious ones.N evertheless,
the empirical studies also ratify the idea that waiting isp r oﬁtable in a worst case
sense.
2 Basic Deﬁnitions and Notation
2.1 DOLTSP
The input of DOLTSP consists of a graph G =( V,E)w i th a positive length
associated to each edge e ∈ E, ad istinguished vertex o ∈ V (the origin), and
as e q u e nce σ ofr e q u e s t sri =( ti,v i), where vi ∈ V , and ti ∈ IR≥0 isarelease
time representingt h em omenta twhich ri isp r e s e nted.T hese moments form an
ordered sequence in the sense that ti ≤ tj if i<j .A tt ime 0 as e r ver is located
at the origin o, andm u s ts e r vea ll requests.W i th this purpose ith a st o move
through the edges of E at unit speed and visite a c hvertex vi at some moment not
earlier than ti.T he server cannotc h a nge direction whilet r a versinga nde d g e .W e
consider two variants of DOLTSP: in Homing DOLTSP (HDOLTSP) the server
must return to the origin after servinga ll requests,w hile in Nomadic DOLTSP
(NDOLTSP) the journey can ﬁnish anywhere.
Fore very pair of vertices v,w ∈ V wed e note with d(v,w)=d(w,v) the
distance between them, that is, the length ofas h ortest path joiningt h e m .W e
denote with ¯ v the distance of v to the origin o.W e assume that the graph G is not
trivial( i t has at least one vertex apart from o), andt h a ta ll lengths associated
to edges satisfy the triangle inequality.
1 In the Online Asymmetric Traveling Salesman Problem (OL-ATSP) a server moves in
a not necessarily symmetric space [8]. This problem can be viewed as a generalization
of DOLTSP, by replacing each edge of the graph by two directed arcs of the same
length, and considering a particular notion of distance (the cost of changing direction
while traversing an arc from x to y, is the cost of reaching y plus the cost of going
back to x). Thus, the algorithms presented in [8] mantain their performance when
they are used for DOLTSP. However, we obtain strictly better performances on paths
and for NDOLTSP.32 M. Aprea et al.
An algorithm for DOLTSP must decide the movements oft h es e r ver with the
goalo fe nding its work as soon as possible.A nonline algorithm has to execute
each movement without knowledge ofu nreleased requests. On the contrary, an
oﬄine algorithm can decide based on the wholes e q u e nce ofr e q u e s t s .
2.2 Competitive Analysis and Adversaries
Competitive analysis [13,14]i sat ype of worst case analysis where the perfor-
mance ofa n algorithm forap r oblem isc ompared to that ofa no ptimalo ﬄ i n e
algorithm.T he measure ofp e r f ormance used in competitivea nalysis ist h ecom-
petitive ratio.W es a y that an algorithm ALG for DOLTSP is ρ-competitive ifa nd
only iff ore very sequence ofr e q u e s tσ weh a ve CALG(σ) ≤ ρ · COPT(σ), where
CALG(σ)i st h ec ost of ALG for σ, and COPT(σ)i st h ec ost ofa no ptimalo ﬄ i n e
algorithm that knowst h ewhole input sequence in advance.
It isu s u a lly useful to see competitivea nalysis as a game between an online
player anda n oﬄine adversary.T he former tries to ﬁndag oods olution fora
sequence ofr e q u e s t sg e nerated by the latter,w ho knowst h eonlines t r a t e g y and
tries to maximize the ratio between both costs.T hus,w eu s et h et e r m soptimal
oﬄine algorithm and adversary interchangeably.
Competitivea nalysis iss ometimes criticized for its excessivep e s s imism [15].
With the aim of attenuatingt h iss ituation, diﬀerenta lternativem e a s u r e sh a ve
been proposed. One oft h e misk nown as comparative analysis,i nw hich the
adversaryi sr e s t r icted in some sense.F o r onliner outingp r oblems, af orm of
comparativea nalysisc onsists ofu s ing,i n stead ofastandard, unrestricted ad-
versary, a fair adversary that isr e q u ired to movet h es e r ver inside the region
where requests havea lready been presented.F aira d versaries havebe e no riginally
proposed in [10] for (continuous) OLTSP. For DOLTSP wed e ﬁ net h isc lass of
adversaries as follows.A ta ny given moment t, the fair region ist h ec losure
under shortest paths oft h es e tof vertices formed by the origin andt h evertices
where requests haveb e e n presented.A nadversaryi s fair ifa te very moment its
server is in the subgraph induced by the fairr e g ion at that moment.
3 Zealous Algorithms
In this section wep r opose anda nalyze simplea nd intuitive onlinea lgorithms
for DOLTSP. As we will see, these algorithms are members ofanatural class of
algorithms that keep workinga slonga st h e r eiss omethingt o do.
The ﬁrst onlinea lgorithm isk nown as Replan( REP). Thisa lgorithm was well
studied in the context ofd istinct online optimization problems, and itc onsists
ofa d justingt h es olution each time a new request isp r e s e nted.I nthe case of
DOLTSP, thism e a nsc omputinganewi tinerary that allowst h es e r ver to satisfy
all pendingr e q u e s t sin the least possiblet ime.I f new requests are presented
when the server is nota tavertexo f the graph, the new route isc omputed as
soon as the server reaches a vertex.
We will analyze the performance of REP for the particular case ofp a t h s .F o r
doingt h a t ,w e need toi n troduce the concept of extreme vertices.Discrete Online TSP 33
Deﬁnition 1. Given an instance of DOLTSP on a path, at any given moment
consider the set S of vertices that REP has yet to visit. This set contains the
vertices of unserved requests, and in HDOLTSP includes also the origin. We
call left (resp. right) extreme the leftmost (resp. rightmost) vertex of S.
Note that for HDOLTSP on paths, the left (resp. right) extreme is located in the
left (resp. right) halfpath.H o w ever,o n e orb oth extremes couldb et h eorigin.
This implies that at least one oft h ee xtremes is in the same halfpath where the
server is.A mongt h ee xtremes that are in t h es a m eh a lfpath that the server,
let F be the extreme that isf a r t h e s tf r omt h eorigin. It ise a s y to see that for
HDOLTSP on paths the route computed by REP isa sf ollows: movet o extreme
F, then to the other extreme, andﬁ nally to the origin.
In NDOLTSP wec a nnot assume any order between the extremes andt h e
origin. However, the route computed by REP iss impler: movet o the extreme
that is nearest to the server, andt h e n to the other extreme.
Knowingt h er outes computed by REP for DOLTSP on paths,w e are ready to
analyze its competitiveness.T he followingr e s u lts show that REP is2 -competitive
for HDOLTSP and 3-competitivef or NDOLTSP. This is valid on any path (even
ah a lfpath) against both faira nds t a ndard adversaries.
Theorem 2. Algorithm REP is 2-competitive for HDOLTSP on any path against
both fair and standard adversaries.
Proof. Let σ be any sequence ofr e q u e s t s .L et L and R be respectively the
leftmost andr ightmost vertices that must be visited to servea ll the requests of
σ,i n cludingt h eorigin. Clearly, at any moment, the left andr ight extremes are
located between L and R.M o re precisely, the left extreme isb e t ween L andt h e
origin, andt h er ight extreme isb e t ween the origin and R.B esides, the server
of REP isa lwaysb e t ween L and R, because it only moves to servear e q u e s tor
to return to the origin. Let T be the moment in which the last request of σ is
presented.T w osituationsc a no ccur.
1. Att ime T, the onlines e r ver isa tavertexo rt r a versinga n edge that moves
ita way fromt h eorigin. To complete its work, the server will ﬁrst movet o
an extreme, then to the other extreme, andﬁ nally to the origin, endinga t
most at time T + 2¯ L + 2 ¯ R.S i n ce T and2 ¯ L + 2 ¯ R are lower bounds to the
optimalo ﬄ i n ec ost,w eh a ve
CREP(σ)
COPT(σ)
≤
T
COPT(σ)
+
2¯ L + 2 ¯ R
COPT(σ)
≤ 2.
2.A tt ime T, the onlines e r ver ist r a versinga n edge that brings it nearer to
the origin. Let v  = o be the vertexw here that moves t a r t s .W ek now that v
isb e t ween L and R.T here are two possibilities.
(a)A fter the server leaves v,n on ew request isp r e s e nted at v ora ta ny other
vertexi nt h es a m eh a lfpath farther away fromt h eorigin than v.A s in
the previous situation, the server will ﬁrst movet o an extreme, then to
the other extreme, andﬁ nally to the origin, with a total cost ofa tm ost
T + 2¯ L + 2 ¯ R.A n d again, this isa tm ost twice the optimalo ﬄ i n ec ost.34 M. Aprea et al.
(b)T he last situation is when at least one oft h ose requests isp r e s e nted.L et
r be one oft h e m , presented at time t at vertex x. Clearly, the length
of the edge that the onlines e r ver ist r a versing isa tm ost ¯ x and, as we
said, the movements t a r t e db e f ore time t.T hen, before time t +¯ x the
server arrives to a vertex andc a n replani ts tour, ending its joba tm ost
at time t +¯ x+ 2¯ L+2 ¯ R.S i n ce the optimalo ﬄ i n ec ost is lower bounded
by t +¯ x andb y 2¯ L + 2 ¯ R,w e obtain
CREP(σ)
COPT(σ)
≤
t +¯ x
COPT(σ)
+
2¯ L + 2 ¯ R
COPT(σ)
≤ 2.    
Theorem 3. Algorithm REP is 3-competitive for NDOLTSP on any path against
both fair and standard adversaries.
Proof. Let σ be any sequence ofr e q u e s t s .L et L, R and T be as in the previous
proof, and note that alsoi nN D OLTSP the server of REP isa lwaysb e t ween L and
R.U n til time T the cost oft h ea lgorithm is obviously T. Consider the route of
the server fromt h ism oment on. Ift h es e r ver ist r a versinga nde d g e ,i tc ompletes
the movement, andt h e n the server moves toi ts nearest extreme,w i th a total
cost ofa tm ost d(L,R), that is, the distance between L and R.T ocomplete its
job, the server moves to the other extreme, again with a cost ofa tm ost d(L,R).
Since T and d(L,R) are lower bounds fort h eoptimalo ﬄ i n ec ost,w eh a ve
CREP(σ)
COPT(σ)
≤
T
COPT(σ)
+
2d(L,R)
COPT(σ)
≤ 3    
Our second onlinea lgorithm for DOLTSP isc a lled Zig-Zag (ZZG), and it is
deﬁned only on paths.T he algorithm repeatedly moves the server to the left and
to the right whilet h e r ea r ep e ndingr e q u e s t sin each direction. In HDOLTSP,
whilet h e r ea r eno pendingr e q u e s t s , ZZG moves the server towards the origin.
The followingr e s u lts show that ZZG can achievet h es a m ec ompetitiver a t ios
we obtained for REP.T he proofs are very similar to those of Theorem 2 and
Theorem 3.
Theorem 4. Algorithm ZZG is 2-competitive for HDOLTSP on any path against
both fair and standard adversaries.
Theorem 5. Algorithm ZZG is 3-competitive for NDOLTSP on any path against
both fair and standard adversaries.
Our last onlinea lgorithm for DOLTSP isc a lled Delayed Replan( DREP), and it is
very similar to REP.T he only diﬀerence ist h a twhen a new request isp r e s e nted,
DREP delayst h ec omputation ofanewo ptimal tour until the server isa tt h e
origin or ith a sjust served a request.T his implies that at any given momentt h e
server of DREP is on as h ortest path from x to y,w i th x and y beingt h eorigin or
vertices where requests haveb e e n presented.A ccordingt o the followingr e s u lts,
DREP is 3-competitive on any graph,i nall versions of DOLTSP.Discrete Online TSP 35
Theorem 6. Algorithm DREP is 3-competitive for HDOLTSP on any graph
against both fair and standard adversaries.
Proof. Let σ be any sequence ofr e q u e s t s , and let T be the moment in which the
last request isp r e s e nted.W L OG, assume that at time T the server of DREP is
on as h ortest path from x to y,w i th x and y beingt h eorigin or vertices where
requests haveb e e n presented. Once the server reaches y,i t will follow ano ptimal
tour that serves all the pendingr e q u e s t se ndinga tt h eorigin. Since the server
can alwaysg o from y to the origin andt h e n follow ano ptimalo ﬄ i n et our for
σ, the cost oft h elast tour of DREP isa tm ost ¯ y + COPT(σ). Besides, the server
ofa ny algorithm must visit x and y, andr e t u r n to the origin, which implies
¯ y + d(x,y) ≤ COPT(σ). Puttinga ll the abovet h ings together we obtain
CDREP(σ)
COPT(σ)
≤
T + d(x,y)+¯ y + COPT(σ)
COPT(σ)
≤ 3.    
Theorem 7. Algorithm DREP is 3-competitive for NDOLTSP on any graph
against both fair and standard adversaries.
Proof. Let σ, T, x and y be as in the previous proof.L et a be the ending vertexo f
ano ptimalo ﬄ i n et our for σ. Once the server reaches y,i t will follow ano ptimal
tour that serves all the pendingr e q u e s t s .S i n ce the server can alwaysg o from y
to either the origin or a, andt h e n follow ano ptimalo ﬄ i n et our for σ, the cost
oft h elast tour of DREP isa tm ost min(¯ y,d(y,a))+COPT(σ). Finally, the server
ofa ny algorithm must visit x and y, being d(x,y)+d(y,a) ≤ COPT(σ)i f OPT
goes ﬁrst to x, and ¯ y + d(y,x) ≤ COPT(σ)o therwise.T herefore weh a ve
CDREP(σ)
COPT(σ)
≤
T + d(x,y)+[ min(¯ y,d(y,a)) + COPT(σ)]
COPT(σ)
≤ 3.    
Algorithms REP, ZZG and DREP are members ofaveryn atural class ofa lgorithms,
namely zealous algorithms.T he idea behindt h e miss imple:w henever there is
pending work, doi t without wastingt ime. Zealous algorithms were introduced
in [10] for (continuous) OLTSP. Asm e ntioned in that work, af ormal deﬁnition
of zealous algorithms requires some care.T his isp a r t icularly true for DOLTSP
because the server can change direction only at the vertices.
Deﬁnition 8. An online algorithm for DOLTSP is called zealous if and only if
each time the server is at any vertex, the following conditions are met.
1. If there are pending requests, the server moves to serve one of them or to
the origin using a shortest path.
2. In HDOLTSP, if there are no pending requests, the server moves to the origin
using a shortest path.
3. If the server arrived to the vertex while traveling to another one, it can change
the planned tour only if a new request has been presented after leaving the
previous vertex in the route.36 M. Aprea et al.
Now weh a veap r e c ise description of zealous onlinea lgorithms for DOLTSP, we
are ablet o prove lower bounds on theirc ompetitiveness. Our lower bounds are
valid on any graph against both faira nds t a ndard adversaries.
Theorem 9. No zealous online algorithm for HDOLTSP on any graph is better
than 2-competitive against neither fair nor standard adversaries.
Proof. Let x be the closest vertex to the origin. Att ime 0 request r1 isp r e s e nted
at vertex x.S i n ce the onlinea lgorithm is zealous,i ts t a r t sm ovingt h es e r ver to
x immediately. Once r1 iss e r ved at time ¯ x, there are no pendingr e q u e s t s , so
the server starts movingt o the origin. Att h ism omentr e q u e s tr2 isp r e s e nted
again at vertex x, but the server must arrivet o the origin before itc a n return
to x. Once r2 iss a t isﬁed, the server goes again to the origin, with a total cost of
at least 4¯ x.T he adversary can serveb oth requests at time ¯ x moving its server
only once to x, andt h e n returning itt o the origin, with a total cost ofa tm ost
2¯ x,w hich proves the claim.    
Theorem 10. No zealous online algorithm for NDOLTSP on any graph is better
than 3-competitive against neither fair nor standard adversaries.
Proof. Let x be the closest vertex to the origin. Att ime 0 request r1 isp r e s e nted
at vertex x, and the zealous algorithm starts moving its server to x immediately.
Att h ism omentr e q u e s tr2 isp r e s e nted at the origin, but the server must com-
plete its movementt o x (at time ¯ x), andt h e ni ts t a r t sr e t u r ningt o the origin.
Att h ism omentr e q u e s tr3 isp r e s e nted at vertex x, but the server must reach
the origin (at time 2¯ x), andt h e ni tg oes again to x,w i th a total cost of 3¯ x.T he
adversary can end its joba tt ime ¯ x, serving r2 at time 0 at the origin, andt h e
other requests at time ¯ x at vertex x,w hich completes the proof.    
Note that in most oft h ec a s e sour zealous algorithms REP, ZZG and DREP achieve
competitiver a t iosc oincident with the lower bounds weh a ve just presented.M o re
precisely, REP and ZZG are optimal zealous algorithms for DOLTSP on paths,
while DREP is optimal fort h eNomadicp r oblem on any graph.T his implies that
in general the competitiveness achievableb y zealous algorithms for DOLTSP
does notd e p e nd on the type ofa d versary: the lower bounds of Theorem 9 and
Theorem 10 are the same against both faira nds t a ndard adversaries, andt h ose
lower bounds are achieved in most oft h ec a s e s .
Another interesting observation ist h a tHDOLTSP ise a s ier thanN D OLTSP,
at least on paths, since optimal zealous algorithms for HDOLTSP on paths are
2-competitive,w hilef or NDOLTSP weh a ve 3-competitive optimal algorithms.
This is not surprising,i f wec onsider that onlinea lgorithms for HDOLTSP have
an extra bit of information: the server must alwayse nda tt h eorigin.
In [8]i t was proved that a zealous algorithm called PlanA t Home is 3-
competitivef or (continuous)H o mingO L-ATSP. Since OL-ATSP can be viewed
as a generalization of DOLTSP, that resultc a n be applied too ur problem, achiev-
ing the same upper bounda sTheorem 6.Discrete Online TSP 37
4 General Lower Bounds
Lower bounds shown in Sect.3use the fact that the onlinea lgorithms are zealous.
In this section wer e m ovet h isr e s t r iction andp r e s e nt lower bounds validf ora ny
onlinea lgorithm for DOLTSP. Some oft h elower bounds hold on any graph,
while others need a special distribution oft h evertices.
We will start with HDOLTSP (Theorem 11 and Theorem 12), andt h e nw e
will consider NDOLTSP (Theorem 13 and Theorem 14).
Theorem 11. No online algorithm for HDOLTSP on any graph is better than
ρ-competitive against a fair adversary, with ρ = 1+
√
5
2 ≈ 1.618.
Proof. Let x be the closest vertex to the origin. Att ime 0 request r1 isp r e s e nted
at vertex x.T he onlines e r ver must visit x andr e t u r n to the origin at a certain
moment, because wea r ein the Homingp r oblem.L et τ ≥ ¯ x be the moment in
which the onlines e r ver starts movingt o the origin after serving r1.I f τ+¯ x ≥ 2¯ xρ,
no more requests are presented.I nthisc a s et h eonlines e r ver arrives to the origin
notb e f ore time τ +¯ x,w hilet h ea d versary can move its server to x andr e t u r n
itt o the origin at time 2¯ x, sow eh a ve
CALG(σ)
COPT(σ)
≥
τ +¯ x
2¯ x
≥
2¯ xρ
2¯ x
= ρ.
On the other hand,i f τ +¯ x<2¯ xρ, a new request r2 isp r e s e nted at time τ
at vertex x.I nthiss ituation the adversary can serveb oth requests at time τ,
with a total cost ofa tm ost τ +¯ x.T he onlinec ost isa tleast τ +3¯ x, because
when the onlines e r ver reaches the origin after serving r1,i tm u s tvisit again x
andr e t u r n again to the origin. Therefore weh a ve
CALG(σ)
COPT(σ)
≥
τ +3¯ x
τ +¯ x
=1+
2¯ x
τ +¯ x
> 1+
2¯ x
2¯ xρ
=1+
1
ρ
= ρ.    
Theorem 12. There exists a family of halfpaths where no online algorithm for
HDOLTSP is better than ρ-competitive against a standard adversary, with ρ =
2+
√
2
2 ≈ 1.707.
Theorem 13. No online algorithm for NDOLTSP on any graph is better than ρ-
competitive against a fair adversary, with ρ =
1+
3 √
19−3
√
33 +
3 √
19+3
√
33
3 ≈ 1.839.
Proof. Let x be the closest vertex to the origin. Att ime 0 request r1 isp r e s e nted
at vertex x.L et τ1 ≥ 0 be the moment in which the onlines e r ver leaves the
origin. If τ1 +¯ x ≥ ρ¯ x, the sequence ofr e q u e s t se nds.T he onlines e r ver arrives
to x notb e f ore time τ1 +¯ x,w hilet h ea d versary can reach the vertex at time ¯ x,
andt h e nw eh a ve
CALG(σ)
COPT(σ)
≥
τ1 +¯ x
¯ x
≥
ρ¯ x
¯ x
= ρ .
On the contrary, if τ1 +¯ x<ρ ¯ x, request r2 isp r e s e nted at time τ1 at the
origin. Let τ2 ≥ τ1 +¯ x be the moment in which the onlines e r ver starts moving38 M. Aprea et al.
to the origin fors e r ving r2.I f τ2+¯ x ≥ ρ(τ1+¯ x), no more requests are presented.
In thisc a s et h ec ost oft h eonlinea lgorithm isa tleast τ2 +¯ x, because its server
must arrivet o the origin. Since the adversary canw aita tt h eorigin until time
τ1 fors e r ving r2, andt h e n movet o x fors e r ving r1,w e obtain
CALG(σ)
COPT(σ)
≥
τ2 +¯ x
τ1 +¯ x
≥
ρ(τ1 +¯ x)
τ1 +¯ x
= ρ.
Finally, if τ1 +¯ x<ρ ¯ x and τ2 +¯ x<ρ (τ1 +¯ x), request r3 isp r e s e nted at time
τ2 at vertex x.I nthiss ituation the onlinec ost isa tleast τ2 + 2¯ x, because the
server must visit x after ita r r ives to the origin. Once again the adversary can
waita tt h eorigin until time τ1 fors e r ving r2, andt h e n movet o x fors e r ving
r1, ending its joba tt ime τ2 when r3 isp r e s e nted.T herefore weh a ve
CALG(σ)
COPT(σ)
≥
τ2 + 2¯ x
τ2
> 1+
2¯ x
ρ(τ1 +¯ x) − ¯ x
> 1+
2¯ x
ρ2¯ x − ¯ x
=1+
2
ρ2 − 1
= ρ.    
Theorem 14. There exists a family of paths where no online algorithm for
NDOLTSP is better than 2-competitive against a standard adversary.
Proof. Consider a path with at least two vertices x>0 and −x.W L OG, assume
that at time ¯ x the onlines e r ver is in the left halfpath.A tt h a tm oment, as ingle
request at vertex x isp r e s e nted.T he onlinec ost isa tleast 2¯ x,w hilet h ea d versary
can servet h er e q u e s ta tt ime ¯ x.    
Notice that the last lower bound is valid on a certain group of paths that are
noth a lfpaths.I t is essentially the same resultp r e s e nted in [9] for (continuous)
OLTSP. In the full version oft h isp a p e rwep r ove that the same lower bound
holds on ap a r t icular group ofh a lfpaths.
Online Dial-a-Ride Problem (OLDARP) generalizes (continuous) OLTSP to
the case in which requests are pairs ofp oints andas e r ver must take ano b-
ject from the ﬁrst pointt o the secondp oint.I t is interestingt on o te that the
lower bounds oft h is section are very similar to the corresponding lower bounds
known forO LDARPo nthe real line.F o r instance, the lower bounds of The-
orem 11 and Theorem 12a r ec oincident with the lower bounds giveni n[ 1 1 ]
and [7] for HomingO LDARPo nthe real halﬂine against faira nds t a ndard ad-
versaries, respectively. While Theorem 11 uses the same idea presented in [11],
wed e r ived Theorem 12 in ac ompletely diﬀerent way. The relation betweeno ur
lower bounds andt h ose forO LDARPo nthe real linem u s tb es t u d ied further.
However, ap ossiblee xplanation fort h is phenomenon couldb et h a t , even though
OLDARPi sd e ﬁ ned on ac ontinuous metrics p a c e ,o n ce the server picks up an
object itc a nnots a t isfyo ther requests until the object isd e livered.Asimilar
situation occurs in DOLTSP, where the server cannotc h a nge direction until it
arrives to the next vertex. A summaryo fr e s u lts forO LDARP can be found
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5 Cautious Algorithms
In Sect.3wes a w that REP and ZZG achievet h eb e s tc ompetitiver a t io for zealous
onlinea lgorithms.H o w ever, those ratiosa r enotably higher than the general
lower bounds shown in Sect.4.I t wouldb enice to have onlinea lgorithms with
competitiveness closer to these generall o w er bounds.I no rder to succeed,w e
must consider a distinct class ofa lgorithms.
An online cautious algorithm mayw ait without moving its server evenw hen
there isp e nding work.N ew requests presented whilet h ea lgorithm is waiting
(ande ven the absence oft h e m ), givea d d itionali n formation that the algorithm
can use toi mprove its performance. On the contrary, a zealous algorithm faced
with the same sequence ofr e q u e s t swouldt a k ea n early decision that couldb e
inappropriate a posteriori.
A key point in the designo fac a u t ious onlinea lgorithm ist o decide how
much time the server should wait when there isp e nding work.Al o n ger wait-
ing increases the possibilities too btain additionali n formation. Nonetheless, the
caution must not be against the main goalo ft h ea lgorithm,w hich ist o minimize
the total time to complete its job.
Our cautious onlinea lgorithms aima tobtainingc ompetitiver a t iosc oincident
with the generall o w er bounds of Sect.4. Each time a new request arrives the
algorithms compute how longt h ea d versaryn eeds to servea ll the known re-
quests.T hen, cautious algorithms wait just till the moment in which extending
the waitingt ime wouldp r e vent obtaining the desired competitiveness.An umber
of onlinea lgorithms that waitt a k ing into accountt h ec ost oft h ea d versaryw ere
considered forc ontinuous problems related toD OLTSP, such as OLTSP [10,11],
OLDARP[ 7] andO L-ATSP [8].
Wed e vised two cautious onlinea lgorithms usingt h eg e neral scheme described
above.T he main diﬀerence between them is when they decide tow ait. Our
ﬁrst cautious algorithm isc a lled Wait-Before-Return( WBR). The algorithm is
only deﬁned for HDOLTSP on halfpaths.I ts e r ves as soon as possiblep e nding
requests away fromt h eorigin. The remaining requests are satisﬁed when the
server returnst o the origin. Before doings o, WBR waits as explained above.
The other cautious algorithm is Wait-Before-Begin (WBB). It isp ossiblet o use
thisa lgorithm forb oth HDOLTSP and NDOLTSP, on any path (though we only
prover e s u lts for NDOLTSP on halfpaths). Each time the server ish a lted and
a new request isp r e s e nted, WBB computes ano ptimal route that serves all the
pendingr e q u e s t s .B efore starting its tour, the algorithm waits accordingt o the
general scheme explained above.
A more detailed description of WBR and WBB can be found in the full version of
thisp a p e r .T he followingr e s u lts establish the competitiveness oft h ea lgorithms
in diﬀerent variants of DOLTSP.
Theorem 15. Algorithm WBR is ρ-competitive for HDOLTSP on any halfpath,
with ρ = 1+
√
5
2 ≈ 1.618 against a fair adversary, and ρ = 2+
√
2
2 ≈ 1.707 against
a standard adversary.40 M. Aprea et al.
Theorem 16. Algorithm WBB is 2-competitive for NDOLTSP on any halfpath
against both fair and standard adversaries.
Notice that the above upper bounds match the generall o w er bounds of Sect.4,
with the exception of WBB for NDOLTSP against a faira d versary. If wec om-
pare these lower and upper bounds, against those of Sect.3 for zealous algo-
rithms,w e observe that zealous algorithms for DOLTSP are weaker than cautious
algorithms.
Recall that in Sect.3w es h owed that for zealous onlinea lgorithms,H D OLTSP
ise a s ier thanN D OLTSP, andt h e r eis no diﬀerence between the two types of
adversaries.I f wer e view the results oft h is section andt h ose of Sect.4,w ec a n
observet h a tf orc a u t ious onlinea lgorithms once again HDOLTSP ise a s ier than
NDOLTSP. Besides, forc a u t ious algorithms weh a ve better performances against
af a ira d versary than against a standard adversary. That is, forc a u t ious algo-
rithms the faira d versaryi s weaker than the standard one.T his is not surprising
taking into account that the faira d versary has a restricted power.
Asf org e neral graphs,T heorem 3.2 in [8] states that a cautious algorithm
called SmartStart is 3+
√
5
2 -competitivef or (continuous)H o mingO L-ATSP. The
algorithm isavariation ofa n algorithm presented in [7]. In the same spirita sour
algorithm WBB,S martStart waits at the origin until the moment in which waiting
more wouldp r e venth imf r omb e ingc ompetitive.A tt h a tm oment its t a r t sa n
optimal tour that serves all the pendingr e q u e s t sa ndr e t u r nst o the origin. As
wes a idb e f ore, OL-ATSP can be viewed as a generalization of DOLTSP, sow e
can derivet h ef ollowingr e s u lt.
Theorem 17. Algorithm SmartStart for Homing OL-ATSP [8] determines a ρ-
competitive algorithm for HDOLTSP on any graph against both fair and standard
adversaries, with ρ = 3+
√
5
2 ≈ 2.618.
The above upper bound isf a rf r omt h elower bounds of Theorem 11 and The-
orem 12 (Section 4). It is notc lear for now whether the lower bounds can be
improved,o r a better cautious algorithm can be found.I ntryingt oi mprovet h e
lower bounds, requests outside a halfpath must be considered, since Theorem 15
states that WBR achieves a performance coincident with those lower bounds for
HDOLTSP on halfpaths.
6 Empirical Analysis of Online Algorithms
Wed e s igned a set oft e s t sin order to get empirical evidence about how online
algorithms work in practice on paths.I no ur tests,w e included all our competitive
algorithms, as well as other algorithms with some intuitive improvements. One of
these new algorithms is Statistic–Replan( STR), a subtlee nhancementt o regular
REP.T he only diﬀerence occurs in NDOLTSP when the server is idlea ts ome
vertex. Instead of waitingp a s s ively foranew request, STR moves the server
to the vertex that ist h em ost likely to receivet h enextr e q u e s t , assumingt h eDiscrete Online TSP 41
Fig.1. Mean (bar) and distribution (telescopic-plot) of approximate ratios
existence of a pattern. Another algorithm wec onsidered is Statistic–Wait-Before-
Begin (STW), which ends the waitingt ime wheni t is likely enough that no more
requests will be presented.
All the algorithms were tested usingalarge collection of instances designed
to cover a representatives e tofc a s e s .T hisc ollection takes into accountd iﬀer-
ent aspects ofa ni n stance: quantity andd istribution of vertices, quantity and
distribution (over time and over space)o fr e q u e s t s , etc.Aset of7 506 distinct sce-
narios was considered by combiningd iﬀerent values for each aspect.Adetailed
description of the test set isg iveni nthe full version oft h isp a p e r .
Wee xecuted all strategies over all instances on our test set.I neach case we
computed the approximate ratio,i . e. the ratio between the cost oft h eonline
solution andt h eoptimalo ﬄ i n ec ost.N o te that the approximate ratio ofa ny
strategyi s upper bounded byi ts competitiver a t io.
Figure 1 showst h ea verage approximate ratio ofa ll algorithms (as a bar), and
the distribution of values amongt h ed iﬀerentt r ials (as a telescopic-plot). One
thing wec a n conclude ist h a t , as suggested by the theoretical part of our study,
HDOLTSP ise a s ier thanN D OLTSP. Besides, more than 50% oft h et imes, the
simplest algorithms generated quasio ptimal solutions. Opposed to this, most
approximate ratios ofc a u t ious strategies (WBR and WBB) exceed the threshold
of 1.5. However, as wec oulde xpect, the worst case ratios oft h es implest algo-
rithms are much higher than those oft h em ore sophisticated (competitive)o n es.
The cautious algorithm with best results is STW, although it was better than all
zealous strategies only in 5% oft h ec a s e s .T he other cautious strategies (WBR
and WBB)w ere surpassed by a zealous algorithm in 90% oft h ec a s e s .W i th this
evidence,w ec a n conclude that waiting was nots o proﬁtable in practice.F i n ally,42 M. Aprea et al.
our empirical studyw as useful to analyze how the diﬀerent aspects oft h ein-
stances aﬀect theirc omplexity. Wef ound that the distribution ofr e q u e s t sover
time ist h em ost inﬂuential aspect:i td oes not matter where vertices orr e q u e s t s
are located; the later the requests become visible, the worse are the results that
the onlinea lgorithm gets.
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Abstract. In an implicit combinatorial optimization problem, the
constraints are not enumerated explicitly but rather stated implicitly
through equations, other constraints or auxiliary algorithms. An impor-
tant subclass of such problems is the implicit set cover (or, equivalently,
hitting set) problem in which the sets are not given explicitly but rather
deﬁned implicitly. For example, the well-known minimum feedback arc
set problem is such a problem. In this paper, we consider such a cover
problem that arises in the study of wild populations in biology in which
the sets are deﬁned implicitly via the Mendelian constraints and prove
approximability results for this problem.
1 Introduction
In an implicit combinatorialo ptimization problem, the constraints are not
enumerated explicitly but rather stated implicitly through equations,o ther con-
straints ora u xiliary algorithms.W ell-known examples ofs u c hoptimization prob-
lems include convexo ptimization problems where the constraints are notg iven
explicitly but rather can be queried implicitly through a separation oracle1 or
given by an auxiliary algorithm.T hisp a p e rc oncernst h eimplicits e tc over prob-
lems which are deﬁned as follows.I nthe standard (unweighted)v ersion oft h es e t
cover problem,w ea r eg iven ac ollection of subsets S over an universe ofe lements
U andt h eg oali st o ﬁndas u b -collection ofs e t sf r om S ofm inimum cardinality
such that the union of these sets isp r e c isely U.Acombinatorially equivalent
1 For example, the ellipsoid method can be used to solve in polynomial time a linear
programming problem with possibly exponentially many constraints provided we
have a separation oracle that, given a tentative solution, in polynomial time either
veriﬁes that the solution is a feasible solution or provides a hyperplane separating
the solution point from the feasible region.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 43–54, 2009.
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version oft h es e tc over problem ist h es o-called hittings e tp r oblem where one
needs to pick instead a subset oft h eu niverse U ofm inimum cardinalityw hich
containsa tleast onee lementf r ome very set.S et cover andh ittings e tp r oblems
are fundamental problems in combinatorialo ptimization whose computational
complexities haveb e e n throughly investigated and well understood [15,27]. More
generalv ersion of the problem could include generalizingt h eobjectivef u nction
to be minimized,n amely the number ofs e t sp icked, by say having weighted
sets andm inimizingt h es u mof weights oft h es e lected sets,o rb y deﬁninga
monotone objectivef u nction on the set system.
Implicits e tc over (orh ittings e t ) problems have the same standard setting,
but the sets are notg iven explicitly but rather implicitly through some implicit
combinatorial constraints.F o re xample, the minimum feedback vertex set or
the minimum feedback arc set problems are examples ofs u c himplicith ittings e t
problems.S uch implicits e tc over orh ittings e tp r oblems can be characterized by
notg ivingt h ec ollection ofs e t sS explicitly but viaa n eﬃcient (polynomial-time)
oracle O that will supply members of S satisfying certain conditions.F o re xam-
ple, the recent work ofR ichard Karp andE r ick Moreno Centeno2 considers some
implicith ittings e tp r oblems with applicationst o multipleg e nome alignments
in computational biologyi nw hich the oracle O provides a minimum-cardinality
set (orag ood approximation toi t) fromt h ec ollection S that isd isjointf r oma
given set Q.I naddition to standard polynomial-time approximation guarantees,
onec oulda lsoi n v o ke other measures ofe ﬃ c iencies, such as number of access
to the oracle O too btain ano ptimalo r near-optimal solution to the hittings e t
problem as used byK arp andC e nteno.
In thisp a p e r ,w ec onsider ani mplicit (unweighted) set cover problem,w hich
wec a ll the MIN-PARENT problem, that arises in the studyo f wildp opulation.
Our problem in the setting described above isr oughly as follows. Our oracle O
returns, given as u b -collection ofe lements U  ⊆U,i ft h e r eisas e tt h a tincludes
U . Our speciﬁc objectivef u nction ism otivated by the biological application and
isam onotonef u nction, namely includinganew element in our collection does
not decrease it.M o re precise formulations of our problems appear in the next
section and will easily convince the reader that our problem is notc a p t u r e db y
previous works or the recent work byK arp andC e nteno.
2 Motivations
For wildp opulations, the growingd e velopmenta nda p p lication ofm olecular
markers provides new possibilities fort h einvestigation ofm a ny fundamental bi-
ological phenomena,i n cludingm a t ings ystems, selection and adaptation, kin
selection, andd ispersal patterns.T he power andp otentialo ft h eg e notypic
information obtained in these studies often rests in our ability to reconstruct
genealogical relationships among individuals.T hese relationships include parent-
age, full andh a lf-sibships, andh igher order aspects ofp e d igrees [10,11,17]. In
our motivation wea r eonly concerned with full siblingr e lationships froms ingle
2 Richard Karp, personal communication.On Approximating an Implicit Cover Problem in Biology 45
generation sample ofm icrosatellite markers.S everal methods fors iblingr e c on-
struction fromm icrosatellite data haveb e e n proposed [2,1,9,18,20,25,26,28].
Combinatorial approaches to siblingr e c onstruction usings u itablep a r s imony as-
sumptionsh a veb e e n studied in [5,7,8,13,14,23,24]. These approaches use the
Mendeliani n heritance rules toi mpose constraints on the geneticc ontentp ossi-
bilities ofas iblingg r oup.Aformulation oft h einferred combinatorial constraints
in constructingac ollection ofg r oups of individualst h a ts a t isfy these constraints
under the parsimony assumption ofam inimum number ofp a r e nts leads to the
MIN-PARENT problems discussed in the paper.
3 Precise Formulations of MIN-PARENT Problems
father (...,...),(a,b),(...,...),(...,...) (...,...),(c,d),(...,...),(...,...) mother
(...,...),(...,...),(...,...),(...,...) child
locus
allele
one from father
one from mother
Fig.1. Illustration of the Mendelian inheritance rule
An element (individual)
u isa no rdered sequence
(u1,u 2,...,u  )w here each
uj isag e netict r a it (locus)
and isr e p r e s e nted by a
multi-set {uj,0,u j,1} oft wo
(possibly equal) numbers
(alleles)i n herited from its
parents. Biologically, each
elementc orresponds to an
individuali nthe sample of
the wildp opulation fromt h es a m eg e neration. Weh a veau niverse U consisting
of n such elements. Certain sets of individuals in U can be full siblings, i.e. having
the same pair ofp a r e nts under the Mendeliani n heritance rule. These sets are
speciﬁed in an implicit manner in the following way.T he Mendeliani n -
heritance rule states that ani n dividual u =( u1,u 2,...,u  ) ∈Ucan be a child of
ap a ir of individuals (parents), say v =( v1,v 2,...,v  ) and w =( w1,w 2,...,w  ),
ifa nd only iff ore a c hlocus j ∈{ 1,..., } onee lement of uj isf r om vj andt h e
other element of uj isf r om wj.F i n ally, a subset U  ⊆Uisaf u ll siblingg r oup if
and only ift h e r ee xists a pair ofp a r e nts v and w such that every member of U 
isac h ild of v and w.N o te that any pair of individualsc a n have the same pair
ofp a r e nts by the Mendelian constraints.
Given these Mendelian constraints,o ur goali st o cover the universe U by as e t
off u ll-siblingg r oups under the parsimonious assumption ofam inimum number
ofp a r e nts.F o rmally, the MIN-PARENT problem isd e ﬁ ned as follows:
Problem name: MIN-PARENTn, 
Input: An universe U of n individualse a c hwith   loci.
Valid Solutions: A cover A of U such that each set S ∈Ain the cover isa
siblingg r oup.
Notation: Let B(A) denote a set of individuals (parents) such that every set S
(siblingg r oup)i nthe cover has its two parents from B(A).
Objective for minimization: |B(U)| = min
A
|B(A)|.46 M.V. Ashley et al.
In the setting oft h eimplicits e tc over problems described before,o ur cover
problem isa sf ollows:
– Our sets (siblingg r oups) are deﬁned implicitly by the Mendelian constraints;
note that the number ofs u c hs e t sisp ossibly exponential andt h u swec a nnot
alwayse numerate them in polynomial time.
– Our polynomial time oracle O answers queries oft h ef ollowingt ype: given
a given subset U  ⊆Uof the universe, does U  form a valid (sibling) set
following the Mendelian constraints3?I t ise a s y to show ap olynomial-time
implementation oft h eoracle (e.g., see [7]).
Finally, note that our objectivef u nction is obviously monotones ince U  ⊂U
implies |B(U )|≤| B (U)|. A natural parameter of interest in covering
problems the maximum size (number of elements) a in any set.F o r
our problem, the parameter a corresponds to maximum number of individuals
ofa ny siblingg r oup.
Weﬁ r s ts h ow that the MIN-PARENT problem is MAX-SNP-hard eveni f
a =3 .T his leads us to the question about the computational complexityo ft h e
problem fora r b itrary a.W e will show that, fora r b itrary a,i t ish a r dt o even
ﬁndam inimum set ofp a r e nts forag iven siblingp a r t ition oft h eu niverse given
ac a ndidate set ofp a r e nts.F o rmally, wec a n deﬁnet h eFIND-MIN-PARENT
problem as follows:
Problem name: FIND-MIN-PARENTn, 
Input:
– ap a r t ition A ofas e tU of n elements, each with   loci, such that each
set S in the partition A isas iblings e t , and
– as e tofe lements (possiblep a r e nts) P.
Notation: Let B(A) denote a set ofe lements (parents) such that every set S
(siblingg r oup)i nthe partition A has its two parents from B(A).
Valid Solutions: B(A) ⊆P.
Objective for minimization: |B(U)| = min
B(A)⊆P
|B(A)|.
3.1 Standard Terminologies
Recall that a (1+ε)-approximate solution (ors imply an( 1+ε)-approximation)
ofam inimization (resp. maximization) problem isas olution with ano bjective
value no larger (resp.n osmaller) than1+ε times (resp.( 1+ε)−1 times) the
value oft h eoptimum, anda n algorithm achievings u c has olution iss a idt o have
an approximation ratio ofa tm ost 1+ε.Aproblem is r-inapproximableu nder a
certain complexity-theoretic assumption means that the problem does noth a ve
a r-approximation unless the complexity-theoretic assumption isf a lse.
L-reductionsa r eas p e c ial kind of approximation-preserving reduction [21]
that can be used to show MAX-SNP-hardness ofa no ptimization problem. Given
3 Note that if U
  is not a valid set, the oracle O is unable to provide any hint about
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two optimization problems Π and Π , Π L-reduces to Π  if there are three
polynomial-time procedures T1,T2, T3 andt wo constants a and b>0 such that
the followingt wo conditionsa r es a t isﬁed:
(1) Fora ny instance I of Π, algorithm T1 produces ani n stance I  = f(I)o f Π 
generated from T1 such that the optima of I and I , OPT(I) and OPT(I ),
respectively, satisfy OPT(I ) ≤ a · OPT(I).
(2) Fora ny solution of I  with cost c , algorithm T2 produces another solution
with cost c   that is no worse than c , anda lgorithm T3 produces a solution
of I of Π with cost c (possibly fromt h es olution produced by T2) satisfying
|c − OPT(I)|≤b ·| c   − OPT(I )|.
An optimization problem is MAX-SNP-hard ifa nother MAX-SNP-hard prob-
lem L-reduces to that problem.A rora et al. [4] show that, assuming P =NP, every
MAX-SNP-hard problem is (1 + ε)-inapproximablef ors ome constant ε>0 un-
less P=NP.
3.2 The Map
Wes h ow in Section 4.1 that MIN-PARENTn,  is MAX-SNP-hard eveni f a =3 ,
the smallest non-trivialv alue of a, and, fora ny a anda ny integer constant
c>0, admits an easy
 a
c +l nc
 √
n-approximation usingp olynomialn umber of
queries to the oracle O (andt h e r e f ore in polynomial time). Wes h ow in Section 5
that, fora r b itrary a,F I N D - M I N - P A RENTn,  is2 log
ε n-inapproximable, fore very
constant 0 <ε<1, unless NP⊆DTIME(npolylog(n)).
4 Approximating MIN-PARENT
This section discusses lower and upper bounds on polynomial-time approxima-
tion of MIN-PARENT.
4.1 Inapproximability of MIN-PARENT for a =3
Lemma 1. MIN-PARENTn,  is MAX-SNP-hard even if a =3 .
Proof. For notational simpliﬁcation, when ani n dividual has the multiset {a,a}
in a locus,w e will refer toi tb y saying that the individual has a “label”o f value
a in that locus. Our construction will ensure that all individualsh a ve only labels
at everyl o cus.I t ist h e n easy to check that a set of individualsc a n be a sibling
set ifa nd only ifa te a c hlocus they have labels with no more than two distinct
values.I nthe sequel, we will use the terminologies “label a” and “locus {a,a}”
interchangeably.
The (vertex-disjoint) triangle-packing (TP) problem isd e ﬁ ned as follows.W e
are given an undirected connected graph G.Atriangle isac ycle of 3n o des.T he
goali st o ﬁnd (pack) am a ximum number of node-disjoint triangles in G.T Pi s
known to be MAX-SNP-hard eveni fe veryv ertexo f G has degree at most 4 [12].
Moreover, the proof in [12] show that the MAX-SNP-hard instances of TP in48 M.V. Ashley et al.
their reduction produces ani n stance of TP with n nodes in which ano ptimal
solution has αn triangles fors ome constant 0 <α<1.
We will provide an approximation preserving reduction froma ni n stance graph
G of n nodes of TP with nodes of G havingam a ximum degree of4a sobtained
in [12] toM I N - P A RENTn, .W e introduce ani n dividual u fore veryn o de u of
the graph G andp r ovide ordered label sequences fore a c hnode (individual) such
that:
(1) Three individualsc orrespondingt o at r iangle of G havea tm ost two values
in everyl o cus andt h u sc a n be a siblings e t .
(2) Three individualst h a td on o tc orrespondt o at r iangle of G havea tleast
three values in some locus andt h u sc a nnotb eas iblings e t .
(3) Consider any maximal set of vertex disjointt r iangles in G andt h ec orre-
spondings iblings e t s(each ofs ize 3). Partition the remaining vertices of G
notc overed by these triangles arbitrarily into pairs (groups ofs ize 2) and
consider the correspondingf u ll siblings e t s(each ofs ize 2). Then, each sibling
set in the abovec ollection requires two new parents.
Note that since weh a veam a ximal set oft r iangles,n othree vertices in
the set ofp a irs can form a triangle. Conversely, given any solution oft h e
MIN-PARENT problem,w ep r e p r ocess the solution (Algorithm T2 in the
deﬁnition of L-reduction) to get a canonical solution to ensure that no three
individuals in the union ofp a irs can be s siblings e t ; thisp r e p r ocessing
obviously does not increase the number ofs iblings e t s .
Note that, since any pair of individualsc a n be a full siblings e t , the above
properties imply that
TP has a solution with t triangles ifa nd only ift h e2 -label cover can be
solved with 2t + 2 · n−3t
2 = n − t parents.
The MAX-SNP-hardness now followse a s ily since t isa tm ost n
3 anda no pti-
mum solution of TP on G has αn triangles fors ome constant 0 <α<1. To be
precise,i nthe notations of Section 3.1 fora nL - reduction with Π and Π  being
the TP andt h eMIN-PARENT problems, respectively, weh a ve
(1) OPT(I’)= (1 − α)n = 1
α(1−α)αn = 1
α(1−α)OPT(I).
(2) if c   =( 1− α)n + x fors ome x then c = αn − x andt h u s|c − OPT(I)| =
|c   − OPT(I )|.
Now, we describe the reduction.
Our ﬁrst set of loci are as follows.T he indexo falocus,w hich wec a ll the
“coordinate”, isd e ﬁ ned by an“ o rigin” node a.T hus,w e will havea tm ost
O(|V |) such loci. The respective labelo fa ni n dividual v at thisc oordinate ist h e
distance from a to v, assuminge very edge has length 1.
Our seconds e tof loci are as follows.W eh a ves u c halocus for every set of
vertices {u,v,w} that does not form a triangle.T hus,w e will have O(|V |3) such
loci. Since the three vertices don o tf orm a triangle, at least onep a ir oft h e m ,
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don o tf orm a trianglef ora ny other vertex x  ∈{ u,v}. Our goali st o ensure
that the vertices u, v and w cannotb eas iblingg r oup while notd isallowinga ny
other siblingg r oups that can be formed by at r iangle in the graph.T his ise a s y
to do. Put the label1i nthis locus fort h eindividual u,l abel 2f or individual v
and label3fora ll other individuals.
It ise a s y to see that no two individualsa r et h es a m e , i.e., they diﬀer in at
least one locus.
First we need to check that Property (1) holds.T he following ist r u ewith
respect to the ﬁrst set of loci. Consider a triangle {u,v,w} and assume that u
has the minimum labelv alue of L, i.e.,i t ist h enearest with respect to the origin
node that deﬁned this locus.T henl abels of v and w are at least L anda tm ost
L +1 ,hence weh a vea tm ost two labels.T he seconds e tof locin ever disallows
as iblingg r oup correspondingt o at r iangle, so the propertyi s not violated by
them either.
The construction oft h es e c onds e tof locii mplies that Property (2) ist r u e .
Now, we need tov erifyP roperty (3).T here are three cases tov erify.
First, consider the case whenw eh a vet wo siblingg r oups correspondt o two
triangles T1 = {u,v,w} and T2 = {p,q,r} in G.N o te that since nodes in G have
am a ximum degree of4 , any node of onet r ianglec a n be connected to at most
two nodes in the other triangle.
The locus correspondingt o the indexw i th u as the origin node has a label0
for u andalabel1for v and w.T hus, the siblings e t{u,v,w} can be generated
only by ap a ir ofp a r e nts, say A and B, each of which has the alleles {0,1} in
the corresponding locus.
Since u isc onnected to at most two nodes in T2,i t isc onnected to a node in
T2, say r.T hen, r must havealabel x in this locus which isa tleast 2.T hus,
neither A nor B can be a parent oft h es iblingg r oup {p,q,r} since x  ∈{ 0,1}.
Second, consider the case when the weh a vet wo siblingg r oups corresponding
to at r iangle T = {u,v,w} andap a ir P = {p,q}. Consider the locus correspond-
ingt o the indexw i th u as the origin node.W eh a vealabel0for u andalabel1
for v and w.T hus, the siblings e t{u,v,w} can be generated only by ap a ir of
parents, say A and B, each of which has the alleles {0,1} in the corresponding
locus.I f node u is not connected to both nodes p and q theno n e oft h enodes
which is notc onnected to u, say p, must havealabel x in this locus which isa t
least 2.T hus,n either A nor B can be a parent oft h es iblingg r oup {p,q} since
x  ∈{ 0,1}. Otherwise,i tm u s tb et h ec a s et h a tu isc onnected to both p and q.
Repeating the same argument with q as the origin node andt h e n r as the
origin node shows that the only case that remainst o be considered is when each
of u, v and w isc onnected to both the nodes p and q.B ut, then the induced
subgraph of G with vertices u,v,w,p and q is 5-clique.S i n ce everyn o de in G
has a degree of no more than 4, this implies that is subgraph isac onnected
component of G separated fromt h er e s tof the graph, contradictingt h ef a c t
that G was a connected graph.
Finally, consider the case whenw eh a vet wo siblingg r oups correspondingt o
two pairs P1 = {u,v} and P2 = {p,q}.S i n ce weh a veac a nonical solution oft h e50 M.V. Ashley et al.
MIN-PARENT problem oram a ximal set oft r iangles fort h eTP problem,n o de
u is notc onnected to at least one node in P2, say p.T he locus correspondingt o
the indexw i th u as the origin node has a label0for u andalabel1for v, but for
p wem u s th a vealabel x in this locus which isa tleast 2.T hus, the siblings e t
{u,v} can be generated only by ap a ir ofp a r e nts, say A and B, each of which
has the alleles {0,1} in the corresponding locus, but neither A nor B can be a
parent oft h es iblingg r oup {p,q} since x  ∈{ 0,1}. ❑
4.2 A Simple Approximation Algorithm for MIN-PARENTn, 
Note that wed on o t need to know the value of a in the theorem below.
Lemma 2. Let a be the maximum size of any sibling set. Then, for any integer
constant c>0, MIN-PARENT admits an easy
 a
c +l nc
 √
n-approximation with
polynomially many access to the oracle O (and, therefore in polynomial time).
Proof. Our proof iss imilar to the analysis ofas t a ndard greedy algorithm for
set cover problems [27].
Suppose that weh a ve a subset U  ⊂Uoft h eu niverse that iss t ill notc overed.
Wec a n enumerate all subsets of U  ofs ize at most c in O(nc) time andf ore a c h
subset query the oracle O to ﬁnd ifa ny of these subsets of individualsa r ef u ll
siblings fort h eMIN-PARENTn,  problem.T hus wec a n assume that fore very
instance of the problem, either the maximum siblings e ts ize isb e low c and we
can ﬁnds u c hag r oup ofm a ximum size,o r wec a n ﬁndas iblings e tofs ize c. Our
algorithm simply selects such a set, removes the correspondinge lements from U 
andc ontinues until all elements of U are covered.
Obviously, all subsets ofas iblings e ta r evalids iblings e t st oo. Let OPT
be the minimum number ofp a r e nts in ano ptimal solution of MIN-PARENTn, .
Consider ano ptimum solution, make itd isjointb y arbitrarily shrinkinge a c hf u ll-
siblings e ta nd let α be the number ofs e t sin thisp a r t ition. Obviously, α ≤ n/2.
Since no two full-siblings e t sa r ep r oduced by the same pair ofp a r e nts (because
ofm inimality),
 OPT
2
 
≥ α which implies OPT>
√
2α.W ed istribute the cost
of our solution amongt h es e t soft h eoptimum.W hen as e twith b elements is
selected,w er e m ovee a c hof its elementa nd charge the sets oft h eoptimum 1/b
fore a c hr e m oval. It ise a s y to see that a set with a elements will get the sequence
ofc h a r g e swith values at most (1/c,...,1/c
      
a−c times
,1/(c−1),1/(c−2),...,1) andt h e s e
charges add to a
c − 1+
 c
i=1
1
i = a
c +
 c
i=2
1
i < a
c +l nc.T hus,w eu s ea tm ost  a
c +l nc
 
α siblingg r oups. Each siblingg r oup can be generated by at most two
new parents.T hus, the totaln umber ofp a r e nts necessary to generated these
siblingg r oups isa tm ost
 a
c +l nc
 √
2α OPT<
 a
c +l nc
 √
nOPT. ❑
5 Inapproximability of FIND-MIN-PARENT
Lemma 3. For every constant 0 <ε<1, FIND-MIN-PARENTn,  is 2log
ε n-
inapproximable unless NP⊆DTIME(npolylog(n)).On Approximating an Implicit Cover Problem in Biology 51
Proof. Weﬁ r s tneed the MINREP problem which isd e ﬁ ned as follows.T he
problem isc losely related to the “label cover” problem deﬁned in [3].
Wea r eg iven ab ipartite graph G =( A,B,E). Alsoi sg iven ap a r t ition of
A into |A|/α equal-size subsets A1,A 2,...,A α andap a r t ition of B into |B|/β
equal-size subsets B1,B 2,...,B β.T hese partitionsd e ﬁ neanatural“ bipartite
super-graph” H in the followingm a nner. H has a “super-vertex” fore very Ai
(the left partition) anda“super-vertex” fore very Bj (the right partition). There
exists an“ super-edge” between the super-vertex Ai andt h es u p e r -vertex Bj if
and only ift h e r ee xists u ∈ Ai and v ∈ Bj such that {u,v} isa n edge of G.
A pair of vertices u and v “witnesses” as u p e r -edge {Ai,B j} provided a ∈ Ai,
b ∈ Bj andt h ee d g e{a,b} exists in G.Aset of vertices S of G witnesses a
super-edge ift h e r ee xists at least onep a ir of vertices in S that witnesses the
super-edge.
The goalo ft h eMINREP problem ist o ﬁnd A  ⊆ A and B  ⊆ B such that
A ∪ B witnesses every super-edge of H andt h es ize oft h es olution, namely
|A | + |B |,i s minimum.
For notation simplicity, let n = |A|+|B|.T he followingr e s u lt isac onsequence
ofR a z ’sp a r a llel repetition theorem [16,22,19].
Theorem 4. [19,22] Let L ∈ NP and 0 <ε<1 be any ﬁxed constant.
Then, there exists a reduction running in quasi-polynomial time, namely in time
npolylog(n), that given an instance x of L produces an instance of MINREP such
that:
– if x ∈ L then MINREP has a solution of size at most at most α + β;
– if x  ∈ L then MINREP has a solution of size at least or a solution of size at
least (α + β) · 2log
ε n.
Thus, the abovet h e orem provides a 2log
ε n-inapproximability for MINREP
under the complexity-theoretic assumption of NP ⊆DTIME(npolylog(n)).
Let L be any language in NP. Use the abovet h e orem to translate ani n stance
x of L to ani n stance of MINREP as described in the abovet h e orem.N o w ,w e
describe a translation oft h is instance of MINREP to ani n stance of FIND-MIN-
PARENTP,n, .
Weh a veap a r e nt pv in P correspondingt o every element v ∈ A ∪ B.W e
havea ni n dividual sa,b in U fore very edge {a,b} in G.T hus, the number of
possiblep a r e nts in P is n andt h enumber of individuals in U is O(n2). Itt h e r e -
fore suﬃces to provea2 log
ε |P|-inapproximability since that implies as 2log
ε |U|-
inapproximability.
Before describing our reduction, we need a genericc onstruction oft h ef ollow-
ing nature to simplifyo ur description. Wea r eg iven two elements pu,p v ∈P
anda n element sa,b ∈U .W e wantt o add a newl o cus with appropriate allele
values to ensure that sa,b cannot be a child of pu and pv, but no additional
parent-child relationship is forbidden.T his ise a s y to do. Put the alleles
{a,b} in this locus for pu and pv and put the alleles {a,c} in this locus fore very
individual( i n cluding sa,b)i n( P∪U ) \{ pu,p v}.I tf ollowst h a tsa,b cannotb e
ac h ild of pu and pv since c  ∈{ a,b}, but no other child-parentc ombination is52 M.V. Ashley et al.
forbidden since {a,c} can be produced by the Mendelian rulee ither from {a,b}
and {a,c} orf r om {a,c} and {a,c}.
Now, wea d da d d itionall o ci to the individuals in U∪Pin the followingm a nner
followingt h et wo rules:
Rule ( ): Fore very edge {u,v} of G with u ∈ Ai and v ∈ Bj andf ore very pair
of vertices {a,b} such that {a,b}∈E \{{ y,z}|y ∈ Ai,z∈ Bj,{y,z}∈E }
wea d da n additionall o cus usingt h eg e nericc onstruction to ensure that sa,b
cannot be a child of pu and pv.
Rule (  ): Fore very pair of vertices u and v of G such that {u,v}  ∈ E andf or
every pair of vertices a and b of g such that {a,b}∈E,w ea d da n additional
locus usingt h eg e nericc onstruction to ensure that the individual sa,b ∈U
cannot be a child of the parents pu and pv in P.
Web u ilde a c hindividuali nU∪Plocus-by-locus in the abovem a nner.F i n ally,
our given siblingp a r t ition A of U puts all the individuals sa,b with {a,b} witness-
ingt h esame super-edge in t h es a m ep a r t ition. Let the siblings e tc orresponding
to the super-edge {Ai,B j} be Ai,j = {{sa,b}|{a,b} witnesses the super-edge
{Ai,B j}}.
First,w e need tov erify that each of our siblings e tis indeed a siblings e t .
Consider the siblings e tAi,j.P i ck any u ∈ Ai and v ∈ Bj such that {u,v}∈E,
i.e., {u,v} witnesses the super-edge {Ai,B j}.W ec laimt h a tpu and pv are the
parents fora ll individuals in Ai,j.I n deed, the two rules allow this.
Suppose that MINREP has a solution ofs ize γ.T hisg e nerates a set of γ
parents for FIND-MIN-PARENT in ano bvious manner: fore veryv ertex v in
the solution of MINREPw ep ick the individual pv in the solution of FIND-
MIN-PARENT. Ift h es u p e r -edge {Ai,B j} is witnessed by the edge {u,v} in the
solution of MINREP, then the siblings e tAi,j isg e nerated by the parents pu
and pv.
Conversely, suppose that FIND-MIN-PARENT has a solution with γ parents.
Wea s s ociate each parent pu to the corresponding vertex u of G in our solution
of MINREP. Consider a super-edge {Ai,B j} andt h ea s s ociated siblings e tAi,j.
Suppose that pu and pv are the parents oft h isg r oup.B yRule ( ), {u,v}∈E.
By Rule (  ), one of pu and pv, say pu, must be from Ai andt h eother one pv
from Bj.T hus, the edge {u,v} witnesses thiss u p e r -edge. ❑
Remark 1. The inapproximability reduction works eveni f oned oes nots p e c ify
the set A ofs iblingp a r t ition explicitly as part of input but allowsa ll feasible
partitions.
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Abstract. The Banzhaf index, Shapley-Shubik index and other vot-
ing power indices measure the importance of a player in a coalitional
game. We consider a simple coalitional game called the spanning con-
nectivity game (SCG) based on an undirected, unweighted multigraph,
where edges are players. We examine the computational complexity of
computing the voting power indices of edges in the SCG. It is shown
that computing Banzhaf values is #P-complete and computing Shapley-
Shubik indices or values is NP-hard for SCGs. Interestingly, Holler indices
and Deegan-Packel indices can be computed in polynomial time. Among
other results, it is proved that Banzhaf indices can be computed in poly-
nomial time for graphs with bounded treewidth. It is also shown that for
any reasonable representation of a simple game, a polynomial time algo-
rithm to compute the Shapley-Shubik indices implies a polynomial time
algorithm to compute the Banzhaf indices. This answers (positively) an
open question of whether computing Shapley-Shubik indices for a simple
game represented by the set of minimal winning coalitions is NP-hard.
Keywords: Network connectivity, coalitional games, Banzhaf index,
Shapley-Shubik index.
1 Introduction
In thisp a p e r ,w es t u d y the natural problem ofc omputingt h einﬂuence ofe d g e s
in keepinga n unweighted andu ndirected multigraph connected. Game theorists
haves t u d ied notions ofe ﬃ c iency, fairness ands t a b ility extensively. Therefore,
it is only natural that when applications in computer science andm u ltiagent
systems require faira nds t a b lea llocations, social choice theory andc ooperative
game theory provide appropriate foundations.F o re xample, a network adminis-
trator with limited resources to maintain the links in the network may decide to
commitr e s ources to links accordingt o theirc onnectinga b ility. A spyn etwork
comprises communication channels.I no rder toi n tercept messages on the chan-
nels, resources may be utilized accordingt o the abilityo fac h a nnel to connect all
groups.I nas ocialn etwork,w em a y be interested in checking which connections
are more important in maintainingc onnectivity andh e nce contribute more to
socialw elfare.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 55–67, 2009.
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Our modeli sb a s e don undirected, unweighted andc onnected multigraphs.
All the nodes are treated equally, andt h eimportance ofae d g eisb a s e ds olely
on its ability to connect all the nodes.U singu ndirected edges isar e a s onable
assumption in many cases.F o re xample,i nas ocialn etwork, relations are usually
mutually formed.
Weu s eam u ltigraph as a succinct representation ofas implec oalitional game
called the spanning connectivity game (SCG).T he players of the game are the
edges oft h em u ltigraph.T he importance ofa n edge ism e a s u r e db y computing
its votingp ower indexi nthe game.V o tingp ower indices includingt h eBanzhaf
index and Shapley-Shubik index are standard wayst o compute the importance of
ap layer in ac oalitionalv o ting game.I n tuitively, the Banzhaf value ist h enumber
ofc oalitions in which a player playsac r itical rolea ndt h eShapley-Shubik index
is the proportion ofp e r m u t a t ionsf or which a player isp ivotal.
The wholep a p e risc oncerned with computings olutionsf or SCGs.I n
Section 2, a summaryo fr e lated work isg iven. In Section 3, preliminary def-
initionsr e lated to graph theory andc oalitional games are given, and wed e -
ﬁne SCGs.S ection 4p r e s e nts hardness results forc omputing Banzhaf values
and Shapley-Shubik indices.I nS ection 5, positivec omputational results for
Banzhaf values and Shapley-Shubik indices are provided for certain graphclasses.
Section 6 presents a polynomial-time algorithm to compute Holler indices and
Deegan-Packeli n dices.I nS ection 7, a summaryo fr e s u lts isg iven and future
work isd iscussed.
2 Related Work
Power indices such as the Banzhaf and Shapley-Shubik indices haveb e e n exten-
sively used to gauge the power ofap layer in diﬀerentc oalitional games such
as weighted voting games [17] andc orporate networks [13]. These indices have
recently been used in network ﬂow games [7], where the edges in the graph have
capacities andt h ep ower indexo fa n edge signiﬁes the inﬂuence that an edge
has in enablingaﬂow fromt h es ource to the sink.V o tingp ower indices have
also been examined in vertex connectivity games [8]o nundirected, unweighted
graphs; there the players are nodes,w hich are partitioned into primary, standard,
andb a c k b onec lasses.
The studyo fc ooperative games in combinatorial domains is widespread in
operations research [11,14]. Spanning network games haveb e e n examined pre-
viously [19,23] but they are treated diﬀerently, with weighted graphs and nodes
as players (not edges, as here). The SCG isr e lated to the all-terminal reliabil-
ity model, a non-game-theoreticm odel that isr e levant in broadcasting [22,10].
Whereas the reliabilityo fanetwork concernst h eoverall probabilityo fanetwork
beingc onnected, thisp a p e rc oncentrates on resource allocation to the edges.A
game-theoretic approach can provide faira nds t a b le outcomes in as t r a t e g ic
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3 Preliminaries
3.1 Graph Theory
Deﬁnition 1. A multigraph G := (V,E,s) consists of a simple underlying graph
(V,E) with a multiplicity function s : E  → N where N is the set of natural
numbers excluding 0.L e t|V | = n and |E| = m. For every underlying edge i ∈ E,
we have si edges in the multigraph. The multigraph has a total of M =
 
i∈E si
edges.
Deﬁnition 2. A subgraph G  =( V  ,E ) of a graph G =( V,E) is a graph where
V   is a subset of V and E  is a subset of E such that the vertex set of E  is a
subset of V  . A subgraph H is a connected spanning subgraph of a graph G if
it is connected and has the same vertex set as G.
3.2 Coalitional Game Theory
Deﬁnition 3. A simple voting game is a pair (N,v) with characteristic function
v : 2N →{ 0,1} where v(∅)=0 , v(N)=1and v(S) ≤ v(T) whenever S ⊆ T.
Ac o a l i t i o nS ⊆ N is winning if v(S)=1and losing if v(S)=0 .As i m p l e
voting game can alternatively be deﬁned as (N,W) where W is the set of winning
coalitions.
Fort h es a k eofb r e vity, we will abuse the notation to sometimes refer to game
(N,v) as v.F o re a c hc onnected multigraph (V,E,s), wed e ﬁ net h eSCG, spanning
connectivity game,( E,v)w i th players E and valuation function v, deﬁned as
followsf or S ⊆ E:
v(S)=
 
1, ift h e r ee xists a spanningt r e eT =( V,E ) such that E  ⊆ S
0, otherwise
It ise a s y to see that the SCG (E,v)i sas imple game because the outcome is
binary, v ism onotone, v(∅)=0and v(E)=1 .W ec onsider power indices and
cooperative game solutionsf ort h ee d g e sin the SCG.
Deﬁnition 4. Ap l a y e ri is critical in a coalition S when v(S)=1and v(S \
{i})=0 .F o re a c hi ∈ N, we denote the number of coalitions in which i is
critical in game v by the Banzhaf value ηi(v).T h eBanzhaf Index of player i in
game v is
βi =
ηi(v)
 
i∈Nηi(v)
.
The Shapley-Shubik index is the proportion ofp e r m u t a t ionsf or which a player
is pivotal.F o rap e r m u t a t ion π of N, the π(i)th player isp ivotali fc oalition
{π(1),...,π(i − 1)} is losing but coalition {π(1),...,π(i)} is winning.58 H. Aziz et al.
Deﬁnition 5. The Shapley-Shubik (SS) value is the function κ that assigns to
any simple game (N,v) and any voter i av a l u eκi(v) where
κi =
 
S⊆N
(|S|−1)!(n −| S|)!(v(S) − v(S \{ i})).
The Shapley-Shubik (SS) index of i is deﬁned by
φi =
κi
n!
.
The Banzhaf index andt h eShapley-Shubik index are the normalized versions of
the Banzhaf value andt h eShapley-Shubik value respectively. Since the denomi-
nator oft h eShapley-Shubik indexi sﬁ xed, computingt h eShapley-Shubik index
and Shapley-Shubik value havet h es a m ec omplexity. This is not necessarily true
fort h eBanzhaf index and Banzhaf value.
4 Complexity of Computing Power Indices
Wed e ﬁ ne the problems ofc omputingt h ep ower indices oft h ee d g e sin the SCG.
Fora ny power indexX( e.g.B anzhaf value,B anzhaf index, Shapley-Shubik in-
dex etc.) wed e ﬁ ne the problem SCG-X as follows:
Problem: SCG-X
Instance: Multigraph G
Output: Fort h eSCG correspondingt o G, compute X fora ll the edges
Wer e p r e s e ntac ommunication network as a multigraph,w here an edge repre-
sents a connection that mayo rm a yn o t work.A nedge iss a idt o be operational if
it works.F o rag iven graph G, the reliability Rel(G,{pi})o f G is the probability
that the operational edges form a connected spanning subgraph, given that each
edge is operationalw i th probability pi for i =1 ,...m.
Problem: Rational ReliabilityP roblem
Instance: Multigraph G and pi ∈ Q fora ll i,1≤ i ≤ m
Output: Compute Rel(G,{pi})
A special case oft h er e liability problem is when every edge has the same
probability p ofb e ing operational. This isc a lled the Functional Reliability Prob-
lem.Aconnected spanning subgraph with i edges will occur with probability
pi(1 − p)
m−i.
Deﬁnition 6. Let Ni be the number of connected spanning subgraphs with i
edges. Then the required output of the Functional Reliability Problem is the re-
liability polynomial
Rel(G,p)=
m  
i=0
Nipi(1 − p)
m−i.Power Indices in Spanning Connectivity Games 59
Problem: Functional ReliabilityP roblem
Instance: Multigraph G and p ∈ Q
Output: Compute the coeﬃcients Ni oft h er e liability polynomial fora ll i,
1 ≤ i ≤ m.
Ball [10] points out that an algorithm to solvet h eR a t ional ReliabilityP roblem
can be used as a sub-routinet o compute all the coeﬃcients fort h eFunctional
ReliabilityP roblem.M o reover he proved that computingt h eg e neral coeﬃcient
Ni is NP-hard andt h e r e f ore computingt h er a t ional reliabilityo f a graph is
NP-hard.A s we will see in Section 5, reliability problems havec onnections with
computingp ower indices of SCG.W eﬁ r s tp r ovet h a tSCG-BANZHAF-VALUE
is #P-complete.
Proposition 1. SCG-BANZHAF-VALUE is #P-complete even for simple, bi-
partite and planar graphs.
Proof. Wep r e s e nt a reduction from the problem ofc ountingc onnected span-
ning subgraphs.S CG-BANZHAF-VALUE isc learly in #P because a connected
spanning subgraph can be veriﬁed in polynomial time.I t isk nown that count-
ingt h et otaln umber ofc onnected spanning subgraphs is #P-complete even for
simple, bipartite andp lanar graphs([ 9 ] ,p. 305). We now reduce the problem of
computingt h et otaln umber ofc onnected spanning subgraphs to solving SCG-
BANZHAF-VALUE.T ake G =( V,E)w i th n nodes and m edges.T ransform
graph G into G  =( V ∪{n+1},E∪{m+1}) by takinga ny node andc onnecting
itt o a newn o de viaanew edge.T hen the number ofs p a nning subgraphs in
G ise q u a l to the Banzhaf value ofe d g em +1i ngraph G .T hiss h owst h a t
SCG-BANZHAF-VALUE is #P-complete.    
Similarly, SCG-SS is NP-hard.
Proposition 2. SCG-SS is NP-hard even for simple graphs.
Proof. Let Ni be the number ofc onnected spanning subgraphs of G with i
edges.W ek now that computing Ni is NP-hard [10]. Wes h ow that ift h e r eis
an algorithm polynomiali nthe number ofe d g e st o compute the Shapley-Shubik
indexo fa ll edges in the graph, then each Ni can be computed in polynomial
time.
We obtain graph G0 by the followingt r a nsformation: fors ome node v ∈ V (G),
we link itb y a new edge x to a newn o de vx.T hen, by the deﬁnition oft h e
Shapley-Shubik value,
 m
r=0 r!Nr(|E(G)|−r)! =
 m
r=0 r!N 
r = κx(G0), where
we write N 
r for Nr(m − r)!, fora ll r.
Similarly wec a n construct Gi by addingap a t hPi of length i to vx where Pi
has no edge or vertexi n tersection with G.T herefore
m  
r=0
(r + i)!N 
r = κx(Gi). (1)
For i =0 ,...,m,w eg e ta n equation oft h ef orm of (1) fore a c hGi.T he left-
hands ide oft h es e tofe q u a t ionsc a n be represented by an( m+1)×(m+1)matrix60 H. Aziz et al.
A where Aij =( i + j − 2)!.T he set ofe q u a t ions is independent because A has
a non-zero determinant of (1!2!···m!)
2 (see e.g.T heorem 1.1 [5]). Ift h e r eisa
polynomial time algorithm to compute the Shapley-Shubik indexo fe a c he d g e
in as impleg r a p h , thenw ec a n compute the right-hands ide of each equation
correspondingt o Gi.
The biggest possible number in the equation is less than( 2m)!a ndc a n be
represented eﬃciently. Accordingt oS tirling’sf ormula, m! ≈
√
2πm
 m
e
 m
, the
number (2m)!c a n be represented by km(log m) bits where k isac onstant.W e
can use Gaussian elimination to solvet h es e tof linear equations in O(m3) time.
Moreover, each number that occurs in the algorithm can also be stored in a
number ofb its quadratic oft h einput size (Theorem 4.10 [21]). Therefore SCG-
SS is NP-hard.    
Comment 1. A representation of a simple game is considered reasonable if,
for a simple game (N,v), the new game (N ∪{ x},v ) where v(S)=1if and
only if v (S ∪{ x})=1 , can also be represented. Then the proof technique in
Proposition 2 can be used to show that for any reasonable representation of the
simple game, a polynomial time algorithm to compute the Shapley-Shubik in-
dices implies a polynomial time algorithm to compute the Banzhaf indices. This
answers (positively) the question from [3] of whether computing Shapley-Shubik
indices for a simple game represented by the set of minimal winning coalitions
is NP-hard.
Proposition 3. For a simple game represented by its minimal winning coali-
tions, computing the Shapley-Shubik indices is NP-hard.
Proof. Thisf ollowsf r omC omment 1 andt h ef a c tt h a tc omputingt h eBanzhaf
values foras imple game represented byi ts minimal winningc oalitions is NP-
hard [3]. If Shapley-Shubik indices can be computed, then this implies that
number of winningc oalitionsc a n be computed.
5 Polynomial Time Cases
In this section, wep r e s e ntp olynomial time algorithms to compute votingp ower
indices forr e s t r icted graph classes including graphs with bounded treewidth.
Weﬁ r s tc onsider the trivial case ofat r e e .I f the graph G =( N,E)i sat r e e
then there isat otalo f n − 1 edges and only the grandc oalition ofe d g e sis
a winningc oalition. Therefore a tree ise q u ivalentt o au nanimity game.T his
means that each edge has a Banzhaf index and Shapley-Shubik indexo f 1
n−1.I n
the case of the same tree structure but with multiplep a r a llel edges,w e refer to
thism u ltigraph as a pseudo-tree.
Proposition 4. Let G =( N,E,s) be a pseudo-tree such that the underlying
edges are 1,...,mwith multiplicities s1,...,s m.T h e n ,
ηi1 =
m  
j=1
j =i
(2sj − 1), ands o βi1 =
ηi1  m
k=1 skηk1
. (2)Power Indices in Spanning Connectivity Games 61
Proof. Note that m = n − 1i nthisc a s e .S uppose edge i1 isap a r a llel edge
correspondingt o edge i in the underlyingg r a p h . Edge i1 isc r itical forac oalition
C ift h ec oalition C contains no edges parallel to i1 but containsa tleast one
sub-edge correspondingt o each edge other than i.T he number ofs u c hc oalitions
is
 m
j=1
j =i
(2sj − 1), which gives (2).    
Proposition 5. Let G =( N,E,s) be a pseudo-tree such that the underlying
edges are 1,...,m with multiplicities s1,...,s m where s =
 m
i=1 si. Then the
Shapley-Shubik indices can be computed in time polynomial in the total number
of edges.
Proof. Denote by er the coeﬃcient of xr in
 
1≤j≤n−1
j =i
((1 + x)
sj − 1).
Then er ist h enumber ofc oalitions with r edges which include at least one
parallel edge fore a c hu nderlyinge d g ej except i.T hen, by deﬁnition oft h e
Shapley-Shubik value, for 1 ≤ k ≤ si,
κik(G)=
s−si  
r=n−2
err!(s − r − si)!.
Thus, the Shapley-Shubik indices can be computed in time polynomiali nthe
totaln umber ofe d g e s .    
We now consider graphs with bounded treewidth.N o te that trees andp s e u d o-
trees hvet r e e width 1.
Deﬁnition 7. For a graph G =( V,E),atree decomposition is a pair (X,T),
where X = {X1,...,X n}⊂2V ,a n dT is a tree whose nodes are the subsets Xi
with the following properties:
1.
 
1≤i≤n Xi = V
2. For every edge (v,w) ∈ E,t h e r ei sas u b s e tXi that contains both v and w.
3. If Xi and Xj both contain a vertex v, then all nodes Xz o ft h et r e ei nt h e
path between Xi and Xj also contain v.
The width of a tree decomposition is the size of its largest set Xi minus one.
The treewidth tw(G) of a graph G is the minimum width among all possible tree
decompositions of G.
Proposition 6. If the reliability polynomial deﬁned in Deﬁnition 6 can be com-
puted in polynomial time, then the following problems can be computed in time
polynomial in the number of edges:
1. the number of connected spanning subgraphs;
2. the Banzhaf indices of edges.62 H. Aziz et al.
Proof. Wed e a lw i th each case separately.
1. By deﬁnition, Ni ist h enumber ofc onnected spanning subgraph with i edges.
Ifa ll coeﬃcients Ni are computable in polynomial time, then the totaln um-
ber ofc onnected spanning subgraphs
 m
i=0 Ni isc omputable in polynomial
time.
2.W ek now that ηi(G)=2ωi(G) − ω(G)( S ee [16]) where ω(G)i se q u a l to
the totaln umber of winningc oalitionsa nd ωi(G)i st h enumber of winning
coalitions includingp layer i. Consider the graph G where the probabilityo f
edge i being operationali ss e tt o1w hereas the probabilityo f other edges
being operationali ss e tt o0 .5. Then the reliabilityo f the graph beingc on-
nected ise q u a l to the ratio oft h enumber ofc onnected spanning subgraphs
that include edge i to 2M−1, the totaln umber of subgraphs that include i.
Therefore, ωi(v) the number ofc onnected spanning subgraphs includinge d g e
i can be computed in polynomial time too.    
Corollary 1. Banzhaf indices of edges can be computed in polynomial time for
graphs with bounded treewidth.
Proof. Thisf ollowsf r omt h ep olynomial time algorithm to compute the reliabil-
ityo f a graph with treewidth k fors ome ﬁxed k [2].    
Deﬁnition 8. Let G =( V,E) be a graph with source s and sink t.T h e nG is
a series-parallel graph if it may be reduced to K2 by a sequence of the following
operations:
1. replacement of a pair of parallel edges by a single edge that connects their
common endpoints;
2. replacement of a pair of edges incident to a vertex of degree 2 other than s
or t by a single edge.
Graphs with bounded treewidth can be recognized in polynomial time [1]. Series-
parallel graphs and2 -trees are well-known classes of graphs with constant
treewidth. Other graph classes with bounded treewidth are cactus graphs and
outer-planar graphs.W es e et h a twhereas computing Banzhaf values ofe d g e sin
generalS CGs is NP-hard,i mportantg r a p hc lasses can be recognized andt h e ir
Banzhaf values computed in polynomial time.
When edges haves p e c ial properties, theirp ower indices may be easier to
compute.W ed e ﬁ neabridge in the graph to be an edge whose removal results
in the graph beingd isconnected.Agraph class is hereditary iff ore very graph
in the class, every subgraph isa lsoi nthe class.
Proposition 7. If graph G belongs to a hereditary graph class, for which the
reliability polynomial of a graph can be computed in polynomial time, then the
Shapley-Shubik index of a bridge can be computed in time polynomial in the total
number of edges.
Proof. Let graph G =( V,E) be a graph where edge k isab r idge which connects
two components A =( VA,E A) and B =( VB,E B). Then |E| = |EA| + |EB| +1 .Power Indices in Spanning Connectivity Games 63
Ift h er e liability polynomialo f G can be computed in polynomial time, then the
reliability polynomial fore a c hoft h ec omponents A and B can be computed.
Then the Shapley-Shubik indexo fp layer k is:
φk(G)=
 |EA|
i=|VA|−1
 |EB|
j=|VB|−1 Ni(A)Nj(B)(i + j)!(|EA| + |EB|−i − j)!
|E|!
.
   
Our nextr e s u lt ist h a tift h er e liabilityo fas impleg r a p hc a n be computed then
the Banzhaf indices oft h ec orrespondingm u ltigraph can be computed.An aive
approach wouldb et o compute the Banzhaf values ofe a c he d g ein as imple
graph andt h e n, fort h ec orrespondingp a r a llel edges in the multigraph, divide
the Banzhaf value oft h eoverall edge by the number ofp a r a llel edges.H o w ever,
as the followinge xamples h ows, this approach is incorrect:
Example 1. Let G =( V,E,s) be the multigraph in Figure 1. Then, η41(vG)=
10, η11(vG)=1 4, and η2(vG)=η3(vG)=28.T herefore β41(vG)=
10
3×10+2×14+28+28 = 5
57.M o reover, β11(vG)= 7
57 and β2(vG)=β3(vG)=14
57.
If wee xaminet h eu nderlyingg r a p hof G  in Figure 1, then η4(v 
G)=4a nd
η1(v 
G)=η2(v 
G)=η3(v 
G)=2g iving β4(G )=2/5 and βi(G )=1 /5 for
i =1 ,2,3. Therefore, the Banzhaf values ofe d g e sin the underlyingg r a p hd o
notg ivead irect wayo fc omputingt h eBanzhaf values in the multigraph.
Fig.1. Multigraph and its underlying graph
Lemma 1. If there is an algorithm to compute the reliability of the underlying
simple graph, then the algorithm can be used to compute the reliability of the
corresponding multigraph.
Proof. Let G =( V,E,s) be a multigraph in which there are si parallel edges
i1,...,i si correspondingt o edge i.L et pij be the probability that the jth parallel
edge ofe d g ei is operational. In that case Rel(G,p)i se q u a l to Rel(G ,p  ), where
G  ist h ec orrespondings impleg r a p hof G and the probability pi that edge i is
operationali s 1 −
 si
j=1(1 − pij).    
We now prove in Proposition 8t h a tift h e r eisa n algorithm to compute the
reliabilityo ft h eu nderlyings impleg r a p hG, theni tc a n be used to compute64 H. Aziz et al.
the Banzhaf indices oft h ee d g e sin the correspondingm u ltigraph of G.I t would
appear that the proposition followsd irectly from Lemma 1 and Proposition 6.
However,o n e needs to be careful that the reliability computed ist h er e liability
oft h eoverall graph. Example 1 showst h a tc omputingt h eBanzhaf values of
the edges in the underlyings impleg r a p hd oes notd irectly provide the Banzhaf
values of the parallel edges in the correspondingg r a p h .
Proposition 8. For a multigraph G and edge i,l e tG  be the multigraph where
all the other edges parallel to edge i are deleted. Then if the reliability of G  can
be computed in polynomial time, then the Banzhaf value of edge i in G can be
computed directly by analysing G .
Proof. Recall that G isam u ltigraph with a totalo f M edges. Given an algorithm
to compute the reliabilityo f G ,w ep r ovide an algorithm to compute the Banzhaf
values of the parallel edges ofe d g ei in G.F o rg r a p hG , set the operational
probabilities ofa ll edges to0 .5 except i which has ano peration probability
of 1 − 0.5si. andc ompute the overall reliability r(G )o f the graph.T hen, by
Lemma 1, ω(G)i s2 Mr(G ).
Now for G , set the operational probabilities ofa ll edges to0 .5 except i which
has ano peration probabilityo f 1. Let the reliabilityo f G  with the new prob-
abilities be r (G ). Wes e et h a tr (G )i se q u a l to ωi(G )/2M−si.T hen ωi(G)=
2si−1ωi(G )=2M−1r (G ). The Banzhaf value of i ist h e n 2ωi(G) − ω(G). A
similar approach gives Banzhaf values of other edges from which all the Banzhaf
indices can be computed.    
6 Other Power Indices
Apart fromt h eBanzhaf and Shapley-Shubik indices, there are other indices
which are also used.B o th the Deegan-Packeli n dex[ 1 5 ]andt h eHoller index[ 20]
are based on the notion ofm inimal winningc oalitions.M i n i mal winningc oali-
tionsa r es igniﬁcant with respect to coalition formation. The Holler index, Hi
ofap layer i in as imple game iss imilar to the Banzhaf index except that only
swings in minimal winningc oalitionsc ontribute toward the Holler index.
Deﬁnitions 9. We deﬁne the Holler value Mi as {S ∈ W m : i ∈ S}.T h e
Holler index (also called the publicg ood index) is deﬁned by Hi(v)=
|Mi|  
j∈N |Mj|.
The DeeganP ackeli n dex for player i in voting game v is deﬁned by Di(v)=
1
|W m|
 
S∈Mi
1
|S|.
Proposition 9. For SCGs corresponding to multigraphs, Holler indices and
Deegan-Packel indices can be computed in polynomial time.
Proof. We use the fact that the number of trees in am u ltigraph can be computed
in polynomial time,w hich followsf r om Kirchhoﬀ’s matrix tree theorem [18].
Given ac onnected graph G with n vertices,l et λ1,λ 2,...,λ n−1 be the non-zero
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of the degree matrix andt h ea d jacency matrix of the graph). Kirchhoﬀ proved
that the number ofs p a nning trees of G ise q u a l to any cofactor oft h eLaplacian
matrix of G [18]: t(G)= 1
nλ1λ2 ···λn−1.S on o wthat weh a veap olynomial-time
methodt o compute the number ofs p a nning trees t(G)o fg r a p hG,w ec laimt h is
iss u ﬃ c ientt o compute the Holler values oft h ee d g e s .I fa n edge i isab r idge,
theni t isp r e s e nt in every spanningt r e ea nd its Holler value iss imply the total
number ofs p a nning trees.I f i is notab r idge then Mi = t(G)−t(G\e). Moreover,
since the size ofe very minimal winningc oalition ist h es a m e ,n amely (n − 1),
the Holler indices and DeeganP ackelI n dices coincide fora nS CG.    
7C o n c l u s i o n
Thisp a p e re xamined fairness-based cooperative game solutions of SCGs, fora l-
locatingr e s ources to edges.I nanother recentp a p e r ,w eh a vea lsol o o ked at the
computation ofs t a b ility based cooperative game solutions of SCGs.Apolyno-
mial time algorithm isp r e s e nted to compute the nucleolus [4]. This isas u r p r ising
resultc onsidering that the standard power indices are NP-hard to compute and
also that the SCG is notc onvexi ngeneral. Therefore, the nucleolus may be a
better alternativef orr e s ource allocati o ni nS CGs.
We looked at the exact computation ofp ower indices.I n[ 6 ] ,ano ptimal ran-
domized algorithm to compute Banzhaf indices and Shapley-Shubik indices with
the required conﬁdence interval and accuracyi sp r e s e nted.S i n ce the analysis in
[6] is not limited to as p e c iﬁc representation ofac oalitional game,i tc a n be used
to approximate Banzhaf indices and Shapley-Shubik indices in SCGs.
The results of the paper are summarized in Table 1. Thisf r a m e work can be
extended to givea no rdering on the importance of nodes in the graph [12]. To
convert a resource allocation to edges too n e on nodes, the payoﬀ fora n edge is
divided equally betweeni ts two adjacent nodes.T he total payoﬀ ofanode ist h e
sum of the payoﬀs itg e t sf r oma ll its adjacente d g e s .T hisg ives a way to quantify
andc ompare the centralityo rc onnectingr ole ofe a c hnode.I t will be interesting
to understand the properties ofs u c horderings, especially foru nique cooperative
solution concepts such as the nucleolus,S hapley-Shubika nd Banzhaf indices.
The complexityo fc omputingt h eShapley-Shubik index fora nS CG with a
graph ofb ounded treewidth is open. Ift h isp r oblem is NP-hard,i t will answer
Table 1. Complexity of SCGs
Problem Input Complexity
SCG-BANZHAF-VALUE Simple, bipartite, planar graph #P-complete
SCG-BANZHAF-INDEX Simple graph ?
SCG-BANZHAF-(VALUE/INDEX) Multigraph with bounded treewidth P
SCG-SS Multigraph NP-hard
SCG-SS Multigraph with bounded treewidth ?
SCG-H-(VALUE/INDEX) Multigraph P
SCG-DP-(VALUE/INDEX) Multigraph P66 H. Aziz et al.
the question posed in the conclusion of [6] on whether there are any domains
where computing one oft h eBanzhaf index and Shapley-Shubik indexi se a s y,
whereas computingt h eother ish a r d .
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Abstract. Procurement executives often ﬁnd it diﬃcult to articulate
their preferences and constraints regarding auctions, making it diﬃcult
to cast procurement decisions as straightforward optimization problems.
This paper presents an eﬃcient algorithm to aid decision support in such
situations. Instead of trying to compute a single optimal solution for the
auction winner determination problem, we generate many candidate so-
lutions in ascending order of buyer expenditure. Standard techniques
such as clustering and dominance pruning can then trim this list to
a compact yet diverse menu of alternatives; other analyses can illumi-
nate the cost of constraints and the competitive landscape. Our eﬃcient
solution-generation algorithm addresses sealed-bid procurement auctions
with multiple suppliers and multiple types of goods available in multi-
ple units. It supports multi-sourcing and volume discounts/surcharges in
bids. Our algorithm may optionally incorporate certain classes of hard
constraints, generating only solutions that satisfy them.
1 Introduction
The problem ofc learingas e a led-bida u c t ion—i.e., determiningh ow goods and
payments change hands amongp a r t icipants as a function ofa u c t ion rules and
bids—isc onventionally known as the winner determination problem (WDP).
Form ost kinds ofa u c t ions it ise a s y to deﬁnet h eWDP as a straightforward
optimization problem, e.g., ani n teger linear program [1]. In practice, however,
itc a n be diﬃcultf ora u c t ion participants to supply all oft h einputs required to
solvet h eWDP, particularly the constraints that deﬁnet h es p a c eofp e r m issible
solutionsa nd the preferences that allow a WDP solver to select the best solution.
Our primary focus in thisp a p e ris on the buyer’sd e c ision problem in sealed-
bidp r ocurementa u c t ions, also known as reverse auctions.Aprocuremente xec-
utiveg iven seller bids in such an auction might “know the right solution when
she sees one.” However ifs h ec a nnota r t iculate its properties in terms ofh a r d
constraints ands oft tradeoﬀsa m ongc onﬂictingd e s iderata, as t r a ightforward
optimization formulation oft h eWDP does notb yi tselfa llow the auction to be
cleared.
  Currently at Rocket Fuel, Inc.
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Existingd e c ision-support techniques such as scenario navigation andp r e f e r -
ence elicitation extenda no ptimization framework by requiringa d d itionali n puts
from the decision maker, e.g., replies to elicitation queries.T hisp a p e rc onsiders
an alternativef r a m e work that provides the buyer in ap r ocurementa u c t ion with
additionalo utputs rather than demandinga d d itionali n puts.S peciﬁcally, weu s e
seller bids to generate a large list ofa lternatives fromt h em ost promisingr e g ion
oft h es olution space: the solutionst h a te ntail minimal buyer expenditure.
The key too ur approach isg e nerating k-best (i.e., k-cheapest) solutionst o the
auction WDP. An earlier paper described experiments based on real bids sub-
mitted to ar e a l procurementa u c t ion; the results demonstrated the usefulness of
our k-best solutions approach [2]. The present paper presents a far more eﬃcient
solution-generation algorithm, showsh ow toi n corporate into the same decision
framework the risk of supplier failure to deliver, andt h e oretically analyzes the
relationshipb e t ween solution rank k andb u yer expenditure.
Our overall approach is in principlea p p licablet o auctions other than pro-
curementa u c t ions (see Section 2), but its eﬃciency depends on the precise form
oft h eWDP considered—an unavoidable fact due to the NP-hardness ofs olving
generalW D P s [3]. When specialized forp r ocurementa u c t ions,i nw hich portions
ofap r ocurement order must be assigned amongs e llers such that the totalo rder
isﬁ lled exactly, our algorithm can scalet o practical problem sizes.W ec a ni n cor-
porate certain kinds ofh a r dc onstraints to preventu nacceptables olutionsf r om
beingg e nerated, and our approach allowsm u lti-sourcinga ndt h ee xpression of
volume discounts and surcharges in bids.
Once generated, the k-cheapest solutionst o ap r ocurementa u c t ion can be
post-processed in several helpfulw ays. Ordinal preferences over solution
attributes enabled ominance pruningt h a tyields a smaller Pareto frontier of
solutions.T he buyer may also reduce the number ofc a ndidate solutionsb y clus-
teringt h e ma ndc onsidering only the cheapest in each cluster.F urthermore, the
k-best solutionsd e ﬁ nep r ices on bundles ofc onstraints:T he price ofa ny bundle
ofc onstraints satisﬁed by ag e nerated solution ist h ec ost diﬀerence between
the cheapest satisfyings olution andt h ec h e a p e s tu nconstrained solution. These
prices can focus the buyer’s attention on the auction’sm ost pressingt r a d e oﬀs.
No restrictions on the mathematical form ofc onstraints or preferences are neces-
sary; arbitrary non-linearities pose no special diﬃculties.F i n ally, the k-cheapest
solutionsa d m itawide range of informative visualizations.S ee [2] foram ore
detailed discussion ofp ost-processing,i n cludinge m p irical results.
2 General Approach
Before refocusing attention on procurementa u c t ions in Section 3, web r ieﬂy
consider the fully general case ofa r b itrary sealed-bidc ombinatorial auctions/
exchanges.T his very general contextm a k e site a s y to sketch the basic ideas
underlying our approach ande xplain why the restrictions of less generalW D P s
are necessary too btain ac omputationally eﬃcients olution generator.
The basicr e c ipe forg e nerating k-best solutionst o any WDP followsf r om
linkingf our observations [2]:70 A. Byde et al.
1. the WDP in combinatorial exchanges isag e neralized knapsack problem [4];
2. dynamicp r ogrammingc a n solves u c hp r oblems [5];
3. dynamicp r ograms are equivalentt o shortest path problems [6]; and
4.w ec a n generate the k shortest paths in ag r a p h[7].
Wec a n therefore construct a graph whose paths correspondt oW D Psolutions
and whose path lengths correspondt oo bjectivef u nction values in the WDP
optimization problem (e.g., path lengths might representb u yer expenditure in a
procurementa u c t ion). By computing k-shortest paths on thisg r a p hwe obtain
k-best solutionst o the WDP.
Unfortunately, whilet h is approach iss t r a ightforward, there isg oodr e a s on to
believet h a titc a nnotb ec omputationally tractablef ort h ef u lly general case of
arbitrary combinatorial auction/exchange WDPs:M erely computingt h eﬁrst-
best solution to ac ombinatorial auction is NP-hard [3]; computing k-best solu-
tionsc a n be no easier.
Weg a in more detailed insight into the computational complexityo fc ombi-
natorial exchange WDPsb y consideringf our natural measures ofp r oblem size:
the number of types ofg oods, the number of units ofe a c hg ooda vailable, the
number ofp a r t icipating agents, andt h elength of agentb ids.T he computational
diﬃcultyo fs olvingaf u lly general combinatorial exchange WDP isr e m a r k a b ly
modest in terms oft h r e eoft h e s ef our measures:P ractical solvers with pseudo-
polynomial time andm e m ory requirements are available ift h enumber oft ypes
ofg oods isas m a ll constant [4]. The parameter responsiblef or intractabilityi n
the fully general context ist h enumber oft ypes ofg oods.
In thisp a p e rwep r e s e nta n approach that achieves computational eﬃciency
by restricting attention to ac lass ofp r ocurementa u c t ions, deﬁned precisely
in Section 3. The most importantb e neﬁt oft h er e s t r ictionst h a td iﬀerentiate
our procurementa u c t ionsf r omt h ef u lly general case ofa r b itrary combinatorial
exchanges is that the procurement WDP admits eﬃcients olvers whose com-
putational demands scalep s e u d o-polynomially in all problem size parameters,
includingt h enumber ofg oodt ypes.T he k-best solution generation algorithms
that wep r e s e nt in thisp a p e rh a vec omputational demands quadratic in ag r a nu-
larity parameter that divides the seller’sd e m a ndf ore a c ht ype ofg ood into equal
shares.I npractical procurementa u c t ionst h is parameter isr e a s onably small, so
the quadraticc ost is acceptable.
The remainder oft h isp a p e ris organized as follows:S ection 3 formalizes our
class ofp r ocurementa u c t ions.S ection 4p r e s e nts a k-best-solutionsa lgorithm for
the case ofu nconstrained solutions.S ection 5 expands the scope of our method
toi n corporate constraints at the locall evel( e.g., no seller may supply more
than 80% ofa ny one item) anda tt h eg loball evel( e.g., at least three sellers
must be involved in the global solution). Section 6 describes an extension of
the notion of “cost” fromt h eobvious monetaryi n terpretation to ar isk-based
interpretation. Section 7b r ieﬂy summarizes the results ofe xperiments on real
bids froma n actual material-parts procurementa u c t ion [2], demonstratingt h a t
our approachyields usefuli n sights forp r ocuremente xecutives.S ection 8a nalyzes
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supplier bids are random variables constrained in reasonable ways.S ection 9
reviewsr e lated work, and wec onclude in Section 10.
3 Procurement Auctions
Businesses increasingly obtain goods through procurementa u c t ions.S uch auc-
tionsa c c ountf ort e ns ofb illions ofd ollars of HP’se xpenditures in recent years [8],
and US ﬁrms spendh u ndreds ofb illions ofd ollars viap r ocurementa u c t ionsp e r
year.I npractice, buyer preferences typically encompass non-price solution at-
tributes ands ide constraints, e.g., ad e s ire to have2 –4 suppliers fore a c ht ype
ofg ood;X OR constraints on winners, e.g., “supplier B must be excluded if Ai s
chosen”; constraints on the totaln umber of winnings e llers; constraints on the
distribution ofe xpenditure across sellers.M any oft h e s ec onstraints are moti-
vated by risk-managementc oncernsr e lated to delivery failure ord e lay, at opic
tow hich wes h a ll returni nS ection 6. Furthermore many are “soft”i nthe sense
that the buyer would waivet h e min exchange fors u ﬃ c iently large savings.
3.1 Deﬁnitions and Notation
Let S denote the number of sellers, at e r mt h a twe will use interchangeably
with suppliers;w e assume that S ≥ 2.L et I denote the number of items (dis-
tinct types ofg oods) that the buyer wishes to acquire; the overall procurement
auction consists of I single-item sub-auctionst h a ta r ec leared simultaneously.
Global granularity parameter Q speciﬁes the number of quantiles (shares ofa n
item) that bids oﬀer to supply. If Q = 4, for instance, then bids oﬀer to supply
25%, 50%, 75%, or 100% oft h et otaln umber ofd e m a nded units ofe a c hitem.
In Section 4.3 wes h a ll consider a more general case,i nw hich the number of
quantiles depends on the item i;i tm a k e sno diﬀerence to the construction or
complexity, so fort h es a k eofc larityw e will assume until then that the total
number ofq u a ntiles isu niform across single-item auctions.
Av ector ofq u a ntity assignments q = {qi,s} isasolution (or outcome)o ft h e
auction ift h ec onstraint
 S
s=1 qi,s = Q iss a t isﬁed fora ll items i. Our objective
will be to ranks u c hs olutions in order ofs ome cost function:
c(q)=
I  
i=1
S  
s=1
Bis(qi,s), (1)
where Bis(q)i sa ny non-negativef u nction that isc a lculablef r oma n assignment
ofag iven quantityo fag iveni tem to ag iven seller, andf or which Bis(0) = 0. The
canonical example ist h ea m ount ofm oney that seller s demands forp r oviding
q quantiles of item i, but others deﬁnitionsa r eu s e f u l( see Section 6). Whenw e
refer to“ cheapest”w e will implicitly mean cost in thisg e neral sense.
The data (I,S,Q,B) speciﬁes a procurementa u c t ion WDP. Forag iven auc-
tion we will construct a weighted, directed acyclicg r a p hG with special source
ands ink vertices s and t such that the k-shortest paths from s to t correspond72 A. Byde et al.
to the k cheapest solutionst o the WDP. Eppstein [7] demonstrates that given
ag r a p hG with n vertices and m edges, the k shortest paths can be calculated
implicitly in time O(m + nlogn + k). The nlogn term comes from Dijkstra’s
algorithm [9] forc onstructingt h et r e eofs h ortest paths from s to each other
vertex; if such a tree has already been constructed Eppstein’sa lgorithm takes
time O(m + k). Happily, since our graph isd irected anda c yclic,i t isp ossible
to construct the shortest-path tree in time O(m), so that our graph’s k shortest
paths can be found implicitly in time O(m + k). To extract explicitr e p r e s e n-
tations takes additional time proportional to the number ofe d g e sin each path,
for which we will deriveg oodb ounds in Section 4.2.
Graph construction iss igniﬁcantly simpler in the unconstrained case, sow e
discuss thisﬁ r s t ; af u ll discussion oft h ec onstrained case isp r e s e nted in Section 5.
4 Unconstrained Solutions
It is natural to decompose the problem byi tem, constructingas u b -graphfore a c h
item (with the appropriate correspondence between shortest paths andc h e a p e s t
solutions), andt h e n chainingt h es u b -graphs together; ac oncatenation ofp a t h s
will correspondt o am u lti-item solution, and its length to total cost.
4.1 Single-Item Sub-Graph
To construct a single-item graph G,w ec onsider a set of vertices with coordinates
(s,q). Wec h oose the source s to be the vertex( 0 ,0), the sink t to be (S,Q),
andt h eintermediate vertices to be all those for which s =1 ,...,S− 1 and
q =0 ,...,Q. Given these vertices for G,w ea d da n edge from (s,q) to( s+1,q+q )
with label q  and length Bs+1(q ), whenever both oft h e s evertices are in G.T his
edge corresponds to an assignment ofq u a ntity q  to seller s +1 .
The graph for S = Q =3i ss h own in Figure 1. Each edge corresponds
to assigning 0, 1, 2 or 3o ft h e3 availableq u a ntiles to ap a r t icular seller; the
“length”o fe a c he d g eist h ec orrespondingb id Bis(q). The reader canv erify
that there are exactly ten paths from s to t (edges are directed,l eft to right),
correspondingt o the tenw ays ofa llocating 3 quantiles among 3 sellers.I ngeneral
the totaln umber ofd istinct paths through the unconstrained single-item graph
can be shown to be R(S,Q)=( Q+S −1)!/(Q!(S −1)!), which is well known to
be the number of ways ofp lacing Q indistinguishableb a lls into S distinguishable
cells.
Lemma 1. Each path in G from s to t corresponds, via the edge labeling, to a
non-negative integer solution q of the equation
 S
s=1 qs = Q, and vice-versa. Fur-
thermore the length of this path is exactly the cost to the buyer of the outcome q.
Proof. Suppose a path in G has edge labels qs.B yi n duction on s, any path
startinga ts with the labels qs, k =1 ,...,s must enda t(s,
 
k≤s qk), so the
fact that the sink vertex has label( S,Q) proves the equation. Fort h ec onverseEﬃciently Generating k-Best Solutions to Procurement Auctions 73
q=0
q=1
q=2
q=3
source
sink
00
0
0
00
Bi1(1)
si
ti
Bi1(2)
Bi1(3)
Bi2(3)
Bi2(1)
Bi2(1)
Bi2(1)
Bi2(2)
Bi2(2)
Bi3(1)
Bi3(2)
Bi3(3)
1,0
1,1
1,2
1,3 1,3
1,2
2,1
2,0
s=1 s=2 s=3 s=0
Fig.1. Individual-item solutions graph for S = Q = 3. Each edge is directed, left to
right. Finely dashed edges have label q = 0; roughly dashed edges have label q =1 ;
solid edges have label q = 2 and dash-cut edges have label q = 3. Edge lengths are
s h o w nn e x tt oe a c he d g e .
statement, the equation implies that the vertices (s,
 
k≤s qk), s =0 ,...,S are
all necessarily in G; the path that links these vertices in order of s clearly has
edge labels qs by the deﬁnition ofe d g elabels in G.
4.2 Multi-item Graph
Havingu nderstoodt h eintuition behindas ingle-item subgraph,w ep r e s e ntt h e
formal deﬁnition oft h eu nconstrained multi-item graph, as a concatenation of
single-item graphs fore a c hitem:
Deﬁnition 1. Let (I,S,Q,B) be a WDP; the unconstrained solutions graph
Gu(I,S,Q,B) is deﬁned as follows: The set of vertices is the set of tuples (i,s,q),
where i =1 ,...,I and either
– (s,q)=( 0 ,0);o r
– s =1 ,...,S− 1 and q =0 ,...,Q;o r
– (s,q)=( S,Q).
The set of edges is constructed by adding an edge from (i,s,q) to (i,s+1,q+q )
with label q  and length Bis+1(q ) whenever both vertices are in Gu; we also add
connecting edges from (i,S,Q) to (i +1 ,0,0) for each i =1 ,...,I− 1,w i t hn o
label and length 0. We identify (1,0,0) as the source s of Gu,a n d(I,S,Q) as
the sink t.
Proposition 1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between solutions to the
WDP of an auction (I,S,Q,B) and paths in Gu(I,S,Q,B) from s to t.
Proof. The proposition isas implec onsequence of Lemma 1, since Gu isac on-
catenation ofs ingle-item graphs.74 A. Byde et al.
Complexity. Each single-item sub-graph of Gu has (Q+1)(S−1)+2 = O(SQ)
vertices and
(S − 2)
 
(Q +1 ) ( Q + 2)
2
 
+ 2(Q +1 ) = O(SQ2)
edges.I tf ollowst h a tn = O(ISQ ), and m = O(ISQ 2), so that the complexity
of implicitly ﬁndingt h ek-shortest paths is O(ISQ 2 + k). To explicitly extract
ap a t hr e q u ires additional computation in proportion to the number ofe d g e sin
the path [7], which is I×S, so explicite numeration oft h ek-shortest paths takes
time O(IS(Q2 + k)).
4.3 The General Problem
Forr e a l-worlda u c t ions,i n stead ofaﬁ xed number ofq u a ntiles fora ll items, there
isa n exact number ofu nits to acquire fore a c hitem. Quantile is a heuristic we
use too btain reasonable approximate solutionsb y dividingt h enumber ofu nits
fore a c hitem into the same number ofq u a ntiles (rounding if necessary). In
this section wec onsider the general problem where items have various desired
number ofu nits, andd e note the procurementp r oblem where all items havet h e
same number ofq u a ntiles as the simpliﬁed problem.
For item i,l et Qi denote the totaln umber ofu nits desired, for i =1 ,...,I.I f
Qi = Q fora ll i the general problem degenerates into the simpliﬁed problem.F o r
each item i, Qi is no longer very small, and itc ouldb ee xponentially large (e.g., a
large computer ﬁrm usually needs to procure millions ofu nits fore a c hc omputer
part). Fort h eg e neral problem,w ec a n solve ita sin Section 4.W e now require  S
s=1 qi,s = Qi fore a c hitem i.W ec onstruct the single-item subgraph Gi fore a c h
item i,i dentical to the constructi o ni nS ection 4.1. Thus Gi has O(SQi)v ertices
and O(SQ2
i) edges.T he multi-item graph G isac oncatenation ofs ingle-item
subgraphs Gi fora ll i, thus ith a sO(S
 
i Qi)v ertices and O(S
 
i Q2
i) edges.
Using Eppstein’sa lgorithm,w e obtain:
Theorem 1. The general procurement problem (demanding Qi units of item i)
is pseudo-polynomial-time solvable. We can compute the k-cheapest solutions in
time O(S
 
i Q2
i + k) implicitly and time O(S
 
i Q2
i + kSI) explicitly.
5 Constrained Solutions
Some constraints on af u ll solution can be imposed within the framework de-
scribed in Section 4b y simply removings ome edges fromg r a p h .B ecause the full
graph isac h a in ofs ingle-item graphs, any constraintt h a tc a n be incorporated
in this way can be factorized into constraints on each single-item auction, and
fort h isr e a s on wec a ll them “local”. An example ofalocal constraint ist h a tno
seller provide more than 80% ofa ny item; thisc a n be represented by removing
all edges whose label q isg r e a t e rt h a n0 .8Q.Eﬃciently Generating k-Best Solutions to Procurement Auctions 75
Since the incorporation of local constraints iss o straightforward,w e will turn
our attention to hard constraints,w hose satisfyingg lobal solutionsa r enot the
product ofr e s t r icted sets of individual-item outcomes; the canonical example,
which has great practicali mportance forr isk management,i st h a tofr e s t r icting
the number ofs e llers involved in the global solution.
5.1 Hard Constraints
This section describes an approachform odifyingt h es imple graph representation
of Section 4t oi n corporate certain types ofh a r dc onstraints,i nthe sense that
solutionst h a tviolate the constraints are notg e nerated when the k-shortest
paths algorithm operates on the modiﬁed graph.W ec a ll the expanded graph
that encodes global constraints a constrained solutions graph.T he method of
this section is notg e nerally eﬃcient, but several useful global constraints do
havee ﬃ c ientr e p r e s e ntations;w ee numerate some in Section 5.3.
In the process ofe xpanding the graph to permit structural representation
ofc omplex constraints we inevitably increase the complexityo ft h ek-shortest
paths algorithm, ands o the question arises as tow hether it is better to do so, or
to generate a larger list ofc a ndidate solutionsm ore quickly andﬁ lter out those
that violate the constraints.I npractice the approach described in this section
scales best when the constraint ism ost stringent—i.e.w hen the proportion of
all paths failingt h ec onstraint iss igniﬁcant.T his is in contrast to approaches in
the literature, such as in Villeneuve &D esaulniers [10], that rely on forbidding
ar e latively small set ofp a t h s ,w hose computation time scales with the set of
forbidden paths rather than the set of permitted paths.
5.2 Constrained Solutions Graph
In this section wec onsider the problem ofc onstructing a graph all of whose
paths correspondt o solutionss a t isfyings ome constraint C. Our method is, as in
Section 4, to construct a graph Gc with vertices indexed byi tem-seller-quantity
triples, but now with an auxiliaryv ariable, x ∈ X,w hich represents the “state”
oft h es olution so far constructed.B yrestrictingt h ose edges that are added to
Gc on the basis oft h e ir state,w ec a n exclude paths that are boundt ov i o l ate the
constraint. X will therefore representt h eintermediate states in the evaluation
of the acceptabilityo fa no utcome as the outcome isc onstructed by assigning
quantities to suppliers.
Wec a n formalize this description in the following way. Wec onsider the
edges edges(Gu)o ft h eu nconstrained graph, and because oft h eneed to
bootstrap the evaluation oft h ea u xiliaryv ariable, pay particular attention
to those edges edges(s) that originate at the source vertex s.Arepresen-
tation function isd e ﬁ ned to be a tuple (X,f), such that f : edges(s) ∪  
X ×
 
edges(Gu) \ edges(s)
  
→ X isaf u nction mappingas ource edge,o r
a non-source edge andas t a t evalue, to another state value.Arepresentation76 A. Byde et al.
function can be extended frome d g e st o paths startinga ts, by repeated appli-
cation: fora ny sequence ofe d g e se1,...,e m startinga ts wed e ﬁ ne
f(e1,...,e m): =f(f(...f(f(e1),e 2),...,e m−1),e m)( 2)
By construction, paths in the unconstrained graph from s to t are in one-to-
onec orrespondence with solutionst o the WDP; wes a y that a function (X,f) and
the set ofﬁ nal states Xt represents ac onstraint C ift h es e tofs olutions obeying
the constraintc orresponds in this way to exactly the set ofp a t h s(e1,...,e m)
such that f(e1,...,e m) ∈ Xt.
Deﬁnition 2. Let (I,S,Q,B) be a WDP, and (X,f,Xt) ar e p r e s e n t a t i o no f
ac o n s t r a i n tC on the set of acceptable solutions. The constrained solutions
graph for this WDP, Gc(I,S,Q,B,X,f,Xt),i sd e ﬁ n e da sf o l l o w s :
1. Let the vertices of Gc be s∪
 
X×Gu\{s}
 
, with a special sink vertex t added
(here Gu(I,S,Q,B) is the unconstrained graph deﬁned in Deﬁnition 1);
2. For each source edge e in the unconstrained graph, from s to v , add an edge
in Gc from s to (f(e),v ), with the label and weight of e;
3. For each non-source edge e in the unconstrained graph, from v to v ,a n d
each state x, add an edge in Gc from (x,v) to (f(x,e),v );a n d
4. Add an edge of weight zero between (I,S,Q,x) and t whenever x ∈ Xt.
Proposition 2. If (X,f,Xt) represents a constraint C, then there is a one-to-
one correspondence between solutions to the WDP (I,S,Q,B) satisfying C,a n d
paths in Gc from s to t.
Proof. It isc lear from2a nd 3 that any path in Gc from s to t corresponds
to as e q u e nce ofe d g e se1,...,e m in Gu along which f is iteratively evaluated;
the penultimate vertexi nGc must therefore be (I,S,Q,f(e1,...,e m)). By the
deﬁnition oft h ef a c tt h a tf represents the constraint, as olution obeyst h ec on-
straint ifa nd only ift h ec orrespondingp a t hin the unconstrained graph satisﬁes
f(e1,...,e m) ∈ Xt,w hich by 4 ist r u eifa nd only ift h ec orrespondingp a t hin
Gc goes from s to t.T herefore there isaone-to-onec orrespondence between
paths in Gc from s to t, ands olutionst o the WDP satisfyingt h ec onstraint.
Complexity. It is obvious fromt h ec onstruction that the complexityo f incor-
poratingac onstraint viaar e p r e s e ntation with state set X isaf a c t or of |X|
worse than that in Section 4.2.T hus the implicitc ost is O(|X|ISQ 2 + k) and
the explicitc ost is O(|X|IS(Q2 + k)).
5.3 Examples
In this section wed e t a il as e lection ofg lobal constraints of increasingc omplexity,
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Worst Case. The ﬁrst thingt on o tice ist h a tevery global constrainth a sa
representation: Let X be the set ofa ll paths originatinga ts in Gu, andd e ﬁ ne
f(x,e) to be the concatenation oft h ee d g ee onto the end of x,i f it isd e ﬁ ned,o r
the empty path otherwise. Clearly every path startinga ts ism a p p e db y repeated
application of f to au nique element of X,n amely itself.F o ra n arbitrary set
of acceptable outcomes wec a n therefore let Xt be the set ofc orresponding
paths fromt h eu nconstrained graph;o n l ythese paths will be connected to the
sink vertexi nGc, ands oo n l ysolutions obeying our arbitrary constraint will
be generated by the k-shortest paths method in Gu.T hisr e p r e s e ntation is not
useful, however, because the number of newv ertices ande d g e sr e q u ired to create
its constrained solutionsg r a p hs c a les very poorly.
Constrained Number of Winners. In order to clarify the general deﬁnitions
in Section 5.2a b ove,i nthis section weg ivea n explicitr e p r e s e ntation oft h e
importantc onstraint that the number ofs e llers allocated non-zero quantities in
the global solution should lie in some range.
Suppose that our goali st o boundt h is number aboveb y some value Σf.W e
proceed byl etting X be the collection ofs e t sofs e llers with at most Σf elements,
with a special element fail to denote that the constraint is violated.W ed e ﬁ ne
the representation functions f(e) and f(x,e) as follows:
– If e isas ource edge, andh a slabel q>0 then f(e): ={s1},o therwise f(e)
is the empty set.
– If e is notas ource edge,
• If it has zerow eight, then deﬁne f(x,e)=x;
• Otherwise the edge ends at a vertexo ft h ef orm (i,s,q); if x ∪{ s}∈X
then deﬁne f(x,e): =x ∪{ s};o therwise deﬁne f(x,e): =fail.
Asq u a ntities are allocated to sellers, the state keeps an accurate record of
the set ofs e llers so far allocated non-zero quantity, transitioningt o state fail
ift h enumber ofs e llers ever gets too high.T orepresenta n upper bound on the
number ofs e llers it iss u ﬃ c ientt ol et Xt = X \{ fail}.Alower bound of σf is
representableb y using Σf = σf − 1i nthe above, and Xt = {fail} (only those
solutionst h a tf a il to use less thano re q u a l to σf −1 sellers are acceptable). We
cani mpose upper and lower bounds simultaneously by usingt h es t a t es e tf r om
the upper bound, andc h oosing Xt = {x ∈ X : |x|≥σf}.B ecause lower bounds
thus havem u ltipler e p r e s e ntations, choosingar e p r e s e ntation wisely is in general
at r icky matter.
Monotonic Predicates. The most importantf e a t u r eoft h ec a r d inality con-
strainte xample in Section 5.3 is that the global constraint ise valuated over
predicates oft h ef orm “iss e ller s assigned non-zero totalv o l ume?” Such pred-
icates havet wo veryn i ce properties:M o st importantly, they can be evaluated
incrementally at each step by as impleO Rover whether the seller has yet been
included and whether the seller is included at the currents t e p .T his implies that
the space of states need be no larger than 2|S
 |,w here S  ist h es e tofs e llers
under consideration in the global constraint.F o re xample, ar e p r e s e ntation of78 A. Byde et al.
sink
source
Fig.2. A representation of the constrained graph Gc(2,3,3,B,X) for state variable x
equal to the set of suppliers so far included in the solution. Dashed edges lead to a fail
state, not shown; a copy of the unconstrained graph based on concatenated copies of
Figure 1 for each element x ∈ X is shown, grayed out, for reference.
the constraint “Either seller 1i s included,o rs e ller 2 is included, but notb oth”
exists with |X| = 4.
Secondly, the value of the predicate ism onotonic in the sense that as quantities
are assigned to sellers,o n ce the predicate ist r u e ,i t will remain true in all
subsequents t e p s .T hisf a c ts ometimes gives straightforward upper bounds on
the state sets.F o re xample, fort h ec a nonical representation of “Either seller 1i s
included,o rs e ller 2 is included, but notb oth”, the state sets will clearly never
contain a state in which both seller 1 ands e ller 2 are included:i t is not necessary
tow aitu ntil step I to realize this.I ft h ec onstrainth a db e e n“ Either seller 1
isa s s igned an evenn umber ofs h a r e s ,o rs e ller 2 isa s s igned an evenn umber of
shares, but notb oth”, this would noth a veb e e n possible.S i milarly, it ist h is
monotonicity that allows the upper bound on X in Section 5.3.
Constraints on a second metric. Wec a ni mpose an arbitrary constraint with
respect to as e c ondc ost metric c  (i.e.o n ee xpressiblea sas u mofe d g eweights
B , as in Equation 1) by maintaining ita sas t a t evariable x = c : updates to the
state are calculablea tt h ee d g elevel by the fact that the cost isas u mofe d g e
values.
In thisc a s eX covers all reachable values of c , ands o might potentially be
veryl arge.Aconstraint ise nforced in the straightforward way, byl etting Xt be
the set of values oft h es e c ondm e t r ic that are acceptable.
Monotonic constraints on a second metric. Ift h es e c ondc ost metric is
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and ift h ec onstraint isa ni n equality c  ≤ C, c  ≥ C, etc., then the representation
of Section 5.3 can be simpliﬁed.
Without loss ofg e nerality, assume that the secondc ost metric isp ositive.F o r
the case ofa n upper bound on ap ositives e c ondc ost metric, c  ≤ C,w ec a n
restrict X to be the reachable values of c  that are alsol ess thano re q u a l to C,
anda d daf a ilure state failas in Section 5.3. Then the constraintr e p r e s e ntation
either accumulates c  in the expected way, ord iverts to fail ift h ec onstraint is
violated: the monotonicityo f c  guarantees that once broken the constraint is
alwaysb r oken. The set ofﬁ nalv alues Xt ise q u a l to X \ fail.
Symmetrically, fort h ec a s eofalower bound on ap ositives e c ondc ost metric,
c  >C ,w ec a n use the same state space,w i th the failure state replaced by a
success state, success: the set ofﬁ nalv alues ist h e nj ust Xt = {success}.
Quantized thresholds as a solution ﬁlter. In Section 5.3, most interesting
secondary cost metrics will have very many possible states. Eveni ncases where
thism u ltiplicity makes the full constrained graph impractical to construct,w e
can still construct a graph whose solutionsa ll satisfy the constraint, but which
excludes some solutionst h a td on o t.T his reduces the computational burden
on aﬁ nal ﬁltering stage, possibly at low cost in terms oft h eoriginal graph
construction.
The basic idea ist o quantize the secondary edge costs B  by some step pa-
rameter δ.I f c  isap ositivem onotonics e c ondary cost metric, andt h ec onstraint
isa n upper bound c  ≤ C, then by roundinga ll values of B  down to the near-
est multiple of δ,w ec a n assure ourselves ofas m a ller space ofp ossibles e c ond
metric values,w hiler e m a iningc onﬁdentt h a ta ny path excluded corresponds to
as olution violatingt h ec onstraint.F o ralower bound wer oundb id values up
instead.
6 Pareto Optima Minimizing Both Cost and Risk
Weh a vep r e s e nted the objectivef u nction with respect tow hich solutionsa r e
ranked as beingt h em onetary cost ofp r ocuringap a r t icular bundle ofq u a ntities
from various sellers, but another interestinge xample isp r ovided byl ettingt h e
cost ofs u c ha n assignmentb et h enegative logarithm of the probabilityo ff a ilure:
Bis(q)=−log(Pr(seller s delivers|quantity=q,item = i)). (3)
Then the total cost ofa n assignment isam e a s u r e m e nt oft h erisk of failing to
obtain all quantities required (under the assumption of independence between
deliveries). If wec a r eonly about minimizingr isk ofd e livery, theni t ise q u iva-
lentt o minimizingt h et otall ength ofap a t hwhere Bis(q)i sd e ﬁ ned in Equa-
tion 3. And ofc ourse wec a n compute k-safest solutionsu s ingt h es a m eoverall
approach that weh a ve heretofore employed forc omputing k-cheapest solutions.
However, since both monetary cost (expenditure) andd e livery risk are important
considerations in procurementa u c t ions,i t is natural to consider the bi-criteria80 A. Byde et al.
optimization problem minimizingb oth expenditure andr isk, andt o seek an al-
gorithm to enumerate the Paretoo ptimal solutions in order of onem e t r ic ort h e
other.
Next wes h ow how to compute the Paretoo ptima path set.W rite the un-
constrained graph from Section 4 in terms of its vertices ande d g e s : G =
Gu(I,S,B,Q)=( V,E). Recall from Section 4.2 that the number of vertices and
edges are bounded by n = O(ISQ) and m = O(ISQ2). Fore a c he d g ee ∈ E,
denote its cost c1(e) andr isk c2(e). Fore a c hvertex v ∈ V anda ny non-negative
cost value c ≤ Vmax,w eu s eLv[c] to store the minimum risk distance fromt h e
source tov ertex v with cost distance exactly c.H ere Vmax ist h em a ximum cost
distance fora ny path fromt h es ource, correspondingt o the maximum procure-
mentc ost to satisfy demandf ora ll items. Lv isa n arrayw i th length Vmax.I t is
easy toi n i tiate Ls fort h es ource vertex s.N ext weu s ed ynamicp r ogramming
to compute Lv[c] as follows:
Lv[c]=min{Lu[c − c1(u,v)] + c2(u,v) | (u,v) ∈ E}.
The set of Paretoo ptima paths can be extracted from the array Lt,w here
t is the destination vertex, through a linear walk of Lt from least to highest
cost: the ﬁrst Pareto path isg iven by the minimum c value with Lv[c] deﬁned;
at step c,i f Lv[c]i sd e ﬁ ned and Lv[c]i ss m a ller than the risk distance ofa ny of
the stored Pareto paths, the path correspondingt o Lv[c]i s Paretoo ptimal, and
wes t ore it.
The total runningt ime to compute the set of Paretoo ptima isd ominated
by the dynamicp r ogrammings t e pt o compute Lv[c] fora ll v ∈ V , c ≤ Vmax,
and itt a k e st ime O(mVmax)w here m = |E| = O(ISQ2). Thisc ompletes the
description of our algorithm,w hich runs in time O(ISQ2Vmax).
In generalw ec a nnote xpect to do particularly well on the Pareto enumeration
problem, because the procurementa u c t ion problem minimizingb oth expenditure
andr isk belongs to the bi-criterias h ortest path problem,w hich is NP-hard
based on a reduction fromt h ePartition Problem (see Garey&J o hnson [11],
p. 214). The general multiple-objectives h ortest path problem is one oft h em ost
intensively studied problems in multiple-objectivec ombinatorialo ptimization;
here wem e ntion only work most relevantt oo ur setting.W ea r einterested in
computingt h eParetoo ptima path set in an acyclicg r a p hwith two cost metrics.
Henig [12] considered the bi-criteria optimization problem usingau t ility function
to combineb oth metrics.F o ra n acyclicg r a p hwith n vertices,W arburton [13]
gives a pseudo-polynomial-time exact algorithm (based on DP) with running
time O(n2 ˆ Vmax logn)w here ˆ Vmax ist h em a ximum possiblep a t hd istance under
both metrics.U sings t a ndard scalinga ndr oundingt e c h niques,i t isc onverted
into af u lly-polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS) to compute the
approximately eﬃcient Paretoo ptima set in time O(n3/ ).
For our contributions, ﬁrst,w es h ow that the procurementa u c t ion problem
minimizingb oth cost andr isk can be modeled as bi-criterias h ortest path prob-
lem in graph Gu(I,S,Q,B). Second,w es h ow that a dynamicp r ogramminga p -
proach simplifyingt h eWalburton methodc a n compute the set of Paretoo ptima
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7 Experiments
This section brieﬂy summarizes the results ofe xperiments described in detail in a
preliminary paper [2] that employed ani n eﬃcients olution-generation algorithm
inferiort o the algorithm of the presentp a p e r .
Wec omputed k-best solutionsb a s e don actual bids submitted to am u lti-
million-dollar, multi-item, multi-supplier HP material-parts procurementa u c -
tion. Wet h e n explored the followingq u e s t ions:
1. Are the top k solutions aﬀordable?
2.A re the top k solutions diverse?
3. Does dominance pruning aidm u lti-criteriad e c ision problems?
4. Cano ur method assign prices to bundles of side constraints?
In all cases,o ur results were encouraging:T he 100,000th-cheapest solution is
only 0.054% more expensivet h a n the 1st-cheapest solution, so considering k-best
solutions is notp r ohibitively expensivef or the buyer in thisr e a l procurement
auction. Furthermore the k-best solutions are remarkably diverse in terms ofh ow
they apportion the buyer’se xpenditure across sellers, andm oreover whenw e
add randomly-generated volume discounts to the bids, thism e a s u r eofd iversity
improves.W henw ec onsider the bi-criteria optimization problem in which the
buyer wishes to minimize expenditure anda lso spread expenditure as evenly as
possiblea c r oss sellers,w eﬁ nd that the Pareto frontier ofu ndominated solutions
iss m a ll enough to admitc onsideration by ah u m a n decision-maker.F i n ally,
our experiments show that our methodc a n assign prices to bundles ofs ide
constraints, e.g., constraints on both the number ofs e llers included in as olution
andt h eu niformityo fe xpenditure across sellers.
8 Extreme Value Statistics
Our experiments haves h own empirically that forar e a l auction, the k-cheapest
solutionsh a ve very similar expenditure [2]. In this section wee xaminet h es a m e
issue theoretically, by examiningt h eimportantq u e s t ion of the probability, in
the face ofr a ndomly distributed bids,o ft h ec ost oft h ek-cheapest solutions
relativet o the absolute cheapest.T he question wet h e r e f ore address ist h elikely
tradeoﬀ between cost andd iversityi nsolutions.
For items i =1 ,...,I,l et Xi denote a random variabler e p r e s e ntingt h et otal
cost for item i;F o r Q =1 ,Xi denotes a randoms e lection of supplier j for
all units of item i with total cost pij.L et Y = X1 + X2 + ...+ XI, then Y
denotes the total procurementc ost too btain all the items with desired number
ofu nits.L et ai ≡ minXi, bi ≡ maxXi, then0<a i ≤ bi fore a c hi, and
Ymin = a1 + a2 + ...+ aI,Y max = b1 + b2 + ...+ bI. Here Ymin denotes the
minimum cost to purchase all items with desired number ofu nits, and it ist h e
optimal solution for other solutionst o compare with.W es a y as olution Y is
 -approximately optimal if Y ≤ (1+ )Ymin.H ere we abuse the notation andu s e
Y to denote both the solution and its correspondingt otal cost.82 A. Byde et al.
Assumption 1. bi ≤ 2ai for all items i.
Given that bids are normally competitive,i t isr e a s onablet o assume that the
highest unit-price fore a c hitem isa tm ost twice as expensivea st h elowest unit-
price fore a c hitem.T his implies that Ymax ≤ 2Ymin.S uppose that items are
sorted accordingt o theirm inimum cost,i . e., a1 ≤ a2 ≤ ...≤ aI, then
 δ
i=1(Xi − ai)
Ymin
≤
 δ
i=1 ai
 I
i=1 ai
≤
δ
I
.
Pick δ such that δ ≤  I, then any supplier selected for the ﬁrst δ items
together with minimum cost for items i>δconsist ofas olution with total cost
at most (1 +  )Ymin. Recall that R = R(S,Q)i sd e ﬁ ned to be the totaln umber
ofs olutionsf ore a c hitem; fort h es p e c ial case of Q =1 ,R ise q u a l to S, the total
number of suppliers.1 The totaln umber of  -approximately optimal solutions is
Rδ = R I = 2 I log R.
Assumption 2. There is an aggressive new entrant who matches the minimum
price for a signiﬁcant fraction of all the items.
Suppose that new entrant j0 matches the min-price foraf r a c t ion f0 ofa ll the
items.F o re a c hoft h e s eitems, there are at least two choices of suppliers with
min-cost, thus the totaln umber ofm in-cost solutionsg r owsb y af a c t or of2 f0I.
Combiningr e s u lts using Assumptions 1 and2 ,w e obtain:
Theorem 2. There are at least R I2f0I = 2 I log R+f0I  -approximately optimal
solutions assuming that for each item the max-cost bid is at most twice the min-
cost one, and a new entrant matches the min-cost bid of existing suppliers for a
fraction f0 of all items.
9 Related Work
Decision support in auctions isa ni mportantp r oblem in practice andh a sinspired
much research, primarily on preference elicitation and scenario navigation.
Preference elicitation techniques typically representad e c ision maker’sp r e f e r -
ences as a latentu t ility function with a speciﬁed functional form andu nknown
coeﬃcients, andt h e n repeatedly query the decision maker to reﬁnee s t imates
oft h e s ec oeﬃcients (e.g., by askingh e rt o choose between two alternatives).
Preference elicitation isa p p licablet o auctions [14], andc a n preservep r ivacy
ands h orten bids [15] anda idu ncertain decision makers [16]. However, most
approaches place strongr e s t r ictions on the mathematical form of the utility
function andm a y require auction participants to reply to exponentially many
queries.F urthermore, revealed preferences may be intransitive. Our approach
does nots u ﬀer froma ny oft h e s ed iﬃculties.
1 The number of solutions for item i is Θ(S
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Scenario navigation typically employsm ixed-integer program solvers to ﬁnd
price-optimal solutionsu nder diﬀerentc onstraints.T his approach requires the
buyer in ap r ocurementa u c t ion to specify ad iﬀerents e tofc onstraints fore a c h
scenario—ap otentially tedious exercise.B ycontrast,i ni ts simplest form our
methodd oes notr e q u ire explicitm odeling ofs ide constraints.
The close relationshipb e t ween combinatorial auction/exchange WDPsa nd
generalized knapsack problems is described in [4], which furthermore exploits
thisc onnection to developag e neral multi-unitc ombinatorial exchange WDP
solver that oﬀers attractivec omputational properties.S peciﬁcally, the time and
memory required are pseudo-polynomial( i n deed, linear)i nall problem parame-
ters except that they are exponentiali nthe number ofg oodt ypes. Our present
contribution exploits the special properties ofp r ocurementa u c t ionst o achieve
goods c a labilityi nterms of all problem-size parameters.
Eppstein [7] surveys k-shortest paths problems anda lgorithms, and indeed
applies hiss h ortest paths algorithm to the solution oft h e0-1 knapsack problem,
generating what can be seen as a special case of our single-item graph. Encoding
constraints in graphs so that a k-shortest paths algorithm generates only satis-
fying paths has also been explored. Villeneuvea nd Desaulniers [10] describe an
approach based on string-matchinga lgorithms; as noted above, thism e t h od is
nots u itablef or our problem. Coutinho-Rodrigues et al. employ k-shortest paths
computations with interactivee licitation queries to explore the Pareto frontier
in bi-criteria optimization [17].
To the best of our knowledge,o urs is the ﬁrst systematicm e t h od ofg e nerating
k-best solutionst o auction WDPs.A nearly paper described ani n eﬃcients olu-
tion generation algorithm that required exponential time andm e m ory[ 2]. The
presentp a p e rm a k e st h eoverall methodm ore practical by greatly improvingt h e
computational eﬃciencyo fs olution generation.
10 Conclusions
This paper has described an eﬃcientm e t h odf orc omputing k-cheapest solutions
to procurementa u c t ion WDPs.I t supports multi-sourcing,v o l ume discounts and
surcharges,and its c a les pseudo-polynomially (in fact at most quadratically) with
respect to all problem size parameters.F urthermore, the constrained solutions
graph can accommodate many useful global hard constraints with only am odest
increase in computational complexity. Weh a vep r e s e nted analytical results on
the number of “reasonably cheap” solutions, complementingp r e vious empirical
results addressingt h es a m eissue.F i n ally, weh a ves h own that k-safest solutions
may be computed usingt h es a m ef r a m e work as k-cheapest solutions, and we
havep r e s e nted an algorithm forc omputings olutions on the Pareto frontier of
the bi-criteriac ost/risk problem.T aken together, the contributions oft h isp a -
per enableap r omising approach to decision support forp r a c t ical procurement
auctions.84 A. Byde et al.
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Abstract. Polyhedra are widely used in model checking and abstract
interpretation. Polyhedral analysis is eﬀective when the relationships
between variables are linear, but suﬀers from imprecision when it is neces-
sary to take into account the integrality of the represented space. Impre-
cision also arises when non-linear constraints occur. Moreover, in terms
of tractability, even a space deﬁned by linear constraints can become un-
manageable owing to the excessive number of inequalities. Thus it is use-
ful to identify those inequalities whose omission has least impact on the
represented space. This paper shows how these issues can be addressed in
a novel way by growing the integer hull of the space and approximating
the number of integral points within a bounded polyhedron.
1 Introduction
The aim oft h is work ist o take algorithms fromc omputation geometry and linear
programminga nda p p ly them to solvep r oblems arising in programanalysisu s ing
polyhedra.I nabstract interpretation convex polyhedra have longb e e n used to
abstract the sets of values that variables may take [6]. Thish a sp r oven to be
attractive in program analysis because, as well as prescribingr a nge constraints
on variables, polyhedra can also describe interactionsb e t weenv ariables.
Polyhedral analyses sometimes need to consider integrality[ 1 6 ] ,for instance,
to derive invariants betweeni n tegralo bjects such as loopc ounters andp ointer
oﬀsets [20]. In such analyses variables are discrete,w hereas polyhedra are deﬁned
over realo rr a t ionaln umbers.F urther, polyhedra cannote xpress non-linear rela-
tionships;i nthisc a s e , the non-linearityi se ither projected out or approximated
in an ad hoc way. These drawbacks impede the accurate analysis ofp r ograms.I n
terms oft r a c t a b ility, polyhedra can be too expressive in some situations; an anal-
ysisc a n become overwhelmed byl arge systems of (non-redundant)i n equalities.
This paper presents a synthesis ofs olutionst o the three problems introduced
above:i n tegrality, non-linearity andt r a c t a b ility.
The target oft h is work isa b s t r a c tinterpretation based analyses, such as
those performed by[ 5 ] .I nsuch an analysisaﬁ xpoint in the meet semi-lattice
ofp olyhedra over the variables of interest isc a lculated,w here thisﬁ xpointd e -
scribes the values andr e lationships between program variables.T he smaller the
ﬁxpoint (when the polyhedra is interpreted as a set ofp oints), the more infor-
mation itc ontains.I nparticular,i ft h ep olyhedra describes the values of integers
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(and no ﬂoatingp oint variables), then tighteningt o the integer hull provides a
systematic wayo fs t r e ngtheninga n analysis.
The startingp oint oft h ework ist h a tap olyhedron can be grown to describe
the integer solutions ofas ystem ofc onstraints.T he process is incrementali n
nature.F i rst ani n teger solution to the system ofc onstraints isf ound.T hen a
secondd istinct integer solution isf ound whose distance ism a ximal from the ﬁrst
andt h ec onvex hull oft h isp ointa nd the previous space ist a k e n. Iteratingt h is
mechanism,o n e oft h einequalities that bounds the currents p a c eisc h osen and
as olution isf ounda tm a ximaln o rmal distance fromt h einequality. Thisp r ocess
is repeated until all inequalities haveb e e n considered, givingt h einteger hull
[10]. Computingt h einteger hull fora r b itrary systems ofe ven linear inequalities
is NP-hard,l i mitingt h es ize ofp r oblems likely to be solvablea ndm otivating
approximation techniques. Observe that the technique aboveg ives a series of
integer polyhedra approximatingt h es olution fromb e low, converging on the
precise solution. It will also be seen that an approximation froma b ovec a n
be extracted fromt h ea lgorithm.I t is importantt on o te that the input set of
constraints is not necessarily linear, thus this approach addresses two oft h et h r e e
problems:i n tegrality and non-linearity.
A potential drawback oft h ea b ovet e c h nique is that the resulting integer poly-
hedron mayi n v o l v ea n unmanageably large number of inequalities.T hism oti-
vates a systematict e c h nique forr e laxingap olyhedron by reducingt h enumber
of inequalities.T his isa c h ieved by calculatingaMonte Carlo approximation of
the number of integer points that a constraintb a r sf r omap olyhedron. The least
contributingc onstraints are relaxed.T his approach provides a wayo fc u r b ing
the growth of inequalities andc omputinga ni n teger approximation whose num-
ber ofd e ﬁ ningc onstraints does note xceed some bound, addressing the problem
oft r a c t a b ility.
Thisp a p e rb r ings together a number of threads in program analysisa nd
computational geometry andt h ec ontributions of the paper are summarised:
– The algorithm of [10] that growst h einteger hull anda llowsa nytime approx-
imation fromb e low anda b ove isp r e s e nted ande lucidated.
– Thisa lgorithm can be adapted to calculate the integer hull ofap r ojection
oft h einput constraints ystem onto a subset of its variables.W hen running
to completion thism e t h odc a n be used for over-approximatingt h einteger
solutions ofas e tof non-linear constraints, an approximation problem which
thus far has notb e e n satisfactorily addressed.
– A methodt o determine which constraints contribute littlet o the enclosed
space, hence are candidates forr e laxation, isp r e s e nted.T his is parameterised
by the methodu s e dt o determinet h isc ontribution andaMonte Carlo ap-
proximation technique isd iscussed in detail.
– The integer hull algorithm and one approach to relaxation haveb e e ni mple-
mented andt h er e s u lts ofa n empirical evaluation are presented.T he results
are promisingf or the use oft h ea lgorithms in program analysis.Integer Polyhedra for Program Analysis 87
2 Growing Integer Hulls
This section detailst h ec a lculation oft h ec onvex hull oft h einteger solutions
– the so-called integer hull [18]–o fas ystem ofc onstraints C deﬁned over
totally ordered variables x1,...,x n.T he integer hull is approximated fromb e low,
growing itf r omap ointb y givinga ni n equality c to ano raclet h a twill return
ap oint p satisfying C, but not c;i n equality c bounds the currenth u ll, W.T he
convex hull of p and W ist h e n calculated.T his approach was ﬁrst seeni n[ 1 0 ]
and isa lso remarked upon in [4]. Here, the algorithm isd e t a iled with particular
attention given to the maintenance oft h einequalities describingt h eh u ll. Further
attention isp a idt o the novel use oft h isa lgorithm in the context ofp r ogram
analysis, especially the wayi nw hich itc a n dealw i th non-linear constraints.
2.1 An Integer Hull Algorithm
The following three procedures detail the integer hull algorithm implemented in
Section 4.T he main loop oft h ea lgorithm isc ontained in the secondp r ocedure,
worklisthull.T he ﬁrst procedure, integerhull below, sets up the problem:
1: procedure integerhull(C)
2: p := maximise(C,x1);
3: p = null then return null; end if
4: Ineqs:={xi ≤pi,−xi≤−pi|1≤i≤n};
5: Ps:= {p};
6: Cons := sort(Ineqs);
7: lastrank := 0;
8: rank := rank(Ineqs);
9: while Cons  =[ ]do
10: p
 := null;
11: while Cons  =[ ]∧ p
 = null do
12: Cons ≡ f :: Rest, f ≡ c · x ≤ d;
13: p
 := maximise(C ∧¬ f,c · x);
14: Cons := Rest;
15: end while
16: if p
 = null then
17: return Ineqs;
18: else
19: lastrank := rank;
20: Ineqs
  := convexhull(p
,Ine qs);
21: rank := rank(Ineqs
 );
22: if rank > lastrank then
23: Ineqs := Ineqs
 ;
24: Cons := sort(Ineqs);
25: Ps:= Ps∪{ p
};
26: else
27: return worklisthull(Ps,Ineqs,C);
28: end if
29: end if
30: end while
The purpose oft h isp r ocedure ist o calculate a ﬁrst approximation (impor-
tantly, as implex) oft h einteger hull that reaches the dimension oft h eﬁ nal
solution. Note that the integer hull might well be a hyperplane of lower dimen-
sion than n, the number of varibles. On line2 , aﬁ r s tinteger point in the hull
isc a lculated.T hisu s e st h ea u xiliary function maximise(C,c) that takes a sys-
tem ofc onstraints C andac ost function c andr e t u r nsa ni n teger solution to
C that maximises c.I f no such pointe xists itr e t u r ns null.T he choice oft h e
ﬁrst cost function isa r b itrary. Ineqs isas e tof linear inequalities describingt h e
current approximation and Psist h es e tofp oints so far calculated. Ineqsist h e n
sorted by the number ofp oints in Ps that lie on the boundaryo fa ni n equal-
ity. Thise nsures that the nextd iscovered point will raise the dimension, iff u ll88 P.J. Charles, J.M. Howe, and A. King
dimensionalityi s not yet reached.T he dimension ofas e tof inequalities isd e -
termined by function rank.T he nextp oint is determined on line 13 and (the
topological closure of) the convex hull oft h isp oint with the previous hull isc a l-
culated on line2 0 usinga n appropriate method.T hisp r ocess is repeated through
lines 9 to3 0until either the integer hull isc a lculated orf u ll dimensionalityi s
reached.
Before passing on to worklisthull,i t is worth notingt h a tr e p lacing lines 18-28
(andt h er a nk variables andc a lculations)o f integerhull with
Ineqs:= convexhull(p
,Ineqs);
Cons := sort(Ineqs);
will giveac omplete algorithm notu s ingt h ef ollowingt wo procedures.T his will
be referred tol ater as integerhull .T his is essentially what isg iveni n[ 1 0 ]andt h e
additional procedures detail the use ofs implicial faces to control the generation
of newi n equalities (which in integerhull  resultf r omt h ec a ll to convexhull).
Procedure worklisthull is passed a set ofp oints, as e tof inequalities describing
their integer hull andt h einput constraints.T hisp r ocedure works on as implicial
input andt h eﬁ nal pointc a lculated by the integerhull is not included in the set
ofp oints; worklisthull provides the main loopa nd isg iven below:
1: procedure worklisthull(Ps,Ineqs,C)
2: Hull = dimred(Ps,Ineqs);
3: Worklist= faces(Ps,Ineqs);
4: while Worklist = φ do
5: f(Vs ,i n e q) ∈ Worklist;
6: p := maximise(C ∧¬ ineq,c · x)w h e r eineq ≡ (c · x ≤ d);
7: if p = null then
8: Hull := Hull∪{ ineq};
9: Worklist:= Worklist\{ f(Vs ,i n e q)}
10: else
11: Ps:= Ps∪{ p};
12: Worklist:= hull(p,Worklist,Ps);
13: end if
14: end while
15: return Hull;
In worklisthull a worklist ofc onsists of faces,w here a face f(Vs ,i n e q)i sa
set of integer points Vs ,w i th |Vs | equal to the dimension oft h einteger hull,
and inequality ineq with each point in Vslying on the boundaryo f ineq. Each
face isas implexo fd imension |Vs |−1. Hull represents the inequalities in the
integer hull. It is initialised with any dimension reducing inequalities, determined
by auxiliary dimred – every point in Ps will be on the boundaryo fs u c ha n
inequality. The auxiliary faces sets up the initialw o rklist.W hilst there are faces
in the worklist a face f(Vs ,i n e q)i ss e lected andt h eoracle isa s k e df orap oint
p satisfying C, but not ineq, line 6. Ift h e r eis no such point, then ineq is added
to Hull, line7 .I ft h e r eis, line 10, the procedure hull determines a neww o rklist,
replacinga ny face nots a t isﬁed by p with a set of new faces whose determiningInteger Polyhedra for Program Analysis 89
points will include the new point.N o te that the call to hull will removet h e
currentf a c ef r omt h eworklist.
Procedure hull, below, takes the place ofac onvex hull calculation in
worklisthull:
1: procedure hull(p,Worklist,Ps)
2: NewWorklist= φ;
3: for all f(Vs ,i n e q) ∈ Worklistdo
4: if p |= ineq then
5: NewWorklist:= NewWorklist∪{ f(Vs ,i n e q )};
6: else
7: for all v ∈ Vsdo
8: Vs
  := (Vs\{ v}) ∪{ p};
9: ineq
  := ineq(Vs
 ,v);
10: if ∀q ∈ Ps.q |= ineq
  then
11: NewWorklist:= NewWorklist∪{ f(Vs
 ,ineq
 )};
12: end if
13: end for
14: end if
15: end for
16: return NewWorklist;
The procedure will retain any face satisﬁed by the new point p, line4(|= de-
notes the satisfaction relation). An unsatisﬁed face forms the base ofas implicial
cone whose pinacle is p.T he faces oft h isc onea r et h es implicies obtained by
replacing one oft h ep oints deﬁning the base by p, line8 .T he inequality fort h is
new face can be calculated (see below), fromt h e s ep oints, plus the discarded
point, line 9. Finally, the worklist need only retain faces that are currently sat-
isﬁed by all discovered points,o thers are discarded, line 10.
The planet h r ough a set of d independentp oints, p1,...,pd, can be calculated
in constantt ime forﬁ xed d by solving the parametric description oft h ep lane
usingG a u s s ian elimination. That is, plane = p1 +
 d
i=2 λi.vec(p1,pi)w here
vec(pi,pj)i st h evectorf r omp oint pi to point pj.S et up a matrix where the
ﬁrst d − 1 columnsa r eg iven by vec(p1,pi+1), the next d columnsa r et h eu nit
vectors fore a c hd imension andt h eﬁ nal columni st h ee ntries of p1.U se Gaussian
elimination to set the ﬁrst d − 1 entries oft h eﬁ nal row to0andr e a doﬀ the
equation oft h ep lanef r omt h ee ntries in the remainingc olumns oft h isr ow. The
discarded pointc a n then be used to determine the desired inequality.
Anytime Approximations. Duringe xecution of worklisthull at any pointt h e
accumulated inequalities of Hull and Worklist determinea ni n teger polyhe-
dron that isa n underapproximation oft h einteger hull, allowinga nytime ap-
proximation fromb e low. Further,n o te that at any point Hull isap otentially
unbounded polyhedron (but not necessarily ani n teger polyhedron) that isa n
over-approximation oft h einteger hull, allowinga nytime approximation from
above.A l gorithms with anytime approximation are paricularly attractivef or
program analysis when attemptingt o boundt h et ime the analysist a k e s .B o th
under and over-approximationsa r eu s e f u l, dependingt h ewhether analysis isf or
properties that deﬁnitely hold,o rp otentially hold.90 P.J. Charles, J.M. Howe, and A. King
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Fig.1. Integer hull of a set of linear constraints
Example 1. Consider the following linear constraints, C = {−11x+y ≤− 8,2x+
8y ≤ 71,8x+4y ≤ 67,19x+2y ≤ 116,−4x−11y ≤− 35}.T his isr e p r e s e nted by
the dotted lines in Fig.1 .T he initial call to maximise gives p1, subsequentc a lls
from integerhull givet h ep oints p2 and p3 andt h es implicial under-approximation
oft h einteger hull given by the continuous lines in Fig.1a).
In worklisthull, the face with inequality c1 ≡− 2x − 5y ≤− 17 will be ﬁrst
selected.T he call maximise(C,c1) will return null and c1 will be added to Hull.
Nextc onsider face({(6,1),(3,8)},d 2), givingt h ec a ll to maximise(C,d2) that
will return( 5 ,6). In hull, the face with inequality d1 iss a t isﬁed by the new point
and will remain in the worklist.T he new faces are face({(5,6),(3,8)},c 4) and
face({(6,1),(5,6)},c 5). To determine c4 consider the matrix on the left,w hich
with onee limination step gives that on the right:
 
−2 105
2 016
  
−2 10 5
01 1 1 1
 
Thisa llowst h er e s u ltt o be read oﬀ: c4 ≡ x+y ≤ 11 (the point (6,1) has been
used to determinet h einequality). Similarly, c5 ≡ 5x+y ≤ 31. Further iterations
give c2 ≡− 5x + y ≤− 2a nd c3 ≡ y ≤ 8.S i n ce there are no further external
points satisfying C these will be added to Hull which will ﬁnally be returned.
Note that a tighteningh a sb e e n achieved.T he input C projected onto x gives
range [0.984,6] whereas the integer hull gives [1,6], andf or y [1,8.5] becomes
[1,8].
2.2 Working in a Projected Space and Non-linear Constraints
This section builds upon two observations on the algorithm presented in the
previous section to highlight its suitability foru s ein program analysis.T he ﬁrst
observation is that the algorithm ise a s ily adapted to compute the integer hull ofInteger Polyhedra for Program Analysis 91
a k-dimensional projection ofc onstraints C, that is, the smallest polyhedron that
containst h ose points  v1,...,v k  for which C possesses a corresponding integer
solution  v1,...,v n . Restriction to a subset of variables of interest isa no pera-
tion commonly required forp r ogram analysis.T he adaptation iss imply achieved
by restrictingt h ep oints p, determined by callst o maximise, to the variables of
interest.T he second observation ist h a tC may contain non-linear constraints,
as longa st h ep oint oraclec a n dealw i th these.B o th oft h e s eobservationsa r e
illustrated with a well-known problem fromp r ogram analysis.
Although the seminal paper on polyhedral analysis [6] identiﬁed the prob-
lem of approximating non-linear constraints, a widely accepted solution to the
problem has notb e e n found. Consider the example of [6, Sect. 4.2.1] to illus-
trate how to compute a polyhedral approximation ofanon-linear assignment.
Speciﬁcally, suppose the constraint S = {−x + y ≤ 1,−y ≤− 1,−x − y ≤− 5},
holds when the non-linear assignment y := xy ise ncountered.T he problem
ish ow to systematically compute a polyhedral approximation oft h ee nsuing
non-linear space.T hisp r oblem can be addressed by augmenting S with the con-
straint y  = xy, thereby raisingt h ed imension, then symbolically projecting out
y, andr e p lacing y  with y.T hisg ives the shaded space in Fig. 2(a) deﬁned by
{−x ≤− 2,y ≤ x + x2,−y ≤− x,−y ≤ x2 − 5x,y ≤ 32767}.T his approach
presupposes that a symbolicp r ojection algorithm isk nown fort h es ystem of
augmented constraints,w hich ofc ourse,i s notg u a r a nteed in general[ 7]. Note
that the y ≤ 32767c onstraint is imposed by an underlying 16-bitr e p r e s e ntation
where variables range over [−32768,32767];other machiner e p r e s e ntations would
likewise ensure that integer variables cano n l yl i e within aﬁ nite range.N o te too
that the manually derived non-linear constraint suggested in [6, Sect. 4.2.1] omits
the inequality −x ≤− 2t h a tis necessary to exclude the origin. This inequality
followsf r omalinear combination of −x+y ≤ 1 and −x−y ≤− 5, and illustrates
the subtletyo fm a nually abstracting non-linear constraints.
Now consider a runo ft h ea lgorithm where C is instantiated to S ∧ y  = xy and
the variables are totally ordered as in the sequence x,y ,y.P utting k = 2t h e n
eliminates the variable y so that the algorithm computes the integer hull oft h e
projection of C onto the x,y  plane.A ni n i tial solution u =  32767,32767,1  is
computed at line2of integerhull.T he projection of u onto the x,y  plane ism e r e ly
u  =  32767,32767  which can be represented as a system of inequalities {x ≤
32767,−x ≤− 32767,y  ≤ 32767,−y  ≤− 32767},w hich deﬁnes the polyhedra
P at line2a ndc a n be seeni nF i g. 2(b).
On the ﬁrst iteration f isc h osen to be −x ≤− 32767, then the cost function
at line8is −x.T he net eﬀect ist o ﬁndt h es olution v =  2,6,3  that minimises
the x coordinate whilst satisfying C ∧¬ f ≡ C ∧ x<32767.P rojecting v onto
the x,y  plane yields v  =  2,6 . Extendingt h ep olyhedra P in Fig. 2(a)w i th
thisp ointb y computingt h ec onvex hull at line 9 gives the lines e g m e nt {−x ≤
−2,x≤ 32767,32765y  =3 2761x+ 131068} depicted as P in Fig. 2(b).
On the second iteration, f isc h osen to be 32765y  ≤ 32761x+ 131068,l ead-
ingt o the triangled e p icted in Fig. 2(c). Att h is stage P has reached full di-
mensionality and worklisthull will be called.H ere, ac a ll to maximise with ineq92 P.J. Charles, J.M. Howe, and A. King
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Fig.2. Polyhedral approximation of a feasible region deﬁned by non-linear constraints
as −32765y  ≤− 32761x− 131068 will lead to the polyhedra in Fig. 2(d). After
this, further iterations will fail to ﬁndf u r t h e rp oints and P will be returned.
Notice that P isf ormulated in terms of y  which represents the value of y after
the assignment.T he state oft h ex,y variables after the assignment is obtained
by merely replacing y  with y.A gain notice that symbolicc omputation oft h e
projection has been replaced by ani n teger hull calculation.
3 Curbing Growth of the Integer Hull
Earlier it was noted that the integer hull algorithm presented allowsf ora nytime
approximation froma b ovea ndb e low. This isa d vantageous when the algorithm
failst o perform quickly enough, however an approach that allowss e lected in-
equalities to be dropped isd e s irablef orad iﬀerentk ind ofp r oblem.A st h eInteger Polyhedra for Program Analysis 93
polyhedron representingas olution space grows, the number of inequalities may
also grow. Thisg r owth can be curbed by either relaxing inequalities in the ﬁnal
polyhedron ord r oppingt h e mon-the-ﬂy whilst the integer hull algorithm pro-
ceeds.T hese two approaches will henceforth be referred to as oﬀ-linea nd on-line
integer hull relaxation. Here, the focus is on oﬀ-liner e laxation. These techniques
can be used tol i mitt h eg r owth ofas ystem of inequalities, amelioratinga ny
ensuingt r a c t a b ilityi ssues (with possiblep r e c ision cost).
Suppose that S = {0 ≤ x,0 ≤ y,y ≤− x +6 } describes the relative values of
variables x and y when the non-linear assignment y := xy is reached.A pplying
the integer hull algorithm to the system of non-linear constraints S ∧ y  = xy
with the variable ordering x,y ,yand k = 2g ives the projected integer hull, H,
enclosing only those integer points that satisfy both the linear inequality −y  ≤ 0
andt h enon-linear inequality y  ≤− x2 +6 x. H isd e ﬁ ned by 7 inequalities
c1: −y  ≤ 0, c2: y  ≤ 5x, c3: y  ≤ 3x+2, c4: y  ≤ x+6,c5: y  ≤− x+12, c6: −3x+
20, c7: y  ≤− 5x + 30. Rankt h e s einequalities accordingt o some measure of
theirs u itability forr e laxation, andd iscard as appropriate.F o re xample,i ft h e
ranking was c3,c 6,c 4,c 5,c 2,c 7,c 1 then relaxingt h eh ighest two ranked would
giveas m a ll increase the volume, but thiss lightly larger polytope contains no
additionali n teger points. Reranking, thisp r ocess couldb ec ontinued to aﬁ nal
resultg iven by c2,c 7,c 1.
This approach is parameterised by the function rankingt h einequalities.T he
methodc h osen here forr a nking ist o calculate a Monte Carlo approximation,
[15], oft h evolume of H∧¬ci that represents the increase in volume resultingf r om
the relaxation. A boundingb ox isc onstructed ands a m p led until the sampling
error (σ/
√
n,w here σ2 =( r2 + n2)/(r + n)2, r ist h enumber ofs a m p les in the
region and n the number ofs a m p les not in the region) isb e neath a givenv alue.
The proportion oft h es a m p le within the polytope multiplied by the volume of
the boundingb ox gives an approximation to the volume, as required.
Alternativer a nkings are possible: the volume ofap olytope (with rational
vertices) can be computed in polynomial time [2] and, rather surprisingly, so can
the number of integer points in such a polytope [3,8,22], which ise xactly what is
required when describing integral properties.H o w ever, despite theirc omplexity
these remain diﬃcultp r oblems, particularly in high dimension ands a m p ling
based methods seem more suitablet o guidingt h eq u ick relaxation ofc onstraints.
An atural generalisation of oﬀ-liner e laxation is on-liner e laxation which dis-
cards inequalities as soon as their number exceeds some pre-deﬁned threshold
in the main loop oft h einteger hull algorithm.T his approach isp r oblematicf or
the integerhull algorithm given earlier as relaxation will lead to faces whose ver-
tices are notk nown andt h ehull method will not work.H o w ever, the integerhull 
method with its reliance on am ore general convex hull algorithm cani n corpo-
rate this – simply follow the call to convexhull with as many relaxation steps
as required.A n ecdotal evidence suggests that thism ight useful, particularly in
discarding inequalities with large coeﬃcients that are both problematicf orp e r -
formance and less likely to be useful forp r ogram analysis.94 P.J. Charles, J.M. Howe, and A. King
4 Experimental Evaluation
The algorithm described in Section 2a ndt h eoﬀ-line approximation technique
described in Section 3 were implemented andt e s t e d .
Asm e ntioned in the introduction, the target oft h is work isa b s t r a c tinterpre-
tation based analyses,w here a ﬁxpoint describingt h evalues andr e lationships
between program variables isc a lculated.T hisﬁ xpoint isap oint in the meet
semi-lattice ofp olyhedra over the variables.F i x points arise because of loops:
the values oft h evariables after ani teration ofaloops e r vea st h evalues that
are input to the next iteration. The semantice q u a t ionst h a te xpress the values
that variables can assume are thus recursive.Aﬁxpoint of these equationsc a n
be interpreted as expressing invariants that hold over all iterations ofaloop.
The ﬁxpointm a yn o t necessarily be the unique least ﬁxpoint; the requirement
forc orrectness ism e r e ly that ift h eﬁ xpoint summarises values that hold in one
iteration, theni ta lso summarises values that hold in the next.B ytightening
toi n teger polyhedra at certain analysisp oints the analysis iss t r e ngthened.T he
tighteningt o the integer hull couldb ea p p lied with diﬀering levels ofg r a nularity:
after each domain operation, at the end oft h eﬁ xpointc a lculation, ora f t e rt h e
analysis ofe a c hloop structure.T he benchmarks best representt h elast oft h e s e .
The benchmarks come fromt h eStanford InvariantG e nerator (Sting) and
FAST [17,1]. The Stinga nalyser discovers linear invariants oft r a nsition systems
that represent iterations of loops where all the variables are integer.T he bench-
marks are invariants generated byS tinga nd are representive of the program
analysisp r oblems that this work isa imed at.T he implementation is in Javaa nd
the experiments were runo nas inglec ore ofaMacBook with a 2.4GHz Intel
Core 2 Duo processora nd4 G Bo fm e m ory.
Calculating Integer Hulls. The algorithm isc oded in Java,w i th the oracle
provided by the CBC MILP solver [13]. CBC isc oded in C++ andc a lled viat h e
Java Native Interface.T he integer hull is only deﬁned forb ounded problems and
as noted earlier inequalities need to be augmented with variableb ounds.I nthese
experiments the problem constraints were augmented with variableb ounds of
[0,64]. The results can be seeni nF i g.3 :fore a c hnamed benchmark,V ar gives the
number of variables in the benchmarks,I n eqs the number of input constraints
(includingt h evariableb ounds), Time gives the execution time in seconds for
calculatingt h einteger hull, Opts the number ofc a llst o the ILP solver and Sol
Size the number of inequalities in the integer hull.
The barvinok package for integer pointc ounting [22] andt h ePolylib package
form a nipulating integer polyhedra [23] haveb e e n used to check the integer hull
calculationsg iveni nthisp a p e r . barvinok has been runo nthe input constraints
andt h ec a lculated integer hull to check that the number of lattice points are in-
dentical forb oth and Polylib has been used to convert the calculated constraints
to a vertices andr a ysr e p r e s e ntation, the test being that the vertices are all at
integer points.
Oﬀ-line Approximation. Fig. 4t a b u lates results froma p p lyingt h eMonte
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Problem Var Ineqs Time Opts Sol Size
barber.inv 8 29 3.417 207 15
berkeley-nat.inv 4 13 0.075 29 9
berkeley.inv 4 11 0.069 28 9
cars.inv 5 19 0.15 61 13
efm.inv 6 22 0.111 39 12
efm1.inv 6 21 0.086 19 9
heap.inv 5 16 0.08 26 10
lifo-nat.inv 7 24 0.297 87 13
lifo.inv 4 14 0.047 15 6
robot.inv 3 10 0.031 10 5
scheduler-2p.invl1 7 27 0.15 46 15
scheduler-2p.invl2 7 27 0.279 65 17
scheduler-3p.invl1 10 40 10.881 273 42
scheduler-3p.invl2 10 46 194.022 1037 125
scheduler-3p.invl3 10 38 23.034 388 26
see-saw.inv 2 6 0.022 10 5
swim-pool-1.inv 9 32 0.255 62 16
swim-pool.inv 9 31 0.248 57 15
train-beacon.invlate1 3 11 0.026 12 7
train-beacon.invonbrake 3 10 0.037 14 6
train-beacon.invontime 3 12 0.027 14 8
train-beacon.invstopped 3 11 0.026 12 7
train-rm03.inv 6 20 0.12 38 12
Fig.3. Benchmarking of the integer hull algorithm
Benchmarks with no bounded relaxation haveb e e no mitted.T he ﬁrst set of
results gives data on rankinga ndr e laxing onec onstraint:T 1i st h et ime taken
in seconds,B est ist h enumber ofs a m p lep oints needed to calculate the volume
associated with the constraintd r opped,T o tali st h et otaln umber ofs a m p le
points and Maxi st h elargest samples ize needed to approximate a volume arising
fromas inglec onstraint.T he seconds e tofr e s u lts detailsr e laxinga sm a ny
constraints as possible, recalculatingt h er a nkinga te a c hs t e p :T Mi st h et ime
takeni nseconds, Cons ist h enumber ofc onstraints in the input,S i ze ist h eﬁ nal
number ofc onstraints and Sam ist otaln umber ofs a m p les takeni nthisp r ocess.
Discussion. The results are promising.T he implementation (nott u ned to the
problems) returnst h einteger hull fora ll benchmarks up to1 0dimensions in
an acceptablet ime.T hese are the ﬁrst experiments oft h isk indp e r f ormed on
programanalysisbe nchmarks (indeed, the authors know of no integer hull bench-
marking work at all). However, at 10 dimensionsa ndb e yondp e r f ormance degen-
erates (the implementation was unablet o solve ninef u r t h e rs u itableb e nchmarks
over more than1 0v ariables in ar e a s onablet ime). This is in part because some
callst o the ILP oracleb e c ome slow, in part owingt o the amount off a c t or-
ingp e r f ormed and in part owingt o the growth in the number ofs implicies to
be handled.T he largest benchmarks in the suite have 15 variables; this isr e a l
loopd a t aa ndb e inga b let o handleb e t ween1 0to 20v ariablep r oblems would96 P.J. Charles, J.M. Howe, and A. King
Problem T1 Best Total Max Volume TM Cons Size Sam
berkeley-nat.inv 0.061 100 401 101 260.0 0.089 9 8 405
berkeley.inv 0.049 107 518 108 5.981 0.084 9 8 514
cars.inv 0.099 134 1403 190 0.0 0.455 13 8 4596
efm.inv 0.114 200 635 200 0.0 0.255 12 10 973
efm1.inv 0.080 200 200 200 0.0 0.127 9 8 200
heap.inv 0.077 200 594 200 0.0 0.179 10 8 984
lifo-nat.inv 0.132 184 560 184 5.565 0.235 13 12 525
robot.inv 0.022 148 148 148 11000.372 0.032 5 4 149
scheduler-2p.invl1 0.155 200 1368 200 0.0 0.709 15 10 3673
scheduler-2p.invl2 0.198 200 1586 200 0.0 1.076 17 10 6776
scheduler-3p.invl1 1.025 200 6170 200 0.0 16.282 42 14 92934
scheduler-3p.invl2 47.755 200 22848 200 0.0 1556.5 125 14 1326519
scheduler-3p.invl3 0.499 200 2572 200 0.0 4.312 26 14 17962
see-saw.inv 0.012 107 452 142 2.505 0.027 5 3 639
swim-pool-1.inv 0.223 200 800 200 0.0 0.745 16 13 1598
swim-pool.inv 0.208 200 400 200 0.0 0.521 15 13 600
train-beacon.invlate1 0.026 109 331 112 1.431 0.045 7 6 349
train-beacon.invonbrake 0.030 104 206 104 3.308 0.038 6 5 214
train-beacon.invontime 0.034 134 716 134 30.09 0.100 8 5 1205
train-beacon.invstopped 0.031 114 346 120 1.263 0.064 7 5 441
train-rm03.inv 0.095 179 710 182 4.148E9 0.305 12 9 1219
Fig.4. Oﬀ-line relaxation of constraints
allow the analysis ofm a ny programs.T he authors believe that further work
on the implementation will yield improvements in scalability. Size oft h ec on-
straintc oeﬃcients isa lso ap r oblem as the boundingb ox increases in size – most
benchmarks run equally well with larger boundingb oxes, but nota ll.
With two ort h r e ee xceptions approximation results give the desired behaviour
– sensiblec onstraints to relax can be quickly identiﬁed.T he slower benchmarks
indicate a need to augmentr a nking with a timeout.Afurther issue ist h a t
when relaxingm ore thano n ec onstraint, dropping one or other equally ranked
constraintc a n change the totaln umber ofc onstraints relaxed.
5 Related Work
The algorithm presented in Section 2 was ﬁrst outlined byH artmann in [4,10]
and isa lso mentioned in [9]. However,i ts relationship with projection, non-
linearity andp r ogram analysish a ve notp r e viously been commented on. An
alternativea lgorithm has been proposed byM eister based on the concept ofp e -
riodicp olyhedra [14]. Eisenbrand’s work [9] also deals with approximatingt h e
integer hull froma b ove, ac ounterpart to the work here that isa lso useful for
program analysis.I nterms of implementation, the barvinok package for integerInteger Polyhedra for Program Analysis 97
pointc ounting [22]i n cludes ani n teger hull algorithm also based on [10]; initial
experimentation suggests that thisd oes nots c a lea swell as the implementation
described here.T he iB4e system [11] implements the beneath/beyondc onvex
hull algorithm over realsa ndu s e ss imilar concepts;i t isa lso presented with an
oraclef ors olving LP problems, thisc ouldb ea nI L Psolver.
The work on polynomial algorithms for lattice pointc ountingf r om Barvi-
noka nd others [2,3,8,12,22] gives precisely what isr e q u ired for assessingt h e
importance ofac a ndidate constraintf orr e laxation. This work has been ex-
tended to countp oints in the projection ofac onstrained space [21]. The re-
sults oft h e s es ystems are impressive, but are still slower than samplingb a s e d
techniques fore s t imatingt h enumber of integer points in ap olytope as used
in the approximation thread oft h is work. Recent work on loop nest analysis
[19,22] utilises the algorithmicr e s u lts on pointc ounting.H o w ever, abstract in-
terpretation based analysisr e q u ires constraints betweenv ariables,n o t lattice
pointc ounts.
6C o n c l u s i o n
Thisp a p e rh a sp r e s e nted work on the application ofa lgorithms fromc ompu-
tational geometry and linear programmingt o data arising in program analysis.
An existinga lgorithm has been detailed ande lucidated, andf e a t u r e st h a tm a k e
its adaptation to problems of non-linearity and integralityi nprogram analysis
easy and natural haveb e e ni dentiﬁed.I th a sa lso beeni mplemented ande m p iri-
cally evaluated.T he results oft h ise valuation underlinet h a tt h is novel approach
to dealing with integer variables and non-linear constraints in program anal-
ysis isp r omising.T he approach isc oupled with a methodf or approximating
the increase in volume associated with relaxingac onstraintf r omas ystem in
order to control the size oft h a ts ystem.T hist oo has beeni mplemented and
again the results suggests that the methods will be of importance in program
analysis.
The implementation described in this paper represents the state-of-the-art
for integer hull calculation. The results are promising, but alsoi n v i te further
work on increasing the speed oft h eimplementation andt h es ize ofp r oblem
that can be dealt with.F uture work will focus on improvements to the current
implementation, whilst alsoi n v estigatinga lternative approaches avoiding large
numbers ofc a llst o anI L Psolver.T he current implementation is nott u ned to
program analysisb e nchmarks andaf u r t h e rline of work ist oi n v estigate whether
the structure oft h e s elead to practicalo rt h e oreticali mprovements.
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Abstract. In this paper we present approximation algorithms for solv-
ing the line segment facility location problem in weighted regions.T h e
weighted region setup is a more realistic model for many facility loca-
tion problems that arise in practical applications. Our algorithms exploit
an interesting property of the problem, that could possibly be used for
solving other problems in weighted regions.
1 Introduction
In thisp a p e rwec onsider a geometric optimization problem that wec a ll the
line segment facility location in weighted regions.W es t u d y the problem in a
weighted subdivision R = {R1,R 2,...,R n } oft h ep lane with n vertices,w i th
each region Ri ∈ R havinga s s ociated a positive integer weight wi.W i thout
loss ofg e nerality, we assume that R ist r iangulated.T he Euclideanl ength ofa
lines e g m e nt st isd e noted by |st|.W ed e note by S(st) the weighted length ofa
segment st ∈ R.I ngeneral, the weighted length ofas e g m e nt st in R isd e ﬁ ned
as the sum oft h eweighted lengths of st within each region it intersects.T hat is,
S(st)=
 
st∩Rj =∅ wj ∗ dj(st), where dj(st)i st h eE u c lideanl ength of st within
region Rj.
The problem wes t u d yi sd e ﬁ ned as follows: Given as e tof l points P =
{s1,s 2,...,s l}∈R, ﬁndaf a c ility L,w hich isalines e g m e nt, such that each
point in P can be connected to L viaa no rthogonal linka nds ome cost C(L)
associated with the facilityl o cation ism inimized (see Fig.1fora n example). We
consider two versions oft h isp r oblem, depending on how C(L)i sd e ﬁ ned.F o r
the ﬁrst version (P1), C(L)=S(L). That is,w e wantt o minimize the weighted
length of L.F o rt h es e c ond version (P2), C(L)=
 l
i=1 S(Li)+S(L), where Li
ist h eorthogonal linkf r om si to L.T hat is,w e wantt o minimize the sum of
weighted lengths of L andt h eorthogonal links fromp oints in P to L.
The facilityl o cation problem isawell-studied problem in operations research
andc omputer science literature [12,13,14,9]. The problem has many formula-
tions, resulting in various deﬁnitionsf ort h eobjectivef u nction. In our formula-
tion, there isac ost for openingaf a c ility anda lso forc onstructing orthogonal
  This research was partially supported by NSF grant CCF-0635013.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 100–113, 2009.
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Fig.1. A line segment facility L and the orthogonal links from P = {s1,s 2,s 3} to L
links that connect customers to thisf a c ility. The goalo f P1 ist o minimize the
cost ofb u ildingt h ef a c ility, while P2 takes into accountt h ec ost ofb u ildingt h e
facility as well as the cost ofb u ilding orthogonal links to connect a set ofs ites
toi t. Onem a yi magine that the facility L isa no i lpipelinea ndt h ep oints in P
are oil wells.T he oil ﬁeld isd ivided intow eighted regionsb a s e don its charac-
teristics (cost ofd igging,o w n ershipr ights, etc.). Frome a c hwell, a spur pipeline
ist o be connected directly to L,i nstraight line. Given the x- and y-coordinates
oft h ewells, the goali st o ﬁndt h eoptimall o cation fort h em a in pipelinet h a t
minimizes the total cost.
1.1 Related Work
In unweighted environment,M egiddo and Tamir [14] solved the problem ofﬁ nd-
ingalinem inimizingt h es u moft h eE u c lideanl ength of orthogonal links to the
linem ore than two decades ago. They showed that ano ptimal linef a c ility can
be found in O(n2 logn) time by proving that there exists ano ptimal linet h a t
passes through at least two oft h ep oints in P.L ater,I mai et. al. [12] proved
that in L1-metrict h eoptimal solution can be computed in linear time.V ery re-
cently, Cheunga nd Daescu [9] showed that the weighted version oft h isp r oblem,
i.e. C(L)=
 l
i=1 S(Li), can be solved by dividing the problem into a number
(O(l2n2)i nthe worst case)o f 1-variable subproblems.T he objectivef u nction of
each subproblem has the form
l  
i=1
S(Li)=
 
1+m2
o(
M  
j=1
cj
mo − mj
+
l  
i=1
bimo + ai
m2
o +1
+ C),102 Y.K. Cheung and O. Daescu
fors ome constants ai,b i,c i, and C,w here l ist h enumber ofp oints in P, n is
the number of vertices of R, and mo ist h es lope of orthogonal links.T othis
end, they proved a key propertyo f the problem, speciﬁcally that there exists an
optimal solution that passes through a set of “critical” points.
The proposed problem isc losely related tow eighted region shortest path
problems,w hich haveb e e ni n v estigated in computational geometry fora b out
two decades.U sing Snell’s refraction low andt h ec ontinuous Dijkstra algorithm,
Mitchell and Papadimitriou [15] presenta n O(n8 log
nN
 ρ
  ) time algorithm,w here
N  ist h elargest integer coordinate of vertices of R and ρ ist h er a t io oft h em a x-
imum weight to the minimum weight oft h er e g ions in R.A l eksandrov et al. [2,3]
provide two logarithmicd iscretization schemes, that place Steiner points along
edges orb isectors ofa ngles ofr e g ions in R, formingg e ometricp r ogressions.
The placement of Steiner points depends on ani n put parameter  >0 and
the geometryo ft h es u b d ivision. The (1 +  )-approximation algorithms in [2,3]
take O(n
 ( 1 √
  +l o gn)log 1
 ) and O( n √
  log n
  log 1
 ) time, respectively. Sun and
Reif [17] givea n algorithm, called BUSHWHACK, which constructs a discrete
graph G by placing Steiner points alonge d g e soft h es u b d ivision. By exploiting
the geometricp r opertyo fa no ptimal path, BUSHWHACK computes an approx-
imate path more eﬃciently as it accesses only a subgraph of G. Combined with
the logarithmicd iscretization scheme introduced in [2], BUSHWHACK takes
O(n
 (log 1
  +l o gn)log 1
 ) time. Recently, Aleksandrov et al. [1] giveaq u e r y al-
gorithm that can ﬁnda n  -approximate shortest path between any two points
in O(¯ q) time,w here ¯ q isaq u e r y time parameter.T he preprocessingt ime oft h is
algorithm is O(
(g+1)n
2
 2/3¯ q log n
  log
4 1
 ), where g ist h eg e nus oft h ed iscrete graph
constructed by the discretization scheme. Chenge ta l. [7] givea n algorithm to
approximate optimal paths in anisotropicr e g ions,w hich isag e neralized case of
weighted regions.T heira lgorithm takes O(
ρ
2 log ρ
 2 n3 log(
ρn
ρ )) time,w here ρ ≥ 1
isac onstant such that the convex distance function ofa ny region containsac on-
centricE u c lidean disk with radius 1/ρ.I nw eighted regions, the time complexity
oft h ea lgorithm is improved to O(
ρ log ρ
  n3 log(
ρn
  )), where ρ ist h er a t io oft h e
maximum weight to the minimum weight.V ery recently, Chenge ta l. [8] also
provided a queryv ersion oft h isa lgorithm that gives an approximate optimal
path fromaﬁ xed source (in an anisotropics u b d ivision) in O(log
ρn
  ) time.T he
preprocessingt ime is O(
ρ
2n
4
 2 (log
ρn
  )2).
Chen et al. [5] giveaf u ndamental studyo nthe optimalw eighted linkp r oblem,
where the goali st o minimize the weighted length ofalines e g m e nt st connecting
two given regions, Rs and Rt,o f R.I n[ 5 ] ,i th a sb e e n proven that the problem
to minimize the cost S(st)=
 
st∩Rj =∅ wj ∗ dj(st) can be reduced to a number
of (O(n2)i nthe worst case) globalo ptimization problems, each of which asks
to minimize a 2-variablef u nction over a convex domain. In [10,11], ith a sb e e n
shown that to minimize the objectivef u nction S(st), st must pass through a
vertexo f R.B yconsideringe a c hc a ndidate vertex, they reduced the problem to
solving O(n)o ptimization problems at each vertex. The objectivef u nction fort h e
optimization problem can be expressed in the form
√
1+m2(d0 +
 k
i=1
ai
m+bi),Line Segment Facility Location in Weighted Subdivisions 103
where d0, ai, and bi are constants, k = O(n), and m ist h es lope oft h eline
supporting st.T he feasibled omain Dm isas lope interval fort h elinep a s s ing
through the vertex. Hence, the objectivef u nction of each subproblem contains
only one variablea ndc a n be solved by computingt h er oots ofap olynomialo f
degree O(n)o v er the given domain Dm.U n fortunately, this approach is only
practicalw hen the number off r a c t ional terms in S(st)i ss m a ll. In [11], af a s t e r
approach is suggested,w hich aims to compute an approximate solution by bi-
sectingt h es lope interval andp r u ning out subproblems that cannot lead to an
optimal solution. Some oft h er e s u lts in [5] were later on generalized in [6] to
more diﬃcultp r oblems,w here the line isr e p laced by ap a r a llelo rc one like beam.
1.2 Our Results
Our main contributionsa r ein describingh ow to partition the problem into a
polynomialn umber of 1-variable subproblems, andh ow too btain the expression
oft h eobjectivef u nctionsf or these subproblems.
Forp r oblem P1,w es h ow that the objectivef u nction C(L) can be expressed in
the form ofas u moff r a c t ional terms,w hich resembles those in [5,10]. The prob-
lem can be reduced O(l2n2)1 - v ariable optimization problems, each with O(n)
fractional terms,w hich can be solved by either computinge xact roots ofp olyno-
mials orb y approximation algorithms.U singp oint-line duality transforms [16],
the feasibled omain for each subproblem isa n arc oralines e g m e nt in the dual
plane.
Then, wes h ow that problem P2 can be solved usingas imilar, but more
complex, approach.
Finally, we outlineap r u ne-and-search approximation algorithm fors olving
both problems, that is very simplet oi mplement.W ee xpect an approximate
solution to be obtained fast in practice, since the prune-and-search algorithm
handles all subproblems at once, rather thano n eb yo n e.
2 P1: Minimize the Weighted Length of L
In this section, wec onsider the problem ofm inimizingt h eweighted length of L,
i.e. C(L)=S(L), such that the points in P can access L via orthogonal links.W e
ﬁrst derivet h eg e neralo bjectivef u nction. Then, wes h ow that this optimization
problem can be reduced to a number of 1-variable subproblems.T hese subprob-
lems can be solved by the prune-and-search approximation algorithm described
in Section 4.
2.1 The Rotating Calipers
Notice that we wantt o set the lines e g m e ntf a c ility L as short as possible,w hile
each point in P isa b let o connect to L viaa no rthogonal link.L et CH(P) denote
the convex hull of P. A line e isaline of support of CH(P)i f e ist a ngentt o
CH(P). The length of L ism inimized when L isas e g m e ntb ounded by two
parallel lines of support enclosing CH(P) and orthogonal to L.S ee Fig. 2f or104 Y.K. Cheung and O. Daescu
Parallel lines of support
L
CH(P)
Fig.2. L is bounded by two parallel lines of support enclosing CH(P)
an illustration. A pair of vertices of CH(P), {pi,p j},i sa n antipodal pair if it
admits two parallel lines of support enclosing CH(P). Applyingt h erotating
calipers procedure [18], wec a n generate all possiblea ntipodal pairs (h pairs in
the worst case) for O(h) slope intervals in O(h) time,w here h ist h enumber of
vertices of CH(P).
The rotatingc a lipers procedure resembles rotatingap a ir ofd ynamically ad-
justablec a lipers around CH(P)[ 1 8]. First,w ec h oose ani n i tial direction such as
the y-axis.L et the two calipers be e1,e 2 respectively. The antipodal pair {pi,p j}
oft h einitial slope can be found in O(h) time.S ee Fig.3fora n illustration. As
wer otate the calipers, the calipers touch the same pair ofa ntipodalv ertices until
one oft h ec a liper touches another vertexo f CH(P). When at pi,p j, to generate
the nexta ntipodal pair wec onsider the angles, θi and θj, that e1,e 2 make with
edges pipi+1 and pjpj+1, respectively. If θj <θ i,w er otate the calipers by an
angle θj, and {pj+1,p i} becomes the nexta ntipodal pair, and vice versa.T his
process isc ontinued until wec ome full circlet o the startingp osition.
2.2 Optimization of S(L)
Given as lope m,l et the antipodal pair that admits the two parallel lines of
support ofs lope −1/m be pi =( a,b) and pj =( c,d), respectively. Also, let L be
a lines e g m e nt with endp oints on the two parallel lines of support and orthogonal
to them.L et the sequence ofe d g e sintersected by L be Seq(L)=( e1,e 2,...,e k),
where k = O(n), ej : y = mjx + pj, for j =1 ,2,...,k, and e1 and ek are the
two parallel lines of support.W eh a ve
S(L)=
 
1+m2
k−1  
j=1
wi|xj+1 − xj| =
 
1+m2
k−1  
j=1
wj(
pj+1 − p
m − mj+1
−
pj − p
m − mj
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Fig.3. Rotating the calipers around CH(P)
where m and p are the slope and intercept of L respectively, xj ist h ex-coordinate
oft h eintersection between L and ej, and wj ist h eweight oft h er e g ion bounded
by edges ej and ej+1.S i n ce e1 and ek are the two parallel lines of support,
weh a ve e1 : y = −1/m(x − a)+b and ek : y = −1/m(x − c)+d.I tf ollows
that S(L)=
√
1+m2(
 k−2
j=2 wj(
pj+1−p
m−mj+1 −
pj−p
m−mj)+w1(
p2−p
m−m2−
b+a/m−p
m+1/m )+
wk−1(
d+c/m−p
m+1/m −
pk−1−p
m−mk−1)), andt h u s
S(L)=
 
1+m2(
k−2  
j=2
cj + djp
m − mj
+
Cmp+ Dm+ E
1+m2 ),
where C,D,E,cj, and dj are all constants.
Let Q denote the set of intersection points between the lines of support above
andt h ee d g e sof R.L et V be the set of vertices of R.
Lemma 1. For a ﬁxed slope m, there exists an optimal solution L such that
L ∩ (V ∪ Q)  = ∅,w h e r eQ is the set of intersection points between the lines of
support at slope −1/m and the edges of R. That is, L passes through a point in
V ∪ Q.
Proof. With m ﬁxed, S(L) becomes a linear function of p.T hus, there isa
direction of improvementf or S(L), as wes lide itp a r a llel toi tself.T he direction
of improvementm a y change only when L intersects a new region of R, andt h u s
the expression of S(L) changes.T hisc a n happeno n l yi f one oft h ef ollowingt wo
situation occurs:( 1 )L passes a vertexo f R or (2) an endpoint of L passes an
edge of R.S i n ce that endpoint of L isa lsoo na line of support, the secondc a s e
implies the endpoint passes a point in Q. 
Corollary 1. For a ﬁxed slope m we can ﬁnd the optimal L in O(n2) time and
O(n) space.106 Y.K. Cheung and O. Daescu
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Fig.4. L intersects a line of support at an edge
Next,w ea nalyze the problem in the dual space.W eu s et h ed u a lity transform
which maps a line y = mx+p on the plane onto ap oint (m,p)i nthe dual plane
andm a p sap oint (a,b)o n to the line y = −ax + b on the dual plane.N o te that
L can be represented by the line supporting it.
Observet h a tif wec h a nge the slope m of L then seq(L) changes,i . e. the
expression oft h eobjectivef u nction C(L)=S(L) changes,o n l yi f one oft h e
followinge vents occurs:
(1) L sweeps through a vertexo f R,o r
(2) L sweeps through ani n tersection pointb e t ween a line of support anda n
edge of R,o r
(3) L rotates through a slope such that the antipodal pairc h a nges.
We introduce three sets ofc u r ves or lines to properly partition the dual space
such that each cell corresponds to all segments in the primal space which have
the same functional expression fort h eweighted length S(L).
First,w et r a nsform all vertices of R to the dual space.L et Av denote this
arrangement,w hich consists of n lines.
Next, consider that L intersects a line of support e  at an edge e.A st h eline
of support e  rotates, the intersection between L and e  moves alonge d g ee.See
Fig. 4f ora n illustration.
Let the vertexo f CH(P) that is on e  be (a,b) and let e : y = mex + pe.W e
have
e
  :( y − b)=−
1
m
(x − a)
y = −
1
m
x +
a
m
+ b
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Fort h eintersection point of L and e ,w eh a ve:
−
1
m
x +
a
m
+ b = mx + p
x =
bm − pm + a
m2 +1
Thus, L and e  intersect at u :(
bm−pm+a
m2+1 ,
bm
2+am+p
m2+1 ). Since u ∈ e,w eh a ve
bm2 + am + p
m2 +1
= me
bm − pm + a
m2 +1
+ pe
bm2 + am + p = me(bm − pm + a)+pe(m2 +1 )
(b − pe)m
2 +( a + mep − meb)m +( p − mea − pe)=0
p = −
(b − pe)m2 +( a − meb)m − mea − pe
mem +1
Since there are O(h) antipodal pairs of vertices and O(n) edges of R,w eh a ve
at otalo f O(hn) such curves.L et A 
c denote the arrangement oft h e s ec u r ves.
Note that two such curves cani n tersect at most three times and one such curve
cani n tersect with a linea tm ost two times.
Finally, let M = {m1,m 2,...,m h} be the set ofs lopes ofe d g e sin CH(P) and
let M  = {−1/m : m ∈ M}. Recall that in the rotatingc a lipers procedure, the
antipodal pairc h a nges only when the calipers are rotatingt h r ough the slopes in
M,o re q u ivalently when L rotates through the slopes in M , since L is orthogonal
to the calipers.L et A 
r be the arrangement of O(h)v ertical lines {x∗ = m : m ∈
M } in the dual space.
The overall partition is Av ∪A 
c ∪A 
r,w hich consists of O(n) lines and O(hn)
curves.S ee Fig.5fora n illustration.
Lemma 2. Av∪A 
c∪A 
r partitions the dual space such that each cell corresponds
to all segments in the primal space which have the same functional expression
for the weighted length.
Proof. Let L and L  be two linef a c ilities such that S(L) and S(L ) haved if-
ferentf u nctional expressionsf ort h eweighted length.D ue too rder preserving
propertyo f the dual transform, theirc orresponding dual points L∗ and L ∗ must
be separated by at least one line orc u r ve in Av, A 
c or A 
r.T he prooff ollows. 
Usingt h ea lgorithm in [4], the arrangement Av ∪ A 
c ∪ A 
r can be computed in
O(nhlog(nh)+k) time and O(nh + k) space,w here k ist h enumber ofc e lls,
which is O(h2n2)i nthe worst case.
Lemma 3. A global minimum of C(L) can be found at non-vertical boundaries
of the partition, i.e. on the lines or the curves in Av ∪ A 
c.
Proof. When the slope m of L isﬁ xed, the objectivef u nction C(L)i s linear and
monotonic with respect to the intercept p of L.T hen, am inimum of C(L) can
be found on the non-vertical boundaryo f the partition. 108 Y.K. Cheung and O. Daescu
Fig.5. Partition of the dual space
Lemma 4. P1 can be reduced to O(h2n2) 1-variable subproblems. The domain
for each subproblem is a piece of non-vertical boundary on the partition Av ∪
A 
c ∪ A 
r.
Proof. The complexityo ft h eoverall partition Av ∪ A 
c ∪ A 
r is O(h2n2). The
resultf ollowsf r om Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. 
We now analyze the subproblems.I ft h ed omain of a subproblem is on Av, L
passes through a vertex. Let v :( xi,y i) ∈ R be that vertex. Weh a ve,
L : y − yi = m(x − xi),
p = yi − mxi,
S(L)=
 
1+m2(
k−2  
j=2
cj + djp
m − mj
+
Cmp+ Dm+ E
1+m2 )
=
 
1+m2(
k−2  
j=2
cj + dj(yi − mxi)
m − mj
+
Cm(yi − mxi)+Dm+ E
1+m2 )
=
 
1+m2(
k−2  
j=2
c 
j
m − mj
+
D m + E 
1+m2 + C ),
where mj,c  
j,C ,D  ,E  are all constants.
Ift h ed omain of the subproblem is on A 
c, L intersects with a line of support
on an edge e.L et me and pe be the slope and intercept of e, respectively, andLine Segment Facility Location in Weighted Subdivisions 109
let the vertexo f CH(P)o nthe line of support be (a,b). Substituting
p = −
(b − pe)m2 +( a − meb)m − mea − pe
mem +1
into S(L), weh a ve
S(L)=
 
1+m2(
k−2  
j=2
c 
jm + d 
j
(m − mj)(1 + mem)
+
C m2 + D m + E 
(1 + m2)(1 + mem)
+ C
  ),
where mj,m e,c  
j,d  
j,C ,C  ,D  ,E  are constants.
We will show in Section 4h ow to minimize S(L) usingap r u ne-and-search
algorithm.
3 P2: Minimize the Sum of Weighted Length of
Orthogonal Links and L
In this section, we address the second optimization problem P2,w hich asks to
minimize the sum of weighted length of orthogonal links and S(L), i.e. C(L)=  l
i=1 S(Li)+S(L). Wes olvet h is optimization problem by( 1 )partitioningt h e
problem in the dual space,( 2) ﬁndingt h eobjectivef u nction on the boundary
of the partition and (3) applying the prune-and-search algorithm in Section 4t o
approximate the solution.
The problem ofm inimizingt h es u mof weighted length of orthogonal links
iss olved in [9]. In [9], the dual space isp a r t itioned byi n troducingt h r e es e t s
ofc u r ves or lines.T he ﬁrst set consists of dual lines ofp oints in P.L et Ap
denote the arrangement oft h el dual lines.N ext, all lines intersecting with some
orthogonal linka ts ome edge of R are transformed to the dual space.T his yields
as e tof O(ln) curves.L et Ac denote the arrangement oft h iss e tofc u r ves.T he
last set of lines introduced to the dual space is
{x
∗ = −1/mij : i =1 ,2,...,landj=1 ,2,...,n},
where mij ist h es lope oft h elinep a s s ingt h r ough point si ∈ P and vertex
vj ∈ R.L et Ar denote the arrangement oft h iss e tof lines.T he optimization
problem is reduced to a number of 1-variable subproblems.T he domain fore a c h
subproblem isap iece ofa r cors e g m e nt on Ap or Ac.T he objectivef u nction for
each subproblem can be expressed in the form
l  
i=1
S(Li)=
 
1+m2
o(
M  
j=1
cj
mo − mj
+
l  
i=1
bimo + ai
m2
o +1
+ C),
fors ome constants ai,b i,c i,C,w here mo ist h es lope of orthogonal links.S ub-
stituting mo = −1/m,
l  
i=1
S(Li)=
 
1+m2(
M  
j=1
−cj
mjm +1
+
l  
i=1
aim − bi
m2 +1
+
C
m
).110 Y.K. Cheung and O. Daescu
Notice that A 
c, deﬁned in the previous section, is a subset of Ac, since each
line of support supports ano rthogonal linkf r omap oint in P to L.I tf ollowst h a t
Ap ∪Ac ∪Ar ∪Av ∪A 
r partitions the dual space such that each cell corresponds
to all segments in the primal space which havet h es a m ef u nctional expression
fort h eobjectivef u nction, i.e. C(L)=
 l
i=1 S(Li)+S(L). The partition can be
computed in O(lnlog(lh)+k) time and O(lh+k) space,w here k ist h enumber
cells,w hich is O(l2n2)i nw o rst case, usingt h ea lgorithm in [4].
Lemma 5. An optimal solution for P2 can be found on the non-vertical bound-
ary of the partition Ap ∪ Ac ∪ Ar ∪ Av ∪ A 
r.
Proof. Similar toL emma 3. 
Lemma 6. P2 can be divided into O(l2n2) subproblems, where the domain for
each subproblem is a piece of non-vertical boundary of the partition Ap ∪ Ac ∪
Ar ∪ Av ∪ A 
r, i.e. an arc or a segment on Ap, Ac,o rAv.
Proof. Similar toL emma 4. 
Next,w ed e r ivet h eoverall expression for C(L). Ift h ed omain of the subprob-
lem is on Ap or Av,i . e. L passes through a point si ∈ P oravertexi nR,w eh a ve:
C(L)=
l  
i=1
S(Li)+S(L)
=
 
1+m2(
M  
j=1
−cj
mjm +1
+
l  
i=1
aim − bi
m2 +1
+
C
m
)
+
 
1+m2(
k−2  
j=2
c 
j
m − m 
j
+
D m + E 
1+m2 + C )
=
 
1+m2(
M  
j=1
(
c  
j
mjm +1
+
c 
j
m − mj
)+
D  m + E  
1+m2 +
C
m
+ C ),
where mj,c j,c  
j, c  
j, C, C , D  , and E   are constants.
Ift h ed omain of the subproblem is on Ac,i . e. L intersects with ano rthogonal
link oraline of support on an edge,w eh a ve:
C(L)=
l  
i=1
S(Li)+S(L)
=
 
1+m2(
M  
j=1
−cj
mjm +1
+
l  
i=1
aim − bi
m2 +1
+
C
m
)
+
 
1+m2(
k−2  
j=2
c 
jm + d 
j
(m − m 
j)(1 + mem)
+
C m2 + D m + E 
(1 + m2)(1 + mem)
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=
 
1+m2(
M  
j=1
(
c  
j
mjm +1
+
c 
jm + d 
j
(m − mj)(1 + mem)
)
+
C  m2 + D  m + E  
(1 + m2)(1 + mem)
+
C
m
+ C
   ),
where mj,m e,c j,c  
j, and c  
j are constants.
Once the objectivef u nctionsa r ed e r ived fora ll subproblems, the optimal
solution can be approximated within an  -factorb y applying the prune-and-
search algorithm described in the next section.
4 A Prune-and-Search Approximation Algorithm
Wep r e s e ntap r u ne-and-search approximation algorithm combined with the sub-
division approach.T he generalo utline isa sf ollows:
(1) Find upper and lower bounds for each subproblem of interest.
(2) Calculate Umin,w hich ist h em inimum of upper bounds ofa ll subproblems
in the queue.
(3) For each subproblem,i f its lower bound isg r e a t e rt h a n Umin then prune it.
(4)M aintain ap r iority queue ofa c t ive subproblems based on their lower bounds.
(5) Get the ﬁrst candidate Ii from the priority queue andﬁ ndac oarse approxi-
mation by placing Steiner points ands a m p ling.
(6) A solution L is accepted if S(L) ≤ (1 +  )Smin
i ,w here   isap a r a m e t e r
deﬁningt h eq u a lityo f the approximation and Smin
i ist h elower bound of Ii.
(7)I f no acceptables olution has been found,w ef u r t h e rd ivide Ii into smaller
subproblems.
(8)F i n d the upper bounda nd lower bound ofa ll new subproblems anda d dt h e m
back to the priority queue. Go to step (3).
Next,w eg ivem ore details of the prune-and-search algorithm forp r oblem P1
(as imilar analysisc a n be donef or P2). Given a subproblem Ii, all lines e g m e nts
in the feasibled omain Di intersect with the same set ofr e g ions of R.L et the
set ofr e g ions intersected by segments in Di be {Ri1,R i2,...,R ik}.W ec a n set
the lower bound of Ii, Smin
i , as
 k
q=1 wiq ∗ minL∈Di(L ∩ Riq). The value of
minL∈Di(L ∩ Riq) can be computed in O(1) time.T he upper bound of Ii could
be any sample value oft h eobjectivef u nction in the given domain.
Lemma 7. The prune process is safe.
Proof. Consider a subproblem Ii.I ft h elower bound Smin
i ≥ Umin then the
subproblem that produces Umin can giveu sas olution at least as gooda st h e
best possibles olution given by Ii.H ence, there is no need to consider Ii in future
steps. 
5 Conclusions
In thisp a p e r ,w ed iscussed two versions oft h elines e g m e ntf a c ilityl o cation
problem in weighted regions.F o r the ﬁrst version (P1), we wantt o minimize the112 Y.K. Cheung and O. Daescu
weighted length of L,w hilee a c hp oint in as e tofp oints P isa b let o connect
to L viaa no rthogonal link.F o rt h es e c ond version (P2), we wantt o minimize
the sum of weighted lengths of L andt h eorthogonal links fromp oints in P to
L. Each version of the problem can be solved in similar fashion. Wep a r t ition
the problem in the dual space such that the optimal solution is located on the
boundaryo f the partition. Wes h ow that P1 can be reduced to O(h2n2)1 - v ariable
subproblems,w hile P2 can be reduced to O(l2n2)1 - v ariable subproblems,w here
h ist h enumber of vertices oft h ec onvex hull of P, l ist h enumber ofp oints
in P, and n ist h enumber of vertices in the weighted subdivision. Approximate
solutionsf or P1 and P2 can be foundb y applyingap r u ne-and-search algorithm.
Wec onclude by mentioningt h ef ollowing open problems.
– Is itp ossiblet oo btain ac ombinatorial solution for P1, P2,o r the problem
ofm inimizingt h es u mof orthogonal links?
– Other interesting versionsa r ewhen L reduces to ap oint or whenw ed on o t
require the connecting links to be orthogonal to L.
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Abstract. In the Flow Edge-Monitor Problem, we are given an undi-
rected graph G =( V,E), an integer k>0 and some unknown circulation
ψ on G. We want to ﬁnd a set of k edges in G,s ot h a ti fw ep l a c ek mon-
itors on those edges to measure the ﬂow along them, the total number of
edges for which the ﬂow can be uniquely determined is maximized. In this
paper, we ﬁrst show that the Flow Edge-Monitor Problem is NP-hard,
and then we give two approximation algorithms: a 3-approximation algo-
rithm with running time O((m + n)
2) and a 2-approximation algorithm
with running time O((m + n)
3), where n = |V | and m = |E|.
1 Introduction
Wes t u d y the Flow Edge-Monitor Problem (FlowMntrs, fors h ort), where the
objective ist o ﬁnd k edges in an undirected graph G =( V,E)w i th an unknown
circulation ψ, so that if wep lace k ﬂow monitors on these edges to measure
the ﬂow alongt h e m ,w e will maximize the totaln umber ofe d g e sf or which
the value andd irection of ψ isu niquely determined by the ﬂow conservation
property. Intuitively, the objective ist o maximize the number ofb r idge edges in
the subgraph induced by edges notc overed by monitors.( F o ram ore rigorous
deﬁnition of the problem, see Section 2.)
Consider, fore xample, the graph andt h em onitors shown in Figure 1. In this
example weh a ve k = 4m onitors represented by rectangles attached to edges,
with measured ﬂow values andd irectionss h own inside.T hus weh a ve ψ(2,3) = 4,
ψ(3,8)=2, ψ(6,4)=7a nd ψ(1,2)=1 .F romt h eﬂow conservation property,
wec a n then determinet h a tψ(3,5) = 2, ψ(8,6) = 2, ψ(7,5) = 3 and ψ(5,6) = 5.
Thus with 4 monitors wec a n determine ﬂow values on 8e d g e s .
Our results. Weﬁ r s ts h ow that the FlowMntrs problem is NP-hard.N ext,
wes t u d y polynomial-time approximation algorithms.W e introduce an algo-
rithm called σ-Greedy that,i neach step, places up to σ monitors in such
  Research supported in parts by grant (HKU 7113/07E).
   Research supported by NSF Grant CCF-0729071.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 114–128, 2009.
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Fig.1. A graph with 4 monitors
a way that the number ofe d g e swith known ﬂow ism a ximized.W et h e n prove
that 1-Greedy isa3-approximation algorithm andt h a t2-Greedy isa2 -
approximation algorithm.T he runningt imes oft h e s et wo algorithms are
O((m + n)2) and O((m + n)3), respectively, where n = |V | and m = |E|.I n
both cases,o ur analysis ist ight.I nfact,o ur approximation results are stronger,
as they apply to the weighted case,w here the input graph has weights on edges,
andt h eobjective ist o maximize the totalw eight oft h ee d g e swith known ﬂow.
Related work. A closely related problem was studied by Gu and Jia [4]w ho con-
sidered a traﬃc ﬂow network with directed edges.T heyo bserved that m−n+1
monitors are necessary to determinet h eﬂow on all edges ofas t r ongly connected
graph, andt h a tt h isb oundc a n be achieved by placing ﬂow monitors on edges
in the complement ofas p a nningt r e e .( T he same bounda p p lies to connected
undirected graphs.) Khuller et al. [5] studied ano ptimization problem where
pressure meters may be placed on nodes ofaﬂow network.A nedge whose both
endpoints have a pressure meter will havet h eﬂow determined using the pressure
diﬀerence, and other edges may havet h eﬂow determined via ﬂow conservation
property. The goali st o compute the minimum number of meters needed to de-
terminet h eﬂow on every edge in the network.T hey showed that thisp r oblem is
NP-hard and MAX-SNP-hard, andt h a talocal-search based algorithm achieves
2-approximation. Forp lanar graphs, they haveap olynomial-time approximation
scheme.T he modeli n[ 5 ]diﬀers from ours in that ita s s u m e st h a tt h eﬂow satis-
ﬁes Kirchhoﬀ’s currenta nd voltage laws,w hile we only assume the current law
(that is, the ﬂow preservation property). Thisd istinction isr e ﬂected in diﬀerent
choices of “meters”: vertex meters in [5] ande d g em onitors in our paper. Recall
that, as explained above, minimizingt h enumber of edge monitors needed to
determinet h eﬂow on all edges ist r ivial, providingaf u r t h e rjustiﬁcation for our
choice oft h eobjectivef u nction.
The FlowMntrs problem isa lso related to the classical k-cut andm u lti-way
cut problems [6,8,1], where the goali st o ﬁndam inimum-weight set ofe d g e st h a t
partitions the graph into k connected components. Onec a nv i ewo ur monitor
problem as askingt o maximize the number ofc onnected components obtained
fromr e m ovingt h em onitore d g e sa ndt h er e s u ltingb r idge edges.116 F. Chin, M. Chrobak, and L. Yan
2 Preliminaries
We now givef ormal deﬁnitions.L et G =( V,E) be an undirected graph.W ea s -
sume that G iss imple, that is,i td oes noth a vem u ltiplee d g e sor loops, although
our algorithms work form u lti-graphs with loops as well. Throughout the paper,
weu s en = |V | to denote the number of vertices in G and m = |E| to be the
number ofe d g e s .W e will typically use letters u,v,x,y,..., possibly with indices,
to denote vertices, and a,b,e,f,... to denote edges.I fa n edge e has endpoints
x,y,w e write e = {x,y}.
A circulation on G isaf u nction ψ that assignsaﬂow value andad irection
to any edge in E.( W eu s et h et e r m s“circulation” and “ﬂow” interchangeably,
slightly abusingt h et e r m inology.) Denotingb y ψ(u,v) the ﬂow on e = {u,v}
from u to v,w er e q u ire that ψ satisﬁes the followingt wo conditions (i) ψ isa nti-
symmetric, that is ψ(u,v)=−ψ(v,u) fore a c he d g e{u,v}, and (ii) ψ satisﬁes
the ﬂow conservation property, that is
 
{u,v}∈E ψ(u,v)=0fore a c hvertex v.
A bridge in G isa n edge whose removali n creases the number ofc onnected
components of G.L et Br(G) be the set ofb r idges in G.T he ﬂow value on any
bridge of G must be 0, so, without loss ofg e nerality, throughout the paper we
will be assuming that the input graph does noth a vea ny bridges.I no ther words,
each connected component of G is2 -edge-connected.( Recall that, fora ni n teger
c ≥ 1, ag r a p hH isc a lled c-edge-connected,i f H isc onnected and itr e m a ins
connected after removinga ny c − 1 edges from H.)
Suppose that some circulation ψ isg iven fora ll edges in some set M ⊆ E,
and notf or other edges.W eh a vet h ef ollowing observation:
Observation 1. For {u,v}∈E−M, ψ(u,v) is uniquely determined if and only
if {u,v}∈Br(G − M).
Wec a nn o wdeﬁnet h egain of M to be gain(G,M)=|M ∪ Br(G − M)|, that
is, the totaln umber ofe d g e sf or which the ﬂow can be determined if wep lace
monitors on the edges in M.W e will refer to the edges in M as monitor edges,
while the bridge edges in Br(G−M) will be called extra edges.I f G isu nderstood
fromc ontext,w e will write simply gain(M)i n stead of gain(G,M).
The Flow Edge-Monitor Problem (FlowMntrs) cann o wbe deﬁned formally
as follows: given ag r a p hG =( V,E) anda ni n teger k>0, ﬁndas e tM ⊆ E
with |M|≤k that maximizes gain(G,M).
The weighted case. Wec onsider the extension of FlowMntrs tow eighted
graphs,w here each edge e has a non-negative weight w(e) assigned toi t, and
the task ist o maximize the weighted gain.M o re precisely, if M are the monitor
edges, then the formulaf ort h e(weighted) gain is gain(M)=
 
e∈M∪B w(e), for
B = Br(G − M). We will denote thisp r oblem by WFlowMntrs.
Throughout the paper,w ed e note by M∗ some arbitrary, but ﬁxed,o ptimal
monitore d g es e t .L et B∗ = Br(G−M∗) be the set ofe xtra edges corresponding
to M∗.T hen the optimal gain is gain∗(G,k)=w(M∗ ∪ B∗).
We now claimt h a tin the weighted case wec a n restrict our attention to
graphs whose all connected components are 3-edge-connected.M o re speciﬁcally,Algorithms for Placing Monitors in a Flow Network 117
wes h ow that any weighted 2-edge-connected graph G =( V,E) can be converted
in linear time into a 3-edge-connected weighted graph G  =( V  ,E ) such that:
(i) gain∗(G,k)=gain∗(G ,k), and
(ii) If M  ⊆ E  isas e tof k monitore d g e sin G , then in linear time onec a n
ﬁndas e tM ⊆ E of k monitore d g e sin G with gain(G,M)=gain(G ,M ).
We now show the construction of G .A2-cut isap a ir ofe d g e s{e,e } whose
removal disconnects G.W rite e   e  if {e,e } isa2 -cut.I t isk nown, andq u ite
easy to show, that relation “ ”i sa n equivalence relation on E.T he equivalence
classes of   are called edge groups.
Suppose that G has an edge group F with |F| = q, for q ≥ 2, and let H1,...,H q
be the connected components of G − F.T hen F = {e1,...,e q},w here, fore a c h
i, ei = {ui,v i}, ui ∈ Hi and vi ∈ Hi+1 (for i = q we assume q +1≡ 1). For
i =1 ,...,q− 1, contract edge ei so that vertices ui and vi become one vertex,
andt h e n assign to edge eq = {uq,v q} weight
 q
i=1 w(ei). We will refer to eq as
the deputy edge for F.F i gure 2 illustrates the construction.
H1
H3
H6
H2
17
H1 H3
H6
H2
1
3
5
5 2
1
Fig.2. Contracting edge groups
Let G  =( V  ,E ) be the resulting weighted graph.B ythe construction, G  is
3-edge-connected.A l ledge groups can be computed in linear time (see,[ 7], for
example), so the wholet r a nsformation can be done in linear time as well.
Itr e m a inst o show that G  satisﬁes conditions (i) and (ii). If M isa ny monitor
set, and if M has two orm ore monitors in t h es a m ee d g eg r oup,w ec a n remove
one oft h e s em onitors without decreasingt h eg a in of M.F urther, fora ny monitor
edge e of M,w ec a n replace e by the deputy edge of the edge group containing
e,w i thout changingt h eg a in. This implies that,w i thout loss ofg e nerality, we
can assume that the optimal monitors e tM∗ in G consists only of deputy edges.
These edges remain in G  andt h eg a in of M∗ in G  will be exactly the same as
its gain in G.T hiss h owst h e“≥”i n equalityi n( i ) .T he “≤”i n equality follows
fromt h ef a c tt h a ta ny monitors e tin G  consists only of deputy edges from G.
The same argument implies (ii) as well.
The kernel graph. Consider a graph G =( V,E) andam onitore d g es e tM,
and let B = Br(G−M). The kernel graph associated with G and M isd e ﬁ ned as118 F. Chin, M. Chrobak, and L. Yan
a weighted graph GM =( VM,E M), where VM ist h es e tofc onnected components
of G − M − B, and EM is determined as follows:F o ra ny edge {u,v}∈M ∪ B,
where u,v ∈ V ,l et x and y be the connected components of G − M − B that
contain, respectively u and v.T henw ea d de d g e{x,y} to EM.T he weights
are preserved, that is w({x,y})=w({u,v}). We will say that thise d g e{x,y}
represents {u,v} or corresponds to {u,v}.I nfact,w e will ofteni dentify {u,v}
with {x,y}, treating them as the same object.N o te that GM isam u ltigraph,
as itm a y havem u ltiplee d g e sa nd loops (even though G isas impleg r a p h ).
Figure 3 showst h ek e r nel graph correspondingt o the graph andt h em onitor
set in the examplef r om Figure 1( all edge weights are 1):
1,2,4,7 5
6
3
8
Fig.3. The kernel graph for the example in Figure 1. The loop in vertex {1,2,4,7}
represents edge {2,1}.
Note that weh a ve |EM|≤k + |VM|−cc(GM), where cc(H) denotes the
number ofc onnected components of a graph H.T hisc a n be derived directly
from the deﬁnitions:T he edges in GM that represente xtra edges are the bridges
in GM andt h e r e f ore they form a forest in GM.T his implies that the number of
extra edges isa tm ost |VM|−cc(GM), andt h einequality follows.
In the paper,w e will use the concept ofk e r nel graphs only with respect to
some optimal monitors e t .L et M∗ be some arbitrary, but ﬁxed,o ptimal monitor
edge set.T osimplifyn o tation, we will write G∗ =( V ∗,E∗) fort h ek e r nel graph
associated with M∗, that is G∗ = GM∗, V ∗ = VM∗ and E∗ = EM∗.I nthis
notation, weh a ve gain∗(G,k)=w(E∗). In the analysis of our algorithms,w e
will be comparingt h eweights ofe d g e sc ollected by the algorithm against the
edges in the kernel graph G∗.
3 Proof of NP-hardness of FlowMntrs
Wes h ow that the FlowMntrs is NP-hard (eveni nthe unweighted case), viaa
reduction fromt h eClique problem.W es t a r twith a simple lemma whose proof
is omitted.( I nthe lemma,w e assume that
 1
2
 
=1 ( 1− 0)/2 =0 . )
Lemma 1. Let a1,a 2,...,a s be s positive integers such that
 s
i=1 ai = n,f o ra
ﬁxed integer n.T h e n
 s
i=1
 ai
2
 
is maximized if and only if aj = n − s +1for
some j and ai =1for all i  = j.Algorithms for Placing Monitors in a Flow Network 119
Theorem 2. FlowMntrs is NP-hard.
Proof. In the Clique problem, given an undirected graph G =( V,E) anda n
integer q>0, we wish to determine if G has a clique ofs ize at least q. Clique
is well-known to be NP-complete (see [2]). Wes h ow how to reduce Clique,
in polynomial-time, to DecFlowMntrs, the decision version of FlowMntrs,
deﬁned as follows: Given ag r a p hG =( V,E) andt wo integers, k,l > 0, ist h e r e
as e tM of k edges in G for which |Br(G − M)|≥l?
The reduction iss imple.S uppose weh a vea ni n stance G =( V,E),qof Clique.
Wec a n assume that G isc onnected and q ≥ 3. Let n = |V | and m = |E|.W em a p
this instance into ani n stance G,k,l of DecFlowMntrs,w here k = m−
 q
2
 
−l
and l = n − q.T hisc learly takes polynomial time.T hus, to complete the proof,
it iss u ﬃ c ientt o provet h ef ollowingc laim:
(∗) G has a clique ofs ize q iﬀ G has a set M of k edges for which |Br(G−M)|≥l.
We now prove (∗). The main idea ist h a t , by the choice of parameters k and l,
the monitors ande xtra edges in the solution oft h einstance of DecFlowMntrs
must be exactly the edges outside the size-q clique of G.
(⇒)S uppose that G has a clique C ofs ize q.L et G  be the graph obtained by
contracting C into as ingle vertex and let T be a spanningt r e eof G .W et h e n
take M to be the set ofe d g e sof G  outside T.T hus the edges in T will be the
bridges of G−M.S i n ce G  has n−q +1vertices, T has l = n−q edges, and M
has m −
 q
2
 
− l = k edges.
(⇐)S uppose there isas e tM of k monitore d g e st h a tyields a set B of l 
extra edges,w here l ≤ l  ≤ n − 1. Wes h ow that G has a clique ofs ize q.
Let s be the number ofc onnected components of G −M − B, andd e note by
a1,a 2,...,a s the cardinalities oft h e s ec omponents (numbers of vertices). Since
|B| = l ,w eh a ve s ≥ l  +1 .A l so,
 s
i=1 ai = n and
 s
i=1
 ai
2
 
+ k + l  ≥ m.
Therefore, using Lemma 1, andt h ec h oice of k and l,w eh a ve
 
n − l 
2
 
+ l  ≥
 
n − s +1
2
 
+ l  ≥
s  
i=1
 
ai
2
 
+ l  ≥ m − k =
 
n − l
2
 
+ l.
By routinec a lculus, the function f(x)=1
2(n − x)(n − x − 1) + x is decreasing
in interval[ 0 ,n− 1], andt h e r e f ore the aboved e r ivation implies that l  ≤ l, so
wec a n conclude that l  = l.T his,i nturn, implies that all inequalities in this
derivation are in fact equalities.S i n ce the ﬁrst inequalityi sa n equality, weh a ve
s−1=l  = l = n−q.T hen, since the second inequalityi sa n equality, Lemma 1
implies that aj = q fors ome j and ai =1fora ll i  = j.F i n ally, the last inequality
can be an equalityo n l yi fa ll the connected components are cliques.I nparticular,
we obtain that the jth component isac lique ofs ize q.
4 Algorithm σ-Greedy
Fix some integer constant σ ≥ 1. Let G =( V,E) be the input graph with weights
on edges.F o rs implicity, we will assume that G isc onnected.( Afull argument120 F. Chin, M. Chrobak, and L. Yan
will appear in the ﬁnalv ersion.) Ase xplained in Section 2,w ec a n then also
assume that G is 3-edge-connected.
Algorithm σ-Greedy that wes t u d yi nthis section works in  k/σ  steps and
returnsas e tof k monitore d g e s .I neach step,i ta s s igns σ monitors to as e tP of σ
remaininge d g e st h a tm a ximizes the gain in thiss t e p , that is, the totalw eight of
the monitore d g e sa ndt h er e s u ltingb r idges.Amore rigorous description isg iven
in Figure 4,w hich also deals with special cases when the number ofm onitors or
edges left is less than σ.
Algorithm σ-Greedy
G0 =( V,E0)←G =( V,E)
M0 ←∅
X0 ←∅
for t ←1,2,..., k/σ 
if Et−1 = ∅
then return M = Mt−1 and halt
σ
  ←σ
if t =  k/σ  +1
then σ
  = k mod σ
if |Et−1|≤σ
 
then P ←Et−1
else
ﬁnd P ⊆ Et−1 with |P| = σ
 
that maximizes w(P ∪ Br(Gt−1 − P))
Yt ←P ∪ Br(Gt−1 − P)
Xt ←Xt−1 ∪ Yt
Et ←Et−1 − Yt
Gt ←(V,Et)
Mt ←Mt−1 ∪ P
return M = M k/σ 
Fig.4. Pseudo-code for Algorithm σ-Greedy. Yt represents the edges collected by the
algorithm in step t,w i t hP ⊆ Yt being the set of monitor edges and Yt − P the set of
extra edges. Mt represents all monitor edges collected up to step t and Xt represents
all edges collected up to step t.
Note that each step oft h ea lgorithm runs in time O(mσ(n+m)), by tryinga ll
possiblec ombinations of σ edges in the remainingg r a p hGt−1 to ﬁnd P.H ence,
fore a c hﬁ xed σ,A l gorithm σ-Greedy runs in polynomial time.
4.1 Analysis of 1-Greedy
For σ =1 ,A l gorithm 1-Greedy is:A te a c hs t e p , choose an edge whose removal
creates a maximum number ofb r idges, andp lace a monitor on thise d g e .T hen
removet h ise d g ea ndt h er e s u ltingb r idges.W es h ow that thisa lgorithm has
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Analysis. Fors implicity, assume that the input graph G isc onnected.A se x-
plained in previous sections,w ec a n assume that G is in fact 3-edge-connected.
Fix the value of k, ands ome optimal solution M∗, and let G∗ =( V ∗,E∗)
be the correspondingk e r nel graph.T oavoidc luttered notation, we will identify
each edge in E∗ with its correspondinge d g ein E, thus thinking of E∗ as a subset
of E.F o re xample,w henw es a y that the algorithm collected some e ∈ E∗,w e
mean that itc ollected the edge in E represented by e.
Recall that gain∗(G,k)=w(E∗), where w(E∗)i st h es u mof weights oft h e
edges in E∗.T hus we need to show that our algorithm’sg a in isa tleast 1
3w(E∗).
Intuitively, since G is 3-edge-connected, each vertexi nG∗ has degree at least
3, so |E∗|≥3
2|V ∗|.T hus k = |E∗|−| V ∗| +1> 1
3|E∗|. 1-Greedy collects at
least k edges.S i n ce 1-Greedy maximizes the gain at each step,i ts total gain
will be at least the totalw eight oft h e1
3|E∗| heaviest edges in E∗.( T hisd oes
notm e a n, however, that 1-Greedy will collect the 1
3|E∗| heaviest edges.)
We now giveam ore rigorous argument.T he proof isb y amortized analysis.
We will analyze consecutives t e p soft h ea lgorithm,w hilem a intainingad ynamic
set Lt ofe d g e s .I n i tially, wes e tL0 = E∗.A st h ea lgorithm collects edges in each
step t,w e will also removee d g e sf r om Lt−1, so that Lt ⊆ Lt−1 for t ≥ 1. In
addition, thiss e tLt will satisfy the followingc onditionsf ore a c hs t e pt =1 ,2,...:
(L1.1) Lt ∩ Xt = ∅; that is, all edges in Lt are availablet o the algorithm after
step t;
(L1.2) w(Yt) ≥ 1
3w(Lt−1 − Lt); that is,o ur gain at each step isa tleast one
third oft h et otalw eight ofa ll the edges removed from Lt−1; and
(L1.3) |Lt−1|−| Lt|≥min{3,|Lt−1|}.
Wec laim that the conditionsa b ove imply that 1-Greedy’s approximation
ratio is 3. Since k ≥ 1
3|E∗|, from (L1.3) anda m ortization, weh a ve Lk = ∅.T hen,
again by amortization, (L1.2)i mplies that w(Xk) ≥ 1
3w(E∗), as claimed.
Itt h u sr e m a inst o show how to update Lt to maintain (L1.1), (L1.2) and
(L1.3). Suppose that these conditionsh oldu pt o step t − 1. Let γ = |Yt ∩
Lt−1| be the number ofe d g e sc ollected in step t that are in Lt−1.W eﬁ r s ts e t
Lt ←Lt−1 −Yt.N ext,i f γ<3, wef u r t h e rr e m ovea r b itrary3−γ edges from Lt
(If its o happenst h a tLt has fewer than3− γ edged, thenw er e m ovea ll edges
from Lt.) Since weh a ver e m oved all Yt from Lt−1,( L 1 . 1 )i sp r e s e r ved.M o reover,
since wee ither removea tleast 3 edges or Lt = ∅,( L 1 . 3 )i sp r e s e r ved as well.
Finally, by the algorithm and (L1.1), w(Yt)i sa tleast as large as the weight of
each oft h e3 − γ additional edges removed from Lt−1,w hich implies (L1.2).
Summarizing the argumenta b ove,w e obtain:
Theorem 3. Algorithm 1-Greedy is a polynomial-time 3-approximation algo-
rithm for the WFlowMntrs problem.
With a somewhat more careful analysis,o n ec a n show that the approximation ra-
tio of 1-Greedy isa c t u a lly 3(1−1/k), which matches our lower bounde xample
below. Also, we remark that the proofa b ove is perhaps unnecessarily technical,122 F. Chin, M. Chrobak, and L. Yan
but we introduce ith e r eon purpose, as a steppings t onet o am u c hm ore involved
analysis of Algorithm 2-Greedy in the next section.
A tight-bound example. We now presenta n examples h owingt h a tour anal-
ysis of 1-Greedy ist ight. Graph G consists of onec onnected component with
2k − 2 vertices,i nw hich each vertex has degree 3 ande a c he d g eh a sweight
1, andt h eother connected componentt h a th a sonly two vertices connected by
k + 2 edges each of weight 1+ .F i g.5showst h ec onstruction for k =5 .
1+
1+
1+
1+
1+
1+
1+
1
1
1 1
1
1
1 1
1
1 1 1
Fig.5. Lower bound example for 1-Greedy,w i t hk =5
1-Greedy will be collectinge d g e sf r omt h e2 -vertex component on the left,
endingu pwith k edges andt otal gain (1 + )k.T he optimum solution ist o put
k monitors in the cubicc omponent on the right, thus gaininga ll 3k − 3 edges
fromt h isc omponent.F o r   → 0, the approximation ratio tends to3 ( 1− 1/k).
4.2 Analysis of 2-Greedy
Let G =( V,E) be the input graph with weight on edges.A s in the previous sec-
tion we will assume that G is 3-edge-connected.F or σ = 2,A l gorithm 2-Greedy,
at each step, collects two edges whose totalw eight combined with the weight of
all resultingb r idges,i sm a ximized amonga ll possiblec h oices oft wo edges.T i es
are broken arbitrarily. Wep lace monitors on these two edges, andt h e n remove
them from G, as well as the resultingb r idges.T he exceptional situations,w hen
k is odd,o r wer u no ut ofe d g e s , etc., are handled as in Figure 4.
Analysis. Wec a n assume that the algorithm never runs out ofe d g e s(that is,
Et−1  = ∅ fore a c hs t e pt), for otherwise itc omputes the optimum solution. For
simplicity, we will assume that k ise ven. If k is odd, the proofb e low can be
shown tow o rk by taking into accountt h eg a in oft h ea lgorithm in the last step
wheni th a sonly onem onitor.W ea lso ﬁx some optimal solution M∗, and let
G∗ =( V ∗,E∗) be the correspondingk e r nel graph. Recall that gain∗(G,k)=
w(E∗); thus we need to show that our algorithm’sg a in isa tleast 1
2w(E∗).
Before wed e lve into formal proof,w eg iveah igh level description of our
approach.W es t a r twith a set L which containst wo copies ofe very edge in
E∗, so that w(L)=2w(E∗)=2gain∗(G,k). It thus suﬃces to show that the
algorithm’sg a in in k/2s t e p sisa tleast w(L)/4.I nthe analysis of ones t e pwe
removes ome copies ofe d g e sf r om L,w hileg u a r a nteeing that theirt otalw eight
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steps L becomes empty. Hence the algorithm must havec ollected a set ofe d g e s
with totalw eight at least w(L)/4, as needed.B elow weg ivet h ec omplete proof.
As in the previous section, the proof isb y amortized analysis.I f e = {x,y} is
an edge, then by ex and ey we will denote two copies of e, and we will call them
arcs.W ea lso say that arcs ex and ey are associated with e. Onec a n think oft h e s e
arcs as directed edges,w i th ex =( x,y) directed from x to y, and ey directed in
the opposite direction. Each arc ex has weight w(ex)=w(e). In our analysis,
wem a intain ad ynamics e tLt ofa r c s , fore a c hs t e pt, that will satisfyi n v ariants
similar to those in the previous section. Initially, L0 containst wo copies ofe a c h
edge, that is L0 = {ex,e y :e = {x,y}∈E∗}.N o te that |L0| = 2|E∗| and w(L0)=
2w(E∗). As wea nalyze each step t oft h ea lgorithm,w e will be removings ome
arcs from Lt−1, so that we will have Lt ⊆ Lt−1 fore a c ht =1 ,2,...,k/2. Lt will
notc ontain any arcs associated with edges already collected by the algorithm in
the ﬁrst t steps.F o ra n edge in E∗, Lt may contain both its associated arcs,o n e
oft h et wo arcs,o r neither oft h e m .
Let x be a vertexo fd e g r e e -3 in G∗ and e, f and g be the three edges incident
to x.W e will say that x isatripod at step t if none ofe d g e se, f, g haveb e e n
collected by 2-Greedy when step t−1 completes.A rcs ex, fx, gx are then called
tripod arcs or arcs of x.W es a y that x isabipod at step t ife xactly one oft h e s e
edges has been collected by 2-Greedy.( N o te that the case when exactly two of
these edges was collected is notp ossibles ince any two collected by the algorithm
implies the algorithm also gets the third one.) If, say, g ist h eonee d g ec ollected
by 2-Greedy, then ex and fx are called bipod arcs or arcs of x.
Let x be a tripoda ts t e pt.I f A ⊆ L0 isas e tofa r c s ,w es a y that x is in A
if its three arcs ex,fx,gx are in A.S i milarly, if x isab ipoda tt ime t,w es a y
that x is in A ifb oth its arcs ex,fx are in A.L et ξ(A) be the totaln umber of
tripods andb ipods in A.I t will be convenientt o haves ome name fora r c sin A
that are neither tripoda r c snorb ipoda r c s .W e refer to such arcs as loose arcs
in A.N o te that fora n edge e = {x,y}, arc ex ∈ A couldb ealoose arc whilet h e
opposite arc ey isat r ipoda r corab ipoda r c .
1
2
4
5
6
3
7
a b
c
d
e
f
i
j
h
g p
q
Fig.6. Example of a graph G
∗
Consider, fore xample, the graph G∗ in Figure 6, where all weights are 1.
Fort h isg r a p h ,w e wouldh a ve L0 =
 
a2,a 4,b 2,b 3,c 3,c 6,...,p 1,p 2,q1,q4 
.T he
tripods of L0 are vertices 1, 3, 5 and 6, so ξ(L0)=4.B ydeﬁnition ofb ipod,
the initial set L0 does notc ontain any bipods.A l larcs in L0 that don o tb e long
to at r ipoda r eloose arcs, fore xample q4, a4, j7, etc.I ft h ea lgorithm picks124 F. Chin, M. Chrobak, and L. Yan
edges b, d in step 1, c will become a bridge, so the gain is 3. In the analysis, all
arcs associated with these edges will be removed from L0.A ssumingt h a tin the
analysis we will notr e m ovea ny arcs associated with edges f, e and i, L1 will
contain two bipods,5and 6.
In our analysis,w e will assume for now that |L0|−ξ(L0)i se ven; later we will
explain how to modify the prooft o cover the case when thisq u a ntityi s odd.
Asm e ntioned earlier, the overall idea of the proof ist o construct a decremental
sequence L0 ⊇ L1 ⊇ L2 ⊇ ... that satisﬁes appropriate conditions, from which we
can deriveab ound on the gain of 2-Greedy.I nfact,w e will actually construct
the sets Δt ⊆ Lt−1 ofa r c st o be removed at each step, so that Lt = Lt−1 − Δt.
Wec laimt h a tf ora ny given step t,1≤ t ≤ k/2. there exists a set ofa r c s
Δt ⊆ Lt−1 that satisﬁes the followingc onditions:
(D2.1) If ex ∈ Lt−1 and e ∈ Yt then ex ∈ Δt.
(D2.2.) w(Yt) ≥ 1
4w(Δt).
(D2.3) Either (a) |Δt|−ξ(Δt) ≥ 8a nd |Δt|−ξ(Δt)i se ven, or (b) |Δt|−ξ(Δt) <
8a nd Δt ∪ Δt+1 = Lt−1 (in other words,w e will removea ll arcs in thisa nd
nexts t e p ).
(D2.4)F o ra ny bipod x in Lt−1,i f onea r cof x is in Δt, then both oft h e ma r e
in Δt.F o ra ny tripod x in Lt−1,i ft wo oft h ea r c sof x are in Δt, then all
three arcs are in Δt.
Recall that Yt ist h es e tofe d g e sc ollected by the algorithm at step t,i n cluding
the two monitore d g e sa ndt h er e s u ltingb r idges. Condition (D2.1) ensures that
Lt contains only arcs whose associated edges are availablet o the algorithm right
after step t. Condition (D2.2) states that 2-Greedy’sg a in in thiss t e pisa t
least 1
4th oft h et otalw eight ofa r c sr e m oved from Lt−1. Condition (D2.3) says
that wer e m oveas u ﬃ c ient number ofa r c sf r om Lt−1 at step t, guaranteeing
that we will empty Lt at orb e f ore step k/2.T he parity conditi o ni n( D 2.3) and
condition (D2.4) are ofm ore technicaln ature, andt h e irs igniﬁcance will become
apparent in the construction of Δt below.
Before explainingh ow to construct such a set Δt,w eﬁ r s ts h ow that the
existence of Δt implies the 2-approximation of 2-Greedy.A se xplained earlier,
wed e ﬁ ne Lt = Lt−1 − Δt, fora ny t =1 ,2,....D enotingb y ηd the number of
vertices in G∗ ofd e g r e ed,w eh a ve
|L0|−ξ(L0)=
 
d≥3 dηd − η3 = 2η3 +
 
d≥4 dηd ≤ 2
 
d≥3(d − 2)ηd
= 4 · (1
2
 
d≥3 dηd −
 
d≥3 ηd)=4(|E∗|−| V ∗|) ≤ 4k − 4. (1)
From invariant (D2.3), by amortization over all steps,w eh a ve |Lk/2|−ξ(Lk/2) ≤
max{0, |L0|−ξ(L0) − 4k}≤0. On the other hand, fora ll t,w henever Lt  = ∅,
weh a ve |Lt| >ξ (Lt). Wet h u sc onclude that Lk/2 = ∅.T his, together with
condition (D2.2) anda m ortization, implies that w(Xk/2) ≥ 1
4w(L0)=1
2w(E∗)=
1
2gain∗(G,k). Here Xt =
 t
j=1 Yt,t =1 ,2,...,k/2 ist h es e tofe d g e sc ollected
by the algorithm up to and include step t.T hus 2-Greedy approximates the
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To complete the analysis,i tr e m a inst o show how to construct a set Δt that
satisﬁes conditions (D2.1) to( D 2.4). Suppose weh a vea lready constructed sets
Δs, for s =1 ,2,...,t− 1. Given the deﬁnition of L0, the assumption that |L0|−
ξ(L0)i se ven, as well as conditions (D2.1), (D2.3) together imply that Lt−1
satisﬁes the followingt h r e ec onditions:
(L2.1) If ex ∈ Lt−1 then e/ ∈ Xt−1.
(L2.2) |Lt−1|−ξ(Lt−1)i se ven.
Wes t a r twith a high leveli dea.W eﬁ r s tinclude in Δt all arcs in Lt−1 as-
sociated with edges in Yt, the set ofe d g e sc ollected at step t.T his will satisfy
condition (D2.1). Note that removinga d d itional arcs fromt h ed ynamics e tL
will not violate (D2.1). The totalw eight oft h e s ea r c swill be at most 2w(Yt),
since every edge isa s s ociated with at most two arcs ande very arc removed is
associated with some edge in Yt.T hus, at least so far, condition (D2.2) holds
as well. To satisfy condition (D2.3), wem a yn eed toi n clude more arcs to Δt.
Thisr e q u ires that we keep a delicate balance between the number ofa d d itional
arcs to be included andt h e irt otalw eight:I f we include too many arcs,w em a y
violate (D2.2) because the totalw eight ofa r c sin Δt ist oo large. On the other
hand,i f we include too few arcs,w em a yn o tb ea b let o satisfy( D 2.3) which
requires |Δt|−ξ(Δt) to be at least 8.
Thus we will have Δt = Δ 
t ∪ Δ  
t ,w here Δ 
t and Δ  
t are the arcs from Lt−1
removed in Stage 1 and Stage 2, respectively. We now describe these two stages.
Stage 1: removing aﬀected arcs. Wes e tΔ 
t to be the set ofa ll arcs ex ∈ Lt−1
such that e ∈ Yt.T hese arcs can be grouped into the followingf our categories:
Case (I):L o o se arcs.A n yl o o se arc ex ∈ Lt−1 associated with e ∈ Yt, contributes
1 to |Δ 
t|−ξ(Δ 
t).
Case (II):T riples oft r ipoda r c s .S uppose that x isat r ipod in Lt−1 and ex, fx,
gx are its arcs.I f e,f,g ∈ Yt, then the arcs of x will contribute 2 to |Δ 
t|−ξ(Δ 
t).
Case (III):S i n glet r ipoda r c s .S uppose that x isat r ipod in Lt−1 and ex, fx, gx
be its arcs.I f e ∈ Yt but f,g / ∈ Yt, then ex contributes 1 to |Δ 
t|−ξ(Δ 
t).
Case (IV):P airs ofb ipoda r c s .S uppose that x isab ipod in Lt−1 and ex, fx are
its arcs.I f e,f ∈ Yt, then the two bipoda r c sof x will together contribute 1 to
|Δ 
t|−ξ(Δ 
t).
Note that the abovef our cases exhaust all possibilities. Clearly (D2.1) holds.
(D2.2)i st r u eb e c a u s ee a c he d g ein Yt isa s s ociated with at most two arcs.( D 2.4)
followsf r omt h ea lgorithm since,i f itc ollects onee d g eofab ipod, theni ta lso
collects the other;i f itc ollects two of three edges ofat r ipod, then the third one
isc ollected as well. So only (D2.3) needs further attention. In Stage 2 wes h a ll
include additional arcs in Δt to satisfy( D 2.3).
Stage 2: removing additional arcs. Now wec h oose a set Δ  
t ⊆ Lt−1 − Δ 
t of
additional arcs that will be removed from Lt−1.L et L  = Lt−1 − Δ 
t, andd e ﬁ ne
δ  =( |Lt−1|−ξ(Lt−1)) − (|L |−ξ(L )) = |Δ 
t|−ξ(Δ 
t). Weh a vet wo cases,
depending on the value of δ .
Case 1: δ  ise ven. If δ  ≥ 8, thenw ea r ed one.N o wconsider subcases δ  = 2,4,6.126 F. Chin, M. Chrobak, and L. Yan
Case 1.1: δ  = 2.I nthiss u b -case, Δ 
t may contain either onet r ipod, two indepen-
dentb ipods,o r oneb ipoda nd one arc that are independent,o rt wo independent
arcs.H ere tripods andb ipods are with respect to Lt−1, arc may be a tripod
arc oraloose arc, and independents imply meanst h e y don o tc ontain two arcs
associated with the same edge.I nevery case weh a ve w(Δ 
t) ≤ w(Yt) due to the
algorithm.N o ww e need to bringd own |L|−ξ(L) further by6 .Recall L ist h e
dynamics e tofa r c st h a twea r em a intaining in the analysis oft h ea lgorithm.I t
ise a s y to see that every tripod in L  = Lt−1 −Δ 
t has weight at most w(Yt) and
each counts 2 toward |L|−ξ(L). So ift h e r ea r ee nough tripods in L , thenw em a y
include 3 tripods in Δ  
t and wea r ed one.I f wer u no ut oft r ipods, thenw em a y
use bipods and loose arcs.A n ytwo independent loose arcs orb ipods havet otal
weight no more than w(Yt) andb r ingd own |L|−ξ(L) by 2. Onep otentiali ssue is
that a bipod(call it new bipod) might resultf r omr e m ovingat r ipoda r cin con-
structing Δ 
t in Stage 1. Since δ  = 2, this new bipodt ogether with the tripoda r c
will havet otalw eight no more than w(Yt) andb r ingd own |L|−ξ(L) by 2,w hile
the other arc orb ipod in Δ 
t together with the other arc orb ipod(couldb eanew
bipodt oo) choseni nstage 2 so far will have weight no more than w(Yt)(Either
they both belongt o the same tripod in Lt−1 ort h e y are they are independent,
as all arcs orb ipods in stage 1 are independent ofb ipods ora r c sin stage 2) and
also bringd own |L|−ξ(L) by 2. Overall we are removinga r c swith totalw eight
at most 2w(Yt) andb r ingd own |L|−ξ(L) by 4, andt h is ist h es a m ea sift h enew
bipod were a bipod in Lt−1.W em a y further lookf ort wo tripods ort wo pairs
of independentb ipods(cannotb enew bipods)o r loose arcs until weh a ve Δ  
t
such that δ   = |Δ  
t |−ξ(Δ  
t )=6and w(Δ  
t ) ≤ 3w(Yt). Ift h ea b ovec ompletes
successfully, thenw eh a ve w(Δt)=w(Δ 
t)+w(Δ  
t ) ≤ w(Yt)+3 w(Yt)=4w(Yt)
and δ = δ  + δ   = 8a sd e s ired.
It isa lso possiblet h a twed on o th a veap a ir of independentb ipods or loose
arcs while δ   iss t ill less than6 .A n dt h ish a p p e nsa f t e rwer e m oved arcs in Δ 
t
and Δ  
t fromt h ed ynamics e tL.W eﬁ r s tnote that thisc a n happeno n l yw hen
|L|−ξ(L) ≤ 3. The reason ist h a t , as longa s|L|−ξ(L) ≥ 4, and L contains
no tripods,w ek now the count ofb ipods andt h ec ount of loose arcs combined
must be at least 4.B ut a bipodc a n depend on at most two bipods or loose arcs,
hence itm u s tb eindependent of one oft h et h r e eb ipods or loose arcs.S oto be
in thiss ituation weh a ve |L|−ξ(L) ≤ 3 and L has no tripods.T he set L contains
either 3i n terlocked bipods forminga3-cycle,o rt wo dependentb ipods or loose
arcs.A n d it is noth a r dt o see that w(L) ≤ 3w(Yt). If weh a ve onem ore step to
go, theni nthe nexts t e pt+1the algorithm gets a gain ofa tleast the weight of
oneb ipod or loose arc that is in L, and wes h a ll have w(Yt+1) ≥ w(L)/4s ince
there are at most 3 bipods or loose arcs, andt h es e tL becomes empty after
those dependentb ipods and arcs are removed. Otherwise wea r ein the last step,
step k/2. Recall inequality( 1 )i sa c t u a lly |L0|−ξ(L0) ≤ 4(k − 1). Given that
weh a vek e p t|L|−ξ(L) down by at least 8 in all previous steps except the last
step,w em u s th a ve |Lk/2−1|−ξ(Lk/2−1) ≤ 4.I tf ollows that after stage 1o f
step k/2,w es h a ll have |L|−ξ(L)n omore than 2.I nthisc a s ewec a n simply
include all the dependentb ipods or loose arcs in Δ  
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more than3 w(Yt) and weh a vee m p t ied the set L,w hilem a intained (D2.2) since
w(Δk/2)=w(Δ 
k/2)+w(Δ  
k/2) ≤ w(Yt)+3 w(Yt) ≤ 4w(Yt) as desired.
Case 1.2: δ  = 4a nd w(Δ 
t) ≤ 2w(Yt). If wec a n ﬁnd2t r ipods in L  = Lt−1−Δ 
t,
thenw ea r ed ones ince each tripodc ontributes 2 to δ   and its weight is no more
than w(Yt). Otherwise wem a y use bipods and loose arcs.B ecause all bipods
anda r c sin L  = Lt−1 −Δ 
t are independent ofb ipods ora r c sin Δ 
t,w ec a n pair
up bipods ora r c sin Δ 
t andb ipods ora r c sin L . Each pair ise ither fromt h e
same tripod in Lt−1 ort h et wo in that paira r eindependent with no new bipods,
hence each pairc ontributes 2 to δ   and its weight is no more than w(Yt). So we
are ablet o construct Δ  
t such that w(Δ 
t)+w(Δ  
t ) ≤ 4w(Yt) and δ  + δ   = 8.
Additional pairs of indepdentb ipods or loose arcs may be needed to construct
Δ  
t just described.I ncase wed on o th a ve independentp a irs,w ea r g u ea sin
δ  = 2s u b c a s et h a twea r ea b let o empty the set L in the nexts t e p .
δ  =6and weh a ve w(Δ 
t) ≤ 2w(Yt). Wes imply include onet r ipod,o rt wo
bipods or loose arcs in Δ  
t .T he totalw eight is no more than 2w(Yt), and weh a ve
δ   = 2. Overall weh a ve w(Δt)=w(Δ 
t)+w(Δ  
t ) ≤ 2w(Yt)+2w(Yt)=4w(Yt)
and δ = δ  + δ   =6+2 = 8a sd e s ired.I f wea r enota b let o ﬁnda ny tripods,
bipods and loose arcs, then eﬀectively weh a vea lready emptied the dynamics e t
L whilem a intained (D2.2), that is, totalw eight ofa r c sr e m oved fromt h es e tL
at each step is no more than 4t imes the gain oft h ea lgorithm at that step.
The analysis oft h ec a s ewhen δ  is odd, as well as other the remainingc a s e s ,
will appear in the full paper.S ummarizing,w e obtain our main result.
Theorem 4. Algorithm 2-Greedy is a polynomial-time 2-approximation algo-
rithm for the Weighted Flow Edge-Monitor Problem.
A tight-bound example. The example is essentially t h es a m ea st h eonef or
1-Greedy (see Figure 5), except that the edges in the 2-vertex component on
the left side have now weights 1.5+ . 2-Greedy will collect edges fromt h is
2-vertex component, soi ts total gain will be (1.5+ )k,w hilet h eoptimum gain
is 3k − 3. For   → 0 and k →∞ , the ratio tends to 2.
5 Final Comments
The most intriguing open question is what is the approximation ratio of σ-
Greedy in the limitf or σ →∞ .W ec a n show that this limit is not lower than
1.5, and wec onjecture that 1.5i s indeed the correct answer.
An atural question to ask is whether our results can be extended to directed
graphs.I t is notd iﬃcultt o show that this is indeed true; both the NP-hardness
proofa nd2 -approximation can be adapted to that case.
Another direction to pursue wouldb et o study the extension of our problem
to arbitrary linear systems ofe q u a t ions.H ere wec a n put k “monitors”o nk
variables oft h es ystem to measure their values.T he objective ist o maximize
the number of variables whose values can be uniquely deduced.128 F. Chin, M. Chrobak, and L. Yan
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Abstract. In the frequency assignment problem we are given a graph
representing a wireless network and a sequence of requests, where each
request is associated with a vertex. Each request has two more attributes:
its arrival and departure times, and it is considered active from the time
of arrival to the time of departure. We want to assign frequencies to
all requests so that at any time no two active requests associated with
the same or adjacent nodes use the same frequency. The objective is to
minimize the number of frequencies used.
We focus exclusively on the special case of the problem when the un-
derlying graph is a linear network (path). For this case, we consider both
the oﬄine and online versions of the problem, and we present three re-
sults. First, in the incremental online case, where the requests arrive over
time, but never depart, we give an algorithm with an optimal (asymp-
totic) competitive ratio
4
3. Second, in the general online case, where the
requests arrive and depart over time, we improve the current lower bound
on the (asymptotic) competitive ratio to
11
7 . Third, we prove that the
oﬄine version of this problem is NP-complete.
1 Introduction
The frequency assignment problem. In a wireless network, the coverage area is
divided into cells,w i th each cell covered by at r a nsmitter. Each user within a
given cell isa s s igned a unique frequency forc ommunicating with the transmitter.
In order to avoid interferences,i t isa lson ecessary to ensure that any pair of
adjoiningc e llsu s e sd iﬀerents e t soff r e q u e ncies.T he set ofa vailablef r e q u e ncies
isalimited resource; thus the frequency assignmentp olicyn eeds to attempt to
minimize the totaln umber ofa s s igned frequencies.
In the static setting,i ft h es e tofu s e r sin each cell isﬁ xed,w ec a n model
thisp r oblem as a variation ofg r a p hc oloring,w here the network isr e p r e s e nted
  Research supported by NSF Grant CCF-0729071.
   Partially supported by Inst. for Theor. Comp. Sci., Prague (project 1M0545 of
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by an undirected graph G,w hose vertices representt h ec e llsa nde d g e sc onnect
adjacentc e lls.W ea r eg iven ani n teger demand wv ≥ 0( the number ofu s e r sin
cell v) fore a c hvertex v.W e wish to assign as e tCv of wv colors to each vertex
v, such that Cu ∩ Cv = ∅ fora ll adjacent vertices u,v.T he objective ist o ﬁnd
such a colora s s ignmentt h a tm inimizes the totaln umber ofc olors used.
It is natural to consider graphs G with a regular structure.F o re xample,i n
the literature it isc ommonly assumed that the cells are regular hexagons in the
plane,i nw hich case G isat r iangular gridg r a p h .A ss h own byM cDiarmida nd
Reed [4] the oﬄinef r e q u e ncy assignmentp r oblem for such graphs is NP-hard.
They also gaveap olynomial-time 4
3-approximation algorithm fort h is version.
Another 4
3-approximation algorithm was designed independently byN arayanan
and Shende [5].
Dynamic setting. Of course,i npractice, the set ofu s e r sin each cell isd ynamic
– users arrivea nd leave over time.T hus it is natural to study the frequency as-
signment in the dynamic setting.H ere, each frequency request (user) has three
attributes: a node v where the request is issued, the arrival time and the depar-
ture time.T he request is active betweeni ts arrival andd e p a r t u r et imes.W e need
to assign frequencies to all requests in such a way that at each time step, fre-
quencies assigned to activer e q u e s t sin the same ora d jacent nodes are diﬀerent.
The objectivef u nction ist h et otaln umber off r e q u e ncies used.
Online algorithms. Fort h ed ynamics e t t ing described above, onlinea lgorithms
are ofp a r t icular signiﬁcance, since in realistica p p licationsu s e r s ’ arrivalsa nd
departures are unknown andu npredictable.I nthe onlines c e nario, the arrival
andd e p a r t u r ee vents come over time, andt h eonlinea lgorithm has to react
immediately; once a frequencyi sa s s igned to ar e q u e s t ,i tc a nnotb ec h a nged.
Fora n onlinef r e q u e ncy assignmenta lgorithm A,l et A(I) be the number of
frequencies used by A on ani n stance I, and let opt(I) be the minimum number
off r e q u e ncies required for I.W ed e ﬁ ne A to be R-competitive,i ft h e r ee xists a
constant B independent of I such that A(I) ≤ R · opt(I)+B.W hen B =0 ,w e
say that the ratio R is absolute;o therwise,i f we need to distinguish the cases,
wes a y that the ratio R is asymptotic.I nthisp a p e r ,w es t u d y the asymptotic
competitiver a t io.
In the incremental version oft h isp r oblem,i t is assumed that requests,o n ce
issued,l ast forever.T his version corresponds to the static version oft h eoﬄine
problem, and ith a sb e e ni n tensely studied. Chan et al. [1] derives ome bounds
on the asymptoticc ompetitiver a t io forh e xagonal-cells graphs, proving that the
optimal ratio isb e t ween1 .5 and 1.9126. Fort h ea b s olute ratio, they giveat ight
bound of2 .M o re generally, for ξ-colorable graphs, they show an upper bound
of (ξ +1 ) /2.
Again, special classes of graphs can be studied. One natural ands implec a s e ,
andt h ef ocus of our study, ist h a tofalinear network (path), where the nodes
are represented byi n teger points on the real linea ndt wo nodes are adjacent if
they are at distance 1. Fort h isc a s e ,i t isk nown that the asymptoticc ompetitive
ratio isb e t ween 4
3 ≈ 1.333 and 1.5, whilet h eoptimal absolute ratio ise q u a l to
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In the generalv ersion oft h eonlinep r oblem departures are allowed, as in the
dynamic version oft h eoﬄinep r oblem.F o r the problem on the path,
Chan et al. [2] proved that the asymptoticc ompetitiver a t io isb e t ween 14
9 ≈
1.556 and 5
3 ≈ 1.667,w hilet h ea b s olute competitiver a t io is 1.5. Both upper
bounds are achieved by as imple greedy strategyw hich alwaysa s s ignst h es m a ll-
est frequency that can be used at that time.
Our work. Weﬁ r s tc onsider the incremental case oft h eonlinep r oblem on the
path.W eg ivea n upper bound of4 /3, matchingt h elower bound.T he idea of our
algorithm isb a s e don at e c h nique that spreads the requests evenly between four
mutually overlappings e t sofp oints, such that within each set wec a n allocate
frequencies optimally with respect to thiss e t .A se a c hp ointb e longs to three
sets, the ratio 4/3 will follow.
Next,w ec onsider the general onlinec a s e ,w here departures are allowed.F o r
thisc a s ewep r ovealower bound of 11/7 ≈ 1.571, improving the currently best
bound of 14/9 ≈ 1.556 in [2]. Table 1 summarizes the known bounds for online
algorithms for the path.
Table 1. Competitive ratios for the case of a path. Bounds from this paper are in
boldface; all other bounds are from [2].
Case incremental with departures
Ratio absolute asymptotic absolute asymptotic
lower bound 1.5 4/3 ≈ 1.333 5/3 ≈ 1.667 11/7 ≈ 1.571
upper bound 1.5 4/3 ≈ 1.333 5/3 ≈ 1.667 5/3 ≈ 1.667
In the incremental case (on the path), it ise a s y to determinet h evalue oft h e
optimum:I t iss imply equal to the maximum number off r e q u e ncies on two ad-
jacent nodes.T hist u r ns out to be false when departures are allowed. Our third
result ist h a tc omputingt h is optimum is NP-hard.T hisp r oof uses a reduction
from 3-coloring ofp lanar graphs, and its h owst h a te ven deciding if three frequen-
cies are suﬃcient ish a r d .T hus also achievingab e t t e ra b s olute approximation
ratio than 4/3i s NP-hard.T hisr e s u ltc omplements the NP-hardness result in
[4] andt h eoﬄine upper bounds in [4,5]. Ita lsoi n dicates that establishingt h e
optimal competitiver a t io fort h isc a s eis likely to be more challenging, since
it implies that there isp r obably no simple way to keep track oft h eoptimum
solution.
2 Preliminaries
We identify points on the path with integers, v = ...,−2,−1,0,1,... .F requen-
cies are denoted by positive integers.A te a c hs t e p , a request can be issued at
some point v.W et h e nn eed to assign af r e q u e ncy to thisr e q u e s tt h a tisd iﬀerent
froma ll frequencies already assigned to the activer e q u e s t sa tp oints v − 1, v
and v +1 .T he objective ist o minimize the number off r e q u e ncies used at the
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Fore a c hp oint v,l et Lv be the (dynamic) set off r e q u e ncies assigned to v by
the algorithm and  v = |Lv|.T hus  v iss imply the number ofa c t iver e q u e s t sa tv
at a given time.Afrequency f isc a lled admissible for v if f/ ∈ Lv−1∪Lv ∪Lv+1.
To estimate the performance ofa n algorithm,w em e a s u r et h enumber of
frequencies used.T his ise q u ivalentt o measuringt h em a ximum used frequency,
as isd one in some literature. Clearly, the number off r e q u e ncies cannote xceed
the maximum frequency. On the other hand, any algorithm can be modiﬁed to
use only consecutive integers.T his ist r iviali nthe incremental case, as wec a n
simply renumber the frequencies in the order in which they appear.S i milarly,
in the general case,i ft h eonlinea lgorithm isa b out to use a frequency f not
used by any activer e q u e s ta tt h ist ime,w ec h a nge itt o use the lowest unused
frequency f , andﬁ x the mapping f  → f  fora slonga st h e r ea r es ome active
requests with frequency f.
The optimum. As observed in [2], in the staticc a s e– andt h u sa lsoi nthe
incremental onlinec a s e– the (oﬄine)o ptimum number off r e q u e ncies is
ω = max
v
{ v +  v+1}.
Indeed, the “≥” bound ist r ivial. To see that “≤” boundh olds,w ec a n assign
frequencies ton o des as follows:I f v ise ven, assign toi tf r e q u e ncies 1,2,...,  v,
and if v is odd, assign toi tf r e q u e ncies ω,ω − 1,...,ω−  v +1 .T henn otwo
adjacent nodes will be assigned the same frequency.
3 An Upper Bound for the Incremental Online Case
Algorithm FourBuckets. Wep a r t ition all availablef r e q u e ncies 1,2,3,...into four
disjoint inﬁnite buckets denoted Bσ, for σ =0 ,1,2,3. The frequencies in bucket
Bσ are denoted 1σ,2σ,..., and are assumed to be ordered in this way, with 1σ
beingt h elowest one.H o wthe partition into buckets isd e ﬁ ned is not important.
Fore xample,o n es u c hp a r t ition can be achieved by deﬁning xσ = σ+4x−3, for
each integer x ≥ 1. Fora ny node v and σ ∈{ 0,1,2,3},w es a y that σ is associated
with v if σ  ≡ v (mod4 ). Thus each node has three out off our buckets associated
with it.
Suppose that a request is issued at a node v. Choose any σ ∈{ 0,1,2,3}
associated with v that minimizes |Lv ∩Bσ|, anda s s ign to thisr e q u e s tt h elowest
frequency fσ from Bσ admissiblea tv.
Analysis. The generali dea ist h is:B ythe assignment of buckets ton o des, each
bucket isa s s ociated with groups ofe xactly three consecutive nodes on the path.
In each bucket, the algorithm ise q u ivalentt o the greedy algorithm,w hich is
optimal forp a t h soft h r e evertices.A te a c hnode, the algorithm spreads the re-
quests evenly among the three buckets associated with this node, so each bucket
gets about onet h ird ofa ll requests at each node.T his implies that the number
off r e q u e ncies used by the algorithm in each bucket isa b out 1
3 oft h eopti-
mum.M ultiplyingb y the number of buckets,w ec onclude that the competitive
ratio is 4
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Now weg iveaf ormal argument.L et Lσ,v = |Lv∩Bσ| be the set off r e q u e ncies
in Bσ assigned to requests at a node v, and  σ,v = |Lσ,v| be the cardinalityo f
Lσ,v.F o ra ny subset X ⊆ Bσ,w eu s enotation maxσ(X) fort h em a ximum integer
h such that hσ ∈ X; for the empty set we put maxσ(∅)=0 .T he following
lemma subsumes the proof that the greedy algorithm is optimal forp a t h sof
three vertices.
Lemma 1. For each σ and v, maxσ(Lσ,v) ≤  σ,v + max{ σ,v−1,  σ,v+1}.
Proof. Without loss ofg e nerality, wec a n assume that σ =0and v ∈{ 0,1,2,3}.
For v =0 ,since σ is nota s s ociated with v,w eh a ve L0,0 = ∅, so max0(L0,0)=
0, andt h elemma holds trivially.
Suppose v =1 ,and let h = max0(L0,1). By the algorithm, each frequency
10,...,h 0 ise ither in L0,1 or L0,2, as otherwise the algorithm would notu s eh0.
Of course,n ofrequencyi s in both sets.S oh ≤  0,1 +  0,2.
The case v =3i ss ymmetrict o the previous one.
Finally, consider the case v = 2, and let h = max0(L0,2). Let ¯ h = max0(L0,1∪
L0,3); by symmetry, wec a n assume ¯ h = max0(L0,1). Like in the previous case,
each frequency1 0,...,¯ h0 is in either L0,1 or L0,2, but not in both.W hen h0 is
assigned, each frequency ¯ h0 +1 ,...,h 0 is in L0,1 ∪ L0,2 ∪ L0,3, as otherwise we
would notu s eh0.H o w ever, by the deﬁnition of ¯ h,n o n e of these frequencies is
in L0,1 ∪ L0,3, thus all oft h e ma r ein L0,2.T herefore h ≤  0,1 +  0,2 again.
Theorem 1. Algorithm FourBuckets is asymptotically 4
3-competitive for the in-
cremental frequency assignment on a path.
Proof. Consider any node v anda ny σ.B ythe algorithm,i f σ is nota s s ociated
with v then  σ,v =0 .On the other hand,i f σ and σ  are associated with v
then  σ,v ≤  σ ,v +1 .T his implies that fore a c hσ associated with v weh a ve
 σ,v ≤   v/3 ≤1
3( v + 2). Therefore, using Lemma 1, weg e t
maxσ(Lσ,v) ≤  σ,v + max{ σ,v−1,  σ,v+1}
≤ 1
3( v + 2)+1
3 max{ v−1 + 2,  v+1 + 2}
≤ 1
3[ v + max{ v−1,  v+1} + 4]
≤ 1
3(ω + 4).
Thus |Bσ| = maxv maxσ(Lσ,v) ≤ 1
3(ω + 4) as well, and wec a n conclude that
the totaln umber off r e q u e ncies used in all four buckets isa tm ost 4
3(ω + 4).
4 A Lower Bound for the General Online Case
To obtain ani mproved lower bound,w em odify the idea from [2,S ection 4.2],
which we ﬁrst describe informally.
Suppose that wes t a r twith k requests on vertices 0 and2e a c h .N ext,w ec a n
remove k/2 appropriate requests frome a c hoft h e s evertices so that the online
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issue k/2r e q u e s t son vertex1 .T he onlinea lgorithm will use 3k/2f r e q u e ncies,
whilet h eoptimum is k.T hisg ives us a lower bound of 3
2.
The ﬁrst observation, explored in [2], ist h a tif initially the two k-tuples ofr e -
quests use slightly distinct sets off r e q u e ncies, then the idea abovec a n be reﬁned
to give a better lower bound; this is described below in Procedure FinishOff.
Furthermore,i f wes t a r twith two k-tuples ofr e q u e s t son vertices 0 and2 ,w e
can use the keyi n gredientf r om [2]( see Procedure Expand below) to create two
k-tuples ofr e q u e s t sa td istance 2 apart that are served by two sets off r e q u e ncies
that diﬀer more than the initial two sets.T othise nd,i ssue k requests on point
5. Ifm a ny new frequencies are used,w ea r ed one. Otherwise wec a n remove
requests from 0 and2a ndt h e n add k requests at 1 so that they use many
distinct frequencies fromt h ek requests at 5. Now, removea ll requests from 0
and2 .T he last trick ist oi ssue k requests at 3, and these must use at least half
as many distinct frequencies either fromt h er e q u e s t sa t1o rf r omt h er e q u e s t sa t
5. Removea ll requests either from 5o r 1, whichever vertex has more frequencies
in common with vertex3 .A s itt u r ns out,w ee ndu pwith two vertices, each
having k activer e q u e s t ,w hose frequency sets diﬀer by more than the two initial
sets on vertices 0 and2 .
In [2], the 14
9 ≈ 1.556 lower bound is obtained by runningﬁ r s tProcedure
Expand followed byP rocedure FinishOff.W e improvet h eb oundb yi terating
Procedure FinishOff.Asomewhat careful argument is needed to show that the
overall optimum iss t ill k. Optimizing the parameters,w eg e tt h elower bound
of 11
7 ≈ 1.571.
Theorem 2. No deterministic online algorithm for general online frequency as-
signment on a path with 8 vertices has competitive ratio smaller than 11
7 ≈ 1.571.
Proof. Let R = 11
7 be our target competitiver a t io. Let ρ>0 be small and k be
as u ﬃ c iently large positive integer.W eg ivea n adversary strategyw hich fora
given onlinea lgorithm A generates a sequence on which A uses at least (R−ρ)k
frequencies whilet h eoptimum is k.B ytaking ρ small and k large,w e obtain
the desired lower bound.
We ﬁrst describe the overall adversary strategy andt h et wo procedures
FinishOff and Expand.T henw e verify that the optimum is k.
Att h eb e g inning, the adversary simply issues k requests at vertex0and k
requests at vertex 2.T he rest oft h ea d versary strategyi sd ivided into phases.
The invarianta tt h eb e g inning of each phase is that there are two nodes v and
v + 2 with |Lv| = |Lv+2| = k, and that there are no other activer e q u e s t s .I n
each phase, the adversary proceeds as follows.L et s and δ be such that the
onlinea lgorithm now uses |Lv ∪ Lv+2| = s =( 1+δ)k frequencies.I f δ ≥ 1
7 − ρ,
then the adversary completes the sequence by executing Procedure FinishOff.
Otherwise,i tu s e sProcedure Expand; thise ither completes a sequence ore nds
in ac onﬁguration with k requests on each oft wo points u and u+2f ors ome u,
in which case wec ontinue with the next phase.
Procedure FinishOff:L et U be the  k − 1
2s  lowest frequencies in Lv∩Lv+2 and
let U  be the  k − 1
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the requests usingf r e q u e ncies U from v and the requests usingf r e q u e ncies U 
from v +2.N ext, he makes  k − 1
2s  requests on v +1.These requests will have
to be assigned frequencies other than those left at v and v + 2.T he remaining
frequencies at v and v+2a r ed istinct,w i th  1
2s  frequencies at each vertex. Thus
the currentt otaln umber off r e q u e ncies used isa tleast k+ 1
2s ≥1
2(3+δ)k−1.
Note that if δ ≥ 1
7 −ρ then the number off r e q u e ncies isa tleast (11
7 − 1
2ρ)k−1 ≥
(R − ρ)k foralarge k.
Procedure Expand:S i n ce the path has eight vertices,i tm u s tc ontain either
vertex v +5o r v − 3. Without loss ofg e neralityw e suppose that itc ontains
v +5 ;the other case iss ymmetric.
Issue k requests on v +5 .I f |Lv ∪ Lv+2 ∪ Lv+5|≥Rk,w es t opt h einput
sequence.I nthe remainingc a s eweh a ve |Lv ∪ Lv+2 ∪ Lv+5|≤Rk.T his implies
two things.F i rst, denoting r =( 2 + δ − R)k,w eg e t
|(Lv ∪ Lv+2) ∩ Lv+5| = |(Lv ∪ Lv+2)| + |Lv+5|−| Lv ∪ Lv+2 ∪ Lv+5|
≥ (1 + δ)k + k − Rk = r.
Second, fore a c hu ∈{ v,v + 2},w e obtain
|Lu ∩ Lv+5| = |Lu| + |Lv+5 −| Lu ∪ Lv+5|
≥| Lu| + |Lv+5|−| Lv ∪ Lv+2 ∪ Lv+5|
≥ (2 − R)k ≥ 1
2r,
where the last inequality uses the fact that δ<1
7 whenever weu s eExpand.
Therefore there are sets U ⊆ Lv ∩ Lv+5 and U  ⊆ Lv+2 ∩ Lv+5 such that
U ∩ U  = ∅ and |U| = |U | =  1
2r . Removef r om v all the requests that don o t
use frequencies in U andf r om v +2a ll the requests that don o tu s ef r e q u e ncies
in U .T heni ssue k −  1
2r  requests on v +1 .T hese requests will havet o be
allocated frequencies that are not in U ∪ U ,w hilet h ose in U ∪ U  ⊆ Lv+5 are
still used at v+5.Thus at thisp oint weh a ve |Lv+1−Lv+5|≥  1
2r .T hen delete
all the remainingr e q u e s t sf r om v and v + 2a nd issue  1
2r  more requests on
v +1 .A sar e s u lt,w eh a ve |Lv+1 ∪ Lv+5| = k + z for z ≥  1
2r .
Next, the adversary makes k requests on v +3 .T henw eh a vem a x{|Lv+1 ∪
Lv+3|,|Lv+3∪Lv+5|} ≥ k+1
2z.W i thout loss ofg e nerality, assume |Lv+1∪Lv+3|≥
k + 1
2z.F i n ally, the adversary removes all requests from Lv+5.N o te that at this
time weh a ve |Lv+1| = |Lv+3| = k, |Lv+1∪Lv+3|≥k+ 1
2z ≥ (3
2 + 1
4δ− 1
4R)k−1,
andt h a tno vertexo ther than v+1,v+3has any activer e q u e s t s .T hisc ompletes
the description of Procedure Expand.
To ﬁnish the description oft h ea d versary strategy, we need to show that it
ﬁnishes the sequence after ﬁnitely many phases.S uppose that weh a ve a phase
that is notaﬁ nalo n e.T hus the phase starts with δ = 1
7 − ρ −   fors ome  >0
andu s e sExpand.A tt h ee nd, the number ofu s e df r e q u e ncies isa tleast
(3
2 + 1
4(1
7 − ρ −  ) − 1
4)k − 1=( 1+1
7 − 1
4(ρ +  ))k − 1
≥ (1 + δ
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for δ  = δ + 1
2ρ ands u ﬃ c iently large k (independent of  ). Thus, fora ny ρ>0
andas u ﬃ c iently large k, after a ﬁxed number of phases, δ increases above 1
7 −ρ,
at which pointt h ea d versary uses FinishOff andc ompletes the sequence.
The description oft h es t r a t e g y showst h a ta tt h eour the onlinea lgorithm A
uses at least (R − ρ)k frequencies.
To ﬁnish the proof,i tr e m a inst o show that the optimum number off r e q u e ncies
is k. Given the instance produced by the adversary strategy, we will maintain
ano ﬄ i n es olution (that is, ad ynamicf r e q u e ncy assignment). In addition to
using only given k frequencies, this oﬄinef r e q u e ncy assignment will maintain
the following invariant:
(∗)L et U and U  be the sets off r e q u e ncies from the description of the procedure
FinishOff or Expand in the current phase. Consider the correspondings e t s
ofr e q u e s t s ,i . e., the requests at v usingf r e q u e ncies U in the onlinea lgorithm
andt h er e q u e s t sa tv+2u s ingf r e q u e ncies U .T hen these two sets ofr e q u e s t s
use the same set off r e q u e ncies.
Att h eb e g inning of the ﬁrst phase, after the ﬁrst 2k requests,w ec a n guar-
antee the invariant whileu s ing only k frequencies total, since wec a n assign the
frequencies arbitrarily. Next,w ec h e c kt h a tf orb oth FinishOff and Expand
wec a n servet h es e q u e nce with k frequencies andm a intain the invariant.
In FinishOff, after removingt h er e q u e s t sc orrespondingt o U and U , the
same frequencies are used at v and v + 2, byi n v ariant (∗). So weh a vee nough
admissiblef r e q u e ncies fort h enew requests at v +1( amongt h ek original fre-
quencies). This ist h elast phase, so there is no invariantt o be maintained.
In Expand, ﬁrst wea s s ign the requests at v +5arbitrarily, but usingt h e
same k frequencies as at v and v + 2.I ft h es e q u e nce does nots t op now, then,
byi n v ariant (∗), after removingt h er e q u e s t snotc orrespondingt o U and U ,
the same frequencies are used at v and v + 2.S ow eh a vee nough admissible
frequencies for the ﬁrst batch ofr e q u e s t sa tv+1.Next wer e m ovet h er e m a ining
requests at v and v + 2, thus weh a vea d m issiblef r e q u e ncies fort h er e m a ining
requests at v +1 .F i n ally, fort h ek requests at v +3 ,w em a y assign the k
frequencies arbitrarily. In particular,w ec a n guarantee the invariantf ort h enext
phase.
Thus the optimum uses only k frequencies andt h ec ompetitiver a t io isa tleast
R = 11
7 , completing the proof oft h elower bound.
We remark that the value R = 11
7 , as well as the choice of the breakpoint
δ = 1
7,i s optimal fort h es t r a t e g y described in the proof.
5 NP-Completeness
Weh a ves e e n that in the incrementalv ersion, computingt h eoptimum ise a s y.
Now wes h ow that this is nott h ec a s eonce wea llow dynamicr e q u e s t s .
Let FAL standf or the decision version of the frequency allocation problem for
the path:” Given as e q u e nce ofr e q u e s t sa nda ni n teger k, determine whether
these requests can be served with at most k frequencies”.Three Results on Frequency Assignment in Linear Cellular Networks 137
Theorem 3. The problem FAL is NP-complete, even for any ﬁxed k ≥ 3.
Proof. We reduce the 3-coloringp r oblem forp lanar graphs (3CPG) to FAL.S up-
pose that G isap lanar graph.W ec onstruct a sequence I of requests such that
I can be served with 3 frequencies ifa nd only if G has a 3-coloring.
Usingt h er e s u lt of [3], wec a n embed G in ap lanes o that (i) each vertexi s
represented by a vertical lines e g m e nt, and (ii) each edge (u,v)i sr e p r e s e nted
by ah orizontal lines e g m e nt whose endpoints connect the vertical segments
representing u and v,w i thout intersectinga ny other vertical segments.( S ee
Figure 1.) Thise m b e d d ing isa lso known as visibility representations ofp lanar
graphs (see, fore xample,[ 6 , 7]). Wea lign all segments so that coordinates ofa ll
theire ndpoints are integral andm u ltiples of 6.
a b
c
d f
e
ab
c
d f
e
Fig.1. A graph and its embedding
Now wec onstruct ani n stance I of FAL.T he x-axis oft h ep lane will corre-
spondt o the path andt h ey-axis will representt ime.I t isc onvenientt o think
ofr e q u e s t sin I as verticali n tervals in the plane.W e will denote each such in-
terval by( x,y ,y  ), where x  is its x-coordinate and y ,y   the bottoma ndt op
y-coordinates.A sar e q u e s t ,i t isar e q u e s ta tp oint x arrivinga tt ime y  and
departinga tt ime y  .
Fore a c hvertexi nG represented by a vertical segment (x,y ,y  ), the in-
stance containst h er e q u e s t(x,y ,y  ). Fore a c he d g er e p r e s e nted by as e g m e nt
from (x ,y) to( x  ,y), x   >x  ,w eb u ild a gadget consisting ofanumber of
requests.N o te that x   − x  ise ven anda tleast 6, byo ur assumptions.W ea d d
two requests (x +1,y+4,y+5),oner e q u e s t(x +2,y+2,y+5),andt wo requests138 M. Chrobak and J. Sgall
(x  + 2,y,y+3 ) .F urthermore we will add requests (x  + i,y,y +1 )fora ny i,
2 <i<x    − x ;w ea d done such request if i is odd andt wo such requests if i
ise ven. By the construction anda lignment oft h es e g m e nts, the requests from
diﬀerent edge gadgets don o t interfere.( S ee Figure 2.)
y
y+2
y+3
y+4
y+5
y+1
x'
Fig.2. An edge gadget
The edge gadget guarantees that the assignment off r e q u e ncies to( the requests
correspondingt o) its endpoints can be extended to an assignment off r e q u e ncies
to the request in the edge gadget using only three frequencies in totali fa nd
only ift h et wo vertex colors are distinct. Consider again an edge represented by
as e g m e ntf r om (x ,y) to( x  ,y), x   >x  .S uppose that the request containing
point (x ,y)( i . e., the ﬁrst endpoint ofa n edge)i sa s s igned frequency f.W e
show that if only three frequencies f,f ,f   are used, the assignment is essentially
unique.T he two requests (x +1,y+4,y+5)must use f  and f  .N o wthe request
(x  +2,y+3,y+5)must use f, andt h et wo requests (x  +2,y,y+3)must use
f  and f  .W ec ontinue byi n duction to show that for i odd,( x +i,y,y+1)uses
f and, for i even, the two requests (x  + i,y,y +1 )use f  and f  .T his implies
that (x   − 1,y,y+1 )uses f. Overall, the assignment is valid ifa nd only ift h e
request containing (x  ,y)i s notc olored by f.
This implies that G is 3-colorable ifa nd only ift h einstance I of FAL has a
frequency allocation with only 3 frequencies.T he extension to k-colorability for
k ≥ 3i ss t r a ightforward:I nthe gadget,i n stead ofe a c hp a ir of identical request,
use k − 1o ft h es a m er e q u e s t s .Three Results on Frequency Assignment in Linear Cellular Networks 139
6 Final Comments
The most outstanding open problem ist o establish the optimal asymptoticc om-
petitiver a t io fort h ed ynamicc a s e(with expirations)o nthe path.T he current
gap isb e t ween1 1 /7a nd 5/3.
We would like to point out that the idea of Algorithm FourBuckets can be
generalized as follows.S uppose that G has k induced subgraphs G1,...,G k with
the followingp r operties:( 1 )Each vertexo f G belongs to exactly   subgraphs
Gi,( 2) Each subgraph Gi does notc ontain a4 -path (that is, each Gi isa
collection ofd isjoints t a r s .T hen G has a k/ -competitivea lgorithm.I nfact,
thisc a n be generalized further:i f,i n stead of (2), wer e q u ire that all Gi havea n
R-competitivea lgorithm, then G will havea n kR/ -competitivea lgorithm.A s
of now, however,w eh a ve notb e e n ablet o apply itt oi mprove upper bounds for
other types of graphs.
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1 Introduction
We develop algorithms to compute Voronoi diagrams, shortest path maps, and the
Fr´ echet distance in the plane with polygonal obstacles. Our twist on these problems
is to measure the distance between two points either by link distance or by Euclidean
shortest path distance. The link distance [3,9,14,16,17] between two points is the mini-
mum numberof edgesnecessary to connectthe pointswith a polygonalpath thatavoids
a set of obstacles. Our motivation for studying link distance and shortest path problems
is that they often serve as building blocks for other techniques.
1.1 Related Work
Related work uses various preprocessing schemes to support O(logk) time link dis-
tance queries between two points. In a simple polygon with k vertices, ﬁxed source
queries are supported by Suri [17] after Θ(k) preprocessing, and queries between any
two pointsare supportedby Arkin,Mitchell, andSuri[3] and Efratet al. [9] afterΘ(k3)
preprocessing. In a polygonal domain1 with k vertices, Mitchell, Rote, and Woeginger
[16] support queries from a ﬁxed source after Θ(k4) preprocessing.
Related work on Euclidean shortest path problems also supports O(logk) query
times. In a simple polygon, Guibas et al. [11] support shortest path queries between
any two points after Θ(k) preprocessing. In a polygonal domain, Hershberger and Suri
[13] support queries from a ﬁxed source after Θ(k logk) preprocessing. Chiang and
Mitchell[4]supportqueriesbetweenanytwopointsinapolygonaldomainafterO(k11)
preprocessing.
  This work has been supported by the National Science Foundation grant NSF CAREER CCF-
0643597. Previous versions of this work have appeared as technical reports [6,7].
1 A polygonal domain is a plane with polygonal obstacles.
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1.2 Terminology
Throughoutthis paper, N is the total complexity of objects in the plane such as polygo-
nal curves, points, or line segments that are not considered to be obstacles. By contrast,
O = {o1,o 2,...,o k} denotes k obstacle vertices in the plane. π(s,t) denotes a shortest
path between points s and t,a n dd(s,t) is the Euclidean length of π(s,t). πL(s,t) and
dL(s,t) denote similar concepts for link distance. π(s,oi) ◦ t denotes the shortest path
from s to oi concatenated with the line segment from oi to t. π(s,t)=s◦t implies that
s has line of sight to t. λs(k) is a near-linear function that is deﬁned by the length of a
Davenport-Schinzelsequence [1]. ab is a line segment with endpoints a and b.
The Fr´ echet distance [2] is a similarity metric for continuous shapes that is deﬁned
for two N complexity polygonal curves A,B :[ 0 ,1] → Rd as
δF(A,B)= i n f
α,β:[0,1]→[0,1]
sup
t∈[0,1]
d( A(α(t)),B(β(t)) )
where α and β range over continuous non-decreasing reparameterizations, and d is
a distance metric for points. A variant called the weak Fr´ echet distance permits all
continuous reparameterizations. For a given constant ε ≥ 0, free space is {(s,t) | s ∈
A, t ∈ B, d(s,t) ≤ ε}.Afree space cell is the parameter space deﬁned by two
line segments ab ∈ A and cd ∈ B, and the free space inside the cell is all points
{(s,t) | s ∈ ab, t ∈ cd, d(s,t) ≤ ε}.
1.3 Our Results
Link distance is fundamentally different from Euclidean distance and has a wealth of
applications including robotic motion, wireless communications, geographic informa-
tion systems, VLSI, computervision, solid modeling,image processing,and evenwater
pipeplacement.Theseapplicationsarenaturallymodeledbylinkdistancebecauseturns
are costly while straight line movements are inexpensive.
Table 1 summarizes our results. In section 2.1, we present tight bounds and efﬁcient
algorithms to compute two types of link-based Voronoi diagrams in the plane. Surpris-
ingly,thisseemsto bethe ﬁrsttime thatlink-basedVoronoidiagramshavebeenstudied.
In section 2.2, we deﬁne a link-based shortest path map that allows the query to be any
pointon a line segment. Althoughthere are related Euclideanresults [4,11] that support
queriesfrom morethan onepointin the plane,we are notaware of anyrelated workthat
supportslinkdistancequeriesfroma continuoussetofsourcepoints.Insections2.3and
2.4, we compute the link-based Fr´ echet distance in a simple polygon and a polygonal
domain. A novelty of our approach is that it allows the link-based Fr´ echet distance to
be computed in the same time and space as the decision problem. This is intriguing
because the only other knownscenarios where it is possible to shave off the logarithmic
Fr´ echet optimization factor are for the weak or discrete Fr´ echet distance. In these cases,
the free space diagram can be treated as a planar graph [2], and any linear-time shortest
path algorithm (e.g., [12]) can be applied to this planar graph to solve the optimization
problem. We also give a lower bound for the complexity of the link-based free space
diagram in a polygonaldomain.
We now describe our Euclidean shortest path results. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 deﬁne
structures that encode all shortest paths between two line segments in a polygonal do-
main.Section3.3explorestheFr´ echetdistance in a polygonaldomainandgivesa lower142 A.F. Cook IV and C. Wenk
Table 1. Our results. The shortest path map SPM(ab,R
2) supports queries from s ∈ ab to
t ∈ R
2; SPM(ab,cd) supports queries from s ∈ ab to t ∈ cd. P is a simple polygon with k
vertices; D is a polygonal domain with k vertices. N is the complexity of any objects that are not
obstacles. An asterisk * indicates that in addition to the exact runtimes that are shown, we also
have approximation algorithms.
Link Distance Results Time Space
Site-Based Voronoi Diagram P O(N
2k log Nk) Θ(N
2k)
Distance-Based Voronoi Diagram P O(N(N + k)logN log k) Θ(N(N + k))
SPM(ab,R
2) P* O(k
2) O(k
2)
SPM(ab,cd) D* O(k
6λ6(k)) O(k
7)
Fr´ echet Distance P* O(kN + N
2) O(k + N
2)
D* O(N
2k
7 log kN), Ω(N
2k
4) O(Nk
2 + k
4)
Euclidean Results
Fr´ echet Distance P [5] O(k + N
2 log Nklog N) O(N
2 + k)
D O(N
2k
4 log Nklog k), Ω(N
2k
2) O(Nk+ k
4)
Weak Fr´ echet Distance D O(N
2k
3λ6(k)logNk), Ω(N
2k
2) O(Nk+ k
4)
SPM(ab,cd) D O(k
4λ6(k)), Ω(k
2) O(k
5)
boundforthefreespace diagram.Ourmotivationforstudyingthisproblemisthatteam-
ing up two people for safety reasons is common practice in many real-life situations,
ranging from scouts in summer camp, to ﬁre ﬁghters and police ofﬁcers, and even to
astronauts exploring the moon. In all of these applications, two team members need to
coordinate their movement to stay within “walking distance” so that fast assistance can
be offered in case of an emergency.The Fr´ echet distance is an ideal model for this sce-
nario. Section 3.4 contains a lower bound and an algorithm for a shortest path map that
supports all possible queries between a pair of line segments in a polygonal domain.
2 Link Distance Problems
2.1 Voronoi Diagrams
Let P be a simple polygon with vertices o1,...,o k.L e tS = s1,...,s N b eas e to f
point or line segment sites in P. Unlike traditional Euclidean Voronoi diagrams, each
region in a link distance Voronoi diagram can be associated with multiple nearest sites.
We deﬁne a site-based Voronoi diagram Vs(S) as a partition of P such that all points
within a region have the same set of nearest neighbor sites with respect to link distance.
We deﬁne a distance-based Voronoi diagram Vd(S) as a partition of P such that all
points within a region have the same link distance to a nearest site. A distance-based
Voronoi diagram is composed of interior-disjoint layers for i =0 ...k such that the ith
layer is Li = {t ∈ P | i = mins∈S dL(s,t)}. Note that all points in a layer need
not share the same set of nearest neighbor sites. Related work [10] has considered the
complexityofthearrangementofvisibilitypolygonsforasetofsitesbutdidnotexploreLink Distance and Shortest Path Problems in the Plane 143
...
... s1 s2 sN
o1 o2 oΩ(k)
s1
s2 sN/2 ... . . .
sN
sN+1 sN+2
(a) (b)
...
s1 s2
sN/2
. . .
sN/2+1
sN
. . .
o1 o2 oΩ(k)
(c)
Fig.1. Edges in ξ are shown as solid lines. (a) Vs(S) has Ω(N
2k) complexity. Vd(S) can have
(b) Ω(Nk) or (c) Ω(N
2) edges deﬁning layer L1. For both (b) and (c), layer L1 consists of the
lightly shaded area plus the solid visibility polygon edges, and layer L2 consists of the remaining
(disconnected) heavily shaded areas in P.
thisarrangementforalllinkdistancesfrom0tok.CandidateedgesforVs(S) andVd(S)
can be deﬁned by precomputingSPM(sj) [17] for each site sj ∈Sin O(Nk) total time
and space. Let ξ be the set of O(Nk) edges deﬁned by SPM(s1),...,SPM(sN).
Theorem 1. Vs(S) has Θ(N2k) complexity and can be constructed in O(N2k) ex-
pected time and O(N2klogNk) deterministic time. Link distance and path queries are
supported in O(logNk+ K) time, where K is the complexity of any returned path.
Proof. Consider the arrangement of all edges in ξ. Vs(S) can have Ω(N2k) complex-
ity because Ω(k) pairs of adjacent vertices oi,o i+1 ∈ P can each deﬁne an Ω(N2)
arrangementsuch that Ω(N) edges pass throughoi and Ω(N) edges pass through oi+1
(see Figure 1a). Vs(S) has O(N2k) complexity because each of the O(Nk) edges in ξ
can intersect at most three faces in each of SPM(s1),...,SPM(sN) [3]. The arrangement
for ξ can be constructedwith an incremental algorithm[1] in O(N2k) expected time or
in O(N2k logNk) deterministictime. Since someedgesin this arrangementshouldnot
appear in Vs(S), a breadth-ﬁrst postprocessing step should merge adjacent faces with
link distance i that are separated by a suboptimal edge with link distance j>i .    
Compared to Vs(S),t h edistance-based Voronoi diagram Vd(S) has asymptotically
superior complexity bounds because the points in a face of Vd(S) need not have the
same set of nearest neighbor sites.
Theorem 2. Vd(S) has Θ(N(N + k)) complexity (for k ≥ 2) and can be constructed
in O(N(N + k)logN logk) time. Link distance and path queries are supported in
O(logNk+ K) time, where K is the complexity of any returned path.
Proof. Vd(S) has Ω(Nk) complexity because each of the N sites can deﬁne Ω(k)
thin line of sight wedges that contribute to a layer (see Figure 1b). Vd(S) has Ω(N2)
complexity because Ω(N) thin line of sight wedges deﬁned by s1,...,s N/2 can each
intersect Ω(N) thin wedges deﬁned by sN/2+1,...,s N (see Figure 1c). We now show
that Vd(S) has O(N(N + k)) complexity. Let P i
d be the set of points at link distance
d from site si so that layer Ld equals
 N
i=1 P i
d. P i
d cannot enter P
j
d in more than one
connected interval without creating a hole in a simple polygon; thus, for each pair of
sites, there are O(1) entrance vertices. If P i
d exits P
j
d in more than one interval, then144 A.F. Cook IV and C. Wenk
a vertex must separate these intervals. Thus, the number of exit vertices deﬁned by
each site si is O(N + k). A divide-and-conquer approach can construct all layers in
O(N(N + k)logN logkN) total time and O(N(N + k)) space.    
2.2 Shortest Path Maps
We develop link-based shortest path maps that support O(logk) time queries from any
source point s ∈ ab. Approximations accurate to within 1, 2, and 3 links are also
explored.Previouslink-basedwork ina simple polygonwith k vertices buildsa shortest
path map SPM(s) to support all queries from a ﬁxed source s after Θ(k) preprocessing
[17] and builds another shortest path map SPM(R2,R2) to support queries between
any two points after Θ(k3) preprocessing [3,9]. Our SPM(ab,R2) structure supports
queries from any point s ∈ ab to any point t ∈ R2 after O(k2) preprocessing. Related
work in a link-based polygonal domain with k vertices uses Θ(k4) preprocessing to
build SPM(s)[ 1 6 ] .O u rS P M ( ab,cd) structure supports all link-based queries from any
s ∈ ab to t ∈ cd.
We use the following terminology of [3]: the combinatorial structure of a shortest
path map is a listing of the combinatorial structures of its edges. The combinatorial
structure of a shortest path map edge E is a vertex-edge pair (v,e) such that E has one
endpoint on an obstacle vertex v and has its other endpoint on an obstacle edge e.A s
the source point s varies along ab, the position of E’s endpoint on e is parameterized
homographically by g(s)= A+Bs
C+Ds for constants A,B,C,D (see Figure 2). We deﬁne
an edgelet α as a maximal line segment such that the shortest path map for every source
point s ∈ α has the same combinatorial structure.
s t a b
v1
g1(s)
v2 v3
g2(s)
g3(s)
s t a b
v1
g1(s)
v2 v3
g2(s)
(a) (b)
g3(s)
a b
c d
s
t
i Links
+1 Link
+1 Link
t’
s’
(c)
Fig.2. (a) Every shortest path map edge can be described as a vertex-edge pair. (b) All but the
last link of πL(s,t) can be made to overlap a shortest path map edge. (c) All dL(s,t) for s ∈ ab,
t ∈ cd equal either i, i +1 ,o ri +2 ,w h e r ei =m i n s∈ab, t∈cd dL(s,t).
Theorem 3. A link-based shortest path map SPM(ab,R2) can be constructed in a sim-
ple polygon P with k vertices in O(k2) time and space. SPM(ab,R2) allows dL(s,t),
πL(s,t) to be returned for any s ∈ ab and t ∈ R2 in O(logk + K) time, where K is
the complexity of any returned path. These queries can also be answered to within one
link of optimal after O(k) preprocessing.
Proof. Partition ab into O(k) edgelets by computing ab ∩ SPM(oj) [17] for each ob-
stacle vertex oj ∈ P. Each intersection induces at most three edgelets on ab by [3],
and we construct a shortest path map SPM(αi) [17] for each edgelet. A query dL(s,t)Link Distance and Shortest Path Problems in the Plane 145
consists of a one dimensional coordinate for s and a two dimensional coordinate for
t ∈ P. s ∈ ab lies in an edgelet αi, and the edges of SPM(αi) are parameterized by s ∈
αi. t is a point inside SPM(αi). To speed up queries, we compute a non-parameterized
triangulation of SPM(αi) that permits evaluating at most two parameterized edges of
SPM(αi) at query time.
SPM(αi) contains O(k) parameterized edges that are represented as vertex-edge
pairs(v,e). By [3], thereare at mosttwo parameterizedshortestpath map edges(v1,e),
(v2,e) ∈ SPM(αi) that can intersect the interior of a ﬁxed boundary edge e ∈ P.A ss
varies over αi, the edge (v1,e) touches a subsegment σς ∈ e such that the three points
v1, σ,a n dς deﬁne a triangle Δ1. Similarly, the parameterization for (v2,e) deﬁnes a
second triangle Δ2. Triangulating Δ1 ∪ Δ2 yields a constant number of triangles that
can be associated with (v1,e),(v2,e). No other parameterized shortest path map edges
can intersect these triangles for any s ∈ αi because shortest path map edges in a simple
polygon never cross each other.
A querydL(s,t) is handledin O(logk) time by identifyingthe edgeletαi containing
s, point locating the triangle containing t in SPM(αi), and evaluating the at most two
parameterized edges associated with this triangle. πL(s,t) is calculated by following a
chain of predecessors. Approximate queries use a shortest path map SPM(ab)[ 1 7 ]t o
return mins ∈ab dL(s ,t). This value always equals either dL(s,t) or dL(s,t)+1(see
Figure 2c). The approximate path is s ◦ πL(s ,t).    
Lemma 1. In a polygonal domain, the intersection of a line segment cd with a link-
based shortest path map SPM(s)o fΘ(k4) complexity [16] can be constructed without
precomputing SPM(s)i nO(k2α(k)log
2 k) time and O(k2) space.
Proof. Mitchell, Rote, and Woeginger [16] represent all points with link distance j to
a source by the union of O(k2) triangles. Since at most three distances deﬁne SPM(s)
∩ cd (see Figure 2c), SPM(s) ∩ cd is deﬁned by the union of three sets of O(k2) trian-
gles. Both the triangles and their intersection with cd can be computed in
O(k2α(k)log
2 k) time and O(k2) space using the algorithm of [16].    
Many problems in a polygonal domain with k vertices are difﬁcult to compute. For
example, Chiang and Mitchell [4] support Euclidean shortest path queries between any
two points in a polygonal domain after O(k11) preprocessing, and Mitchell, Rote, and
Woeginger [16] construct a link-based shortest path map from a ﬁxed source in Θ(k4)
time and space. Theorem 4 presents the ﬁrst shortest path map in a polygonal domain
that supports link distance queries from a continuous set of source points.
Theorem 4. Alink-basedshortestpathmapSPM(ab,cd)canbeconstructedina polyg-
onal domain in O(k7) space and either O(k7) expected time or O(k6λ6(k)) determin-
istic time. dL(s,t), πL(s,t) can be returned for any s ∈ ab, t ∈ cd in O(logk + K)
time, where K is the complexity of πL(s,t). Approximate queries are supported for
s ∈ ab, t ∈ R2 to within one link of optimal after O(k4) preprocessing and to within
two links of optimal after O(k
7
3 log
3.11 k) time and O(k) space preprocessing.
Proof. SPM(ab,cd) is a partition of the parameterspace deﬁned by ab and cd. ab can be
partitioned into O(k3) edgelets by Lemma 1. For each edgelet αi, a shortest path map146 A.F. Cook IV and C. Wenk
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Fig.3. (a) A bundle of cells. Each cell is marked with its maximum error from a representative
distance in the shaded node. (b) O(
N2
B2 ) bundles cover the free space diagram and deﬁne (c) a
directed acyclic graph.
edge E∈SPM(αi) is a vertex-edge pair (v,e) that is homographically parameterized
by s ∈ αi such that E∩cd deﬁnes a constantcomplexityalgebraic curve.Constructing
such a curve for each choice of v and e yields O(k2) curves and O(k4) arrangement
complexity. Since there are O(k3) edgelets, SPM(ab,cd)h a sO(k3 · k4) complexity.
Approximate queries use SPM(ab)[ 1 6 ]t or e t u r nmins ∈ab dL(s ,t) exactly or approx-
imately.    
2.3 Fr´ echet Distance in a Simple Polygon
Lemma 2. Although the free space in a link-based cell C for the Fr´ echet distance in a
simple polygon need not be convex, it is x-monotone, y-monotone, and connected.
Proof Sketch. Monotonicity follows because the link distance from a point s to each
t ∈ cd deﬁnes a piecewise constant function that is decreasing-increasingbitonic. Con-
nectivity follows by a point-sliding argument.    
Theorem 5. The link-based Fr´ echet distance in a simple polygon can be computed
exactly in O(kN + N2) time and O(k + N2) space. It can also be computed to within
±B links of optimal in O(kN
B + N
2
B2 ) time and O(k + N
2
B2 ) space (for B≥2).
Proof. To approximate the Fr´ echet distance, we compute diamond-shaped2 bundles of
O(B2) adjacent free space cells (see Figure 3). After deﬁning a representative distance
for each bundle with a shortest path map of [17], a directed acyclic graph with O(N
2
B2 )
nodesand edgesis used to representallmonotonepathsthroughthe bundles(see Figure
3c).A breadthﬁrst searchonthisgraphyieldsanapproximationfortheFr´ echetdistance
to within ±B links of optimal. The exact Fr´ echet distance can be computedby applying
the approximationalgorithm with B = 2 and runningthe exact decision problemtwice.
To solve the exact decision problem, we use shortest path maps [17] to compute free
space on cell boundaries. Since the free space in each cell is x-monotone, y-monotone,
and connected by Lemma 2, reachability information can be propagated via dynamic
programming [2,5].    
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ThebundlestechniquecanalsobeusedtoapproximatethetraditionalEuclideanFr´ echet
distance (without obstacles) between polygonal curves A and B in Rd.I flmax is the
lengthofthelongestlinesegmentinA∪B, thentheresultisaccuratetowithin ±B·lmax
of the optimal distance after O(N
2
B2 ) processing.
2.4 Fr´ echet Distance in a Polygonal Domain
TheFr´ echetdistanceismoredifﬁculttocomputeinapolygonaldomainthaninasimple
polygon because the free space inside a cell can be disconnected. We use the shortest
path map SPM(ab,cd) from Theorem 4 to compute the Fr´ echet distance.
Theorem 6. The link-based Fr´ echet distance δF(A,B) between polygonal curves A
andB in apolygonaldomaincanbe calculatedin O(N2k7 logkN)time andO(Nk2+
k4) space, and the free space diagram can have Ω(N2k4) complexity. Approximations
are available to within 1, 2, and 3 links of δF(A,B) in O(N2k2 α(k)log
2 k) time
and O(k2 + N2) space, O(Nk
7
3 log
3.11 k + N2k) time and O(k + N2) space, and
O(Nk
7
3 log
3.11 k + N2 logk) time and O(k + N2) space.
Proof Sketch. Let i = mins∈ab, t∈cd dL(s,t). Since all link distances in a cell are either
i, i+1,o ri+2,even picking a random distance in a cell yields an accurate approxima-
tion for the cell. After approximating δF(A,B), its optimal value can be computed via
O(1) iterations of the exact decision problem. The exact decision problem is computed
by representing each of the O(N2) free space cells by the SPM(ab,cd) structure of
Theorem 4 and combining dynamic programming [2] with a plane sweep to propagate
reachability information in O(N2k7 logkN) time. O(Nk2 + k4) space is sufﬁcient to
store one edgelet of a cell at a time plus the cell boundaries on the two rows required
for dynamic programming [2]. See [7] for our lower bound on the complexity of the
free space diagram.    
3 Euclidean Shortest Path Problems in a Polygonal Domain
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 introduce shortest path structures in a polygonal domain. These
structures are used to compute the Fr´ echet distance in section 3.3 and a shortest path
m a pi ns e c t i o n3 . 4 .
3.1 Dynamic Spotlights
Line of sight shortest paths from s ∈ ab to t ∈ cd are represented by a structure that
we call a dynamic spotlight (see Figure 4). Suppose that Δs,oi,oj is a triangle with
apex s ∈ ab, sides supported by soi and soj, and base on cd.L e tIab ∈ ab be a
maximal connected interval such that Δs,oi,oj contains no obstacles in its interior for
any s ∈I ab. A dynamic spotlight is deﬁned as LD(Iab,o i,o j)={(s,t) | π(s,t)=
s◦t, s ∈I ab,t∈ Δs,oi,oj∩cd}.AssvariesoverIab,themaximalintervalΔs,oi,oj∩cd
that is directly visible from s changes continuously and deﬁnes LD.T h efree space for
LD is {(s,t) ∈L D || | s − t|| ≤ ε}.B o t hLD and its free space are contained in a
cell C whose parameter space is deﬁned by ab and cd. Each dynamic spotlight can be148 A.F. Cook IV and C. Wenk
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Fig.4. (a),(b) A dynamic spotlight LD(Iab,o i,o j) for different positions of s ∈I ab. Δs,oi,oj ∩
cd changes continuously and deﬁnes (c) LD in a cell C. (d),(e) Free space for LD is the intersec-
tion of a lightly-shaded free space ellipse with LD.
associated with a uniquevisibility graphedge; thus, a cell C containsO(k2) non-empty
dynamic spotlights. Note that each spotlight is interior-disjointfrom all other spotlights
in C because there is at most one line of sight path between any s ∈ ab and t ∈ cd.
Lemma 3. The free space for the O(k2) dynamic spotlights in a cell C has O(k2)
complexity and can be computed in O(k2 logk) time and O(k2) space.
Proof Sketch. Plane sweep techniquesare used to compute the dynamic spotlights. Free
space is deﬁnedby intersectingeach dynamicspotlight with a free space ellipse [2] (see
Figure 4e).    
3.2 Static Spotlights
Paths from s ∈ ab to t ∈ cd that have their ﬁnal turn at an obstacle vertex oj have
the form π(s,oj) ◦ t and are represented by a structure that we call a static spotlight
(see Figure 5). Let Iab be an interval on the partition of ab that is deﬁned by SPM(oj)
∩ ab. Note that π(s,oj) has the same combinatorial structure for all s ∈I ab.L e t
Icd be one of the O(k) maximal connected intervals on cd with line of sight to oj.A
static spotlight is deﬁned as LS(Iab,o j,Icd)={(s,t) | s ∈I ab,t∈I cd}. A cell C
deﬁned by line segments ab and cd contains O(k3) non-emptystatic spotlights because
each obstacle vertex deﬁnes O(k2) possible (Iab,Icd) pairs. The free space for LS is
{(s,t) ∈L S | d(s,oj)+||oj − t|| ≤ ε} (see Figure 5).
Unlike dynamic spotlights, static spotlights represent shortest path candidates that
can include suboptimal paths. This follows because a static spotlight for oj forces a
path from s to t to go through oj even when π(s,t) does not have its ﬁnal turn at oj.
However, every shortest path π(s,t) must be represented by at least one dynamic or
static spotlight because shortest paths can only turn at obstacle vertices [3,14].
Lemma 4. The free space for the O(k3) static spotlights in a cell C has O(k3) com-
plexity and can be computed in O(k3) expected time or O(k2λ6(k)) deterministic time.
Proof. For a ﬁxed obstacle vertex oj, SPM(oj) ∩ ab partitions ab into intervals Iab,1,
... , Iab,O(k) [15]. These intervals induce O(k) vertical slabs in the cell C. Within each
slab, the free space inequality d(s,oj)+||oj − t|| ≤ ε describes a semi-algebraic set
of constant description complexity (see Figure 5c). The overlay of the vertical slabs forLink Distance and Shortest Path Problems in the Plane 149
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Fig.5. (a) A static spotlight represents paths of the form π(s,oj) ◦ t. (b) A circle centered at oj
with radius ε − d(s,oj) deﬁnes a candidate set of free space points in the (c) cell C. (d) Line
of sight from oj can be restricted to visible intervals Icd,1,...,Icd,O(k) ∈ cd by cutting out (e)
darkly-shaded horizontal slabs.
oi and oj has O(k) complexity, and within each of the O(k) overlayed slabs the semi-
algebraic sets for oi and oj have O(1) intersections. Thus, the union of semi-algebraic
sets has O(k · k2) complexity over all pairs of obstacle vertices.
We now enforce line of sight information from each oj onto the maximal intervals
Icd,1,...,Icd,O(k) ∈ cd that are visible from oj (see Figures 5d and 5e). For each of the
O(k) intervals on cd that is not directly visible to oj, we cut out a horizontal slab from
the semi-algebraic set for oj. Each of these O(k) horizontal slabs intersects the semi-
algebraic set for oj O(k) times, yielding O(k2) verticesper oj. Thus, the free space has
O(k3) complexity. It can be computed using an incremental algorithm [1].    
3.3 Fr´ echet Distance
Lemma 5. Free space in a cell C has O(k4) complexity and can be constructed for
any ε ≥ 0 in O(k4) expected time or O(k3λ6(k)) deterministic time.
Proof. The free space in a cell C is the union of the free spaces for the dynamic and
static spotlights (see Lemmas 3 and 4). Each of the O(k2) dynamic spotlights can in-
tersect the semi-algebraic set for oj (see Figure 5c) O(k) times, for a total of O(k · k3)
intersections of this type over all oj. Each of the O(k2) dynamic spotlights can also
intersect the O(k2) line of sight enforcing horizontal slabs (see Figure 5e). Hence, the
arrangement of the dynamic and static spotlights has O(k4) complexity. The arrange-
ment can be computed with an incremental algorithm [1].    
Theorem 7. TheFr´ echetdistanceforpolygonalcurvesAandB inapolygonaldomain
with k vertices can be computedin O(N2k4 logk logNk) time, and the free space dia-
gramcanhaveΩ(N2k2) complexity.N is thecomplexityofA andB.TheweakFr´ echet
distancecanbe computedin O(N2k4 logNk) expectedtime orO(N2k3λ6(k)logNk)
deterministic time. Both approaches use O(Nk+ k4) space.
Proof. The decision problem is answered by propagating reachability information
through all cells with a plane sweep. The weak decision problem can be answered by
marking a set of connected free space components as reachable. By Lemma 5, the free
space diagram has O(N2k4) free space vertices. Each of these vertices is parameter-
ized by ε as an algebraic curve that has constant degree and description complexity.150 A.F. Cook IV and C. Wenk
By applying parametric search [2] to these curves and using the O(N2k4 logk) run-
time for the decision problem, the Fr´ echet distance can be computed in O(N2k4 logk
logNk) time. The weak Fr´ echet distance can be computed similarly. The space bound
follows by storing one cell at a time plus the cell boundaries on the two rows required
fordynamicprogramming[2].Ourlowerboundforthefreespacediagramcanbefound
in [6].    
3.4 Two-Segment Shortest Path Map
Chiang and Mitchell [4] supportqueries between any two points in a polygonaldomain
with k vertices after O(k11) preprocessing. Using our spotlight structures, we deﬁne a
shortest path map SPM(ab,cd) that supports optimal query time from any source point
s ∈ ab to any destination point t ∈ cd after O(k4λ6(k)) preprocessing.
All dynamic spotlights encode π(s,t)=s ◦ t paths and contribute to SPM(ab,
cd). Unlike dynamic spotlights which are always interior-disjoint and consist entirely
of shortest paths, static spotlights can overlap and encode suboptimal paths. The main
task to construct SPM(ab,cd) is to “clip” the static spotlights into an interior-disjoint
set of optimal paths. Regions of overlap between all static spotlights deﬁned by oj and
ol can be resolved with a hyperbolic bisector Bjl(s)={(s,t) | d(s,oj)+||oj − t|| =
d(s,ol)+||ol − t||} that is commonly used in additively weighted Voronoi diagrams.
Theorem 8. SPM(ab,cd) can be constructed in O(k5) expected time or O(k4λ6(k))
deterministic time and O(k5) space. After this preprocessing, queries d(s,t), π(s,t)
for any s ∈ ab and t ∈ cd take O(logk + K) time, where K is the complexity of any
returned path. SPM(ab,cd) can have Ω(k2) complexity.
Proof Sketch. We partition the parameter space deﬁned by ab and cd such that for all
points (s,t) in a region the shortest path π(s,t) has the same combinatorial structure.
This arrangement is deﬁned by inserting a static spotlight bisector for each pair of ob-
stacles into the arrangementof the dynamic and static spotlights (see Lemmas 4 and 5).
The resulting arrangement has O(k5) complexity by a slab argument and can be con-
structed with an incremental algorithm [1]. The Ω(k2) lower bound follows from the
lower bound in Theorem 7.    
4C o n c l u s i o n
We develop algorithms to compute Voronoi diagrams, shortest path maps, and the
Fr´ echetdistancein theplanewithpolygonalobstacles.We also developtightboundsfor
ourVoronoidiagrams.It wouldbe interesting to extendourshortestpath map structures
SPM(ab,R2) and SPM(ab,cd) to support queries between any two points in the plane
and to compare the resulting runtimes with the O(k11) Euclidean runtime of Chiang
and Mitchell [4]. It would also be interesting to extend our Fr´ echet distance approach
to a set of more than two polygonal curves (see related work by Dumitrescu and Rote
[8]). Results on the Hausdorff distance were omitted from this version due to space
concerns.Link Distance and Shortest Path Problems in the Plane 151
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Abstract. During the last years, a wide range of huge networks has been
made available to researchers. The discovery of natural groups, a task
called graph clustering, in such datasets is a challenge arising in many
applications such as the analysis of neural, social, and communication
networks.
We here present Orca, a new graph clustering algorithm, which op-
erates locally and hierarchically contracts the input. In contrast to most
existing graph clustering algorithms, which operate globally, Orca is
able to cluster inputs with hundreds of millions of edges in less than
2.5 hours, identifying clusterings with measurably high quality. Our ap-
proach explicitly avoids maximizing any single index value such as mod-
ularity, but instead relies on simple and sound structural operations. We
present and discuss the Orca algorithm and evaluate its performance
with respect to both clustering quality and running time, compared to
other graph clustering algorithms.
1 Introduction
In the exploration andt h ea nalysis of large andc omplexn etworks such as the
World Wide Web, social and naturaln etworks andr e c ommendation systems or
protein dependencies, graph clustering has become a valuablet ool1.T he major-
ityo fa lgorithms forg r a p hc lusteringa r eb a s e don the paradigm of intra-cluster
densityv ersus inter-cluster sparsity. Several formalizations oft h is intuition have
been proposed ande valuated, ano v erviewo fs u c ht e c h niques isg iveni n[ 1 2] and
[14]. Due to the increasinga vailabilityo fd igitized network data, computational
puissance ands t orage mediaa ndu p c omingt r e nds such as time-expanded clus-
tering [23], networks comprisingu pt o several millions of vertices are today’s
subjects of research.H o w ever, despite oft e c h nical advances,i n stances oft h is
size still pose algorithmicc h a llenges, andr e nder techniques that are successfully
applied on smaller problems infeasible.
Our Contribution. In this work wep r e s e ntt h eOrca reduction andc on-
traction algorithm, a locally operating, fast graph clusteringa lgorithm,w hich is
  This work was partially supported by the DFG under grant WA 654/15-1 and by
the EU under grant DELIS (contract no. 001907).
1 We use the two terms network and graph interchangeably.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 152–165, 2009.
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capable ofh a ndlingh u g einstances that state-of-the-art methods cannotc ope
with and which exhibits remarkably goodr e s u lts ofc ommunity detection. The
emphasis is on the feasibilityo fa p p lyingt h ea lgorithm on huge problem in-
stances. Orca isd e s igned to rely on simple structuralo bservationst h a tim-
mediately translate toi n tra-cluster density and inter-cluster sparsity, avoiding
the direct maximization ofs ome index. On several publicly available networks
wee valuate the performance of Orca with respect to runningt ime ands e v-
eral quality measures forc lusterings.W es h ow that Orca scales well ands olve
instances with halfab illion edges, and yields goodc lusteringq u a lity.
Thisp a p e ris organized as follows.A fter introducingr e lated work and assets
of local methods,n ecessaryn o tation isg iven. In Section 1, we describe Orca.
In Section 3 wes h ow our ﬁndings on its general feasibility and on parameter
choices. Our experiments in Section 4c ompare Orca to related approaches on a
number of instances.W ec onclude with a discussion and future work in Section 5.
Related Work. It isc ommon knowledge that there is no single best strategy
forg r a p hc lustering,w hich justiﬁes the plethora ofe xisting approaches.M o re-
over, most qualityi n dices forg r a p hc lusterings havet u r ned out to be NP-hard
too ptimize andr a t h e rr e s ilientt o eﬀective approximations, see e.g., [11,31,8],
allowing only heuristic approaches for optimization. Other approaches often rely
on speciﬁc strategies with high runningt imes, e.g., the iterativer e m ovalo fc e n-
tral edges [27], ort h ed irect identiﬁcation ofd e nse subgraphs [19]. Provably
goodm e t h ods with a decentr u nningt ime include such that have a spectral
embedding oft h evertices as the basisf orag e ometricc lustering [13], min-cut
tree clustering [21], at e c h nique which guarantees certain bounds on bottlenecks
anda n approach which relies on random walks in graphs staying inside dense
regions with high probability [30]. Related to the latter isa n eﬀectiveb ottom-up
strategy called walktrap [28] that iteratively updates a distance measure based
on local random walks,w hich governsh ierarchical agglomerations.
The greedy maximization oft h eq u a lityi n dex modularity via iterativea g -
glomeration of vertices into growingc lusters [15] caused a surge off ollow-up
studies on related methodologies (see [11] or [14] fora no v erview). A variant
thereof,w hich abandonsg lobal greedyness, has recently been presented in [10].
Here a signiﬁcant speedup isa c h ieved byo n l yl o cally decidinga b out agglomera-
tion andh ierarchically reducing the graph repeatedly. Thisc onceptually simple
but eﬀective local method of greedy modularity maximization constructs con-
secutiveh ierarchyl evels ofac lusteringb yl ettinge a c hvertex decide tow hich
neighboringc luster/vertex to aﬃliate, andt h e n contracts each stablea ﬃ liation.
It is worth notingt h a tt h is approach iss imilar to Orca,o nar ough scale.H o w -
ever,w hilet h ist e c h nique ise xplicitly designed to maximize modularity—which
ita c h ieves quite well—andt h u ss olely relies on onem e a s u r ea st h es inglec r ite-
rion, Orca builds a clustering without thisb ias towards modularity.A l though
modularity has proven to be a rather reliableq u a lity measure,i t isk nown to
behavea r t iﬁcially to some extent.154 D. Delling et al.
Methods that potentially identifyo v erlappingc lusters,o r leave nodes unclus-
tered (see, e.g., [25] and [19]), are a slightly diﬀerentﬁ e lda ndt h u snotd iscussed
herein.
A more generous overviewo f the ﬁeldc a llsf oraf e ww o rds about what graph
clustering is not.T hisc ontext of graph partitioning strongly diﬀers fromg e neral
graph clustering in that the number andp ossibly the size ofc lusters are crucial
input parameters.N o te furthermore that graph clustering isr e lated but essen-
tially diﬀerentf r om the ﬁeld of data clustering where data points are embedded
in ah igh dimensional feature space and no explicit edge structure isp r e s e nt.
Making a Case for Local Methods. Many widespread clusteringa lgorithms
iterate some global mechanism a linear number oft imes,w hich isp a r t icularly
typical forc lassicb ottom-up agglomerative approaches (e.g., greedyi n dex max-
imization [15] ort h ewalktrap [28]), ort h e yi n clude some direct technique that
isb oth time ands p a c ec onsuming (e.g., globalM arkov chains [30] or iterative
conductance cutting [24]). Operating locally in graphs avoids these issues,i f local
operationsa r es implea ndb ounded in number.A part fromt h isa ndt h e ir obvi-
ous eligibility forp a r a llelization, more facts encourage local approaches.F i rst,
heuristics that maximize a clusteringq u a lityi n dex are known to exhibit what
has been coined scaling behavior [9,11], which can roughly be described as a
technique notr e p r oducingr e s u lts after, say, doublinga ni n stance.L o cal meth-
ods can avoids u c he ﬀects.S econd, a limited set of localo perations on ag r a p h ,
e.g., iterating over incidente d g e s , allowsf or fast data structures that grantf u r -
ther speed-ups andﬁ tm ost graphs into the main memoryo fas e r ver with 32GB
ofR AM. Third,l o cal strategies are better suited ford ynamization. They po-
tentially miss some global structure but since it is natural to assume that local
changes on graphs are of local semantics only, local decisions on the clustering
should suﬃce.
Notation. We assume that G =( V,E,ω)i sa n undirected,w eighted, ands imple
graph2 with the edge weight function ω: E → [0,1]. Wes e t|V | =: n,|E| =: m
and C = {C1,...,C k} to be a partition of V .W ec a ll C a clustering of G and
sets Ci clusters.Aclustering is trivial ife ither k =1 ,o ra ll clusters contain only
onee lement,i . e., are singletons.W e identify ac luster Ci with its node-induced
subgraph of G.T hen E(C): =
 k
i=1 E(Ci) are intra-cluster edges and E \ E(C)
inter-cluster edges,w i th cardinalities m(C) and m(C), respectively. Wed e note
the number of non-adjacent intra-cluster (inter-cluster) pairs of vertices as m(C)c
(m(C)c). A node v’s (standard) neighborhood is N(v): ={w ∈ V |{ v,w}∈E},
andt h es e tof vertices within distance d of v isd e noted as the d-neighborhood
Nd(v)={w ∈ V | w  = v,dist(v,w) ≤ d},w here dist(v,w) denotes the length of
the shortest path between v and w. since disconnected clusters are unreasonable.
2 We call elements of V vertices, and reserve the term nodes (or super-nodes)f o re n -
tities that potentially embody several vertices during some contraction stage. How-
ever, the reader is absolutely ﬁne if this distinction eludes her or him. Links between
vertices/nodes are uniformly called edges.Orca Reduction and ContrAction Graph Clustering 155
Quality Indices. Wem e a s u r e dt h eq u a lityo fc lusterings with a range ofq u a lity
indices, discussed, e.g., in [12], however,w es e tour focus on the indices cover-
age [12], performance [30], inter-cluster conductance [24] and modularity [27]
in this work, since they are the most studied ones.I nbrief, coverage ist h e
fraction of intra-cluster edges, and performance ist h ef r a c t ion ofc orrectly clas-
siﬁed vertex pairs,w . r.t. the set ofe d g e s . Modularity compares the coverage ofa
clusteringt o the same value after rearranginge d g e sr a ndomly and inter-cluster
conductance returnst h eworst (i.e. the thickest) bottleneck created by separat-
ingac luster fromt h er e s tof the graph.A l lthese deﬁnitionsg e neralize in a
naturalw ay as to take edge weights ω(e)i n to account, forad iscussion thereof
see [12], [26] and [22]. Forf u r t h e rd iscussions oft h e s eindices we refer the reader
to the given references, ands imply state theirf ormal( unweighted) deﬁnitions:
perf(C): =
m(C)+m(C)c
1
2n(n − 1)
mod(C): =
m(C)
m
−
1
4m2
 
C∈C
 
 
v∈C
deg(v)
 2
cov(C): =
m(C)
m
icc(C): =1− max
C∈C
 
v∈C
deg(v) − 2E(C)
min
   
v∈C
deg(v),
 
v∈V \C
deg(v)
 
2T h e Orca-Algorithm
The general approach of Orca isa sf ollows:P reliminarily prune the graph of
irrelevant vertices, then, iteratively identify dense neighborhoods andc ontract
them into super-nodes; after contraction repeat the seconds t e pon the next
hierarchyl evelo r,i ft h isf a ils, remove low-degree nodes andr e p lace them by
shortcuts.D othisu ntil the wholeg r a p hisc ontracted.D ue to the widely agreed
on fact that no quality function can be elected best in general, ani mportant
design goal for Orca was to refrain fromh a vinga ny decision base on such an
index. Instead we only rely on fundamental and indisputable structural proper-
ties such as the 2-core, the similarityo f a subgraph to ac lique and local sparsity.
The following sectionsd e t a il each step of Orca in the order oft h e ire xecution,
things are then put together in Section 2.W ep ostponet e c h nical details of our
implementation and our data structures toS ection 4.
Core-2 Reduction. The initial preprocessings t e pof Orca isas imple reduc-
tion oft h einstance toi ts 2-core.I n troduced in [29], the 2-core of a graph is
the maximalv ertex-induced subgraph in which each vertex has at least degree
2.N o te that the runningt ime oft h isp r ocedure Core-2 Reduction is linear
in m + n.T he rationaleb e h indt h isp r u nings t e pisa sf ollows.V ertices in the
1-coreshell are tree-like appendices,w hich are highly ambiguous to cluster sensi-
bly anyway( see Figure 1(a)). Since in ar e a s onably modeled real-world network
such appendices should notb elarge,w em a k et h es t r a ightforward assumption156 D. Delling et al.
that any tree appendix ist o be clustered together with its anchor vertexi nthe
2-core,w hich isd one in ap ostprocessings t e p .D epending on the nature oft h e
input, thiss t e pc a n signiﬁcantly reduce the size oft h ea c t u a l problem instance.
Local Search for Dense Regions. We now describe ani n tegral part of Orca,
the elementary detection of dense regions. Roughly speaking, ad e nse region
R ⊆ V isas e tof c nodes within distance d ofs ome seed node v, such that each
node w ∈ R is within distance at most d ofa tleast |Nd(v)|/γ other nodes of
Nd(v). Thiss t e pise m p loyed repeatedly and iteratively as will be described in
the next section. Each call of the procedure Dense-Region-Local (we omit
pseudocode)i s parameterized by a seed node v andt wo positiver e a ls γ and d
which set the required degree ofd e nsity andt h es ize oft h eneighborhoodt o
be explored, respectively. Low values of γ impose a stricter criterion on density,
which leads to Dense-Region-Local returnings m a ller regions.F i rst, the dense
region is initialized with v; then each node w within distance d or less from v,
in turn has each node x ∈ Nd(w)i n crement its seen-attribute.F o re a c hnode
this attribute thus stores how many nodes of Nd(v)i tc onsidered a d-neighbor.
In as e c onds t e p , thisp r ocedure now adds each node w ∈ Nd(v) to the dense
region, which has been seen by at least a γ-fraction oft h enodes in Nd(v), and
returns the assembled region as in Figure 1(b). Note that allowing nodes in any
N(w)i n to ar e g ion might produce undesirable “holes”. The time complexityo f
thisp r ocedure ish ighly dependent on d.S etting d =1at most Δ nodes each
havet h e ira tm ost Δ neighbors incrementt h e ir attribute,y i elding O(Δ2).
Contraction of Dense Regions. The seconde lementaryo peration on the
graph ist h ec ontraction of a subgraph into as ingle super-node.T he main goal
of Contraction ist o reduce the size of the problem instance by summarizing
parts that havea lready been solved;F i gure 1 illustrates its eﬀect.T he contrac-
tion ofanode-induced subgraph of G iss t r a ightforward.An ewn o de replaces
the subgraph, and is receives former adjacencies too ther nodes are replaced by
new edges,w eighted by theira verage adjacency to the region. A rough upper
bound on the runningt ime ofs u c haContraction clearly is O(m), since each
edge ist ouched only once.A namortized analysis oft h et ime complexityo fa
series ofc a lls of Algorithm Dense-Region-Local and Contraction will be
giveni nthe next section.
Global Dense Region Detection. Whilep r ocedure Dense-Region-Local
identiﬁes a dense region, andp r ocedure Contraction reduces itt o as u p e r -node
the followinga lgorithm, called Dense-Region-Global,o rchestrates the calls
to these localo perations. Roughly speaking, as ingler u no f Dense-Region-
Global assignse a c hnode to ap r ioritized dense region (Figure 1(b)), andt h e n
abstracts the graph to the nexth ierarchyl evel by replacinge a c hd e nse region
by as u p e r -node (Figure 1(c)). The crucialo bservation ist h a tDense-Region-
Global reduces the size oft h einstance very quickly and in am e a ningfulw ay,
pavingt h eway forf u r t h e ra ndm ore far-reachingc lusterings t e p s .Orca Reduction and ContrAction Graph Clustering 157
(a) The input instance, ﬁrst it
will be reduced to its 2-core
Priority 1
Priority 4 Priority 3
Priority 2
(b) Now, dense regions are
identiﬁed (colors)
0.143
0.333
0.25
0.25
(c) Each dense region is
contracted
Fig.1. Dense regions (by colors) are contracted in the order of contraction priority
Given parameters γ and d as above, Dense-Region-Global ﬁrst callsf or
each node v in the graph Dense-Region-Local using v as the seed node. Each
dense region returned ist h e ni n serted into ap r iority queue with a priority key
that expresses how signiﬁcantt h er e g ion actually is, as indicated in Figure 1(b).
Thisk e yi sc omputed by evaluatingt h ef ollowings implef u nction ψ that measures
the average edge weight mass incident with a node in the region:
ψ : P(V ) → [0,1] D  →
 
e∈E(D) ω(e)
|D|
,D ⊆ V
An alternative approach to accomplish this,w hich weh a ve yet to examine,
isg iveni n[ 3 3 ] .A fter determininga ndq u e u ingf ore a c hnode v ∈ V its dense
region, regionsa r epopped fromt h eq u e u ea ndc ontracted.S i n ce we seek a proper
partition of nodes,w eﬁ r s th a vet o reassembled e nse regionse xcludinga ll nodes
that are assigned to dense regions with a higher priority by taggingt h e ma s
invalid. Experiments showed that reordering the queue after such exclusions is
costly and yields a minimal gain in quality, thus initial priorities are kept.
In total, n calls of Dense-Region-Local accountf or O(nΔ2) and n priority
queue operationsr e q u ire O(nlogn) time.D uringt h ec ourse ofa ll Contraction
operationse a c he d g eist ouched at most twice,w hich yields an amortized time
of O(m). Summingu p , Dense-Region-Global is in O(m + n(Δ2 +l o gn)).
Densiﬁcation via Shortcuts. While initially, low degree nodes ora p p e ndices
are pruned anda s s igned to clusters in ac a nonicalw ay( see Core-2 Reduc-
tion), thism ight notb ed e s irablef ors u p e r -nodes incorporatingt h ousands of
elementaryv ertices.H o w ever, such low degree elements are potentially incom-
patible with a given choice oft h et h r e s h old parameter γ Thus,w e densify a
graph, by replacingalow-degree node v with a clique construction of shortcuts
among its neighbors as in Figure 2.S i milar ton o des removed duringt h eCore-2
Reduction, such a node ist h e n potentially aﬃliated with the node it ism ost
strongly connected to.
Algorithm Shortcuts loops through all nodes v with the minimum degree
δ, ensure that all pairs {v1,v 2} of nodes adjacentt o v become connected and
removes v.T he weight on the edge between {v1,v 2} ist h e n set toi ts new con-
ductivity, ac oncept borrowed frome lectrical circuits:T othe old weight,w hich
is 0i ft h ee d g ewas notp r e s e nt, the term 1/( 1
ω({v1,v}) + 1
ω({v2,v}))i s added that158 D. Delling et al.
0.5 0.5
1 2
3
0.25
1 2
Fig.2. Shortcuts using δ = 2, a shortcut between nodes 1 and 2, replaces node 3
expresses the conductivityo f the path π = v1,v,v 2.T he rationale ist h a tt h is
adjustmentm a intainsc onductivities between all neighbors whiled e nsifyingt h e
graph structurally, again enabling the detection ofd e nse regions.A n alyzingt h e
time complexityv ery roughly yields a worst case complexityo f O(n · Δ2).
Algorithm 1. Orca
Input: G =( V,E,ω), d,γ ∈ R+
Core-2 Reduction(G) 1
while |V | > 2 do 2
Dense-Region-Global(G,γ,d) 3
if |Vold| > 0.25|V| then 4
Shortcuts(G,δ) 5
else Store currentc lustering 6
Putting Things Together. This
section detailst h eoverall ap-
proach of Orca,i . e., Algorithm 1
which repeatedly callsa ll neces-
sary procedures.A fter the Core-
2 Reduction, fora slonga s
there are more than two nodes
left in the graph, Dense-Region-
Global and Shortcuts itera-
tively reduce andc ontract the
graph.I fa ta ny time no signiﬁcantc ontraction isp ossible (Line4 ), Shortcuts
removes low degree nodes andc ompactiﬁes the graph (Line 5). After each suc-
cessful global contraction stage wes t ore the currentc lustering (Line 6). Orca
returnst h ewholec lusteringh ierarchy alongside evaluated qualityi n dices for
manual choice of the preferred clustering.A dditionally ar e c ommendation is
given, based on qualityi n dices.I npractice, procedure Shortcuts ish a r d ly
ever called, and no value of δ>2 was ever used,l eaving Shortcuts with a
marginali mpact on runningt imes. Only with ill-modeled graphs, pathological
examples oru nreasonablec h oices of γ does thisp r ocedure ever operate on a
graph with size comparablet o the input, usually it is only called after a series
ofc ontraction steps.W ed iscuss goodc h oices fort h et wo parameters γ and d in
the following section.
The total runningt ime of Orca derives from its subroutines, andf a c t or h,
the number of iterations oft h em a in loop or,i no ther words, the depth oft h e
clusteringh ierarchy, which is n in the worst case but alwaysb e low logn in
practice. Shortcuts However, since this work is on practical performance,w e
refrain fromad e t a iled analysisa ndc lose with our observation that empirically
the total runningt ime of Orca sums up to O(logn(m + n(logn + Δ2))).
Engineering Orca. Weh e r es h ortly presentt wo small optimizationsf or Orca.
Itt u r ns out that forp a r t icular graphs with a few high-degree vertices the running
time of Orca isd ominated by the Δ2 term.H ence,w eu s ealittlet weak to
reduce runningt imes:A fter the Core-2 Reduction,w er e m ovea ll vertices
with a degree greater than 4 ·
√
n from the graph, as these global hubs hardlyOrca Reduction and ContrAction Graph Clustering 159
indicate local density. Later wea s s ign such a vertex to the cluster which contains
most of its neighbors.
At later iteration steps,i t isp ossible that the currentc lusterings t ill contains
many singleton elementaryv ertices.I no rder to reduce these undesirablec lusters,
wea s s ign each singleton vertex to the cluster it isc onnected to most strongly.
3 Parameters and Feasibility
Thisb r ief section yields insights on reasonablec h oices for the parameters γ and d
andc orroborates the feasibilityo f Orca on two toy examples.P arameter testing
was conducted with the aid oft wo randomg e nerators that served as a source
for graphs with ani mplanted clustering structure.
Parameter Estimation. Wee m p loyed two generators forr a ndomt e s tin-
stances: ﬁrst, an Attractor Generator,w hich isb a s e don assigning vertices, ran-
domly placed in the plane, to clusters in a Voronoi fashion andc onnectingt h e m
with probability based on distance andc luster aﬃliation; ands e c ond, a Sig-
niﬁcant Gaussian Generator which partitionst h evertex set into clusters and
theni n terconnects vertices similar to the Erd˝ os-R´ enyi model, using intra- and
inter-cluster edge-probabilities.W e refer the reader to[ 1 6 ]ford e t a ils on these
generators,w here they are evaluated ands h own to produce reasonablea nd vari-
ablep r e -clustered graphs with a tunablec larity. In ab r oad studyo nsmaller
graphs with 50 to 1000 vertices (step size 50), we varied the density parameter
oft h eAttractorG e neratorf r om 0.5( mostly disconnected stars) to 2.5( almost
ac lique)i nsteps of 0.1, and we varied the intra-edge probabilities oft h eSig-
niﬁcantG a u s s ian Generatorb e t ween0 .1( v ery sparse) and 0.7 (almost cliques)
in steps of 0.1, havingt h er a t io of inter-cluster edges range between0 .1 and 0.5
(0.05 step size). For each such setup wep e r f ormed 30 experiments ande valuated
the results of Orca with respect to performance, coverage and modularity.
The results oft h is parameter exploration revealed that settingd e p t hd to1
foru nweighted graphs ist h eb e s tc h oice in general. The main reason fort h is is
that a broader candidate neighborhoode ncourages “holes”i n side clusters which
at a later stage cannotb er e p a ired.P arameter γ, proved to be feasiblef or values
between 2a nd 10 for sparse graphs,w i th low values workingb e s tin general.
Two Toy Examples. In the following wes h ow clusteringr e s u lts fort wo graphs,
one of which is well known in the clusteringc ommunity, and onet h a tvery
fundamentally incorporates a clusteringh ierarchy. The latter graph isc learly
organized into1 6small groups which themselves are organized into four groups,
it was proposed in [25], as a basicb e nchmark forh ierarchy detection. Figure 3
shows Orca’sr e s u lts, ac lear success.T he seconde xample was compiled by
WayneZ a c h a r y[ 3 2]w hiled oingas t u d yo nthe social structure off r iendship
between the members ofau niversity sports club.T he two real-worldf a c t ions
are indicated by color in Figure 4.U sing γ = 2a nd d =1 ,Orca clusters this
graph as illustrated in Figure 5, where hierarchyl evels 1 to3are shown. Level3
misclassiﬁes only as ingle vertex( v ertexn umber 10, in the originaln umbering).160 D. Delling et al.
Fig.3. Hierarchy levels 1 (grouping) and
3 (colors) found by Orca
Fig.4. Z a c h a r yi nr e a l i t y( c o v=0 .87,
perf = 0.62, icc = 0.87, mod = 0.37)
(a) cov = 0.73, perf = 0.79,
icc = 0.22, mod = 0.39
(b) cov = 0.82, perf = 0.71,
icc = 0.75, mod = 0.40
(c) cov = 0.87, perf = 0.62,
icc = 0.87, mod = 0.37
Fig.5. Hierarchy levels 1 to 3 (left to right), using γ =2a n ds e a r c hd e p t hd =1
4 Experiments
Implementation Details. Another ﬁeld with huge datasets in algorithm engineer-
ing is the development off a s ts h ortest path algorithms (see [17]). There we
made the experience that in most cases, the loss with respect to runningt imes
stemmingf r ome xternall i braries isr a t h e rh igh.A st h eg oalo f Orca was the de-
velopment ofaf a s tc lusteringa lgorithm,o ur implementation is writteni nC++,
using only the STL at some points.A sp r iority queue weu s eab inary heap, and
wer e p r e s e nt the graph as an adjacency array. In the following wer e p ort running
times andq u a lity achieved by Orca, usingﬁ xed parameters γ = 2a nd d =1 .
Form e a s u r ingt h eq u a lityo fac lustering,w ee valuate the score achieved by cov-
erage, performance,i n ter-cluster conductance, andm odularity( see Section 1).
Our tests were executed on onec ore ofa nA M DOpteron 2218r u nning SUSE
Linux1 0 .3. It isc locked at 2.6 GHz, has 32G Bo fR AM and2x1M Bo f L2
cache.T he program was compiled with GCC 4.2, using optimization level3 .
Inputs. Weu s et h r e ed iﬀerentt ypes of inputs.S mall world graphs,w ebgraphs and
road networks.T he ﬁrst group contains three graphs.T he ﬁrst dataset represents
the Internet on the router level, it ist a k e n fromt h eC AIDA webpage [2]. The
secondg r a p hisac itation network,o btained fromc r a wlingc iteseer [1]. The ﬁnal
dataset isac o-authorship [7]n etwork,w hich is obtained from DBLP [3]. TheOrca Reduction and ContrAction Graph Clustering 161
secondg r oup of inputs are webgraphs taken from [6]. Nodes represent webpages,
edges representh yperlinks.W eu s ef our graphs,n amely cnr-2000, eu-2005, in-
2004a ndu k -2002.T he ﬁnal group of inputs are road networks taken fromt h e
DIMACS homepage [18]. We use three graphs, the ﬁrst oner e p r e s e nts Florida,
the second onec e ntralU S Aw hilet h elast one ist h ef u ll road network oft h e
US. Sizes are giveni nT ables 1-3.
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Fig.6. Quality of the clustering hierarchy
computed by Orca. The inputs are the we-
bgraph in-2004, the small world citation net-
work, and the road network of the US.
Hierarchy of Clusterings. We
ﬁrst evaluate the clusteringh ierarchy
computed by Orca.F i gure 6 shows
the score ofa ll qualityi n dices andt h e
number ofc lusters fora ll levels oft h e
hierarchy. Due to space limitations,
wer e s t r ict ourselves too n er e p r e s e n-
tative ofe a c hg r oup of our inputs.
As on higher hierarchyl evels, the
number ofc lusters decreases, cover-
age increases.I tt u r ns out that inputs
are too large (contain degeneracies)
fort h eworst-case indexi n ter-cluster
conductance toy i eldr e a s onable in-
sights.I n terestingly, modularity ﬁrst
increases and later decreases,y i elding
ac lear preference.F o r sparse graphs
performance isk nown to favorﬁ ne
clusterings, but the point where per-
formance severely decreases agrees
with what modularity favors.S um-
marizing, Orca produces a reason-
ablec lusteringh ierarchy from which
au s e rc a n choose hisf a vorite.Agood
choice seems to be a level, where per-
formance, coverage, andm odularity
score best.
Comparison. Next,w ec ompare our
results with competingg r a p hc luster-
inga lgorithms.W ee valuate the global
greedy modularity algorithm [15], the
newl o calv ariant [10], and walk-
trap [28]. We omitanumber of other
promising approaches, e.g., vias imu-
lated annealing [20], which are com-
putationally too demandingf ort h e s einstance sizes.T he implementations of
global greedy and walktrap are taken fromt h eigraph library[ 5 ] ,the code for
local greedyi st a k e n from [4]. Note that in the following we only report the162 D. Delling et al.
clustering with maximum modularity for Orca, quality scores of other levels
can be found in Figure 6.
Small World Graphs. Tab.1reports runningt imes andq u a lity score achieved
by Orca andc ompetinga lgorithms applying our three small world inputs.W e
observee xcellentr u nningt imes for Orca with feasibleq u a lity scores.M o reover,
we observet h a tin terms ofr u nningt ime, global greedy and walktrap cannot
compete with the local algorithms.W hilet h is ist o be expected,n o te that they
don o ta c h ieve better quality scores either. Comparing Orca with local greedy
we observet h a tOrca tends to produce ﬁner clusterings. Roughly speaking,
quality scores are worse than for local greedy but still feasible.F o rt h einstance
citation, Orca failst o ﬁndavery goodc lustering, this ism a inly due to many
high degree hubs—milestonep a p e r sorm a jors u r veys,w here Orca seems to
take too many simpliﬁcation steps (see Engineering Orca above).
Webgraphs. Next,w ef ocus on the scalabilityo f our approach.T he webgraphs
weh a vet a k e n from [6] haves imilar properties but diﬀerents izes.I tt u r ns out
that the global greedy algorithm needs too much memory to be executed while
walktrap takes too much time.H ence,w ec ompare Orca with the local greedy
algorithm only, Tab. 2r e p orts runningt imes andq u a lity scores.A tag lance
we observet h a tOrca provides goodc lusterings within reasonablec omputa-
tion times.A l lgraphs are clustered in less than 2.5 hours. Only fore u -2005, we
achieveam odularity score of less than0 .85, andd on o t agglomerate longe nough
to ﬁnd a better clustering.I n terestingly, intercluster conductance isa lwaysa l-
most zero for Orca.T hiss t e m sf r omt h ef a c tt h a t ,i n tercluster conductance,
beingaworst-case qualityi n dex, alwaysc onsiders a clustering with at least one
singleton a very poorc lustering.W hilet h ism a y make sense fors m a ll inputs,
such a worst-case indexi s notr e liablef or large inputs.A s observed in Fig.6 ,i n
most cases clusterings on ah igher level score higher values. Comparing Orca
with local greedy, we observet h a tOrca has longer runningt imes but achieves
comparableq u a lity scores on these large inputs,n eglecting icc. On cnr-2000 and
Table 1. Running times and quality of the algorithms on small world graphs
Instance n/m Algorithm time [s] clusters icc perf. cov. mod.
caida
Router
global greedy 0:20 1672 0.5667 0.9397 0.9052 0.7639
190914 Walktrap 0:23 24952 0.0000 0.9858 0.7540 0.6693
607610 local greedy < 0:01 442 0.6410 0.9720 0.8944 0.8440
Orca < 0:01 492 0.2105 0.9578 0.7113 0.6500
co-
Authors
global greedy 1:15 2930 0.5000 0.9187 0.8638 0.7413
299067 Walktrap 0:55 37669 0.0000 0.9790 0.7089 0.6432
977676 local greedy < 0:01 269 0.6196 0.9813 0.8486 0.8269
Orca < 0:01 2038 0.1733 0.9954 0.7274 0.7212
citations
global greedy 2:08 1927 0.2857 0.8253 0.9106 0.6650
268495 Walktrap 0:51 16822 0.0000 0.9690 0.7449 0.6824
1156647 local greedy < 0:01 147 0.5983 0.9544 0.8593 0.8037
Orca < 0:01 4201 0.0000 0.9973 0.5649 0.5100Orca Reduction and ContrAction Graph Clustering 163
Table 2. Running times and quality of the algorithms on webgraphs
Instance n/m Algorithm time [s] clusters icc perf. cov. mod.
cnr-
2000
325556 local greedy 8 242 0.8571 0.9799 0.9971 0.9130
5565376 Orca 28 110 0.0002 0.9632 0.9427 0.8567
eu-2005
862664 local greedy 23 326 0.7668 0.9643 0.9708 0.9376
32778307 Orca 307 217 0.0002 0.9458 0.7965 0.7014
in-2004
1382908 local greedy 36 1004 0.0000 0.9931 0.9234 0.9094
27560318 Orca 313 740 0.0002 0.9877 0.9503 0.9288
uk-2002
18520486 local greedy 432 6280 0.0000 0.9981 0.5693 0.5671
529444599 Orca 8807 66595 0.0000 0.9995 0.8758 0.8749
Table 3. Running times and quality of the algorithms on road networks
Instance n/m Algorithm time [s] clusters icc perf. cov. mod.
ﬂorida
1070376 local greedy 15 541 0.9845 0.9978 0.9971 0.9948
2687902 Orca 37 48 0.9609 0.9954 0.9913 0.9866
central
14081816 local greedy – –––––
33866826 Orca 1116 343 0.9319 0.9943 0.9966 0.9909
usa
23900746 local greedy – –––––
58389712 Orca 1317 209 0.9424 0.9980 0.9954 0.9933
eu-2005 local greedy has a slight advantage in terms ofq u a lityi n dices while on
in-2004a ndu k -2002 Orca yields higher values. On these two instances, Orca
outperforms the local greedy method in terms of modularity—especially on uk-
2002b y a surprisingly large margin. Although the latter technique merges groups
of nodes until no more improvement in modularity can be attained,i t seems to
fundamentally run past the innate clustering structure oft h is network, since
Orca identiﬁes ten times as many clusters,w i th both a signiﬁcantly higher cov-
erage and modularity.A tt h isp oint it is worth noting that the size oft h elocal
greedy clusteringm onotonously scales with the number of nodes (except fort h e
smallest instance). This isp a r a lleled by the predictablea nda r t iﬁcial behavior of
the modularity index, favoringab a lance of (small) degree sums within clusters
over coverage.T hism ight be the reason fort h ea lgorithm’sb e h a vior on uk-2002,
which seems better clustered much ﬁner.
Road Networks. Unfortunately, walktrap andg lobal greedy are way too slow for
this input andt h eimplementation oft h elocal greedy algorithm crashes with a
segmentation fault, forr e a s onsu nknown to us.H ence,w ec onclude that Orca is
currently the only graph clusteringa lgorithm working on large instances ofs u c h
kinds of inputs.A s observable in Tab.3 ,both runningt imes andq u a lity scores
are excellent.A l lqualityi n dices score a value higher than0 .94.W e need less
than 22 minutes to construct all levels oft h eh ierarchy. Note that although usa
isa lmost doublet h es ize ofc e ntral, and Orca clusters the former even coarser;
runningt imes are very similar.T o gether with the very high qualityv alues, usa
seems to be an easyi n stance.164 D. Delling et al.
5C o n c l u s i o n
Wep r e s e nted a fast graph clusteringa lgorithm, called Orca.U n l i ke previous
approaches, Orca works in a local sense:i t iteratively contracts dense regions
to supernodes which become the clustering of the current iteration step.I tt u r ns
out that Orca clusters graphs up to as ize of 530 million edges in less than
2a ndh a lfh ours on standard server hardware. Only [10]—recently developed
independently fromu s —can compete with Orca in terms off e a s ibilityo nhuge
networks.H o w ever, the scalabilityo f our approach seems better since Orca can
also cluster bigr oad networks,w here the latter approach fails.I nterms ofq u a l-
ity the two algorithms both compete with other state-of-the-art algorithms, and
between them,n ogeneral assertion which onet o prefer can be made.W hile [10]
isf a s t e r , the obtained clustering iss t r ongly dependent on the behavior oft h e
index modularity,o f which Orca is independent.F o rh u g einstances the choice
ultimately depends on the application and whether artifacts speciﬁc to modu-
larity are acceptable.F uture work on Orca includes the adaptation of better
rules for network hubs andad ynamization, which, given the clustering ofs ome
snapshota nd a graph update, recomputes only aﬀected parts oft h ec lusterings.
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Abstract. Wiener index as one of the oldest chemical index has been
well studied. It has been extensive used in Computational Biology, Pre-
liminary screening of drugs and Complex Network. Based on variable
Wiener index, I.Gutman et al [6] introduced the concept of equisepa-
rable pairs of trees and chemical trees, meanwhile they gave a rule on
how to construct such equiseparable pairs. D.Vuki˘ cevi´ ca n dI . G u t m a n
[8] proved almost all trees and chemical trees have equiseparable mates,
which is a disadvantageous property of many molecular-structure graph-
based descriptors. Recently, I.Gutman et al [9] proposed the concept of
Terminal Wiener Index, which equals to the summation of distance be-
tween all pairs of pendent vertices of trees. Following this line, we explore
the properties of terminal Wiener index, and show the fact that there
still exist pairs of trees and chemical trees which can not be distinguished
by it, therefore we give some general methods to construct equisepara-
ble pairs and compare the methods in the case of Wiener index. More
speciﬁcally, we show that terminal Wiener index is degenerative to some
extent.
Keywords: Equiseparability, terminal Wiener index, chemical tree.
1 Introduction
There are many chemicali n dices proposed as molecular-structure descriptors
until now, one oft h eoldest and well studied chemicali n dexi st h eWiener index
which was given byH . W i ener [1] in 1947.I tc a n be expressed as:
W(G)=
 
1≤i<j≤n
d(vi,v j)( 1 )
where d(vi,v j)i st h ed istance betweenv ertices vi and vj in ag r a p hG, the
summation goes over all pairs of vertices oft h eg iven graph.F o r trees,H . W i ener
gotavery useful formulat o calculate the Wiener index:
W(T)=
 
e∈T
n1(e|T) · n2(e|T)( 2)
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where n1(e|T) and n2(e|T) are the number of vertices of T,l y i n g on the two
sides of e.T he summation on the right-hands ide of the equation goes over all
edges oft h et r e eT. Obviously, ift h et r e eT has n vertices, then fora ll of its
edges,
n1(e|T)+n2(e|T)=n
Based on Wiener index, ag e nerali n dex called Variable Wiener Index has
been proposed [3,4]:
Wλ(T)=
 
e∈T
[n1(e|T) · n2(e|T)]λ (3)
where λ isa n adjustable parameter.
Deﬁnition 1. ([6]). Assuming n1(e|T) ≤ n2(e|T),t w ot r e e sT   and T    of order
n are said to be equiseparable if their edges e 
1,e  
2,···,e  
n−1 and e  
1,e   
2,···,e   
n−1
can be labeled so that the equality n1(e 
i|T  )=n1(e  
i |T   ) holds for all i =
1,2,···,n− 1.
Wiener index has been extensiveu s e din Computational Biology, Preliminary
screening ofd r u g sa ndC omplexN etwork.F o re xample,i t isam e a s u r e m e nt
ofa verage distance in network [10,11]. In the designo fe c onomicaln etworks,
spanning trees ofc onnected graph with smallest Wiener index are veryi mportant
in practice [12]. In Chemistry, Wiener index measures the van der Waalss u r f a c e
area ofa n alkanem olecule,w hich explainst h ec orrelationsf oundb e t ween W
andag r e a tvarietyo fp h ysico-chemical properties ofa lkanes [5]. But ift wo or
more chemical trees are equiseparable, then those compounds will haves imilar
physico-chemical properties which cann o tb ed istinguished byW i ener index. It
isam a in drawback ofm a ny chemicali n dex structure-descriptors.
I.Gutman et al[ 6 ]pointed out that there does exist pairs of isomerica lkanes
whose variable Wiener index coincide fora ll values of the parameter λ.S o me
former studies [6,7] showed how to construct such equiseparablec h e m ical trees.
Asa nother point of view, D.Vuki˘ cevi´ ce ta l[ 8] gaveap r oof on almost all trees
andc h e m ical trees1 havee q u iseparablem a t e s .
In [13], E.A.Smolenskii et al made use oft e r m inal distance matrices to en-
code molecular structures.T he proposed reduced vector is less degenerativet h a n
some other molecular codes.B ased on those applications,I . Gutman et al[ 9 ]pro-
posed the concept of Terminal Wiener Index,w hich equalst o the summation of
distance between all pairs ofp e ndent vertices2 of trees,i . e.
TW(T)=
 
1≤i<j≤k
d(vi,v j)( 4)
where vi and vj are pendent vertices oft r e eT, d(vi,v j)i st h ed istance between
them, andt h es u mg oes over all pairs ofs u c hp e ndent vertices.
1 A tree is a chemical tree if its maximum degree is at most 4.
2 In this paper, pendent vertices means leaves of the tree.168 X. Deng and J. Zhang
Similar to the proof of (2), I.Gutman gota nother way to calculate the terminal
Wiener index.
TW(T)=
 
e∈T
p1(e|T) · p2(e|T)( 5 )
where p1(e|T) and p2(e|T) are the number ofp e ndent vertices of T,l y i n g on the
two sides of e, and the summation embraces all the n − 1 edges of T.W e will
use p1(e), p2(e)i n stead of p1(e|T), p2(e|T)w hen there is no confusion.
Similar toW i ener index, wed e ﬁ net h evariablet e r m inalW i ener index so that
itc a n havem ore molecular-structure descriptivep ower.
Deﬁnition 2. Variable terminal Wiener index is deﬁned as follows:
TW λ(T)=
 
e∈T
[p1(e) · p2(e)]λ (6)
where λ is an adjustable parameter.
Unfortunately, with thism ore powerfuli n dex, there still exitp a irs of trees and
chemical trees whose variablet e r m inalW i ener index coincide fora ll values of
the parameter λ.W ec a n see itf r omt h ee xample in Figure 1, where T1 and T2
haves a m evariablet e r m inalW i ener index, 5 · 2λ.
T1 T2
Fig.1.
Based on thisf a c t ,w ed e ﬁ net h ee q u iseparabilityw . r.t. terminalW i ener index.
Deﬁnition 3. Assuming p1(e) ≤ p2(e),t w ot r e e sT   and T    of order n are said
to be equiseparable w.r.t. terminal Wiener index if their edges e 
1,e  
2,···,e  
n−1
and e  
1,e   
2,···,e   
n−1 can be labeled so that the equality p1(e 
i|T  )=p1(e  
i |T   )
holds for all i =1 ,2,···,n− 1.
In Section 2,w ee xplore diﬀerentr u les forc onstructinge q u iseparable trees w.r.t
Wiener index andt e r m inalW i ener index. In Section 3, weg iveaf ormal proof
of the fact that terminalw i ener index has the degenerative phenomenon as the
wiener index. Wec onclude in section 4.
2 Rules for Constructing Equiseparable Trees with
Respect to Terminal Wiener Index
First,w es h ow that the methods ofc onstructinge q u iseparable trees w.r.t Wiener
indexi n[ 6 , 7] can be extended to construct equiseparable trees w.r.tt e r m inal
Wiener index.Equiseparability on Terminal Wiener Index 169
In [6], I.Gutman gots ome rules forc onstructinge q u iseparablec h e m ical trees
w.r.t.W i ener index. But they are in fact special cases oft h em e t h od obtained
in [7], which can be stated as:
Theorem 1. ([7]). Let T, X and Y be arbitrary trees, each with more than two
vertices. Let the tree T1 be obtained from T by identifying the vertices u and s,
and by identifying the vertices v and t.L e tT2 be obtained from T by identifying
the vertices u and t, and by identifying the vertices v and s.T h e ni fX and Y
have equal number of vertices, the trees T1 and T2 are equiseparable. See Fig.2.
T
X Y
s t
uv
T
X Y
T
Y X
uu vv
T1 T2
Fig.2.
If wer e vise the condition felicitously, thenT heorem 1 can be extended to con-
struct equiseparable trees w.r.t. terminalW i ener index.
Theorem 2. Let trees T1 and T2 be constructed the same as they are in Fig.2.
If px − ps = py − pt, then the trees T1 and T2 are equiseparable w.r.t. terminal
Wiener index. px and py denote the number of pendent vertices of fragments X
and Y , respectively. ps is equal to 1 if s is a pendent vertex of X,o t h e r w i s ei t
is equal to 0. pt is deﬁned similar to ps.
Proof. Wep r ove itb y classifyingt h ee d g e sof T1 and T2 into four types ande a c h
type ofe d g e ss a t isfyD eﬁnition 3.
(1) Fore d g e sb e longingt o T,l y i n g on t h es a m es ide of u and v.F o re xample,
edge e  of T1 and e   of T2, both lying on the left of u.W eh a ve p1(e |T1)=
p1(e  |T2)=p1(e|T), p2(e |T1)=p2(e  |T2)=p2(e|T)+px + py − k,w here k is170 X. Deng and J. Zhang
ac onstant which equalst h enumber ofp e ndent vertices among {u,v,s,t}.S o
thist ype of edges can be labeled so that p1(e |T1)=p1(e  |T2) alwaysh olds.T he
same applies to edges lying on the right of v.
(2)F o re d g e sb e longingt o X. Obviously there isab ijection between the edges
of fragment X of T1 andt h ee d g e sof fragment X of T2, so thist ype ofe d g e s
can also be labeled so that p1(e |T1)=p1(e  |T2) alwaysh olds.
(3) Fore d g e sb e longingt o Y .I t is the same as case (2).
(4)F o re d g e sb e longingt o T,l y i n gb e t ween the vertices u and v.A ccordingt o
whether vertices u,v,s,t are pendent vertices oft h e irc orresponding fragments,
thisc a s ec a n be divided into 24 =1 6subcases.W e only check three typical
subcases here,o thers can be proved similarly.
(4.1) None oft h e misp e ndent vertex.
Thenw eh a ve p1(e |T1)=p1(e|T)+px, p2(e |T1)=p2(e|T)+py and p1(e  |T2)=
p1(e|T)+py, p2(e  |T2)=p2(e|T)+px. Combined with ps =0and pt =0 ,w e
get that the equality px − ps = py − pt implies the edges lyingb e t ween u and v
satisfyD eﬁnition 3.
(4.2) One oft h e misp e ndent vertex, fore xample, s isap e ndent vertexo f X.
Thenw eh a ve p1(e |T1)=p1(e|T)+px − 1, p2(e |T1)=p2(e|T)+py and
p1(e  |T2)=p1(e|T)+py, p2(e  |T2)=p2(e|T)+px − 1. Combined with ps =1
and pt =0 ,w e get that the equality px − ps = py − pt implies the edges lying
between u and v satisfyD eﬁnition 3.
(4.3) Two oft h e ma r ep e ndent vertices, fore xample, s isap e ndent vertexo f
X while v isap e ndent vertexo f T.
Thenw eh a ve p1(e |T1)=p1(e|T)+px − 1, p2(e |T1)=p2(e|T)+py − 1 and
p1(e  |T2)=p1(e|T)+py, p2(e  |T2)=p2(e|T)+px − 2. Combined with ps =1
and pt =0 ,w e get that the equality px − ps = py − pt implies the edges lying
between u and v satisfyD eﬁnition 3.
After checkinga ll 16 subcases we get that edges lyingb e t ween u and v can
be labeled so that p1(e |T1)=p1(e  |T2) alwaysh olds.
Aggregatingt h e s ef our cases,w ec a n see that if px − ps = py − pt, then
p1(e 
i|T  )=p1(e  
i |T   ) holds fora ll i =1 ,2,···,n− 1, which implies that trees
T1 and T2 are equiseparable.
On the other hand, trees are equiseparable w.r.t.W i ener index does not imply
they are equiseparable w.r.t. terminalW i ener index, since that the terminal
Wiener indexi st h es u moft h ed istance between all pairs ofp e ndent vertices but
notp a irs of vertices.F o re xample, the trees T1 and T2 in Fig.3 are equiseparable
w.r.t.W i ener index but note q u iseparable w.r.tt e r m inalW i ener index. So, it
is worth to ﬁnds ome general rules forc onstructinge q u iseparable trees w.r.t
terminalW i ener indexo n l y .
The followingt h e orem andc orollary are rules to construct equiseparable trees
w.r.tt e r m inalW i ener index but not Wiener index.
Theorem 3. Let Z be an arbitrary tree, u is a vertex of Z,t r e eT1 is obtained
by identifying the vertices u and i, T2 is obtained by identifying the vertices u
and j.I fX and Y have equal number of pendent vertices, then the trees T1 and
T2 are equiseparable. See Fig.4.Equiseparability on Terminal Wiener Index 171
T1
T2
Fig.3.
X Y
Z
1 i j k ... ... ...
X Y
1 i j k ... ... ...
Z
T1
T2
u
u
Fig.4.
Proof. Suppose the number ofp e ndent vertices of fragments X, Y and Z are
px, py and pz, respectively. If u isap e ndent vertexo f Z then k ise q u a l to1 ,
otherwise k ise q u a l to0 .
Fore a c hp a ir ofe d g e se  of T1 and e   of T2 which lying on the left of vertex
i, the number ofp e ndent vertices sit on the two sides oft h e s ee d g e sa r epx and
py +pz −k, respectively. So the edges lying on the left of vertex i can be labeled
so that p1(e 
i|T1)=p1(e  
i |T2) alwaysh olds.
The same applies to the edges which lying on the right of vertex j andb e long-
ingt o fragment Z, sow e only need to consider the edges lyingb e t weenv ertices
i and j.
Fort h ee d g ee  of T1 which lyingb e t ween i and j, the number ofp e ndent
vertices sit on the two sides of e  are px + pz − k and py;F o rt h ee d g ee   of T2
which lyingb e t ween i and j, the number ofp e ndent vertices sit on the two sides
of e   are px and py + pz − k.172 X. Deng and J. Zhang
Since px=py,w ec a nl abel the edges e 
1,e  
2,···,e  
n−1 of T1 and e  
1,e   
2,···,e   
n−1
of T2, so that the equality p1(e 
i|T1)=p1(e  
i |T2) holds fora ll i =1 ,2,···,n−1.
Therefore T1 and T2 are equiseparable w.r.t. terminalW i ener index.
Note that since TW(T)o n l ydepends on the distance between pairs ofp e ndent
vertices, the position of fragment Z can be arbitraryl y i n g on the path from 1 to
k.B ut for Wiener index, things are diﬀerent.F ragments X and Y havinge q u a l
number of vertices is nots u ﬃ c ientf ore q u iseparabilityw hen fragment Z moving
arbitrary betweenv ertex i and j,w ec a n see itf r omt wo trees in Fig.1.
Theorem 3 can be extended to the circumstances when they are more than
one fragment on the path from 1 to k.
Corollary 1. If the fragments X and Y have equal number of pendent vertices,
the fragments Z1,Z 2,···,Z t moving without changing the distance between them,
then the resulting two (chemical) trees are equiseparable w.r.t. terminal Wiener
index. See Fig.5 for illustration.
The proof ofC orollary1i s omitted here.
X
Z1
1 ... ... 2 i1 i2
X
1 ... ... ... 2 i1 + ji 2 + j
Z1
T1
T2
... ... it ... ... Y
Z2 Zt
k
Y ... it + j ... ... k
Z2 Zt
Fig.5.
3 Degeneracy of Terminal Wiener Index
D.Vuki˘ cevi´ ca nd I.Gutman[ 8] developed a powerful technict o provea lmost all
trees andc h e m ical trees havee q u iseparablem a t e sw.r.t.W i ener index, the proof
oft h ec h e m ical trees case is omitted since it ism ore complicated than the case
of trees.I nthis section, wes h ow that the terminalW i ener indexi sd e g e nerative
by provinga lmost all chemical trees havee q u iseparablem a t e s .
Obviously, a necessary condition fort wo trees to be equiseparable is that they
haves a m enumber ofp e ndent vertices.L et T be an n-vertex tree with k pendentEquiseparability on Terminal Wiener Index 173
vertices, e1,e 2,···,e n−1 are its edges, k = 2,3,···,n−1. Assume that fore a c h
edge e oft r e eT, p1(e|T) ≤ p2(e|T). Let ti(T) denote the numbers p1(ei|T) be
equal to i, i =1 ,2,···,n−1, i.e., ti(T)i st h enumber ofe d g e st h a t ,w hen cutting
oﬀ the edges ei,l y i n g on the side of ei which has lesser pendent vertices.W e
can see that the sequence (t1(T),t 2(T),···,t  k/2 (T)) does notd e p e ndent on
the labeling oft h ee d g e sof T.
Theorem 4. The terminal Wiener index is degenerative in the sense that al-
most all chemical trees have equiseparable mates.
Proof. Let Un and CUn be the number of trees andc h e m ical trees of order n
having no equiseparablem a t e s , Tn and CTn be the number ofd istinct n-vertices
trees andc h e m ical trees.F rom the deﬁnition ofe q u iseparable trees,w ec a n see
that two trees are equiseparable ifa nd only ift h e irc orrespondings e q u e nce
coincide.T henw hat we need to prove is
lim
n→∞
CUn
CTn
=0
For CUn,i t is obviously that CUn ≤ Un.
Let k be ﬁxed, consider tree T of order n with k pendent vertices.S i n ce T has
n − 1 edges,w hich meanst h es u moft h es e q u e nce (t1(T),t 2(T),···,t  k/2 (T))
equals n − 1, the number of such trees ise q u a l to
 
 k/2  + n − 2
 k/2 −1
 
with k ∈{ 2,3,···,n− 1},w eh a ve
Un =
n−1  
k=2
 
 k/2  + n − 2
 k/2 −1
 
=
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
(n−1)/2  
k=2
 
k + n − 2
k − 1
 
for n is odd;
n/2−1  
k=2
 
k + n − 2
k − 1
 
for n ise ven
by usings implec ombinatoriali dentity, weg e t
CUn ≤
⎧
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎪ ⎪ ⎩
 
n − 1+n−1
2
n−1
2 − 1
 
− 1 for n is odd;
 
n − 1+n
2 − 1
n
2 − 2
 
− 1 for n ise ven
For CTn, R.Otter [2]o btained an asymptotic value,i . e., for 3 ≤ m<∞
Tn ∼
α2.5β3am−3
4
√
π
α−n
n2.5
where m ist h em a ximum degree in Tn, α,β and a are constantf ora ny ﬁxed m.
Speciﬁcally, for m = 4,i . e., forc h e m ical trees,174 X. Deng and J. Zhang
CTn ∼ k ·
α−n
n2.5 ,k =0 .656319,α =0 .3551817
Obviously, CTn ise xponentialo nn.T hen, weh a ve
lim
n→∞
CUn
CTn
=0 .
4C o n c l u s i o n
Wed e m onstrated some rules to construct equiseparable trees w.r.t. terminal
Wiener index andc ompared them in the case of Wiener index. Wea lso showed
that terminalW i ener indexi sd e g e nerativea sWiener index. An interestingp r ob-
lem raised naturally is that the diﬀerence in constructinge q u iseparable trees,
i.e., what ist h es u ﬃ c ientc ondition for trees to be equiseparable w.r.t Wiener
index but note q u iseparable w.r.tt e r m inalW i ener index, and vice versa.T his
may be diﬃcultt o solve.
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Abstract. We introduce a reduction technique for the well-known TSP.
The basic idea of the approach consists of transforming a TSP instance to
another one with smaller size by contracting pseudo backbone edges com-
puted in a preprocessing step, where pseudo backbone edges are edges
which are likely to be in an optimal tour. A tour of the small instance can
be re-transformed to a tour of the original instance. We experimentally
investigated TSP benchmark instances by our reduction technique com-
bined with the currently leading TSP heuristic of Helsgaun. The results
strongly demonstrate the eﬀectivity of this reduction technique: for the
six VLSI instances xvb13584, pjh17845, fnc19402, ido21215, boa28924,
and fht47608 we could set world records, i.e., ﬁnd better tours than the
best tours known so far. The success of this approach is mainly due to
the eﬀective reduction of the problem size so that we can search the more
important tour subspace more intensively.
1 Introduction
The travelings a lesman problem (TSP) isawell known and intensively studied
problem [1,11,16,29] which playsaveryi mportantr ole in combinatorialo p-
timization. Itc a n be simply stated as follows. Given as e tofc ities andt h e
distances between each pair oft h e m , ﬁndas h ortest cycle visitinge a c hc ity
exactly once.F o rmally, forac omplete, undirected and weighted graph with n
vertices, ﬁndas h ortest Hamiltonian cycle.T he size of the problem instance is
denoted by n.I ft h ed istance between two cities does notd e p e nd on the direc-
tion, the problem isc a lled symmetric TSP (STSP). In thisp a p e rwec onsider
only the STSP. Although TSP ise a s y to understand,i t ish a r dt o solve, even
NP-hard.T he hardness ofaTSP instance depends on the graph structure, but
alsov ery strongly on the size n.T he latter dependence comes fromt h eimmense
search space,i . e., the number oft ours is (n − 1)!/2f ort h eSTSP. Therefore it
is very hard to eﬀectively ﬁndg oodt ours for veryl arge problem instances.W e
distinguish two classes ofa lgorithms fort h eSTSP, namely heuristics ande x-
act algorithms.F o rt h ee xact algorithms the program package Concorde [1,33],
which combines techniques of linear programminga ndb r a nch-and-cut,i st h e
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 175–187, 2009.
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currently leadingc ode. Concorde has exactly solved many benchmark instances,
the largest oneh a se ven size 85,900 [2]. On the other hand,i nthe ﬁeld of STSP
heuristics Helsgaun’sc ode [12,13,34]( L K H ) ,w hich isa n eﬀective implementa-
tion oft h eLin-Kernighan heuristic [17], is one of the best packages.T hisc ode
found the currently best tours fort h em ost note xactly solved TSP benchmark
instances [27,28,30,31] includingt h ef a m ous World TSP instance [32].
As the search space fort h eSTSP ish u g e ,w ec a no n l ytraverse a tiny part of it
in reasonablet ime.A ni n teresting observation ist h a tt ours with goodq u a lity are
likely to share many edges,w hich wec a ll pseudo backbone edges [26]. In contrast,
backbone edges are edges which are contained in each optimal tour [15,19,25]. In
thisp a p e rwet r y toi mprove TSP heuristics by exploitingt h is observation. Our
main idea ist o considerably reduce the size oft h eTSP instance by contraction of
edges,w hich haveh igh probability to appear in ano ptimal tour. Our approach
works as follows.F i rst,w eﬁ ndanumber oft ours with goodq u a lity. Second,
wed r a wo ut fromt h e s et ours the pseudo backbonee d g e s .T hird,w ec ompute
the maximal paths from the pseudo backbonee d g e s , andc ontract each maximal
path to an edge.I nthis way, wec r e a t eanewT S Pi n stance with smaller size.
This reduced instance can be attacked more eﬀectively andc ombined with each
possible TSP heuristic.I no ur experimentali n v estigation, weu s e dHelsgaun’s
implementation oft h eLin-Kernighan-Heuristic [34]. This improved version con-
tainsm a ny new eﬃcientf e a t u r e ss u c ha sg e neral k-OPT moves, diﬀerentt ypes of
partitioning, tour merging [3], iterativep a r t ial transcription [18] andb a c k b one-
guided search [24,26].
The concept ofe d g eﬁ xing without backbonec ontraction was already used by
Lin, Kernighan[ 17]. Fischer and Merz [6] extended this idea to size reduction, but
paidm ore attention to the diﬀerent reduction heuristics andt h ee nhancement
to evolutionary algorithms thani no ur approach.F urther related ideas are Cook
and Seymour’st our merginga lgorithm [3], which merges a given set ofs t a r t ing
tours to get ani mproved tour, andc ompression in LKH, which iss imilar to
contraction, but works for subproblems ofp a r t itions.A l lthese approaches are
in some sense a heuristicp a r a llel toF P Tkernelization (fora no v erviewo v er the
theoryo f parameterized complexity see [4,7,14,20]), albeit TSP is notap r oblem
oft h isc lass. Ones p e c ial concept which isa p p lied during FPT kernelization
is data reduction and iterativec ompression which reduce a hard instance to a
smaller equivalentp r oblem kernel[ 1 0 ] .N o te that our approach isc losely related
to thisk e r nelization technique.
Our experiments led toi mpressiver e s u lts, e.g., wef oundr e c ord tours for
six VLSI instances [31]: xvb13584, pjh17845, fnc19402, ido21515, boa28924, and
fht47608,w here some of the previous record tours had notb e e ni mproved for
severaly ears.
The paper is structured as follows. Our pseudo backbonec ontraction approach
is described in Section 2a ndt h ee xperimental results are presented in Section 3.
Finally, weg ivec onclusionsa nd suggestionsf or future work in Section 4.Eﬀective Tour Searching for TSP by Contraction of Pseudo Backbone Edges 177
2 Pseudo Backbone Contraction
2.1 The Phases of Pseudo Backbone Contraction
Let a TSP instance be given as a complete graph G =( V,E), where V ist h e
set of vertices, and E the set ofe d g e s . Our approach undergoes the following
phases:
1. Findas e tΩ ofg oodt ours fort h eg iveni n stance.W ec a ll these tours starting
tours.
2. Collect the pseudo backbonee d g e s ,i . e., the edges that appear in all starting
tours.F o rmally, weh a veas e tB := {e ∈ E : e ∈∩ Ti∈Ω Ti}.L et VB :=
{v ∈ V : v ∈ e, e ∈ B} and V B := V \ VB.
3. Construct all maximal paths consisting only ofp s e u d o backbonee d g e sc on-
tained in B,w here a path isc a lled maximal with property P,i f it meets P
andc a nnotb ee xtended by an edge without violating P. Each maximal path
isc ontracted to an edge, the endp oints of which are that of the path.W e
call such an edge a p-edge (path edge). The p-edge ofap a t hwith only one
pseudo backbonee d g eis just the edge itself.W ed e note the set ofa ll the end
points oft h ep-edges by VC.
4. Construct a newT S Pi n stance H =( W,F), where W = V B ∪ VC,F =
W × W.
5. Findag oodt our fort h enewT S Pi n stance H subject to the condition that
all p-edges must be in the tour,i . e., the p-edges are ﬁxed.N o te that the
length ofap-edge can be chosen arbitrarily, as it isﬁ xed.
6. Obtain at our fort h eoriginali n stance by re-transformingt h et our oft h e
newi n stance.
a b c
d e f
Fig.1. Demonstration of the pseudo backbone edge contraction178 C. Dong et al.
2.2 Illustration of the Approach
Our approach is illustrated in Fig.1by as m a ll TSP instance.T his instance
has 12p oints in at wo dimensional Euclidean plane,w hich meanst h ed istances
between the points are given by the Euclidean metric.B ythe three starting
tours in Fig.1 a,1 b, and 1c,w e receive the pseudo backbonee d g e s(Fig.1 d).
Fromt h em a ximal paths consisting only ofp s e u d o backbonee d g e s ,o n l yo n eh a s
a length greater than1 .Only thisp a t hc ontributes to the size reduction. This
pseudo backbonee d g eisc ontracted to a p-edge.A fter contracting,w e receivea
newi n stance with 8 points (Fig.1 e). The three p-edges are ﬁxed whiles e a r c h ing
tours fort h enewi n stance.I nF i g.1 ea no ptimal tour fort h enewi n stance is
shown. After expandingt h ep-edges in the tour oft h enewi n stance,w e receivea
tour fort h eoriginali n stance (Fig.1 f). Fort h is instance the ﬁnal tour is optimal.
2.3 Why Contracting?
An alternativet o this approach isﬁ xing without backbonec ontraction. In this
case all the pseudo backbonee d g e sa r ef orced to appear in every tour.T hus the
search space isc onsiderably cut, although the size of the problem is not reduced.
In contrast, the main feature ofc ontraction is the reduction of the problem size.
This reduction has great inﬂuence to the eﬀectivityo ft our searching.T he reason
ist h a ta ll edges incidentt o the vertices in V \ W don o ta p p e a rin the new
instance,w hilst byo n l yﬁxingm a ny oft h e ms h ouldb et r a versed –w i thout any
chance to ﬁnd better tours.N o te that also the time used fort h ee d g elength
computationsb e c omes smaller by the reduction of the problem size.
2.4 Solving the Reduced TSP-Instance
Local search isa ni mprovementh e u r istic,w hich means its t e a d ily improves the
best tour found. Certainly we need ani n i tial tour constructed byo ther heuris-
tics, e.g., the nearest neighborh e u r istic orar a ndomh e u r istic.L o cal search
transforms a tour to another oneb y exchanging k tour edges with k non-tour
edges.T his isc a lled a k-OPT move.T oi mproveat our, the sum oft h elength
oft h ek tour edges must be larger than the sum oft h elength oft h ek non-tour
edges.Atour which cannotb eimproved by k-OPT moves for k ≤ r isc a lled
r-optimal.N o te that an n-optimal tour is optimal. Asﬁ ndinga n r-optimal tour
has complexity O(nr), wea r ef orced to constrain the search space such that we
obtain goodt ours in tolerablet ime.L K Huses several parameters fort h is pur-
pose.T he most important ones beside the value of r are the maximaln umber s
ofe d g e sincidentt o each vertex to be considered whiles e a r c h ingt ours andt h e
number t of independentr u ns.I nthisc ontext wed e ﬁ neat our as approximated
r-optimal,i f it is r-optimal fort h eg iven maximaln umber s ofe d g e sincidentt o
each vertex. The larger r, s, and t are, the larger is the search space.W i th large
search space wec a n ﬁnd better tours against cost oft ime.T he parameter values
that make the search space large are called strong parameter values,o therwise
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In our approach,L K Hw as used fors e a r c h ingb oth the startingt ours oft h e
originali n stances andt ours for the reduced instances.T ocollect the starting
tours,w ec ould nota ﬀord strong parameter values because oft h et ime limit.
Therefore, the search fort h es t a r t ingt ours was associated with relative weak
parameter values andt h es e a r c hf or the reduced instances with stronger ones.
More exactly, for the reduced instances weu s e dr = 8,10, s =5 ,6 and t =
10,20, whilet h es t a ndard parameter values are r =5 ,s =5 ,and t = 10. It
is just the reduction by contraction that makes the choice ofs t r ong parameter
values possible.N o te that LKH with standard parameter values ﬁnds optimal
solutionsf r e q u e ntly fors m a ll instances, e.g., most instances from TSPLIB. Since
the reduced instances in this work haves izes not larger than1 8,242 ands t r onger
searching parameter values are applied to them,w eh a ve nott r ied to solvet h e m
with the program package Concorde [33]. In addition, the reduced instances have
ﬁxed edges to be treated speciﬁcally which is not implemented in Concorde.
2.5 Starting Tours
Ass t a r t ingt ours weu s e dt ours received by previous experiments with many
diﬀerent variants of LKH. The main distinctionsb e t ween these variants are that
the candidate edges are chosen by diﬀerentc r iteria,w hich are mostly tolerances
(fora no v erviewo v er the theoryo ft olerances see [8,9]). Note that the number
ofs t a r t ingt ours weu s e disd iﬀerentf ore a c hinstance.I nparticular,i td e p e nds
on the size oft h eTSP instance.
3 Experimental Results
Wer a n the programs on several computers to attack diﬀerent instances simul-
taneously, where fors olving the reduced instances weu s e dLKH-2.0 andf or
computingt h es t a r t ingt ours the older version LKH-1.3. The time limitf ort h e
reduced instances was set to two weeks.M o stly, we used the default parameter
values of LKH, whereas we varied only the already mentioned parameters r,s,t.
The main goalo ft h is work ist o ﬁndt ours as gooda sp ossible, therefore we
payl ess attention to the runningt ime.F urthermore the runningt imes strongly
depend on the instances,i . e, smaller size does not necessarily meanl ess time.
Unfortunately our runningt imes cannotb ec ompared with those ofp r e vious
experiments listed at [29], as in most cases no times were given there.T oget
af e e lingf ort h er u nningt imes wea lso applied LKH to severall arge original
TSP instances with the same parameter values r, s, t as applied to the reduced
instances.A fter more thano n em onth wec ould notﬁ nda ny better tours fort h e
originali n stances.
All experimentali n formation such as startingt ours, parameter values of LKH,
runningt imes andm a c h ines are availablea t[35].
3.1 Investigated Instances
All the TSP instances investigated in this work are shown in Table 1, where
theirs izes can be seeni ntheir names.T hese instances come fromt h r e ed iﬀerent180 C. Dong et al.
Table 1. TSP instances investigated and the best tour lengths found before and by us
Instance Src Best Ours Instance Src Best Ours
1 dsj1000 1 18659688 = 27 ei8246 2 206171 =
2 pr1002 1 259045 = 28 dga9698 3 27724 =
3 u1060 1 224094 = 29 kz9976 2 1061881 =
4 pcb1173 1 56892 = 30 xmc10150 3 28387 =
5 rl1304 1 252948 = 31 ﬁ10639 2 520527 =
6 rl1323 1 270199 = 32 xvb13584 3 37084 37083
7 nrw1379 1 56638 = 33 brd14051 1 469385 469392
8 ﬂ1400 1 20127 20188 34 xrb14233 3 45462 45464
9 u1432 1 152970 = 35 xia16928 3 52850 =
10 u1817 1 57201 = 36 pjh17845 3 48094 48093
11 rl1889 1 316536 = 37 frh19289 3 55798 =
12 u2152 1 64253 = 38 fnc19402 3 59288 59287
13 xqc2175 3 6830 = 39 ido21215 3 63519 63518
14 pr2392 1 378032 = 40 fma21553 3 66527 =
15 pcb3038 1 137694 = 41 lsb22777 3 60977 60983
16 pia3056 3 8258 = 42 xrh24104 3 69294 =
17 xqe3891 3 11995 = 43 irx28268 3 72607 =
18 bgb4355 3 12723 = 44 icx28698 3 78090 78095
19 rl5915 1 565530 = 45 boa28924 3 79624 79623
20 rl5934 1 556045 = 46 pbh30440 3 88313 88314
21 tz6117 2 394718 = 47 xib32892 3 96767 96780
22 xsc6880 3 21535 = 48 fry33203 3 97240 97242
23 bnd7168 3 21834 = 49 ics39603 3 106821 106826
24 lap7454 3 19535 = 50 fht47608 3 125124 125119
25 ym7663 2 238314 = 51 fna52057 3 147802 147818
26 ida8197 3 22338 =
areas:T S P L I Bi n stances [21,28]( Src 1), nationali n stances [30] (Src 2) and
VLSI instances [31] (Src 3). In column Best the length oft h eb e s tt our found
so far isg iven fore a c hinstance.T he length of our best tour can be seeni n
column Ours.I ff ora ni n stance wef oundat our with the same length as that in
column Best, an equal sign“ = ”i su s e din column Ours.T he six VLSI instances
xvb13584, pjh17845, fnc19402, ido21215, boa28924, and fht47608, for which we
found new best tours, are highlighted in the table.
3.2 The Eﬀectivity of the Pseudo Backbone Contraction
Fromt h ec olumn Ours of Table 1w e observet h ee ﬀectivityo f the pseudo
backbonec ontraction approach.F ora ll but two (ﬂ1400, brd14051)o ft h eTSPLIB
and nationali n stances (Src=1, 2), wef oundt ours that are equally gooda s
that oft h eb e s tk nown ones, most oft h e ma r eoptimally solved.F o rt h eVLSI
instances weh a vea ll three cases:w ef ound better, equally good or worse tours in
comparison with the best tours known before this work.A ctually fort h einstance
fht47608 wef oundt h r e et ours that are better than the previously best knownEﬀective Tour Searching for TSP by Contraction of Pseudo Backbone Edges 181
Table 2. Reduction data of the investigated TSP instances
Instance BEP(%) #Tours NewSize Impr Grade(%)
1 dsj1000 95.40 35 88 – 53.41
2 pr1002 98.20 35 34 – 55.88
3 u1060 90.09 35 143 – 74.13
4 pcb1173 94.63 35 118 – 54.24
5 rl1304 94.33 35 136 – 55.15
6 rl1323 95.16 35 120 – 54.17
7 nrw1379 88.18 35 301 – 54.49
8 ﬂ1400 32.50 35 1002 -24 94.41
9 u1432 52.51 35 799 – 85.23
10 u1817 73.75 35 730 – 65.48
11 rl1889 92.80 35 245 – 55.92
12 u2152 72.96 35 826 – 70.58
13 xqc2175 79.91 66 733 0 59.75
14 pr2392 95.40 35 212 – 52.36
15 pcb3038 86.44 35 754 – 54.77
16 pia3056 75.26 66 1307 0 57.92
17 xqe3891 77.87 66 1447 0 59.57
18 bgb4355 73.69 66 1917 0 59.83
19 rl5915 91.46 35 905 14 55.91
20 rl5934 91.94 35 882 43 54.31
21 tz6117 77.90 66 2185 11 61.92
22 xsc6880 75.74 66 2850 0 58.60
23 bnd7168 70.69 64 3482 0 60.37
24 lap7454 78.84 65 2715 0 58.12
25 ym7663 85.03 66 2029 3 56.58
26 ida8197 77.50 66 3132 0 58.91
27 ei8246 84.00 67 2363 0 55.86
28 dga9698 77.41 67 3694 0 59.34
29 kz9976 84.13 66 2895 4 54.72
30 xmc10150 75.67 66 4146 2 59.58
31 ﬁ10639 78.13 35 4099 21 56.79
32 xvb13584 65.89 100 7577 1 61.17
33 brd14051 76.63 35 5719 8 57.44
34 xrb14233 77.17 15 5637 2 57.65
35 xia16928 65.50 57 9392 3 62.20
36 pjh17845 70.71 39 8887 1 58.83
37 frh19289 82.91 8 5877 1 56.12
38 fnc19402 69.79 59 9754 8 60.11
39 ido21215 64.65 58 12233 9 61.31
40 fma21553 69.09 59 10965 11 60.77
41 lsb22777 80.95 6 7717 4 56.24
42 xrh24104 66.63 60 13073 6 61.54
43 irx28268 74.15 23 12398 13 58.94
44 icx28698 67.42 58 15200 11 61.52
45 boa28924 67.13 59 15518 5 61.28
46 pbh30440 81.46 9 10009 6 56.40
47 xib32892 65.55 54 18242 8 62.13
48 fry33203 79.66 8 11817 8 57.17
49 ics39603 84.26 3 11434 79 54.54
50 fht47608 83.04 8 14568 30 55.43
51 fna52057 82.00 5 16620 30 56.40182 C. Dong et al.
tour.T he reasonst h a twec ould notﬁ nd better tours fors ome instances can be
described as follows.F i rst,w eg a veat ime limit oft wo weeks to the calculation.
Second,w eu s e dm ostly standard parameter values fora ll the instances,i . e.,
wed id notd o any tuning work except for parameters r, s, and t.T he third
reason, which ist h em ost important one,i st h a ts ome of the pseudo backbone
edges may be no real backbones, since the startingt ours were founda lso byl o cal
search.A n dﬁ nally, the best tours ofs ome instances may be optimal and it is not
possiblet oi mprovet h e m .N o te that even fort h ec a s et h a twef ound only worse
tours, the length diﬀerences betweeno ur best tours andt h eb e s tones known so
far are usually very small. In summary, our approach based on pseudo backbone
edge contraction gives satisﬁable,i nsome cases excellentr e s u lts.
3.3 Discussion
Now let’sc onsider some detailsa b out our approach.I nT able2weg ives ome
data about the reduction fort h einvestigated instances.T he column BEP(%)
gives the percentage ofp s e u d o backbonee d g e swith respect to the size oft h e
instance.T he number oft h es t a r t ingt ours isg iveni ncolumn #Tours.A fter
the reduction weh a vea ni n stance with smaller size,w here the new size can
be seeni ncolumn NewSize.T he column Impr gives the improvementb y the
reduction which ist h elength diﬀerence between the best startingt our andt h e
best tour wef oundb y pseudo backbonec ontraction. Ift h eb e s tt our in the set
ofs t a r t ingt ours is optimal, thenw e certainly could not improve ita ta ll. In this
case, a “–” symbol iss h own in thisc olumn, if our approach ﬁnds also ano ptimal
tour.N o te that there is only one instance, for which wef ound only worse tours
(ﬂ1400). The last column Grade will be explained later.
Wea nalyzed the distribution ofa ll edges in the startingt ours fore veryi n -
stance.S o me of these edges appear in all the startingt ours, therefore they are
just the pseudo backbonee d g e s .S o me oft h e mm a y appear in only ones t a r t ing
tour.T hese edges havet h es m a llest probability to keep in ano ptimal tour. Other
edges appear between these two extreme cases.F i g. 2s h ows the frequency dis-
tribution ofa ll tour edges fort h einstance boa28924.F romt h isﬁ g u r ewe observe
that about 200 edges appear in exactly 40( diﬀerent)o ft h e59 startingt ours
anda b out 20,000 edges are pseudo backbonee d g e s ,i . e., appear in each oft h e
59 startingt ours.N o te that the y-axis is in logarithmics c a le.I n terestingly, the
shape oft h isc u r ve ist ypical form ost oft h einvestigated instances.F romt h is
curve it ise a s y to understandt h eh igh BEPv alues.T hisc u r vea lso showsa
large frequency diﬀerence between that of the pseudo backbonee d g e s(t =5 9i n
the ﬁgure) andt h a toft h ea lmost pseudo backbonee d g e sf or t =5 8.A s in most
instances BEPi s large it suﬃces to reduce the originali n stances by contracting
the pseudo backbonee d g e s ,w hereas almost pseudo backbone edges have nott o
be considered.F i g.3shows the pseudo backbonee d g e soft h einstance nrw1379,
for which wef ounda no ptimal tour.F romt h isﬁ g u r e ,w e observe that there are
veryl o n gt our segments which can be contracted to corresponding p-edges.T his
meanst h a ta ll vertices in the middle oft h es e g m e nts are not included in the
reduced instance.N o te that fort h is instance all these segments are containedEﬀective Tour Searching for TSP by Contraction of Pseudo Backbone Edges 183
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Fig.2. Frequency distribution of starting tour edges for the TSP instance boa28924
in ano ptimal tour.F i g. 4s h owsa ll p-edges from Fig.3 .I tc a n be seen that
the originali n stance can be strongly reduced.T he newi n stance obtained after
the contraction of the pseudo backbone edges has a size of 301, which ism u c h
smaller than the original size 1379. Because oft h es m a ller size,w ec a n search
the more “important” and “diﬃcult” areas more intensively by choosings t r onger
parameters.
The number ofs t a r t ingt ours ranges from 3 to 100 (#Tours). Fort h ejust
discussed instance nrw1379 weh a ve 35 startingt ours.I t is interestingt o point
out that the number ofs t a r t ingt ours is nott h em ost importantf a c t or.F o r
example, fort h einstance fht47608, for which wec ouldﬁ ndt h r e enew best tours
in two weeks,w eh a ve only 8s t a r t ingt ours.I n stead, the qualityo ft h es t a r t ing
tours anda lso the independence amongt h et ours play ani mportantr ole.T his
can also be seen fromt h ec ontrast oft h eBEPv alues between fht47608 and
ei8246.T he former has slightly smaller BEP than the latter, although the latter
has many more startingt ours.
The length distribution oft h et our segments of the pseudo backbonee d g e s
determines the new size of the reduced instance.L et b be the number ofp s e u d o
backbonee d g e sa nd d the new size, then for b>n / 2,w hich ist h ec a s ef ora ll
investigated instances except one,w eh a ve:
n − (b − 1) ≤ d ≤ 2(n − b) <n .
The abovee q u a t ion followsf r omt h ef ollowingr e a s oning.I fa ll the pseudo
backbonee d g e slie in only onep a t h , then by contractingt h isp a t ht o a p-edge,184 C. Dong et al.
Fig.3. Tour segments for the TSP instance nrw1379 showing only the backbone edges
weh a ve b−1v ertices fewer in the newi n stance thani nthe originali n stance. On
the other hand,w eh a vee xactly n−b non-pseudo backbonee d g e sf orc onstructing
at our fromt h eb pseudo backbonee d g e s .W eh a vea tm ost 2(n − b)v ertices in
the reduced instance,i fa ll these non-backbonee d g e sa r ed isjoint.A tt h isp oint,
we introduce the grade of reduction as
γ =
n − b +1
d
andc a lculate the grade oft h ec ontraction fore a c hinstance.T hey are listed
in the last column Grade of Table2 .T he larger this value is, the longer are
the average paths consisting of only pseudo backbonee d g e s .F o rm ost oft h e
instances the grade ofc ontraction has a value between 50% and 60%, but we
also see a fewl arge reduction grades.T he instance ﬂ1400 has even a reduction
grade of 94%, which indicates few but veryl o n gp s e u d o backbone edge paths for
this instance.Eﬀective Tour Searching for TSP by Contraction of Pseudo Backbone Edges 185
Fig.4. Contracted pseudo backbone edges (p-edges) of TSP instance nrw1379
4 Conclusions and Current Work
Our approach ofe ﬀectively ﬁndingg oodt ours by contractingp s e u d o backbone
edges is justiﬁed by the excellentr e s u lts.F o ra ll instances except one wec ould
ﬁnd improved tours ort ours with the same length. Especially wef ound better
tours than the best ones known so far fors ix VLSI instances with sizes from
13,584 to 47,608,where some of the previous record tours had notb e e ni mproved
fors e veraly ears.
An atural generalization of our idea wouldb et o ﬁx also edges,w hich don o t
appear in all startingt ours, but in almost all oft h e m .B ythis idea,i t wouldb e
no problem,i fa m ongt h es t a r t ingt ours also ab a done woulda p p e a r .
Our current work concentrates on enhancingt h ec e ntrali dea of our approach
presented in thisp a p e rin order to attack evenl arger TSP instances with more
than 100,000 vertices.I nthe present work weu s et h ec ontraction ofp s e u d o
backbonee d g e sonly once, but for larger TSP instances the approach has to be
extended.I n[ 5 ]w e suggest to apply the contraction idea in a iterativem a nner.
This iterative approach which doesn’tr e q u ire startingt ours isad ynamica nd186 C. Dong et al.
automaticp r ocess,i . e., the number oft h ec ontraction steps isd ynamically deter-
mined duringt h er u no f the program depending on the hardness oft h einstance.
In each iteration, the pseudo backbonee d g e sa r ec omputed by a window based
technique in which the TSP instance ist iled in non-disjoints u b -instances.W e
hope that a further development oft h is approach makes itp ossible in (near)
future to successfully attack the World TSP instance orf u r t h e rlarge TSP
instances.
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Abstract. Most sponsored search auctions use the Generalized Second
Price (GSP) rule. Given the GSP rule, they try to give an optimal al-
location, an easy task when the only need is to allocate ads to slots.
However, when other practical conditions must be fulﬁlled –such as bud-
get constraints, exploration of the performance of new ads, etc.– optimal
allocations are hard to obtain. We provide a method to optimally allo-
cate ads to slots under the practical conditions mentioned above. Our
auctions are stochastic, and can be applied in tandem with diﬀerent pric-
ing rules, among which we highlight two: an intuitive generalization of
G S Pa n dV C Gp a y m e n t s .
1 Introduction
In the framework ofs p onsored search, advertisers compete in an auction to place
theira d son a web page. Each advertiser places a bid, andt h es e a r c he ngined e -
cides, based on the bids and other public orp r ivate parameters,w hich ads will
be published and where.I nthe widely used pay-per-click model, each advertiser
isc h a r g e donly when her ad receives a click.T he positi o ni nw hich an ad is
displayed has ani mpact on its likelihood ofb e ingc licked, anda d vertisers’ pref-
erences follow accordingly. Nevertheless,i t isg e nerally assumed that all clicks
(independently oft h ea d s ’ position) havet h es a m evalue fora n advertiser; con-
sequently, search engines establish a price forac lick that is notc onditioned on
the position where the ad isp r e s e nted.
The most widely used mechanism fors p onsored search auctionsc ombines the
sort-by-revenue allocation andG e neralized Second Price (GSP) rules: bidders
are ranked accordingt o the revenue the auctioneer expects too btain fromt h e m ,
while the price associated to each oft h ewinningb idders –which are precisely
the top-ranked bidders–i st h em inimum amounte a c hoft h e mneeds to bid in
order to maintain theirp osition in the ranking [3,10].
  This research was funded by a Yahoo! Research Alliance Grant, and in part by
UBACYT project X436 “Algoritmos de selecci´ on y asignaci´ on y mecanismos de
pago para la publicidad online en Internet”.
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Although in ab a s ics e t t ingt h ea f orementioned tandem sort-by-revenue/GSP
yields goodr e venue fort h ea u c t ioneer, actuali mplementations must address
many extra features, for instance:( a) Click-through-rates ande xpected revenues
are notr e a lly known ap r iori, so they must be learned somehow by the auctioneer.
In order to avoid leaving out ads with high potential revenue, there isaneed
to alternate amonga d swith high, small andu nknown revenue expectation.
This isk nown as the explore/exploitt r a d e -oﬀ [25]. In terms oft h ea llocation
mechanism, the implementation of that trade-oﬀ may be seen as addinge xtra
constraints to the problem, fore xamples t a t ingt h a te a c ha dm u s tr e c e ivea tleast
a certain fraction oft h eimpressions.( b)U sers may aima td iﬀerentm e a nings of
as a m eq u e r y. Hence, the overall clickabilityo f the published ads, and likewise
the auctioneer’sr e venue mayi n crease when the set of published ads covers a
wide range ofm e a nings,i n dependently oft h er e venue expectation ofe a c ha d
considered separately [14,30]. (c)T he publication of certain ads may havea
(possibly negative)i n ﬂ uence on the click-probabilityo f other ads.T herefore, the
set ofa d swith the highest aggregate click probabilityi s not necessarily the set of
the best individual ads.T hese are called “contextual eﬀects”[ 1 4,30]. (d)I nthe
process of optimizingt h ep e r f ormance ofa n auction, wem u s td e c ide how many
ads to display. This number inﬂuences the revenue in several conﬂicting ways.
On the oneh a nd, the more ads published the higher the probability that a user
ﬁnds onet h a ts u its her needs. On the other hand, as the number ofa d sincreases
the fraction of the user’s attention that each ad attracts decreases; moreover,
there isa lso evidence that the user experience suﬀers [4]. (e)B i dders usually set
budget constraints,i . e., upper bounds on the amountt h e y are willingt o spend
forak e yword ors e tofk e ywords over a time period.T hese kind ofc onstraints
haveb e e n studied in [21,1,2]. (f)A dvertisers may be allowed to place special
requests such as beingd isplayed only in certain positions.
Instead ofp e r f orminga d -hocm odiﬁcationst o allocationsa ndp r icingr u les to
model each oft h e s ee xtra features,i t isu s e f u l to havea n auction mechanism
general enough to easily adapt to ac h a nginge nvironment.W ep r ovide such
am e c h a nism,w hich simpliﬁes and improves the usabilityo fs p onsored search
auctions, by means ofs t ochastica u c t ions.S tochastica u c t ionsa r ea u c t ions in
which the allocation or the pricingr u le (orb oth) are random variables.T hese
auctionsm a y be preferablet o deterministic ones fors e veral reasons:( 1 )they
are less pronet ov i n dictivea nd/ors t r a t e g icb idding, since strategicb e h a vior is
impaired by the non-deterministic nature oft h eoutput [20]; (2) the fact that
anyone can eventually win the auction contributes to haveawider advertisers
base andt h e r e f ore higher revenue in the medium term [16]; (3) they bear higher
diversityo fa d s ,w hich improves user experience and increases aggregate click
through rates [14,30]; (4) they provide ani mplicitm e c h a nism toi mplementa n
explore/exploitt r a d e -oﬀ [12]; (5) they are in generall ess vulnerablet o fraudulent
behavior [26].
The method wep r opose, based on mathematical programming, creates a
stochastica u c t ion that achieves the best allocation with respect to some ob-
jective, that satisﬁes the constraints of the problem. Concretely, wep r ovide an190 E. Feuerstein et al.
algorithm M,w hich can be subdivided into two parts:( 1 )at e m p late algorithm
A that, given as input typical parameters (the advertisers’ bids, estimations of
the ad- and/orp osition-CTRs), possibly as e tofc onstraints (e.g., budget or
variety restrictions), anda no bjectivef u nction O, produces an equivalence class
of stochastic allocations that satisfy the constraints, anda r eb e s tp ossiblea c -
cordingt o O, and (2) ad r a winga lgorithm that allocates ads accordingt o the
probabilities ofs ome stochastica llocation in the class obtained through A.
The method just described can be combined with several pricingr u les, as we
examine in Section 4.T hisc ombination yields, forac lass ofp r icingr u les which
we will call ap r i o r i ,o ptimal auctions –accordingt o diﬀerent objectives.Apriori
pricingr u les include, among others,F i rst-price andG SP. Other pricingr u les
wec a n use include VCG payments and Myerson’s optimal truthful mechanism,
which requires an assumption about the bidders’v aluations (see Section 4).
Wea lsoi n troduce a natural extension ofG SP fors t ochastica llocations, the
Extended Generalized Second Price (EGSP) rule: prices are not only associated
to the top-ranked bidders, but to all the bidders with a positivep r obabilityo f
beinga llocated a slot.P rices are computed in the same way as in GSP, there-
fore the prices associated to the top-ranked bidders coincide under both pricing
rules.
EGSP isa n a-priori pricinga ndc a n be coupled with diﬀerents t ochastica llo-
cation rules,i nparticular those obtained usinga lgorithm M.T hisc ombination
becomes a wayo fe xtendingm e c h a nisms currently in use towards a framework
where a rich set ofc onstraints can be explicitly included.
The computational complexityo fa lgorithm A depends on the objectivef u nc-
tion andt h et ype ofr e s t r ictions.Akeyo bservation ist h a t , thanks to the stochas-
tic nature oft h ea llocations, there is no need toi mpose integrality restrictions.
In particular, there are many interesing objectivef u nctionsa ndr e s t r ictionst h a t
are linear (see Section 3), and yieldp olynomial time algorithms1.
As opposed to auctions currently in use,w hich (to the best of our knowledge)
cano n l yhandlec onstraints and objectivef u nctions in an ad-hoc way, M can
handlem a ny oft h ose constraints and objectives seamlessly, providinga no ptimal
allocation form a ny pricingr u les,i n cludingE G SP. Indeed, M combined with
EGSP brings the same or better allocationst h a n sort-by-revenue/GSP auctions.
Another advantage of M isr e lated to the nature oft h es t ochastica llocations
involved:w ea r ea b let oo ptimize over a (continuous) polytope, as opposed to a
discrete lattice,w here optimization isc omputationally ineﬃcient.
In summary, wep r e s e nta n extension to the most popular pricingr u le in spon-
sored search, andam e t h odt o deriveb e s ts t ochastica llocation rules based on
mathematical programmingu nder diﬀerentp r icings.N either oft h e s ec ontribu-
tions isab r e a k -through result,y et theirc ombination provides a powerfulw ay to
obtain optimal auctions in some real-life settings ofs p onsored search.A n o ther
1 Even when the types of restrictions entail a non-polynomial running time algorithm,
if the size of the problem is reasonably small, M may still be used in practice; e.g.,
by combining our approach with techniques for subdividing query-bidder graphs into
smaller instances [8].Optimal Auctions Capturing Constraints in Sponsored Search 191
application ist h e iru s ea sb e nchmarks to measure the impact oft h eintroduction
ofc onstraints on the overall performance ofa n auction.
Related work. The subject of including budgets in the designo fs p onsored
auctions has received a lot of attention recently, fore xample in [7] and [1].
Mehta,S aberi, Vazirani and Vazirani [21] explore the problem fromac ompetitive
analysisp oint of view: they aima toptimizingt h et otal revenue foras e tof
queries in an on-linem a nner, by tryingt o consume the maximum amount of
each bidder’s budget through a sequence ofq u e r ies,o f which neither the total
length nor the frequencyo fe a c ha r ek nown in advance,o btaininga no ptimal
(1 −1/e)-competitivea lgorithm.M ahdian, Nazerzadeh and Saberi[ 1 9 ]consider
the same framework, andp r e s e nta n algorithm that takes advantage ofg ood
estimations on the frequencies ofk e ywords,w hilem a intainingag ood worst-case
competitiver a t io in case that those estimates are incorrect.
Linear Programminga nd Stochastic Algorithms haveb e e n used before in the
framework ofm e c h a nism design. Just to cite a recente xample in the framework
oft r u t h f u l mechanism design forc ombinatorial problems,L avi and Swamy[ 1 7]
propose a way to convert LP-based approximation algorithms into stochastic
mechanisms that give approximate solutionst o the winner determination prob-
lem and are truthfuli nexpectation (i.e., all players maximize theire xpected
utility by revealingt h e irt r u evalues). One oft h ec onsequences oft h a twork is
at r u t h f u l approximation algorithm forb oth multi-unita u c t ionsa ndm u lti-unit
combinatorial auctions,w hich are problems related too urs.T he focus there is,
however,o nad iﬀerent aspect of the problem, more related to computational
complexityo f one-time auctions.
Much related too ur approach,A brams,M endelevitch and Tomlin [2] use
LP tryingt oo ptimize sponsored search auctionss u b ject to budget constraints.
The diﬀerence with our work ism a nifold.F i rstly, theyi mpose restrictions on
allocations:n oad can appear in a worse position than another ad with lower
ranking.S econdly, while our formulation supports diverse pricingr u les, theirs
gets restricted too n e: the price associated to each bidder ist h em inimum price
needed to beat the ad allocated to the nexts lot.T hirdly, theirm odeli sm ore
involved thano urs, andr e q u ires more elaborated LP techniques such as delayed
column generation; our modeli st h e n computationally far more eﬃcient.F i n ally,
it lacks the extra ﬂexibility( given by stochastica llocations) for easily including
other kinds ofr e s t r ictions.
LP has been used in the framework of on-linea d vertisingu nder the more
traditional pay-per-impression model, fore xample in [23,29]. Finally, the use of
stochastica u c t ionsf ors p onsored search has been recently considered in [20], [12],
[13] and [6].
2 The Model
Assumptions and notation. The setting wec onsider involves n risk-neutral
bidders that compete fors lots, but no bidder canw i nmore thano n e; the number
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received, andf or which she places a bid of bi. Followinge a c hq u e r y, the auctioneer
decides which ads will be published along with their order.
A bid vector isavector b =( b1,...,b n) ∈ Rn,w hile B denotes the set ofa ll
bid vectors.A nallocation s isa no rdered subset oft h ea d st o be displayed on a
particular occurrence ofaq u e r y; its size isd e noted by |s| (the number ofa d st o
be displayed).
Unless stated otherwise,w e assume that the click probabilityo fa n ad is not
inﬂuenced by the identityo ft h eother published ads.W ed e note by CTRi,j,k the
expected click probabilityo fa di when presented in the j-th position whileat otal
of k ads are displayed.T he expected click-through rate ofa n ad i in an allocation
s, denoted by CTRi,s,i st h e n CTRi,j,|s|,w here j ist h ep osition of i in s.A
stochastic allocation S isar a ndom variable with some probability distribution
over allocations.T he expected click through rate ofa di in S, denoted by CTRi,S,
ist h es u mover all possiblea llocations s of CTRi,sP(S = s)( w here P(S = s)
denotes the probability that allocation s isc h osen).
Let S be the set ofa ll stochastica llocations.A nallocation rule isaf u nction
σ : B→S .Apricing μ =  μ1,...,μ n ∈Rn isavector ofp r ices per click for
each bidder.Astochastic pricing isap r obability distribution over pricings.L et
M be the set ofa ll stochasticp r icings.Apricing rule isaf u nction p : B→M .
An auction isap a ir (a,p), where a isa n allocation rulea nd p isap r icing
rule.
Basic Model. Now wep r e s e ntab a s icm odel that uses mathematical pro-
gramming in the framework ofs p onsored search auctions.F i rst wed e ﬁ nea n
equivalence relation over stochastica llocations, along with a polyhedron whose
feasibler e g ion ist h es e toft h ose equivalence classes.T henw ep r ovide an ef-
ﬁcienta lgorithm that, given ap oint x in the polyhedron, obtainsas t ochastic
allocation S fromt h ee q u ivalence class of x, followed by an allocation according
to the probability distribution of S.F i n ally, wes h ow that many typical auction
measures (such as socialw elfare ort h ea u c t ioneer’se xpected revenue) may be
described as linear functions over the polyhedron, beingt h e r e f ore possiblet o
eﬃciently compute the optimal equivalence class ofa llocationsf ort h a tm e a s u r e
using linear programming.
Wes a y that two stochastica llocations S and S  are equivalent if, and only
if, fore a c ha di, each position j ande a c hk, the probability that ad i isa s -
signed to slot j when displaying k ads ist h es a m eu nder S as under S .T hat
two equivalents t ochastica llocationsa r enot necessarily equali ss h own in the
followings implee xample. Consider two stochastica llocations S1 and S2; S1 al-
locates three bidders in order (1,2,3), (2,3,1), and (3,1,2) each allocation with
probability1 /3, and S2 allocates them in order (1,3,2), (3,2,1), and (2,1,3)
each with probability1 /3 as well. While S1 and S2 are diﬀerent, both have
the same probabilityo fa llocation fore a c hc ombination ofa d vertiser andp o-
sition (there are alwayst h r e ea d sd isplayed), andt h u sCTRi,S1 = CTRi,S2
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Ift wo stochastica llocationsa r ee q u ivalent, the expected CTR ofe a c ha d
coincides in both stochastica llocationsa ndc onsequently, (noting that the price
per click charged to any bidder is independent oft h es lota s s igned to her) both
the expected revenue fore a c hb idder andf ort h ea u c t ioneer are the same as well
in both auctions (under equal pricings).
The Stochastic Allocations Polyhedron. By regarding yk as the proba-
bilityo fh a ving k ads displayed, and xi,j,k as the probabilityo fa di being
displayed on position j when at otalo f k ads are displayed (1 ≤ i ≤ n,
1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n), wed e ﬁ net h eStochastic Allocations Polyhedron (SAP) by
xi,j,k ≥ 0 fore a c hi,j,k (1)
n  
i=1
xi,j,k ≤ yk fore a c hj,k (3)
n  
k=1
yk =1 ( 2)
k  
j=1
xi,j,k ≤ yk fore a c hi,k. (4)
Forc onvenience wea lso deﬁnea n extension of SAP (SAP-e), by adding non-
negative (slack)v ariables xi,j,k for j>k , andr e p lacing inequalities (3) and (4)
with
n  
i=1
xi,j,k = yk fore a c hj,k (3a)
n  
j=1
xi,j,k = yk fore a c hi,k. (4a)
It ise a s y to see that the feasibler e g ion of SAP-em a y be partitioned into
subsets such that each of these subsets isa s s ociated with onef e a s ibles olution
of SAP (by droppingt h es lack variables). Whilee a c hf e a s ibles olution of SAP
represents a class ofs t ochastica llocations,S A P - e will proveu s e f u l fort e c h nical
purposes.
Note that if wer e p lace yk by1 ,andr e m ovet h et h ird coordinate oft h evari-
ables xi,j,k, then( 1 ) ,( 3 a) and (4a) describe the bipartite perfect matching poly-
tope [11,27,18]. As in the bipartite matchingp olytope,w e state in the next
lemma that SAP extremes are alsoi n tegral.
Lemma 1. Every extreme of SAP (SAP-e) is integral.
A drawing algorithm. Eachsolution of SAP (or SAP-e) can be associatedwith
as e tof equivalent stochastica llocations. Given such solution (xi,j,k,y k)1≤i,j,k≤n
in SAP-e,w es h ow nexth ow too btain as t ochastica llocati o ni ni ts equivalence
class.
Fore a c hk such that yk > 0w ed e ﬁ net h en×n matrix Z(k) =( z
(k)
i,j )1≤i,j≤n by
z
(k)
i,j = xi,j,k/yk.F romt h isd e ﬁ nition andr e s t r ictions (3a) and (4a) followst h a t
each row andc olumno f Z(k) sums up to1 ,that is, Z(k) isad oubly stochastic
matrix. In consonance with the Birkhoﬀ-von Neumann theorem [5], Z(k) isa
convex combination ofp e r m u t a t ion matrices.A ccordingly, weg ivet h ef ollowing
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Choose k with probability yk.
Construct Z(k).
Findp e r m u t a t ion matrices Pl andp ositive numbers λl
such that
 
l λl =1and Z(k) =
 
l λlPl.
Choose a permutation matrix Pl with probability λl.
For j =1to k
Let i be such that P[i,j]=1 .
Display ad i in position j.
Wec a n see that with the precedinga lgorithm the probabilityo fd isplaying
exactly k ads is yk, and the probability that ad i isd isplayed in position j while
having k ads on displayi s ykz
(k)
i,j = xi,j,k.T herefore, the stochastica llocation
that results fromt h ea p p lication oft h ea lgorithm to ap oint in SAP belongs
to the equivalence class oft h ep oint (the stochastica llocation selected from
the equivalence class depends on the convex combination found,w hich is not
necessarily unique).
Now our procedure isc lear: apply ani n stance oft h et e m p late algorithm A in
order too btain as olution of SAP, and feed that solution to the drawinga lgorithm
in order too btain an allocation. Since the convex combination fora ny given
matrix Z(k) can be attained in polynomial time, the drawinga lgorithm takes
polynomial time as well. As longa st h einstance of A also runs in polynomial
time, so will our procedure.
Lemma 1i mplies that wea r em odelinga n assignmentp r oblem,w hich can
be solved with faster methods than using linear programmingp lus the drawing
algorithm.N evertheless, as it will become clear in in the next section, thism odel
provides an extra ﬂexibility that enables the inclusion ofd iﬀerente xtensions.
3 Optimizing over SAP and Extensions
In order to round up the description of our model, we note that wec a no pti-
mize any function over SAP. In particular,w ec onsider linear functions, that
yield linear programs.An aturali n stance ofs u c hf u nctions ist h es ocialw el-
fare,w hich can be maximized if weh a vet h eb idders’ private values (ora n
estimation):
 n
i=1
 n
k=1
 k
j=1 xi,j,kCTRi,j,kvi. Alternatively, wec a n maximize
the expected revenue oft h ea u c t ioneer,
 n
i=1
 n
k=1
 k
j=1 xi,j,kCTRi,j,kμi. We
can also maximize any linear combination ofm e a s u r e s , therefore beinga b let o
tweak the trade-oﬀ between diﬀerent objectives.W eg ivea n example oft h isk ind
of objectivef u nctionsa tt h ee nd oft h enext subsection.
We note that the model depends on some parameters oft h ee nvironment,
mainly the pricinga ndt h ec lick probabilities.A sf or the pricing, the vector
μ =  μ1,...,μ n  that weu s em a y be a function oft h eb ids ande ventually other
variables (like the click probabilities themselves), but wer e s t r ict μ ton o td e p e nd
on the allocation rule2.I no ther words,w hen the objectivef u nction depends on
2 We could also use μi,j,k, allowing the price to depend on the number of ads displayed
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the price (e.g., the revenue function), the modeli sg e neral enough to represent
any stochastics p onsored search aucti o ni nw hich the prices are calculated “a
priori” oft h ea s s ignment.T his includes classical pricingr u les such as ﬁrst-price
or appropriate variants oft h es e c ond-price rule.I nS ection 4 wep r e s e ntanatural
extension of the broadly used Generalized Second Price (GSP) rule [10], which
iss u itablef or our auctions.N o te that wem a k eno equilibrium analysis in these
cases.
Since the extremes of SAP are binary solutions, maximizinga ny continuous
objectivef u nction may be seen as an assignmentp r oblem.I t is only natural then
that wec a no btain t h es a m es olutions with less sophisticated methods than linear
programming.N evertheless, the power oft h em odel presented in Section 2 lies on
its ﬂexibility: itm a y be combined with diﬀerent objectivef u nctions, restricted by
addingd iﬀerentt ypes ofc onstraints, ande xtended by adding newv ariables that
represent other features oft h ea u c t ion. Next wes h ow af e w practicali n stances
oft h e s ee xtensions.
Wer e s t r ict our analysist o linear programming, therefore both the objective
functionsa ndc onstraints considered are linear.W ea lson o te that although we
consider each extension separately, they can be combined accordingt o the fea-
tures beingm odeled.
3.1 Variety Constraints
The ﬁrst extension to the basicm odel that wec onsider are variety constraints.
They are introduced as a means ofg r a ntinge a c hb idder some minimum reward
in terms of impressions orc lick probability.
Wec onsider two types of variety constraints:1 .Each ad isg r a nted some
probabilityo fa p p e a r a nce on each occurrence oft h eq u e r y, 2. Each ad isg r a nted
am inimum expected click probabilityo neach occurrence oft h eq u e r y. Both of
them can be modeled by linear constraints to restrict the solution set of SAP. The
ﬁrst onem a y be appealingt o some advertisers who are interested in impressions
rather than clicks.H o w ever, the usual model fors p onsored search considers that
bidders only get proﬁt on clicks, sow ef ocus on type 2 constraints.I no rder
to deﬁnet ype 2 constraints wem a k eu s eoft h eseparability assumption [3]:
the CTRm a y be separated into two factors,o n ea d vertisement-speciﬁc, the ad-
CTR, andt h eother position-speciﬁc, the position-CTR.F o rmally, denotingb y
ai the ad-CTR ofa di, andb y wj,k the position-CTR ofs lot j when k ads
are displayed, the separability assumption states that CTRi,j,k = aiwj,k.F o r
convenience,w e assume without loss ofg e nerality that the weights are sorted in
such a way that CTRi,j,k ≥ CTRi,j+1,k (wj,k ≥ wj+1,k). Wea lso assume that
CTRi,j,k ≥ CTRi,j,k+1 (wj,k ≥ wj,k+1), since havinga d d itional ads displayed
cano n l yreduce the visibilityo ft h eothers.I ft h em a ximum number ofa d st o
be displayed is m, thenw es e twj,k =0fora ll k>m .
By denoting with la
i and l
p
i the lower bounds on bidder i’se xpected impression
probability andp osition-CTR, respectively, constraints oft ype 1 and2c a n be
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n  
k=1
k  
j=1
xi,j,k ≥ l
a
i fore a c hi and
n  
k=1
k  
j=1
wj,kxi,j,k ≥ l
p
i fore a c hi.
Since the lower bounds are part oft h einput to M, diﬀerenta lternatives are
possible.T hey are beyondt h es c ope oft h isa r t icle.N evertheless,w e observet h a t
forc onstraints oft ype 1, no feasibles olution exists unless
 n
i=1 la
i <k , fort h e
largest k satisfying wk,k > 0. It is less evidentt h a tf orc onstraints oft ype 2 and
assuming l
p
i >l
p
i+1,n ofeasibles olution exists unless there is k such that fore a c h
1 ≤ t ≤ n,
 t
i=1 l
p
i ≤
 t
i=1 wi,k;w e omit the proof due to space limitations.
Alternatively, the need ofp e r iodically publishinge very ad can be expressed via
another objectivef u nction such as
 n
i=1
 n
k=1
 k
j=1 xijk(wjkaiμi + Ei), where
Ei isam e a s u r eoft h eb e neﬁt ofe xploringa di, provided by an external source
devoted to manage the explore/exploitt r a d e -oﬀ [25].
3.2 Budget Constraints
We introduce now budget constraints, describingh ow much bidders are willingt o
spend.I no rder to model these constraints,w es lightly modifyo ur polyhedron,
increasing its dimension. Nevertheless, all the results presented thus far can be
easily extended to support thisc h a nge.
Instead of working with a singleq u e r y, wec onsider now as e tofq u e r ies Q;
each bidders may place bids on many (possibly diﬀerent) queries;T hus,w e need
to add to the variables andc onstants presented in Section 2anew subindex q
ranging over Q.F o r instance,w e will have variables yk,q and xi,j,k,q whenever
bidder i bids on q; ap r iori prices μi,q may be part oft h einput.T he basic
restrictions of Section 2b e c ome
xi,j,k,q ≥ 0 fore a c hq,i,j,k
n  
i=1
xi,j,k,q ≤ yk,q fore a c hq,j,k
n  
k=1
yk,q =1 fore a c hq
n  
j=1
xi,j,k,q ≤ yk,q fore a c hq,i,k.
Each query q ∈ Q ise xpected too ccur cq times during a certain time window;
each bidder i may set a maximum budget B
(q)
i for q and/oram a ximum overall
budget Bi.N o te that some of the budgets may be set toi n ﬁnity by dropping
the associated restriction. Bidders that don o tp a r t icipate in ag iven query can
be modeled with a 0 price, as they should never be displayed for that query.
Naturally, the objectivef u nction must be modiﬁed accordingly; e.g., the rev-
enue maximization goalw o uldb e
 
q
 n
i=1
 n
k=1
 k
j=1 cqxi,j,k,qCTRi,j,k,qμi,q.
We state now the restrictionst h a tin expectation preclude bidders fromg oing
over their budgets: the expected payments ofe a c hb idder should note xceed her
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q
n  
k=1
k  
j=1
cqxi,j,k,qCTRi,j,k,qμi,q ≤ Bi fore a c hi
n  
k=1
k  
j=1
cqxi,j,k,qCTRi,j,k,qμi,q ≤ B
(q)
i fore a c hi,q.
Note that in practice it wouldb ep ossiblet o display an ad whose budget
has been exhausted.I nsuch cases wem a y choose to replace thisa db y any
other one,w i thout signiﬁcantly aﬀectingt h ee xpected revenue.Apossible way
of reducingt h eincidence ofs u c hs ituations ist o use Bi − ε instead of Bi in
the LP constraints.W e note that artiﬁcially retainingb idders with exhausted
budgets may result in some illegitimate price hikes for other bidders, depending
on the pricingr u le.T hise ﬀect however can be controlled if needed.
3.3 Contextual Eﬀects and Other Restrictions
Wec onsider now situations where the click probabilityo fa n ad is inﬂuenced by
the other ads displayed.T hese are called externalities or contextual eﬀects, and
haveb e e n considered recently in [14,15]. The latter argues through experimental
evidence that contextual eﬀects do exist in sponsored search, andq u a ntiﬁes
them.
Onep ossible wayo fm odelingc ontextual eﬀects in our framework isb y group-
ingt ogether ads that have negativee ﬀects on each other’sc lickability and intro-
ducinganew kind ofr e s t r iction, that aims at avoidingt h ejoint publication of
ads in the same group.I no rder to establish incompatibilities amongg r oups of
similar ads, ads are partitioned into incompatibility groups (each ad in exactly
oneg r oup). The restriction states that at most one ad of each group can be dis-
played at the same time.T his approach may be useful, for instance,w hen aq u e r y
has diﬀerentm e a nings – so users that search for that query may haved iﬀerent
intentions– andt h ea u c t ioneer tries to cover all the range without increasingt h e
totaln umber ofa d ss h own.
In thise xtension, apart froma d d ingr e s t r ictionst oS A P ,w ea lson eed to reﬁne
the drawinga lgorithm giveni nS ection 2t h a tp r oduces the allocation. Thisc a n
be done with minora d justments.L et m be the number of incompatibility groups.
Since we will assign m groups instead of n bidders to the slots,w es e tn to be m.
We need to ensure that each group receives, for each particular k, an aggregated
probabilityo fe xactly yk ofb e inga s s igned some position. Letting G be the set
ofg r oups, this isc a p t u r e db y
 
i∈g
m  
j=1
xi,j,k = yk fore a c hg ∈ G,k.
Wec a n maximize diﬀerent objectivef u nctions over this new polyhedron, look-
ingf org ood “group allocations”. Concrete ad allocations will be produced by
am odiﬁed version of the drawinga lgorithm.F o re a c hk such that yk > 0, we198 E. Feuerstein et al.
construct an m × m matrix Z(k) that isu s e dt o choose group permutations in-
stead ofb idder permutations, andt h e n fore a c hs e lected group g, choose a bidder
from g anda s s igni tt o the slot. Z(k) isd e ﬁ ned by z
(k)
l,j =
 
i∈Gl xi,j,k/yk for
1 ≤ l,j ≤ m.N o te that again Z(k) isad oubly stochasticm a t r ix, sow ea p p ly
the Birkhoﬀ-von Neumann theorem as in Section 2.T he new drawinga lgorithm
will then be:
Choose k with probability yk.
Construct Z(k).
Findp e r m u t a t ion matrices Pl andp ositive numbers λl
such that
 
l λl =1and Z(k) =
 
l λlPl.
Choose a permutation matrix Pl with probability λl.
For j =1to k
Let g be such that P[g,j]=1 .
Choose ad i ofg r oup g with probability
xi,j,k  
i∈g xi,j,k.
Display ad i in position j.
Itf ollows immediately that the probabilityo fa di ofg r oup l beingp laced on
position j when k ads are displayed is ykz
(k)
l,j xi,j,k/
 
i∈Gl xi,j,k = xi,j,k.
Groupingc a n also be used in other ways, such as settingt h em inimum num-
ber ofa d st o display frome a c hg r oup.H o w ever, this wouldr e q u ire a deeper
modiﬁcation in the drawinga lgorithm.
4P r i c i n g R u l e s
Auctionsa r ec onstituted by two main components: the allocation rulea ndt h e
pricingr u le.S ofar weh a vef ocused on obtaining optimal allocations (according
to some criteria) that satisfy a number ofr e s t r ictions.I nthis section, wef ocus
on the pricingr u les that can be combined with those allocation rules.
Wed ivide our analysis in two directions: ﬁrst wea nalyze pricingr u les that
are best suited for our optimization framework, andt h e nw ec onsider incentive-
compatible (truthful) pricingr u les.I nthe ﬁrst case wed on o tm a k ea
game-theoretica nalysis,w e assume that bids don o tc h a nge in response to the
allocation rule.W i th truthful pricings, however,w ec a n assume that the bids are
in equilibrium since by deﬁnition every bidder maximizes her expected revenue
by biddingh e rt r u evalue.
A priori pricing rules and EGSP. When the prices associated to the ads may
depend on the ranking, but not on the allocation, these prices may be part oft h e
input of M, so as to ﬁndt h eb e s ta llocation with respect to some objectivet h a t
depends on them3.W ec a ll these pricingr u les ap r i o r i .S everalw ell-known and
3 In the general case, we do allow a light dependence on the allocation: we only asso-
ciate a non-zero price when an item is allocated; nevertheless, in the pay-per-click
model this distinction disappears since an ad that is not displayed cannot be clicked
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widespread pricingr u les are indeed a priori; most notorious examples oft h isc lass
are First-Price andt h eG e neralized Second Price (GSP) [3,10]. Whilet h ef ormer
may be applied in our framework,i th a sb e e n dropped froms p onsored-search
settings due toi ts instability. On the other hand, GSP has become the most
widely used rule in that framework, enjoyingg oodp r operties such as envy-free
equilibria (see [10] ford e t a ils).
We introduce a natural extension ofG SP fors t ochastica llocations, the Ex-
tended Generalized Second Price (EGSP) rule.L i ke in GSP, EGSP assumes that
the auctioneer ranks bidders accordingt o some function on theirb ids whilee a c h
winningb idder pays (forac lick) the minimum price needed to retain her po-
sition in the ranking.H o w ever,w i th EGSP prices are not only associated to
the top-ranked bidders, but to all the bidders with a positivep r obabilityo fb e -
inga llocated a slot.S i n ce prices are computed in the same way as in GSP, the
prices associated to the top-ranked bidders coincide under both pricingr u les.
Note that, as wea r ed e a ling with stochastica llocations, the ranking order is
not necessarily the order in which ads are displayed each time;n evertheless, the
resultings t ochastica llocation rule will tendt o allocate more/better slots to ads
with a higher ranking.
Another extension ofG SP to an allocation ruled iﬀerentt h a n the simples ort-
by-revenue ruleh a sb e e n proposed in [2]: given allocations that are subsets of
the ads ordered by ranking, the price associated to each bidder ist h em inimum
price needed to beat the ad allocated to the followings lot (the price associated
to the last ad ist h er e s e r vep r ice). It ise a s y to see that, given any set ofb ids,
EGSP charges strictly more than the pricingr u le in [2].
Incentive Compatibility. Although the variations over the GSP rule currently
in use in sponsored search auctionsa r enott r u t h f u l, there are many reasonst h a t
make truthfulness a desirablep r operty, which can be summarized in the fact
that advertisers can deﬁnet h e ir optimal bids by themselves,w i thout the need
of invokingc onsultants or gurus, drivingm ore resources to the sponsored search
business, fort h eb e neﬁt ofa d vertisers, auctioneer andu s e r s .
An aturalw ay toi n corporate truthfulness intoo ur framework consists of
the classicalV CG approach [28,9], that is, the incentive-compatiblep r icingr u le
correspondingt o the allocation obtained through M that is individually rational
andm a k e sno positivet r a nsfers [24]. For instance,w hen bidder i’sb id is bi
(interpreted as values vi, since in at r u t h f u l auction wec a n assume that each
bidder bids her own private valuation), andt h eobjectivef u ncion ist h es ocial
welfare
 n
i=1
 n
k=1
 k
j=1 xi,j,kCTRi,j,kbi,w ea s s ociate to each bidder a price
equal to the diﬀerence between socialw elfare value obtained with and without
her participation. In this way, in order to compute the price fort h en bidders
wer u n the mathematical program n+1times.I npractice the computation can
be done “on demand”, that is,o n l yw hen an ad indeed receives a click.
Another approach to truthfulness within our framework ist h ef ollowing: given
ad istribution Fi on the valuation ofe a c hb idder i (known or inferred through
historical data), wea p p ly Myerson’s incentive-compatiblem e c h a nism [22,16],200 E. Feuerstein et al.
which maximizes the (expected) revenue oft h ea u c t ioneer4.F o ra n explanation
on how to apply thism e c h a nism, see fore xample [24].
Further Research. We are currently studying “ap r iori” pricingm e t h ods and
theirc onsequences,i nparticular the existence ofe q u ilibra fors t ochastica u c t ions
under EGSP.
Another interesting research subject are auctions in which the expected
position-CTR oft h ei-th ranked bidder iss e tt o a value pi.S uch auctions, though
stochastic in nature, behave like deterministic ones, so paired with EGSP will
have interestingp r operties, such as the existence ofe nvy-free equilibria [10].
Acknowledgments. Wet h a nkO f e rMendelevitch and JohnT o mlin forp r o-
vidingu swith data fort h es imulations.
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Moment of Data Streams
SumitG a nguly
Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur
Abstract. We consider the problem of estimating the hybrid frequency
moment of matrix data that is updated point-wise in arbitrary order
by a data stream. In this model, data is viewed to be organized in the
form of a matrix (Ai,j)1≤i,j,≤n.T h ee n t r i e sAi,j are updated coordinate-
wise (both increments and decrements are allowed), in arbitrary order
and possibly multiple times. The hybrid frequency moment Fp,q(A)i s
deﬁned as
 n
j=1
  n
i=1|Ai,j|
p q and is a generalization of the frequency
moment of one-dimensional data streams.
Prior work [10] presented a nearly space-optimal algorithm for esti-
mating Fp,q for p ∈ [0,2] and q ∈ [0,1]. Here, we complement that work
by presenting a nearly space-optimal algorithm for estimating Fp,q for
p ∈ [0,1] and q ∈ [0,2].
1 Introduction
The data stream modelo fc omputation isa n abstraction foravarietyo fm oni-
toringa p p lications.Aproblem ofb a s icu t ility andr e levance in thiss e t t ing ist h e
following hybrid frequency moments estimation problem. Consider a networking
application where a stream ofp a c k e t swith schema (src-addr,dest-addr,nbytes,
time) arrives at a router.T he problem ist ow arn against the followings c e nario
arising out ofap ossibled istributed denialo fs e r vice attack,w here, af e w des-
tination addresses receive messages froma n unusually large number ofd istinct
source addresses.T hisc a n be quantiﬁed as follows:l et A be an n × n matrix
where Ai,j ist h ec ount oft h enumber of messages from node i ton o de j.T hen
(Ai,j)0 is 1i f i sends a message to j and is 0o therwise.T hus,
 n
i=1 A0
i,j counts
the number ofd istinct sources that senda tleast one message to j.D eﬁnet h e
hybridm oment F0,2(A)=
 n
j=1(
 n
i=1 A0
i,j)2.I nan attack scenario, F0,2(A) be-
comes large compared toi ts average value.T hus,i t isa d vantageous to track the
values of F0,2(A). However, since n can be veryl arge (e.g., in the millions), it is
notf e a s iblet o store and update the traﬃc matrix A at network line speeds.W e
propose instead to use the data streaming approach to thisp r oblem,n amely, to
design as u b -linear space data structure that,( a) processes updates to the en-
tries of A, and,( b) provides a randomized, approximate algorithm fore s t imating
F0,2(A).
Quantities such as F0,2(A) are known as the hybridm oment ofam a t r ix A
[10]. They are more generally deﬁned [16] as follows. Given an n × n integer
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 202–211, 2009.
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matrix A with columns A1,A 2,...,A n, the hybridf r e q u e ncy moment Fp,q(A)i s
the qth moment oft h en-dimensionalv ector [Fp(A1),F p(A2),...,F p(An)]. That
is,
Fp,q(A)=
n  
j=1
 
n  
i=1
|Ai,j|p
 q
=
n  
j=1
(Fp(Aj))q .
Data Stream Model. We will be interested in algorithms in the data stream
model, that is, the input is abstracted as a potentially inﬁnite sequence σ of
records oft h ef orm (position,i,j,Δ), where, i,j ∈{ 1,2,...,n} and Δ ∈ Z ist h e
change to the value of Ai,j.T he position attribute iss imply the sequence number
oft h er e c ord. Each input record (position,i,j,Δ) changes Ai,j to Ai,j + Δ.I n
other words, the value Ai,j ist h es u moft h ec h a nges made to the (i,j)th entry
since the inception oft h es t r e a m :
Ai,j =
 
(position ,i,j,Δ)∈σ
Δ, 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n.
In thisp a p e r ,w ec onsider the problems ofe s t imating Fp,q anda llow general
matrix streams, that is, matrix entries may be positive, zeroo r negative.
Prior work. Hybridf r e q u e ncy moments Fp,q(A) are a generalization oft h e
frequency moment Fp(a)o fa n n-dimensionalv ector a, deﬁned as Fp(a)=  n
j=1|ai|p.T he problem ofe s t imating Fp(a) has been studied in the data stream
modelw here the input isas t r e a mofu p d a t e st o the components of a.T hisp r ob-
lem has beeni n ﬂ uentiali nthe development ofa lgorithms ford a t as t r e a m s .A s
terminology, we will say that a randomized algorithm computes an  -approxima-
tion to ar e a lv alued quantity L, provided,i tr e t u r ns ˆ L such that |ˆ L − L| <  L ,
with probability ≥ 3
4.
Alon, Matias and Szegedy[ 1 ]presentas e m inal randomized sketch tech-
nique for  -approximation of F2(a)i nthe data streamingm odel usings p a c e
O( −2 logF1(a)) bits.U singt h et e c h niques of [1], it ise a s ily shown that deter-
ministically estimating Fp(a) fora ny real p ≥ 0 requires Ω(n) space [1]. Hence,
work in the area ofs u b -linear space estimation ofm oments has considered only
randomized algorithms. Estimation of F0(a)w as ﬁrst considered byF l ajolet and
Martin in [9]; the work in [1] presents a modernv ersion oft h ist e c h nique fore s t i-
mating F0(a) tow i thin ac onstantm u ltiplicativef a c t ora ndu s ings p a c eO(logn).
Gibbonsa nd Tirthapura [11] presenta n  -approximation algorithm usings p a c e
O( −2 logF1(a)); this isf u r t h e rimproved in [3]. The use of p-stables k e t c h e s
was proposed byI n dyk [12] fore s t imating Fp(a), for 0 <p≤ 2, usings p a c e
˜ O( −2(logF1(a))). Indyka nd Woodruﬀ[ 1 3 ]presentanear optimal space algo-
rithm fore s t imating Fp, for p>2.W o o druﬀ[ 20] presents an Ω( −2) space lower
boundf or the problem ofe s t imating Fp, fora ll p ≥ 0, implying that the sta-
bles k e t c h e st e c h nique iss p a c eoptimal up tol o garithmicf a c t ors.Aspace lower
bound of Ω(n1−2/p)w as shown for the problem Fp in as e r ies ofd e velopments
[1,2,5]. Cormode and Muthukrishnan[ 8] presenta n algorithm for obtaining204 S. Ganguly
an  -approximation for F0,2(A) usings p a c e ˜ O(
√
n). In [10], ab i-linear stable
sketches technique isp r e s e nted that estimates Fp,q(A), for p ∈ [0,2] and q ∈ [0,1]
in ˜ O(1) space.
Contributions. Wep r e s e ntr a ndomized algorithms for the problem ofe s t imating
hybridm oments Fp,q(A)o fam a t r ix A in the data stream model. Wec onsider the
range p ∈ [0,1] and q ∈ [0,2]. Wep r e s e ntanovelv ariation oft h es t a b les k e t c h e s
technique too btain a ˜ O(1) space algorithm fore s t imating Fp,q in thisr a nge.
Thisg ives the ﬁrst poly-logarithmics p a c ec omplexity algorithm fore s t imating
Fp,q in this interestingr a nge, as motivated by the example in the introduction.
2 Preliminaries and Previous Work
In this section, wer e view salientp r operties ofs t a b led istributionsa ndb r ieﬂy
reviewI n dyk’s [12] and Li’s [14] techniques fore s t imatingm oments of one-
dimensionalv ectors in the data streamingm odel. Weu s et h enotation y ∼ D to
denote that a given random variable y that followsad istribution D.
2.1 Stable Sketches
Indyk [12] proposed the use ofs t a b les k e t c h e sf ore s t imating Fq(a), q ∈ [0,2],
in the streamingm odel. A stables k e t c hisalinear combination X =
 n
i=1 aisi,
where each si isd r a wn at randomf r omt h es t a b led istribution S(q,1), where, the
ﬁrst parameter in S(q,1) ist h es t a b ility parameter andt h es e c ond parameter
ist h es c a lef a c t or (set to1 ) .T he random variables si’sa r eindependent ofe a c h
other.B ypropertyo fs t a b led istributions,
X ∼ S
 
q,(Fq(a))
1/q
 
.
The problem now reduces to the estimation oft h es c a le parameter oft h e
distribution of X.I n dykp r oposed keeping t = O( 1
 2)i n dependents t a b les k e t c h e s
X1,X 2,...,X t andr e t u r ning
ˆ Fq(a)=CI · median
t
r=1|Xr|q.
Li [14] uses the geometricm e a nse s t imator
ˆ Fq(a)=CL
t  
r=1
|Xr|q/t
ands h owst h a tt h is isa s ymptotically unbiased forap r oper choice oft h ec onstant
CL.B o th estimators satisfy
| ˆ Fq(a) − Fq(a)|≤  ˆ Fq(a), with probability
7
8
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We will jointly refer toI n dyk’sm e d ian estimator or Li’sg e ometricm e a nse s t ima-
torf or Fp(a) as StableEst
q({X1,X 2,...,X t}), where, q ∈ (0,2]i st h es t a b ility
index.
Estimation ofh ybridm oments generalizes the problem ofe s t imatingt h er e g -
ular moment Fp(a) fora n n-dimensionalv ector a.I nparticular, fora ny p,
Fp,1(A)=Fp(a)w here a ist h en2-dimensionalv ector obtained by stringing
out the matrix A row-wise (orc olumn-wise). Therefore, Fp,1(A) can be esti-
mated usings t a ndard techniques fore s t imating Fp of one-dimensionalv ectors,
that is, usings p a c e ˜ O( −2) sketches.
2.2 Bi-linear Stable Sketches
We now review the bilinear stables k e t c h e st e c h nique [10] fore s t imating Fp,q in
the range p ∈ [0,2] and q ∈ [0,1] usingb ilinear stables k e t c h e s .
Weﬁ r s tc onsider p ∈ (0,2] and q ∈ (0,1]. Consider two families off u lly
independents t a b le variables {xi,j :1≤ i ≤ j ≤ n} and {ξj :1≤ j ≤ n},w here,
xi,j ∼ S(p,1) and ξj ∼ S(q,1). A p,q bi-linear stables k e t c hisd e ﬁ ned as
X =
n  
j=1
n  
i=1
Ai,jxi,jξ
1/p
j .
Correspondingt o each stream update (pos,i,j,Δ), the bi-linear sketch isu p -
dated as follows: X := X + Δ · xi,j · ξ
1/p
j .
A collection of s1s2 bi-linear sketches {Xu,v | 1 ≤ u ≤ s1,1 ≤ v ≤ s2} isk e p t
such that fore a c hd istinct value of v, the family ofs k e t c h e s{Xu,v}u=1,2,...,s1
uses the independentf a m ily ofs t a b le variables {xi,j(u,v)} but uses the same
family ofs t a b le variables {ξi(v)}.T hat is,
X(u,v)=
n  
i=1
n  
j=1
Ai,jxi,j(u,v)(ξi(v))
1/p,u =1 ,...,s 1,v=1 ,...,s 2. (1)
Note that thisc onstruction isp ossible, since, for 0 <q≤ 1, there exist stabled is-
tributions S(q,1) with non-negative support.T hus, ξj ∼ S(q,1) is non-negative
and ξ
1/p
j is non-negative.T he estimate ˆ Fp,q is obtained usingt h ef ollowings t e p s .
1. ˆ Y (v)=S tableEst
(p)({X(u,v)}u=1,...,s1),v =1 ,2,...s 2 .
2. ˆ Fp,q =S tableEst
(q)({ˆ Y (v) | v =1 ,...,s 2})
The correctness oft h ee s t imator iss h own in [10] and is summarized below.
Lemma 1 ([10]). For each 0 <p≤ 2 and 0 <q<1, the estimator
BilinStable(p,q,s1,s 2,{X(u,v)}u∈[1,s1],v∈[1,s2]) with parameters s2 = Θ( 1
q2 2)
and s1 = Θ( 1
p2 2 log 1
 q) satisﬁes | ˆ Fp,q − Fp,q|≤ Fp,q with probability 3
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Reducing random bits. Wec a nn o wuse a technique of Indyk [12] to reduce the
number ofr a ndomb its from n2 bits to O(S log(nS)), where, S is the space used
by the algorithm assuming access to fully independentr a ndomb its.
The following lemma summarizes the continuity propertyo f Fp,q as a function
of p and q.T hisa llowst h ee s t imation ofq u a ntities at the boundary points of
p =0and q =0 ,1 by estimatingf or p  =  /(5logF1,1) and q  =  /5 and 1− /5
respectively.
Lemma 2 ([10]). For every  <1/8, p ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ q ≤ 2
Fp ,q  ≥ Fp,q ≥ (1 − 5 )Fp ,q 
where, p  = max(p,t), q  = max(q, ) and t ≤  
log F1,1.    
3 Estimating Fp,q Using the Envelope Technique
In this section, wep r e s e nta n algorithm fore s t imating Fp,q in the region 0 <
p<1 and 0 <q≤ 2.B ythe continuity properties of Fp,q discussed in Lemma 2,
this will imply an  -close estimatorf ort h eb oundary points,n amely, p =0 ,1
and q =0 .
3.1 Algorithm
Assume that 0 <p<1 and 0 <q<2.L et 1 ≤ u ≤ s1 and 1 ≤ v ≤ s2,w here,
s1 and s2 are speciﬁed later.W e keep 2s1s2 sketches as follows.L et
xi,j(u,v) ∼ S(p,1),i , j ∈ [n],u∈ [s1],v∈ [s2]
yj(v) ∼ S(q,1),j ∈ [n],v∈ [s2].
The random variables are assumed independent (later we will use Indyk’s
technique [12] for reducingt h enumber ofr a ndomb its). Fore a c hv ∈ [s2], we
construct two families ofs k e t c h e s{Xu,v,+}1≤u≤s1 and {Xu,v,−}1≤u≤s1 as follows.
Xu,v,+ =
 
j:yj(v)≥0
Ai,jxi,j(u,v)|yj(v)|1/p,u ∈ [s1],v∈ [s2]
Xu,v,− =
 
j:yj(v)<0
Ai,jxi,j(u,v)|yj(v)|
1/p,u ∈ [s1],v∈ [s2].
Next,w ed e r ivet wo families ofs k e t c h e s .
Yv,+ =S tableEst
s2
u=1(p,{Xu,v,+}),v =1 ,2,...,s 2, and
Yv,− =S tableEst
s2
u=1(p,{Xu,v,−}),v =1 ,2,...,s 2.
Finally, the estimate ˆ Fp,q(A)i s obtained as
ˆ Fp,q(A)=
 
Quantile
s2
v=1(Q,{
 
 Yv,+ − Yv,−
 
 }v=1,...,s2)
Quantile(Q,|S(p,1)|)
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where,( 1 )Quantile(Q,{x1,...,x r}) returnst h ee lementa m ong x1,...,x r that
forms its Qth quantile, and,( 2) Quantile(Q,|S(p,1)|)i st h eQth quantile of
the absolute value ofavariable ∼ S(p,1). Although any value ofq u a ntile Q
may be chosen as observed byP i n g Li [15], fors implicity, Q isc h osen so that
G(Q) ∈ [0.2,1.0], where, G is the probability function fort h ea b s olute value of
a q-stabled istributed variable.
3.2 Analysis
By construction, weh a vef ore a c hﬁ xed v,
Xu,v,+ ∼ S
 
p,
  n  
j:yj(v)≥0
Fp(Aj)|yj(v)|
 1/p 
and
Xu,v,− ∼ S
 
p,
  n  
j:yj(v)<0
Fp(Aj)|yj(v)|
 1/p 
.
If s1 = O(  −2p−2q2), then, by properties of StableEst, fore a c hv ∈ [s2], we
have,
Yv,+ = α+
v
 
j:yj(v)≥0
Fp(Aj)|yj(v)|, and Yv,− = α−
v
 
j:yj(v)<0
Fp(Aj)|yj(v)|.
where,1−   /(4q) ≤ α+
v ,α −
v ≤ 1+  /(4q)w i th high probability. Therefore,
Yv = Yv,+ − Yv,− =
n  
j=1
F 
p,v(Aj)yj(v)( 2)
where F 
p,v(Aj)i sd e ﬁ ned to be a small displacementf r om Fp(Aj) as follows.
F
 
p,v(Aj)=
 
(Fp(Aj)α+
v if yj(v) ≥ 0
Fp(Aj)α−
v if yj(v) < 0.
Since 1 −   /(4q) ≤ α+
v ,α −
v ≤ 1+  /(4q), then,
|F  
p,v(Aj) − Fp(Aj)|≤
  
2q
Fp(Aj), fore a c hv =1 ,2,...,s 2.
Fors implicityo f notation deﬁne
F 
p,q,v(A)
def =
n  
j=1
(F 
p,v(Aj))q
From (2), we obtain Yv =
 n
i=1 F 
p,v(Aj) ∼ S
 
q,
 
F 
p,q,v(A)
 1/q
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Let G = Gq denote the cumulativep r obability function oft h er a ndom variable
|z| where z ∼ S(q,1). As noted in [12], as t r a ightforwardapplication ofC h e r noﬀ’s
bounds h owst h a tif z1,...,z s are independent, zi ∼ S(q,1), s = O(  −2 log(1/δ))
and
Z = median
s
v=1|Zv|q/median
q(|S(q,1)|),
then, Pr{G(Z) ∈ Fq(a)[1/2 −   ,1/2 +   ]}≥1 − δ. We will use a slight gener-
alization oft h isp r operty here.
For 0 <a<b<1, let Kq(a,b) be the Lipschitz constantf or the probability
function Gq in the neighborhood x ∈ G−1[a,b].
Lemma 3. Suppose s2 = Ω
 
(Kq(0.1,0.8))
2q
2
 2
 
and 1−  
 
8q ≤ α+
v ,α −
v ≤ 1+  
 
8q,f o r
each v =1 ,2,...,s 2.T h e n ,
Pr{Quantile
s2
v=1(Q,{|Yv|q}) ∈ Fp,q(A)[1 −  ,1+ ]}≥
31
32
.
where, Q is chosen so that Q ∈ [0.25,0.65].
Proof. Let R be the interval[ ( 1−  )Fp,q(A),(1+  )Fp,q(A)]. Since,1−  /(8q) ≤
α+
v ,α −
v ≤ 1+  /(8q), weh a ve, |F 
p,v(Aj) − Fp(Aj)|≤  
 
(4q)Fp(Aj) . Therefore,
   F 
p,q,v(Aj) − Fp,q(A)
    ≤
  
2
Fp,q(A)( 3 )
Consider Yv ∼ S
 
q,(F 
p,q,v(Aj))1/q 
.L et G denote the cumulativep r obability
function of S(q,1). Deﬁne Zv = Yv
(F  
p,q,v)1/q.T hen, Zv ∼ S(q,1) and
Pr
 
|Yv|q
F 
p,q,v
∈ [(G−1(Q −   ))q,(G−1(Q +   ))q]
 
= 2  . (4)
It wouldb es u ﬃ c ientt o require that [(G−1(Q−  ))q,(G−1(Q+  ))q] has length
at most  /4.T hat is
(G
−1(Q +  
 ))
q − (G
−1(Q −  
 ))
q ≤  /4.
This is implied by( using Taylors e r ies expansion for G−1(Q ±  ) up to the ﬁrst
diﬀerential term)
   =
 
8qG (ξ)
≤
 
8qKq
(5)
where, ξ ist h evalue that minimizes G (x)i nthe neighborhood [Q −   ,Q+   ].
With thisc ondition, (4) becomes
Pr
  
 
 
 
|Y q
v |
G−1(Q)
− Fp,q(A)
 
 
 
  ≤ Fp,q(A)(2 
  +  /2)
 
≥ 2 
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A straightforward application ofC h e r noﬀ’sb ounds h owst h a tif s2 = Ω(  −2),
then,
Pr
    
 
 Quantile
s2
v=1
 
Q,
Yv
q
G−1(Q)
 
− Fp,q(A)
   
 
  ≤ Fp,q(A)(2   +  /2)
 
≥ 31/32.
   
Wet h e r e f ore havet h ef ollowing lemma.T he notation Kq(Q −  ,Q +  ) denotes
the Lipschitz constantf ort h ef u nction G−1 in the  -neighborhood of Q.
Lemma 4. For each value of 0 <p<1 and 0 <q<2,t h e r ee x -
ists an algorithm that returns ˆ Fp,q satisfying | ˆ Fp,q − Fp,q|≥15/16 using
O
 
K
2
q(Q− ,Q+ )K
2
p(Q+ ,Q+ )
 4p2q2 log 1
  p 
 
bi-linear stable sketches.
Proof. Wec a no btain 1 −  
 
8q ≤ α+
v ,α −
v ≤ 1+  
 
8q, fore a c hv =1 ,2,...,s 2,
with total errorp r obabilityo f 1/32,o r,i n dividual errorp r obabilityo f 1/(32s2)
provided,
s1 = Θ
 
(Kp(Q −  ,Q +  ))2
  2p2 log
1
s2
 
.
The number ofs k e t c h e sr e q u ired is s1 · s2.B yL emma 3, if s2 =
Θ(
Kq(Q− ,Q+ )
2q
2
 2 ), then, with the abovec h oice of s1, the premises of Lemma 3
are satisﬁed,w i th probability3 1 /32.B yunion bound, the probabilityo fc orrect
answer is 1 − 1/32 − 1/32 =1 5 /16. Thisp r oves the lemma.    
Wec a nn o wuse a previously suggested technique of Indyk [12] to conclude
that (1) each sketch can be represented using O(log(nF1,1(A))) bits, and,( 2)
the randomb its can be reduced to O(S log(n2S) using Nisan’sp s e u d o-random
generatort h a tf ools Turingm a c h ines usings p a c eS bits.W et h u sobtain the
followingt h e orem.
Theorem 1. For each value of 0 ≤ p ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ q ≤ 2, quantile value
0 <Q<1,a n d0 < <1/5, there exists an algorithm that returns ˆ Fp,q
satisfying | ˆ Fp,q − Fp,q|≥15/16 using O(S(log(nF1,1(A)log(nS log(nF1,,1(A)))
bits, where,
S = O
 
K
2
q(Q− ,Q+ )K
2
p(Q− ,Q+ )q
2
 4p2 log 1
 p
 
bilinear stable sketches.    
Lower Bounds. The problem ofe s t imating Fp,q by reducing the problem ofe s t i-
matingt h epqth one-dimensional moment Fp·q to Fp,q as follows [19].1 Consider
an n-dimensionalv ector a and viewi t as the ﬁrst row oft h en × n matrix A,
the rest of whose entries are zeros.T hen, by deﬁnition, Fp,q(A)=Fp·q(a). For
pq ∈ [0,2], Fpq has a lower bound of Ω(1/ 2)[ 20]. This implies that the bilinear
stables k e t c h e st e c h nique presented fort h er a nge p ∈ [0,1] and q ∈ [0,2]i sc lose
too ptimal, up to polynomial factors in 1/ .
1 The author thanks David Woodruﬀ for pointing this out.210 S. Ganguly
4C o n c l u s i o n
Wep r e s e ntanovel technique fore s t imatingt h eh ybridf r e q u e ncy moment
Fp,q(A)o fa n n × n dimensional matrix A whose entries are updated by ad a t a
stream. Our technique requires space ˜ O(q2/(p2 4) and is nearly space-optimal.
The problem of obtainingm a t c h ing upper or lower bounds for the problem is
left open.
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Abstract. We describe a two-level push-relabel algorithm for the maxi-
mum ﬂow problem and compare it to the competing codes. The algorithm
generalizes a practical algorithm for bipartite ﬂows. Experiments show
that the algorithm performs well on several problem families.
1 Introduction
The maximum ﬂow problem isc lassical combinatorialo ptimization problem with
applications in many areas ofs c ience ande ngineering.F o rt h isr e a s on, the prob-
lem has been studied both fromt h e oretical andp r a c t icalv i ewpoints for over
halfac e ntury. The problem ist o ﬁndam a ximum ﬂow fromt h es ource to the
sink (am inimum cut between the source andt h es ink) given a network with arc
capacities, the source, andt h es ink.W ed e note the number of vertices anda r c s
in the input network by n and m, respectively. Some time bounds also depend
on the maximum arc capacity U.W hen U appears in the bound,w e assume that
the capacities are integral.
A theoretical line of research led to development ofa u g m e ntingp a t h ,n etwork
simplex, blocking ﬂow, and push-relabel methods andt o as e q u e nce of improved
bounds; see [17] foras u r vey. Under the assumption logU = O(logn)[ 1 2], the
boundofO(min{n2/3,m 1/2}mlog(n2/m)logU)isachievedbythebinaryblocking
ﬂow algorithm [15]. The best strongly polynomial bound of O(nmlogm/(nlog n) n)
isa c h ieved by the algorithm of [21].
From the practical point of view, good implementations of Dinitz blocking
ﬂow method [6,19] proved superiort o the network simplex and the augmenting
path algorithms.T he blocking ﬂow methodr e m a ined the method ofc h oice until
the development of the push-relabel method [16]. Foralongt ime, the HI-PR
implementation [7]o ft h eh ighest-level push-relabel methods e r ved as a bench-
mark form a ximum ﬂow algorithms.T his implementation uses both the global
update (see e.g.[ 1 3 ] )and gap [9] heuristics.
Mazzoni et al. [22]i n troduced a number of variations of the push-relabel
method,i n cluding the partial augment-relabel method,w hich on the basis of
limited experiments they claimed to be computationally superior.Av ariant of
the methodh a sb e e n further studied in [24]. Recently, the author [18] developed
an eﬃcient implementation, PAR,o ft h ea lgorithm andc onducted more extensive
experiments conﬁrmingt h a tit outperforms HI-PR.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 212–225, 2009.
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The partial augment-relabel algorithm moves ﬂow alongp a t h sof k arcs.I n
the eﬃcient implementationst h eb e s tvalue of k is less then ten but greater
than two. However, the idea of lookinga h e a dorm oving ﬂow two steps has been
used fors e veral problems closely related to the maximum ﬂow problem.I nthe
context oft h em inimum-cost ﬂow, [13] suggests an algorithm that pushes ﬂow
into a vertex that can push ﬂow further without beingr e labeled.I nthe context
oft h ea s s ignmentp r oblem, ano peration that moves a ﬂow excess two levelsa ta
time appears in [14]. Forb ipartite graphs, maximum ﬂow algorithms that move
ﬂow excess two steps at a time and leave no excess on ones ide of the graph
achieve better theoretical bounds [1] andp r a c t ical performance [23].
The main contribution oft h isp a p e risam a ximum ﬂow algorithm that pushes
ﬂow on two adjacent levels oft h enetwork.T he resultinga lgorithm isd iﬀerent
from the partial augment-relabel algorithm with k = 2a ndc a n be viewed as
ag e neralization oft h eb ipartite graph algorithm of [1] to general graphs.W e
presenta n eﬃcient implementation, P2R,o ft h isa lgorithm.A n o ther contribu-
tion isa n experimental evaluation oft h ea lgorithms,w hich compares P2R with
severalo ther codes,i n cludingaversion of PARt h a tisa ni mproved implementa-
tion oft h ea lgorithm used in [18]. The experiments show that P2R isc omparable
toP A R.
Our work makes progress towards unifyingp r e vious work on practical max-
imum ﬂow algorithms andg e t t ing a better understanding of what works best
in practice.T he push-relabel method leads to practical algorithms forr e lated
problems, such as minimum-cost ﬂows [13], assignmentp r oblem [14], bipartite
matching [8] and parametric ﬂows [2]. It isp ossiblet h a ts ome oft h et e c h niques
discussed in thisp a p e rwill lead toi mproved algorithms fors ome oft h er e lated
problems as well.
2 Deﬁnitions and Notation
The input to the maximum ﬂow problem is (G,s,t,u), where G =( V,A)i s
ad irected graph, s,t ∈ V, s  = t are the source andt h esink, respectively,
u : A ⇒ [1,...,U]i st h ecapacity function, and U ist h emaximum capacity.
Let aR denote the reverse ofa n arc a,l et AR be the set ofa ll reverse arcs,
and let A  = A ∪ AR.Afunction g on A  is anti-symmetric if g(a)=−g(aR).
Extend u to be an anti-symmetricf u nction on A ,i . e., u(aR)=−u(a).
Aﬂ o wf isa n anti-symmetricf u nction on A  that satisﬁes capacity constraints
on all arcs and conservation constraints at all vertices except s and t.T he capac-
ity constraintf or a ∈ A is 0 ≤ f(a) ≤ u(a) andf or a ∈ AR it is −u(aR) ≤ f(a) ≤
0. The conservation constraintf or v is
 
(u,v)∈A f(u,v)=
 
(v,w)∈A f(v,w). The
ﬂow value ist h et otalﬂ o wi n to the sink: |f| =
 
(v,t)∈A f(v,t).
A cut isap a r t itioning of vertices S∪T = V with s ∈ S,t ∈ T.T he capacityo f
ac u tisd e ﬁ ned by u(S,T)=
 
v∈S,w∈T,(v,w)∈Au(S,T). The max-ﬂow, min-cut
theorem [11] says that the maximum ﬂow value ise q u a l to the minimum cut
capacity.214 A.V. Goldberg
A preﬂow isar e laxation ofaﬂow that satisﬁes capacity constraints anda
relaxed version ofc onservation constraints
 
(u,v)∈A f(u,v) ≥
 
(v,w)∈A f(v,w).
Wed e ﬁ net h eﬂow excess of v by ef(v)=
 
(u,v)∈A f(u,v) −
 
(v,w)∈A f(v,w).
Forap r e ﬂow f, ef(v) ≥ 0 fora ll v ∈ V \{ s,t}.
The residual capacity ofa n arc a ∈ A  isd e ﬁ ned by uf(a)=u(a)−f(a). Note
that if f satisﬁes capacity constraints, then uf is non-negative.T he residual
graph Gf =( V,Af)i s the graph induced by the arcs in A  with strictly positive
residual capacity.
An augmenting path isa n s–t path in Gf.
A distance labeling isa ni n tegral function d on V that satisﬁes d(t)=0 .Given
ap r e ﬂow f,w es a y that d is valid iff ora ll (v,w) ∈ Ef weh a ve d(v) ≤ d(w)+1.
Unless mentioned otherwise,w e assume that a distance labeling is valid with
respect to the currentp r e ﬂow in the graph.
Wes a y that an arc (v,w)i s admissible if (v,w) ∈ Af and d(w) <d (v), and
denote the set ofa d m issiblea r c sb y Ad.
3 The Push-Relabel Method
The push-relabel methodm a intainsap r e ﬂow andad istance labeling,w hich are
modiﬁed usingt wo basic operations:
Push(v,w) applies if ef(v) > 0 and (v,w) ∈ Ad.I tc h ooses δ :0<δ≤
min{uf(v,w),e f(v)},i n creases f(v,w) and ef(w) by δ and decreases ef(v) and
f((v,w)R) by δ.Apush is saturating if after the push uf(v,w)=0and non-
saturating otherwise.
Relabel(v) applies if d(v) <nand v has no outgoinga d m issiblea r c s .Arelabel
operation increases d(v) to the maximum value allowed:1+min(v,w)∈Af d(w)o r
to n if v has no outgoingr e s idual arcs.
The methodc a n start with any feasiblep r e ﬂow andd istance labeling.U n l ess
mentioned otherwise,w e assume the followings imple initialization: f is zeroo n
all arcs except fora r c sout of s, for which the ﬂow ise q u a l to the capacity;
d(s)=n, d(t)=0 ,d(v)=1fora ll v  = s,t.F o rap a r t icular application,
onem a y be ablet oi mprovea lgorithm performance usinga n application-speciﬁc
initialization. After initialization, the methoda p p lies push andr e labelo perations
until no operation isa p p licable.
Whenn oo peration applies, the set ofa ll vertices v such that t isr e a c h a b le
from v in Gf deﬁnes a minimum cut, andt h ee xcess at the sink ise q u a l to the
maximum ﬂow value.F o ra p p licationst h a tneed only the cut, the algorithm can
terminate at thisp oint.F o ra p p licationst h a tneed the maximum ﬂow, wer u n
the second stage oft h ea lgorithm.
One way toi mplementt h es e c ond stage ist o ﬁrst reduce ﬂow around ﬂow
cycles to make the ﬂow acyclic, andt h e n to returnﬂ o wexcesses to the source
by reducinga r cﬂows in the reverse topologicalo rder with respect to thisa c yclic
graph.S ee [25]. Both in theory and in practice, the ﬁrst stage oft h ea lgorithm
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The current arc data structure is importantf ora lgorithm eﬃciency. Each
vertex maintains a currenta r ca(v). Initially, and after each relabeling of v,
the arc is the ﬁrst arc on v s arc list.W henw ee xamine a(v), wec h e c kif it is
admissible.I f not,w ea d vance a(v) to the nexta r con the list.T he deﬁnition of
basic operations implies that only relabeling v can create new admissiblea r c s
out of v.T hus as a(v) advances, arcs behind it on the list are nota d m issible.
When the arc advances past the end oft h elist, v has no outgoinga d m issible
arcs andt h e r e f ore can be relabeled.T hus the current arc data structure allows
us to charge to the nextr e labelo peration the searches fora d m issiblea r c st o
apply push operationst o.
3.1 HI-PR Implementation
Next wer e view the HI-PR implementation [7]o f the push-relabel algorithm.I t
uses highest-label selection rule, andg lobal update and gap heuristics.W es a y
that a vertex v  = s,t is active if d(v) <nand ef > 0.
The methodu s e salayers of buckets data structure.L ayers correspondt o
distance labels. Each layer i containst wo buckets, active and inactive.Av ertex
v with d(v)=i is in one of these buckets:i nthe former if ef(v) > 0 and in
the latter otherwise.A ctive buckets are maintained as a singly linked list and
support insert ande xtract-ﬁrst operations.I n active buckets are maintained as
doubly linked lists and support insert andd e lete operations.T he layer data
structure isa n arrayo fr e c ords, each containingt wo pointers – to the activea nd
the inactive buckets oft h elayer.Apointer is null ift h ec orresponding bucket
ise m p t y. We refer to the activea nd inactive buckets of layer i by αi and βi,
respectively.
To implementt h eh ighest-label selection, wem a intain the index μ oft h e
highest layer with non-empty active bucket.T he indexi n creases ifa n active
vertexi s inserted into a layer higher than the current value of μ,w hich can
happen duringar e labelo peration.
Ate a c hs t e poft h ea lgorithm,w ee xamine αμ.I f it ise m p t y, we decrease μ
ort e r m inate if μ =0 .Otherwise,l et v be the ﬁrst active vertexo f αμ.W e look
fora n admissiblea r cout of v.I fs u c ha n arc (v,w)i sf ound,w e push ﬂow along
thisa r c .I naddition to changing f, the push can havet wo side-eﬀects.F i rst,
ef(w) may change from zero to ap ositive value, making w active.W ed e lete w
from βd(w) and insert it into αd(w).S econd, ef(v) can decrease to zero, making
it inactive.W ee xtract v from the head of αd(v) and insert it into βd(v).I f no
admissiblea r cout of v exists,w er e label v.T his increases d(v). Wee xtract v
from the head of αd (v),w here d (v)i st h eoldd istance labelo f v, and insert it
into αd(v).I nthisc a s ewea lsoi n crease μ to d(v). Thenw ep r oceed to the next
step.
The gap heuristic [10] isb a s e don the following observation. Suppose for 0 <
i<n ,n ov ertex has a distance labelo f i but some vertices w haved istance
labels j : i<j<n .T he validityo f d implies that such w’sc a nnotr e a c ht in Gf
andc a n therefore be deleted from the graph until the end of the ﬁrst phase of
the algorithm.216 A.V. Goldberg
Layers facilitate the implementation of the gap heuristic.W em a intain the
invariant that the sequence of non-emptyl ayers (which must start with layer
zero containing t) has no gaps.D uringr e labeling,w ec h e c kif a gap isc r e a t e d ,
i.e., if increasingd istance labelo f v from its current value d(v) makes both
buckets in layer d(v) empty. Ift h is ist h ec a s e ,w ed e lete v anda ll vertices at
the higher layers from the graph, restoringt h einvariant, ands e tμ = d(v) − 1.
Note that deletingavertex takes constantt ime, andt h et otal cost of the gap
heuristicc a n be amortized over the relabelo perations.
Push andr e labelo perationsa r elocal. On some problem classes, the algo-
rithm substantially beneﬁts fromt h eglobal relabeling operation. This operation
performs backwards breadth-ﬁrst search fromt h es ink in Gf, computinge xact
distances to the sinka ndp lacing vertices into appropriate layer buckets.V ertices
that cannotr e a c ht h es inka r ed e leted from the graph until the end of the ﬁrst
phase. Global update places the remaining vertices in the appropriate buckets
and resets their currenta r c st o the corresponding ﬁrst arcs.H I - P Rp e r f orms
global updates after O(m)w o rk has been doneb y the algorithm; thisa llows
amortization ofg lobal updates.
The following improvements to the implementation ofg lobal relabelingh a ve
been proposed in [18]: (i) incremental restart, (ii) early termination, and (iii)
adaptivea m ortization. Suppose ﬂows on arcs at distance D or less have not
change.T he incremental restart takes advantage oft h isf a c t :W ec a n start the
update from layer D as lower layers are alreadyi nbreadth-ﬁrst order.T his
change can be implemented very eﬃciently as the only additionali n formation we
need ist h evalue of D,w hich starts at n after each global update, and isu p d a t e d
to min(d(w),D) each time we push ﬂow to a vertex w.T he early termination
heuristics t ops breadth-ﬁrst search when all vertices active immediately before
the global update haveb e e n placed in their respective layers by the search.
With incremental restart ande a r ly termination, global updates sometimes
cost substantially less than the time to do breadth-ﬁrst search oft h ewhole
graph, anda n amortization strategy can be used to trigger a global update. Our
newi mplementation of PAR uses a thresholdt h a tisd iﬀerentf r omt h a tu s e d
in [18]. Every time wed o ag lobal update,w e set the threshold T to T = S +C
where S ist h enumber of vertices scanned duringt h eg lobal update and C is
ac onstantt h a tr e p r e s e nts the cost ofc a llingt h eg lobal update routine.T he
nextg lobal update isp e r f ormed when WF > T,w here W ist h enumber of
vertex scanss ince the last global update and F ist h eg lobal update frequency
parameter.I no ur experiments weu s eC = 500 and F =0 .2.
Note that buckets havec onstant but non-trivialo v erhead.F o r instances where
heuristics don o th e lp, the buckets slow the code down by ac onstantf ac t or.W hen
the heuristics help, however, the improvementc a n be asymptotic.
3.2 PAR Implementation
The partial augment-relabel (PAR) algorithm is a push-relabel algorithm that
maintainsap r e ﬂow andad istance labeling.T he algorithm has a parameter k.
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admissiblep a t hof k vertices startinga tv.I f successful, the algorithm executes
k push operationsa long the path, pushinga sm u c hﬂow as possible. Otherwise,
the algorithm relabels v.
PAR looks fora u g m e ntingp a t h sin the depth-ﬁrst manner.I tm a intainsa
current vertex x (initially v)w i th an admissiblep a t hf r om v to x.T oextend
the path, the algorithm uses the current arc data structure to ﬁnda n admissible
arc (x,y). Ifs u c ha n arc exists, the algorithm extends the path andm a k e sy the
current vertex. Otherwise the algorithm shrinks the path andr e labels x.T he
search terminates if x = t,o rt h elength of the path reaches k,o r v is the current
vertex and v has no outgoinga d m issiblea r c s .
As in the push-relabel method,w eh a ve the freedomt o choose the nexta c t ive
vertex to process. Our PAR implementation uses layers andh ighest-level selec-
tion. The gap heuristic is identical to that used in HI-PR.A fter experimenting
with diﬀerent values of k weu s e dk = 4 in all of our experiments. Results for
2 ≤ k ≤ 6w o uldh a veb e e n similar.
Note that HI-PRr e labels only active vertices currently beingp r ocessed, and
as a side-eﬀect wec a n maintain active vertices in as ingly-linked list.P A Rc a n
relabelo ther vertices as well, and wem a y havet o movea n active vertexi nthe
middle ofalist into ah igher-levell i st.T herefore PARu s e sd oubly-linked lists
fora c t ivea swell as inactive vertices.L i st manipulation becomes slower, but the
overall eﬀect is very minor.N oadditional space isr e q u ired as the inactive list
isd oubly-linked in both implementationsa ndavertexi s in at most one list at
any time.
Our newi mplementation of PAR includes two optimizations.T he ﬁrst opti-
mization ist o use regular queue-based breadth-ﬁrst search (instead oft h eincre-
mental breadth-ﬁrst search described in Section-3.1) for the ﬁrst global update.
This is because the ﬁrst update usually looks at the majorityo ft h evertices, and
the queue-based implementation isf a s t e r .T he second optimization isam ore
carefuli mplementation of the augment operation that,w henﬂ o wi s pushed into
andt h e no ut ofavertex, moves the vertex between activea nd inactive lists
only ift h evertex status changed fromt h et ime before the ﬁrst push to the time
after the second one.T he eﬀects oft h e s eoptimizations are relatively minor, but
noticeable on easy problems,w hich includes some practicalv i sion instances and
some oft h eDIMACS problems.
4 The P2R Algorithm
The two-level push-relabel algorithm (P2R) at each step picks a vertex u to
process anda p p lies the two-level push operation toi t.A l though u can be any
active vertex, the implementation discussed in this paper uses the highest label
selection. It uses the same data structures andh e u r istics as PAR.
The two-level push operation works as follows.U sing the currenta r cd a t a
structure,w ee xaminea d m issiblea r c sout of u.I f (u,v)i ss u c ha n arc, and v
ist h es ink,w e push ﬂow on (u,v). If v is notas ink,w em a k es u r ev has an
outgoinga d m issiblea r c , andr e label v if itd oes not.218 A.V. Goldberg
Whenw eﬁ nda n admissiblea r c(u,v) such that v has ano utgoinga d m issible
arc,w ec onsider two cases.I f v isa c t ive, push the maximum possiblea m ount
from u to v, andt h e n push ﬂow on admissiblea r c sout of v until either v is no
longer active or v has no outgoinga d m issiblea r c s .I nthe latter case, relabel v.
If v has no excess,w ep r oceed in a way that avoids activating v,i . e., wed o
not push to v more ﬂow than v can push out along its admissiblea r c s .T okeep
the same asymptoticc omplexity, wed oi t in such a way that the work can be
amortized over distance labeli n creases of v.F i rst,w es e tδ = min(uf(u,v),e f(u))
ands e tΔ = δ+ef(v). Thenw ec ompute the amount C that v can push along its
admissiblea r c sa sf ollows.W es t a r twith C =0ande xaminea r c sof v starting
from the currenta r c . Each time wes e ea nda d m issiblea r c(v,w), wea d duf(v,w)
to C.W es t ope ither whenw er e a c ht h ee nd oft h ea r clist of v or when C ≥ Δ.
In the former case,w e push C −ef(v) units of ﬂow on (u,v), push C units of
ﬂow out of v, andr e label v.N o te that the push on (u,v) may move less than δ
units of ﬂow andt h e r e f ore neither get rid oft h ee xcess at u nor saturate (u,v).
However,w ec a n charge the work oft h is push to the relabeling of v.
In the latter case,w e push δ units of ﬂow on (u,v) andt h e n push δ units of
ﬂow out of v on admissible arcs startingf r om the currenta r cof v anda d vancing
the currenta r ct o the last arc used for pushing ﬂow. Note that whiled oings o,
wee xamine the same arcs as wed id when computing C.T herefore the work
involved in computing C isa m ortized over the currenta r ca d vances.
P2R does somethingd iﬀerentf r omag e neric push-relabel algorithm in two
places.F i rst, a push from u to v may move less ﬂow. Second, extra work is
involved in computing C.A sh a sb e e n mentioned above,n o n - standard work can
be amortized over other work doneb y the algorithm.T herefore generic push-
relabel bounds apply toP 2R.W ea lso believe that the O(n2√
m) boundf ort h e
highest-label push-relabel algorithm [5,26] can be matched but omitd e t a ils due
to the lack ofs p a c e .
Note that if wea p p ly P2R to ab ipartite graph, the algorithm will maintain
the invariantt h a te xcept in the middle oft h et wo-level push operation, all excess
is on ones ide oft h enetwork.I nthiss e nse, the algorithm generalizes the bipartite
ﬂow algorithm of [1].
5 Experimental Results
Wet e s tc ode performance on DIMACS problem families [20] (see also [19]) and
on problems from vision applications.1 Weu s eR MF-Long, RMF-Wide,W ash-
Long,W ash-Wide,W ash-Line, and Acyc-Dense problem families.T omake sure
that the performance is nota ﬀected by the order in which the input arcs are
listed,w ed o the following.F i rst,w er e -number vertexI D sa tr a ndom.N ext,w e
sort arcs by the vertexI D s.T he vision problems haveb e e n made availablea t
http://vision.csd.uwo.ca/maxflow-data/ and include instances froms t e r e o
vision, image segmentation, andm u ltiview reconstruction.
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The main goalo f our experiments ist o compare P2R toP A Ra nd HI-PR.
Weu s et h elatest version, 3.6, of HI-PR,v ersion 0.43, of PARa nd version 0.45
of P2R.W ea lso make a comparison to ani mplementation ofC h a ndran and
Hochbaum [4]. A paper describingt h is implementation is listed on authors’w eb
sites as “submitted for publication” and no preprint is publicly available.T he au-
thors do make theirc ode available, andg a ves e veral talks claiming that the code
performs extremely well. These talks were about version 3.1 oft h e irc ode,w hich
we refer to as CH. Recently, ani mproved version, 3.21, replaced the old version
on the web site.W ea lso compare to this version, denoted as CH-n. Finally, for
vision problem wec ompare to the code BK of Boykov and Kolmogorov [3]. As
code is intended for vision applicationsa ndd oes not work well on the DIMACS
problems,w er e s t r ict the experiments to the vision problems.
Our experiments were conducted on anH PEvo D530 machine with 3.6 HGz
Pentium 4 processor, 28 KB level1and2MB level 2c a c h e , and2 G Bo fR AM.
The machine was running Fedora 7 Linux. Cc odes HI-PR,P A R,P 2R,B K ,and
CH-n were compiled with the gcc compiler version 4.1.2u s ing “-O4”o ptimiza-
tion option. C++ code CHw as compiled with the g++ compiler using “-O4”
optimization.
Fors yntheticp r oblems,w er e p ort averages over 10 instances fore a c hp r oblem
size.I nall tables andp lots,w eg iver u nningt ime in seconds.F o r our algorithms,
wea lso gives c a n countp e rvertex, where the scan count ist h es u moft h enumber
ofr e labelo perationsa ndt h enumber of vertices scanned by the global update
operations.T hisg ives a machine-independentm e a s u r eofp e r f ormance.
5.1 Experiments with DIMACS Families
Figures 1–6givep e r f ormance data fort h eDIMACS families.W ed iscuss the
results below.
P2R vs. PAR vs. HI-PR. First we note that P2R and PAR outperform HI-PR,
in some cases asymptotically so( e.g., RMF and Acyc-Dense families).
Compared to each other,P 2R and PARp e r f ormance is very similar.T he
latter code isf a s t e rm ore often, but by as m a ll amount.T he biggest diﬀerence
is on the Acyc-Dense problem family, where P2R isf a s t e rb y roughly af a c t or
of 1.5.
Note that for P2R and PAR, many DIMACS problem families are easy. Fort h e
biggest Wash-Long,W ash-Line, and Acyc-Dense problems, these codes perform
less than two scansp e rvertex, andf orR MF-Long – arounds ix. Note that Acyc-
Dense are highly structured graphs, andt h ef a c tt h a tP2R does about 50% fewer
operationst h a nP A R isp r obably due to the problem structure and is not very
signiﬁcant.
The “wide”i n stances are harder, but nott oo hard.F o r Wash-Wide problems,
the number ofs c a nsp e rvertex growss lowly with the problem size, ands t ops
growingb e t ween the two largest problem sizes. Even fort h elargest problems
with over eight million vertices, the number ofs c a nsp e rvertexi sa r ound2 5.
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grows with the problem size, but even fort h elargest problem with over four
million vertices, the number ofs c a nsp e rvertexi s in the 70’s.
Comparison with CH. On RMF-Longp r oblem families, the CH codes are
asymptotically slower, andC H-n iss omewhat faster than CH. On the RMF-
Wide family, CHi ss igniﬁcantly slower than CH-n. Performance ofb oth codes
isa s ymptotically worse than that of P2R and PAR.I nparticular, for larger
problem the CH codes exhibit veryl arge variance from one instance to another,
which is nott h ec a s ef or the push-relabel codes. CHi sa lwayss lower thanP 2R
and PAR,l o singb y ano rder ofm a g nitude on the largest problem. CH-n isf a s t e r
thanP 2R and PARb y about a factor of 1.3 on the smallest problem, but slower
by about a factor of 3.4 on the largest one.
OnW ash-Longp r oblem family, P2R and PARa r ef a s t e rt h a n the CH codes,
although the latter are within af a c t or oft wo. It looks like the CH codes are
asymptotically slower, but the diﬀerence in the growth rates are small. OnW ash-
Wide problem family, CH andC H-n are the fastest codes, but P2R and PAR
never lose by much more than af a c t or oft wo. OnW ash-Linep r oblems, the four
codes are within af a c t or oft wo ofe a c hother, but while P2R and PARs h ow
clear linear growth rate, CH andC H-n runningt imes grow erratically with the
problem size.
OnA cyc-Dense problems,w here P2R isa b out 1.5 times faster thanP A R,
CH andC H-n performance falls in the middle of the push-relabel codes: the CH
codes are almost as fast as P2R fort h es m a llest problem anda b out as fast as
PARf ort h elargest one.
5.2 Vision Instances
Stereov i sion problems three problem sequences: tsukuba has 16, sawtooth – 20,
venus – 22 subproblems.A s suggested in [3], wer e p ort the total time fore a c h
problem sequence (Table 1), but for operation counts wer e p ort the average over
subprobelms fore a c hs e q u e nce (Table2 ). On these problems,B Ki st h ef a s t e s t
code by a large margin. PAR isa b out a factor ofs ix slower, and P2R is 10–20%
slower thanP A R.H o w ever,P A Rd oes improve on HI-PRb y af a c t or oft wo to
three. CH performance ise xtremely poor;i t loses toB Kbyo v er three orders of
magnitude. CH-n isf a s t e rt h a nP A Ra nd P2R, but byl ess than af a c t or oft wo.
Operation counts show that PARa nd P2R perform between 8a nd 14s c a ns
per vertexo nthe stereo problems.T his suggests that BK performance is nott oo
far from optimal, as the push-relabel codes need to reduce the number ofs c a ns
per vertex to about two in order to catch up with BK.
On multiviewi n stances,P A Ra nd P2R perform similarly to each other, and
about a factor oft wo better thanH I - P R.T he comparison oft h e s ec odes toB K
is non-conclusive.W ec onsider four multiviewi n stances: camel and gargoyle,
each in two sizes, small andm e d ium.B Ki sf a s t e rt h a nP 2R/PAR on camel,
by about a factor off our on the smaller problem andb yl ess than af a c t or of
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CH crashes on multiview problems. CH-n failsf e a s ibility and optimality self-
checks on the smaller problems andf a ilst o allocate suﬃcientm e m ory fort h e
larger problems.
Next wec onsider segmentation instances.P A Ra nd P2R performance is very
close, andt wo to three times better than that of HI-PR. CH-n isf a s t e rb y
less than af a c t or oft wo – much less for liver andb a b yface instances.B Ki s
competitive with PARa nd P2R on most problems except for liver-6-10 and
babyface-6-10,where BK isa b out 2.5 and4t imes faster, respectively. CH crashes
on the segmentation problems.
6 Concluding Remarks
We introduce the two-level push-relabel algorithm,P 2R, ands h ow that its per-
formance isc lose to that of our improved implementation of PARa nds u p e r ior
to that of HI-PR.T he new algorithm isa lso signiﬁcantly better than the CH
code and better overall than the CH-n code.F o r vision problems,P 2R is worse
than the BK algorithm fors t e r e o problems, but competitivef orm u ltiview and
segmentation problems.
An interestingq u e s t ion is whyP 2R and PARp e r f orm better thanH I - P R.
Partiali n tuition fort h is isa sf ollows.T he motivation behind PARg iveni n[ 22]
ist h a titm itigates the ping-ponge ﬀect (e.g., a push from u to v immediately
followed by ar e labeling of v andap u s hb a c kt o u). In PAR, a ﬂow is pushed
along the partial augmentingp a t hb e f ore any vertex can push the ﬂow back.I n
P2R, the ﬂow pushed from u to v is pushed to v’s neighbors before v would push
ﬂow back to u.I naddition, P2R avoids activatings ome vertices,w hich has a
theoretical motivation in the bipartite case [1] and seems to help in general.
The main idea behind P2R ist o push ﬂow on length two paths, and nott o
create new excesses in the middle of such paths.T his idea generalizes several
previous algorithms.I t wouldb einterestingt oi n v estigate this idea in related
contexts, such as minimum-cost ﬂow, bipartite matching, assignment, andp a r a -
metric ﬂow problems.
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Appendix: Experimental Data
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HI-PR 8.16 11.25 13.25 20.04 33.97
PAR 5.20 5.32 5.47 5.86 5.92
P2R 5.10 5.40 5.95 6.19 6.11
Fig.1. RMF-Long problem data: time (plot), scans/vertex (table)
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HI-PR 41.39 52.93 60.90 76.55 88.64 102.43
PAR 44.19 50.57 55.54 58.74 69.39 76.28
P2R 41.44 47.64 53.32 60.12 64.20 72.51
Fig.2. RMF-Wide problem data: time (plot), scans/vertex (table)
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Fig.3. Wash-Long problem data: time (plot), scans/vertex (table)
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Fig.4. Wash-Wide problem family: time (plot), scans/vertex (table)224 A.V. Goldberg
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Fig.5. Wash-Line problem data: time (plot), scans/vertex (table)
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Fig.6. Acyclic-Dense problem data: time (plot), scans/vertex (table)
Table 1. Stereo vision data – running times. Problems ordered by size (n + m).
name n m HI-PR PAR P2R CH CH-n BK
BVZ-tsukuba 110,594 513,467 8.07 3.60 3.91 643.62 2.80 0.59
BVZ-sawtooth 164,922 796,703 12.45 6.81 8.00 3,127.23 5.45 1.01
BVZ-venus 166,224 795,296 23.65 10.19 11.02 2,707.32 7.23 1.86
KZ2-tsukuba 199,822 1,341,101 30.39 11.81 13.09 4,020.49 6.85 1.82
KZ2-sawtooth 294,936 1,956,194 31.88 14.57 16.69 13,472.85 11.70 2.77
KZ2-venus 301,610 2,026,283 61.64 21.31 26.75 12,898.89 15.84 4.49
Table 2. Stereo vision data – operation counts
name n m HI-PR PAR P2R
BVZ-tsukuba 110,594 513,467 10.37 8.15 9.67
BVZ-sawtooth 164,922 796,703 14.73 9.55 10.84
BVZ-venus 166,224 795,296 19.34 11.87 13.01
KZ2-tsukuba 199,822 1,341,101 10.84 6.63 8.05
KZ2-sawtooth 294,936 1,956,194 20.96 12.34 13.29
KZ2-venus 301,610 2,026,283 20.03 9.65 12.51
Table 3. Multiview reconstruction – running times
name n m HI-PR PAR P2R CH CH-n BK
gargoyle-sml 1,105,922 5,604,568 4.39 2.72 2.28 dnf dnf 12.29
camel-sml 1,209,602 5,963,582 8.50 4.14 4.41 dnf dnf 1.14
gargoyle-med 8,847,362 44,398,548 125.03 47.5 52.32 dnf dnf 193.58
camel-med 9,676,802 47,933,324 159.53 67.03 72.41 dnf dnf 43.61Two-Level Push-Relabel Algorithm for the Maximum Flow Problem 225
Table 4. Multiview reconstruction – operation counts
name n m HI-PR PAR P2R
gargoyle-sml 1,105,922 5,604,568 8.93 8.61 6.77
camel-sml 1,209,602 5,963,582 15.91 12.61 13.14
gargoyle-med 8,847,362 44,398,548 29.25 19.95 19.49
camel-med 9,676,802 47,933,324 33.76 25.33 24.83
Table 5. Segmentation data – running times. Instances sorted by size (n + m).
name nm HI-PR PAR P2R CH CH-n BK
bone-xyzx-6-10 491,522 2,972,389 1.06 0.35 0.34 dnf 0.20 0.28
bone-xyzx-6-100 491,522 2,972,389 1.08 0.37 0.35 dnf 0.25 0.33
bone-xyz-6-10 983,042 5,929,493 2.39 0.82 0.80 dnf 0.50 0.85
bone-xyz-6-100 983,042 5,929,493 2.46 0.85 0.86 dnf 0.58 1.32
bone-xyzx-26-10 491,522 12,802,789 2.88 0.90 0.93 dnf 0.60 0.85
bone-xyzx-26-100 491,522 12,802,789 3.16 0.93 0.89 dnf 0.58 1.01
bone-xy-6-10 1,949,698 11,759,514 6.65 1.80 1.94 dnf 1.19 1.77
bone-xy-6-100 1,949,698 11,759,514 6.90 1.95 2.01 dnf 1.36 3.10
bone-xyz-26-10 983,042 25,590,293 6.36 2.01 1.99 dnf 1.20 2.52
bone-xyz-26-100 983,042 25,590,293 6.75 2.13 2.10 dnf 1.39 3.4
liver-6-10 4,161,602 25,138,821 34.88 18.73 20.77 dnf 14.18 7.59
liver-6-100 4,161,602 25,138,821 46.74 20.32 21.87 dnf 17.59 19.68
babyface-6-10 5,062,502 30,386,370 52.55 27.88 31.58 dnf 22.77 6.90
babyface-6-100 5,062,502 30,386,370 71.37 28.74 33.70 dnf 37.85 15.15
Table 6. Segmentation data – operation counts
name nm HI-PR PAR P2R
bone-xyzx-6-10 491,522 2,972,389 3.97 2.42 2.28
bone-xyzx-6-100 491,522 2,972,389 4.03 2.47 2.33
bone-xyz-6-10 983,042 5,929,493 4.63 2.75 2.62
bone-xyz-6-100 983,042 5,929,493 4.76 2.88 2.82
bone-xyzx-26-10 491,522 12,802,789 3.96 2.36 2.37
bone-xyzx-26-100 491,522 12,802,789 4.45 2.38 2.27
bone-xy-6-10 1,949,698 11,759,514 5.96 2.89 2.91
bone-xy-6-100 1,949,698 11,759,514 6.01 3.08 2.93
bone-xyz-26-10 983,042 25,590,293 4.59 2.72 2.67
bone-xyz-26-100 983,042 25,590,293 4.83 2.82 2.79
liver-6-10 4,161,602 25,138,821 13.95 14.80 14.07
liver-6-100 4,161,602 25,138,821 17.88 15.81 14.69
babyface-6-10 5,062,502 30,386,370 20.78 20.17 19.03
babyface-6-100 5,062,502 30,386,370 26.75 20.14 19.66A More Relaxed Model for Graph-Based Data
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Abstract. We introduce the s-Plex Editing problem generalizing the
well-studied Cluster Editing problem, both being NP-hard and both
being motivated by graph-based data clustering. Instead of transforming
a given graph by a minimum number of edge modiﬁcations into a dis-
joint union of cliques (Cluster Editing), the task in the case of s-Plex
Editing is now to transform a graph into a disjoint union of so-called
s-plexes. Herein, an s-plex denotes a vertex set inducing a (sub)graph
where every vertex has edges to all but at most s vertices in the s-
plex. Cliques are 1-plexes. The advantage of s-plexes for s ≥ 2i st h a t
they allow to model a more relaxed cluster notion (s-plexes instead of
cliques), which better reﬂects inaccuracies of the input data. We develop
a provably eﬃcient and eﬀective preprocessing based on data reduction
(yielding a so-called problem kernel), a forbidden subgraph characteri-
zation of s-plex cluster graphs, and a depth-bounded search tree which
is used to ﬁnd optimal edge modiﬁcation sets. Altogether, this yields
eﬃcient algorithms in case of moderate numbers of edge modiﬁcations.
1 Introduction
The purpose ofac lusteringa lgorithm ist o group together a set of (many) objects
into ar e latively small number ofc lusters such that the elements inside a cluster
are highly similar to each other whereas elements fromd iﬀerentc lusters have
low or no similarity. There are numerous approaches to clusteringa nd “there is
no clusteringa lgorithm that can be universally used to solvea ll problems”[ 1 6 ] .
To solved a t ac lustering,o n ep r ominent line of attack ist o use graph theory
based methods [14]. In this line, extendinga ndc omplementingp r e vious work
on cluster graph modiﬁcation problems,w e introduce the new edge modiﬁcation
problem s-Plex Editing.
In the context ofg r a p h -based clustering, data items are represented as ver-
tices andt h e r eisa n edge between two vertices iﬀ the interrelation between the
  Partially supported by the DFG, Emmy Noether research group PIAF, NI 369/4,
and research project DARE, GU 1023/1.
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two corresponding items exceeds some threshold value. Clustering with respect to
such a graph then meanst o partition the vertices into sets where each set induces
ad e nse subgraph (that is, a cluster)o ft h einput graph whereas there are no
edges between the vertices ofd iﬀerentc lusters.I nthiss c e nario, the algorithmic
task then typically ist o transform the given graph into as o-called cluster graph
by am inimum number ofg r a p hm odiﬁcation operations [14]. Herein, a cluster
graph is a graph where all connected components form clusters and a graph mod-
iﬁcation ist oi n sert ord e lete an edge. One oft h em ost prominentp r oblems in
thisc ontext ist h eNP-hard Cluster Editing problem (also known as Corre-
lation Clustering)[ 1 4, 2], where, given ag r a p hG anda ni n teger k ≥ 0, one
wants to transform G into ag r a p hwhose connected components all are cliques,
usinga tm ost k edge insertionsa ndd e letions.I nthis work,w i th the NP-hard
s-Plex Editing problem,w es t u d y am ore relaxed and often presumably more
realistic variant of Cluster Editing:W hereas in the case of Cluster Edit-
ing the clusters shall be cliques,i nthe case of s-Plex Editing we only demand
them to be s-plexes.Av ertex subset S ⊆ V of a graph G =( V,E)i sc a lled s-plex
ift h em inimum vertex degree in the induced subgraph G[S]i sa tleast |S|−s.
Note that a clique is nothing but a 1-plex. Replacingc liques by s-plexes for
some integer s ≥ 2a llows onet o reﬂect the fact that most real-worldd a t aa r e
somewhat “spurious” ands o the demandf orc liques may be overly restrictive in
deﬁning what a cluster shall be (also see [5] concerningc r iticism oft h eoverly
restrictive nature oft h ec lique concept).
Problem formulation. In the following,w ec a ll ag r a p ha n s-plex cluster graph
ifa ll its connected components are s-plexes.
s-Plex Editing
Input: An undirected graph G =( V,E) anda ni n teger k ≥ 0.
Question: Can G be modiﬁed by up to k edge deletionsa nd insertions
into an s-plex cluster graph?
Indeed, seen as ano ptimization problem, the goali st o minimize the number of
edge editing operations.N o te that 1-Plex Editing ist h es a m ea sCluster
Editing. Compared to Cluster Editing, s-Plex Editing with s ≥ 2 isa
more ﬂexiblet ool forg r a p h -based data clustering:F o r increasing s, the num-
ber ofe d g em odiﬁcationss h ould decrease.T his importanta d vantage of s-Plex
Editing reﬂects the observation that fewer edge modiﬁcationsm e a n that we
introduce fewer “errors”i n too ur ﬁnal cluster solution, because the computed
s-plex cluster graph isc loser to the original data.T his is in accordance with the
natural hypothesis that the less onep e r t u r b st h einput graph the more robust
andp lausiblet h ea c h ieved clustering is (maximum parsimony principle, also see
B¨ ocker et al. [3] form a k ingt h isp oint in terms of Cluster Editing). Figure 1
presents a simplee xamplec omparing Cluster Editing (that is, 1-Plex Edit-
ing)w i th 2-Plex Editing and 3-Plex Editing in terms oft h e(number of)
necessary editing operations.
Previous work and motivation. The s-plex concept was introduced in 1978
byS eidman and Foster [13] in the context ofs ocialn etwork analysis. Recently, a228 J. Guo et al.
(b)
(c) (d)
(a)
Fig.1. An example for diﬀerent optimal modiﬁcations that are applied to (a) an in-
put graph using (b) Cluster Editing (equivalently, 1-Plex Editing), (c) 2-Plex
Editing,a n d( d )3 -Plex Editing. Deleted edges are dashed, inserted edges are bold.
number oft h e oretical ande xperimental studies explored (andc onﬁrmed) the use-
fulness of s-plexes in various contexts [ 1 ,6 ,1 0 ,1 1 ] .F i n dingm a ximum-cardinality
s-plexes is NP-hard [1] and further hardness results in analogy to clique ﬁnding
holda swell [10]. Hence, there is no hope forp olynomial-time algorithms.
Cluster Editing has recently beeni n tensively studied fromt h eviewpoints
ofp olynomial-time approximability as well as parameterized algorithmics.A st o
approximability, the currently best known approximation factor is2 .5[ 1 7]. Con-
sidering the parameter k deﬁned as the number ofa llowed edge modiﬁcations, a
search tree ofs ize O(1.83k)[ 3 ]has been developed ands e veral studies concerning
provably eﬃcienta nde ﬀectivep r e p r ocessingb y data reduction (which isc a lled
problem kernelization in the context of parameterized algorithmics [12]) have
been performed [7, 8]. Parameterized algorithms have led to several successful
experimental studies mainly in the context ofb iologicaln etwork analysis [3, 4].
The parameterized algorithms only run fast in case ofm oderate values of the pa-
rameter k, the number ofa llowed edge editing operations.H ence,i t isd e s irable
to have the parameter k small not only fort h es a k eof nott oo much perturbing
the input graph but also fort h es a k eof obtaininge ﬃ c ients olvinga lgorithms.
Wem e ntion in passingt h a ts lightly modifyingap r oof of Shamire ta l. [14] for
Cluster Editing onec a n show that s-Plex Editing is NP-complete fore a c h
speciﬁc choice of s as well.
Our contributions. Wed e velopap olynomial-time preprocessinga lgorithm
that allowst o provably simplifyi n put instances of s-Plex Editing to smaller
ones.M o re speciﬁcally, the correspondingd a t ar e d u c t ion rules, given ani n stance
(G =( V,E),k)o f s-Plex Editing with s ≥ 2,i npolynomial time construct
an equivalent reduced instance (G  =( V  ,E ),k )w i th V   ⊆ V , k  ≤ k, and
|V  |≤(4s2−2)·k+4(s−1)2.I no ther words, the number of vertices of the reduced
graph only depends on s and k (in fact,i ncase of s beingac onstant,i t is linear
in k), implyingt h a tif k iss m a ll then the data reduction will greatly simplify
the instance basically without loosing information. In terms of parameterized
algorithmics, the reduced instance gives a problem kernel. Moreover,w ep r ovide
ag r a p h -theoretic characterization of s-plex cluster graphs by means off orbidden
induced subgraphs.I nparticular,w e obtain a linear-time recognition algorithmA More Relaxed Model for Graph-Based Data Clustering: s-Plex Editing 229
for s-plex cluster graphs fore very constant s.T his isar e s u lt of independent
graph-theoretic interest and isa lsoo fd e c isivea lgorithmicu s ef orc lustering:
Based on the forbidden subgraph characterization of s-plex cluster graphs,w e
show that s-Plex Editing can be solved in O((2s +  
√
s )k · s · (|V | + |E|))
time (which is linear forc onstant values of s and k). Moreover,i n terleavingt h e
problem kernelization andt h es e a r c ht r e eleads to ar u nningt ime of O((2s +
 
√
s )k + |V |4).
Due to the lack ofs p a c e , many technical details are deferred to af u ll version
oft h isp a p e r .
2 Preliminaries
We only consider undirected graphs G =( V,E), where n := |V | and m := |E|.
The (open) neighborhood NG(v)o favertex v ∈ V ist h es e tof vertices that
are adjacentt o v in G.T he degree ofavertex v, denoted by degG(v), ist h e
cardinalityo f NG(v). Foras e tU of vertices, NG(U): =
 
v∈U NG(v) \ U.W e
use NG[v] to denote the closed neighborhood of v, that is, NG[v]: =NG(v)∪{v}.
Foras e tof vertices V   ⊆ V , the induced subgraph G[V  ]i s the graph over the
vertex set V   with edge set {{v,w}∈E | v,w ∈ V  }.F o r V   ⊆ V weu s eG−V  
as an abbreviation for G[V \V  ] andf oravertex v ∈ V let G−v denote G−{v}.
Av ertex v ∈ V (G)i sc a lled a cut-vertex if G−v has more connected components
than G.
Parameterized algorithmics [12] aims at a multivariate complexity analysis
ofp r oblems without giving up the demandf orﬁ nding optimal solutions.T his
isu ndertaken by studyingr e levantp r oblem parameters andt h e ir inﬂuence on
the computational hardness ofp r oblems.T he hope lies in accepting the seem-
ingly inevitablec ombinatorial explosion for NP-hard problems, but conﬁning it
to the parameter.H ence, the decisiveq u e s t ion is whether a given parameter-
ized problem is ﬁxed-parameter tractable (FPT) with respect to a parameter k.
In other words,o n ea s k sf ort h ee xistence ofas olvinga lgorithm with running
time f(k) · poly(n) fors ome computablef u nction f.Acore tool in the devel-
opment of parameterized algorithms isp olynomial-time preprocessingb y data
reduction rules,o fteny i eldingaproblem kernel [9, 12]. Herein, the goali s, given
any problem instance G with parameter k, to transform it in polynomial time
into a newi n stance G  with parameter k  such that the size of G  isb ounded from
aboveb y some function only depending on k, k  ≤ k, and (G,k)i sayes-instance
iﬀ (G ,k )i sayes-instance.
3 Data Reduction and Kernelization
In this section, we indicate that s-Plex Editing for s ≥ 2a d m its a problem
kernelw i th (4s2 −2)·k+4(s−1)2 vertices.S i n ce s-Plex Editing isag e neral-
ization of Cluster Editing, the ﬁrst idea comingt o mind in order to achieve
a linear kernelization ist o adapt an approach developed by Guo[ 8]. However,230 J. Guo et al.
since the “critical clique” concept used there does not work for s-Plex Edit-
ing,w e need a more sophisticated strategy; correspondingly, the accompanying
mathematical analysisr e q u ires new tools.
The ﬁrst data reduction rule is obvious and its runningt ime is O(n + m):
Reduction Rule 1: Removec onnected components that are s-plexes from G.
Our problem kernelization consists of only onef u r t h e r , technically complicated
data reduction rule. Roughly speaking, the idea behindt h isr u le is that a data
reduction can be performed ift h e r eisavertexw i th a “dense local environment”
that is only weakly connected to the rest of the graph.U n fortunately, the proof
detailsa r et e c h nical andr e q u ire quite some mathematical machinery.
Wes t a r twith explaining in more detail the purpose of introducingt h es e c ond
data reduction rule.L et Gopt denote the s-plex cluster graph resultingf r oma p -
plyingasolutionS with|S|≤k tothe graphG =( V,E), andletK1,...,K l bethe
s-plexesin Gopt.T he vertexset V can bepartitioned intotwo subsets,n amely,X,
the set of vertices that are endpoints oft h ee d g e sm odiﬁed by S, and Y := V \X.
Fore a c hs-plex Ki,l et Xi := X ∩ Ki and Yi := Y ∩ Ki. Clearly, |X|≤2k.T o
achieveaproblemkernelwithO(k)v erticesforconstants,itremainstobound|Y |.
To thise nd,w eu s eaf u nction linear in |Xi| to bound |Yi| fore a c h1 ≤ i ≤ l.
If |Yi|≤(s − 1) ·| Xi| or |Yi|≤2(s − 1) fora ll i, thenw ea r ed one;o therwise,w e
havea tleast one s-plex Ki with |Yi| > max{(s − 1) ·| Xi|,2(s − 1)}.B ecause the
vertices in Yi are nota ﬀected by t h ee d g em odiﬁcations in S, the fact that Ki is
an s-plexi mplies that everyv ertexi nXi isa d jacentt o at least |Yi|−s+1vertices
in Yi in the input graphG.W i th |Yi| > (s−1)·|Xi|, there has to beavertex u ∈ Yi
with Xi ⊆ NG(u) by the pigeonholep r inciple.M o reover,i f |Yi| > 2(s − 1), then
everyv ertexi nYi has,i nG, distance at most two to u:S uppose that this is not
true.LetxbeavertexinYi withdistanceatleastthreetou.Then,sinceKi isans-
plex, wem ustha ve|Yi\NG[u]|≤s−1(since otherwiseuwouldbenon-adjacentto
more than s−1v ertices)as well as |NG[u]∩Yi|≤s−1( since otherwise x wouldbe
non-adjacentto more than s−1v ertices—the verticesNG[u]∩Yi are non-adjacent
to x since x has distance at least three to u), contradicting |Yi| > 2(s − 1).
Let us summarize our ﬁndings:I f wed on o ta p p ly as e c ond data reduction rule
to G, then there can be arbitrarily large s-plexes Ki in Gopt,i nparticular, |Yi| >
max{(s − 1) ·| Xi|,2(s − 1)}.H o w ever, then, t h e r em u s tb eavertex u ∈ Yi
satisfyingt h ef ollowingc onditions:
C1. Xi ⊆ NG(u),
C2. NG(u) ⊆ Ki,
C3. |Yi \ NG[u]|≤s − 1, and
C4. all vertices in Yi \ NG[u] haved istance two to u in G.
Thus,i f |Yi| is veryl arge, then |NG[u]| is veryl arge and we ne e dad a t ar e d u c t ion
rulet o reduce NG[u]. This ise xactly what the secondr u led oes.
To simplifyn o tation, let ˆ s = s − 1 and write N(u) and N[u] for NG(u)
and NG[u], respectively. Let N2(u) denote the set of vertices that have,i nG,
distance two to u.F urther,w ep a r t ition N2(u)i n to two sets,w here the ﬁrstA More Relaxed Model for Graph-Based Data Clustering: s-Plex Editing 231
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Fig.2. An illustration of the partitions of N2(u)a n dN(u)f o rˆ s =2 .V e r t e xu satisﬁes
the ﬁrst two preconditions of Reduction Rule 2.
set N1
2(u) consists of vertices tightly coupled with u:
N1
2(u): ={v ∈ N2(u): |N(v) ∩ N(u)|≥| N[u]|−ˆ s},
N2
2(u): =N2(u) \ N1
2(u).
Analogously, N(u)i sa lso partitioned into two sets,
N1(u): ={v ∈ N(u):
 
N(v) ⊆ N[u] ∪ N1
2(u)
 
∧
 
|N[v]|≥| N[u] ∪ N1
2(u)|−ˆ s
 
},
N2(u): =N(u) \ N1(u).
Figure 2 illustrates the aboved e ﬁ nitions.I t ise a s y to see that the sets N1(u),
N2(u), N1
2(u), and N2
2(u) can be computed in O(n2) time fora ny vertex u.
Followingt h ea b ovea nalysis,w e need a data reduction rule which shrinks
the set oft h evertices tightly coupled with a vertex u that has a very special
neighborhood:T here can be many vertices in N1(u), but only few( at most ˆ s)
tightly coupled vertices from N2(u), that is, the N1
2(u)-vertices.F urther, these
N1
2(u)-vertices are only adjacentt ov ertices in N(u)o rt o N1
2(u)-vertices. Re-
duction Rule2a p p lies in thiss ituation andr e p laces N1(u) ∪ N1
2(u) by smaller
“simulating” cliques.
Reduction Rule 2
Ift h e r eisavertex u for which
(1) |N1
2(u)|≤ˆ s
(2) ∀v ∈ N1
2(u): ( N(v) ⊆ N(u) ∪ N1
2(u)) ∧ (|N[v]|≥| N[u] ∪ N1
2(u)|−ˆ s), and
(3) |A| >α ,w here A := {u}∪N1(u)∪N1
2(u) and α := 2ˆ s ·(|N2(u)|+|N2
2(u)|+ˆ s),
then replace A by ac lique C with α vertices fore ven |A| or α +1v ertices for
odd |A|.F urther, perform the followingc a s ed istinction fore veryv ertex v ∈
N2(u). Herein, foravertex set U andavertex w/ ∈ U,l et Uw := U ∩ N(w)
and Uw := U \ Uw.
Case 1. If |Av|−|Av|≥| N2(u)|+|N2
2(u)|, then connect v to |C|−min{ˆ s,|Av|}
many vertices of C and decrease the parameter k by max{|Av|−ˆ s,0}.
Case 2. If |Av|−| Av|≥| N2(u)| +ˆ s, then decrease the parameter k by |Av|.
Case 3. If |N2(u)| + |N2
2(u)| > |Av|−| Av| > −|N2(u)|−ˆ s, theni n sert edges
between v andt h evertices in C such that |Cv|−| Cv| = |Av|−| Av| and
decrease the parameter k by max{|Av|−| Cv|,0}.232 J. Guo et al.
To show the correctness of Reduction Rule2 ,w e need to prove that the input
graph G has a solution S ofs ize at most k iﬀ the graph G  resultingb yo n e
application oft h isr u leh a sas olution S  ofs ize at most k ,w here k  ist h enew
parameter after the application oft h er u le.T othise nd,w e need two claims.
The ﬁrst one (Lemma 1) sayst h a tifavertex u satisﬁes the three preconditions
of Reduction Rule2t h e n all vertices in A as deﬁned in the rules h ouldb e
completely contained in one s-plex K in the s-plex cluster graph generated by
some optimal solution and K ⊆ A ∪ N2(u). The secondc laim (Lemma 2) says
that, after replacing A by ac lique C, all vertices in C are tightly coupled with
the vertices in N2(u). Usingt h es e c ondc laim,w ec a n show that there must be a
vertexi nC satisfying the preconditions of the ﬁrst claim.T hus, accordingt o the
ﬁrst claim, there exists ano ptimal solution of G  which generates an s-plex K 
with C ⊆ K  and K  ⊆ C ∪N2(u). Then, by focussing on the edge modiﬁcations
in S and S  that generate K and K , respectively, wec a n directly compare the
sizes of S and S  and, thereby, establish the “iﬀ”-relation between G and G .
Lemma 1. Let u be a vertex satisfying the ﬁrst two preconditions of Reduction
Rule 2 and |A|≥α with A and α deﬁned as in Reduction Rule 2. Then, there
exists always an optimal solution generating an s-plex cluster graph where
(1) the set A is completely contained in one s-plex K and
(2) K ⊆ A ∪ N2(u).
Now, before comingt o the secondc laim (Lemma 2), wed iscuss in more detail
the strategy behind.B ased on Lemma 1, wec a n conclude that,w i th respect
to a vertex u which satisﬁes the preconditions of Reduction Rule2 ,i tr e m a ins
to decide which vertices of N2(u) shouldb u ild, together with A, an s-plexi n
the resulting s-plex cluster graph.H erein, Reduction Rule2d istinguishes three
cases.I nthe ﬁrst two cases, a vertex v ∈ N2(u) has either much more orm u c h
less neighbors in A thano utside of A (Cases 1 and2 ). Wec a n then easily decide
whether v shouldb ein the same s-plexw i th A (Case 1) or not (Case 2) and
make the correspondinge d g em odiﬁcations.H o w ever,i nthe third case,w here the
“neighborhoods ize diﬀerence”i s nots o huge foravertex v ∈ N2(u), the decision
whether or nott o put v in the same s-plexw i th A couldb einﬂuenced by the
global structure outside of N(u)∪N2(u). To overcome thisd iﬃculty, Reduction
Rule2m a k e su s eoft h es imulatingc lique C which shouldp lay the same rolea sA
but has a bounded size.M o reover, fore veryv ertex v ∈ N2(u) the construction
of C in Reduction Rule 2 guarantees that after its application v again adheres
to the same case (Cases 1–3, distinguishinga c c ordingt o the neighborhoods ize
diﬀerence of v) as ith a sb e f ore.T he secondc laims h owst h e n that C playst h e
same rolea sA.
Lemma 2. Let u be a vertex satisfying the three preconditions of Reduction
Rule 2 and let G  denote the graph resulting from applying Reduction Rule 2
once to u.T h e n ,i nG , with the described implementation of Reduction Rule 2,
each vertex in clique C has at most ˆ s non-adjacent vertices in NG (C).
With these two claims,w ec a n provet h ec orrectness andt h er u nningt ime of
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Lemma 3. Reduction Rule 2 is correct and can be carried out in O(n3) time.
Finally, wep r ovet h em a in theorem in this section. Note that the runningt ime
upper bound is a pure worst-case estimation; improvements are conceivable.
Theorem 1. s-PlexEditingadmits a problem kernel with (4s2−2)·k+4(s−1)2
vertices for s ≥ 2. It can be computed in O(n4) time.
Proof. Let Gopt denote the s-plex cluster graph resultingf r oma p p lyingas o-
lution S with |S|≤k to the input graph G =( V,E), and let K1,...,K l be
the s-plexes in Gopt.T he vertices V of Gopt can be partitioned into two sub-
sets,n amely, X, the set of vertices that are endpoints oft h ee d g e sm odiﬁed
by S, and Y := V \ X.F o ra n s-plex Ki,l et Xi := X ∩ Ki and Yi := Y ∩ Ki.
As stated in the beginning oft h is section, wek now that |X|≤2k.M o reover,
if |Yi| > max{ˆ s ·|Xi|,2ˆ s} fors ome i, then there must be a vertex u ∈ Yi that sat-
isﬁes conditionsC 1–C4.B yN1
2(u) ⊆ Yi and N[u] ⊆ Ki,v ertex u fulﬁls the ﬁrst
two preconditions of Reduction Rule2 .S i n ce |Yi|≤| N1(u) ∪ N1
2(u) ∪{u}|, this
implies either |Yi|≤α := 2ˆ s ·(|N2(u)|+|N2
2(u)|+ˆ s)o r Reduction Rule2c a n be
applied to u.I f we assume that the input graph is reduced with respect to both
data reduction rules, then the former case applies.N o te that N2(u)∪N2
2(u) ⊆ X
and, fore very deleted edge, each of its two endpoints in X might be counted
twice,o n ce in N2(v) foravertex v ∈ Ki ∩ Y and once in N2
2(w) fora nother
vertex w ∈ Kj ∩ Y with i  = j.H ence, consideringa ll s-plexes,w et h e n have
 
1≤i≤l
|Yi|≤
 
1≤i≤l
max{2ˆ s,ˆ s ·|Xi|,4ˆ s ·(|Xi| +ˆ s))}
(∗∗∗)
≤ 8ˆ s k + 4ˆ s
2 ·(k +1 ) .
The inequality( ***) followsf r om |X|≤2k and the fact that deletinga tm ost k
edges fromac onnected graph results in at most k +1connected components.
Together with |X|≤2k,w e obtain ap r oblem kernelw i th |X| + |Y |≤4ˆ s
2(k +
1) + 8ˆ s k + 2k =( 4s2 − 2)k + 4(s − 1)2 vertices.
The runningt ime O(n4) followsd irectly from Lemma 3 andt h ef a c tt h a t
Reduction Rule2c a n be applied at most n times.    
4 Forbidden Subgraph Characterization and Search Tree
This section presents a forbidden subgraph characterization of s-plex cluster
graphs fora ny s ≥ 1 as well as an exact search tree algorithm that makes use
oft h is characterization. Wep r ovide a characterization of s-plex cluster graphs
by means of induced forbidden subgraphs.M o re speciﬁcally, wes p e c ify as e tF
of graphs such that a graph G isa n s-plex cluster graph iﬀ G is F-free, that is,
G does notc ontain any induced subgraph from F.I f s =1 ,w here all connected
components oft h ec luster graph are required to form cliques, the only forbidden
subgraph isap a t hinduced by three vertices [14]. By wayo fc ontrast,i f s ≥ 2,
wef a c eu pt o exponentially in s many forbidden subgraphs.T ocope with this,
wed e velop a characterization of these subgraphs that still allowsu st o derive234 J. Guo et al.
Input: G =( V,E)f r o mC(s,i)w i t hi · (i +1 )>s
Output: An induced subgraph G
  ∈C (s,i
 )o fG with i
  <i
1 Let v = argminw∈V {degG(w)}
2 if degG(v) <ithen
3 return a connected graph induced by NG[v] and further s arbitrary vertices
4 Let Cutvertices be the set of cut-vertices of G
5 if (NG(v) \ Cutvertices)  = ∅ then
6 return graph G − w for an arbitrary w ∈ (NG(v) \ Cutvertices)
7 Let NG(v)={u1,u 2,...,u i}
8 Let Uj ⊆ V be the vertices not reachable from v in G − uj,f o r1≤ j ≤ i
9 Let r = argminj=1,...,i{|Uj|}
10 return G − (Ur \{ w}) for an arbitrary vertex w ∈ Ur
Fig.3. Algorithm A to compute smaller forbidden subgraphs
eﬃcienta lgorithms.M o re speciﬁcally, wes h ow that s-plex cluster graphs are
characterizedby forbidden subgraphs with O(s)v ertices andt h a tif a graphis not
an s-plex cluster graph then af orbidden subgraph can be found in O(s·(n+m))
time.
The startingp ointf ort h ef orbidden subgraph characterization are the con-
nected graphs that contain a vertex that is non-adjacentt o s vertices.T hese
graphs clearly are no s-plex cluster graphs.L et C denote the set ofc onnected
graphs.D eﬁne C(s,i): ={G =( V,E) ∈C | (|V | = s+1+i)∧(∃v ∈ V : degG(v)=
i)} and F(s,i): =
 i
j=1 C(s,j). The following lemma shows that the graphs in
F(s,n − s − 1) are forbidden.
Lemma 4. A graph G is an s-plex cluster graph iﬀ G is F(s,n − s − 1)-free.
Next,w es h ow that instead ofs t u d ying graphs with O(n)v ertices,w ec a n focus
on graphs with O(s)v ertices by presentinga n algorithm (Algorithm A, see Fig.3 )
shrinkingt h es ize of large forbidden subgraphs.M o re precisely, wes h ow that if
the forbidden subgraph G ∈C (s,i)w i th i·(i+1)>sthenw ec a n alwaysr e m ove
at least one vertex from G ands t ill obtain af orbiddeni n duced subgraph.F o r
brevity, let Ts be the maximum integer satisfying Ts · (Ts +1 )≤ s, that is,
Ts =  −0.5+
√
0.25+s .
Lemma 5. Given a graph G =( V,E) ∈C (s,i) such that i>T s, Algorithm A
(Fig. 3) computes in O(|V | + |E|) time an induced subgraph G  ∈C (s,i ) of G,
with i  <i .
Proof. Consider lines 1 to3o ft h ea lgorithm.I favertex v in G has degree less
than i, thenw ec a n clearly ﬁnd a graph from C(s,degG(v)) by choosing NG[v]
andas e tS ⊆ V of s further (arbitrary) vertices such that G[NG[v] ∪ S]i s
connected.T his isd oable in linear time by breadth-ﬁrst search startinga tv.
Consider lines 4 to6 .I f one oft h eneighboring vertices of v, say w,i s no
cut-vertex, thenw ec a n delete w from G obtaining a graph from C(s,i−1). Note
that cut-vertices can be computed in linear time [15].A More Relaxed Model for Graph-Based Data Clustering: s-Plex Editing 235
Consider lines 7 to9 .A l ln eighboring vertices NG(v)={u1,u 2,...,u i} of v
are cut-vertices andt h em inimum vertex degree is i with i·(i+1)>s . On the one
hand,n o te that |Uj|≥i fore very1≤ j ≤ i since the minimum vertex degree of G
is i ands ince fore veryv ertex w ∈ Uj ith olds that NG(w) ⊆ (Uj∪{uj})\{w}. On
the other hand, since
 i
j=1 |Uj|≤s, there must exist at least one r,1≤ r ≤ i,
with |Ur|≤s/i < i · (i +1 ) /i = i +1 .T herefore, |Ur| = i.M o reover, since the
minimum vertex degree in G is i, Ur ∪{ur} forms a clique ofs ize i+1andt h u s
by deletinga ll but one vertexo f Ur we obtain ag r a p hf r om C(s,1). Note that
Tarjan’sa lgorithm [15] also computes a so-called block-tree.W i th the help of
this data structure, the sets Uj can be easily computed in linear time.    
Wec a ni teratively use Algorithm A to compute ani n duced subgraph of G 
from C(s,i )w i th i  ≤ Ts.T hisr e s u lts in the followingf orbidden subgraph
characterization that is—in contrast to the one of Lemma 4—tight concerning
the number of vertices oft h ef orbidden subgraphs.
Theorem 2. A graph G =( V,E) is an s-plex cluster graph if and only if G
is F(s,Ts)-free.
Proof. On the oneh a nd, due toL emma 4 wek now that an s-plex cluster graph
is F(s,n−s−1)-free and, hence, F(s,Ts)-free. On the other hand,i f G contains
af orbidden subgraph from C(s,i )w i th i  ·(i  +1)>s , and, hence, accordingt o
Lemma 4 is nota n s-plex cluster graph, thenw ec a ni teratively use Algorithm A
(Figure 3) to ﬁndaf orbidden subgraph from C(s,i)w i th i ≤ Ts.    
To show our main result,w ed e velopa n O(s · (n + m))-time algorithm (Algo-
rithm B, see Figure 4) to ﬁndaf orbidden subgraph from F(s,s). Since the
number of vertices in such a subgraph is upper-bounded by O(s), wec a n then
apply Algorithm Ai teratively (O(s) times) too btain af orbidden subgraph
from F(s,Ts). Overall, this approach yields linear-time fora ny constant s.
Lemma 6. Algorithm B (Figure 4) is correct and has running time O(s·(|V |+
|E|)).
Proof. Consider lines 1 to3 .I fd e g G(u) ≤ s, thenw ec a n clearly ﬁndas e tS ⊆ V
of s vertices such that G[NG[u] ∪ S]i sc onnected.T hisg r a p his in C(s,i ) for
an i  ≤ s.
In the following,w e need the observation that if one oft h eneighboring vertices
of v isac u t -vertex, then there exists at least one vertexi nG  with degree at
most s.T hisc a n be seen as follows.A ssume that x ∈ NG(v)i sac u t -vertex
and let U ⊆ V denote the vertices notr e a c h a b lef r om v in G − x.S i n ce a
vertex w ∈ U cano n l ybe adjacentt ov ertices in U ∪{ x} and |U|≤s,w eh a ve
that degG(w) ≤ s.
Accordingt o this observation, when entering line 5o f Algorithm B, wek now
that none oft h evertices in NG(v)={u1,u 2,...,u i} isac u t -vertex. To make
use oft h eobservation, the remainingp a r toft h ea lgorithm isd e voted to ﬁnd-
ingas e tof vertices from NG(v)w hose removall eads to ac onnected graph236 J. Guo et al.
Input: G =( V,E)f r o mC(s,i)w i t hi>s
Output: An induced subgraph G
  ∈C (s,i
 )o fG with i
  ≤ s
1 Let u = argminw∈V  {degG(w)}
2 if degG(u) ≤ s then
3 return a connected graph induced by NG[u] and further s arbitrary vertices
4 Let v ∈ V
  be a vertex with degG(v)=i
5 Let NG(v)={u1,u 2,...,u i}
6 Let K = {K1,K 2,...,K l} with l ≤ s
denote the connected components of G − NG[v]
7 Construct an auxiliary bipartite graph H =( WN,W K,F)w i t h
8 WN := {wuj | 1 ≤ j ≤ i},
9 WK := {wKq | 1 ≤ q ≤ l},a n d
10 F := {{wuj,w Kq}|∃ { uj,v
 }∈E withv
  ∈ Kq}
11 Let r := argminq=1,...,l{degH(wKq)}
12 Let CC := {uj | wuj ∈ NH(wKr)}
13 Let ˆ G = G − (CC \{ w}) for an arbitrary vertex w ∈ CC
14 Let v
  = argminw∈V ( ˆ G){deg ˆ G(w)}
15 return a connected graph induced by N ˆ G[v
 ] and further s arbitrary vertices
Fig.4. Algorithm B to compute in linear time a forbidden subgraph with O(s)v e r t i c e s
in which one neighbor of v isac u t -vertex. To thise nd,o n eb u ilds an auxil-
iary bipartite graph H =( WN,W K,F) (lines 5-10). Ast o the runningt ime
needed fort h ec onstruction of H,n o te that the degree ofavertexi nWN isa t
most s since G − (NG(v) ∪{ v}) containse xactly s vertices and, hence, WK has
size at most s.T hus, to construct F,w ec a ni terate ove rt h ee d g es e tE and,
given an edge {uj,v } with v  ∈ Kq,w ec a n decide in O(s) time whether the
edge {wuj,w Kq} isc ontained in F.T hus, the bipartite auxiliary graph H can
be constructed in O(s · (|V | + |E|)) time.
Consider lines 11 to1 3 .B ychoosinga“component vertex” wKr ofm ini-
mum degree,w ee nsure that the set CC isam inimum-cardinality set of vertices
from NG(v) separatinga tleast onec onnected component in K from v.I npar-
ticular, CC separates the vertices in Kr from v.L et w be an arbitraryv ertex
of CC.B ythe deletion ofa ll but one vertex from CC (line 13), wee nsure that
the graph ˆ G = G − (CC \{ w})i ss t ill connected andc ontainsa tleast one
cut-vertex, namely w.H ence, accordingt o the observation above, ˆ G containsa
vertexo fd e g r e ea tm ost s.L et v  be a minimum-degree vertexo f ˆ G (line 14).
Asac onsequence, deg ˆ G(v ) ≤ s and wec a n clearly ﬁndas e tS ⊆ V ( ˆ G)o f s
vertices such that G  := ˆ G[N ˆ G[v ] ∪ S]i sc onnected.N o te that G   isc ontained
in C(s,deg ˆ G(v )) ⊆F(s,s).
Altogether, the runningt ime is O(s · (|V | + |E|)).    
Summarizing,w e obtain a linear-time algorithm forﬁ ndinga ni n duced forbidden
subgraph if s isac onstant.
Theorem 3. Let G =( V,E) be a graph that is not an s-plex cluster graph.
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Proof. Let C =( W,F) be a connected component of G that is nota n s-plex.
Let v be a vertexo fm inimum degree in C. Clearly, by breadth-ﬁrst search
startinga tv wec a n ﬁndas e tS ⊆ W of s vertices such that G  := G[NG[v] ∪
S]i sc onnected.N o te that G  ∈C (s,degG (v)). Ifd e g G (v) >s , thenw ec a n
apply Algorithm B (Figure 4)o n ce to ﬁnda ni n duced forbidden subgraph G  
from F(s,s). In order to ﬁndaf orbidden subgraph from F(s,Ts), wea p p ly
Algorithm A( F i gure 3) at most O(s) times.    
Next,w ep r e s e ntas e a r c ht r e ea lgorithm that isb a s e don thisf orbidden subgraph
characterization. To obtain an s-plex cluster graph, every forbidden subgraph
has to be destroyed viae d g em odiﬁcations.T othise nd,w ea p p ly ab r a nching
strategy.
Theorem 4. s-Plex Editing can be solved in O((2s +  
√
s )k · s · (n + m))
time.
Proof. Given ani n stance (G,k)o f s-Plex Editing,w es e a r c hin G foraf or-
bidden subgraph from F(s,Ts). By Theorem 3, thisc a n be done in O(s·(n+m))
time.I f G does notc ontain a subgraph from F(s,i), then G alreadyi sa n s-plex
cluster graph and wea r ed one. Otherwise,l et S be a set of vertices inducinga
forbidden subgraph G[S] ∈C (s,i ) ⊆F (s,i), where i  ≤ Ts.I nthe following,
let v denote a vertexw i th degG[S](v)=i .B ythe deﬁnition of C(s,i ), such
a vertex must exist.W e now branch into the diﬀerentp ossibilities to destroy
the forbidden subgraph G[S] andt h e n recursively solvet h einstances that are
created in the respective search tree branches.
Forb r a nching,w ee ither insert edges incidentt o v ord e lete edges in G[S]. It
iss u ﬃ c ientt oo n l yconsider these edge modiﬁcationss ince,i f none oft h e s eis
performed, then G[S] remainsc onnected andt h e r ea r es vertices in G[S] that
are nota d jacentt o v, contradictingt h es-plex( cluster graph) deﬁnition.
First,w ec onsider edge insertionsb e t ween v and vertices u ∈ S \ N[v].
Since G[S] ∈C (s,i ) andd e g G[S](v)=i ,w eh a ve |S \ N[v]| = s.T herefore,
web r a nch into s cases,i n sertingad iﬀerente d g ein each search tree branch.T he
parameter decreases by1i neach branch.
Besides this,w ec onsider edge deletions.H ence,i neach remainingb r a nch,
there isa tleast one vertex u ∈ S such that u and v are notc onnected, that is,
they are in diﬀerentc onnected components oft h eﬁ nal s-plex cluster graph.W e
now show that fore a c hu ∈ S wec a n create a search tree branch in which at
least onee d g ed e letion isp e r f ormed fort h ec a s et h a tu and v are notc onnected
in the ﬁnal cluster graph.L et Sl ⊂ S denote the vertices that haved istance
exactly l to v in G[S]. Weﬁ r s tc onsider the vertices in S1 (the neighbors of v
in G[S]), then the vertices in S2, ands oo n .
Fore a c hu ∈ S1,w e create a search tree branch in which wed isconnect u
and v. Clearly thism e a nst h a tweh a vet o delete the edge {u,v}.T obranch
on the vertices in S2,w ec a n assume that the vertices from N[v]={v}∪S1
endu pin the same cluster, since weh a vea lready considered all possibilities of
removinge d g e sb e t ween v andt h evertices in S1.T herefore,w hen considering
the case that a vertex u ∈ S2 and v are notc onnected in the ﬁnal cluster graph,238 J. Guo et al.
wem u s td e lete all edges between u and its neighbors in S1.A t least ones u c h
edge must exist because u ∈ S2.T herefore, for each case,w ec r e a t eas e a r c ht r e e
branch in which the parameter is decreased by at least 1.
The case distinction isp e r f ormed for increasing values of l, always assuming
that v andt h evertices in S1 ∪ S2 ∪ ...∪ Sl−1 endu pin t h es a m ec luster oft h e
ﬁnal cluster graph.H ence,w hen consideringt h ec a s et h a tv andavertex u ∈
Sl endu pin diﬀerentc lusters,w ec r e a t eas e a r c ht r e eb r a nch in which the
edges between u and its neighbors in Sl−1 are deleted, anda tleast one oft h e s e
edges must exist.H ence,w ec r e a t e|S|−1=s+i  ≤ s+Ts branches in which edges
are deleted.T o gether with the s cases in which edge insertions are performed,
web r a nch into 2s+Ts cases, and in each branch, the parameter is decreased by
at least 1. Branching isp e r f ormed only as longa sk>0. The search tree thus
has size O((2s + Ts)k)=O((2s +  
√
s )k). Usingb r e a d t h -ﬁrst search, the steps
at each search tree node can be performed in O(s · (n + m)) time which results
in the claimed runningt ime bound.    
Using Theorems 1 and4 , byi n terleaving the problem kernelization andt h e
search tree [12], weg e t :
Theorem 5. s-Plex Editing can be solved in O((2s +  
√
s )k + n4) time.
5C o n c l u s i o n
We initiated the studyo f the graph modiﬁcation problem s-Plex Editing.W e
believet h a ts-Plex Editing may havep r a c t ical relevance forg r a p h -based data
clustering in as imilar way as its well-studied special case Cluster Editing.
Our results lead ton umerous opportunities for future research.F i rst, fromt h e
viewpoint ofa lgorithm theory, wec oncentrated on parameterized algorithms,
leaving open the studyo f approximation algorithms.S econd,w e left unstudied
the sometimes desirablec a s eofh a vingas p e c iﬁed number ofc lusters to be
generated.A st o applications,i mportant issues of interest for future studyw o uld
be to dealw i th weighted inputs ort o try too btain faster algorithms fors p e c ial
cases such as s = 2.Athorough empirical study as recently undertaken for
Cluster Editing [4]i sanaturaln exts t e pf or future work.
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Abstract. Building upon the static model of Athey and Ellison [1], we
demonstrate the eﬃcient convergence of dynamic position auctions in
the presence of consumer search. The entry of low-quality advertisers
does not slow this convergence. Our methods are extensions of those
introduced by Cary et al. [2]. The applicability of these methods in the
presence of consumer search indicates the robustness of the approach
and suggests that convergence of dynamic position auction models is
demonstrable whenever the associated static equilibrium strategies are
suﬃciently well-behaved.
Keywords: Position auctions, dynamic auctions, consumer search, best-
response bidding, convergence.
1 Introduction
“Position auctions,” the mechanisms search engines use to allocate sponsored
search links, are often modeled as games in which advertisers submitb ids and
then are assigned positions in descendingb id order.T he utilityo fe a c ha d vertiser
then depends upon the advertiser’sb id, hisp e r -click valuation, andt h ec lick-
through rate ofh isp osition.
Early position auction models, such as those of Aggarwal et al.[3], Edelman
et al. [4], and Varian[ 5 ]assumed positions’ click-through rates to be entirely
exogenous.N ew approaches have introduced the eﬀects ofc onsumer behavior,
as in the models ofC h e n and He [6] and Athey andE llison [1]. Position auction
modelst h a tinclude consumer search reﬂect the setting ofs p onsored search more
accurately than do earlier modelsa nda lso allow fort h ee xamination ofc onsumer
welfare.H o w ever, these newer modelsh a ve only been studied in statics e t t ings.
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By contrast, some oft h ee a r lier models ofp osition auctionsh a veb e e n ex-
tended to dynamics e t t ings.M o st recently in this vein, Cary et al. [2] showed the
convergence ofad ynamicf ormulation oft h es t a t icm odelo fE d e lman et al. [4].
In Sections2 .1 and2 .2,w em odel ad ynamicp osition auction in the presence
ofc onsumer search.T hism odel builds upon the staticf r a m e work of Athey and
Ellison [1]. Then, in Sections2 .3 and2 .4,w ee xtendt h em e t h ods ofC a r y et al. [2]
too ur framework, proving that the dynamicp osition auction with consumer
search converges to au nique equilibrium when advertisers play ap a r t icular
best-response biddings t r a t e g y. The contribution oft h isr e s u lt ist wofold:F i rst,
ita s s u r e st h a tt h ea d d ition ofc onsumer behaviord oes not detract fromt h e
eventual stabilityo ft h ed ynamicp osition auction. Second,i td e m onstrates a
surprisingr obustness of the approach used by Cary et al. [2]—similar analysis
yields the convergence ofp osition auctions in signiﬁcantly diﬀerents e t t ings.I n
Section 3, wed iscuss the extentt ow hich this apparentr obustness is structural
and indicates general facts about the convergence behavior ofp osition auctions.
2 A Dynamic Model with Consumer Search
2.1 Underlying Framework
Wec onsider an auction in which N advertisers bid on M<Nsponsored link
positions. Each advertiser π has a quality score qπ,i n terpreted as the probability
of meetinga ni n dividual consumer’s need.W e assume that the quality scores qπ
are drawn independently from a public, atomless distribution with support on
[0,1]. An advertiser receives a payoﬀ of 1 every time it meets a consumer’s
need.T his assumption does notm e a n that the advertisers havet h es a m ep e r -
click valuations: the expected per-click revenue ofa d vertiser π is qπ · 1=qπ.
Throughout,w e label the advertisers π by {1,...,N} so that the quality scores
qπ satisfy q1 > ···>q N.
Ata ll times, there isac ontinuum ofc onsumers seekingt o meet their needs by
searchingt h r ough the sponsored link list. Consumers are assumed to be ignorant
oft h ep ositions’ dynamics, so that theirb e liefs are independent oft h ed ynamics
ofa d vertisers’ bidu p d a t ing.1 Additionally, consumers are assumed to believe
that the advertisers’ biddings t r a t e g ies are strictly monotone in theirq u a lities.2
Eachconsumerimust payasearc hcostofci foreac hclick onasponsoredsearch
link.Thesearchcostsci areassumedtobedistributedaccordingtoapublic, atom-
less distribution with support on [0,1] andC DF G.S i n ce search isc ostly andc on-
sumers believet h elinks to be sorted in order of descendingq u a lity, they search in
at op-down manner. Consumers update theirp r e d ictionsa b out advertisers’ qual-
ities in a Bayesian manner:w hen a website does not meet consumer i’s need, she
1 A typical consumer will only use a search engine to seek a given product once, hence
no consumer has an opportunity to learn about the positions’ dynamics.
2 This is a reasonable assumption for our purposes. Indeed, Proposition 5 of Athey
and Ellison [1] shows that the static position auction game in this framework has a
symmetric pure strategy monotone equilibrium. In our model this equilibrium the
unique equilibrium of both the static game in each round and the dynamic game.242 S.D. Kominers
reduces her estimate oft h elowerwebsites’ qualities andc ontinues searchingifa nd
only ift h ee xpected value ofc licking on the next linke xceeds ci.3
Formally, an assignment ofa d vertisers to positions isa ni n j ection
P : {1,...,M}  →{ 1,...,N}
such that advertiser P(j)i sa s s igned position j.W e suppose that the advertisers
with quality scores qP
π1,...,qP
πM are respectively assigned positions 1,...,M in
some assignment P oft h ea d vertisers to positions.I f zP
π1,...,zP
πM are Bernoulli
variables takingt h evalue 1w i th these probabilities, then as e a r c h ingc onsumer
whose need has notb e e n met by the advertisers in the ﬁrst j ≥ 1 positions
expects that the qualityo f the ﬁrm in position j +1i s
¯ qP
j+1 := E(qπj+1 | zP
π1 = ···= zP
πj =0 ) .
The expected probabilityo ft h ea d vertiser in the ﬁrst position meetingac on-
sumer’s need isa lways ¯ qP
1 := E(qπ). All consumers can compute this value, as
the distribution ofa d vertiser qualityi s assumed to be public.F rom these def-
initions,i t is apparentt h a t¯ qP
j > ¯ qP
j+1 fora ny 1 ≤ j ≤ M.W i th thiss e t u p ,
wem a y compute directly that the advertiser assigned position j will receive
(1 − qP
π1)···(1 − qP
πj−1) · G(¯ qP
j ) clicks.4
2.2 Auction Model and Bidding Dynamics
We assume a dynamics e t t ing with sequential rounds ofp lay t =1 ,2,....I neach
round t>0, the search engine will allocate all its positionst h r ough a generalized
second-price auction:5 the advertiser submittingt h ej-th highest bid in round t
isa s s igned position j and is charged a per-click price pt
j equal to the (j +1 ) - st
highest bid submitted in round t.6
3 Since consumers are unable to learn about the positions’ dynamics, we assume that
consumers are slightly myopic: an individual consumer will maintain her belief that
the advertisers below position j have lower qualities than do the advertisers in posi-
tions 1,...,j, even if she discovers while searching that the advertisers are not sorted
in order of quality.
4 See Proposition 2 of Athey and Ellison [1].
5 The exact details of the implementation of such an auction in the presence of con-
sumer search are speciﬁed by Athey and Ellison [1]. The mechanism is analogous to
a second-price ascending bid auction for the M positions.
6 Notethat thisis arank-by-bid mechanism: although payment is made per-click, adver-
tisers are rankedin strict bid order.This is in contrast to rank-by-revenue mechanisms,
in which advertisers are ranked after their bids are weighted by their ads’ expected
click-through rates. We have focused on rank-by-bid mechanisms for two reasons.
First, to eﬀectively model a dynamic rank-by-revenue mechanism, we would have to
model ﬂuctuations in advertisers’ expected click-through rates, and click-through rate
dynamics are not well-understood from either empirical or theoretical perspectives.
Second, as examples presented by Athey and Ellison [1] illustrate, rank-by-revenue
mechanisms render equilibrium bidding behavior unclear in the presence of consumer
search, even in the static position auction setting.Dynamic Position Auctions with Consumer Search 243
Forc onvenience,w ed e note
¯ qt
j := ¯ qP
t
j , ¯ qj := ¯ qP
∗
j ,
where Pt ist h ea s s ignment ofp ositions in round t and P∗ ist h ea s s ignment of
advertisers to positions in order of descending valuation. With our assumption
that q1 ≥···≥qN, thism e a nst h a tqP
∗
πj = qj.W e observet h a t , by construction,
¯ qj ≥ ¯ qP
j fora ny assignment P and 1 ≤ j ≤ M.
We assume that each advertiser π playsab e s t -response strategyi neach round
t>0, submittingab idu nder the assumption that all other advertisers will
repeat theirb ids fromr ound t−1i nround t.7 Under this assumption, wed e ﬁ ne
a restricted balanced bidding strategy.
Deﬁnition 1. The restricted balanced bidding (RBB) strategy is the strategy
for advertiser π which, given the bids of the other advertisers in round t,
– targets the position s∗
π which maximizes the utility of advertiser π among the
positions with no higher expected click-through rate than her current posi-
tion sπ,
– chooses the bid b∗
π for round t +1so as to satisfy the equation
(1 − qπ)G(¯ qt
s∗
π)(qπ − pt
s∗
π)=G(¯ qt
s∗
π−1)(qπ − b∗
π).8 (1)
(We deﬁne G(¯ qt
0): =2G(¯ qt
1), so that this strategy is well-deﬁned in the ﬁrst
position.)
The condition (1) is nota d -hoc—ita r is e sa st h elocal biddingc ondition in round
t+1of our modelw hen all advertisers play accordingt o an envy-free symmetric
strictly monotonee q u ilibrium strategy.9 Indeed,i fa d vertiser π expects other
advertisers to repeat theirb ids fromr ound t, then she must bida sin (1) ifs h e
ist o be indiﬀerentb e t ween receivingp osition s∗
π − 1 at price b∗
π and receiving
position s∗
π at price pt
s∗
π.10
7 So that advertisers’ strategies are well-deﬁned in the ﬁrst round, we must assume a
random assignment of advertisers to positions at the beginning of the game (round 0),
with all initial bids set to 0.
8 Instead, we could require that each advertiser π updates her bidding with attention
to long-run equilibrium click-through rates, choosing b
∗
π to satisfy
(1 − qπ)G(¯ qs∗
π)(qπ − p
t
s∗
π)=G(¯ qs∗
π−1)(qπ − b
∗
π).
With this bidding assumption, the proof of Theorem 1 goes through directly. In
this case, the assumption that consumers always search in a top-down manner is
unnecessary, as this search behavior arises endogenously.
9 Locally envy-free equilibria, introduced independently by Varian [5] and Edelman
et al. [4], are those in which an advertiser cannot improve her payoﬀ by exchanging
bids with the advertiser assigned the position directly above her. The focus on these
particular equilibria and the associated envy-free bidding strategies is common within
the sponsored search literature.
10 Recall that p
t
s∗
π is the price of position s
∗
π in round t+1 if all advertisers other than
π repeat their bids from round t.244 S.D. Kominers
The requirementt h a ta d vertisers target only positions with no higher ex-
pected click-through rate than their currentp ositions is less natural. This isa
technical condition which is necessaryi no rder too btain convergence in the syn-
chronous biddingm odel. As wed iscuss in Section 2.4,o ur convergence results
fors ynchronous biddingu nder RBB imply that convergence obtains in an asyn-
chronous biddingm odel evenw hen thist e c h nical condition is lifted.T herefore,
thisc ondition does nota p p e a roverly conﬁning.
Our Deﬁnition 1 isa nalogous to that oft h er e s t r icted balanced biddings t r a t -
egyw hich Cary et al. [2] specify fort h eE d e lman et al. [4] auction mechanism.
The key diﬀerences between thiss t r a t e g y andt h a tofC a r y et al. [2] appear in
equation (1): the click-through rate factors in equation (1) are round-dependent,
anda n additional factor of 1 − qπ arises fromt h ec onsumer search process.11
2.3 Convergence of the Auction
Att h eu nique ﬁxed point oft h eR BB strategy, the advertisers choose theirb ids
accordingt o the recursives t r a t e g y presented in Proposition 5 of Athey and
Ellison [1].12 That is, the bids at the ﬁxed pointa r eg iven by
bπj =
 
qπj −
G(¯ qj)
G(¯ qj−1)(1 − qπj)(qπj − bπj+1)1 <j≤ M,
qπj M<j≤ N,
(2)
where the j-th highest bid bπj is submitted by advertiser πj. Our main result is
the convergence oft h ed ynamicp osition auction to thisﬁ xed point.
Theorem 1. In a synchronous model of dynamic bidding in which each adver-
tiser bids every round, the RBB strategy always converges to its ﬁxed point within
ﬁnitely many rounds.
Thisr e s u lt isa nalogous to the convergence result ofC a r y et al. [2] fort h e
auction mechanism ofE d e lman et al. [4]. Our prooff ollows the approach of
Cary et al. [2]. However, the addition ofc onsumer search greatly increases the
technical diﬃcultyo f the argument. Consequently, wed e liver slightly weaker
bounds on convergence time than do Cary et al. [2].
Proof. Wed e note γt
j(q): =( 1− q)
G(¯ q
t
j)
G(¯ qt
j−1) and let
γ∗(q): =( 1− q)max
P
 
max
j>0
 
G(¯ qP
j )
G(¯ qP
j−1)
  
,γ ∗∗ := max
1≤π≤N
γ∗(qπ).
11 Since consumers search in a top-down manner, advertiser π expects to lose a fraction
of clicks equal to 1 − qπ when she switches from position s
∗
π − 1 to position s
∗
π,a s
1 − qπ is the expected fraction of consumers meeting their needs at position s
∗
π − 1.
Additionally, once consumer search is included, the computation of the position
s
∗
π is diﬀerent from that of Cary et al. [2]. However, this fact does not materially
aﬀect our arguments.
12 This is a direct consequence of the proof of Proposition 5 of Athey and Ellison [1],
which shows that these bids satisfy the condition (1).Dynamic Position Auctions with Consumer Search 245
We observet h a t , by construction,
γt
j(qπ) ≤ γ∗(qπ) ≤ γ∗∗ < 1
fora ny t>0, 1 ≤ j ≤ M, and 1 ≤ π ≤ N.13
Web e g in with two simple lemmata which are respectively analogous (and
proven similarly) toL emma 1 and Lemma 2 ofC a r y et al. [2].
Lemma 1. Advertiser π prefers to target position j over position j−1 in round
t +1if and only if (1 − γt
j(qπ))qπ + γt
j(qπ)pt
j <p t
j−1.
Proof. Thisf ollowsf r om the fact that advertiser π prefers to target position j
over position j − 1i fa nd only if
(1 − qπ)G(¯ q
t
j)(qπ − p
t
j) >G (¯ q
t
j−1)(qπ − p
t
j−1),
upon algebraicm a nipulation.
Lemma 2. At every round t such that t>t 1 := 2 +l o gγ∗∗((1 − γ∗∗)(qM −
qM+1)/qM+1), we have
 
bπ >q M+1 π<M+1 ,
bπ = qπ π ≥ M +1 ,
where bπ is the bid of advertiser 1 ≤ π ≤ N.
Proof. If b ist h e(M +1 ) - st highest bid, then b ≤ qM+1.I f b<q M+1 in some
round, theni nthe nextr ounda ny advertiser π ∈{ 1,2,...,M+1 } will either
bid b 
π = qπ or target some position j ∈{ 1,...,M} with bid
b
 
π := (1 − γ
t
j(qπ))qπ + γ
t
j(qπ)pj
≥ (1 − γ
t
j(qπ))qM+1 + γ
t
j(qπ)b
= b +( 1− γ
t
j(qπ))(qM+1 − b)
≥ b +( 1− γ∗∗)(qM+1 − b).
In both of these cases,i t isc lear that qM+1 − b 
π ≤ γ∗∗(qM+1 − b).
Itf ollowst h a twe will have
qM+1 − b<(1 − γ∗∗)(qM − qM+1)
within at most r ≤ logγ∗∗((1−γ∗∗)(qM−qM+1)/qM+1) rounds.T hen, the bidders
π ∈{ 1,...,M} will bida tleast
(1 − γ
t
j(qπ))qπ + γ
t
j(qπ)pj ≥ (1 − γ
t
j(qπ))qπ + γ
t
j(qπ)b
≥ b +( 1− γ
t
j(qπ))(qπ − b)
>b+( 1− γ∗∗)(qM − qM+1) >q M+1
in round r +1.Inround r +2, advertiser M +1 will bid qM+1 whilea d vertisers
π ∈{ 1,...,M} bida b ove qM+1.
13 The last of these inequalities follows from the fact that ¯ q
P
j > ¯ q
P
j+1 for any P and
1 ≤ j ≤ M,s i n c et h e n
G(¯ qP
j )
G(¯ qP
j−1) < 1.246 S.D. Kominers
Lemma 2 proves that,w i thin ﬁnitely many rounds, the set ofa d vertisers com-
petingf ort h eM positions will stabilize andt h a tt h iss e twill be the collection
ofa d vertisers ofm a ximal quality, {1,...,M}.F urthermore, at thist ime, the
N − M advertisers {M +1 ,...,N} will bidt h e ir values in every round.T hus,
wem a y assume that these rounds havea lready elapsed; all that remains ist o
show that the bids fort h eM actual positionse ventually converge to the desired
ﬁxed point.S i n ce the ﬁxed point isu nique,i t suﬃces to provec onvergence.
Fora ny j ∈ [0,M], wes a y that the advertisers assigned positions [j +1 ,M]
are stable ift h e ira llocation is in order of decreasingq u a lity andt h e irp r ices
satisfy equation (1).14 Ifa ll M positionsa r es t a b le, theni t isc lear that weh a ve
reached the ﬁxed point oft h eR BB strategy.
We suppose that, at some round t>t 1, the set S =[ s +1 ,M]o fs t a b le
positions is nott h ef u ll set [1,M]. We let P denote the set ofa d vertisers in
positions [1,s] andd e note the minimum bid oft h e s ea d vertisers by b.W ed e ﬁ ne
ap a r t ialo rder  on stables e t s : S   S ife ither S   S  or ift h ea d vertiser of
minimum qualityi n( S ∪ S ) \ (S  ∩ S) belongs to S .
In round t +1 ,all advertisers in S repeat theirb ids.W e let the newl o w est
bid ofa d vertisers in P be b 
π, bidb y advertiser π.W em u s tc onsider three cases:
Case 1: b 
π <p t
s. We let j be the position targeted by π.B yL emma 1 andt h e
deﬁnition ofR BB, weh a ve pt
j < (1 − γt
j(qπ))qπ + γt
j(qπ)pt
j = b 
π <p t
j−1.
Wed e note by πj ∈ S the advertiser who assigned position j in round t.B y
the stabilityo f S,w eh a ve pt
j−1 =( 1− γt
j(qπj))qπj + γt
j(qπj)pt
j.T hen, weh a ve
pt
j−1 =( 1− γt
j(qπj))qπj + γt
j(qπj)pt
j > (1 − γt
j(qπ))qπ + γt
j(qπ)pt
j,
from which itf ollowst h a t
(qπj − qπ)
 
1+
G(¯ qt
j)
G(¯ qt
j−1)
 
(qπj − p
t
j)+qπ − 1
 
 
> 0. (3)
Since advertiser πj isa s s igned position j in round t,w ek now that qπj ≥ pt
j.
Furthermore,0<
G(¯ q
t
j)
G(¯ qt
j−1) ≤ 1, so
Gj
Gj−1
 
(qπj − pt
j)+qπ − 1
 
> −1.
Itf ollowst h a t(3) holds ifa nd only if qπj >q π.L i kewise,w eﬁ ndt h a tqπj−1 <q π.
Thus, S  := {π  ∈ S : qπ  <q π}∪{ π} iss t a b lea nd S   S.
Case 2: π targets position s. Then π isa llocated position s and S ∪{ π}  S is
stable.
14 This is analogous to the deﬁnition of stability given by Cary et al. [2].Dynamic Position Auctions with Consumer Search 247
Case 3: π targets some position j ≤ s − 1. Then, S remainss t a b lea ndt h e
minimum bid ofa d vertisers in P has increased.W e will show that thisc a s em a y
occur only ﬁnitely many times betweeno ccurrences ofC a s e s1 and2 .
As in Section 2.1, we respectively denote the qualities oft h ea d vertisers in
positions 1,...,M by qπ1,...,q πM.W et h e nl et
  :=
G(¯ qM)
2G(¯ q1)
(1 − γ∗∗) min
π =π  |qπ − qπ |
⎛
⎝
M  
j=1
(1 − qj)
⎞
⎠
and let x := log1/γ∗∗((q1 − qM+1)/ ). We will see that at most x instances of
Case 3 mayo ccur betweeni n stances ofC a s e s1 and2 .
Lemma 3. If ps−1 >q π −  then advertiser π prefers position s to any position
j<s .
Proof. Weh a ve
qπ − ps =( 1− γt
s+1(qπs+1))(qπ − qπs+1)+γt
s+1(qπs+1)ps+1
≥ (1 − γ∗∗) min
π =π  |qπ − qπ |. (4)
The ratio oft h ee xpected utilityo fp osition k<sto that ofp osition s is less
than
G(¯ qt
k)(qπ − ps−1)
  s
j=k(1 − qπj)
 
G(¯ qt
s)(qπ − ps)
≤  
G(¯ qt
k)
  s
j=k(1 − qπj)
 
G(¯ qt
s)(qπ − ps)
≤  
G(¯ q1)
  s
j=k(1 − qπj)
 
G(¯ qt
s)(qπ − ps)
≤ 1,
where the last inequality followsf r om (4), the fact that G(¯ qt
s) ≥ G(¯ qM)( since
t>t 1), and the deﬁnition of  .
Now, we suppose that Case 3o ccurs for x consecutiver ounds.W e let π be the
advertiser in P ofm inimal quality qπ andd e note by b(t
 ) the minimal bid of
advertisers in P after t  consecutiver ounds ofC a s e3. If π  ∈ P submits the
minimal bid b(t
 +1) in the nextr ound, then
b(t
 +1) ≥ (1 − γ∗(qπ ))qπ  + γ∗(qπ )b(t
 )
≥ (1 − γ
∗(qπ ))qπ + γ
∗(qπ )b
(t
 )
= qπ − γ∗(qπ )(qπ − b(t
 ))
≥ qπ − γ
∗∗(qπ − b
(t
 )).
After x consecutiver ounds ofC a s e3, then, weh a ve
b(x) ≥ qπ − (γ∗∗)x(qπ − b(0)).
Hence,w eh a vet h a tb(x) ≥ qπ −  .I tf ollowsf r om Lemma 3 that π will target
position s in the nextr ound, so the nextr ound isa ni n stance ofC a s e2 .T hus,w e
haves h own that Case 3 mayo ccur only ﬁnitely many times betweeni n stances
ofC a s e s1 and2 .248 S.D. Kominers
2.4 Remarks
In Theorem 1, the number ofr ounds until convergence isc onstant in N, holding
max1≤π≤N qπ ﬁxed.T hus, the entryo f low-quality advertisers will nots low the
auction’sc onvergence.
Followingt h ea nalysis ofC a r y et al. [2], it isp ossiblet o extendt h isr e s u lt
further, provinga n analogous convergence resultf ora n asynchronous auction
game in a less restricted strategy space.15
Deﬁnition 2. The balanced bidding (BB) strategy is the strategy for advertiser
π which, given the bids of the other advertisers in round t,
– targets the position s∗
π which maximizes the utility of advertiser π,
– chooses the bid b∗
π for round t +1so as to satisfy the equation
(1 − qπ)G(¯ q
t
s∗
π)(qπ − p
t
s∗
π)=G(¯ q
t
s∗
π−1)(qπ − b
∗
π).16 (5)
(As in RBB, we deﬁne G(¯ qt
0): =2G(¯ qt
1), so that this strategy is well-deﬁned
in the ﬁrst position.)
The BB strategyi sanatural envy-free biddings t r a t e g y. Unlike RBB, each ad-
vertiser π playing BB may target any position. But like RBB, the bidc ondition
(5) arises as the advertisers’ envy-free condition in as ymmetrics t r ictly mono-
tonee q u ilibrium.A s in RBB, the bidp r oﬁle (2)i sau nique ﬁxed point oft h e
BB strategy.17
Our nextr e s u lt,w hich followsf r om the proof of Theorem 1, shows that the dy-
namicp osition auction converges under BB in an asynchronous biddingm odel.18
The bound on convergence time has the same form as that of Theorem 2 ofC a r y
et al. [2].
Theorem 2. In the asynchronous model in which advertisers bid in a (uni-
formly) random order and follow a balanced bidding strategy, the system con-
verges to the bid proﬁle (2) with probability 1 and expected convergence time
O
 
t1(N logM)+N logN + M2
M(1+x)
 
.
We omit the proof oft h isr e s u lt, as itf ollowsd irectly fromt h ea nalysisu s e db y
Cary et al. [2]i nthe proof oft h e ir Theorem 2.
15 The asynchronous bidding model seems more realistic than does synchronous bid-
ding, since in reality advertisers may update their sponsored search bids at any
time.
16 As before, the result goes through if instead each advertiser π updates her bidding
with attention to long-run equilibrium click-through rates.
17 This follows directly from Proposition 5 of Athey and Ellison [1].
18 This model diﬀers from that of Section 2 only in that advertisers update their bids
asynchronously, bidding in a (uniformly) random order.Dynamic Position Auctions with Consumer Search 249
3 Discussion and Conclusion
Weh a ves h own the convergence ofad ynamicp osition auction in the presence
ofc onsumer search. Our approach closely followst h eC a r y et al. [2] analysis of
the Edelman et al. [4] position auction model. The apparentr obustness oft h e
Cary et al. [2] methods to multiplep osition auction models is surprising, espe-
cially since these modelsd iﬀer substantially in theirt r e a t m e nts ofc onsumers.
Web e lievet h a tt h isr obustness is structural, arising not only fromt h em odel
frameworks but also from facts about the behavior ofp osition auctions.
To clarifyo ur observations,w ed iscuss the three key steps oft h eC a r y et al. [2]
methodf orp r ovingp osition auction convergence:
1. restriction oft h es t r a t e g y space (as in Deﬁnition 1),
2. demonstration that the advertisers with the lowest valuationsm u s te ventu-
ally bidt h e ir values (as in Lemma 2),
3. analysis oft h elate-stage behavior oft h ea d vertisers whow i npositions in
equilibrium (as in Cases 1–3).
Step 1i sr e q u ired in order to ensure that the biddinge q u ilibrium in each
stage isu niquely selected; an assumption oft h isf orm isp r e s e nt in most game-
theoreticm odels ofp osition auctions.A dditional restriction may be required in
the dynamics e t t ing,i no rder to render the analysis of Step 3 tractable.19
Since it isa lways weakly dominantf ora d vertisers to bidt h e ir values, the
advertisers who actually receivep ositions in any position auction shouldb e
those with the highest valuationsa m ongb idders.W et h e r e f ore expect Step 2 to
be possible in most position auction settings,i rrespective oft h es p e c iﬁc model
framework.N o tably, an analogue of Lemma 2 shouldh olde veni ft h ee q u ilibrium
biddings t r a t e g yi s nots t r ictly monotone in advertisers’v aluations.20
The most complex analysisa r ises in Step 3, which proves the convergence
oft h ea u c t ion amongst the advertisers with the largest valuations.T he cruxo f
thisa r g u m e nt is the demonstration that the advertisers whow i npositions in
equilibrium don o tb id over theire q u ilibrium bid “too often.”21 Although this
cannota lwaysb ee nsured,22 it seems likely too ccur—foras u ﬃ c iently restricted
strategy space—whenever the equilibrium strategyi sm onotone.
19 Edelman et al. [4] and Athey and Ellison [1] directly study the “balanced bid-
ding” strategies appropriate to their models. However, both Cary et al. [2] and we
have found it necessary to require additional restrictions in the synchronous bidding
model, as convergence may not arise when balanced bidding is used in this model.
As the name suggests, restricted balanced bidding is a substrategy of the balanced
bidding strategy. Since balanced bidding leads to a unique equilibrium, these two
strategies are equivalent in equilibrium.
20 Of course, the diﬃculty of actually proving such a result will depend upon modeling
decisions.
21 This is encapsulated in two parts of our proof: Case 1 and Lemma 3.
22 For example, Cary et al. [2] and Bu et al. [7] have demonstrated how “bid cycling,” in
which advertisers bid a sequence of values repeatedly, may arise in position auctions.250 S.D. Kominers
The conditions weh a ve suggested for Steps 2 and 3 hold in many position auc-
tion settings.23 Consequently, convergence shouldb ed e m onstrable in dynamic
position auctions with suﬃciently well-behaved statice q u ilibrium strategies.
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Abstract. We consider the problem of optimizing a nonlinear objec-
tive function over a weighted independence system presented by a linear
optimization oracle. We provide a polynomial-time algorithm that deter-
mines an r-best solution for nonlinear functions of the total weight of an
independent set, where r is a constant depending on certain Frobenius
numbers of the weights and is independent of the size of the ground set.
In contrast, we show that ﬁnding an optimal (0-best) solution requires
exponential time even in a very special case of the problem.
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1 Introduction
An independence system isanonempty set of vectors S ⊆{ 0,1}n with the
property that x ∈{ 0,1}n , x ≤ y ∈ S implies x ∈ S .T he general nonlin-
ear optimization problem over a multiply-weighted independence system isa s
follows.
Nonlinear optimization over a multiply-weighted independence sys-
tem. Giveni n dependence system S ⊆{ 0,1}n ,w eight vectors w1,...,w d ∈ Zn ,
andf u nction f : Zd → R , ﬁnd x ∈ S minimizingt h eobjective
f(w1x,...,w dx)=f
⎛
⎝
n  
j=1
w1
jxj,...,
n  
j=1
wd
jxj
⎞
⎠ .
The representation oft h eobjective in the abovec omposite form has several
advantages.F i rst, for d>1,i tc a nn aturally be interpreted as multi-criteria opti-
mization: the d givenw eight vectors w1,...,w d represent d diﬀerent
criteria,w here the value of x ∈ S under criterion i is its i-th totalw eight
  This research was supported in part by the Mathematisches Forschungsinstitut
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wix =
 n
j=1 wi
jxj ; andt h eobjective ist o minimize the “balancing” f(w1x,...,
wdx)o ft h ed given criteriab y the given function f .S econd,i ta llowsu st o clas-
sify nonlinear optimization problems into ah ierarchyo f increasingg e nerality
andc omplexity: at the bottom lies standard linear optimization, recovered with
d =1and f the identityo nZ ; anda tt h et op lies the problem ofm inimizinga n
arbitrary function, which ist ypically intractable, arising with d = n and wi = 1i
the i-th standard unit vector in Zn fora ll i .
The computational complexityo f the problem depends on the number d of
weight vectors,o nthe weights wi
j ,o nthe type off u nction f and its presentation,
and on the type of independence system S and its presentation. Fore xample,
when S isamatroid, the problem can be solved in polynomial time fora ny ﬁxed
d , any {0,1,...,p}-valued weights wi
j with p ﬁxed, anda ny function f presented
by a comparison oracle, evenw hen S isp r e s e nted by am e r emembership oracle,
see [1]. Also, when S consists oft h ematchings in ag iven bipartite graph G ,
the problem can be solved in polynomial time fora ny ﬁxed d , any weights wi
j
presented in unary, anda ny concave function f , see [2]; but on the other hand,
for convex f , alreadyw i th ﬁxed d = 2a nd {0,1}-valued weights wi
j ,i t includes
as a special case the notorious exact matching problem, the complexityo f which
is long open[ 5 ] .
In viewo ft h ed iﬃcultyo f the problem already for d = 2 ,i nthisa r t icle
we take a ﬁrst step andc oncentrate on nonlinear optimization over a (singly)
weighted independence system, that is,w i th d =1,single weight vector w =
(w1,...,w n) ∈ Zn , andu nivariate function f : Z → R .T he function f can be
arbitrary and isp r e s e nted by a comparison oracle that, queried on x,y ∈ Z ,
asserts whether or not f(x) ≤ f(y).T he weights wj take on values in a p-tuple
a =( a1,...,a p)o fp ositive integers.W i thout loss ofg e neralityw ea s s u m et h a t
a =( a1,...,a p)i s primitive, byw hich wem e a n that the ai are distinct positive
integers havingg r e a t e s tc ommon divisorg c d (a): =gcd(a1,...,a p) that ise q u a l
to1.T he independence system S isp r e s e nted by a linear-optimization oracle
that, queried on vector v ∈ Zn , returnsa n element x ∈ S that maximizes
the linear function vx =
 n
j=1 vjxj .I tt u r ns out that solvingt h isp r oblem to
optimality may require exponential time (see Theorem 5), ands ow es e t t lef or
an approximate solution in the followings e nse, that is interesting in its own
right.F o ranonnegative integer r ,w es a y that x∗ ∈ S isa n r-best solution to
the optimization problem over S ift h e r ea r ea tm ost r better objective values
attained by feasibles olutions.I nparticular, a 0-best solution is optimal. Recall
that the Frobenius number ofap r imitive a ist h elargest integer F(a) that is
note xpressiblea sanonnegative integer combination oft h eai .W ep r ovet h e
followingt h e orem.
Theorem 1. For every primitive p-tuple a =( a1,...,a p) , there is a constant
r(a) and an algorithm that, given any independence system S ⊆{ 0,1}n presented
by a linear-optimization oracle, weight vector w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n , and function
f : Z → R presented by a comparison oracle, provides an r(a)-best solution to the
nonlinear problem min{f(wx):x ∈ S} , in time polynomial in n . Moreover:Nonlinear Optimization over a Weighted Independence System 253
1. If ai divides ai+1 for i =1 ,...,p−1 , then the algorithm provides an optimal
solution.
2. For p = 2 , that is, for a =( a1,a 2) , the algorithm provide an F(a)-best
solution.
In fact,w eg ivea n explicit upper bound on r(a)i nterms oft h eFrobenius
numbers of certain subtuples derived from a .
Because F(2,3) = 1 , Theorem 1( P art 2) assures us that wec a n eﬃciently
compute a 1-best solution in that case.I t is natural tow o n der thenw hether,i n
thisc a s e , ano ptimal( i . e., 0-best) solution can be calculated in polynomial time.
The nextr e s u lt indicates that thisc a nnotb ed one.
Theorem 2. There is no polynomial time algorithm for computing an optimal
(i.e., 0-best) solution of the nonlinear optimization problem min{f(wx):x ∈ S}
over an independence system presented by a linear optimization oracle with f
presented by a comparison oracle and weight vector w ∈{ 2,3}n.
The next sections gradually developt h evarious necessaryi n gredients used to
establish our main results. §2s e t ss ome notation. §3 discusses a na¨ ıves olution
strategy that does notd irectly lead to ag ood approximation, but isab a s ic
buildingb lock that isr e ﬁ ned and repeatedly used later on. §4 describes a way
ofp a r t itioninga ni n dependence system into suitablep ieces,o neach of which a
suitabler e ﬁ nement oft h ena¨ ıves t r a t e g y will be applied separately. §5 provides
some properties ofm onoids and Frobenius numbers that will allowsu st o show
that the reﬁned na¨ ıves t r a t e g y applied to each piece gives a good approxima-
tion within that piece. §6 combines all ingredients developed in §3–5, provides
ab ound on the approximation quality r(a),andp r ovides the algorithm estab-
lishing Theorem 1. §7d e m onstrates that ﬁndinga no ptimal solution isp r ovably
intractable, provingar e ﬁ ned version of Theorem 2. §8c oncludes with some ﬁnal
remarks andq u e s t ions.D ue tol ack ofs p a c e , some of the proofs are omitted
here.M o re detailsc a n be found in our Oberwolfach preprint [4].
2 Some Notation
In this section wep r ovide some notation that will be used throughout the article.
Some more speciﬁc notation will be introduced in later sections.W ed e note by
R , R+ , Z and Z+ , the reals,n o n n egativer e a ls,i n tegers and nonnegative
integers, respectively. Forap ositive integer n,w e let N := {1,...,n} .T he j-th
standard unit vector in Rn isd e noted by 1j .T he support of x ∈ Rn ist h eindex
set supp(x): ={j : xj  =0 }⊆N of nonzero entries of x .T he indicator ofa
subset J ⊆ N ist h evector 1J :=
 
j∈J 1j ∈{ 0,1}n , so that supp(1J)=J .
The positive and negative parts ofavector x ∈ Rn are denoted, respectively,
by x+,x − ∈ Rn
+ , andd e ﬁ ned by x
+
i := max{xi,0} and x
−
i := −min{xi,0} for
i =1 ,...,n.S o ,x = x+ − x− , and x
+
i x
−
i =0for i =1 ,...,n.
Unless otherwise speciﬁed, x denotes an element of {0,1}n and λ,μ,τ,ν denote
elements of Z
p
+ .T hroughout, a =( a1,...,a p)i saprimitive p-tuple, byw hich we254 J. Lee, S. Onn, and R. Weismantel
mean that the ai are distinct positive integers havingg r e a t e s tc ommon divisor
gcd(a): =gcd(a1,...,a p) equal to1.W e will be working with weights taking
values in a , that is,v ectors w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n .W i th such a weight vector w
beingc lear fromt h ec ontext,w e let Ni := {j ∈ N : wj = ai} for i =1 ,...,p,
so that N =
 p
i=1 Ni .F o r x ∈{ 0,1}n we let λi(x): =|supp(x) ∩ Ni| for
i =1 ,...,p, and λ(x): =( λ1(x),...,λ p(x)) , so that wx = λ(x)a .F o r integers
z,s ∈ Z andas e tof integers Z ⊆ Z ,w ed e ﬁ ne z + sZ := {z + sx : x ∈ Z} .
3A N a ¨ ıve Strategy
Consider a set S ⊆{ 0,1}n ,w eight vector w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n , andf u nction
f : Z → R presented by ac omparison oracle.D eﬁnet h eimage of S under w to
be the set of values wx taken by elements of S ,
w · S :=
 
wx =
 n
j=1 wjxj : x ∈ S
 
⊆ Z+ .
Ase xplained in the introduction, foranonnegative integer r ,w es a y that x∗ ∈ S
isa n r-best solution ift h e r ea r ea tm ost r better objective values attained by
feasibles olutions.F o rmally, x∗ ∈ S isa n r-best solution if
|{f(wx):f(wx) <f(wx∗) ,x ∈ S}| ≤ r.
Wep oint out the followings imple observation.
Proposition 1. If f is given by a comparison oracle, then a necessary condition
for any algorithm to ﬁnd an r-best solution to the problem min{f(wx):x ∈ S}
is that it computes all but at most r values of the image w · S of S under w .
Note that this necessary condition isa lso suﬃcientf orc omputingt h eweight wx∗
ofa n r-best solution, but notf orc omputinga n actual r-best solution x∗ ∈ S ,
which may be harder.
Any point ¯ x attainingm a x{wx : x ∈ S} provides an approximation oft h e
image given by
{wx : x ≤ ¯ x}⊆w · S ⊆{ 0,1,...,w¯ x} . (1)
This suggests the following naturaln a¨ ıves t r a t e g y forﬁ ndinga n approximate
solution to the optimization problem over ani n dependence system S that is
presented by a linear-optimization oracle.
Na¨ ıve Strategy
input independence system S ⊆{ 0,1}n presented by a
linear-optimization oracle, f : Z → R presented by ac omparison oracle,
and w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n ;
obtain ¯ x attainingm a x{wx : x ∈ S} usingt h elinear-optimization
oraclef or S ;
output x∗ as one attainingm in{f(wx):x ≤ ¯ x} usingt h ea lgorithm of
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Unfortunately, as the nexte xamples h ows, the number of values oft h eimage
that are missingf r om the approximatings e ton the left-hands ide ofe q u a t ion (1)
cannotg e nerally be bounded by any constant.S obyP roposition 1, thiss t r a t e g y
cannotb eu s e das is too btain ap r ovably good approximation.
Example 1. Let a := (1,2),n := 4m , y :=
 2m
i=1 1i , z :=
 4m
i=2m+1 1i , and
w := y + 2z , that is,
y =( 1 ,...,1,0,...,0),z =( 0 ,...,0,1,...,1),w =( 1 ,...,1,2,...,2),
deﬁne f on Z by
f(k): =
 
k, kodd;
2m,keven,
and let S be the independence system
S := {x ∈{ 0,1}
n : x ≤ y}∪{ x ∈{ 0,1}
n : x ≤ z} .
Then the unique optimal solution oft h elinear-objectivep r oblem max{wx : x ∈
S} is ¯ x := z ,w i th w¯ x = 4m , andt h e r e f ore
{wx : x ≤ ¯ x} = {2i : i =0 ,1,...,2m} , and
w · S = {i : i =0 ,1,...,2m}∪{ 2i : i =0 ,1,...,2m} .
So all m odd values (i.e., 1,3,...,2m − 1) in the image w · S are missing
from the approximatings e t{wx : x ≤ ¯ x} on the left-hands ide of (1), and
x∗ attainingm in{f(wx):x ≤ ¯ x} output by the aboves t r a t e g y has ob-
jective value f(wx∗)=2m ,w hilet h e r ea r em = n
4 better objective values
(i.e., 1,3,...,2m − 1) attainableb y feasiblep oints (e.g.,
 k
i=1 1i , for k =
1,3,...,2m − 1).
Nonetheless, am ore sophisticated reﬁnement oft h ena¨ ıves t r a t e g y, applied re-
peatedly to several suitably chosen subsets of S rather than S itself, will lead
to ag ood approximation. In the nextt wo sections,w ed e velopt h enecessary
ingredients that enableu st oi mplements u c har e ﬁ nement oft h ena¨ ıves t r a t e g y
andt o prove a guarantee on the qualityo f the approximation itp r ovides.B efore
proceedingt o the next section, we note that the na¨ ıves t r a t e g y can be eﬃciently
implemented as follows.
Lemma 1. For every ﬁxed p-tuple a , there is a polynomial-time algorithm that,
given univariate function f : Z → R presented by a comparison oracle, weight
vector w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n ,a n d¯ x ∈{ 0,1}n , solves
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Proof. Consider the followinga lgorithm:
input function f : Z → R presented by ac omparison oracle,
w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n and ¯ x ∈{ 0,1}n ;
let Ni := {j : wj = ai} and τi := λi(¯ x)=|supp(¯ x) ∩ Ni|,i =1 ,...,p;
for every choice of ν =( ν1,...,ν p) ≤ (τ1,...,τ p)=τ do
determine some xν ≤ ¯ x with λi(xν)=|supp(xν) ∩ Ni| = νi,
i =1 ,...,p;
end
output x∗ as onem inimizing f(wx) amongt h exν by usingt h e
comparison oracle of f .
Since the value wx depends only on the cardinalities |supp(x)∩Ni|,i=1 ,...,p,
it isc lear that
{wx : x ≤ ¯ x} = {wxν : ν ≤ τ} .
Clearly, fore a c hc h oice ν ≤ τ it ise a s y to determines ome xν ≤ ¯ x by zeroing out
suitablee ntries of ¯ x .T he number ofc h oices ν ≤ τ andh e nce of loop iterations
andc omparison-oracleq u e r ies of f to determine x∗ is
p  
i=1
(τi +1 ) ≤ (n +1 ) p .    
4 Partitions of Independence Systems
Deﬁnet h eface of S ⊆{ 0,1}n determined by two disjoint subsets L,U ⊆ N =
{1,...,n} to be
S
U
L := {x ∈ S : xj =0for j ∈ L, x j =1for j ∈ U} .
Our ﬁrst simple lemma reduces linear optimization over faces of S to linear
optimization over S .W e omit the proof which can be found in our preprint [4].
Lemma 2. Consider any nonempty set S ⊆{ 0,1}n , weight vector w ∈ Zn ,
and disjoint subsets L,U ⊆ N .L e tα := 1 + 2nmax|wj| ,l e t1L,1U ∈{ 0,1}n
be the indicators of L,U respectively, and let
v := max{(w + α(1U − 1L))x : x ∈ S}−| U|α
= max
 
wx − α
  
j∈U(1 − xj)+
 
j∈L xj
 
: x ∈ S
 
. (2)
Then either v>−1
2α,i nw h i c hc a s emax{wx : x ∈ SU
L} = v and the set of
maximizers of wx over SU
L is equal to the set of maximizers of the program (2),
or v<−1
2α ,i nw h i c hc a s eSU
L is empty.
Let S ⊆{ 0,1}n and w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n be arbitrary, and let Ni := {j ∈
N : wj = ai} as usual. Asu s u a l, for x ∈ S ,l et λi(x): =|supp(x) ∩ Ni|
fore a c hi .F o r p-tuples μ =( μ1,...,μ p) and λ =( λ1,...,λ p)i nZ
p
+ with
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Sλ
μ :=
 
x ∈ S :
λi(x)=μi , if μi <λ i ,
λi(x) ≥ μi , if μi = λi .
 
. (3)
The proof oft h ef ollowing statement ise a s y and omitted.
Proposition 2. Let S ⊆{ 0,1}n be arbitrary. Then every λ ∈ Z
p
+ induces a
partition of S given by
S =
 
μ≤λ
Sλ
μ .
Lemma 3. For all ﬁxed p-tuples a and λ ∈ Z
p
+ , there is a polynomial-time algo-
rithm that, given any independence system S presented by a linear-optimization
oracle, w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n ,a n dμ ∈ Z
p
+ with μ ≤ λ , solves
max
 
wx : x ∈ Sλ
μ
 
.
Proof. Consider the followinga lgorithm:
input independence system S ⊆{ 0,1}n presented by a
linear-optimization oracle , w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n , and μ ≤ λ ;
let I := {i : μi <λ i} and Ni := {j ∈ N : wj = ai},i =1 ,...,p;
for every Si ⊆ Ni with |Si| = μi,i =1 ,...,p, ifa ny, do
let L :=
 
i∈I (Ni \ Si) and U :=
 p
i=1 Si ;
ﬁnd by the algorithm of Lemma 2 an x(S1,...,S p) attaining
max{wx : x ∈ SU
L} ifa ny;
end
output x∗ as onem a ximizing wx amonga ll oft h ex(S1,...,S p)( i fa ny)
found in the loopa b ove .
It isc lear that Sλ
μ ist h eu nion oft h eSU
L over all choices S1,...,S p as above, and
therefore x∗ is indeed a maximizer of wx over Sλ
μ .T he number ofs u c hc h oices
andh e nce of loop iterations is
p  
i=1
 
|Ni|
μi
 
≤
p  
i=1
n
μi ≤
p  
i=1
n
λi ,
which isp olynomial because λ isﬁ xed.I neach iteration, weﬁ nd x(S1,...,S p)
maximizing wx over SU
L or detect SU
L = ∅ by applyingt h ea lgorithm of Lemma
2u s ingas ingleq u e r yo ft h elinear-optimization oraclef or S .    
We will later show that, foras u itablec h oice of λ ,w ec a n guarantee that, for
every block Sλ
μ of the partition of S induced by λ , the na¨ ıves t r a t e g y applied to
Sλ
μ does giveag oods olution, with only ac onstant number of better objective
values obtainableb y solutions within Sλ
μ .F o rt h is,w ep r oceed nextt o take a
closer looka tt h em onoidg e nerated by a p-tuple a anda ts u itabler e s t r ictions
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5 Monoids and Frobenius Numbers
Recall that a p-tuple a =( a1,...,a p)i s primitive ift h eai are distinct positive
integers havingg r e a t e s tc ommon divisorg c d (a)=gcd(a1,...,a p)i s 1.F o r
p =1,the only primitive a =( a1)i st h eone with a1 =1.T he monoid of
a =( a1,...,a p)i st h es e tof nonnegative integer combinations of its entries,
M(a)=
 
μa =
 p
i=1 μiai : μ ∈ Z
p
+
 
.
The gap set of a ist h es e tG(a): =Z+ \ M(a) and is well known to be ﬁnite
[3]. Ifa ll ai ≥ 2 , then G(a)i s nonempty, and its maximum element isk nown as
the Frobenius number of a , and will be denoted byF ( a): =maxG(a).I fs ome
ai =1,then G(a)=∅ ,i nw hich case wed e ﬁ ne F(a): =0by convention. Also,
we let F(a): =0by convention for the empty p-tuple a =( )w i th p =0.
Example 2. If a =( 3 ,5) then the gap set is G(a)={1,2,4,7}, andt h eFrobenius
number is F(a)=7 .
Classical results of Schur and Sylvester, respectively, assert that fora ll p ≥ 2a nd
all a =( a1,...,a p)w i th each ai ≥ 2 , the Frobenius number obeys the upper
bound
F(a)+1 ≤ min{(ai − 1)(aj − 1) : 1 ≤ i<j≤ p} , (4)
with equalityF ( a)+1=(a1−1)(a2−1) holdingf or p = 2 .S ee [3] and references
therein forp r oofs.
Deﬁnet h erestriction of M(a) by λ ∈ Z
p
+ to be the following subset of M(a):
M(a,λ): ={μa : μ ∈ Z
p
+ ,μ ≤ λ} .
Wes t a r twith two simplef a c t s , the proofs of which are omitted.
Proposition 3. For every λ ∈ Z
p
+ , M(a,λ) is symmetric on {0,1,...,λa} ,
that is, we have that g ∈ M(a,λ) if and only if λa − g ∈ M(a,λ) .
Recall that for z,s ∈ Z and Z ⊆ Z ,w e let z + sZ := {z + sx : x ∈ Z} .
Proposition 4. For every λ ∈ Z
p
+ , we have
M(a,λ) ⊆{ 0,1,...,λa}\(G(a) ∪ (λa − G(a))) . (5)
Call λ ∈ Z
p
+ saturated for a if (5) holds for λ with equality. In particular,i fs ome
ai =1,then λ saturated for a implies M(a,λ)={0,1,...,λa} .
Example 2, continued. For a =( 3 ,5) ands a y λ =( 3 ,4),w eh a ve λa = 29, and it
can be easily checked that there are two values,n amely 12 = 4·3+0·5 and 17 =
4·3+1·5,that arenot in M(a,λ) but are in {0,1,...,λa}\(G(a) ∪ (λa − G(a))) .
Hence,i nthisc a s eλ is not saturated for a .
Let max(a): =max{a1,...,a p} . Call a =( a1,...,a p) divisible if ai divides
ai+1 for i =1 ,...p− 1.T he followingt h e orem asserts that, fora ny ﬁxed
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Theorem 3. Let a =( a1,...,a p) be any primitive p-tuple. Then the following
statements hold:
1. Every λ =( λ1,...,λ p) satisfying λi ≥ max(a) for i =1 ,...,p is saturated
for a .
2. For divisible a , every λ =( λ1,...,λ p) satisfying λi ≥
ai+1
ai − 1 for i =
1,...,p− 1 is saturated for a .
Proof. Wep r ovide only the proof of Part 2.T he proof of Part 1w hich iss ome-
what lengthy andt e d ious is omitted andc a n be found in our preprint [4].
To prove Part 2,w eb e g in by using induction on p .F o r p =1,w eh a ve
a1 =1,ande very λ =( λ1)i s saturated because every0≤ v ≤ λa = λ1 satisﬁes
v = μa = μ1 for μ ≤ λ given by μ =( μ1)w i th μ1 = v .
Nextc onsider p>1.W eu s einduction on λp .S uppose ﬁrst that λp =0.
Let a  := (a1,...,a p−1) and λ  := (λ1,...,λ p−1).Consider any value 0 ≤
v ≤ λa = λ a  .S i n ce λ  is saturated byi n duction on p , there exists μ  ≤ λ 
with v = μ a  .T hen, μ := (μ ,0) ≤ λ and v = μa .S oλ isa lso saturated.
Next, consider λp > 0.L et τ := (λ1,...,λ p−1,λ p − 1) . Consider any value
0 ≤ v ≤ τa = λa − ap .S i n ce τ is saturated byi n duction on λp , there isa
μ ≤ τ<λwith v = μa , ands o v ∈ M(a,τ) ⊆ M(a,λ).M o reover, v + ap =ˆ μa
with ˆ μ := (μ1,...,μ p−1,μ p +1 )≤ λ , so v + ap ∈ M(a,λ) as well. Therefore
{0,1,...,τa}∪{ ap,a p +1 ,...,λa}⊆M(a,λ) . (6)
Now,
τa =
p  
i=1
τiai ≥
p−1  
i=1
λiai ≥
p−1  
i=1
 
ai+1
ai
− 1
 
ai =
p−1  
i=1
(ai+1 −ai)=ap −1 ,
implyingt h eleft-hands ide of (6) is in fact equal to {0,1,...,λa} .S oλ is indeed
saturated.T hisc ompletes the double induction and the proof of Part 2.    
6 Obtaining an r-Best Solution
Wec a nn o wcombinea ll the ingredients developed in the previous sectionsa nd
provide our algorithm.L et a =( a1,...,a p) be a ﬁxed primitive p-tuple.D eﬁne
λ =( λ1,...,λ p) by λi := max(a) fore very i .F o r μ ≤ λ deﬁne
Iλ
μ := {i : μi = λi} and aλ
μ :=
 
ai
gcd(ai : i ∈ Iλ
μ)
: i ∈ Iλ
μ
 
.
Finally, deﬁne
r(a): =
 
μ≤λ
F(aλ
μ) . (7)
The nextc orollary gives some estimates on r(a),i n cludingag e neral bound
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Corollary 1. Let a =( a1,...,a p) be any primitive p-tuple. Then the following
hold:
1. An upper bound on r(a) is given by r(a) ≤ (2max(a))
p .
2. For divisible a , we have r(a)=0.
3. For p = 2 , that is, for a =( a1,a 2) , we have r(a)=F ( a) .
Proof. Deﬁne λ =( λ1,...,λ p) by λi := max(a) fore very i .F i rst note that if
Iλ
μ ise m p t yo ras ingleton then aλ
μ ise m p t yo r aλ
μ =1,andh e nce F(aλ
μ)=0.
Part 1: As noted,F ( aλ
μ)=0fore a c hμ ≤ λ with |Iλ
μ|≤1.T here are at most
2p(max(a))p−2 p-tuples μ ≤ λ with |Iλ
μ|≥2a ndf ore a c h , the bound ofe q u a t ion
(4)i mplies F(aλ
μ) ≤ (max(a))2 .H ence
r(a) ≤ 2p(max(a))p−2(max(a))2 ≤ (2max(a))
p .
Part 2:I f a isd ivisible, then the least entryo fe veryn o n empty aλ
μ is 1,and
hence F(aλ
μ)=0fore very μ ≤ λ .T herefore r(a)=0.
Part 3: As noted,F ( aλ
μ)=0fore a c hμ ≤ λ with |Iλ
μ|≤1.F o r p = 2 , the
only μ ≤ λ with |Iλ
μ| = 2 is μ = λ .B ecause aλ
λ = a ,w e obtain r(a)=F ( a).    
Wea r enow in position to provet h ef ollowingr e ﬁ ned version of our main theorem
(Theorem 1).
Theorem 4. For every primitive p-tuple a =( a1,...,a p) ,w i t hr(a) as in (7)
above, there is an algorithm that, given any independence system S ⊆{ 0,1}n
presented by a linear-optimization oracle, weight vector w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n ,a n d
function f : Z → R presented by a comparison oracle, provides an r(a)-best
solution to the nonlinear problem min{f(wx):x ∈ S} , in time polynomial in
n . Moreover:
1. If ai divides ai+1 for i =1 ,...,p−1 , then the algorithm provides an optimal
solution.
2. For p = 2 , that is, for a =( a1,a 2) , the algorithm provide an F(a)-best
solution.
Proof. Consider the followinga lgorithm:
input independence system S ⊆{ 0,1}n presented by a
linear-optimization oracle, f : Z → R presented by ac omparison oracle,
and w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n ;
deﬁne λ =( λ1,...,λ p) by λi := max(a) fore very i ;
for every choice of p-tuple μ ∈ Z
p
+ ,μ ≤ λ do
ﬁnd by the algorithm of Lemma 3 an xμ attaining
max{wx : x ∈ Sλ
μ} ifa ny;
if Sλ
μ  = ∅ then ﬁndb y the algorithm of Lemma 1 an x∗
μ attaining
min{f(wx):x ∈{ 0,1}n ,x ≤ xμ} ;
end
output x∗ as onem inimizing f(wx) amongt h ex∗
μ .Nonlinear Optimization over a Weighted Independence System 261
First note that the number of p-tuples μ ≤ λ andh e nce of loop iterationsa nd
applications oft h ep olynomial-time algorithms of Lemma 1 and Lemma 3i s  p
i=1(λi +1 )=( 1+max(a))p which isc onstants ince a isﬁ xed.T herefore the
entire runningt ime oft h ea lgorithm isp olynomial.
Consider any p-tuple μ ≤ λ with Sλ
μ  = ∅ , and let xμ be ano ptimal solution
ofm a x{wx : x ∈ Sλ
μ} determined by the algorithm.L et I := Iλ
μ = {i : μi =
λi} ,l et g := gcd(ai : i ∈ I),l et ¯ a := aλ
μ = 1
g(ai : i ∈ I),and let
h :=
 
{μiai : i/ ∈ I} .F o re a c hp oint x ∈{ 0,1}n andf ore a c hi =1 ,...,p ,
let as usual λi(x): =|supp(x) ∩ Ni| ,w here Ni = {j : wj = ai} , and let
¯ λ(x): =( λi(x):i ∈ I).B ythe deﬁnition of Sλ
μ in equation (3) and of I above,
fore a c hx ∈ Sλ
μ weh a ve
wx =
 
i/ ∈I
λi(x)ai +
 
i∈I
λi(x)ai =
 
i/ ∈I
μiai + g
 
i∈I
λi(x)
1
g
ai = h + g¯ λ(x)¯ a.
In particular, fore very x ∈ Sλ
μ weh a ve wx ∈ h + gM(¯ a) and wx ≤ wxμ =
h + g¯ λ(xμ)¯ a , andt h e r e f ore
w · Sλ
μ ⊆ h + g
 
M(¯ a) ∩{ 0,1...,¯ λ(xμ)¯ a}
 
.
Let T := {x : x ≤ xμ} . Clearly, fora ny ¯ ν ≤ ¯ λ(xμ) there isa n x ∈ T obtained
by zeroing out suitablee ntries of xμ such that ¯ λ(x)=¯ ν and λi(x)=λi(xμ)=μi
for i/ ∈ I , andh e nce wx = h + g¯ ν¯ a .T herefore
h + gM
 
¯ a, ¯ λ(xμ)
 
⊆ w · T.
Since xμ ∈ Sλ
μ , by the deﬁnition of Sλ
μ and I , fore a c hi ∈ I weh a ve
λi(xμ)=|supp(x) ∩ Ni|≥μi = λi = max(a) ≥ max(¯ a) .
Therefore, byT heorem 3, wec onclude that ¯ λ(xμ)=( λi(xμ):i ∈ I)i s saturated
for ¯ a andh e nce
M
 
¯ a, ¯ λ(xμ)
 
=
 
M(¯ a) ∩{ 0,1...,¯ λ(xμ)¯ a}
 
\
 ¯ λ(xμ)¯ a − G(¯ a)
 
.
This implies that
w · Sλ
μ \ w · T ⊆ h + g
 ¯ λ(xμ)¯ a − G(¯ a)
 
,
andh e nce
|w · Sλ
μ \ w · T|≤| G(¯ a)| =F ( ¯ a) .
Therefore, as compared to the objective value oft h eoptimal solution x∗
μ of
min{f(wx):x ∈ T} = min{f(wx):x ≤ xμ}
determined by the algorithm, at most F(¯ a) better objective values are attained
by points in Sλ
μ .
Since S =
 
μ≤λ Sλ
μ byP roposition 2, the independence system S has alto-
gether at most  
μ≤λ
F(aλ
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better objective values f(wx) attainablet h a n that oft h es olution x∗ output
by the algorithm.T herefore x∗ is indeed an r(a)-best solution to the nonlinear
optimization problem over the (singly) weighted independence system.    
In fact, as the abovep r oof of Theorem 4 shows,o ur algorithm provides a better,
g(a)-best, solution, where g(a)i sd e ﬁ ned as follows in terms oft h ec a r d inalities
of the gap sets of the subtuples aλ
μ with λ deﬁned again by λi := 2max(a) for
all i (in particular, g(a)=|G(a)| for p = 2),
g(a): =
 
μ≤λ
|G(aλ
μ)| . (8)
7 Finding an Optimal Solution Requires Exponential
Time
We now demonstrate that our results are best possible in the followings e nse.
Consider a := (2,3). Because F(2,3) = 1, Theorem 1( P art 2) assures that
our algorithm produces a 1-best solution in polynomial time.W e nexte s t a b lish
ar e ﬁ ned version of Theorem 2, showingt h a ta0-best (i.e., optimal) solution
cannot be found in polynomial time.
Theorem 5. There is no polynomial time algorithm for computing a 0-best (i.e.,
optimal) solution of the nonlinear optimization problem min{f(wx):x ∈ S}
over an independence system presented by a linear optimization oracle with f
presented by a comparison oracle and weight vector w ∈{ 2,3}n. In fact, to solve
the nonlinear optimization problem over every independence system S with a
ground set of n = 4m elements with m ≥ 2,a tl e a s t
  2m
m+1
 
≥ 2m queries of the
oracle presenting S are needed.
Proof. Let n := 4m with m ≥ 2, I := {1,...,2m}, J := {2m +1 ,...,4m}, and
let w := 2 · 1I +3· 1J .F o r E ⊆{ 1,...,n} anda ny nonnegative integer k ,l et  E
k
 
be the set ofa ll k-element subsets of E.F o r i =0 ,1,2 ,l et
Ti :=
 
x = 1A + 1B : A ∈
 
I
m + i
 
,B∈
 
J
m − i
  
⊂{ 0,1}
n .
Let S be the independence system generated by T0 ∪ T2, that is,
S := {z ∈{ 0,1}n : z ≤ x,fors ome x ∈ T0 ∪ T2} .
Note that the w-image of S is
w · S = {0,...,5m}\{ 1,5m − 1} .
Fore very y ∈ T1 ,l et Sy := S ∪{ y} .N o te that each Sy isa ni n dependence
system as well, but with w-image
w · Sy = {0,...,5m}\{ 1} ;
that is, the w-image ofe a c hSy isp r e c isely the w-image of S augmented by the
value 5m − 1.Nonlinear Optimization over a Weighted Independence System 263
Finally, fore a c hvector c ∈ Zn ,l et
Y (c): ={y ∈ T1 : cy > max{cx : x ∈ S}} .
Claim: |Y (c)|≤
  2m
m−1
 
fore very c ∈ Zn .
Proof of Claim: Consider two elements (ifa ny) y,z ∈ Y (c).T hen y = 1A + 1B
and z = 1U +1V fors ome A,U ∈
  I
m+1
 
and B,V ∈
  J
m−1
 
.S uppose,i n directly,
that A  = U and B  = V .P i ck a ∈ A \ U and v ∈ V \ B . Consider the following
vectors,
x0 := y − 1a + 1v ∈ T0 ,
x
2 := z + 1a − 1v ∈ T2 .
Now y,z ∈ Y (c) and x0,x 2 ∈ S imply the contradiction
ca − cv = cy − cx0 > 0 ,
cv − ca = cz − cx2 > 0 .
This implies that all vectors in Y (c) are oft h ef orm 1A + 1B with either A ∈   I
m+1
 
ﬁxed,i nw hich case |Y (c)|≤
  2m
m−1
 
,o r B ∈
  J
m−1
 
ﬁxed,i nw hich case
|Y (c)|≤
  2m
m+1
 
=
  2m
m−1
 
, as claimed.
Continuing with the proof of our theorem, consider any algorithm, and let
c1,...,c p ∈ Zn be the sequence of oracleq u e r ies made by the algorithm.S uppose
that p<
  2m
m+1
 
.T hen
 
 
 
   
p  
i=1
Y (ci)
 
 
 
   
≤
p  
i=1
|Y (ci)|≤p
 
2m
m − 1
 
<
 
2m
m +1
  
2m
m − 1
 
= |T1| .
This implies that there exists some y ∈ T1 that isa n element of none oft h e
Y (ci),that is, satisﬁes ciy ≤ max{cix : x ∈ S} fore a c hi =1 ,...,p.T herefore,
whether the linear optimization oraclep r e s e nts S or Sy ,o neach query ci itc a n
reply with some xi ∈ S attaining
c
ix
i = max{c
ix : x ∈ S} = max{c
ix : x ∈ Sy} .
Therefore, the algorithm cannott e ll whether the oraclep r e s e nts S or Sy and
hence cann either compute the w-image oft h eindependence system nors olve
the nonlinear optimization problem correctly.    
8 Discussion
We view thisa r t icle as a ﬁrst step in understandingt h ec omplexityo ft h eg e n-
eral nonlinear optimization problem over ani n dependence system presented by
ano racle. Our work raises many intriguingq u e s t ions includingt h ef ollowing.
Can the saturated λ for a be better understood ore ven characterized? Can a
saturated λ smaller than that with λi = max(a) be determined fore very a and264 J. Lee, S. Onn, and R. Weismantel
be used too btain better running-time guarantee fort h ea lgorithm of Theorem 1
and better approximation quality r(a)?Can tighter bounds on r(a)i nequation
(7) and g(a)i nequation (8) andp ossibly formulas for r(a) and g(a) fors m a ll
values of p,i nparticular p =3 ,be derived?F o r which primitive p-tuples a can
an exact solution to the nonlinear optimization problem over a (singly) weighted
independence system be obtained in polynomial time, at least fors m a ll p,i n
particular p = 2 ?F o r p = 2 wek now that wec a nw hen a1 divides a2 , and we
cannot when a := (2,3) , but wed on o th a veac omplete characterization. How
about d = 2 ?W hilet h is includes the notorious exact matchingp r oblem [5] as
as p e c ial case,i tm a y still be that a polynomial-time solution isp ossible.A n d
how about larger, but ﬁxed, d ?
In another direction, itc a n be interestingt o consider the problem forf u nctions
f with some structure that helps tol o calize minima.F o r instance,i f f : R → R
isc oncave ore ven more generally quasiconcave (that is,i ts “upper level sets”
{z ∈ R : f(z) ≥ ˜ f} are convex subsets of R , fora ll ˜ f ∈ R ), then the optimal
value min{f(wx):x ∈ S} isa lways attained on the boundaryo fc onv(w · S),
i.e., if x∗ isam inimizer, then either wx∗ =0o r wx∗ attainsm a x{wx : x ∈ S} ,
so the problem ise a s ily solvableb y as ingleq u e r y to the linear-optimization
oraclep r e s e nting S andas ingleq u e r y to the comparison oracle of f .A l so, if
f isc onvexo re ven more generally quasiconvex( that is,i ts “lower level sets”
{z ∈ R : f(z) ≤ ˜ f} are convex subsets of R , fora ll ˜ f ∈ R), then am u c h
simpliﬁed version oft h ea lgorithm (from the proof of Theorem 4) gives an r-
best solution as well, as follows (see our preprint [4] forap r oof).
Proposition 5. For every primitive p-tuple a =( a1,...,a p) ,t h e r ei s
an algorithm that, given independence system S ⊆{ 0,1}n presented by a linear-
optimization oracle, weight vector w ∈{ a1,...,a p}n , and quasiconvex function
f : R → R presented by a comparison oracle, provides a (max(a) − 1)-best
solution to the nonlinear problem min{f(wx):x ∈ S}, in time polynomial in n.
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Abstract. Motivated by providing diﬀerentiated services in the Inter-
net, we consider online buﬀer management algorithms for quality-of-
service network switches. We study a multi-buﬀer model. Packets have
values and deadlines; they arrive at a switch over time. The switch con-
sists of multiple buﬀers whose sizes are bounded. In each time step, only
one pending packet can be sent. Our objective is to maximize the total
value of the packets sent by their deadlines. We employ competitive anal-
ysis to measure an online algorithm’s performance. In this paper, we ﬁrst
show that the lower bound of competitive ratio of a broad family of online
algorithms is 2. Then we propose a (3 +
√
3 ≈ 4.723)-competitive deter-
ministic algorithm, which is improved from the previously best-known
result 9.82 (Azar and Levy. SWAT 2006).
1 Introduction
Motivated by providingq u a lity-of-service fort h enext-generation networks,w e
study am odel called a multi-buﬀer model.T i me isd iscretized into time steps.
Packets arrivea tas witch over time and each packet p isa s s ociated with an
integer arrivingt ime (release time) rp ∈ R+, a non-negative weight wp ∈ R+,
ani n teger deadline dp ∈ Z+ (dp ≥ rp,∀p), andat a r g e tb u ﬀer (oft h es witch)
that itc a n reside in. In the context oft h isp a p e r ,w eu s e“value” and “weight”
interchangeably. The deadline dp speciﬁes the time byw hich p shouldb es e nt.
Thism odeli s preemptive:P ackets already existing in the buﬀers can be dropped
any time before they are transmitted.Adropped packet cannotb ed e livered any
more.T he switch consists of m size-bounded buﬀers: B1,B 2, ..., B m.A t
any time, each buﬀer Bi queues at most bi ∈ Z+ packets, ∀i =1 , 2, ..., m.
(If m =1 ,w ec a ll this variantasingle-buﬀer model.) A packet has only one
destined buﬀer to stayi nbefore it ise ither sent or preempted/dropped.I neach
time step, at most onep e ndingp a c k e tc a n be sent. Our objective ist o maximize
weighted throughput, deﬁned as the totalv alue oft h et r a nsmitted packets by
their respectived e a d lines.
Schedulingp a c k e t swith deadlines is essentially an onlined e c ision problem.
In order to evaluate the worst-case performance ofa n onlinea lgorithm lacking
  Research is partially supported by the Seed Grant from the Oﬃce of the Vice Pres-
ident for Research and Economic Development at George Mason University.
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 265–278, 2009.
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of future input information, wec ompare it with a clairvoyant algorithm which is
empowered to know the whole input sequence in advance to make its decision. In
contrast to stochastica lgorithms that provide statistical guarantees under some
mild assumptions on input sequences, competitive online algorithms guarantee
the worst-case performance.M o reover, competitivea nalysis is off u ndamental
importance,i far e a s onable approximation oft h einput probability distribution
is nota vailable orr e liable,o r ifa nalyticalw o rst-case performance guarantee is
what we are seekingf or.
Deﬁnition 1. Competitive ratio [4]. A deterministic online algorithm ON is
called k-competitive if its weighted throughput on any instance is at least 1/k of
the weighted throughput of an optimal oﬄine algorithm on the same instance:
k = max
I
OPT(I) − γ
ON(I)
where γ is a constant, OPT(I) is the optimal solution of an input I.T h ep a r a m -
eter k is known as ON’s competitiver a t io. The optimal oﬄine algorithm OPT is
also called adversary.
The upper bounds ofc ompetitiver a t io are achieved by some known onlinea lgo-
rithms.Acompetitiver a t io less than the lower bound is notr e a c h a b leb y any
onlinea lgorithm.I ft h ea d d itivec onstant γ is no larger than0 ,the onlinea l-
gorithm ON isc a lled strictly k-competitive.I nthisp a p e r ,w ed e s ign anda nalyze
better onlinea lgorithms,i nterms ofc ompetitiver a t io, fors c h e d u ling weighted
packets with deadlines in bounded buﬀers.
1.1 Related Work
The ﬁrst quality-of-service buﬀer managementm odeli s introduced in [1]. Since
then, quite a few researchershaves t u d ied thism odel as well as its variants [5], [9],
[10], [11], [13], [14]. Many previous studies address the singleb u ﬀer case with an
inﬁnitely-large buﬀer.S uch modeli sc a lled a bounded-delay model.T he only work
addressings c h e d u lingp a c k e t sin size-bounded buﬀer(s)i st h emulti-buﬀer model
proposed byA zar and Levy in [3]. A deterministic 9.82-competitivea lgorithm
isp r e s e nted.T his ist h em odelw es t u d yi nthisp a p e r .N o te that if the buﬀer
sizes are unlimited, the multi-buﬀer modeli st h es a m ea st h eb ounded-delay
buﬀer model. Thus, the lower bound ofc ompetitiver a t io φ := (1 +
√
5)/2 ≈
1.618 [2], [5] fort h eb ounded-delay model directly applies to the multi-buﬀer
model. Fort h es ize-bounded single-buﬀer model (that is,w hen the number of
buﬀers m =1 ) ,a 3-competitive deterministica lgorithm anda(φ2 ≈ 2.618)-
competitiver a ndomized algorithm haveb e e n proposed in [12].
1.2 Our Contributions
Our main contributions in thisp a p e rinclude a (3 +
√
3 ≈ 4.732)-competitive
deterministica lgorithm andalower bound2ofc ompetitiver a t io forab r oad
family ofa lgorithms.B o th lower bounds and upper bounds ofc ompetitiver a t io
oft h em u lti-buﬀer model are improved.Improved Online Algorithms for Multiplexing Weighted Packets 267
2 Algorithms and Analysis
Atﬁ r s t ,w e introduce a few concepts.T henw ep r ovet h elower bound2of
competitiver a t io forab r oad family of onlinea lgorithms.A t last,w ep r e s e nta n
onlinea lgorithm and its analysis.
Deﬁnition 2. Provisional schedule [6], [9]. At any time t,aprovisional
schedule St is a schedule for the pending packets at time t (assuming no new
arriving packets). This schedule speciﬁes the set of packets to be transmitted, and
for each it speciﬁes the delivery time.
Deﬁnition 3. Optimal provisional schedule [6], [9]. Given a set of pending
packets, an optimal provisional schedule is the one achieving the maximum total
value of packets among all provisional schedules.
Weu s eSt to denote both the provisional schedulef ort ime steps [t, +∞) and
the set ofp a c k e t ss p e c iﬁed by the schedule.A l lknown onlinea lgorithms for
the bounded-delay model[ 5 ] ,[ 7], [9], [10], [11], [13], [14] calculate the optimal
provisional schedules at the beginning ofe a c ht ime step.T hese algorithms diﬀer
only by the packets they select to send.T he onlinea lgorithms in such a broad
family are deﬁned as the best-eﬀort admission algorithms.
Deﬁnition 4. Best-eﬀort admission algorithm. Consider an online algo-
rithm ON and a set of pending packets Pt at any time t.I fON calculates the
optimal provisional schedule St on Pt and selects one packet from St to send in
step t,w ec a l lON a best-eﬀort admission algorithm.
2.1 The Lower Bound of Competitive Ratio
In this section, wec r e a t ea ni n stance to prove that the lower bound ofc ompetitive
ratio fora ll best-eﬀort admission algorithms is2 .N o te that fort h eb ounded-delay
modeli nw hich the singleb u ﬀer size b =+ ∞, the lower bound ofc ompetitive
ratio is φ ≈ 1.618 [5], [1]. This lower boundh olds forb e s t -eﬀort admission
algorithms as well. Here,w e improvet h elower boundf r om 1.618t o 2f ort h e
modeli nw hich buﬀer sizes are restricted.
Theorem 1. Consider the single-buﬀer model in which the number of buﬀers
m =1 . The lower bound of competitive ratio for best-eﬀort admission algorithms
is 2. This lower bound holds for the multi-buﬀer model in which m>1 as well.
Proof. In the following instance,w es h ow: If the buﬀer size is bounded, the
packets that the optimal oﬄine algorithm chooses to send may not be from the
optimal provisional schedule calculated by the online algorithm, even if both al-
gorithms have the same set of pending packets.T hisp r operty does noth oldf or
the bounded-delay model; and it leads that any best-eﬀort admission algorithm
cannota c h ieveac ompetitiver a t io better than 2.
Assume the buﬀer size is b.L et a best-eﬀort admission onlinea lgorithm be
ON.W eu s e(wp,d p) to representap a c k e tp with a value wp andad e a d line dp.268 F. Li
Initially, the buﬀer ise m p t y. A set of packets are released:( 1 ,b +1 ) ,
(1,b +2), ..., (1,b +b). Notice that all packets released haved e a d lines larger
than the buﬀer size b.T he optimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm will accept b − 1 packets:
Itd r ops (1,b +1 ) ,and keeps (1,b + 2), ..., (1,b + b)i ni ts buﬀer. On the
other hand, based on its deﬁnition, upon these packets’ arrival, ON will select all
oft h e mt o put intoi ts buﬀer.
In the same time step, b packets (1 +  , 1), (1 +  , 2), ..., (1 +  , b) are
released afterwards.T hen there are no more new packets arriving in thiss t e p .
The optimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm only accepts (1 +  , 1). Instead, ON calculates the
optimal provisional schedule in step 1w hich includes all these newly arriving
packets with value 1+ .A l lsuch packets will be accepted by ON, but the packets
(1,b + i), ∀i =1 , 2, ..., b, will be dropped due to the buﬀer size constraint.
After processinga r r ivals in step 1, the optimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm sends the packet
(1 +  , 1). Since ON’sb u ﬀer isf u ll ofp a c k e t swith value 1+ , ON sends one of
these packets in the ﬁrst step.
Att h eb e g inning ofe a c hs t e pi = 2, 3, ..., b,o n l yo n ep a c k e t(1 +  , i)i s
released.S i n ce the end ofs t e pb,n on ew packets will be released.N o te that since
the time after the ﬁrst step, all packets availablet o ON havet h e ird e a d lines ≤ b
and values ≤ (1 +  ). Thus,i nthe time steps 2, 3, ..., b, ON cannots c h e d u le
packets with a totalv alue > (1 +  ) · (b − 1).
Since there is onee m p t y buﬀer slota tt h eb e g inning ofe a c ht ime step
i = 2, 3, ..., b, the optimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm can accept ands e nda ll newly re-
leased packets (1+ , i)i nsteps i = 2, 3, ..., b.A tt h ee nd ofs t e pb, the packets
(1,b + 2), (1,b +3 ) , ..., (1,b + b) are still remained in the optimalo ﬄ i n e
algorithm’sb u ﬀer (they are not in ON’sb u ﬀer though). Since there is no future
arrivals, these b − 1 packets with value 1 will be transmitted eventually by the
optimal algorithm in the following b − 1 steps.T he totalv alue of ON achieves is
(1+ )·b whilet h eoptimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm gets a totalv alue (1+ )·b+1·(b−1).
The competitiver a t io fort h is instance is
c =
(1 +  ) · b +1· (b − 1)
(1 +  ) · b
= 2 −
1+b ·  
b + b ·  
≥ 2 −
2
b
, if   · b =1and b ≥ 2.
If b is large, ON cannotp e r f orm asymptotically better than 2-competitive.
This lose is due to ON calculatinga no ptimal provisional schedulet o ﬁnd out the
packets to send in each time step.T heorem 1i sp r oved. 
2.2 A Deterministic Online Algorithm DON
Our idea straightforwardly followst h elogic oft h em odiﬁed earliest-deadline-
ﬁrst policy: EDFα.I neach time step,w ec a lculate a provisional schedule.T hen,
we identify the earliest-deadline packet e andt h emaximum-value packet h (ties
brokeni nfavor oft h ee a r liest-deadline one). If e is with a suﬃciently large value
compared with h (say, we ≥ wh/α fors ome α ≥ 1), then e iss e nt. Otherwise, h
iss e nt.( I f α =1 ,EDFα is the greedy algorithm.) However, because the buﬀers
are size-bounded, there iss t ill oneq u e s t ion (also, the most importantq u e s t ion
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Problem 1. Given as e tofp a c k e t s , how dow e identify a subset oft h e mt o put
into the size-bounded buﬀers as pendingp a c k e t s ?
Unlike the bounded-delay modelw i th a singleb u ﬀer,i nthe multi-buﬀer model,
there are two constraints tol o cate packets in the buﬀers in addressing Prob-
lem 1: (C1)N o ta ll unexpired-yet packets can be put into the buﬀers due to the
buﬀer size constraints; and (C2) the order of the buﬀers that the optimalo ﬄ i n e
algorithm chooses packets fromt o send isu nknown to the onlinea lgorithms.T he
ﬁrst constrainth a sb e e n expressed in the lower boundc onstruction (see Theo-
rem 1). On the secondc onstraint,w eh e r es h ow that if wec onsider each buﬀer
separately (that is,w em a ximize the value gained by the buﬀer Bi, assuming
the packets selected to senda r ef r omt h isb u ﬀer only since a time step t), we
will conclude that any best-eﬀort admission algorithm cannotp e r f orm better
than m-competitive,w here m ist h enumber ofb u ﬀers. Consider the following
instance:
Example 1. A packet p isr e p r e s e nted by at r iple (wp,d p,b p), where bp ist h e
buﬀer that p shouldb ein. Without loss ofg e nerality, we assume all buﬀers have
the same size b.
Initially, weh a ve2· b packets arriving at the buﬀer Bi, ∀i =1 , 2, ..., m:
(1 +  , j, Bi) and (1, (i − 1) · b + j, Bi), ∀j =1 , 2, ..., b.T here will be no
future packet arrivals.
Consider a best-eﬀort admission algorithm ON.I f ON considers each buﬀer
separately, all packets (1 +  , j, Bi), ∀j =1 , 2, ..., b, will be stored in the
buﬀer Bi.N o te that all stored packets haved e a d lines ≤ b, thus, ON achieves a
totalv alue ≤ (1 +  ) · b. On the other hand, the optimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm picks
the packets (1, (i−1)·b+j, Bi), ∀j =1 , 2, ..., b, to store into the buﬀer Bi.
All such packets will be successfully delivered from the buﬀers B1,B 2, ...,B m
consequently. Hence, the optimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm achieves a totalv alue 1·b·m,
asymptotically m times of what ON gains.F o rt h is instance, ON’sc ompetitiver a t io
is m/(1+ ). 
Example 1 motivates us toi dentify the provisional schedule with the considera-
tions of the packets already in the buﬀer, new packet arrivals, and their respec-
tively buﬀers forag iven time step t.I no ur algorithm DON,w ea p p ly two actions
on the pendingp a c k e t sP:
– Identify ap r ovisional schedule S, S ⊆ P.A l lpackets in S are put into the
buﬀers; andt h e y are feasibly sent ift h e r ea r eno future arrivals.
– Fort h ose packets ∈ (P \ S)( i fa ny), wes imply dropt h e m .
Motivated byT heorem 1( o nthe constraint C1 above) andE xample 1( o n
the constraint C2 above), we will detail ap r ocedure PS(P,t )i ni dentifying
ap r ovisional schedule S foras e tofp a c k e t sP at a time t; thisp r ocedure is
diﬀerentf r omt h eone described in [3]. We note that S mayn o tb eoptimal but
2-approximation (see Lemma 2).270 F. Li
How do we calculate a provisional schedule? Let us consider a set ofp e nd-
ingp a c k e t sP.N o tice that fora ny algorithm,i tc a n senda tm ost
L (L :=
 m
l=1 bl) packets from P, given the assumption of no future arrivals.
Thus,w e identify at most L packets from P,i na greedy manner, to ﬁll in a
“super-queue” Q with size L in calculatingap r ovisional schedules t a r t inga t
time t.N o te that the “super-queue” Q is a supplementary data structure only
but notar e a l buﬀer to store packets.
Assume the buﬀer slots in Q are indexed as 1, 2, ..., L.W i thout loss of
generality, we assume the currentt ime t =1 .W es ort all pendingp a c k e t sP in
non-increasing weight order andﬁ ll each packet p ∈ P in the “super-queue” Q
as later as itc ouldb e— an empty buﬀer slot i with a larger index satisfying
dp ≥ i isf a vored to store p.T hen, ifap a c k e tp can be ﬁlled in an empty buﬀer
slot oft h e“super-queue”, wet r y to put p intoi ts own target buﬀer (which
has been speciﬁed when p isr e leased) as long as there isa n empty buﬀer slot
there as well. Ife ither p’sb u ﬀer isf u ll or p cannotﬁ nda n empty buﬀer slot in
the “super-queue” Q, p isd iscarded.W ee xtract ande xamine each packet in P
in order till P becomes empty. The procedure PS(P,t )o f locating S fromt h e
pendingp a c k e t sP in the buﬀers at time t is described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. PS(P,t )
1: Sort all packets in P in decreasing weight order, with ties broken in favor of the
larger deadlines. S is initialized as an empty set.
2: while P  = ∅ do
3: Pick up a packet p from P.
4: for each buﬀer slot i indexed from min{tp −t,
 m
l=1 bl} down to 1 in the super-
queue Q do
5: if the super-queue’s buﬀer slot indexed as i is empty and there is a buﬀer slot
in p’s target buﬀer then
6: Put p into the super-queue’s buﬀer slot i and its target buﬀer. S ← S ∪ p.
7: Break.
8: end if
9: end for
10: end while
11: Sort the selected packets in each buﬀer in increasing deadline order with ties broken
in favor of the larger-value ones.
Immediately from Algorithm 1, weh a ve:
Property 1. The maximum-value packet (with ties brokeni nfavor oft h ee a r liest-
deadline one) h ∈ P iss e lected in S.
Lemma 1. If the number of buﬀers m =1 , PS(P,t ) calculates an optimal
provisional schedule.
Proof. This isas t a ndard greedy algorithm,w hose correctness followsf r omt h e
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Note that form u ltipleb ounded buﬀers (m>1), weh a ve notd e veloped an
eﬃcienta lgorithm in identifyingt h eoptimal provisional schedule S∗ norp r oved
its NP-completeness.S peciﬁcally, weh a ve
Lemma 2. Given a set of pending packets P, the set of packets S selected by
PS(P,t ) is with a total value at least 1/2 of that of an optimal provisional sched-
ule S∗ out of P. For each packet p∗ ∈ (S∗ \S), there is a uniquely corresponding
packet p ∈ S with wp ≥ wp∗.
Proof. Let the subset ofp a c k e t sc h osen by ano ptimal provisional algorithm
(respectively, PS(P,t )) be S∗ (respectively, S). Wes h ow that fora ny packet
p ∈ (S∗ \ S), if p isr e jected,o n e oft h ef ollowing cases must happen:
– Wec a n uniquely locate a packet q in Q correspondingt o p with wq ≥ wp;o r
– Wec a n uniquely locate a packet q in the same target buﬀer as p is in with
wq ≥ wp.
Thisp a c k e tq has been already chosen by PS (that is, q ∈ S) at the time when
p isb e inge valuated by PS.T hus,w ec a n alwaysﬁ nds u c hau nique corresponding
packet q ∈ S with wq ≥ wp for p.N o te
 
p∈S∗
wp =
 
p∈(S∗∩S)
wp +
 
p∈(S∗\S)
wp ≤
 
p∈S
wp +
 
q∈S
wq ≤ 2 ·
 
p∈S
wp.
Thus,L emma 2 isp r oved. 
The followinge xamples h owst h a tf or PS, the approximation ratio 2 ist ight.
This infers that the calculated provisional schedule S (= PS(P,t )) mayn o tb e
optimal for P in the interval[ t, +∞).
Example 2. Consider two buﬀers B1 and B2 with the same buﬀer size b.W eu s e
at r iple (wp,d p,b p) to denote a packet p with a weight wp, ad e a d line dp, and
its target buﬀer bp.
For the buﬀer B1, 2·b packets are available:( 1+ , i, B1) and (1,b +i, B1),
∀i =1 , 2, ..., b.F o r the buﬀer B2, b packets are available:( 1 ,i ,B 2), ∀i =
1, 2, ..., b.T here are no other packets.
PS will store packets (1+ , i, B1), ∀i =1 , 2, ..., b,i nthe buﬀer B1 and no
packets will be stored in the buﬀer B2. On the other hand, ano ptimal provisional
schedule will store packets (1,b +i, B1) for the buﬀer B1 and (1,i ,B 2) fort h e
buﬀer B2, ∀i =1 , 2, ..., b.I t ise a s y to see that the optimal provisional schedule
achieves a totalv alue 2·b ofp a c k e t s ,w hich isa s ymptotically 2t imes as what PS
stores (1+ )·b. 
Note that given as e tofp e ndingp a c k e t swithout future arrivals, any algorithm
has a totalv alue no more than two times of what our provisional schedule (cal-
culated by PS) has.272 F. Li
How does the online algorithm DON work? Now, we are ready toi n troduce
the deterministic onlinea lgorithm DON.I neach time step, given ap r ovisional
schedule, either the earliest-deadlinep a c k e t(if ith a sas u ﬃ c iently large value)
ort h em a ximum-value packet in the buﬀers iss e nt.
Before wec h oose a packet to send,w ee m p loy another technique in admitting
packets.I ncalculating the provisional schedule,w ea s s ociate “virtual deadlines”
rather than the deadlines speciﬁed in the input sequence with packets.Amoti-
vatinge xample of introducing virtual deadlines has been presented in [12], and
to saves p a c e ,w es k ip repeating it.Apacket’s virtual deadline is initialized as
its deadlines p e c iﬁed at its arrival. Then, the virtual deadline will be updated
to be the tentativet ime step in which the provisional schedules e nds it.S i n ce
weu s ep a c k e t s ’v i rtual deadlines in calculatingap r ovisional schedule, hence we
may update a packet’s virtual deadlinea longt h ec ourse of our algorithm.T o
avoidc onfusion, wes t ill use dp to denote a packet p’s virtual deadline in DON’s
buﬀer.
Assume the set ofp e nding packets at time t be P.I neach time step,o ur
algorithm works as in Algorithm 2.T he delivery part oft h ea lgorithm (that is,
line 3 to line7of Algorithm 2)i st h es a m ea st h eone described in [3].
Algorithm 2. DON(P,t )
1: S = PS(P,t ). Drop the packets ∈ (P \ S).
{S is the provisional schedule.}
2: Update a packet p ∈ S’s virtual deadline dp, if necessary, to be the time step S
supposes to send p.
{All packets in S have distinct virtual deadlines: t, t +1 ,t +2 ,. . . .}
3: Let e be the earliest-(virtual)-deadline packet in S and h be the maximum-value
packet in S, with ties broken in favor of the earliest virtual deadline one.
{Note de = t.}
4: if we ≥ wh/α then
5: Send e.
6: else
7: Send h (and e expires).
8: end if
2.3 Analysis of DON
Our main result in this section is
Theorem 2. DON is (3+
√
3 ≈ 4.732)-competitive in maximizing weighted
throughput for the multi-buﬀer model, where α =1+
√
3 ≈ 2.732.
Proof. Let Γ := τ1τ2 ...be a series ofe vents: arrival events andd e livery events.
Those arrival events construct the packet input sequence I.W eu s eOPT to
denote the optimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm.L et the set ofp a c k e t ss e ntb y OPT be
O := {p1,p 2, ..., p |O|}, the packet pi iss e nt in the time step i.I ft h e r eis
nothingt o send in at ime step i,w e let pi be a null packet with value wpi =0Improved Online Algorithms for Multiplexing Weighted Packets 273
andd e a d line dpi = i.M o re speciﬁcally, we let Ot denote the set of packets that
OPT will deliver in steps [t, +∞). Clearly, O = O1.W i thout loss ofg e nerality,
wee nforce OPT to be the one such that
Remark 1. OPT only accepts the packets that it will send.
Remark 2. When OPT chooses a packet from the buﬀer Bi to send,i ta lways
picks up the packet with the earliest deadline.
The following observation will be used in our analysis:
Remark 3. Given ap a c k e tpi ∈O ,w hich is supposed to be sentb y OPT in the
step i,w ec a n alwaysm odify the deadline dpi to d 
pi for pi in OPT’sb u ﬀers, as
longa si ≤ d 
pi ≤ dpi.
In our analysis,w e feed DON and OPT the same originali n put I.H o w ever,w e
may modify the deadlines ofp a c k e t sin OPT’sb u ﬀers (as in Remark 3) to simplify
the invariants (see below). One aspect ofm odifyingp a c k e t sin OPT’sb u ﬀer ist o
make sure: Given ap a c k e tp in DON’sb u ﬀer Bi andap a c k e tq in OPT’ss a m e
buﬀer Bi,i f wp = wq and dp = d 
q,w ec a n regard p and q the same packet.A l so,
weu s ed 
q to represent the deadline ofap a c k e tq in OPT’sb u ﬀers.F o re a c hnew
packet q ∈O , d 
q is initialized as dq.
Wep r ove DON’sc ompetitiveness usingt h ea nalysis approach proposed in [13],
[14]. Recall that the potential function approach isac ommonly used method in
analyzing onlinea lgorithms [4]. However,w ed on o tu s et h ep otential function
argumente xplicitly. Instead,o ur analysisr e lies on modifying DON’sb u ﬀers (using
virtual deadlines instead ofr e a lo n es) and OPT’sb u ﬀers (such as changingt h e
deadlines from dpi to d 
pi) as well as the packet sendings e q u e nce Ot judiciously
in each step t.W e need to assign an appropriate creditt o OPT to accountf or
these modiﬁcations but keep a set of invariants alwaysh oldf ore a c ht ime step.
Then, web oundt h ec ompetitiver a t io by comparingt h em odiﬁed OPT’sg a in to
that of DON’s in each step.
Weu s eQDON
t (respectively, QOPT
t ) to denote the buﬀers of DON (respectively,
OPT) at time t.W eu s eΦ(QDON
t )( respectively, Φ(QOPT
t )) to denote the potential
of the buﬀers of QDON
t (respectively, QOPT
t ). In as t e pt,w eu s eXDON
t and XOPT
t to
denote the set ofp a c k e t ss e ntb y DON andc h a r g e d(by us) to OPT respectively.
Our goali st o prove that at the end ofe a c he vent, the main Inequality1holds.
c ·
 
j∈XDON
t
wj + Φ(QDON
t ) ≥
 
k∈XOPT
t
wk + Φ(QOPT
t ). (1)
where c =3+
√
3 ≈ 4.732.A sac onsequence, this yields Theorem 2.
In our analysis,w e will prove that the competitiver a t io c of DON is (α ≥ 1)
c ≤ max{2 + α, 4 + 2/α}.
c is optimized at 3+
√
3 ≈ 4.732 whenw es e tα =1+
√
3 ≈ 2.732.I no rder
to prove Inequality1 ,w e ﬁrst presentas e tof invariants.W et h e n provet h e m
holda tt h ee nd ofe a c he vent.274 F. Li
I1.c ·
 
j∈XDON
t wj ≥
 
k∈XOPT
t wk.
I2. For each packet p ∈ QDON
t , p maps to at most onep a c k e tp  ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )
with wp ≥ wp  and p and p  have the same target buﬀer.
For each packet p ∈ (QDON
t \QOPT
t ), p maps to at most onep a c k e tq ∈ (QOPT
t \
QDON
t )w i th wp ≥ wq, dp ≥ d 
q, and p and q do not have to havet h es a m e
target buﬀer.
(Hence a packet p ∈ (QDON
t \ QOPT
t ) may map two distinct packets, ap a c k e t
p  ∈ (QOPT
t \QDON
t )i nsame target buﬀer andap a c k e tq ∈ (QOPT
t \QDON
t ), which
mayo rm a yn o tb ein the same target buﬀer as p.)
I3.F o r each packet q  ∈ (QOPT
t \QDON
t ), q  must be mapped uniquely by ap a c k e t
p ∈ QDON
t .
(Such q  must be either the packet p  or the packet q in the invariant I2.)
I4.A ssume a packet p ∈ QDON
t maps a packet p  ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ). Fora ny packet
i ∈ QDON
t with the same target buﬀer as p , either di ≥ d 
p  or wi ≥ wp .
Wep r ove that the set of invariants hold separately fort h ee vents ofb oth
packet arrivalsa ndp a c k e td e liveries.I nthe following,w ec a s es t u d y to prove
the existence oft h e s einvariants.
Packet deliveries. DON either delivers the earliest-deadlinep a c k e te ort h e
maximum-value packet h in the currentb u ﬀers.W e assume OPT sends j.F rom
Invariant I3 and Property1 ,w ec laimt h a twj ≤ wh,n omatter whether j
is in the provisional schedule (j is in DON’sb u ﬀer; j ∈ (QDON
t ∩ QOPT
t )) or not
(j ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )). Fort h ee a r liest-virtual-deadlinep a c k e te in the provisional
schedule,w eh a ve we ≤ wh and de = t.
We summarize all the possiblec onsequences into the following4c a s e s , based
on the packet DON sends and the packet OPT sends in each step.W eu s eWt and
Vt to denote the value wec h a r g et o( the modiﬁed) OPT and DON, respectively. To
prove Invariant I1,w e need to show that Wt/Vt ≤ max{2 + α, 4 + 2/α}.
Note that ifac onsidered packet ∈ QDON
t is not in am a p p ing,w e assume its
“mapped” packets be null packets with value 0. Thisf a c ilitates us that wec a n
assume every packet in QDON
t has mapped packets in QOPT
t .A l so, remember that
every packet in DON’sb u ﬀers are in the provisional schedule.
1. Assume DON sends e and j ∈ (QDON
t ∩ QOPT
t ).
wj ≤ wh.S i n ce DON sends e, we ≥ wh/α ≥ wj/α.
– If j = e,w ec h a r g eDON a value we, and wec h a r g eOPT a value wj + wj 
(since j may map another O-packet j  ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )). Wer e m ove j
and j  out of OPT’sb u ﬀers.T hen
Wt
Vt
=
wj + wj 
we
≤
wj + wj
we
=
we + we
we
= 2.
– If j  = e, then e/ ∈ QOPT
t (otherwise, OPT will send e in thiss t e pt o avoid
losing its value; see Remark 2).
Wec h a r g eDON a value we, and wec h a r g eOPT a value we  + we
   + wj.
Note e/ ∈ QOPT
t may map an O-packet e  ∈ (QOPT
t \QDON
t )i nthe same targetImproved Online Algorithms for Multiplexing Weighted Packets 275
buﬀer as e is in, anda nother O-packet e
  
∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )i nap ossibly
diﬀerent target buﬀer from which e is in. Wer e m ove e , e
  
, and j out
of OPT’sb u ﬀers.B ased on Invariants I2 and I3, we ≥ max{we ,w e
  }.
Then
Wt
Vt
=
we  + we
   + wj
we
≤
we + we + wh
we
≤
we + we + α · we
we
= 2 + α.
2.A ssume DON sends e and j ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ).
wj ≤ wh.S i n ce DON sends e, we ≥ wh/α ≥ wj/α.
Since j  = e, then e/ ∈ QOPT
t (otherwise, OPT will send e in thiss t e pt o avoid
losing its value; see Remark 2).
Wec h a r g eDON a value we, and wec h a r g eOPT a value we  +we
   +wj.N o te
e/ ∈ QOPT
t may map an O-packet e  ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )i nthe same target buﬀer
as e is in, anda nother O-packet e
  
∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )i nap ossibly diﬀerent
target buﬀer from which e is in. Wer e m ove e , e
  
, and j out of OPT’sb u ﬀers.
Based on Invariants I2 and I3, we ≥ max{we ,w e
  },T hen
Wt
Vt
=
we  + we
   + wj
we
≤
we + we + wh
we
≤
we + we + α · we
we
= 2 + α.
3. Assume DON sends h and j ∈ (QDON
t ∩ QOPT
t ).
wj ≤ wh.S i n ce DON sends h, we <w h/α.
Wec h a r g eDON a value wh.A ssume e maps e  ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )( and e maps
e
  
∈ (QOPT
t \QDON
t )i f e/ ∈O ). From Invariants I2 and I3, we ≥ max{we ,w e
  }.
Assume j maps j , from Invariant I2, wj ≥ wj .A ssume h maps h  ∈ (QOPT
t \
QDON
t ). wh ≥ max{wh ,w j,w j }.
– If j = e,w ec h a r g eOPT a value wj + wj  + wh + wh , and wer e m ove j,
j , h and h  out of OPT’sb u ﬀer.
(If h/ ∈ QOPT
t ,w er e p lace h with the possibly mapped packet h
  
∈ (QOPT
t \
QDON
t )i nthe following Wt’sc a lculation.)
Wt
Vt
=
wj + wj  + wh + wh 
wh
≤
we + we + wh + wh 
wh
≤
wh/α + wh/α + 2 · wh
wh
≤
(2 + 2/α) · wh
wh
= 2 + 2/α.
– If j  = e, then e/ ∈ QOPT
t (otherwise, OPT will send e in thiss t e pt o avoid
losing its value; see Remark 2).
• If h ∈O ,w ec h a r g eOPT a value wj + wj  + we  + we
   + wh + wh ,
and wer e m ove e , e
  
, j, j
  
, h and h  out of OPT’sb u ﬀer.
Wt
Vt
=
wj + wj  + we  + we
   + wh + wh 
wh
≤
wh + wh + wh/α + wh/α + 2 · wh
wh
≤
(4 + 2/α) · wh
wh
=4+2/α.276 F. Li
• If h/ ∈O ,w ec h a r g eOPT a value wj + wj  + we  + we
   + wh  + wh
  ,
and wer e m ove e , e
  
, j, j , h  and h
  
out of OPT’sb u ﬀer.
Wt
Vt
=
wj + wj  + we  + we
   + wh  + wh
  
wh
≤
wh + wh + wh/α + wh/α + 2 · wh
wh
≤
(4 + 2/α) · wh
wh
=4+2/α.
4.A ssume DON sends h and j ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ).
wj ≤ wh.S i n ce DON sends h, we <w h/α.
Wec h a r g eDON a value wh.A ssume e maps e  ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )( and e maps
e
  
∈ (QOPT
t \QDON
t )i f e/ ∈O ). From Invariants I2 and I3, we ≥ max{we ,w e
  }.
Assume h maps h  ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ). wh ≥ max{wh ,w j}.
– If h ∈O ,w ec h a r g eOPT a value wj + we  + we
   + wh + wh , and we
remove e , e
  
, j, h and h  out of OPT’sb u ﬀer.
Wt
Vt
=
wj + we  + we
   + wh + wh 
wh
≤
wh + wh/α + wh/α + 2 · wh
wh
≤
(3 + 2/α) · wh
wh
=3+2/α.
– If h/ ∈O ,w ec h a r g eOPT a value wj + we  + we
   + wh  + wh
  , and we
remove e , e
  
, wj, h  and h
  
out of OPT’sb u ﬀer.
Wt
Vt
=
wj + we  + we
   + wh  + wh
  
wh
≤
wh + wh/α + wh/α + 2 · wh
wh
≤
(3 + 2/α) · wh
wh
=3+2/α.
Packet arrivals. Upon new packets arriving,w ec onsider the possiblec h a nges
ofm a p p ings, from the packets in the provisional schedule in DON’sb u ﬀers QDON
t
to those packets only in OPT’sb u ﬀers (QOPT
t \QDON
t ), such that wec a n ensure that
Invariants I2 to I4 still hold.
Let (wp,d p) denote a packet p with value wp andd e a d line dp.B esides Re-
mark 3, wea lso havet h ef ollowingr e m a r kt o helpu sm odify OPT’sb u ﬀers ap-
propriately (if necessary) andf a c ilitate us in the mappingr e c onstruction.
Remark 4. Consider any two packets p =( wp,d p) and q =( wq,d q)i nQOPT
t .
Wea r ea llowed to swap these packets’v alues such that weu s ep  =( wq,d p)
and q  =( wp,d q) to replace p and q respectively. Wee xtendt h isc laims u c h
that given any n packets in OPT’sb u ﬀers with values {w1,w 2, ..., w n},w e
can always permute their values as {w 
1,w  
2, ..., w  
n} fort h e m , as longa s
{w 
1,w  
2, ..., w  
n} = {w1,w 2, ..., w n}.
Consider a continuous part of the provisional schedule (packets) S1 in QDON
t (a
packet j isr e p r e s e nted by( wj,d j), where dj ist h evirtual deadline)
S1 : i =( wi,t ),p 1 =( wp1,t +1 ) ,p 2 =( wp2,t + 2), ..., p k =( wpk,t+ k).Improved Online Algorithms for Multiplexing Weighted Packets 277
Since accepting (wp,d p)w i th dp ≥ t+k enforces i tol eave DON’sb u ﬀers, from
Algorithm 1, weh a ve
min{wp1,w p2, ..., w pk,w p}≥wi. (2)
Then, the provisional schedule S1 is updated as follows with packets’n ewv i rtual
deadlines:
S2 : p
 
1 =( wp1,t ),p
 
2 =( wp2,t +1), ..., p
 
k =( wpk,t +k−1),p=( wp,t +k).
Now, based on Remark 3, Remark 4 and Inequality 2,w ea r eg oingt o claim
the set ofp a c k e t s∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ) mapped by packets in S1 can be mapped by
S2 without violating Invariants I2 to I4.
Here,w ec onsider the case when ap a c k e ti in mappings ism oved out oft h e
provisional schedule after acceptingap a c k e tp.T he case in which an O-packet
is accepted by OPT but rejected by DON can be analyzed in as imilar way.
Value constraints in the mappings. Let us consider the packets ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t )
that are mapped by packets in S1.N o te the set {wp1,w p2, ..., w pk,w p}
dominates the set {wi,w p1,w p2, ..., w pk} in values (see Inequality 2). Thus,
based on Remark 4,w ec a n always permutate the values of the mapped packets
∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ) such that the value-relationship in Invariants I2 to I4 holds.
Deadline constraints in the mappings. We address two issues here:( 1 )i/ ∈ QOPT
t
is with possiblet wo mapped packets ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ) but p ∈ (QDON
t ∩ QOPT
t )i s
allowed to map at most onep a c k e t ; and (2) packets ∈ S2 havet h e ir virtual
deadlines updated ande a r lier than the time step OPT sends them.
First,w ec laimt h a twec a n alwaysﬁ ndap a c k e tq ∈ (S1 \QOPT
t )w hich has at
most onem a p p e dO-packet ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ) before p’sa r r ival; since otherwise,
OPT cannotd e liver all mapped packets successfully (see the deadlinec onstraints
speciﬁed in Invariant I2). Note wq ≥ wi (from Inequality 2), q can replace i to
map those mapped packets by i ∈ S1.
Second,w et a k ep as an example.A ssume p, sent in as t e pt  by OPT, has
its virtual deadlineu p d a t e dt o dp <t   in S2.T hen, p cannotm a pa nother O-
packet with deadline ≤ dp;o therwise, OPT cannotd e liver all such packets by their
deadlines.W e regard p as a non-O-packet p  and weg e tam a p p ing in Invariant
I2: p  ∈ QDON
t maps to p ∈ (QOPT
t \ QDON
t ), p  and p have the same target buﬀer.
Based on our case study at packet arrival andd e livery events discussed above,
Theorem 2 isp r oved. 
3C o n c l u s i o n
In thisp a p e r ,w es t u d y am u lti-buﬀer model forb u ﬀer management in quality-of-
service network switches.W eﬁ r s ts h ow that the lower bound ofc ompetitiver a t io
ofb e s t -eﬀort admission algorithms is2 .T henw ep r opose a (3 +
√
3 ≈ 4.723)-
competitive deterministica lgorithm,w hich is better than the previously best-
known result 9.82 (Azar and Levy. SWAT 2006).278 F. Li
It isu nknown that fort h es ingle-buﬀer model, whether a non-best-eﬀort ad-
mission onlinea lgorithm can achievea n upper bound better than 2.I t isa n
open problem to close ors h r ink the gap [1.618, 4.732] between the lower bound
and the upper bound ofc ompetitiver a t io for deterministic onlinea lgorithms for
the multi-buﬀer model. Wea r ea lsoi n terested to know whether randomness can
help improvec ompetitiver a t ios in these problem settings.
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Abstract. This paper studies the aggregation of messages in networks
that consist of a chain of nodes, and each message is time-constrained
such that it needs to be aggregated during a given time interval, called
its due interval. The objective is to minimize the maximum cost incurred
at any node, which is for example a concern in wireless sensor networks,
where it is crucial to distribute the energy consumption as equally as
possible. First, we settle the complexity of this problem by proving its
NP-hardness, even for the case of unit length due intervals. Second, we
give a QPTAS, which we extend to a PTAS for the special case that the
lengths of the due intervals are constants. This is in particular interesting,
since we prove that this problem becomes APX-hard if we consider tree
networks instead of chain networks, even for the case of unit length due
intervals. Speciﬁcally, we show that it cannot be approximated within
4/3 −   for any  >0, unless P=NP.
1 Introduction
The aggregation ofd istributed information to ac e ntral powerfuln o de, called
sink,i sab a s ict a s kin many networks.T his isf ore xampleac oncerni nw i reless
sensor networks (WSN) [1,13,18], whose nodes are small battery-powered devices
which sense the environment.W henever an event occurs at some node (e.g. seis-
mica c t ivity, temperature,w i n d-speed, etc.), then thise vent needs to reported
to the sink.T osavee nergy, messages are delivered to the sink viaap r e c omputed
tree topology. Ifanode runs out ofe nergy, then the network becomes discon-
nected.H ence, to maximize the lifetime oft h enetwork,w e need to minimize
the maximum energy consumption ofa ny node.I ft h e r ea r eno time constraints,
then the optimal strategyi st h a te a c hnode waits until it has received all mes-
sages from its successors in the tree, andt h e n passes a singlec ombined message,
that aggregates all collected ones, toi ts predecessor.H o w ever,i nmost appli-
cationst iming issues are a concern, and it is often required that each message
isd e livered to the sinkb e f ore a speciﬁed individual deadlinee xpires.F i n ding
ano ptimal data aggregation scheduler e s u lts in ac ombinatorialo ptimization
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problem, called Latency Constrained Data Aggregation Problem (DA), treated
before byB ecchetti et al. [2]. In thisp a p e r ,w em ostly consider networks where
the underlying tree structure isac h a in, called chain networks.W e refer to DA in
thiss p e c ial case as DAC. Chain networks are usefulw hen the WSN is installed
alongh ighways, runways, shoppingm iles etc.W e will see in the followingt h a t
thisr e s u lts in a natural generalization oft h eIntervalS tabbing Problem that,
given as e tofh orizontali n tervals, asks to ﬁndam inimal set of vertical lines
such that each intervali n tersects with at least one oft h e m .W e investigate an
oﬀ-line perspective.H o w ever, all results in this paper can be also applied to the
case where the measurements are periodically repeated over time.
Formal problem deﬁnition. An instance A of DA consists ofa ni n tree T =
(V,E) rooted in as ingles ink that describes the network topology, as e tof n
messages M, andas e ndingc ost function c : V → R+. Each message in M is
described by at u p le (v,r,d), where v ∈ V ist h erelease node, r ∈ R+ ist h e
release time, and d ∈ R+ ist h edue time (wed on o td istinguish between an
instance and its message set, e.g., wea lsow rite (v,r,d) ∈ A if (v,r,d) ∈ M). A
schedule S fors u c ha ni n stance assignsas e q u e nce ofs e ndingt imes to each node.
Let Sv be the number ofs e ndingt imes ofanode v ∈ V .W henever v sends, all
messages currently stored at this node are passed to the node at the other end
oft h es ingle outgoinge d g ein onec ombined message,w hich implies sendingc ost
c(v). Wes a y that such a schedule is feasible if each message is aggregated to the
sinkb e f ore its due time,i . e., iff or each message (v,r,d) ∈ A, the nodes on the
simplep a t hf r om v to the sinkh a ves e ndingt imes such that (v,r,d)i sd e livered
to the sink during its due interval [r,d]i nas e q u e nce ofc ombined messages.A s
Becchetti et al. [2], wed istinguish two diﬀerent objectivef u nctions:
(MinMax) (MinSum)
max
v c(v)Sv
 
v
c(v)Sv
Wed e note the cost of a schedule S with respect to both objectives by cost(S),
since the used objective isa lwaysc lear fromt h ec ontext.M o reover,l et OPT(A)
be the cost ofa no ptimal schedule.T his leads to two variants, DA and DA-
Sum: Given ani n stance A, ﬁndaf e a s ibles c h e d u le S for A that minimizes
the MinMax- and MinSum-objective, respectively. Fort h es p e c ial case ofc h a in
networks,w ed e note the correspondingp r oblems by DAC and DAC-Sum, re-
spectively. As noted in [2], the MinMax-objective ism ore reasonable in ad is-
tributed environment,w here due to a decentralized energy-supply via batteries,
weh a vet o equally distribute the energy consumption. Becchetti et al. [2]i n tro-
duced thism odelw i th transit times,i . e., they assume that itt a k e ss ome time
to pass a combined message over an edge.H o w ever,w ed on o tc onsider transit
times in thisp a p e r , since the following lemma sayst h a tit isp ossiblet o reduce
the case with transitt imes to the case without transitt imes (proof in the full
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Lemma 1. For any of the considered problems DA, DAC, DA-Sum,a n dDAC-
Sum, an approximation algorithm for the case without transit times yields an
approximation algorithm for the case with transit times with the same approxi-
mation ratio.
Previous work. Becchetti et al. [2] proved the NP-hardness of DA and DA-
Sum.M o reover, they showed that both problems are in APX by presentinga2 -
approximation algorithm. Recall that an α-approximation algorithm returns,i n
polynomialtime, asolutionwhosecostisa tm ostα times largerthanthe costofan
optimal solution. In contrast, they showed that the chain case DAC-Sum isp oly-
nomially solvable viad ynamicp r ogramming.T he same dynamicp r ogramming
approach was independently presented by Gijswijte ta l. [6], whereas theyi n ter-
preted thisp r oblem as a batch processingp r oblem.H o w ever,B echetti et al. [2]
left the complexityo f DAC open.
A closely related problem ist h eMulticast Acknowledgment Problem [3,11,15],
where wea lsow antt o aggregate messages in at r e et opology, but wed on o th a ve
ﬁxed deadlines.I n stead, the objective ist o minimize the sum ofs e ndingc osts
plus the sum ofd e lays,w hich isc losely related to the well-known ﬂow time ob-
jectivef r oms c h e d u ling.P apadimitrioue ta l. [16] used a similar model fort h e
communication structure ofac ompany, whereas they assumed that messages
are queued accordingt o the Poisson process.H o w ever, since our main motiva-
tion are distributed sensor networks,i t isr e a s onablet o minimize the maximum
energy consumption ofa ny node instead oft h ee nergy consumption oft h ewhole
network.F urthermore,K o rteweg et al. [12] discussed the multiobjectivep r oblem
oft r a d ings e ndingc osts ford e lay. They presented several distributed algorithms
that balance these objectives.
Contributions and outline. Wes e t t let h ec omplexityo f DAC by proving its
NP-hardness in Section 5, eveni fa ll due intervalsh a veu nit length (d − r =1 ,
for each messages (v,r,d) ∈ A), which solves ano pen problem from [2]. Since
Becchetti et al. [2] showed that DA andh e nce DAC are constantf a c t ora p -
proximable,w ea r em ostly interested in approximation schemes. Recall that
an approximation scheme isaf a m ily ofa lgorithms which containsa(1 +  )-
approximation algorithm fora ny  >0. First,w es h ow in Section 3 that there
isaq u a s ipolynomial time approximation scheme (QPTAS), that is, an approx-
imation scheme that runs in time O(npolylog(n)). This implies that DAC is not
APX-hard, unless NP ⊆ DTIME(npolylog(n)). In the following Section 4,w e in-
vestigate the special case where the due intervall engths are constants,i . e., these
lengths are notp a r toft h einput,w hich includes the case ofu nit length due
intervals (recall that DAC is NP-hard, even foru nit length due intervals). This
isr e a s onablee s p e c ially fromap r a c t ical point of view, since it is likely to have
aﬁ nite set ofp r iorityl evelst h a tindicate how fast a message needs to be ag-
gregated, ande a c hlevel corresponds to as p e c iﬁc due intervall ength.F o rt h is
special case,w ee xtendt h eQ PTAS to ap olynomial time approximation scheme
(PTAS) which isb a s e don ani n teresting iterative LP-roundings t r a t e g y. Finally,
in contrast to DAC,w ep r ove in Section 5 that the tree case DA is APX-hard,
even foru nit length due intervals,w hich solves another open problem from [2].282 T. Nonner and A. Souza
Speciﬁcally, weg iveaq u ite strong inapproximability results by showingt h a t
DA cannot be approximated within 4/3−  fora ny  >0, unless P=N P( recall
that there isa2 -approximation algorithm).
2 Preliminaries
Restricting the search space. In chain networks,w ec a nl abel the non-sink
nodes with 1,2,...,k,w here node 1 ≤ v ≤ k has hop-distance k − v +1to the
sink (since the sinkd oes nots e nda ny messages,w ec a no mit it in the chain case
fort h es a k eofs implicity). The followings imple observation allowsu st o restrict
the search space:
Observation 1 ([2]). For any instance, there is an optimal feasible schedule
such that (1) all messages only wait at their respective release nodes, and (2)
e a c hs e n d i n gt i m ei st h ed u et i m eo fam e s s a g e .
Hence,w e only consider schedules with the properties listed in Observation 1.
Usingt h is,w ec a ni n terpret a schedule S as a set of lines such that each line
isd e ﬁ ned by at u p le (v,t), where 1 ≤ v ≤ k ist h estarting node and t ∈ R+ is
the time oft h is line,w hich is the due time ofs ome message.S peciﬁcally, a node
u sends at time t ifa nd only ift h e r eisaline (v,t) ∈ S with v ≤ u, andh e nce
Su = |{(v,t) ∈ S | v ≤ u}|.T hus,w es a y that a message (u,r,d)i s covered by a
line (v,t)i fa nd only if v ≤ u and r ≤ t ≤ d, and a message ish e nce aggregated
ifa nd only if it isc overed by at least one line.I ft h e r eism ore thano n es u c h
line, then assume that the message is aggregated by the ﬁrst one.
Subinstances. Given some instance A,o bservet h a te a c hopeni n terval( a,b) ⊆
R+ ∪{ ∞ }deﬁnes a subinstance A(a,b)o f A that only contains the messages
whose due intervalsa r ec ontained in the openi n terval( a,b), that is {(v,r,d) ∈
A | a<r≤ d<b }.M o reover, A(a,b)i n herits the sendingc ost function from A.
Naturally, wes a y that two subinstances A1,A 2 of A are disjoint if A1 ∩ A2 = ∅.
Relations to interval stabbing. Consider the instance A depicted in Fig.1
with k = 4.T he four verticall evels in thisﬁ g u r ec orrespondt o the four non-sink
nodes in A. Consequently, wed e p ict the due intervals of the messages in A at
their respective levels.S peciﬁcally, nodes 1 and2b oth release two messages, and
soo n .A se xplained above,w eh a vet o cover these messages with vertical lines.
The vertical dashed lines represent such a schedule S.S peciﬁcally, there are two
lines in S startinga tnode 1, ands o on. Since each message isc overed by some
line, S isc learly feasible.
Observet h a tif k =1 ,thenw e obtain the Interval Stabbing Problem (IS), that
is,w es imply havet o cover intervals with a minimaln umber of vertical lines.
Wec onclude that wec a ni n terpret DAC and DAC-Sum as a generalization
of IS. Therefore, except forﬁ ndinga p p lication in the area of data aggregation,
wet h ink that these problems are of independent interest.I Si se q u ivalentt o
Clique Cover in interval graphs, andc a n be solved optimally viaas imple greedyLatency Constrained Aggregation in Chain Networks Admits a PTAS 283
1
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t1 t2 t3 t4
Fig.1. An example instance A with k = 4 and a feasible schedule S which contains
the lines (1,t 2),(1,t 4),(3,t 1), and (3,t 3)
procedure in linear time [8]. Due toi ts fundamentaln ature, several extensions
haveb e e n considered in the past.F o r instance, Even et al. [4] showed that even
the capacitated version can be solved in polynomial time, that is, each possible
line has a capacity contraintt h a tindicates how many intervals it isa llowed to
cover.H o w ever,I Sbecomes NP-hard fort wo dimensions [9], i.e., if we wantt o
cover rectangles with vertical andh orizontal lines, but there isa2 -approximation
algorithm [5] fort h ise xtension.
Monotonicity of sending times. Since our interpretation of a schedulea sa
set of vertical lines implies that the number ofs e ndingt imes cano n l yi n crease,
we obtain that S1 ≤ S2 ≤ ...≤ Sk.W ea lso refer to the number ofs e ndingt imes
Sk oft h elast non-sink node k as the number of sending times of S.T hisr a ises
the question whether wec a n strengthen thism onotonicity property. To thise nd,
we need the followingd e ﬁ nition:
Deﬁnition 1 (normal form). Let S be a feasibles c h e d u le.W es a y that a line
(v,t) ∈ S can be pushed ifr e p lacingt h is line with the line (v +1 ,t) does not
aﬀect the feasibilityo f S (if v = k, thenw er e m ove (v,t)i n stead ofr e p lacing
it), i.e., there is no message that becomes uncovered.U singt h is,w es a y that a
feasibles c h e d u le S is in normal form if (1) no linec a n be pushed and (2) there
is no pair of lines (v,t),(u,s) ∈ S such that wec a n replace these lines with
the lines (u,t),(v,s)w i thout aﬀectingt h ef e a s ibilityo f S, andt h e n additionally
push (v,s).
In words, af e a s ibles c h e d u leg iveni nn o rmal form cannotbet r ivially improved by
the simple locali mprovements of pushing, respectively by replacinga nd pushing.
Note that the schedule in Fig.1i s notg iveni nn o rmal form, since wec a n replace
the ﬁrst two lines (3,t 1),(1,t 2)w i th the lines (1,t 1),(3,t 2), andt h e n additionally
push (3,t 2)w i thout aﬀectingt h ef e a s ibilityo f S.
Lemma 2. Any feasible schedule can be transformed into normal form in poly-
nomial time.
Proof. Observet h a twec a ni n terpret the two normal form properties in Deﬁni-
tion 1 as operations on af e a s ibles c h e d u le.I teratively applyingt h e s eoperations
as often as possiblec learly yields a feasibles c h e d u le in normal form. Each time
such ano peration is successful, Sv decreases byo n ef ors ome node v,w hich gives284 T. Nonner and A. Souza
the polynomial runningt ime, since initially Sv ≤ n. On the other hand,n o te
that Sv does not increase fora ny node v duringt h isp r ocess.    
By Lemma 2,w ec a nw l o g assume in the followingt h a te very feasibles c h e d u le
isg iveni nn o rmal form.U singt h is, the followingd e ﬁ nition gives a stronger
monotonicity property:
Deﬁnition 2 (exponential growth). Fort wo constants η,γ > 1, wes a y that
ani n stance A has (η,γ)-exponential growth iff ora ny feasibles c h e d u le S for A
(giveni nn o rmal form) anda ny pair of nodes v<u<k , Su >η u−v/γ · Sv.
In words, starting with any node v, the number ofs e ndingt imes growse x-
ponentially with respect to η and γ,w hereas weh a vet o exclude the single
node k fort e c h nical reasons.W e need the assumption that any feasibles c h e d u le
isg iveni nn o rmal form, since otherwise,w ec a nnotﬁ nd instances with expo-
nential growth.T osee this,o bserve that there isa lwayst h ef e a s ibles c h e d u le
{(1,d) | (v,r,d) ∈ A},w hich clearly does notf u lﬁll the exponential growth prop-
erty for v =1 .U sing Deﬁnition 2, the followingt e c h nical reduction lemma says
that wec a nw l o g assume that any giveni n stance has exponential growth.W e
will use this lemma multiplet imes in the following (proof in full version):
Lemma 3. If for any pair of constants η,γ, there is a (Q)PTAS for DAC re-
stricted to instances with (η,γ)-exponential growth, then there is a (Q)PTAS for
DAC.
3 Dynamic Programming and a QPTAS
In this section, wep r e s e ntad ynamicp r ogramming approach which can be
applied to DAC-Sum and DAC,w hereas itr u ns only in polynomial time for
DAC-Sum.L et d1 <d 2 < ... < d n be ano rdering of the due times in A,
and let d0 := 0 and dn+1 := ∞ (assume wlog that the due times are distinct).
Fora ny pair 0 ≤ s<t≤ n +1 ,i f A(ds,d t)  = ∅, thenl et v(s,t): =min{v |
∃(v,r,d) ∈ A(ds,d t)} be the least numbered node that releases a message in
A(ds,d t)( recall that A(ds,d t)i sas u b instance of A). In thisc a s e ,w ec h oose
an arbitrary message (v(s,t),r,d) ∈ A(ds,d t). Clearly, in any optimal feasible
schedule S for A(ds,d t), there must be a line (v(s,t),d i)w i th s<i<twhich
covers this message. Observet h a tt h is lined e c omposes the instance A(ds,d t)i n
two subinstances A(ds,d i),A(di,d t) such that there are two feasibles c h e d u les
S1 and S2 for A(ds,d i) and A(di,d t), respectively, with
S = S1 ∪ S2 ∪{ (v(s,t),d i)}.
This immediately yields a polynomial time dynamicp r ogramming approach for
DAC-Sum as follows:F o re a c hp a ir 0 ≤ s<t≤ n +1 ,i t suﬃces to store
OPT(A(ds,d t)) in ad ynamicp r ogramming array, since wec a ni n ductively ﬁll
this array by usingt h ef ollowing recurrence:
OPT(A(ds,d t)) = min
s<i<t
(OPT(A(ds,d i)) + OPT(A(di,d t)) +
k  
v=v(s,t)
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where k ist h enumber of non-sink nod e sa se xplained in Subsection 2.T his
approach was used in [2] and [6] to construct a polynomial time algorithm for
DAC-Sum.
To adapt this approach to DAC,o bservet h a twec a n think of DAC as a
multi-objective variant of DAC-Sum,w here the dimensionsa r et h ec osts oft h e
nodes.F o ra ni n troduction to the notions ofm u lti-objective optimization, we
refer to[ 1 7]. Weu s et h ef ollowingt wo deﬁnitionsf r omt h isa r e a :
Deﬁnition 3 (dominate). Wes a y that a schedule S is α-dominated by an-
other schedule S  if S 
v ≤ αSv, fore a c hnode v.I f α =1 ,thenw es imply say
that S  dominates S.
Deﬁnition 4 (Pareto front). Wec a ll as e toff e a s ibles c h e d u les D fora n
instance A a Pareto front iff ore a c hf e a s ibles c h e d u le S for A, there isas c h e d -
ule S  ∈ D that dominates S.M o reover,w es a y that D is μ-restricted ift h is
propertyo n l yholds fore a c hf e a s ibles c h e d u le S for A with at most μ sending
times.
Note that our deﬁnition ofaPareto fronts lightly diﬀers from the usual deﬁnition
ofaPareto front, since wed on o tr e q u ire that there is no pair ofs c h e d u les
S,S  ∈ D such that S dominates S .
Clearly, havingaPareto front D,w ec a n ﬁnda no ptimal feasibles c h e d u le
by computingc ost(S)=maxv c(v)Sv, fore very schedule S ∈ D.B ut since the
number of nodes isp a r toft h einput,w e obtain am u lti-objective optimiza-
tion problem with an unbounded number ofd imensions.T herefore, a Pareto
frontm ight haves u p e r p olynomial size.H o w ever,w ec a n use the following
lemma:
Lemma 4. The dynamic programming approach for DAC-Sum can be adapted
to DAC such that given some positive integer μ, it computes a μ-restricted Pareto
front of size at most (μ +1 ) k in time polynomial in n and μk.
Proof. Weu s ealarger dynamicp r ogramming array Π,w hich contains onee ntry
Π(s,t,f) fore a c hp a ir 0 ≤ s<t≤ n +1ande a c hf u nction f : {1,...,k}→
{0,1,...,μ} that indicates ift h e r ee xists a feasibles c h e d u le S fort h es u b instance
A(ds,d t)w i th Sv = f(v), fore a c hnode v.T he following recurrence allowsu st o
inductively ﬁll this array:
Π(s,t,f)=true ⇐⇒ ∃i,f1,f 2 :( Π(s,i,f1)=true) ∧ (Π(i,t,f2)=true) ∧
(s<i<t ) ∧ f(v)=
 
01 ≤ v<v (s,t)
f1(v)+f2(v)+1 v(s,t) ≤ v ≤ k
We initialize Π by setting Π(s,t,f) to false if A(ds,d t) does notc ontain a
message.F i n ally, the set ofs c h e d u les D that realizes the entries Π(0,n+1 ,f),
f ∈{ 0,1,...,μ}{1,...,k},i sr e t u r ned.T he claimc learly follows.    286 T. Nonner and A. Souza
Theorem 1. There is a QPTAS for DAC.
Proof. Consider a ﬁxed pair η,γ > 1, and let A be ani n stance with (η,γ)-
exponential growth.S i n ce any schedule S for A has at most n sendingt imes,
i.e., Sk ≤ n,w e immediately conclude with the exponential growth property
of A that the number of nodes is logarithmically bounded in the number of
messages,i . e., k = O(log(n)). In thisc a s e , for the parameter choice μ = n,
the dynamicp r ogramming approach from Lemma 4 has quasipolynomial run-
ningt ime O(nO(log(n))), andt h er e t u r ned Pareto front D has quasipolynomial
size.N o te that μ = n implies that D containsa no ptimal feasibles c h e d u le,
which wec a n hence ﬁnd in quasipolynomial time.T he claimt h e n followsf r om
Lemma 3.    
4 A PTAS for Constant Length Due Intervals
In this section, wep r e s e ntaPTAS for DAC for the case that the due interval
lengths are constants.F o rs implicity, we assume throughout this section that we
haveu nit length due intervals.H o w ever, all arguments can be easily extended
to due intervals with arbitrary but constant length.
Starting with the seminalw o rk of Hochbaum and Maass [10], ith a sb e c ome
ac ommon approach in the designo f approximation schemes forg e ometric opti-
mization problems to exploitt h eg e ometric structure in order to decompose an
instance in smaller subinstances.S uch an approach has also been already used
in the context ofm u ltiobjective optimization too btain a PTAS for Multiobjec-
tive Disk Cover [7]. Wea p p ly as imilar approach.S peciﬁcally, wed e c ompose an
instance in subinstances that haves m a ller Pareta fronts.H o w ever, there is one
signiﬁcantd iﬀerence to the approach in [7]: They haveaﬁ nite number ofd imen-
sions, andc onsequently, their Pareto fronth a sp olynomial size.T herefore,i t is
possiblet o combinet h ePareto fronts oft h es u b instances to a Pareto front oft h e
originali n stance in polynomial time.T hisd oes noth old in our case.H ence,w e
need to compute a schedulef r omt h ePareto fronts oft h es u b instances without
computingt h ePareto front oft h eoriginali n stance.T othise nd,w eu s ea nL P -
rounding approach.T hisr ounding approach iteratively solves a linear program
such that after each iteration we obtain some newi n tegralv ariables.W et h ink
that this approach is likely to ﬁnda p p lication in other multi-objectives c e nar-
ios with an unbounded number ofd imensions.T he decomposition used in this
section isd e ﬁ ned as follows:
Deﬁnition 5 ( -conserving decomposition). Given some  >0 anda ni n -
stance A,w ec a ll as e q u e nce ofp a irwise disjoints u b instances A1,A 2,...,A n of A
an  -conserving decomposition ift h e r eiss ome (possibly non-feasible) schedule
S0 for A with cost(S0) ≤  OPT(A), andf ora ny sequence off e a s ibles c h e d -
ules S1,S2,...,Sn fort h es u b instances A1,A 2,...,A n, respectively, the union
∪n
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The following lemma isp r oveni nthe full version oft h isp a p e r :
Lemma 5. For any suﬃciently small  >0 and any instance A with unit length
due intervals, there is an  -conserving decomposition A1,A 2,...,A n such that
any feasible schedule for one of these subinstances has at most κ  sending times
for some constant κ .
Extending a combination of schedules. Assume now that given ani n stance
A andas u ﬃ c iently small  >0, weh a vea n  -conservingd e c omposition
A1,A 2,...,A n with an associated schedule S0 as described in Lemma 5. Itf ol-
lowsf r omt h is lemma that in order to ﬁnda n arbitrary good approximation of
ano ptimal feasibles c h e d u lef or A,i t suﬃces to select ano ptimal combination
off e a s ibles c h e d u les S1,S2,...,Sn fort h es u b instances A1,A 2,...,A n, respec-
tively. Wee xploitt h is in the following.A ssume that weh a veaPareto front Di
fore a c hs u b instance Ai.M o reover, assume that weh a vea lready selected some
feasibles c h e d u les Si, i ∈ Q, for a subset Q ⊆{ 1,...,n},w here wed e ﬁ ne Q :=
{1,...,n}\Q. Clearly, ﬁndings ome optimal feasibles c h e d u les S1,S2,...,Sn
with respect to the already selected schedules corresponds then to ﬁndings ome
feasibles c h e d u les Si, i ∈ Q, that minimize the following objective:
max
v
c(v)
  
i∈Q
Si
v +
 
i∈Q
Si
v
 
.
Wec a n formulate thisp r oblem as ani n teger program byi n troducinga ni n tegral
variable xi,S fore a c hi ∈ Q ande a c hs c h e d u le S ∈ Di that indicates whether
thiss c h e d u le isp a r toft h iss e lection. We need a more generali n teger program
which allowsu st o restrict the nodes to a subset C ⊆{ 1,...,k}:
minimize z
subject to z ≥ c(v)
   
i∈Q,S∈Di
xi,SSv +
 
i∈Q
Si
v
 
for v ∈ C (1)
 
S∈Di
xi,S ≥ 1 for i ∈ Q (2)
xi,S ∈{ 0,1} for i ∈ Q,S ∈ Di (3)
Constraints (2) ensure that exactly ones c h e d u le isp icked frome a c hPareto
front Di, andc onstraints (1) enforce that the objective ism inimized. Observe
that the number of variables in this integer program depends on the sizes oft h e
sets Di, i ∈ Q.W e refer to the corresponding linear program in which wer e lax
the integrality constraints (3) by xi,S ≥ 0 as LP(Q,C). This linear program
isu s e dm u ltiplet imes in the followingp r ocedure EXTEND which extends a
given combination off e a s ibles c h e d u les Si, i ∈ Q, to some feasibles c h e d u les
S1,S2,...,Sn:288 T. Nonner and A. Souza
EXTEND(Q)
1. Set v∗ ← min{v |∃ i ∈ Q,S ∈ Di : Sv > 0}.
2. (inner loop) While Q  = ∅:
(a)I f |Q| =1 ,then, fort h es inglee lement i ∈ Q, set Si to an
arbitrary schedule in Di, andt e r m inate thisp r ocedure.
(b)S et C ←{ v∗,...,min{k,v∗ + |Q|−2}}.
(c) Compute ano ptimum x oft h elinear program LP(Q,C).
(d)S et Q  ←{ i ∈ Q |∃ S ∈ Di : xi,S  ∈{ 0,1}}.
(e)F o re a c hi ∈ Q\Q , set Si to the schedule in Di indicated by the
corresponding integralv ariable in x.
(f)S et Q ← Q .
The node v∗ in step 1i ss imply the smallest labeled node such that there
exists a set Di with a schedule S ∈ Di that has at least ones e ndingt ime at
v∗.M o reover,w es e tQ  in each step 2(d) to the ’non-integral part’o f Q with
respect to x.
Lemma 6. The inner loop has at most n iterations, and hence procedure EX-
TEND terminates in linear time.
Proof. By the setting of C in step 2(b), weh a ve in each iteration that |C| < |Q|.
Weh a vet o show that this yields that the optimum x oft h elinear program
LP(Q,C) has ani n tegral part, since then the cardinalityo f Q decreases by
at least one in each iteration, which yields the claim.T othise nd,w ef ollow
the arguments from Theorem 1i n[ 1 4]. Let z be the cost of x.M o reover,l et
w :=
 
i∈Q |Di|, u := |Q| and l := |C|.H ence, x isap oint on the polyhedron in
Rw deﬁned by the following l + u + w constraints:
z/c(v) −
 
i∈Q
S
i
v ≥
 
i∈Q,S∈Di
xi,SSv for v ∈ C
 
S∈Di
xi,S ≥ 1 for i ∈ Q (4)
xi,S ≥ 0 for i ∈ Q,S ∈ Di (5)
Wec a nw l o g assume that x isavertexo nthisp olyhedron. In thisc a s e , since
thisp olyhedron is w-dimensional, weh a vet h a tx satisﬁes at least w oft h e s e
constraints with equality. Consequently, at least w −u−l ofc onstraints (5) are
satisﬁed with equality by x.T herefore, at least w−u−l oft h evariables in x are
0. Deﬁne hi := |{S ∈ Di | xi,S  =0 }|, fore a c hi ∈ Q.B ythe arguments above,  
i∈Q hi ≤ u + l.H ence, since l = |C| < |Q| = u,
1
|Q|
 
i∈Q
hi < 2. (6)Latency Constrained Aggregation in Chain Networks Admits a PTAS 289
Thist e r mist h ea verage size oft h eintegers hi, i ∈ Q.B ut on the other hand,
constraints (4) ensure that hi ≥ 1, fore a c hi ∈ Q.H ence, byi n equality( 6 ) ,w e
obtain that there must be at least one i ∈ Q with hi =1 ,andt h e r e f ore, there is
at least one S ∈ Di with xi,S =1 .T hisp r oves the claim oft h elemma.    
The algorithm. Usingp r ocedure EXTEND, wec a nn o wformulate the ﬁnal
algorithm,w hich takes ani n stance A, as u ﬃ c iently small  >0, andap ositive
integer parameter β as input.T he parameter β aﬀects the runningt ime oft h e
algorithm, and we will show in the followingt h a twec a n choose a constant β
such that the algorithm yields a PTAS:
ALGORITHM(A, ,β)
1. Compute an  -conservingd e c omposition A1,A 2,...,A n of A accord-
ingt oL emma 5w i th an associated schedule S0 for A.
2.F o r i =1 ,...,n: Compute a Pareto front Di for Ai accordingt o
Lemma 4 with μ = κ .
3. (outer loop) Fore a c hs e tQ ⊆{ 1,...,n} ofs ize n − β ande a c h
combination ofs c h e d u les Si ∈ Di, i ∈ Q:
(a)U se procedure EXTEND to extendt h ec ombination ofs c h e d u les
Si, i ∈ Q, to some schedules S1,S2,...,Sn.
(b)S et S ←∪ n
i=0Si.
4. Return the best schedule S computed in the outer loop.
Lemma 7. If the input instance A has (η,γ)-exponential growth for some pair
η,γ > 1, then the algorithm has polynomial running time.
Proof. If A has exponential growth, thenw eh a vet h a tk = O(log(n)), since the
number ofs e ndingt imes Sk isa tm ost n.T herefore, by the parameter choice μ =
κ ,w ec onclude with Lemma 4 that the dynamicp r ogramming approach yields
the Pareto fronts D1,D 2,...,D n in polynomial time O(κ
O(log(n))
  ), and these sets
havea lso polynomial size.I neach iteration oft h einner loop,w eh a vet o solvea
linear program,w here the size oft h is linear program is O(
 n
i=1 |Di|), andh e nce
polynomial. Consequently, wec a n solvet h is linear program with the Ellipsoid
method in polynomial time.N o ww ec ountt h enumber oft imes weh a vet o solve
such a linear program.F i rst, again since the Pareto fronts D1,D 2,...,D n have
polynomial size and β isc onstant,w e see that the outer looph a sp olynomially
many iterations.S econd,L emma 6 showst h a te a c hinner loop has at most n
iterations.T he claimf ollowsb y combininga ll these facts.    
The following lemma isp r oveni nthe full version oft h isp a p e r :
Lemma 8. If the input instance A has (η,γ)-exponential growth for some pair
η,γ > 1, then, for any  >0, we can choose a constant β such that the algorithm
returns a feasible schedule S with cost(S) ≤ (1 + 2 )OPT(A).290 T. Nonner and A. Souza
Theorem 2. There is a PTAS for DAC with unit length due intervals.
Proof. Combine Lemmas 3, 7, and8 .    
5 Hardness Results
The followingt h e orems are proveni nthe full version oft h isp a p e r :
Theorem 3. DAC is strongly NP-hard, even for unit length due intervals.
Theorem 4. For any  >0, DA cannot be approximated within 4/3 −   in
polynomial time, even for unit length due intervals, unless P=NP.
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Abstract. Given a heterogeneous cake and 5 players, we give the ﬁrst
bounded algorithm for computing an envy-free division of the cake, such
that each person thinks he gets the largest piece. The case with 4 players
was solved in a famous paper by Brams et al. in 1997. Our algorithm can
be discretized to obtain an   envy-free division in O(polylog (1/ )) time.
The algorithm is based on augmenting the irrevocable advantage graph
in a new way.
We also look at the open problem of ﬁnding discrete procedures for
computing envy-free division among 4 players. We present a simple al-
gorithm that ﬁnds an envy-free division of a portion of the cake, such
that each player gets at least 1/4 of the whole cake (in his valuation).
1 Introduction
Since the beautifulw o rks of Steinhaus and Banach and Knaster [1,2], cake cut-
tingp r oblems haveb e e n af a vorite amongm a t h e m a t icians.T hey havef ound
various applications in the ﬁelds ofe c onomics, political science,o perationsr e -
search, andc omputer science.
The main objective in the cake cuttingp r oblem isf a irness.T he two most
commonly used notions off a irness are “proportionality” and “envy-freeness”.
In proportional cake cutting, each person gets a piece which he considers as at
least 1
n oft h ewholec a k e .“ Envy-free”i sas t r onger condition, sayingt h a te a c h
person must get the piece he thinks is largest (ora tleast tied with the largest).
Despite the simplicityo ft h em odel, the envy-free cake cuttingp r oblem has
been eluding researchers form a ny decades.I n1 9 76, Selfridge andC onway gave
as impled iscrete procedure forc omputinga n envy-free allocation for 3 players.
Later in 1980, the existence ofe nvy-free divisions with n−1 cuts was proved by
Stromquist [3]. Notm u c hp r ogress was made until 1995, whenB rams and Taylor
[4] gave the ﬁrst ﬁnite discrete algorithm fore nvy-free division forg e neral n.
However, the number ofc u t sneeded in theira lgorithm depends on the actual
utility function oft h ep layers, and itm a y be unbounded.F i n dingab ounded
algorithm forg e neral n isk nown to be one oft h em ost important open problems
in the ﬁeld. Even for n = 4 no such algorithm isk nown.
In 1997,B rams et al. gaveam oving-knife procedure fora n envy-free division
for4p e ople [5]. In the paper they pointed out that a solution for n =5exists ifa
certain extension of Austin’sp r ocedure [6] exists.T he existence oft h a te xtension
seems to be unlikely.
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In thisp a p e rwes olvet h ec a s ef or n =5usingad iﬀerent approach.I n
particular,w eg ive the ﬁrst moving-knife procedure for n =5 .Our algorithm
isb a s e don the idea of irrevocable advantage (IA) used in [4]. Assume the cake
has been allocated partially, wes a y A has IA over B if A will note nvy B even
if B isg iven the rest oft h ec a k e . Our algorithm ﬁrst computes an envy-free
division over a portion oft h ec a k ein a way such that some IA relationships can
be obtained when dividingt h eleftover.W et h e n recurse on the leftover until a
certain structure exists in the graph of IA relationships.A tt h a tp oint wec a n
divide the remainingp a r td irectly, without any trimming.T he idea iss imilar
to the Selfridge-Conway procedure.H o w ever,n ewi deas are used for obtaininga
partial allocation anda u g m e ntingt h eIA graph, andt h e s eideas may be useful
forb igger n.
A desirablep r opertyo f our procedure ist h a tit is “almost discrete”, in the
sense that all operationsu s e da r ed iscrete except fort h eAustin’sp r ocedure.W e
show how the Austin’sp r ocedure can be discretized,y i eldinga n  -approximate
envy-free division in O(polylog
 1
 
 
) time, using only ac onstant number ofc u t s .
Based on the same idea,w ea lso givead iscrete procedure for n = 4.T he
procedure produces an envy-free division such that each person gets at least 1
4
oft h ec a k e(in his own valuation), but itd oes nota lwaysa llocate the whole
cake.
1.1 Related Work
A more popular line of research in theoretical computer science isc omputing
proportional( o r approximately proportional) divisions.I n[ 7], Even and Paz
gavead e t e r m inisticd ivide-and-conquerora lgorithm that computes a propor-
tional division, and itu s e sonly O(nlogn) queries.I nthe last fewy ears, there
has been several papers on the lower bound ofq u e r y complexityo fc omputing
proportional division. Sgall and Woeginger [8] showed that every proportional
protocol (either deterministic orr a ndomized) has query complexity Ω(nlogn),
under the constraintt h a te a c hp layer must receiveac onsecutivep iece. Edmonds
and Pruhs [9] showed the same lower boundf ora ny deterministic approximate-
fairp r otocol, and later they gaver a ndomized algorithms forc omputing approxi-
mate proportional divisions, usingalinear number ofc u t swith high probability
[10,11].
Fore nvy-free divisions,S u [12] gaveac onstructivep r oof oft h ee xistence ofa n
envy-free division with n−1 cuts.T he proofc a n be turned into an approximate
algorithm.H o w ever, the runningt ime oft h ea lgorithm ise xponential. Denge t
al. [13] use that prooft o giveaO(polylog
 1
 
 
) algorithm fort h ec a s en =3 .N o
such algorithm isk nown forb igger n.T he majord iﬀerence between their work
andt h isp a p e rist h a tin thisp a p e rwem a y use more than n − 1 cuts.
2 Notations and Assumptions
The cake cuttingp r oblem involves a cake, denoted by the [0,1] interval, and
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which isam e a s u r eover subsets of [0,1], i.e., ui(∅)=0 ,ui([0,1]) = 1, and
u(∪∞
i=1Si)=
 ∞
i=1 u(Si)i f Si’sa r ed isjoint.
A division oft h ec a k eisap a r t ition oft h einterval[ 0 ,1] = C1 ∪ C2 ···∪Cn,
where Ci isa s s igned to the ith player.Adivision is fair (or proportional)i f
ui(Ci) ≥ 1
n fora ll i.I t is envy-free if ui(Ci) ≥ ui(Cj) fora ll i and j, and  
envy-free if ui(Ci) ≥ ui(Cj) −  .I nthisp a p e r ,w ec onsider only the case where
each Ci ist h eu nion ofﬁ nitely many intervals.
In a discrete procedure,o n l ytwo types orq u e r ies are allowed.
1. Value query Q1(i,S): The query takes a player i andas e tS, and itr e t u r ns
ui(S).
2. Cut query Q2(i,[a,b],p): The query takes a player i, ani n terval[ a,b], and
ar e a ln umber 0 <p<1, and it outputs the minimum number c such that
ui([a,c]) = p × ui([a,b]).
The value queryi s natural, and the cut query allowsap layer to divide ani n terval
into any integraln umber ofe q u a l pieces.
When considering approximation algorithms for the problem we only consider
value queries, and we assume utility functions are upper bounded by M,i . e.,
ui(I) ≤ M|I| fora ll players i and intervals I.T his assumption is necessary
because otherwise the utility can concentrate on a very small interval and it
may take the algorithm arbitrarily longt o ﬁndt h a tinterval using only value
queries.
3 5-Person Envy-Free Division
First wed e ﬁ net h ec oncept of irrevocablea d vantage formally:
Deﬁnition 1. Let S be the part of cake that has been allocated and assume the
piece assigned to player i is Ci.L e tT be part of the leftover, we say player i has
IA over player j when dividing T if ui(Ci) ≥ ui(Cj ∪ T).I no t h e rw o r d s ,i does
not envy j even if j is given the whole piece T.
Before we state the algorithm,w e need toi n troduce the Austin’sp r ocedure:
Lemma 1. Assume there are 2 players and the utility functions ui([0,x]) are
continuous in x, then there is a moving-knife procedure that cuts the cake into k
pieces, such that both players think all pieces have equal values.
Proof. Suppose k = 2.D enote the cake by the interval[ 0 ,1]. Initially put one
knife at 0, anda nother knife at x such that u1([0,x]) = 1/2.N o wmoveb oth
knives towards right such that the value oft h ec a k ein between remains 1/2f or
P1.T he claim ist h a ta ts ome pointt h em iddlep a r ta lsov alues 1/2f or P2.
Suppose u2([0,x]) ≤ 1/2.W hen the left knife moves to x, the right knife isa t
1. Therefore for P2,i n i tially the middlep a r tvalues u2([0,x]) ≤ 1/2a nda tt h e
end it values u2([x,1]) = 1 − u2([0,x]) ≥ 1/2.B ycontinuity, t h e r em u s tb ea
moment where the middlep a r tvalues 1/2f or P2 as well. The abovep r ocedure
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Using Austin’sp r ocedure as a black box, wea r enow ready to state the main
procedure.
Lemma 2. Given a cake and 5 players, there exists a procedure that produces
an envy-free division for part of the cake, using a constant number of cuts. Fur-
thermore, the leftover can be divided into two parts L1 and L2, such that when
dividing L1,b o t hP1 and P2 have IA over some player in P3,P 4,P 5,a n dw h e n
dividing L2, P1 and P2 have IA over another player.
Proof. First, use Austin’sp r ocedure on P1 and P2 to produce 5 equal pieces for
both players.D epending on the favorite pieces oft h er e s toft h ep layers, there
are 3 cases.
– The favorite pieces of P3,P 4,P 5 are all diﬀerent.
In thisc a s ewec a nl et P3,P 4 and P5 take theirf a vorite pieces and let P1,P 2
take whatever is left.S i n ce P1 and P2 are indiﬀerenta b out the ﬁvep ieces,
weg e ta n envy-free division.
– All of P3,P 4,P 5 like the same piece.
Without loss ofg e nerality assume all of P3,P 4,P 5 prefer the ﬁrst piece.S up-
pose wes h r ink the ﬁrst piece gradually, then at some point one of P3,P 4,P 5
will think the ﬁrst piece isa slarge as another piece.A gain without loss of
generality, assume P3 is now tied between the ﬁrst piece andt h es e c ond.
Now wes h r ink the ﬁrst piece andt h es e c ondp iece simultaneously such that
P3 isa lways indiﬀerentb e t ween them.T w ocases can happen here:
(i) Ats ome point,o n e of P4 and P5 thinks hisf a vorite piece (either ﬁrst
ors e c ond)i st ied with one oft h er e s t(either the third, the fourth,o r
the ﬁfth). Without loss ofg e nerality assume P4’sf a vorite pieces become
the ﬁrst andt h et h ird.N o ww eh a ve obtained an envy-free division: Let
P5 takes hisf a vorite piece, and P4 takes the third piece, and P3 takes
whatever is left in the ﬁrst two pieces, and P1 and P2 take the fourth
and the ﬁfth pieces.
(ii) P3 ist ied with another piece, say the third piece.I nthisc a s e ,i f P4 and
P5 prefer diﬀerentp ieces thenw ea r ed one;o therwise, suppose they both
like the ﬁrst piece.S hrink the ﬁrst piece until one oft h e mist ied with
another piece.I t ise a s y to check that no matter which piece it is,w eg e t
a perfect matching (andh e nce an envy-free division).
– Two of P3,P 4,P 5 like the same piece.
Assume P3 and P4 prefer the ﬁrst piece and P5 prefers the second.T rimt h e
ﬁrst piece until one of P3 and P4 ist ied between the ﬁrst piece anda nother
piece.I ft h a tp iece is nott h es e c ond, thenw eh a ve a perfect matching;I f
it ist h es e c ondp iece, the problem reduces to the previous case,w here we
shrink the ﬁrst piece andt h es e c ondp iece simultaneously.    
Denote the previous procedure by“ P rocedure 1”. The proof oft h ef ollowing
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Theorem 1. Given a cake and 5 players, there exists a moving-knife procedure
which produces an envy-free division, using a constant number of cuts.
Proof. Use Procedure 1 too btain an envy-free division forp a r toft h ec a k e , and
assume the leftover is T1∪T2, such that when allocating T1 both P1 and P2 have
IA over P3, andf or T2 both P1 and P2 have IA over P4.W es h ow how T1 can
be divided, and T2 can be handled similarly.
On T1, runP rocedure 1 again with P1 and P3 performingt h eAustin’sp r oce-
dure.P art of T1 might remain unallocated,w hich can be divided into R1 ∪ R2
such that P1 and P3 have IA over another player when dividing R1 and R2 re-
spectively. Suppose P1 and P3 have IA over P4 on R1, then R1 can be divided
in the following way: Let P2 and P5 divide R1 into5equal pieces by performing
the Austin’sp r ocedure, and let the players take the largest remainingp iece in
the following order: P4, P3, P1, P2, P5. P4 envies no oneb e c a u s eh ep icks ﬁrst;
P3 does note nvy P4 because of IA; P1 envies neither P4 nor P3 because of IA;
P2 and P5 don o te nvy anyoneb e c a u s et h e y are indiﬀerenta b out the ﬁvep ieces.
R2 can be divided similarly.    
The proof oft h et h e orem essentially gives the algorithm,w hich can be viewed
as a recursivea lgorithm that alwayse nds at depth 3. Its h ouldb enoted that
Procedure 1i s “almost discrete”. The only part that uses movingk nives ist h e
Austin’sp r ocedure.T osee this,i t suﬃces to check all other operationsc a n be
doned iscretely. Essentially there are two types of operations weu s e d .
1. We decrease a piece until some player ist ied with thisp iece anda nother
one.I tc a n be doneb yl ettinge a c hp layer mark a point on thisp iece which
makes himt ied if the part to the left oft h ep oint isr e m oved.T hen cut along
the leftmost mark.
2.W e decrease two pieces simultaneously such that some player isa lwayst ied
between the two, ande nd when ap layer ist ied between ap iece within the
two andap iece outside the two. Thisc a n be dones imilarly by makingm a r k s
andc u ta longt h eleftmost one.
Moving-knife procedures are notd e s irablef r oma n algorithmic perspective.N ext
wes h ow Procedure 1 can be discretized toy i elda n approximate solution.
Theorem 2. Procedure 1 can be discretized such that it computes an   envy-free
solution in time O(log
 
M
 
 2
), using a constant number of cuts.
Proof. Wes h ow how to discretize The Austin’sp r ocedure by performingb inary
search on the position oft h eleft knife.T he diﬃculty comes fromt h ef a c tt h a t
as m a ll perturbation oft h eleft knife can result in a large move in the right
knife (because the valuation of P1 can be 0o nsome interval), anda lso the exact
location oft h er ight knife cann o tb ef oundu s ing only value queries.
Fors implicity, we only show the case ofc u t t ingt h ec a k einto k = 2e q u a l
parts,w hilet h ea lgorithm for k>2 is essentially the same.L et x be a point
satisfying u1([x,1]) ≥ 1
2.W ed e ﬁ ne Lx to be the largest number that isf oundb y
binary search such that u1(x,Lx) ≤ 1
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(foundb y binary search) such that u1(x,Rx) ≥ 1
2.F o rmally, Lx and Rx are
computed by the followingb inary-search algorithm:
(1) Initialize Lx =0 ,R x =1 .
(2) Repeat the followingp r ocess log
 
M
 
 
times:L et m = Lx+Rx
2 .S et Lx = m if
u1([x,m]) ≤ 1
2,o therwise set Rx = m.
The followingf a c t sh oldf or Lx and Rx.
1. Lx and Rx are nondecreasingf u nctions of x.
2. Every point y that satisﬁes u1([x,y]) = 1
2 isc ontained in the interval[ Lx,R x].
3. 1
2 −   ≤ u1([x,Lx]) ≤ 1
2 ≤ u1([x,Rx]) ≤ 1
2 +  ,
Wep r ove the ﬁrst property brieﬂy: Let 0 <x 1 <x 2 < 1, assume wer u n
onep r ocedure for x1 and onef or x2.T he two procedures diﬀer at a step only
when u(x1,m) ≥ 1
2 and u(x2,m) ≤ 1
2, but thenw eh a ve Lx1,R x1 ≤ m and
Lx2,R x2 ≥ m.I f no such step exists, then both procedures produce the same
Lx and Rx.I neither case, Lx1 ≤ Lx2 and Rx1 ≤ Rx2.T he secondp r opertyi s
trivial fromt h ea lgorithm.N o tice that the length oft h einterval[ Lx,R x] halves
in each iteration, so Rx −Lx =  
M at the end oft h ea lgorithm.B yboundedness
of the utility function weh a ve u1([Lx,R x]) ≤  , andt ogether with the second
property this implies the third property.
Wea r enow ready to state the discretized Austin’sp r ocedure.A ssume that
u2([0,t]) < 1
2 where t satisﬁes u1([0,t]) = 1
2.
(1) Initialize l =0 ,r=1 .
(2)S et x = l+r
2 .I f u1([0,x]) > 1
2 then set r = x andg o to( 4); Otherwise,
compute Lx,R x.
(3) If u2([x,Lx]) > 1
2 +   set r = x; Otherwise if u2([x,Rx]) < 1
2 −   set l = x;
Otherwise, ﬁndap oint y ∈ [Lx,R x] by binary search such that u2([x,y]) ∈
[1
2 − 2 , 1
2 + 2 ]. Return the cut (x,y) andt e r m inate the algorithm.
(4) Repeat step (2) and (3) log
 
M
 
 
times.
(5) Ift h ea lgorithm has nott e r m inated, ﬁndap oint y in [Ll,R r] by binary
search such that u2([l,y]) ∈ [1
2 −  , 1
2 +  ]. Return the cut (l,y).
Claim. The abovea lgorithm returnsac u t(x,y) such that 1
2 −2  ≤ ui([x,y]) ≤
1
2 + 2  for i =1 ,2.
Proof. Fora ny x such that u1([0,x]) ≤ 1
2,w eu s eHx to denote the smallest num-
ber such that u1([x,Hx]) = 1
2.B yprevious arguments wek now Lx ≤ Hx ≤ Rx.
Wec laimt h a ta te a c hs t e p , the algorithm either terminates ort h ef ollowing in-
varianth olds: u2([l,Hl]) < 1
2 and u2([r ,H r ]) > 1
2,w here r  = min(r,t). Initially
this ist r u eb y assumption; Ats t e p(3), wes e tr = x only when u2([x,Lx]) > 1
2+ ,
but then u2([r,Hr]) ≥ u2([r,Lr]) > 1
2.S i milarly whenw es e tl = x the invariant
still holds.A l son o tice that at each step, any point y ∈ [Lx,R x]y i elds a feasible
cut (x,y) forp layer 1( ani n terval I iss a idt o be feasible if 1
2−  ≤ u(I) ≤ 1
2+ ). If
at step (3) the third case happens,i . e. u2([x,Lx]) ≤ 1
2 +  and u2([x,Rx]) ≥ 1
2− ,298 A. Saberi and Y. Wang
thenw ek now there also exists a feasiblep ointf orp layer 2 in the interval[ Lx,R x].
Wem a yn o tﬁ ndt h isp ointe xactly but we lose at most an additive   by per-
formingb inary search.
Ift h ea lgorithm reaches step (5), wem u s th a ve r−l ≤  
M.B ythe invariant just
proved, u2([l,Ll]) < 1
2 and u2([l,Rr]) = u2([l,r])+u2([r,Rr]) > 1
2, sow ec a n ﬁnd
y ∈ [Ll,R r] such that u2(l,y) ∈ [1
2 −  , 1
2 +  ]. Wem u s th a ve 1
2 −   ≤ u1(l,Ll) ≤
u1(l,y) ≤ u1(l,r)+u1(r,Rr) ≤ 1
2 + 2 .( n o te:i tm ight happen that r>tat
step (5) and Rr is not well deﬁned.I nthat case just consider r  = min(r,t) as
in provingt h einvariant.)    
In practice wec a nn o tﬁ nd t exactly sow ed on o tk now if u2([0,t]) is less
than1 /2 or not.T oo v ercome this,w ec a n compute L0 and R0.I f u2([0,L 0]) ≤
1/2 ≤ u2([0,R 0]), thenw ed irectly perform a binary search andr e t u r n; Other-
wise, either u2([0,L 0]) > 1/2 or u2([0,R 0]) < 1/2a ndc orrespondingly weh a ve
u2([0,t]) > 1/2 or u2([0,t]) < 1/2.    
4 4-Person Discrete Procedure
Theorem 3. Given a cake and 4 players, there exists a discrete procedure which
produces an envy-free division of part of the cake, such that P1 gets at least 1
4
of the whole cake. Furthermore, the leftover can be divided into two parts, such
that P1 has IA over another player when dividing each part.
Proof. The procedure is essentially the same as Procedure 1. Instead ofp e r -
forming Austin’sp r ocedure in the ﬁrst step,j ust let P1 cut the cake into 4e q u a l
pieces. Everythingt h a tf ollows ist h es a m e .    
Theorem 4. Given a cake and 4 players, there exists a discrete procedure which
produces an envy-free division of part of the cake, and each player gets at least
1
4 of the whole cake (in his valuation).
Proof. Apply the previous procedure with P1 dividingﬁ r s t , anda p p ly it again
to the leftover with P2 dividing, andd o the same for P3 and P4.B yT heorem 3,
P1 already gets at least 1
4 oft h ewholec a k ein the ﬁrst round. P2 gets at least
1
4 of the part that was divided in the ﬁrst round, andh eg e t sa tleast 1
4 oft h e
leftover in the secondr ound.T he same argumenth olds for P3 and P4.    
5C o n c l u s i o n
In thisp a p e rwed iscussed envy-free divisionsa m ong4a nd 5 players.W ep r e -
sented a moving-knife procedure that yields envy-free division for 5 players, and
ad iscrete procedure that partially allocates the cake among4p layers andt h e
allocating isb oth envy-free andp r oportional. Both procedures use a constant
number ofc u t s .T he moving-knife procedure for 5 peoplec a n be discretized
too btain an   envy-free allocation. The runningt ime is O(log
 M
 
 2
) andt h e
number ofc u t siss t ill constant.Cutting a Cake for Five People 299
The moving-knife procedure for 5 players isb a s e don two ideas:F i rst,w ec a n
obtain ap a r t ial allocation, such that some IA relationships are created when
dividingt h er e m a iningp a r t .S econd,w hen the graph of IA has a certain graph
minor,w ec a n allocate the wholep iece without trimming.I no ur example, the
minorc a n be founda f t e rt wo recursivec a lls.
An interestingq u e s t ion is whether this idea can be generalized to n>5. Here
the two challengingq u e s t ionsa r eh ow ap a r t ial allocation can be found, and
what kind of IA graph iss u ﬃ c ientf orad irect allocation.
An interesting aspect of the problem is its inherentc onnection to classica lgo-
rithmicc oncepts such as maximum weight matching orp r ice equilibria.S uppose
the cake-cutter isa llowed to charge diﬀerenta m ounts fore a c hp iece.T heni t is
easy to see that she can take an arbitrary cut oft h ec a k ea ndm a k eite nvy free
by using the dual prices oft h em a ximum weight matchingb e t ween the players
andt h ep ieces. Our problem can be seen as ﬁndingt h er ight placement ofc u t s
so that the dual prices oft h ec orrespondingm a ximum weight matching is zero.
Findingad iscrete procedure for4p layers isam ore challenging open question.
Our discrete algorithm ﬁnds a partial allocation, and itg u a r a ntees that each
player has at least one out edge in the IA graph.H o w ever in the worst case we
can havet wo cycles of length 2, and we were nota b let o design ap r ocedure
which can augmentt h a tp a r t icular IA graph.
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Abstract. This paper presents PLDA, our parallel implementation of Latent
Dirichlet Allocation on MPI and MapReduce. PLDA smooths out storage and
computation bottlenecks and provides fault recovery for lengthy distributed com-
putations. We show that PLDA can be applied to large, real-world applications
and achieves good scalability. We have released MPI-PLDA to open source at
http://code.google.com/p/plda under the Apache License.
1 Introduction
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) was ﬁrst proposed by Blei, Ng and Jordan to model
documents [1]. Each document is modeled as a mixture of K latent topics, where each
topic, k, is a multinomial distribution φk over a V -word vocabulary. For any document
d, its topic mixture θd is a probability distribution drawn from a Dirichlet prior with
parameter α. For each ith word wd,i in d, a topic zd,i is drawn from θd,a n dwd,i is
drawn from φzd,i.
Given an input corpus W, the LDA learning process consists of calculating Φ,a
maximum-likelihood estimate of model parameters. Given this model, we can infer
topic distributions for arbitrary documents. The idea of describing documents in terms
of their topic compositions has seen broad application in information-managementap-
plications. For example, in a query ‘apple pie’, LDA can infer from the presence of
‘pie’ that the meaning of ‘apple’is closer to ‘fruit’ than ‘computer’.Using this meaning
information obtained by learning an LDA model, documents with the meaning ‘fruit’
can be effectively identiﬁed and returned to answer the ‘apple pie’ query.
In this paper, we ﬁrst present LDA and related work in Section 2. In Section 3 we
present parallel LDA (PLDA) and explain how it works via a simple example. We then
present our two fault-tolerant PLDA implementations (the current core algorithm of
PLDA is the AD-LDA algorithm [2]), one on MPI [3] and the other on MapReduce [4].
Section 4 uses two large-scale applications to demonstrate the scalability of PLDA.
Finally, we discuss future research plans in Section 5.
2 Learning Algorithms for LDA
Blei, Ng and Jordan[1] proposedusinga VariationalExpectationMaximization(VEM)
algorithm for obtaining maximum-likelihood estimate of Φ from W. This algorithm
A. Goldberg and Y. Zhou (Eds.): AAIM 2009, LNCS 5564, pp. 301–314, 2009.
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iteratively executes an E-step and an M-step, where the E-step infers the topic dis-
tribution of each training document, and the M-step updates model parameters using
the inference result. Unfortunately, this inference is intractable, so variational Bayes
is used in the E-step for approximate inference. Minka and Lafferty proposed a com-
parable algorithm [5], which uses another approximate inference method, Expectation
Propagation (EP), in the E-step.
Grifﬁths and Steyvers [6] proposed using Gibbs sampling, a Markov-chain Monte
Carlo method, to performinference. By assuming a Dirichlet prior, β, on model param-
eters Φ = {φk} (a set of topics), Φ can be integrated (hence removed from the equa-
tion) using the Dirichlet-multinomial conjugacy. The posterior distribution P(Z|W)
can then be estimated using a collapsed Gibbs sampling algorithm, which, in each iter-
ation,updateseach topicassignmentzd,i ∈ Z by samplingthe fullconditionalposterior
distribution:
p(zd,i = k | Z−(d,i),w d,i = v,W−(d,i)) ∝
 
C
doc
d,k + α
  Cword
v,k + β
 
v  Cword
v ,k + Vβ
, (1)
where k ∈ [1,K] is a topic, v ∈ [1,V] is a word in the vocabulary, wd,i denotes the ith
word in document d and zd,i the topic assigned to wd,i, W−(d,i) denotes the words in
thetrainingcorpuswithwd,i excluded,andZ−(d,i) thecorrespondingtopicassignments
of W−(d,i). In addition, Cword
v,k denotes the number of times that word v is assigned to
topic k not including the current instance wd,i and zd,i,a n dCdoc
d,k the number of times
that topic k has occurred in document d not including wd,i and zd,i. Whenever zd,i is
assignedtoasampledrawnfrom(1),matricesCword andCdoc areupdated.Afterenough
sampling iterations to burn in the Markov chain, Θ = {θd}D
d=1 and Φ = {φk}K
k=1 can
be estimated by
θd,k =
Cdoc
d,k + α
 K
k =1 Cdoc
d,k  + Kα
φv,k =
Cword
v,k + β
 V
v =1 Cword
v ,k + Vβ
. (2)
Grifﬁths and Steyvers [6] conducted an empirical study of VEM, EP and Gibbs sam-
pling. The comparison shows that Gibbs sampling converges to a known ground-truth
model more rapidly than either VEM or EP.
2.1 LDA Performance Enhancement
The computation complexity of Gibbs sampling is K multiplied by the total number of
word occurrences in the training corpus. Prior work has explored multiple alternatives
for speeding up LDA, including both parallelizing LDA across multiple machines and
reducing the total amount of work required to build an LDA model. Relevant paral-
lelization efforts include:
– Nallapati and et al. [7] reported distributed computing of the VEM algorithm for
LDA [1].
– Newman and et al. [2] presented two synchronous methods, AD-LDA and HD-
LDA, to performdistributedGibbs sampling.AD-LDA is similar to distributedEM
[8] from a data-ﬂow perspective; HD-LDA is theoretically equivalent to learning a
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– Asuncion, Smyth and Welling [9] presented an asynchronous distributed Gibbs
sampling algorithm.
In addition to these parallelization techniques, the following optimizations can reduce
LDA model learning times by reducing the total computational cost:
– Gomes, Welling and Perona [10] presented an enhancement of the VEM algorithm
using a bounded amount of memory.
– Porteous and et al. [11] proposeda method to accelerate the computationof (Eq.1).
The acceleration is achieved by no approximations but using the property that the
probability vectors, θd, are sparse in most cases.
3P L D A
We consider two well-known distributed programming models, MPI [3] and MapRe-
duce [4], to parallelize LDA learning. Before introducing PLDA, we brieﬂy review the
AD-LDA algorithm[2], andits dependencyonthe collectivecommunicationoperation,
AllReduce. We show how to express the AD-LDA algorithm [6] in both models of MPI
and MapReduce.
3.1 Parallel Gibbs Sampling and AllReduce
The AD-LDA algorithm [2] distributes D training documents over P processors, with
Dp = D/P documents on each processor. AD-LDA partitions document content W =
{wd}D
d=1 into {W|1,...,W |P} and corresponding topic assignments Z = {zd}D
d=1
into {Z|1,...,Z |P},w h e r eW|p and Z|p exist only on processor p. Document-speciﬁc
counts, Cdoc, are likewise distributed; however, each processor maintains its own copy
of word-topic counts, Cword. We represent processor-speciﬁc counts as Cdoc
|p . Cword
|p is
used to temporarily store word-topic counts accumulated from local documents’ topic
assignments on each processor.
In each Gibbs sampling iteration, each processor p updates Z|p by sampling every
zd,i|p ∈ Z|p from the approximate posterior distribution:
p(zd,i|p = k | Z−(d,i),w d,i|p = v,W−(d,i)) ∝
 
C
doc
d,k|p + α
  Cword
v,k + β
 
v  Cword
v ,k + Vβ
, (3)
and updates Cdoc
|p and Cword according to the new topic assignments. After each iter-
ation, each processor recomputes word-topic counts of its local documents Cword
|p and
uses an AllReduce operation to reduce and broadcast the new Cword to all processors.
3.2 Illustrative Example
We use a two-category, nine-document example, originally presented in [12] for ex-
plaining LSA, to illustrate how PLDA works. Table 1 shows nine documents separated
into two categories, where symbol h stands for human computer interaction, and m for304 Y. Wang et al.
Table 1. Nine-Document Example
d p Document Title
h1 p1 Human machine interface for ABC computer applications
h2 p2 A survey of user opinion of computer system response time
h3 p1 The EPS user interface management system
h4 p2 System and human system engineering testing of EPS
h5 p1 Relation of user perceived response time to error measurement
m1 p2 The generation of random, binary, ordered trees
m2 p1 The intersection graph of paths in trees
m3 p2 Graph minors IV: Widths of trees and well-quasi-ordering
m4 p1 Graph minors:Asurvey
Table 2. C
doc Matrices on machines p1 and p2
p d C
doc
d,t1 C
doc
d,t2 Topic Assignment
p1 h1 21 human=t1, interface=t1, computer=t2
h3 22 interface=t1,u s e r = t2,s y s t e m = t1, EPS=t2
h5 21 user=t1, response=t2, time=t1
m2 20 trees=t1, graph=t1
m4 12 survey=t2, graph=t1, minors=t2
p2 h2 42 computer=t1,u s e r = t1,s y s t e m = t2,
response=t1, time=t2, survey=t1
h4 22 human=t2,s y s t e m = t1,s y s t e m = t2, EPS=t1
m1 10 trees=t1
m3 21 trees=t1, graph=t2, minors=t1
mathematical graph theory. There are ﬁve document titles (with extracted terms itali-
cized) in the h category, labeled from h1 to h5, and four documents in the m category,
from m1 to m4.
Suppose we use two machines p1 and p2 and target for ﬁnding two latent topics t1
andt2. Nine documentsare assigned to p1 or p2 as depictedin the second columnof the
table.PLDAﬁrst initializes eachword’stopicfroma uniformdistributionU(1,K= 2).
Table 2 depicts the document-topic matrices on machines p1 and p2,o rCdoc
|p1 Cdoc
|p2,r e -
spectively. The ﬁrst row shows that document h1 on machine p1 receives topic assign-
ment t1 on words human and interface, and topic assignment t2 on word computer.
Therefore, the h1 row of topic counts are 2 for topic t1 and 1 for t2. PLDA performs
this counting process on all documents on machines p1 and p2, respectively. Notice
that Cdoc
|p1 and Cdoc
|p2 reside on local machines, and no inter-machine communication is
involved.
The otherimportantdata structureis the word-topicmatricesdepictedin Table 3. For
instance, the ﬁrst column under machine p1, Cword
w,t1|p1, recordshow many times topic t1
isassignedtoeachwordonmachinep1.Thesecondcolumnundermachinep2,Cword
w,t2|p2,
recordstopic t2 assignment on machine p2. Each machine also replicates a global topic
assignmentmatrixCword,whichisupdatedattheendofeachiterationthroughtheAllRe-
duce operation. This is where inter-machine communication takes place.
Next, PLDA performs a number of Gibbs sampling iterations. Rather than perform-
ing topic assignment randomlyin the initialization step, Gibbs sampling performstopic
assignment according to Equation (3). After each iteration, both Tables 2 and 3 are up-
dated. At the end, the master machine outputs Cword, on which one can look up for the
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Table 3. C
word Matrices
Machine p1 Machine p2
w C
word
w,t1|p1 C
word
w,t2|p1 C
word
w,t1 C
word
w,t2 C
word
w,t1|p2 C
word
w,t2|p2 C
word
w,t1 C
word
w,t2
EPS 01 1 1 10 1 1
computer 01 1 1 10 1 1
graph 20 2 1 01 2 1
human 10 1 1 01 1 1
interface 20 2 0 00 2 0
minors 01 1 1 10 1 1
response 01 1 1 10 1 1
survey 01 1 1 10 1 1
system 10 2 2 12 2 2
time 10 1 1 01 1 1
trees 10 3 0 20 3 0
user 11 2 1 10 2 1
3.3 Parallel LDA Using MPI
The MPI model supports AllReduce via an API function:
int MPI_Allreduce(void *sendbuf, void *recvbuf, int count,
MPI_Datatype datatype, MPI_Op op);
When a worker, meaning a thread or a process that executes part of the parallel com-
puting job, ﬁnishes sampling, it shares topic assignments and waits for AllReduce by
invoking MPI Allreduce,w h e r esendbuf points to word-topic counts of its lo-
cal documents: a vector of count elements with type datatype. The worker sleeps
until the MPI implementation ﬁnishes AllReduce and the results are in each worker’s
buffer recvbuf. During the reduction process, word-topic counts vectors are aggre-
gated element-wise by the addition operation op explained in Section 3.1.
Figure 1 presents the details of Procedure MPI-PLDA. The algorithm ﬁrst attempts
to load checkpointsZ|p if a machine failure took place and the computationis in the re-
covery mode. The procedurethen performs initialization (lines 5 to 10), where for each
word,itstopicissampledfromauniformdistribution.Next,Cdoc
|p andCword
|p canbecom-
puted from the histogram of Z|p (line 12). To obtain Cword, Procedure MPI-PLDA in-
vokes MPI Allreduce (line 13). In the Gibbs sampling iterations, each word’s topic
is sampled from the approximate posterior distribution (Eq.3) and Cdoc
|p is updated ac-
cordingly (lines 15 to 19). At the end of each iteration, the procedure checkpoints Z|p
(line 20) and recomputes Cword
|p and Cword (lines 21 to 22). After a sufﬁcient number of
iterations, the convergedLDA model is outputted by the master(line 25).
Performance and Fault Recovery. Various MPI implementation systems use different
AllReduce algorithms; the state-of-the-artis the recursive doubling and halving (RDH)
algorithm presented in [3], which was used by many MPI implementations including
the well known MPICH2. RDH includes two phases: Reduce-scatter and All-gather.
Each phase runsa recursive algorithm,and in each recursion level, workersare grouped
into pairs and exchange data in both directions. This algorithm is particularly efﬁcient
when the number of workers is a power of 2, because no worker would be idle during
communication.306 Y. Wang et al.
Procedure MPI-PLDA(iteration-num)
if there is a checkpoint then 1
t ← The number of iterations already done; 2
Load Z|p from the checkpoint; 3
else 4
t ← 0; 5
Load documents on current worker p into W|p; 6
for each word wd,i|p ∈ W|p do 7
Draw a sample k from uniform distribution U(1,K); 8
zd,i|p ← k, 9
end 10
end 11
Compute C
doc
|p and C
word
|p ; 12
MPI Allreduce(C
word
|p , C
word, V × K, ‘‘float-number’’, ‘‘sum’’); 13
for ; t<iteration-num; t ← t +1do 14
for each word wd,i|p ∈ W|p do 15
C
doc
d,zd,i ← C
doc
d,zd,i − 1, C
word
wd,i,zd,i ← C
word
wd,i,zd,i − 1; 16
zd,i ← draw new sample from (3), given C
word and C
doc
d|p; 17
C
doc
d,zd,i ← C
doc
d,zd,i +1 , C
word
wd,i,zd,i ← C
word
wd,i,zd,i +1 ; 18
end 19
Checkpoint Z|p; 20
Recompute C
word
|p ; 21
MPI Allreduce(C
word
|p , C
word, V × K, ‘‘float-number’’, 22
‘‘sum’’);
end 23
if this is the master worker then 24
Output C
word; 25
end 26
Fig.1. The MPI Procedure of PLDA
RDH provides no facilities for fault recovery. In order to provide fault-recovery ca-
pability in MPI-PLDA, we checkpointthe worker state before AllReduce. This ensures
that when one or more processors fail in an iteration, we can roll back all workers to the
end of the most recent succeeded iteration, and restart the failed iteration. The check-
pointing code is executed immediately before the invocation of MPI Allreduce in
MPI-PLDA. In practice, we checkpoint only Z|p, because W|p can be reloaded from
training data, Cdoc
|p and Cword can also be recovered from the histogram of Z|p.T h er e -
coverycode is at the beginningof MPI-PLDA:if there is a checkpointon the disk, load
it; otherwise perform the random initialization.
3.4 Parallel LDA Using MapReduce
MapReduce processes input and output in the form of key-value pairs known as tuples.
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efﬁciently load and process the local tuple subset, known as a shard. The operation of
dividing and distributing tuples is known as sharding.
A MapReduce job consists of three successive phases: mapping, shufﬂing and re-
ducing. The mapping and reducing phases are programmable. To program the map-
ping phase for LDA, we deﬁne three procedures: MapperStart, Map and Mapper
Flush. To program the reducing phase, we deﬁne ReducerStart, Reduce and
ReducerFlush.
For every input shard, the MapReduce implementation system creates a thread,
known as a map worker, on the processor where the shard resides. Each map worker
invokes Map to process each tuple in the shard. A map worker invokes MapperStart
before the ﬁrst invocation of Map,a n di n v o k e sMapperFlush after the last invoca-
tion. These user-deﬁned functions invoke an API function MapperOutput to output
tuples known as map-outputs. Map-output tuples are collected and processed by the
shufﬂing phase; values of map outputs that share the same key are aggregated into a
new tuple known as reduce-input. The value of a reduce-input is a set of values of
map-outputs. Reduce-inputs are grouped into reduce-input shards. For each reduce-
input shard, the MapReduce implementation system creates a thread, reduce worker,
which invokes ReducerStart, Reduce and ReducerFlush in turn to process
each reduce-input in the local reduce-input shard. All map workers run in parallel, as
do all reduce workers. Workers communicate only in the shufﬂing phase.
data
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GibbsSamplingMapper
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Fig.2. The MapReduce job corresponding to one Gibbs sampling iteration of PLDA
We model each Gibbs sampling iteration of PLDA as a MapReduce job, as illus-
trated in Figure 2, where the map phase does Gibbs sampling and the reduce phase
updates the model and topic assignments. Related procedures are depicted in Figure 3.
We organize each fraction of Dp = D/P documents, denoted by W|p in Section 3.1,
in an input shard, which is then assigned to a map worker by the MapReduce imple-
mentation system. Each map worker loads a local copy of the model, Cword, when ex-
ecuting PLDA-MapperStart. Then it invokes PLDA-Map for each document wd ∈
W|p to updates the corresponding topic assignments, zd, and outputs zd to the chan-
nel data. After Gibbs sampling on all documents in a shard are ﬁnished, the map
worker invokes PLDA-MapperFlush to output the model update opinion matrix,
ΔCword, to the channel model with each row of ΔCword as a map-output tuple. The
concept channel comes from an extension to the standard MapReduce model that al-
lows us to use two reducers to output both the updated topic assignments, Z,a n dt h e
model, Cword. This extension adds an additional parameter to MapperOutput,i n -
dicating a mapper output channel, where each channel connects to a reducer. Not all308 Y. Wang et al.
Procedure PLDA-MapperStart
Load C
word updated by previous iteration from GFS; 1
Initialize ΔC
word as a zero matrix with the same size as C
word; 2
Seed the random number generator in a shard-dependent way; 3
Procedure PLDA-Map(key, value)
d ← parse key; 1
{wd,zd}←parse value; 2
C
doc
d ← histogram unique topics in zd; 3
for each wd,i ∈ wd do 4
C
doc
d,zd,i ← C
doc
d,zd,i − 1, ΔC
word
d,zd,i ← ΔC
word
d,zd,i − 1, C
word
wd,i,zd,i ← C
word
wd,i,zd,i − 1; 5
zd,i ← draw new sample from (1), given C
word and C
doc
d ; 6
C
doc
d,zd,i ← C
doc
d,zd,i +1 , ΔC
word
d,zd,i ← ΔC
word
d,zd,i +1 , C
word
wd,i,zd,i ← C
word
wd,i,zd,i +1 ; 7
end 8
Output(channel=data, key=d, value={wd,zd}); 9
Procedure PLDA-MapperFlush
for each unique word v in the vocabulary do 1
Output(channel=model, key=v, value=ΔC
word
v ); 2
end 3
Fig.3. Three MapReduce Procedures for PLDA
MapReduce implementations support this extension. However, we can implement the
extension using the standard MapReduce model by appending the channel indicator
to each map-output key, then deﬁning Reduce to decompose the indicator by pars-
ing from the reduce-input key and invoking different reduce algorithms according the
indicator.
In the reducephase, we use two standardreducersin Figure2. Foreach zd, outputby
GibbsSamplingMapper,IdentityReducercopiesit to GFS; foreachwordv in the vocab-
ulary,VectorSummingReduceraggregatesandoutputsCword
v ← Cword
v +
 P
p=1 ΔCword
v|p .
Here we use another extension for VectorSummingReducer,the side-input of reducers,
which can also be implemented using the standard MapReduce model by appending
tuples in side-input, Cword, after the standard map-input, {W,Z}, and deﬁning Map
identically to output tuples in the side input.
From Figure 2 we see that the input and output of the PLDA MapReduce job are
identical—both consist of document accompanied by topics assignments, W|p and Z|p,
as well the model, Cword. This allows us to chain up a series of PLDA MapReduce jobs
to model the Gibbs sampling iterations.
Performance andFaultRecovery. MapReduceperformsAllReduce in the shufﬂingand
reducing phases after the mapping phase. In these phases map outputs are buffered on
the local disk, creating a temporary checkpoint, and then aggregated and re-distributed
by the shufﬂing phase. This implementation helps fault recovery. In order to guarantee
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Table 4. Comparing MPI and MapReduce in supporting PLDA
Communication Efﬁciency Inter-iteration Intra-iteration
fault-recovery fault-recovery
MPI AllReduce through By customized Not yet
memory/network checkpointing supported
MapReduce Shufﬂing via GFS/Disk IO Not necessary Built in
which ensures that repeating a map input shard gives the same result. This is necessary
because when a map worker fails, the corresponding map input shard is repeated, and
thepreviousmap-outputmayalreadyhavebeenconsumedbysomereducers.We donot
want these map-outputsbe generatedand reducedagain when we repeat processingthis
input shard. For PLDA, over-reduction will over-accumulate some elements in Cword.
MapReduceperformsconsistencycheckingby comparingthe outputchecksumsfrom a
map shard. The checksum itself is commutative:if you generate the same set of outputs
in a different ordering, the checksum remains the same. This checksum duplication de-
tectionavoids over-reduction.Butit also requiresthatthe duplicationis detectable—the
MapReduceprogrammustgeneratethesamemap-outputsforaninputshardindifferent
runs. However, the Gibbs sampling algorithm of PLDA is stochastic instead of deter-
ministic: the outputs of recovered map workers are different from and will be reduced
togetherwith those old outputs. To avoid over-reductionin PLDA-MapperStart,we
seed the random number generator in a shard-dependent way to ensure that whenever
a failed map worker is recovered, it generates the same map-output as in its previous
run.
Table 4 compares the MPI and MapReduce implementations of PLDA. In the ab-
sence of machine failures, MPI-PLDA is more efﬁcient because no disk IO is required
between computationaliterations. When the numberof machine is large, and the mean-
time to machine failures becomes a legitimate concern, the target application should
either use MapReduce-PLDA or force checkpoints with MPI-PLDA.
4 Large-Scale Applications
LDA has been shown effective in many tasks (e.g.,[13,14,15]). In this section, we use
two large-scale applications, community recommendation and document summariza-
tion, to demonstrate the scalability of PLDA.
4.1 Mining Social-Network User Latent Behavior
Users of social networking services (e.g., Orkut, Facebook, and MySpace) can con-
nect to each other explicitly by adding friends, or implicitly by joining communities.
When the number of communities grows over time, ﬁnding an interesting community
to join can be time consuming. We use PLDA to model users’ community member-
ship [16]. On a matrix formed by users as rows and communities as columns, all values
in user-communitycells are initially unknown.When a user joinsa community,the cor-
responding user-community cell is set to one. We apply PLDA on the matrix to assign310 Y. Wang et al.
Table 5. Speedup Performance of MPI-PLDA
# Machines Computation Communication Synch Total Time Speedup
1 28911s 0s 0s 28911s 1
2 14543s 417s 1s 14961s 1.93
4 7755s 686s 1s 8442s 3.42
8 4560s 949s 2s 5511s 5.25
16 2840s 1040s 1s 3881s 7.45
32 1553s 1158s 2s 2713s 10.66
64 1558s 1209s 2s 2769s 10.44
a probability value between zero and one to the unknown cells. When PLDA assigns
a high probability to a cell, this can be interpreted as a prediction that that cell’s user
would be very interested in joining that cell’s community.
The work of [16] conducted experiments on a large community data set of 492,104
users and 118,002 communities in a privacy-preserved way. The experimental results
show that MPI-PLDA achieves effective performancefor personalized community rec-
ommendation. Table 5 shows the speedup performance and overhead analysis. When
we increased the number of machines, we could always reduce computation time in a
near-linearfashion.Unfortunately,the communicationtime increasedas numberof ma-
chines increased. When 32 machines were used, the communication time approached
the computation on a single machine. When 64 machines were used, the speedup was
worse than using 32 machines. The result was expected due to Amdahl’s law: the
speedup of a parallel algorithm is limited by the time needed for the overhead or
sequential fraction of the algorithm. When accounting for communication and syn-
chronization overheads (see the total time column), the speedup deteriorates as the
number of machines increases. Between the two overheads, the synchronization over-
head has very little impact on the speedup compared to the communication overhead
(which increases with the number of machines). The good news is that when the data
size increases (the results of two larger datasets are reported in the next section), we
can add more machines to achieve better speedup, because the deterioration point is
deferred.
4.2 Category-Sensitive Document Summarization
In recent years there is a surge of studies on keyword extraction and document sum-
marization that use graph-based ranking algorithms like PageRank and HITS to rank
text entities such as words and sentences. However, in many cases, documents have
category labels, a factor ignored in most previous work. Consider e-business websites
like amazon.com, which categorize products and support reviews by users. It is use-
ful to summarize reviews for each product by extracting that product’s most relevant
properties. For example, properties such as size, weight, and stand-by time are rele-
vant for mobile phones, whereas properties such as safety, exterior/interior design, and
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We can realize this category-sensitive summarization using PLDA. By creating a
training document from all sentences in product reviews. By taking each sentence
from product reviews as a training document, we run the PLDA learning algorithm
to cluster words into topics. This step estimates the conditional probability distribu-
tion of words given topics, P(w|z). By normalizing each column of Cword, we can
also obtain P(z|w). Note that during the Gibbs sampling iterations, every word in the
training corpus is assigned a most likely topic. Given the category labels of each sen-
tence, we can estimate the conditional probability distributions of topics given cate-
gories (P(z|c)) and vice versa (P(c|z)) by counting the co-occurrences of topics and
categories.
Using the learning result, we can rank all review sentences of a product, given the
category of that product. Denote the input reviews by I = {w1,...,wD},w h e r ewd
represents a sentence. By running the Gibbs sampling inference algorithm, we esti-
mate the topic assignment of every word in I. By counting the co-occurrence of topic
assignments and sentences, we can estimate P(z|wd) and P(wd|z). The inference re-
sult is useful to compute a category-sensitive characteristic measure char(wd;c)=
P(wd|c)P(c|wd),w h e r ec denotes the product category of reviews I. char(wd;c)
is a natural extension of the topic-sensitive characteristic measure, char(wd;z)=
P(wd|z)P(z|wd), proposed by [13]. Expanding char(wd;c), we obtain:
char(wd;c)=P(wd|c)P(c|wd)
=
 
 
z
P(wd|z)P(z|c)
  
 
z
P(z|wd)P(c|z)
 
(4)
where P(z|c) and P(c|z) come from the learning result and P(wd|z) and P(z|wd)
come from the inference result.
We performed experiments on two datasets: a Wikipedia dataset and a forum
dataset. The Wikipediaset consists of 2,122,618articles after removingthose with less
than 100 words. The forum set consists of 2,450,379 entries extracted from
http://www.tianya.cn. While the effectiveness of PLDA on document summarization
on the Wikipedia dataset is reported in [17], we report here our experimentalresults on
scalability conducted upon both datasets.
We measured and compared the speedup of MPI-PLDA and MapReduce-PLDA
usingthese twodatasets.Thedatasetsize andtrainingparametersareshowninFigure4.
The experiments were conducted on up to 1,024 machines at Google’s distributed data
centers. Not all machines are identically conﬁgured; however, each machine is conﬁg-
ured with a CPU faster than 2GHz and memorylarger than 4GBytes. We ran Wikipedia
dataset on 16/32/64/128/256distributed machines.Because the data set is too largeto
be ﬁt into a single machine’s memory, we used 16 machines as the baseline to measure
the speedupofusingmorethan 16machines.To quantifyspeedup,we madean assump-
tion that the speedup of using 16 machines is 16 compared to using one machine. This
assumption is reasonable for our experiments, since PLDA does enjoy approximately
linear speedup when the number of machines is up to 32. Similarly we ran the forum
dataset on 64/128/256/512/1,024 distributed machines and used 64 machines as the312 Y. Wang et al.
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Fig.4. The speedup of (a) Wikipedia: K = 500, V = 20000, D =2 ,122,618,
TotalWordOccurrences = 447,004,756, iterations =2 0 , α =0 .1, β =0 .1.( b )F o r u m
Dataset: K = 500, V = 50000, D =2 ,450,379, TotalWordOccurrences =3 ,223,704,976,
iterations =1 0 , α =0 .1, β =0 .1.
Table 6. Speedup Performance of MPI-PLDA and MapReduce-PLDA
(a) Widipedia dataset (Runtime of 20 iterations)
# Machines
MPI-PLDA MapReduce-PLDA
Running Time Speedup Running Time Speedup
16 11940s 16 12022s 16
32 6468s 30 7288s 26
64 3546s 54 4165s 46
128 2030s 94 3395s 57
256 1130s 169 2680s 72
(b) Forum dataset (Runtime of 10 iterations)
# Machines
MPI-PLDA MapReduce-PLDA
Running Time Speedup Running Time Speedup
64 9012s 64 10612s 64
128 4792s 120 5817s 117
256 2811s 205 4132s 164
512 1735s 332 3390s 200
1024 1323s 436 3349s 203
baseline. Since our aim was to measure speedup, not convergence,we ran 20 iterations
on Wikipedia and 10 on the forum dataset1.
1 Since the time of running N Gibbs sampling iterations is the same as N times the time of
running one iteration, we do not need to run PLDA to convergence in order to measure and
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Figure 4 shows that PLDA can achieve linear speedup when the numberof machines
is below about 100. It can no longer achieve linear speedup when the number of ma-
chines continues to increase beyond a data-size dependent threshold. This is expected
due to both the increase in the absolute time spending in communication between ma-
chines, and the increase in the fraction of the communication time in the entire execu-
tion time. When the fraction of the computation part dwindles, adding more machines
(CPUs) cannot improve much speedup. Worse yet, when the communication time con-
tinues to increase, the computation time reduced by parallelization cannot compensate
for the increase in the communicationtime, and speedup actually decreases. On the one
hand,as we previouslystated and also observedin [18], when the dataset size increases,
and hence the computation time increases, we can add more machines to productively
improvespeedup.On the otherhand, a job will eventuallybe dominatedby the commu-
nication overhead, and adding more machines may be counter-productive. Therefore,
the next logical step in performance enhancement is to consider communication time
reduction [19] (discussed further in concluding remarks).
Comparing MPI-PLDA with MapReduce-PLDA, MPI-PLDA enjoys better
speedup than MapReduce-PLDA. This is because MPI-PLDA uses highly efﬁcient
in-memory communication, whereas MapReduce-PLDA involves machine schedul-
ing and disk IO between iterations. Indeed, Table 6 shows that when more machines
are added, MPI-PLDA enjoys better scalability. For instance, the running time that
MPI-PLDA takes on the Wikipedia dataset, using 256 machines, is 1,130 seconds,
which is less than a half of the running time that MapReduce-PLDA takes. While
training the Wikipedia set on one machine for 20 iterations can take two days (if we
conﬁgure that machine with sufﬁcient memory),it takes just 20 minutes to complete on
256 machines.
Whenthedatasizebecomesmuchlargerandhencemoremachines(say,tensofthou-
sands) are used, the chance that some machines may fail during a computationiteration
becomes non-negligible. In such situation, we can either employ MapReduce-PLDA
because of its support of intra-iteration fault recovery, or we can support intra-
interaction recovery in MPI-PLDA2.
5C o n c l u s i o n
In this paper, we presented two parallel implementations of PLDA, one based on MPI
and the other on MapReduce. We have released the MPI version to open source at
http://code.google.com/p/pldaunder the Apache License.
We plan to further our work in several directions. First, we plan to experiment with
differentprobabilisticdistributionsorprocessessuchasPitmanYorandChineseRestau-
rant Process. Second, we are investigating algorithms for further speeding up Gibbs
sampling. Third, communication time increases as the number of machines increases,
andthisfurtherreducesthecomputationfractionofanalgorithm.AspointedbyJ. Dem-
mel [19], since the improvement of CPU performance outpaces the improvement of
2 Whenmachine canfail frequentlyduring one iteration,hardware redundancy maybe necessary
to ensure reliability.314 Y. Wang et al.
IO/communication performance, communication cost increasingly dominates a paral-
lel algorithm. We will look into strategies to reduce communication time.
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Abstract. This paper studies the problem of online job scheduling in a
model with preemption penalty introduced by Zheng et al. [11]. In such
a model with preemption penalty parameter ρ, the scheduler has to pay a
penalty of ρ times the weight of each aborted job. We consider two cases
according to the scheduler’s knowledge of Δ (ratio of length between
longest and shortest jobs). In the ﬁrst case where the exact value of Δ is
known at the beginning, we re-investigate the WAL algorithm of Zheng
et al. and prove that it is ((1 + ρ)Δ + o(Δ))-competitive for suﬃciently
large Δ.I np a r t i c u l a r ,w h e nρ = 1, the previous competitive ratio of
3Δ + o(Δ) proved in [11] is improved to 2Δ + o(Δ). In the second case
where the online strategy only knows beforehand that Δ ≥ k
3(ρ +1 )
3
for some parameter k>1, a (
k(1+ρ)
k−1 Δ+o(Δ))-competitive deterministic
strategy is presented. For large Δ, the competitive ratio approaches that
of WAL as k increases.
1 Introduction
Due toi ts many applications, online jobs c h e d u ling isa ni mportanta r e ain recent
decades, see fore xample [7,8]. In at ypical scenario in manufacturing, there isa
manufacturer who may accept ord e c line jobs that arrive oneb yo n e over time.
After arrival, each job will stayi nthe system waitingt o be served until ite xpires,
i.e., wheni ts deadlinec a nn ol o n ger be met eveni f it iss t a r t e da tonce.T he
manufacturer will gain ap r oﬁt fore a c hc ompleted joba ndh is objective ist o
maximize the total proﬁt.I nthe standard preemption-restart model, preemption
isa llowed but the aborted jobh a st o be started again fromt h eb e g inning in
order too btain its proﬁt.
In some applications, startingajobr e p r e s e nts a commitmentt o serveac lient.
Abortingt h ejob will thenl i kely cause certain degree ofd iscontent in the aﬀected
client.T herefore,w ea r em otivated to study the scheduling when there isp e nalty
for preemption. Zhenge ta l. [11] were the ﬁrst to study the scheduling with
preemption penalties fort h ea b ove online jobs c h e d u lingp r oblem (i.e., with the
objective ofm a ximizingt h et otal proﬁt). Theyi n troduced a modeli nw hich the
  The work is partially supported by NSF grants of China no. 70525004, 70702030 and
60736027, and Doctoral Fund of Ministry of Education of China (no. 20070698053).
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net proﬁt ise q u a l to the total proﬁt ofc ompleted jobs minus ρ times the proﬁt
ofe a c ha b orted job,w here ρ isc a lled the preemption penalty parameter.T hey
presented the WAL strategyw hich makes use oft h ek nowledge oft h er a t io, Δ,
of length between the longest ands h ortest jobs andp r oved itt o be (3Δ+o(Δ))-
competitivef or Δ>9 and ρ =1 .T hey also gavea(1.366Δ +0 .366) lower
bound.
Fung [2] considered the general case for ρ>0, andp r oved a lower bound
of ((1 + 1/ρ)1/ Δ  − 1)−1 +1 .W hen ρ =1 ,the lower bound is approximately
Δ/ln2 ≈ 1.443Δ for large Δ,i mproving the previous bound of (1.366Δ+0.366).
Fung [2] also pointed out that WAL has in fact a competitiver a t io of (2+ρ)Δ+
o(Δ) forc onstant ρ ands u ﬃ c iently large Δ.W hen ρ =1 ,the ratio ist h es a m e
as that in Zhenge ta l. [11].
In thisp a p e r ,w ec onsider the problem forg e neral ρ>0 andg iveat ighter
analysis oft h eWAL strategy. Wea lso discuss another case as well where the
onlines t r a t e g yo n l yknows ofalower bound on Δ initially. The case ism otivated
by the scenario where the manufacturer may foresee the information ofs ome
future jobs at the beginning via certain business technica ndh e nce a lower
bound on Δ.
The problem isf ormally described as follows.T here isam a nufacturer who
processes jobs arriving over time. Each job J has four attributes, a(J), p(J),
w(J) and d(J), representing its arrival time, processingt ime (i.e., job length),
proﬁt andd e a d line respectively. The existence ofajoba nd its attributes are only
known on its arrival, i.e., at time a(J). The manufacturer gainsap r oﬁt of w(J)
ifh ec ompletes job J byi ts deadline d(J). On the other hand, there isap e nalty
of ρw(J)i fh es t a r t sJ but aborts itb e f ore its completion. Here the preemption
penalty parameter ρ isar e a ln umber ≥ 0. We assume that 1 ≤ p(J) ≤ Δ where
Δ isanaturaln umber.W e will investigate the case where the scheduler knows
Δ ap r i o r iandt h ec a s ewhere the scheduler only knows ofalower boundf or Δ.
The goali st o maximize the total proﬁt oft h ec ompleted jobs minus the total
penalties caused by abortions.W hen preemptionsc a u s eno penalties, the model
reduces to the onet h a tm a ximizes the total proﬁt oft h ec ompleted jobs.
To measure the performance ofa n on-lines t r a t e g y A, competitiver a t io anal-
ysis (refer toB o rodin andE l-yaniv, 1998 [1]) is often used.D enote by ΓA(I)
and Γ ∗(I) the schedules produced by A andb y ano ptimalo ﬄ i n es t r a t e g y OPT
on a job input set I respectively, andb y |ΓA(I)| and |Γ ∗(I)| the total proﬁt of
completed jobs in ΓA(I) and Γ ∗(I) respectively. Denote by |PΓA(I)| the total
preemption penalty received by A in ΓA(I). ForO PT, it isa no ﬄ i n e optimal
strategy and never aborts jobs,i mplying that there is no preemption penalties.
Therefore, the competitiver a t io of A isd e ﬁ ned as rA = supI
|Γ
∗(I)|
|ΓA(I)|−|PΓ(I)|.
1.1 Related Work
A closely related bodyo f research ist h eonlines c h e d u ling without preemption
penalties.F unge ta l. [3] studied an onlineb r oadcast problem.T ranslated intoo ur
terminology, they proved a (Δ + 2
√
Δ +2)-competitives t r a t e g yA CE (Another
Completes Earlier). Zhenge ta l. [10] presented a lower bound of Ω(Δ/lnΔ).On Job Scheduling with Preemption Penalties 317
Ting [9] proved a matching upper bound of O(Δ/logΔ). In all these works,
the onlines t r a t e g ies make use ofk nowledge of Δ.K i me ta l. [5] presented a
5-competitive greedy strategy GD fort h ec a s eofu nit length of job,i . e., Δ =1 .
GD makes an abortion ifanewly arrived jobh a sp r oﬁt α times that oft h e
jobb e ingp r ocessed. Otherwise GD continues the currents e r vice.W i th simple
reasoning, GDi s (4Δ+1)-competitive with α = 2f or Δ ≥ 1. Wem a y treat GD
as an onlines t r a t e g y that acts without the knowledge of Δ andt h u sp e r f orms
poorly fort h ec a s ewhere Δ>1.
Another related line of research considers the scenario of non-preemptive
scheduling (i.e., inﬁnite preemption penalties) andt h elength of jobc a no n l y
be selected fromaﬁ nite set ofr e a ln umbers instead ofa n arbitraryn umber
within [1,Δ]. Lipton and Tomkins [6] studied the scenario to maximize resource
utilization. One oft h e irr e s u lts isa2 -competitive non-preemptivea lgorithm in
the case where p(J)i se ither 1o r Δ, deadline ist ight (i.e., d(J)=a(J)+p(J))
and the proﬁt isp r oportional to the job length (i.e., w(J)=p(J)). Goldwasser
[4] extended Lipton and Tomkins’s work and investigated the case where each job
has slack time equal to k ≥ 0 times of job length,i . e., d(J)−a(J)=( k+1)p(J).
They proved a matching upper and lower bound of (2+
 Δ −1
Δ )w hen 1
Δ ≤ k<1,
andam a t c h ingb ound of (1 +
 Δ 
Δ )w hen1≤ k<Δ .
1.2 Our Results
In this work,w es t u d y the preemption-restart modelw i th preemption penalties,
aiminga tm a ximizingt h enet proﬁt. Following the studyo f Fung [2], wec onsider
the general case for ρ>0. Two cases on the knowledge of Δ will be investigated.
In the ﬁrst case where the exact value of Δ isk nown beforehand,w e will re-
investigate the WAL strategyi n[ 1 1 ]andp r ovet h a tit is ((1 + ρ)Δ + o(Δ))-
competitivef or large enough Δ.I nparticular,W A Li s (2Δ+o(Δ))-competitive
when ρ =1 ,i mproving the previous bound of (3Δ + o(Δ)). In the secondc a s e ,
we assume that the onlines t r a t e g y has only certain partial knowledge on Δ.
Speciﬁcally, it only knows oft h em inimum job length (assumed to be normalized
to1 )andalower bound on Δ,i . e., Δ ≥ k3(1 + ρ)3 fors ome realn umber k>1.
We will provea(
k(1+ρ)
k−1 Δ + o(Δ))-competitives t r a t e g y for large enough Δ.A s
k increases, the ratio approaches ((1 + ρ)Δ + o(Δ)) fromb e low.
The rest oft h ework is organized as follows.S ection 2d iscusses the case where
the value of Δ isk nown beforehand.W er e investigate the WAL strategy fort h e
case andp r ovea ni mproved result.I nS ection 3 we investigates the case where
only a lower bound of Δ isk nown beforehand, andp r opose a deterministic online
strategy. Section 4c oncludes the work.
2 Online Scheduling with Knowledge of Δ
In this section, we will giveat ighter analysis oft h ea lgorithm WAL (Weight-
and-Length) proposed in [11]. We ﬁrst state the WAL Algorithm below.318 F. Zheng, Y. Xu, and C.K. Poon
The WAL Strategy. The strategyi st r iggered when either a job isc ompleted
oranewo n ea r r ives.W henW A Lcompletes a job,i t will start to process the
job with the largest proﬁt amongt h ose that havea r r ived but not yet satisﬁed.
Ifajob R arrives while WAL isp r ocessing J, WAL will abort J to start R if
and only if one oft h ef ollowingt wo conditions iss a t isﬁed:
C1: w(R) ≥ βw(J)
C2: αw(J) ≤ w(R) <β w (J) and p(R) <p (J)/
√
Δ
where α iss ome constant (to be determined later) such that 1 <α<βand
β = Δ1/3.( N o te that wec ouldh a vec h osen β = Δγ fora ny positive γ<1/2.
Weﬁ x β at Δ1/3 to avoid introducingm ore symbols in our analysis.)
To analyze the competitiver a t io of WAL, wed e ﬁ net h enotion of preempting
chain (called subschedule in [11]) as follows.Apreempting chain in the schedule
produced byW A Li sas e q u e nce of jobs σ =( J1,...,J m) such that J1 is preceded
by ani dlep e r iod orac ompleted job, Ji is preempted by Ji+1 fora ll 1 ≤ i ≤ m−1
and Jm isac ompleted job.
Since OPT isa no ptimalo ﬄ i n ea lgorithm,w ec a n assume without loss ofg e n-
erality that it never aborts a jobt h a tits t a r t s .B yconstruction of WAL, every
jobs c h e d u led by OPT must start between the start andc ompletion ofs ome pre-
emptingc h a in unless it isa lready ﬁnished byW A Learlier.( Otherwise,i ft h e r e
iss ome job J started by OPT at time t outside any preemptingc h a in and J has
notb e e n ﬁnished byW A Learlier, then J isa vailablea tt ime t while WAL is idle,
ac ontradiction.) Thus, to provea n upper bound on the competitiver a t io, its u f -
ﬁces to compute the maximum ratio, r,o f the proﬁt ofO PT to that of WAL on
an arbitrary preemptingc h a in. Then the competitiver a t io isa tm ost r +1 .
The main idea of [11] ist o continually modify a preemptingc h a in until it
possesses certain desirablep r operties.M o reover, the ratio oft h eoptimal proﬁt
to that obtained byW A Lcano n l yi n crease by the sequence ofc h a nges.M o re
precisely, suppose Ji+1 preempts Ji by condition C2 in σ.T henw ec h a nge the
weight andp r ocessingt ime of Ji and Ji+1 so that Ji preempts Ji−1 by condition
C2 and Ji+1 preempts Ji by condition C1. Wea c h ievet h isb y decreasing w(Ji)
to w(Ji+1)/β ands wapping p(Ji) and p(Ji+1). We repeat thisc h a nge until no
more such change isp ossible.U singt h is approach, Zhenge ta l. proved that the
competitiver a t io isa tm ost 3Δ + o(Δ).
Here,w eu s ead iﬀerent approach.T osimplifyo ur notations, denote by ai,w i
and pi the arrival time, proﬁt and length of job Ji (1 ≤ i ≤ m) respectively
in a preemptingc h a in σ =( J1,...,J m). Let |σ| be the net proﬁt of WAL in
processing σ.T hus |σ| = wm − ρ(w1 + ···+ wm−1). Let |σ∗| denote the total
weight of jobs started by OPT while WAL isp r ocessing σ.L et Oi be the set
of jobs that are started by OPT while WAL isp r ocessing Ji, and |Oi| be the
total proﬁt oft h ejobs in Oi.N o te that Oi may contain multiple jobs.T hus,
|σ∗| =
 m
i=1 |Oi|.
Weﬁ r s tg ives ome intuition. Observet h a twi and |Oi| grow exponentially
in i.T hus, the proﬁts ofb oth WAL andO PT in σ are almost determined by the
last severalj o bs in σ.W e will provet h a tno two consecutivea b ortions are due to
condition C2.T his will allow us to derivet ighter bounds on the proﬁt of WALOn Job Scheduling with Preemption Penalties 319
andO PT. Fort h er e m a ining jobs,w ec a n aﬀord to be slightly more generous in
upper bounding the proﬁt ofO PT and lower boundingt h a tof WAL.
Below, we state two fundamentall emmas (proved in [11]).
Lemma 1. Consider an arbitrary preempting chain σ =( J1,...,J m) produced
by WAL. If Ji+1 preempts Ji by condition C2, then pi+1 <
√
Δ<p i.
Proof. Thisf ollowse a s ily from pi+1 <p i/
√
Δ ≤
√
Δ and pi >
√
Δpi+1 ≥
√
Δ.
   
Combining Lemma 1 andt h es e c ond inequalityi ncondition C2,n otwo consec-
utivea b ortionsc a n be caused by condition C2.
Lemma 2. Consider an arbitrary preempting chain σ =( J1,...,J m) produced
by WAL.
(a) For 1 ≤ i<m ,i fpi ≤
√
Δ,t h e n
|Oi| <β (
√
Δ +1 ) wi
and if pi >
√
Δ,t h e n
|Oi| <α Δ w i
(b) If pm ≤
√
Δ,t h e n
|Om| <β (
√
Δ +1 ) wm
and if pm >
√
Δ,t h e n
|Om| < (α(Δ − 1) + β)wm
Proof. The ﬁrst part of (a) and (b) are easy. If pi ≤
√
Δ, OPT can start at most √
Δ +1j o bs ofu nit length, each ofp r oﬁt less than βwi.
To provet h es e c ondp a r tof (a), suppose OPT starts x jobs of length larger
than pi/
√
Δ.( S o ,0≤ x ≤
√
Δ.) Each oft h e s ejobs must havep r oﬁt less than
βwi. Otherwise,W A Lw o uldh a vea b orted Ji by condition C1. Since the total
length oft h e s ejobs isa tleast xpi/
√
Δ, OPT can start at most  pi − xpi/
√
Δ 
jobs of length <p i/
√
Δ ande a c hoft h e s ejobs must havep r oﬁt at most αwi.
Otherwise,W A Lw o uldh a vea b orted Ji by condition C2.H ence weh a ve
|Oi|≤xβwi +  pi − xpi/
√
Δ αwi
≤ (pi +1 ) αwi +( β − piα/
√
Δ)xwi.
If β − αpi/
√
Δ>0, then the right hands ide of the previous line ism a ximized
when x =
√
Δ.H ence |Oi|≤(α + β
√
Δ)wi ≤ αΔwi for large enough Δ.
If β − αpi/
√
Δ ≤ 0, then the right hands ide ism a ximized when x =0 .
Therefore, |Oi|≤  pi αwi ≤ αΔwi.
The prooff ort h es e c ondp a r tof (b)i ss imilar.T he only diﬀerence ist h a t
OPT can start, as the last one in Om, a job of length larger than pm/
√
Δ and
proﬁt less than βwm.H ence |Om| < (α(Δ − 1) + β)wm.    
Note: On simplifyingt h es e c ondp a r tof (b), weh a ve |Om|≤(αΔ + o(Δ))wm.
Also, the upper bound of |Om| does nota p p ly to |Oi| (1 ≤ i<m ). Based on the
abovet wo lemmas,w eh a vet h ef ollowingt h e orem.320 F. Zheng, Y. Xu, and C.K. Poon
Theorem 1. Suppose the preemption penalty is ρ times the proﬁt of each pre-
empted job (where ρ is a constant > 0). Then WAL is ((1 + ρ)Δ + o(Δ))-
competitive for large enough Δ.
Proof. Asd iscussed before,i t suﬃces to boundt h er a t io |σ∗|/|σ| fora n arbitrary
preemptingc h a in σ =( J1,...,J m).
Weﬁ r s tc onsider the case when m ≥ 4.T he totalw eight oft h ejobs Ji
(1 ≤ i ≤ m − 3) is
w1 + ···+ wm−3
≤
  1
αm−4 + ···+
1
α0
 
wm−3
<
α
α − 1
wm−3
andb yL emma 2,
|O1| + ···+ |Om−3| <
α2Δ
α − 1
wm−3.
We now boundt h er a t io |σ∗|/|σ| by the followingc a s ea nalysis.
Case 1: Jm preempts Jm−1 by condition C2. Then pm <
√
Δ byL emma 1. Also,
by construction of WAL, wm−1 <w m/α.S i n ce no two consecutivea b ortions
are due to condition C2, Jm−1 must abort Jm−2 due to condition C1. Hence
wm−2 ≤ wm/(αβ) and wm−3 ≤ wm/(α2β).
Using Lemma 2, |Om| <β (
√
Δ +1 ) wm = o(Δ)wm and |Om−1| < (αΔ)wm−1
≤ Δwm.A l so, |Om−2| <α Δ w m−2 for large enough Δ.T herefore, |Om−2| <
αΔwm/(αβ)=o(Δ)wm.
Combininga ll the parts,w eh a ve
|O1| + ···+ |Om|
<
α2Δ
α − 1
wm
α2β
+ o(Δ)wm + Δwm + o(Δ)wm
≤ (Δ + o(Δ))wm.
On the other hand, the net proﬁt gained byW A Li sa tleast
wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
wm−3 + wm−2 + wm−1
 
≥ wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
1
α2β
+
1
αβ
+
1
α
 
wm
≥
 
1 −
ρ
α
(1 + o(1))
 
wm.
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Case 2: Jm preempts Jm−1 by condition C1. Then pm ≤ Δ and wm−1 ≤ wm/β.
Since at least one of Jm−3 and Jm−2 isa b orted by condition C1, wm−2 ≤
wm/(αβ) and wm−3 ≤ wm/(αβ2).
Similar to case 1, weh a ve |Om| < (αΔ + o(Δ))wm, |Om−1| <α Δ w m/β
= o(Δ)wm and |Om−2| <α Δ w m/(αβ)=o(Δ)wm.
Combininga ll the parts,w eh a ve
|O1| + ···+ |Om|
<
α2Δ
α − 1
wm
αβ2 + o(Δ)wm + o(Δ)wm +( αΔ + o(Δ))wm
≤ (αΔ + o(Δ))wm.
whilet h enet gain byW A Li s
|σ|≥wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
wm−3 + wm−2 + wm−1
 
≥ wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
1
αβ2 +
1
αβ
+
1
β
 
wm
≥ (1 − o(1))wm.
Hence the competitiver a t io isa tm ost αΔ.
Setting α = ρ +1 ,the competitiver a t io isa tm ost αΔ + o(Δ)i nboth cases.
Now, consider the case when m ≤ 3. When m =1 ,L emma 2 directly gives
the bound αΔ.W hen m = 2 or 3, the bounds obtained abovef ort h et wo cases
still hold.T hisc ompletes the proof oft h et h e orem.    
3 Online Scheduling with Partial Knowledge of Δ
In this section wec onsider the case when the onlinea lgorithm has only partial
knowledge of Δ.S peciﬁcally, itk nowst h em inimum processingt ime andalower
bound, ˜ Δ,o nΔ,i . e., Δ ≥ ˜ Δ.
Without loss ofg e nerality, we assume that the minimum processingt ime is
1. Thus, the maximum job length ratio Δ is numerically equal to the maximum
job length.W ed e ﬁ ne Δt as the maximum between ˜ Δ andt h em a ximum job
length ratio amonga ll the jobs arrived by time t.W e now present our Dynamic-
Preemption-Condition (abbr.D P C) strategy.
DPC Strategy. The strategyi st r iggered either when a job isc ompleted or
when a newo n ea r r ives.I nthe former case,D P C will start a job with the largest
proﬁt amongt h ose that havea r r ived but not yet satisﬁed.W hen a newj o b R
arrives at time t,D P C will ﬁrst update the current Δt if necessary. Theni f
another job J isb e ings e r ved,D P C will abort J to start R ifa nd only ife ither
conditionsb e low iss a t isﬁed:
C1: w(R) ≥ βtw(J)
C2: αw(J) ≤ w(R) <β tw(J) and p(R) <p (J)/
√
Δt and J did not preempt its
predecessorb y condition C2322 F. Zheng, Y. Xu, and C.K. Poon
where α = ρ +1as in previous section and βt = Δ
1/3
t .( A gain, wec ouldh a ve
chosen β = Δ
γ
t fora ny positive γ<1/2.)
Consider an arbitrary preemptingc h a in σ =( J1,...,J m). The symbols ai, wi
and pi denote respectively the arrival time,w eight andp r ocessingt ime of job Ji
as usual. Furthermore,w e let Δi and βi be respectively the value of Δt and βt
when t = ai.
Lemma 3. Consider an arbitrary preempting chain σ =( J1,...,J m) produced
by DPC. If Ji+1 preempts Ji by condition C2, then pi+1 <
 
Δi+1 <p i.
Proof. By condition C2, pi+1 <p i/
 
Δi+1.S i n ce pi ≤ Δi <Δ i+1,w eh a ve
pi+1 <
 
Δi+1.S i n ce pi+1 ≥ 1, weh a ve pi >
 
Δi+1.    
Lemma 4. Consider an arbitrary preempting chain σ =( J1,...,J m) produced
by WAL.
(a) For 1 ≤ i<m ,i fpi ≤
√
Δi,t h e n
|Oi| <β i+1(
 
Δi +1 ) wi
and if pi >
√
Δi,t h e n
|Oi| < (αΔi + o(Δi+1))wi
(b) If pm ≤
√
Δm,t h e n
|Om| <β m+1(
 
Δm +1 ) wm
and if pm >
√
Δm,t h e n
|Om| < (α(Δm − 1) + βm+1 + o(Δ))wm
where βm+1 = Δ1/3.
Proof. The proof iss imilar to that in Lemma 2, except that Δ and β are replaced
by the appropriate Δj’sa nd βj’s.
For the ﬁrst part of (a) and (b), note that OPT can start at most pi +1≤ √
Δi +1unit-length jobs, each of weight less than βi+1wi (where 1 ≤ i ≤ m).
Fort h es e c ondp a r tof (a), ifO PT starts  pi  (≤ Δi)j o bs ofu nit length, each of
weight less than αwi,i tg a insa tm ost |Oi| <α Δ iwi.A l ternatively, OPT can start
as many long jobs as possiblea ndﬁ ll the rest with unit-length jobs. Each long
jobh a slength at least pi/
 
Δi+1 and weight less than βi+1wi.H ence there are at
most
 
Δi+1 long jobs and |Oi| < (βi+1
 
Δi+1 +α)wi = o(Δi+1)wi. Combining
the two alternatives, |Om| < max{αΔi,o(Δi+1)}wi ≤ (αΔi + o(Δi+1))wi.
The prooff ort h es e c ondp a r tof (b)i ss imilar.M o re precisely, OPT can start
at most Δm −1j o bs ofu nit length andp r oﬁt less than αwm andt h e no n e long
job (so that condition C2 will noth old) andp r oﬁt less than βm+1wm.T hen
|Om| < (α(Δm −1)+βm+1)wm.A l ternatively, itc a n start as many long jobs as
possiblea ndﬁ ll the rest with unit-length jobs.T hen |Om| < (βm+1
√
Δ + α)wm
= o(Δ)wm.H ence |Om|≤(α(Δm − 1) + βm+1 + o(Δ))wm.    On Job Scheduling with Preemption Penalties 323
Theorem 2. Suppose the preemption penalty is ρ times the proﬁt of each pre-
empted job (where ρ is a constant > 0) and it is known that Δ> ˜ Δ = k3(ρ+1) 3
for some k>1.T h e nD P Ci s(
k(ρ+1)
k−1 Δ+o(Δ))-competitive for large enough Δ.
Proof. The proof idea is the same as that in Theorem 1. By construction of
DPC,n otwo consecutivea b ortions are caused by condition C2 in an arbitrary
preemptingc h a in σ =( J1,...,J m).
Consider the jobs Ji (1 ≤ i ≤ m − 3). Weh a vet h a tw1 + ···+ wm−3 ≤
α
α−1wm−3.B yL emma 4(a), |O1| + ···+ |Om−3| <
α
2Δm−3+αo(Δm−2)
α−1 wm−3.
We now boundt h er a t io |σ∗|/|σ| by ac a s ea nalysis.
Case 1: Jm preempts Jm−1 by condition C2. Then pm <
√
Δm byL emma
3. Also, by construction of WAL, wm−1 ≤ wm/α.S i n ce no two consecutive
abortions are due to condition C2, Jm−1 must abort Jm−2 due to condition C1.
Hence wm−2 ≤ wm/(αβm−1) and wm−3 ≤ wm/(α2βm−1).
Using Lemma 4, |Om| < (
√
Δm +1 ) βm+1wm = o(Δ)wm and |Om−1| <
(αΔm−1 + o(Δm))wm−1 ≤ Δwm.
Regarding, |Om−2|,i f Jm−2 preempts Jm−3 by condition C2, then pm−2 ≤  
Δm−2 and |Om−2| <β m−1(
 
Δm−2 +1 ) wm−2 ≤ o(Δ)wm.I f Jm−2 preempts
Jm−3 by condition C1, then |Om−2| < (αΔm−2 + o(Δm−1))wm−2 ≤ (
Δm−2
βm−1 +
o(Δm−1)
αβm−1 )wm = o(Δ)wm.T hus, |Om−2| <o (Δ)wm in both cases.
By as imilar argument,w ec a n show that |O1| + ···+ |Om−3| <o (Δ)wm.
Combininga ll the parts,w eh a ve
|O1| + ···+ |Om|
< (Δ + o(Δ))wm.
On the other hand, the net proﬁt gained byW A Li sa tleast
wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
wm−3 + wm−2 + wm−1
 
≥ wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
1
α2βm−1
+
1
αβm−1
+
1
α
 
wm
≥
 
1 −
ρ
α
(
1
ρkα
+
1
kα
+1 )
 
wm
≥
k − 1
kα
wm.
Hence the competitiver a t io isa tm ost
k(1+ρ)Δ
k−1 + o(Δ).
Case 2: Jm preempts Jm−1 by condition C1. Then pm ≤ Δ and wm−1 ≤ wm/βm.
Since at least one of Jm−3 and Jm−2 isa b orted by condition C1, wm−2 ≤
wm/(αβm) and wm−3 ≤ wm/(αβmβm−2).324 F. Zheng, Y. Xu, and C.K. Poon
Similar to case 1, weh a ve |Om| < (αΔ + o(Δ))wm and |Om−1| < (αΔm−1 +
o(Δm))wm/βm = o(Δ)wm.
If Jm−2 preempts Jm−3 by condition C2, then pm−2 ≤
 
Δm−2 and |Om−2| <
o(Δ)wm.I f Jm−2 preempts Jm−3 by condition C1, then |Om−2| < (αΔm−2 +
o(Δm−1))wm/(αβm)=o(Δ)wm.
Combininga ll the parts,w eh a ve
|O1| + ···+ |Om|
<
α2Δm−3 + αo(Δm−2)
α − 1
wm
αβmβm−2
+ o(Δ)wm + o(Δ)wm +( αΔ + o(Δ))wm
≤ (αΔ + o(Δ))wm.
whilet h enet gain byW A Li s
|σ|≥wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
wm−3 + wm−2 + wm−1
 
≥ wm − ρ
  α
α − 1
1
αβmβm−2
+
1
αβm
+
1
βm
 
wm
≥
 
1 −
α
α3k2 −
ρ
α2k
−
ρ
kα
 
wm
≥
(k − 1)(kα2 +1 )
k2α2 wm
≥
k − 1
k
wm.
Hence the competitiver a t io isa tm ost
k(1+ρ)
k−1 Δ + o(Δ).    
By Theorem 2, as k increases, the competitiver a t io of DPC approaches ((1 +
ρ)Δ+o(Δ)), the competitiver a t io of WAL in the case with the knowledge of Δ.
4C o n c l u s i o n
The paper discussed two scenarios of online jobs c h e d u ling with preemption
penalties.F o r the ﬁrst scenario with the knowledge of Δ beforehand,w ep r oved
that WAL strategyi s ((1+ρ)Δ+o(Δ))-competitivef or large enough Δ.F o rt h e
seconds c e nario where the onlines t r a t e g y has only the knowledge oft h elower
bound, k3(ρ+1)3,o f Δ,w e put forward a (
k(ρ+1)
k−1 Δ+o(Δ))-competitives t r a t e g y
for large enough Δ.T he ratio approaches ((1 + ρ)Δ + o(Δ)) as k increases.
For the ﬁrst case, there iss t ill a gap around 0.557Δ between upper and lower
bounds fort h es p e c ial case where ρ =1 .A no bvious open question is where
t h et r u ec ompetitiver a t io lies within the range [1.443Δ,2Δ]. Moreover,i t is
interestingt o ﬁnd out whether randomization helps to break the lower bound of
1.443Δ for ρ =1 .On Job Scheduling with Preemption Penalties 325
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